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. Withom the patient labour and unselfish devotion 
of a small band of unpaid workers there. could 
never have been a Co-operative Movement in the 
Central Provinces and Berar. . The gift of this 
book to the Movement is a small token of -the 
writer's deep respect and admiration for the work 

of the unpaid Co-operator. 
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PREFACE. 

Tq understand the meaning and importance of the Co:"operative 
Movement in India, requires a knowledge of certain historical 
facts and some acquaintance with co-operative achievement 
in other countries. That is the reason for Parts I andU ,of 
this book. 

In compiling a volume of reference it is legitimate to follow 
the example of Moliere and to take what is good from where 
it is to be found. Accordingly J it is not so much in the character 
of an author as in that of an amanuensis that I tender my 
apologies to Messrs. Cahill, Fay, Hewins, Wolff, Dicksee, 
and Conant. for my borrowings from their standard works. 
I have also made much use of the admirable Bulletins issued: 
by the International Institute of Agriculture in Rome, of the 
writings of Nicholson and Holyoake; and of the articles by 
that exceedingly well~informed expert .. Home Counties,'· 
published in The World's Work. 

It must be understood that nothing contained in this book 
is, in any sense, a declaration 6f Government policy. Such 
declarations are contained in Government Resolutions, and 
not in a book prepared by a humble co-operative worker for the 
use of his fellow-workers. ' 

H. R. CROSTHWAITE. 

June 15th, 1916. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

1/" Co-OPERATION leav~s nobody out who works. Those who
do not know this do not understand co-operation ; those who 
do know it and do not mean it, are traitors to the principle. 
Those who mean it and do not take steps· to, secure. it, or are 
silent when others evade it, ordo not advocate it when occasion 
offers, are unseeing or supine. Co--operation touches no man's 
fortune; seeks rio plunder; causes no disturbC!l1ce in' society; 
gives no trouble to statesmen; enters intQ no secret associations ; 
it contemplates . no violence;. needs no. trades union to 
protect its interests; if sUDverts DO order ; envies no dignJty; 
it accepts no gift, nor asks any favour; it keeps notenns with 
the idle, ~nd it will break no .faith with the industrious. It is 
neither mendicant, servile,' nor offensive; it has its hand in 
no man's pocket, and· does. not mean that. any other hands 
shall remain long or c9miortably in. its own; it means .sel£..
help, self-dependence,. and such share of . tht; common 
competence as labour shall earn or thought-can win." "These are 
the words of that great English co~operator; George Jacob 
Holyoake, and they may be coml!lended to all, workers in the 
cause as 'an epitom~ of what ".cO-operati9n .. ··really ~eans, 
Co-operation is mutual help; and a co-operative society begins 
in persuasion, proceeds by consent, seeks sucCeSS by c<1mmo~ 
efforts. incurs risks. and shares losses •. intending that all its 
members shall preportionately share whatever penefits. are 
secured. 

Co-operation produces equality; but this eq~ality is the 
result not the beginning. Any co-qperative move:n;J.ent must 
start with inequality and authority, .and must steer .st~adil.y 
towards self-government and independence.· It will take time~ 
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co-operators must remember:. to regenerate the world. 
'Co-operation is a religion which, though weak in creeds ~nd 
collects, renders humari:ity service. The main creed of 
co-operation is that all co-operators should mean well, work 
well, and neither beg, steal, nor annoy. 

Leslie Stephen has recorded that II Robert Owen was the 
'most conspicuous figure in the early part of the ninet~enth 
century." And when Robert Owen originated II Co-operation" 
most. men said. that the idea was contrary to human nature . 

. What was new to them they concluded was hew to h~manity. 
But Aristotle tells tis of nations who held the land in common 
an~ divided the produce, and of others who divided the land 
and stored the produce in common. Minos the Cretan would 
not suffer any of his people to . lead an indolent' life. Persons 
of all classes sat at common tables, partook of the same diet, 
and at the public expense. The laws of Minos rema.ined in 
force for neatly a thousand years; When Lycurgu5 governed 
Sparta obedience to the law and the dread of living for himself 
were the earliest lessons imprinted on the mind of a Lacede
monian. Robert Owen was born in 1771, and thus was a 
contemporary of- Wellington and of Napoleon. From being a 
humble drapet's - assistant he became a wealthy cotton 
manufacturer. Owen purchased and worked lip the first hale 
of cotton imported into England, foreseeing at once the future 
importance to the spinning trade of England of encouraging the 
foreign· supply of raw material. Owen's schetne of administer
ing his factories shared with his labourers and their families 
a portion of the common gain. A!Ilongst other arrangements 
for the welfare of his people Owen provided model schools for 
their children, and thus it came to pass that the education, or 
formation of character, of members· of the co-operative body 
has always been deemed a part of the co-operative scheme 
amongst those who rightly understand it.' A co-operative store 
was a mere detail of Owen's factory management. Huxley 
has written thus of Owen: "t think that everyone who looks 
closely into the problem of popular education must be led to 
Owen's conclusion that the infants' school is, so to speak, the 
key' of the position. Robert Owen discerned this great fact j 
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and had the courage and patience to work out his theory into. 
a practical reality." Owen was the fu;st who looked with 
practical intent into the kingdom of the unborn. He saw that 
posterity-the silent but inevitable judge of us all--:if left 
untrained may efface the triumphs, .. or dishonour, or destroy the 
great traditions of the race. Robert Owen put infant schools 
into the mind of tlie world; and he, when· it seemed impossible 
to anyone else, proposed national education. Moreover, Owen 
was not ,3. sentimental, speculativ~, or barren reformer. He 
was for ~ubmitting every plan to experiment befor~ advising it· 
He cared for no cause that reason 'could not win; and whatever 
he commended he supported with his purse. He saw, as no 
man before him did, that environment is the maker, of meri. 
Robert Owen died in his 88th year, on the 17th November, 
1858, . at Newtown, Montgomeryshire, the place of his birth. 
In 1902 the co-operators of England and Scotland subscrIbed 
to erect a handsome scre~n round Owen's tomb. 

1 
Although England is the parent=country of the co-operative 

idea, Germany is that of co-operative banking and credit) The 
German pioneers were Herr Schulze, Mayor of Delitzsch, and 
Herr F. W. Raiffeisen, Burgomaster of a group of villages round 
Neuwied. Both were men who had seen government service. 
Schulze-Delitzsch was a Judge and a· member of the Prussian 
National Assembly of 1848. Raiffeisen, ex-soldier and wine 
merchant, who even·to the age of eighty, when he was sick and 
blind, had a marvellous facility for arithmetical calculation, 

. directed the building of the railway on the left bank of the 
Rhine. Both these great reformers broke entirely new ground, 
although Schulze-Delitzseh had learnt. the powers of thrift 
from the English Friendly Societies, and Raiffeisen had seen 
from the public savings-banks and Schulze-Delitzsch's own 
institutions' how some of the' larger farmers could be accom
modated with credit. '. Both began with an individual effort 
to relieve the distress in their particular' districts. Both' ended 
with the conviction that improvement was only possible when 
it depended upon and came from the people themselves. 1848 
was a year "Of distress general throughout Europe. In 1849 
Schulze-Delitzsch' founded a Friendly Society for relief in 
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sickness, and in the same year an association of shoemakers for 
the purchase of raw materials. In 1850 he founded in Delitzsch
Eilenberg his first loan society with ten members, all artisans 

4 , 

and remodelled it two years later as a self-supporting institu-
tion with a capital and shares. He saw that the lack of good 
credit was at the root of the small man's helplessness, and that 
this credit could only be provided if the small man by self-help 
organized himself to obtain it. In 1848 Raiffeisen founded at 
Weyerbusch (Cobl~z) a co-operative society for diStributing 
potatoes and bread to the poor. In the year after he founded 
at Flammersfeld, in the Westerwald, a loan society for the 
support of small farmers; but, let us note, the members of this 
society were rich philanthropists' who sold cattle at 'easy' rates 
to the farmers, they were not the farmers themselves. In 1862 
--mark the long interval--.-Raiffeisen founded, at Anhausen, his 
S"econd society. This was a co.;operative credit society, and in 
it the borrowing farmers were themselves the members. It 
was at this stage that Raiffeisen discovered that the poor 
required no ,donations of money but the organization necessary 
to command this money for themselves. 

Neither Schulze-pelitzsch nor Raiffeisen had a government 
commission to establish credit banks. Their sympathy stirred 
them to efforts of relief: their .experience showed them the 
conditions under which permanent improvement was alone 
possible: their genius created triumphantly the conditions 
which their contemporaries thought to be unattainable. Schulze
Delitzsch was first in the field, but Raiffeisenworked out his 
own . organization .. Schulze-Delitzsch blinked suspiciously, 
when he detected certain variations from his own regulations, 
Raiffeisen held boldly to his position. Both observed that they 
had solved a great problem by principles essentially the same; 
neither understood that their differences of method were due 
to, and justified by. differences of environment. Now the German 
mind . is peculiarly prone to proceed by formulm. It draws 
from observation or study conclusions which in their place are 
correct. It celebrates their discovery by promoting them to 
an' "ism II which, applied regardless of environment and 
context. is incorrect. An" ism" is to its disciples a universality; 
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variation from that .. ism" is heresy and not ~n intelligent 
application of one principle to different conditions. Th{l party 
of Schulze-Delitzsch railed at Raiffeisen for methods which ill 
the town would have been insecure: tile party of Raiffeisen 
reproached Schulze-Delitzsch for methods which in the country 
would have been ,impossible. _ Schulze-Delitzsch was right in 
raising share capital for his town banks, Raiffeisen "in rejecting 
it for his country J:>anks. Being" Germans it did not occur to 
them to conclude, or if they concluded to confess, that each 
was right in his own line. To-day if you question Jt member of 
a Schulze-Delitzsch bank about Raiffeisen institutions, h~ turns 
up his nose. and patronizes them as unsafe "chaiity" banks 
in a tone of contemptuous pity~ If you question a member 
of a Raiffeisen bank about Schulze-Delitzsch institutions he 
shakes his head and apologizes for them, as for heretics convicted 
of capitalism _and exclu:?iveness~ " 

One word -more; It is necessary for the student of co:
operation "to understand that t1;lere a.re two aspects" of the 
movement and that they are linked inseparably toget1;ler. The 
one aspect is material, the other moral. But mo~ality is not 
a cloak which unsound business ought to wear. The moral 
enthusiast, blinded by the refulgence of his ideals, is apt to be 
impatient in his haste to :reach the Promised land. His head 
is amongst the stars, while his feet are stumbling in the gutter; . 
and there will always be people vulgar enough to take advantage 
of him. But if the moral enthusiast is wise he will build, up his 
scheme of reform on the solid foundation of material progress 
secured by sound business. Good economy is apt to produce 
good morals. Arid if the movement is ~o destroy the forces of 
ignorance and waste co-operators must be conscious of the 
efforts and sacrifices which their' cause requires. 



PROGRESS OF THE' CO·OPERATIVE MOVEMENT IN INDIA~ 

1901-1915. 

1907. 
I 

1908. 1909. 1910. 1911. I 1912. 1913. 

Number of Societies ... ... ... 83{ 1,357 2,008 3,498 5,432 8,177 12,32{ 

Number of Members. (10 thousands) ... 91 149 184 231 314 403 574 

Working Capital. (In lakbl of rupees) ... 24 44 81 124 204 336 534 

CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR. . 
1907. 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911. 1912. 19~3. 1914. 

, 

Number of Societies ... ... 70 80 100 152 300 584 1,450 2,213 
--

Number of Member •• (In thousands) .. , 3 4 6 7 9 12 27 42 

Working Capital. (In lakhs) ... '80 1'50 2 3 5 10 34 65 

1-1914. 1915. 

15,673 17,327 

744 824 

I 
772 897 

1915. 1916. 

2,297 2,685 

46 63 

73 87 



CHAPTER I. 

SOME PAGES OF~ CoMMERCIAL HISTORY. 

THE student of economic questions cannot neglect the 
experience of commercial history. We,· for instance, cannot 
understand the forces which are ·developing our Province by 
merely concentrating attention on the phenomena of th~ last 
few years. It is necessary to take a long period of time, ·The 
English purpose has, throughout the centuries, found expression 
in the desire to secure all reasonable liberty. of th(;mght, opinion, 
religion, and action to the ?ubject, and equal justice for all. 
The voice of· Robert Owen preaching Co-operation was that Qf 
the spirit of the English people. 'Carved on the marble of the 
beautiful building of the famous People's Bank in 'Milan is" the 
name" Robert Owen!' ·And if the Italian people thus pay 
tribute, it is but right for· every co-operator to try and under
stand something of the national environment· which produced 
so great a man. Let us, therefore, pause to -examine certain 
features of English economic development before passing on to 
the history of our own times. 

There are few subjects of greater importance to the student 
of economics than the history of inventions, for in. it 'he has 
the key to the most far-reaching changes in industry and 
commerce. But for the inventor of the wheel, for· instance, we 
should still be without roads, railways, and many other things. 
besides. If, however, the inventor of the wheel had been granted 
a perpetual patent, or, worse still, if the State or the Crown, or 
whatever the paramount authority of the time might be, had 
been in the position ~to reserve for itselfand for its· licensees the 
exclusive right to make and sell wheels, there can be no doubt 
that this monopoly~would have retarded the progress of civilisa~ 
tion. In the time of Queen Elizabeth the limits of the Royal 
prerogative in the regulation of English trade were no~even 

cs ( 1 )1 
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defined. When, in 1597, the House of Commons petitioned 
against the Royal claim to monopolies, Elizabeth "hoped that 
her dutiful and loving subjects. would not take away her 
prerogative, which was the chiefest flower in her garden, and the 
principal and head pearl in her crown and diadem; but that 
they would leave that to her disposition. I, The Bill 'against 
Monopolies, of 1621, was rejected by the House of Lords mainly 
on the ground that it encroached on the Royal prerogative. It 
was held that the Queen, by virtue of her prerogative, might 
set at liberty things restrained by Statute Law or o~herwise ; 
restrain things that are at liberty,-for example, grant a 
monopoly for a new invention, or when there was " a glut of 
things "; and grant a license of transportation to one man 
when there was a scarcity. The idea of diverting a share in 
the gains of commer~e into the Royal Exchequer was, at this 
time, at the rQot of some of the characteristic principles of the 
mercantile system; and 'the grant of a monopoly by the Crown 
was a favourite method of rewarding the services of courtiers: 
Thus, the Earl of Essex had a. monopoly of the sale of sweet 
wines. At last the sense of injustice, the inconvenience entailed 
by the monopolies, and the belief that they were grap.ted for 
the gain of individuals, and not for the benefit of the people, 
aroused popular indignat,ion. This first found expression in 
the Parliament of 1597, when a motion was introduced" touching 
sundry enormities growing by patents of .privilege and 
monopolies." In 1601 the Commons made another attack 
upon the monopolies. .0" There be many commodities iri this 
realm" said one speaker "which, being public for the benefit 
of every particular subject, are monopolized by patent from 
Her Majesty, only for the good and private gain of one man." 
The Jist of the commodities complained of included salt, steel, 
tin, starch, stone bottles, glass pots, etc., and, shortly afterwards, 
Elizabeth issued a proclamation, recalling some of the most 
obnoxious patents. Four days after his accession to the throne~ 
James issued a proclamation, restraining the monopolies. 
He also spoke strongly against them in his first Parliament. 
He declared monopolies to be contrary to the laws. 
but was favourable to patents fo~_ new inventions.: At, last, 
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after prolonged . agitation, the Commons obtained in 1624 the 
Statute of Monopolies. By this famo~s statute, which is still the 
basis of English· Patent ~aw. to confer on any individual the 
exclusive right of carrying on a particlllar trade or manufacture 
was in. general declared to be beyond the limits of the 
prerogative and contrary to common law. An exception, 
however, was made in favour of new inventioris, for which a 
monopoly might be granted for fourteen years, on the ground 
that· the practiCe encouraged ingenuity and encroached on no 
right of which others were in possession. The. A<;t also did 
not extend to certain municipal privileges, to trading companies, 
to the manufacture of gunpowder which was the monopoly of 
the Crown, or to the monopolies of glass-making, smalt, and 
smelting iron. The Statute of Monopolies left untouched some 
of the most vexatious restrictions on trade; but from this 
statute dates. the development ?f the unrestrained right to 
trade as now expressed, for instance, in the Indian Contract 
Act,. which merely repeats the English law declaring contracts 
in. restraint of trade to be illegal. And, what is most importa~t 
of all, th; statute len the 'way open for an attack upon the 
exclusive trading corporations; for though they were excepted 
from its operation it was open to discussion whether their 
charters, when ,they expired, could be renewed without 
Parliamentary sanction . 

. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, an English 
merchant who wished to engage in foreign trade had little 
chance of success u,nless he became a' member of one of the 
great companies. For the companies ha~ extensive powers 
of fine and imprisonment, and could bring the influence of the 
law to bear upon the private trader ,who would not subinit to 
their regulations. Amongst .the most interesting passages of 
English commercial .history are the records of the attempts 
made by the prlvate trader to bre~opoly of 
the trading companies. But for the w;ise restrictions imposed 
by the Government of India there might be some analogy 
between private railway companies in this. country and the 

• Section 27, Act IX of 1872. 
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Eriglish trading companies of the seventeenth century, especially 
if we imagine the principles of private railway organization 
exte.nded to the whole foreign trade of India at the present 
time. I.et us picture the condition of things at the'beginning of 
the reign of James I. The Russia.Company had the monopoly 
of the trade to Russia, Armenia, Media, Hyrcania, Persia, 
~nd the Caspian Sea. The trade to Norway, Sweden, and the 
Baltic was under the control of the Eastland Merchants, The 
Merchant Adventurers employed the monopoly of the trade 
from the Cattegat to the mouth of the Somme. Then came 
the Levant Company with its monopoly of the trade of the 
Mediterranean and the East. In the newly-discovered lands 
the Guinea Company traded to the West Coast of Africa, while 
the East India Company's charter included the islands and 
~ontinents beyond the Cape to the Straits of Magellan. In 
North America, the South Virginia Company monopolized the 
trade of Maryland, Virginia, and Carolina; and the Plymouth 
Adventurers Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, and New 
England. . Here and there, bodies of merchants had rights which 
.infringed the charterS of these companies; for instance, the· 
Hull merchants were protected against, the Muscovy Company; 
Sir Edward Michelbome and others had privileges against 
the East India Company; while private traders might have 
been found over the whole field trying their best to break down 
the monopolies. The French trade was the only one free and 
open to . all Englishmen. 

Twenty years before the Statute of Monopolies received 
the assent of the Sovereign, public discontent with the trading 
companies led to the introduction of Free Trade Bills in the 
House of Commons. It was urged that freedom of trade would 
lead to (i) the increase and the more equal distribution of wealth, 
and (ii) the growth of shipping and of revenue. The arguments 
against the Bills were of the feeblest description. It was stated 
that there was monopoly only when 'the liberty of trade was 
confined to one man, rand that, if trade were free, .. the rich 
would eat out the poor,lWho were not able to sell at the instant, 
to make themselves savers, and so there would grow a worse 
monopoly." To. this it was replied that '! the contention 
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showeth thus much, that a crafty head, with a greedy heart 
and a rich purse, is able to .takeadvantage of the need of his 
neighbour, which no man doubteth of." At the third reading 
the Bill was" three 4ays debated and paSsed with great consent 
and applause." It was thrown out by the Lords. 

The . monopoly of the trading companies ha.d a political 
rather than an econoriiical basis. Indeed, it may be doubted' 
if there was ever any economical justification for the existence 
-of the trading companies. Their organization was rendered 
necessary by the political conditions under which the foreign 
trade of the country had to be developed. And because 'political 
-conditions are far' . from immutable, internal as weil as 
international trade policies are not based upon principles so much 
as upon necessity and experu.ency.* The condi~ioris of the 
period were unfavourable to economic progress, for, although 
in a time of general insecurity and want of confidence, an 
individual or a nation may-be stimulated to greater exertions, 
and may snatch certain advantages at the expense of others, 
trade can only flourish in peace, reverence for the law, security 
to person and property, mutual confidence and integrity ill. 
-commercial dealings. The power of England in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries was not that which she enjoys at 
present; Birmingham buttons were just beginning to be known, 
of Birmingham firearms nobody had· yet heard. In l68S the 
English army consisted of seven thousand foot and seventeen 
bundred cavalry. In 1684, Samuel Pepys, the ablest man in 
the English Admiralty, reported that the ships of the ~ing's 

fleet were made of rotten timber and unfit to go to sea. " Some 
-of the new men-of-war are so rotten," he said, " that, unless 
speedily repaired, they wi,ll go down at their mooTings." NQ 
wonder the. Dutch fleet was able to sail up the Thames and bum 
British ships! Traders knew well that the Governmellt of the 
day had not the power to protect its subjects. abroad. III th~ 
leading ports, therefore, 'to which the 'companies traded they 

• Here is a passage "from a book written by a German economist. .. Where would be 
the German -sugar industry. the textile, the iron industry now created tl\roughout the 
German empire. without the rich English market always ready' to receiv~ our goods ? 
<:'n the back of Fn;e Trade England we have tried to grasp the)rade 01 the world. If 
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had their own consuls, . agents, and ambassadors. These 
officer~ the companies appointed and paid; and thus, what we 
now regard as . the ordinary functions of Government were 
delegated to companies of merchant adventurers. "The 
Company," therefore, became the central authority to which, 
through its officials, the individual trader could appeal when 
disputes or difficulties arose. Not until Government was able 
to assume the responsibility, to control the appointme~t of 
consuls and ~mbassadors, and to pay the expenses out of the 
general taxes of the State, did the great trading companies cease 
to occupy a position which was, in its relation to Parliament, 
very similar to .that of a modem colonial government. 

The first East India Company came into existence on 
December 3!st, 1600. Even s~early as 1652 this company 
had its enemies in England, for in that year a pamphl~t 
was published entitled" Strange News from India," complaining 
that" the Company was a destructive monopoly, for our people 
in the beginning of the East India trade have made particular 
running voyages thither only to enrich a few." The pamphlet 
was fQllowed by many others contending for a free and open 
trade; and a stormy agitation went on for many years. At 
last, in 1706, and under Parliamentary sanction, was 
incorporated the" United Company of Me~chants of England 
trading to the East Indies." 

The history of British influence in India may be divided 
into three periods. There was first a commercial period; then 
a period of wars and territorial expansion ; and finally a period 
of consolidation and internal progress. Of course these periods 
were not clean cut; their limits were more or less indefinite. 
In each of them there .was much c.ommerce and much fighting. 
and some internal progress. But each had a distinct keynote. 
Commerce was tn~ keynote of the first, which lasted from the 
time of Queen Elizabet!J. to nearly the end of the eighteenth 
century. During that time the British in India were 
represented by " the Company," and the welfare of their trade 
was their primary object. 

The trade of the East has always been most valuable, and 
there has always been fierce competition for it. The British 
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Company was constantly at war with, 'the Portuguese, the 
Dutch, 'or the French. The Portugllese were soon worn down, 
and after some severe fighting the British ousted the Dutch 
from the trade of the Indian mainland; but the contest with 
the French was long. When it began in earnest, shortly before 
the middle of the eighteenth century, a great change had come 
oyer India. The MughalEmpire, so pow~rful and splendid 
a hundred and fifty years ea!,Iier, had practically fallen to pieces. 
The Emperor still held his Court, and exercised a nominal 
sovereignty over the greater part of India; but Delhi itself, 

/ " 

his capital, had been sacked by a Persian invader, Nadir Shah" 
the Napoleon of Asia, and the Mughal dominions had, broken 
up into a number of virtually independen~ chiefships . 

.. As our business is trade," wrote the Directors of the 
Company, "it is ~ot.politic for us to be encumbered with much 
territory.", The Company had some small tracts of land round 
its factories, but these had been got by grant from the country 
powers, for value received; ,and the heads of the factories were 
discouraged from obtaining further cessions. If it had not been 
for the French, this commercial point of view would probably 
have been maintained, but the French looked at the matter 
in a different light. They were by' no means content with 
the idea of trade, and their proceedings soon forced the British 
Company into a course of action which resulted in its becoming 
against its will a political and military power. In 1741 the 
famous Dupleix was appointed Director-General of the French 
East India Company, and. he speedily came to the conclusion ' 
that the proper course for his countrymen was to form alliances 
with some of the -Indian rulers, to attack and destroy With their 
aid the British settlements, and then to found a territqrial 
empire. In the' end he failed, because the' British ~ere too 
strong at sea. * In 1754 J?upleix was recalled to France in 
undeserved disgrace, but fighting with the French went on 
during the Seven Years' War of 1756-1763, and it was during 
this war that the future of the British Company was decided. 

• On the waU'tIf the Cathedral of St; Thomas in Bombay, on the left-hand side as you 
enter the door, there is a memorial tablet to the captain of a British man-of-war which 
disposed of a French" Emden," then" the terror of the Indian Ocean:" 
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The British Company had long possessed a factory at Calcutta. 
At this period Bengal was held by an Afghan adventurer, who 
after the break-up of the Mughal Empire had established himself 
as a practically independent chief. Just as the Seven Years' 
War broke out he,died, ancLwas succeeded by his son, Suraj-ud
Doulah. When, fearing an attack by the French, the British 
fortifiedrCa1cutta, the new ruler objected, marched against them 
with~ai}arge force and took the factory. Then followed the 
tragedy of the Black Hole, when more than a hundred English 
were brutall:rdone to death. They were soon avenged by 
Clive, who, coming up from Madras with a small body of 
European and Indian troops, advanced against the Bengal 
ruler and routed him at Plassey. One of his officers who had 
turned against him was then set up in his place, and thus the 
British became predominant in Bengal. In 1765 the Mughal 
Emperor granted to the British the direct administration of 
BengaJ,noII!inally under his sovereignty. From this time the 
Company stood forth as a territorial power. 

The second period of the British connection With India, 
that of territorial expansion, had now opened. By this time 
the MughaJ Empire had practically ceased to exist. The 
territories over which it had once held sway had fallen away 
one by one, and India had been parcelled out among a number 
of chiefs, most of them still nominally owning the sovereignty 
of .the Mughal, but all acting as if they were independent, and 
making war upon each other as they pleased without reference 
to their overlord. Indeed the Emperor had for long been little 
more than a prisoner in the hands of any of those chiefs who 
happened to be strongest at the moment. Most of them, 
moreover, were adventurers, foreign to the soil and the race of 
their subjects. India, in fact, was one great field of war, over 
which :numerous armies marched and fought and plundered 
in all directions. It has been estimated that perhaps two 
~illions of armed mercenaries were gathered about the standards 
of the various leaders; and all lived at the expense of the 
peasantry and trading classes, who submitted to every 
conqueror in turn. Let us glance at the map of India as it was 
in 1790. Immediately to the north-west of the British province 
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of Bengal was the-Nawab Waur of Oudh, originally a minister 
of the Mughal, now an independent Mahommedan' prince, 
ruling large and fertile districts inhabited mainly by Hindus. 
Beyond him again was a remnant of territory held by the 
Emperor in person, ~r some of his officials. Still further to the 
north-west was the Punjab, over which the Sikhs were 
establishing their supremacy. -On the western coast of India were 
the Marathas, a loose but powerful confederacy. Their leaders 
had seized upon varioU3 tracts in the centre of India, ~nd 
founded principalities there; but in truth the Marathas had 
no geoEraphical limits, for their swarms of horsemen roved 
India from sea to sea, exacting their tribute, a nominal quarter 
of the revenue, but often much more, from every ruler not 
strong enough to resist them. A considerable number of more 
or less ancient chiefships still existed in the deserts and jungles 
of CeI).tral India; but all, or almost all, were periodically 
harried by the Marathas. In the south two great Mahommedan 
chiefs, each ruling a Hindu population, were the most formidable 
among the competitors for supremacy. These were the Nizam 
of Hyderabad and the famous Hyder ,Ali, who had seized, the 
Hindu kingdom of Mysore. -

Among all these competing chiefs, with their large but ill
armed and untrustworthy armies, stood the British Company 
with its 'more efficient administration and much more efficient 
military force-a force r~gularly paid, we111ed by European 
officers, and- able to ,draw from England supplies of arms and 
munitions' of war. It seemed likely that if the British entered 
the_lists they would eventually prove stronger than any of the
-other country powers ~ and there 'was little probability that 
these powers' would have sufficient self-control to avoid acts of 
aggression which would f()rce the British hand. -A -policy of 
isolation and non-interference such as, the -Company favoured 

'could not be easy to maintain. it was the less easy to maintain 
because the possession of Bengal by the British had nqw literally 
thrown open to them the gates of empire by bringing them into 
the valley of the Ganges, which for more than two thousand 
years had been the' seat of the great IndJan kingdoms. They 
were no longer a trading company with small pos~essions in the 
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remote south, but a territorial power in immediate touch with 
the heart of India. But the Company, true to its trading 
instincts, shrank with something like terror from the idea of 
conquest. It was.. indeed, expressly declared by Act of 
Parliament that" to pursue schemes of conquest, and extension 
of dominion in India, ar,e measures repugnant to the wish, the 
honour, and the policy of this nation." Such was the spirit 

,in which the British entered upon the second period of their 
history in India, the short 'period of seventy years which was 
to end in supreme domination. 

In . dealing with this sec<;>nd period we need not, in this 
book, go into detail. But it is important to remember that 
throughout the wars against Mysore, the Marathas, the Gurkhas, 
the Pindaris, and the Sikhs, the British were animated by one 
desire and one alone, namely, ,to bring peace to the country. 
These wars were waged mainly with Indian troops who fought. 
not against their countrymen, but against enemies who had 
for generations plundered and tormented them. Again. during 
the Mutiny of 1857, a military mutiny and a partial one, the 
armies of Bombay and Madras never wavered in their allegiance 
to the British. Of the great ruling chiefs of India -not one 
threw in his lot with the rebels .. It is the tIl1th, never to 
be forgotten, that many thousands of Indian soldiers fought, 

. with the most devoted fidelity, against the mutineers. They 
were "faithful to their salt," and t~s Englishmen, all over 
the world, will remember to the end of time. At the close of 
this second period the British had, in little more than seventy 
years, risen to supreme dominion by the willing aid of the 
people of India. They have retained supreme dominion by the 
same willing aid. And not only has India been loyal to the 
British, but the British have been loyal to India. -

./ \Vhen by the' blessing of Provi9.ence internal tranquillity 
will be restored, it is our earnest desire to stimulate the peaceful 
industry of India, to promote works of public utility and 
improvement, and to administer the Government for the benefit 
of all our subjects resident therein. In their prosperity will be 
our strength, in their contentment our security, and in their 
gratitude our best reward. And may the God of all power 
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grant to us, and" to those in authority under us, strength to 
carry out these our wishes for the good of our people;" Wit4-
these words closed the famous proclamation in which Queen 
Victoria informed the Indian chiefs and people that the 
administration of the country had been taken over by the Crown; 
And thus, little more than half a' c~ntury ago, opened the third 
period, that of consolidation and internal progress. To this.' 
period we belong. It is for us to carryon the work for which 
our fathers gave their lives, preser'ving jealously the spirit of 
patient, sturdy, and equitable co-operation, and the humane 
desire for general progress and e~ightenment, which had their 
birth in the hearts and in the sufferings of the English people 
and for which Robert Owen-stood as the first articulate apostle~ 

CHAPTER- II. 

THE GENESIS OF THE CE~TRAL PROVINCES AND BEl1AR. 

THE twenty-two districts of the Central Provinces' and. 
BeraF cover an area of almost one hundred thousand square 
miles, thus being rather larger than England, S<;:otland and 
Wales put together. Over the greater part of this considerab!e 
tract of country the dawn of the_ epoch of authentic history 
may be placed at a period not much more than three centuries.' 
ago. Here, in what is now part . of our. Province, was the 
mysterious Gondwana, an isolated and unexplored country of 
inaccessible mountains and impenetrable forests, inhabited by 
savage aborigina! tribes. Into portions of this wild region 
early civilisations succeeded in penetrating. Neolithic imple
ments of red chert from the Jubbuipore Districf have been 
found a few miles north 'of the Tambrapani river in South 
tinnevelly (Madras); and in speculating as to' how these 
ancient chipped stones got so far afield we may, p~rhaps, be 
permitted to conclude that even in the Stone Age, or abQut 
400,000 years ago, there was some communication between: 
the Central Provinces and the distant outside world. Once" 
in the heart of our densest forests, there were busy cities: but 

• 
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they have disappeilred leaving only a few carved stones behind 
them. Froin the' rock edict at Rupnath in the. Jubbulpore 
District, from coins, and from a few inscriptions on copper and
stone, we get glimpses of the extent of Asoka's empire (300 B.C.), 
-of the raids of the White Huns, of the rise and fall of a succes
sion of Hindu principalities (IOO-IlOO A.D.), and of the career 
of the great Mandla dynasty whi~h,. founded about 664 A.D. 
by Jadho Rai, an adventurous RajI>ut who married the daughter 
·of an old Gond chieftain, first became important in 1480 and 
was finally extinguished by the Marathas in 1781. 

As we have seen, it was in the year 1600 that the first East 
India Company came into existence. In that year Akbar, the 
Great Mughal, captured the Farnki fortress of Asirgarh, in the 
Nimar District, and Bakht Buland, King of Deogarh, p.roceeded 
on* a visit to Delhi. Of old Gondwan~ there were four great 
divisions or kingdon:ts,-Garha Mandla,* Kherla,t Deogarh,t 
and Chanda. The flood of Mahommedan invasion, which swept 
away the Hindu kingdoms of the Deccan, passed westward 
through Malwa, Berar, and Khandesh leaving Gondwana 
practically undisturbed. But, speaking generally, it is to Mahom
medan influence that must be attributed the earliest attempts 
to civilise the Province. \Vhere the Mughal conquered, as. 
in the- case of Berar, he took his civilisation with him. \Vhere 
he exacted tribute, as in the case of Gondwana, he made his 
influence felt; for when Bakht Buland returned from Delhi 
he was' a convert' to Islam. . Moreover, he brought back with 
him, to teach his Gonds, large numbers of artificers and agri
culturists both Hindu and Mahommedan. This enterprise 
.added to his revenue and power, and annexing territory from 
'the rival states of Chanda and Garha Mandla, he founded the 
-city of Nagpur on the site of a hamlet ,known as Rajapur 
Bharsah. Bakht Buland was succeeded by Chand Sultan who 
made Nagpur the capital of the Deogarh kingdom. 

In 1739 Chand Sultan died, and WaH Shah, an illegitimate 
son of Bakht Buland, seized on the vacant throne. . In this 

" Garha, once a Gond capital, is now a suburb of Jubbulpore. 
t In Betul, in ruins. 
: In Chhimlwara. in ruiu,. 
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year the Marathas first obtained a footing in N agpur ; and at 
this period the Central Pr~vinces and Berat were" distributed 
amongst the Gonds, the Mughals., the Hindu house of the 
Haihaivansis, the Bundelas, and the Marathas. Buffeted by 
successive tides of invasion, the economic progress of the country 
was (as we shall see) at last broken to pieces on the rocks of 
internal confusion and misrule between 1803 and I817. 

When Chand Sultan died Raghuji Bhonsla, the descendant 
of one of SivaWs troopers, was in charge of the Maratha interests 
in Berar, a province which the Peshwa of Poona had pra~tically 
wrested from the· Mughals. To Raghuji, the widow of Chand 
Sultan sent an invitation to oust Wali Shah and to.,. place her, 
sons Buran Shah and Akbar Shah upon the Nagpur throne. 
This Raghuji did; but dissensions between the two brothers 
ripened into civil wars. There was some fierce fighting, and 
on one occasion, in 1742, twelve thousand Gonds were mas-

• sacred in the fort of Patunsaongi:" 
In 1743 Buran Shah called in the expectant Raghuji, and 

Akbar Shah was driven into eXile. Raghuji took his oppor
tunity, made himself master of th~ Deogarh kingdom, and 
established his government at Nagpur. On Buran Shah and: 
his descendants the Marathaconferred " by treaty" the empty 
title of Raja and' a State pension. 

The fiction that .the BhQnslas held as Protectors only was 
studiously observed. The deposed Gond princes were 'com
pelled to affix the" tika," or mark of investiture, on Raghuji 
and his successors and to· impress their seals upon "certain 
revenue pap.ers. In this there was deep policy ; for the Bhonslas 
wished it to appear that they held their territory from the Gonds, 
and not subject to the paramount power at Poona. Their 
aim was 'a position superior to that of other military chiefs of 
the Maratha empir.e who owed their elevation to the Peshwa, 
and held their fiefs by his favour. So, when the 'Maratha 
power was broken at Panipat, the Bhonslas .sustained no loss 
but, from the disasters which overwhelmed the other Maratha 
princes, became relatively stronger. 

Raghuji was succeeded "in 1755 by his eldest "son Janoji,. 
but not withouf opposition from another brother Mudhaji. It 
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was expedient,though scarcely consistent, to refer the dispute 
to Pooria. Janoji was confirmed in the sovereignty of Nagpur; 
while Chanda and Chhattisgarh were given to Mudhaji. In 
1762, the Nizam of ;Hyderabad, whose position in Berar and 
the Deccan was being perpetually menaced by the Marathas, 
seeing his advantage· in the minority of the Peshwa, Madho 
Rao, took up arms. Jan~ji was bought off by the Nizam from 
an alliance with the Peshwa by the promise of the Sirdeshmookhi 
<>f Berar, and full liberty to attack his brother at Chanda. The 
Nizam, in that year, was successful, and dictated peace almost 
at the gates of Poona.· But in 1763 we find the Nizam and 
Janoji in.. alliance, and together they sacked and burned the 
capital of the Peshwa. With such rapidity did the politicians 
of the day shuffle t"heir cards that in 1765- the armies of the 
Nizamand of thePeshwa advanced together and burned Nagpur. 
Two years later Janoji retaliated by joining forces with the 
'Gaekwar and,assisted by the treachery of Rag,tlOba, the Peshwa's' 
uncle, he devastated thePoona country-side. 

It might be- supposed that these exploits would have 
caused the final rupture of friendly relations between the 
Bhonslas and the Peshwa. But the times were disturbed; 
and the balance of power rested with no great central authority 
but with combinations of rival despots anxious to save their 
thrones. In 1771 we find Janoji at the Court of Poona obtaining 
sanction to adopt Raghuji, the son of his brother Mudhaji of 
Chanda, and in 1772 he died on his way home. Before Mudhaji, 
with his son Raghuji, could reach" Nagpur, Senaji, another 
brother of Janoji, had usurped the government. For almost 
three years civil war rag~d until the struggle was decided on 
the battlefield of Panchgaon, six miles south of Nagpur. The 
fortune of the day had declared for Senaji, and Mudhaji was 
being surrQunded by his brother's troops. - Flushed with the 
fight and with victory, Senaji drove his elephant again~t that 
-on which his 1:>rother was seated, and called on him to surrender. 
A pistol shot was the only reply. One brother had slain the 
.other and gained the undisputed regency on behalf of his son. 
In 1788, Mudhaji, after having still further extended the 
Bhonsla _domini?ns, died and was succeeded by his son 
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Raghuji II. In 1777, it is important to note, Mudhaji had entered 
into c~rtain engagements (concerning the Company's trade routes 
and agents) with the Honourable East India Company; and. 
this is the first indication in history of the approach of English. 
influence into the Central Province,s. for a time Raghuji's 
fortunes went well and he remained at peace with Poona. In 
1791 he seized upon. Hoshangabad and the lower valley of the 
Nerbudda, and captured the forts of Chouragarh, Tejgarh, 
Mandla,and Dhamoni from the Bundelas. In 1798 Mr. 'Cole
brooke came as the first British Resident to Nagpur. Raghuji's 
relations with the British were, however, becoming strained, 
and in 1801 the Resident' was recalled. 

A year or two later, however, ~e find another British 
Resident, Mr. Mountstuart Elphinstone, at the Nagpur Court. 
In 1803 Scindja and Raghuji united together to oppose the 
British. Their complete defeat by Wellesley, J'.t AssCiye and 
at Ngaon, was the immediate result; and from this time 
9nwards the Maratha power rapidly declined. In this same 
year a terrible famine afllicted the Province, and grain sold at 
half a seer to the rupee. As the misfortunes of Raghuji 
iJ?creased the control of the central government became weaker 
and weaker. In order to fill-his depleted -treasuries the 'Bhonsla 
had recoui~e to many unworthy expedients. He owned whole 
rows of shops in the bazaar. He first kept his troops out,of 
their pay, then lent them money from his own banking establish
ments; and at last, when he did pay them their arrears, he 
would 'oblige them to accept,' iIi settlement, goods from his own 
stores. From his ministers and bankers heavy exactions were 
made. Adultery Courts were established, and these, furnished 
with stocks and false witnesses, provided an easy means of 
bleeding men who had saved any money. Widows were sold 
for the benefit of the State, .one-fourth of .the proceeds of all 
house sales was paid. into the treasury, grain was taxed at every 
stage of its progress through the country, and every industry 
had, as a matter of course, to bear its special burden. In 
short, a poor man could not shelter himself, or clothe himself, .. 
or earn his bread, or eat it, or marry, or rejoice, or even ask his 
god(.forbetter weather, without contributing separately on 
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each individual act to the necessities of the State. In the_ 
remoter parts of the Province in lieu of pay villages were made 
over to the soldiery to loot, while crops were seized directly 
by the government officials without any pretence of form or 
reason. If the people complained Raghuji summoned the 
official at fault, fined him heavily, and then sent him back to 
collect the fine from those who had lodged the complaint. Thus 
Narayan Rao, the Subah of the Pat an Taluq (Jubbulpore District) 
was fined a lakh of rupees, and, in consequence, the people 
of the Taluq had their erttire stock of cattle confiscated and 
sold so that Narayan Rao might pay the .. fine." Maddened 
by systematic oppression the cultivators called in the assistance 
of Amir Khan, the -notorious Pindari leaderJ preferring to trust 
themselves to his mercy rather than that of a government 
tottering to its fall. .. There are men still alive," wrote Sir: 
Charles Grant ill 1867, " who can tell us of the hard lot of those 
days, how they sowed in sorrow, with little hope of seeing the 
harvest, and how, whenever they did _reap, they buried the 
corn at once in the ground." Raghuji Bhonsla died in March 
1816, and was succeeded by his son Pursoji, a man blilld, lame: 
and paralyzed. S60n after his succession, the new Rajah 
became totally imbecile, and Mudhaji, Raghuji's nephew, was 
appointed Regent. 

Bruised and cowed by the whips of Raghuji the people 
were stung to desperation by the scorpions of ' .. Appa Sahib" 
M\!dhaji and large tracts of country became altogether desolate. 
After poisoning the Rajah, Mudhaji entered into. secret and 
treacherous agreements with the Peshwa, with Scindia, and 
with the l?indaris, thus violating his treaty obligations to the 
British with whom he had previously entered into a defensive 
alliance. This conduct led to the signal defeat of the Appa 
Sahib and his forces at th~ battle of Nagpur on the 26th and 
27th of November, 1817. and to his final deposition in 1818. 

The country was now in a condition of intolerable confusion 
and disorder. and the people were anxious to welcome a strong 
and just government. By the treaties of 1817 and of 1826 
the Bhonsla ceded to the British the districts on the N erbudda 
and the Tributary or Feudatory States all the Mahanaddi. as 
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well as the two small hills of Sitabaldi and a f~w jqQ.ar~ mil~j; 
of ground for a cantonment in Nagpur. At this same perloQ, 
after the conclusion of. the second Maratha War ill 16l7:-1818, 
the Saugo~ and Da~hDistricts were ceded by Paul~t ~~p 
Scindia. The Tributary States were placed under tqeG.ov~rn
ment of Bengal, while the districts of Saugol", D~oh, ~d tJwiW 
on the'Nerbuddawere formed into the c~ Sa"gora.n~ NeJ;J;>ud4~ . 
Territories. I, These territories were governed, fOJ: ". time. ,by ~ 
Commissioner subject t9 tM Re~idellt at .l'Ja.gpur, Wl:;re n~xt 
placed under an Agent to the Goverp,o:r .. G~n~ral wit4~ad:
quarters at Jubbulpore, and afterwards attached to the North:
West Provinces on their formation in J~35. In l84~ pccJlrr~ 
the Bundela rising which affected the Saugor District awl part 
of the present Narsinghpur District. This reb~lli9n las!(lQ. 
about a year, and on its suppression the Saugo);" aJld Nerbu<!qa 
Territories were separated from the North~West Provinc~ a.J).~ 
placed once more in charge of an Agent tQ the (iQv~fAoJ:-Generfl.l. 
This arrangement did not work well, $0, 4t I~5~. t4e TetTitorje!O 
were handed back once more to theGQvemi1l.ent of thE! NoJ1;p... 
West Provinces. 

In 1818 the re~t pf the UhopslC:t,· dc:m:l;inioll~ CQll~isted 
of the Nagpur, province, Mter the Q.eposit~on of tb~ Appa 
Sahib, Raghuji the third, thenamfnor, waspl",~ PJ). t~ 
throne by the British. During the lqng minority· anqn~gen~y 
which ensued the Government w~s virtuaUy c9nduct~4 ,by t4f.l 
British Resi4ent, Sir R. Jenl\iIls. Some European offic~:rs W~r~ 
appointed to superiptend the several districts, and ~ fegujar 
G:overnment service was created. Thh; fj.dministratioq, if tlQf" 
quite equal to that of regular -British-provinces, W;l!,; !illited to 
the usages and circumstances of the countrY and superiort() 
anything known previously. Un&r it ihe cultivatiQJl of l~rgl} 
tracts of country Jying desolate and wa$te was graduaUy resu.~4r 
In 1830 Raghujiat~aine4 his majority and assum~d tb~ reins 
of Govemmellt until 1853, in which year he died withOQ.t heir$ 
begotten Of a.dopted. The NagptJf Province then lapsed to 
the paramount power in India, the British Govert'!-ment. 

The province of Bera.r was assigned tp the East India Com .. 
panyby the Nizam of Hyderaba.d in ;):853. Once part oj the' 

cs . 2 
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empir~ of Asoka, Berar came under, Mahommedan rule in the 
year 1294 and for centuries remained a theatre of fierce and 
constant warfar~. . In. 1600 Akbar conquered the province. 
By 1718 the Mughal rule had become so weak that the Marathas 
were paid one~fourth of the -revenue (chauth) to refrain from 
devastating the country; and to indemnify them for their 
trouble in collecting the chauth they were permitted to collect 
one-tenth of the revenue in addition (the Sirdeshmukhi). Where
ever the M1;'ighals appointed a ] agirdar the Marathas appointed 
,another, and both claimed the revenue, while foragers from each 
side exacted forced c'ontributions; so that the harassed cultivator 
often threw up his land and helped to plunder his neighbour. 
In 1748 we find the Bhonslas of Nagpur with an established 

, claim to a share of the Berar revenues, and the Melghat and 
its two forhesses, Narnala and Gawilgarh, in their hands. 
In 1803 the power of the Marathas came into direct conflict 
with the British, and, although assisted by.Daulat Rao Scindia, 
they were defeated by Wellesley at Assaye and at Argaon. It 
is worth while recording the composition of the British army 
at the battle of Argaon:-

Cavalry.-The 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Madras Cavalry. 
'Infantry.~The King's 19th Light Dragoons, the 74th 

Highlanders, the 78th Highlal).ders, the 94th Foot, and the 
following battalions of Madras InfantrY.-1st Battalion 2nd 
Infantry (now the 62nd Punjabis). 2nd Battalion 2nd Infantry 
(now the 80th Camatic Infantry), 1st Battalion 3rd Infantry 
(now the 63rd Palamcottah Light Infantry), 1st Battalion 4th 
Infantry (now the 64th Pioneers). 1st Battalion 6th Infantry 
(now the 66th Punjabis); 2nd Battalion 7th Infantry (now the 
79th Camatic Infantry), 1st Battalions 8th, loth, and lIth, 
and 2nd Battalion 9th Infantry (now the 81st Pioneers), and 
the 2nd Battalion 12th Infantry (now the 84th Punjabis). 

Artillery.-Some batteries of the Honourable East India 
Company's Artillery. 

It may be observed that the King's British troops were 
fighting, not' f9r the first time, nor for the last, side by side with 
Indian soldiers. After the Maratha influence had been crushed 
Berar was ruled by the Nizams of Hyderabad, the descendants 
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of Chin Kiliz Khan, Subahdar of Berar and the Deccan,-a 
Mughal officer who, as the central control weakened, es!ablished 
himself in virtual independence of DeIhL The assigil'lnent .of 
1853 was made in return for certain promises of military 
protection. It was not until 1903 that Berar was brought under 
the same administration as the Central-Provinces, which had 
long been formed by the union of the Nagpur Provipce and the 
Saugor and Nerbudda Territories, on the ~d of November. I86r. 

CHAPTER III. 

A CENTVRY OF PROGRESS. 

MOST of us know what it is to glance over the pages of an 
album of old photographs and to reflect, as - we look at the 
fading records of the past, on the difference between U then" 
and" now "-on the many changes which the years have 
brought with theX?-. Selecting. more or less at random. some 
of the word pictures to be found in old books and papers. let 
us contrast them with our present surroundings. 

Not quite a hundred years have elapsed since 1818. In 
that year, Major O'Brien,-the provisionai head of the Govern
ment newly installed in Jubbulpore. penned the very first order 
to be iound on the records of British nile in the Central 
Provinces. "Musammat Purneah." runs the order, " a -widow 
woman who was sold by auction a few days ago for fifteen rupees 
must be set free."* In 1824 Sir John Malcolm found Nimar' 
barren and deserted, exhausted .by the Pindari hordes. the 
villages in ruins. ' ., Manpoor has not paid revenue for sixty 
years, and in 1817 had not one illhabitant." Even in 1846 
Captain French described Nimar as "nearly a depopulated 
-desert." In 1864 (so Sir Richard_ Temple tells us) the Pindaris 
were" still freshly remembered," and the devastated~country 
was recovering slowly. How many of the present inhabitants 
-of the Sohagpur'Tahsil in the Hoshangabad District know that 
there is not one of their peaceful villages which the Pindaris 

• jubbulpore District ~tteer. page 311. 
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did not p1unde~ and burn? And it is certain that the village 
forts which are so. prominent a feature in the districts of Berar 
were not constructed for purposes of. amusement. In truth, 
the injury caused to Berar by the wars of the eighteenth century 

'must have been wide and deep. Described in the Ain-i-Akbari 
as highly cultivated· and in parts populous, s~pposed by M. de 
Thevenotin 1667 to be one of the wealthiest portions of the: 
Mughal Empire, Ber~ fell on evil days before the close of the' 
seventeenth century. Cultivation fell off just when the finance~ 
were strained by the long wars; the local revenue officers 
rebelled; the army became mutinous. --":'~jhe Nizam's territories," 
wrote General Wellesley in January, 1804, U are one complete 
chaos from the Godavari to Hyderabad"; and again, 
" Sindkhed is a nest of thieves; the situation of this country 
is shocking; the people are starving in hundreds; and there 
is no Government to afford the slightest relief. H . 

The first great task before the British was the destruction 
of the Pindaris and of the numerous gangs of dacoits which 
infested the country. The operatio~s against the Pindaris 
were, of course, not of a merely local kind. They covered a 
large part of India; _and, as the Pindaris were helped by the 
Marathas and by a large contiJ!gent o(Afghans from beyond the 
frontiers of India,. thus consfituting a force of 150.,000 men 
with 50.0 guns, the British had to make use of an army of X20,00.()' 

men. Of this number o.nly 13,0.0.0 were Euro.peans. 
Among th~ no.xious weeds which flourished in Ind~a during 

the first half of the nineteenth century was the barbarous crime 
of Thuggi, or organized assassinatio.n for plunder .. Indigenous 
in all lands since the time of Cain. the crime of murder had 
grown rapidly in . India with the growth of the Company's 
territory. By the year 1830. it had assumed ghastly proportions, 
" In that year," wrote Co.lonel Meadows Taylor, of the Thug 
Suppression Department, "and for some years previously, 
Thuggi seemed to have reached a frighttul pitch of CJ;udacity. 
Assassins-Maho.mmedan and Hindu-preyed on innocent 
people, and numbered by thousands, hunted like wolves in 
packs through the length and breadth of the land-....from Bengal 
to Bombay, from Cape Comorin to the foot of the Himalayas.'· 
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The success of the Thugs was appalling. Quietly ruid without 
bloodshed they strangled or poisoned parties of tra.'vellers on 
every main toad. Stripping their victims, they buried them 
with extraordinary rapidity in graves 'already prepared by 
their scouts; and, free from alf suspicion on the pa~t of the 
Company's magistrates, they carried on, their diabolical trade 
even within sight of the Company's cantonments. the passioti 
for garrotting, like other vices-and happily like many virtues---"
grew by exercise ; E-nd' a: Thu~ found it -diffi~uIt to forsake a 
vite of wpich he had become pr()ud. When enlisted as a soldier, 
he would use his few days' leave to join a. thug band. We are 
told of apparently respectable men in good social positiorts 
who were in reality Th,ugs. Amir Ali, an informer who had 
. turned King's evidence, and whose disclosures were all verified; 
confessing to 719 murders, exclaimed .i If I 'had not been 
in, prison twelve years the number would have been' a 
thousand." 

In 1831, Major Sleeman of the Bengal Army, whom Lord 
William Bentinck had posted to . Jubbulpore, was- at first 
inclined to discredit some disclosures whichhad been obtained 
from an informer by Mt. F. C. Smith, then Agent to the Governot
General for the Saugor and Netbtidda territories. But when, 
as.an object-Iesson~ thirteen bodies of murdered men had been 
exhumed near his own tent,. sickened at the sight; he stopped 
further excavations, and armed with special powers bestowed 
oii him by ,Lord Bentinck he set to work to exterminate the 
gang. Informers obtained in the Central Provirtces,. on condi
tion that their lives. were spared, freely denounced their com
panions, some of \VJJ.om, ori arrest, gave fresh information. Art4 
so the circle widened until it was found that the ghastly crime 
extended over the whole of. India ; and the disinterment of 
victims disclosed the truth. II Few /' records Meadows Taylor, 
.. who were in India in I83Z,wili ever forget the excitement 'which 
the'discovery occasioned -in every part of the country. It was 
utterly discredited by the magistrates of many districts." 

The able officers appointed by Bentinck for the sUppression 
of the Thugs did their wotk well. Many hundreds of attests 
were made. Hunter gives the number as C l,56z, Wilson at 
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about 2,000; while in some tables compiled by Captain Rey-_ 
nolds, a SuperintendeI),t of the Thuggi and Dacoity Department, 
the number of arrests between 1830 and 1837 amounted to 
more than 3,000. By the end of 1837 about 1,500 Thugs had 
been hanged, imprisoned, or transported to Penang,' j;and 483 

had been accepted as informers. One item, 'u In jail-':not yet 
tried, 936," incidentally gives an insight into the state of the 
Honourable East India Company's Courts of Justice. When 
we are told that in ad~ition to those arrested, 1,800 notorious 
Thugs were still a~ large when Captain R~ynolds wrote, we 
begin to understand ~he magnitude of Sir William Sleeman's 
achievement. A, host of innocent travellers lie buried near 
Laknadliaon and other places on the present Nagpur-Jubbul
pore road. Along the old ·and now almost disused track between 
Jubbulpore" Damoh, and Saugor, there may well wander the 
ghosts of many unhappy victims of Thuggi. And where are 

• 
the Thugs to-day? 

At the time of their formation the Central Provinces were 
particularly inaccessible for outside traffic, and there were no 
very large towns to supply a local market for surplus produce. 
The old Saugor-Nerbudda territory consisted; roughly speaking, . 
of an outlying spur of the Malwa plateau and of the valley of 
the Nerbudda river, forming a long strip of fertile land closed 
on all sides by hills and jungles. The Nagpur country wa~ 
formed by two large plains-those of Nagpur and Chhattisgarh, 
-lying east and west and roughly parallel to the Nerbudda 

. Valley. The Chhattisgarh plain was completely locked in by 
hills, and the Nagpur plain was open only on the western or the 
Berar side~ Parallel to and between the N~budda valley' and 
Nagpur country stretched the formidable barrier of the Satpura 
hills, a southerly spur from which separates the Nagpur from 
the Chhattisgarh plain. Not only 'were- the Provinces extra
ordinarily secluded from outside influences, but' owing to the 
configuration of the country internal traffic' was almost impos
sible. Nagpur was separated from the Nerbudda by a: belt 
of hills and jungle, over 100 miles in width and rising in places 
to a height of 2,000 f~et above the plain. Across this no carts 
could struggle; and a similar though smaller belt separated 
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Nagpur from Chhattisgarh, 'The Nerbudda wheat districts 
were cut off by long stretches of roadless country from the 
markets of Western India, and the Hoshangabad and N:arsingh
pur saIt supplies had to come on pack bullocks from Rajputana. 
The carrying trade of the country was in the hands of the. 
Banjaras, and dense indeed 'had" to' be the jungles which these 
hardy people failed. to penetrate. 2,500 pack bullocks, it may 
be remarked, can .carry about as much as a small trainload; 
and the same number of bullocks and 1,250 carts would draw 
about four ordinary train loads. Carts, however, were very 
few in those days, for there we~eno metalled roads and all the 
c~rtmen came from the Poona District. In the early years of 
the Central Provinces Administration. the roads, railways, 
telegraph, and postal system of the: Province had yet to be I 
constructed., It How can measures of intellectual and moral 
advancement be carried out," complained Sir Richax:d Temple, 
fl if districts are isolated from each other for wantaf easy and 
rapid intercommunicil,tion? ,,:' 

By 1865, however, _something had been done . and the 
Central Provinces showed signs of economic progress. . The. 
expo~t trade was'rapidly increasing. In 1866 the value of the 
exports made was Rs. 434lakhs as compared with theRs. 165 
lakhs of 1863, while, during the same period, the value of imp01;ts 
increased from Rs. 98lakhs to Rs, 4641akhs. But the problem 
of moral progress was then, as it is now, afar more difficult~me 
than that of material ptogress. "The people in these Provinces,'" 
declared one of the first Administration Reports, "are at present 
thoroughly uneducated. In no part of British India can there 
be found a population . lower or darker in this respect. There 
are no places of native'leaming and no learned classes. There. 
is not one indigenous school to fifty villages. . There are no 
educated youths anywhere. In many c(:mntries the Maratha. 
State produced classes of Brahmins, second to none.in aptitUde 
and intelligence. But our Mar~tha ,predecessors have be-· 
queathed us no such class to fill our public employments. The' 
majority of our greater offices, and even' a proportion of the 
smaller, are held by natives of other parts of India. Among 
the great agricultural community the complete preservation 
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of the upper and ·middle classes is, perhaps, a happy circum-
stance. They arG, indeedl rude and uninstructed, but they 
exist and maintain their relative position. In ill districts 
there is a middle class, a degree below the upper class, but 
clearly above the mass of the ·rustic people. If' thisl' middle 
class can be gradually enlightened and civilised, it will serve 

. as a I,ever to lift up the mass of the people from the slough of 
ignorance and apathy." 

Of arts. manufactures, and industries there was, at the 
time the Central Provinces were formed,' more than an ordinary 
deficiency. The use of thatch for roofing was genejal, and the 
first efforts made to induce the people to substitutk tiling for 
thatch ..... and thus protect their dwelliI1gs from. frequent destruc
tion by fire--were hampered .by the great difficulties e~erienced 
in fuidiI1g tile~makers. During these early years law and order 
had to be established; and it should not be forgotten that even 
in the late sixties there Was stillmore. dacoity in the Central 
Provinces than in the Punjab, Oudh, and the North-West 
Provinces all put together. 

In 1868 the Great Indian Peninsula Railway reached Nagpur 
and the East Indian Railway Jubbulpore. In the same year 
" the system of pressing cotton for export at the markets of 

. the interior made great progress." In 1870 the opening of the 
Suez Canal imparted a tremendous stimulus to Indian trade. 
In that year, also, His Excellency the Viceroy, Lord Mayo, 
visited the now rapidly developing Province, travelling on 
horseback over the road from Jubbulpore~ to Nagpur, and 
thence to Chanda and Hinganghat, "riding across some fifty 
miles of cotton country." The Viceroy then went' to Berar, 
and " after a short stay in that Province, he returned into the 
Central Provinces by the main line of the Great Indian Peninsula 
Railway, through Nimar and the Nerbudda Valley and at 
Jubbulpore, the ju~ction of the railway- systems of northern 
and western India, His Excellency, and His Royal Highness 
the Duke of Edinburgh, declared the Tailway from Calcutta to 
Bombay to be open." Forty-two .' years later another 
Viceroy, Lord Hardinge, after laying the foundation-stone of 
the Legislative Council Chamber at Nagpur-the erstwhile 
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hamlet of Rajapur Bharsah~tfavelled up to Jubblilpore::by 
motor car and thence; by speci3:l train, to Delhi. When Bakht 
Buland mflde his trip from Deogarh to' Delhi in 1600 his journey 
must have taken several months to' accoinplish. Lord Mayo's 
march from Jubbulpore to Nagpur took some days, while Lord 
Hardinge travelled over the same length of road iIi a few hours. 
We may pause to wonder whether the dreams of Wellesley or 
of Malcolm, of Bakht Buland or of the Bhonslas; conjured ul> 
prophetic visions of long railway trains carrying the gallant 
soldiers of the Indian Army to fight' for the Empire, and for 
all that the Empire stands for, in France and Belgium, in Africa 
and China, in Thrace and Mesopotamia, and on the banks of the 
Suez Canal. ," 

Turning the pages of out albutnwe remark that in 1870; 
although there 'wete no vernacular newspapers in the Province, 
_societies for the diffusion of useful knowledge and conferences 
of schoolmasters had made their appearance ort the scene ; and 
by Ian, the post office had firmly established itself in popular 
favour, for no less than 5,503,000 letters, were sent by post in 
that year~ In 1872, there'were five Govetnm~nt Savings Banks 
in which the people had placed deposits amounting to Rs. 44,600 ; 
but in 1879, or but thirty-six years ago, the only printing press 
was maintained by the Educati.onal Department, and that 
press was lithographic. .. 

There 'are many 'people alive to-day who femember the 
once familiar name of the notorious dacoit Tantya. In 1882, 
we find the Chief Commissioner regrettirtg" that he is yet unable 
to report the 'capture of Tantya. In this case the police have 
failed to seclire the hearty co-operation of the people, and the 
difficulties in the way of securing Tantya's capture have been 
increased by the fact that he has been' able to rusn from one 
district to another .and from British to foreign territory." There 
was no Criminal Investigation, Department 'in those days, and 
very little co-operation between the police of different provinces. 
In 1882, let us note, there were 577 miles of railway in the 
Central Pr~)Vinces including the firstsectionofthe Chhattisgarh .. 

• Now part of the great system of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway. 
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RaHway which had been opened two years before. Chhattis
garh, as a whole, was. still untapped hy the export trade, and 
from the annals of the eighties we find that the Chhattisgarh 
cultivator, being unable to market his crops, in good years left 
them to rot on. the ground. But the communication~. of the 
Provinces were rapidly improving, and, what is more, the 
people were making increased use of them. Betwe~n 1868 
and 1872, 565,446 railway tickets were issued; between 1882 
and 1887 the number .was 2,380,357. 

Between 1882 and 1892 the Provinces made steady progress. 
The seasons' were favourable and crops were good. In 1892 
Sir Bampfylde (then Mr.) Fuller reviewed the pr6gress made 
by the Central Provinces during the preceding 30 years. The 
cropped area had risen, he pointed out, by 23 per cent. "The 
area under wheat has inc:reased by 18 per cent.-that under 
oilseeds has doubled. Cotton cultivation has declined from 
the pitch to which it was stimulated during the~erican 
War of Secession, and the growth of sugarcane has also fallen 
off owing to the cheapening of sugarcane by the competition 
of N orthem Iridia and Bengal produce introduced by the 
railway. 'rhe area under the grains which are principally grown 
for local comsumption-rice and millet-has increased by 
5 per cent., and the extension of crop grown for export has not 
been obtained by a contraction in the cultivation of crops which 
yield the main food supply of the general population. Though 
there are no longer great possibilities for the extension of culti
vation, there can be no question that the produce of the present 
area could be immensely increased by better and closer 
cultivation, quite apart from what is generally called high 
farming. A very large proportion of the lands are now 
distinctly under-cultivated. II 

During this period of thirty years there were two .striking 
failures of rainfall, in 1868 and in 1886. The former produced 
widespread distress, the latter considerable scarcity i~ the 
south and east of the Provinces. .. It would seem," wrote 
Sir Bampfylde, "that the Provinces. are tolerably secure from 
failure of rainfall. Their position enables them to profit by the 
Calcutta as well as the Bombay monsoon current, and indeed it 

. . 
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would seem that their southern districts share to some extep.t 
in the current which reaches the Madras coast in October. 
Their hills and forest are of immense assistance in condensation~ 
and it may be due to this cause that in both years of scarcity-
1868 and 1886---:-things were rescued from -desperation by 
timely falls of rain in the late autumn, which enabled ryots 
who had lost their monsoon crops to sow for the sp~ng harvest." 
In 1873 and 1888 respectively communication by railway 
was established via Khandwa and Ajmere, and via Itarsi and 
Jhansi, with Central and Upper India, arid by 1892 there were 
1,133 miles of railway in the Provinces. In the course of 29 
years the export trade of the Provinces increaSed to eight times 
its original size and in money value from 155 lakhs to nearly 
5 crores of rupees. During the same period the total weight' 
of imports increased by 129 per cent., and the total value by 78 
per cent., the disproportion.being due to the fact that the prices. 
of European and certaill other commodities remained almost 
stationary. Between 18h and 1892, for instance. the amount 

. of salt imported rose from 965.456 maunds to 1,346.595 maunds. 
yet the sum spent in its -purchase increased by 21 per cent. 
only.' During the four yeats 1889-,-1892 the annual palance 
of trade in favour of the Provinces was R~. 165 lakhs. 

In 1892 there were 1.908 schools in the Central Provinces.
attended by II4,000 pupils'of whom 8,000 were ~earning English. 
Primary education reached an inconsiderable proportion of the 
population of school-going age. OillY7 per cent. of the male
population over 15 years of age could read and write, and the 
amount of education amongst' the female population was very 
trifling. f 

It is al~ost a truism that a suddep accession of income is 
accompanied, in the case of the improvident cultivator, by~ri 
increase of unproductive expenditure. Did not the Kunbis. 
of Berar once. shoe their bullocks with silver? And' here 
I must warn the student of rural .economics not- to base his 
conclusions on the false theory that ,every cultivator is in debt. 
There have been many enquiries into agricultural indebtedness. 
in the Central- Provinces, and from them there have always. 
emerged a: very large number of individuals altogether free from 
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debt, as well as many with considerable savingsL The mingling 
of Eastern and Westerp waters in the Suez Canal, the opening 
'Of through railways to the ports of India, and the construction 
-of roads transformed the agricultural trade of the Central 
Provinces and Berar. Markets which had been governed by , " 
purely local and even parochial circumstances were now swayed 
by the harvests of the world. World conditions in the eighties 
and early nineties were, howe,ver, very different from those at 
present in existence. The areas under wheat in the Argentine 
and in Canada (to take two instances only) were, but small 
fractions of the areas now sown by those two countries. Indian 
wheat was first placed on the world's market at a/~ime when 
-there was exceptionally keen competition to secure it for Western 
requirements, and from 1880 onwards 'the wheat-produ<;ing 
areas of the Provinces were lifted high on a sudden wave of 
prosperity. The p~ice of wheat rose, the price of land rose. 
The money~lender, dazzled by the prospect of large cultivating 
profits, dangled the bait of- unstinted credit before the deluded 
peasant whose fields he coveted. Nor was the price of wheat 
.alone affected. For the man who produced cotton, the temporary 
stimulus of the American Civil War turned into something 
more permanent; the grQJVer of''Oilseeds purveyed no longer 
only to the local Teli but to the pressing mills of Marseilles 
and of Harnburg. In short, thele was between 1872 and 
1892, an enormous increase in the value of agricultural and 
even of forest 'produce, an increase which added greatly to the 
material prosperity of all classes save those on fixed wages and 
-those engaged in cottage industries such as weaving and cotton 
spinning. 

It is always easy to be wise after the event; and looking 
back, it seems clear enough that in 1892 the people -of the 
Central Provinces were in a state of dangerous complacency. 
The tum of Fortune's wheel, rather than any great efforts or 
sacrifices of their own, had brought them money; but it had 
not brought them the wisdom to put that money to the most 
profitable use. "It was an accepted doctrine that the 
Central Provinces were secure from famine." Thrift was to be 
found_-amongst the people even more seldom than it is now. 
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And some of the next pictures from the review of the decennial 
period 1892:"""'I902, are sombre in tone. ' 

II Famine," wrote, Mr. Sly, II is the dominant note in the 
history of the past deCade, and its blaCk shadow has been cast 
over almost every section of the community." Indeed the 
record of 1892-1902 is one of an almost continuous succession 
of bad seasons, culminating in two· of the severest famines ever 
e"perienced. Out of the twenty harvests reaped fOllr were 
almost complete failures, and eight were poor or very poor ~ 
On four occasions the khariJ- crop was good; but of t1}.e '. ten 
rabiharvests not a single one reaChed a high level. 1n the 
first . three years of the decade the damage was caused by 
excessive and untimely rain, and then followed a series of years. 
of drought. " The people have only enjoyed during this decade," 
recorded'Yr. Sly, II three-fourths of an aver-age crop off the land 
which, they sowed ten years ago.;' Although the decade 
witnessed a great bOom in ,cotton, the area under wheat decreased 
very much. Rice and oils~edswere also ousted to a considerable 
extent by the inferior millets. During the seven leanest 
years the people' of the Central Provinces lost produce to the 
value of forty crores of rupees; crime increased, and the progress
of education suffered a serious reverse., which, however, proved. 
to be of a temporary nature. On the other hand, the area 
occupied for cultivation actually increased from 19,792,778-
acres in 1892 to 22,065,312 acres in '1902. For the first time 
in its history, the balance -of trade was against the :province 
in 1897-1898, but though the export trade in wheat and rice 
collapsed the exports of cotton increased in value, during the 
ten years, ·from 41 millions to 12 miUions of t;upees: And yet~ 
remarkably enough, the purchasing power of the people 
remained as large as ever and there was no decline in the imports
of cotton fabrics, salt, spices, dried fruits, and kerosine oil. In 
the important matter of communications the Province· went 
steadily ahead; Saugor was connected with Katniby rail, 
Jharsogra with Sambalpur, Raipur with Dhamtari, and Mohpani 
with Gotitoria. The Jubbulpore-Gondia line,. with branches t() 
Seoni, Chhindwara, and Mandla was placed under. construction. 
The length of first class road was almost trebled, of second class 
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road doubled, and great progress was made in laying out fair 
weather roads to be raised in class in course of time. 

The extension of the cotton belt is a matter which depends 
very much upon the improvement of communications, and, for 
this reason, feeder railway lines are bound to take an increasingly 
important part in the economy of the cotton-producing districts. 
Given improved communications their influence rapidly becomes 
evident, and between 1892 and 1902 the number of cotton mills 
in the districts of Nagpur, Wardha, and Nimar increased from 
3 to 7, their capital from Rs. 351 lakhs to Rs. 8711akhs, their 
spindles from 72,080 to 141,010, their looms from 805 to 
2,144, and their employes from 4,202 to 9,000. COHon gins and 
presses also greatly multiplied in4 number. "Indigenous village 
industries presented a very differe:Q.t picture of gradual 
decay." "Allowing for the general decrease of population, the 
census still disclosed deterioration in most of the village 
industries. The number of workers in cotton had fallen from 
617,168 to 390,608." 

The last few years of the decade witnessed the development 
ot important mining operations for manganese of which there 
are particularly rich deposits in Nagpur, Bhandara, Balaghat, 
and Chhindwara. The coal mines of Warora and Mohpani 
g'reatly increased their output, and though the proportion of 
phosphorus in the iron deposits of the Central Provinces renders 
the ore unsuitable for the Bessemer process of stee~ manufa<;:ture, 
experts have declared * that these deposits will, at some future 
date, become of great importance. 

Turning once more to the cultivating classes, we find that 
although these years of depression drove them to pa\VIl their 
ornaments, to contract heavy debts, and to cut down (but only 
to a small extent) their ceremonial expenditure, they emerged 
with st9ut hearts and a stronger spirit of enterprise. "The 
unstinted liberality of Government with its famine relief, its 
remissions, its abatements, its conciliation proceedings, has 
inspired.all classes with a feeling of hope. Disaster has rudely 

"-
shaken the idea that whatever is, i£ best; a promising ~pirit 

• Messrs. E. P. Martin and H('nry Louis on behalf of Sir F.rnest Cassel. 
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is afloat, and the tide is ~etting strongly towards agricultural 
improvement and industrial advance. H 

It is not surprising,-therefore, to find that_the note which 
dominates the view of the decennial periodlg02-1gI2 is one 
of awakening strength. "The Province must he allowed .to 
take its place as fully_ typical of the rest of the Indian Empire 
and must not be regarded entirely as a bacKward tract lying 
outside the lines of progress along which the country as a whole 
is moving," claimed Mr. L~w. The salient events in the 
Provincial history of the period were the fusion of the Central 
Provinces with Berar in Ig03; the construction of the Satpura 
and other narrow gauge railways between the years Ig01 and 
Ig07, and the energetic irrigation policy pursued by Government. 

The rises in prices and in wages -during this decade were 
remarkable. The prices of the staple food grains~wheat. 

rice, and juar-stood 'at almost the same figure throughoUt' 
this-period, with si~ good years, and only a single bad. one, as 
during the preceding ten years. And yet, in spite of prices 
hitherto associated with years of famine, the working classes 
had never been more prosperous. There was a diminution in 
the supply of labour and an increase iJi the demand for it, and 
the causes which contributed to bring about this state of things 
can be gathered from Mr. Low's report. "The decline in 
population exhibited by the census of Ig01 -was 8·3 per cent., 
and it is clear that these' famine losses ,must have been almost 
entirely confined to the labouring classes. 'Since then plague 
has been active amongst the fluid labour population of the towns. 
Losses from this cause have averaged 1"46 per 1,000 per annum, 
with a total death roll of nearly 250,000 during the decade. 
The demand for labour, on the other-hand, has gr~at1y expanded. 
The cropped ar~a .of the Central Provinces districts has 
increased from just under 15 million acres to 171 -millions. The 
expenditure on public works during the preceding decennium 
(omitting famine works) was Ig0 lakhs of rupees: between 
Ig02 and IgII it amounted to 597 lakhs. The expenditure on 
railway construction during the same period was 418 lakhs or 
far more than three times the amount spent between 18g2and 
1902. Two and three.;.quarter million tORS of manganese havt: 
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been mined during the past ten Years at ~n avera~ cost of 
Re. 1~8 to Rs. 4 per ton. There were 244 factories (mostly 
small cotto'n gins) in 1901 with 29,000 employes, in 1910 the.re 
were 409 with' nearly 40,000 employes. The increase in private 
building enterprise has been great, though statistics regarding 
it do not exist. It is hardly surprising then that the rise in 
wages has been considerable. Field labour was paid at the 
rate of 3 annas a day at the beginning of the period; it is nQw 
impossible to obtain coolies in an average district at less than 
4 annas: while the rates for weeding in Berar have risen from 
3 or 4 annas to 5 or 8 annas according to the character of the 
season. The opening of manganese mines in the district of 
Balaghat raised the rate of la~our ~thin three or ibur years from 
11 annas a day to 3 or 4 annas over large areas. Labour in cotton 
gins receives 5 or 6 annas a day instead of 4 annas. When it is 
considered how much more freely labour moves at present than 
was once the case: how, during the famine of 1897, villagers 
lay statving in their houses rather than go even a few miles to 
a relief work, while to-day labourers from Chhattisgarh are 
to be found on tke railways of Bengal and Assam and ~y the 
.docksides of Calcutta, it is perhaps remarkable that wages 
have not risen even higher. Though employers still ...complain 
of the indolence and inefficiency of the Indian coolie, yet those 
most experienced in the management of local labour are of the 
opinion: that its efficiency has increased: the higher rates have 
made the coolie. physically stronger and more self-respecting, 
and his paymasters more exacting. The system of famine 
relief accustomed the labouring classes to piece-work and they 
are now more willing to add to their earnings by harder work. 
The population after falling from 14,761,534 to 13,602,592 

. between 1891 and 1901, rose to 16,033,310 at the census of 1911. 
But the proportion of children under 10 in 1901 was only 27 

. per cent. of the total; in 19II, it is 29 per -cent. Until these 
children have reached years of maturity, the increase in popula~ 
tion will not materially help the labour supply." 

The most striking features of the trade returns of this
decade were the steady rise in imports, and 1h.e increased 'Value 
of the exports of cotton. Imports rose from 81 to III crore? 
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of rupees. Exports increased in value from nearly 14 crores 
to more than lSI crores. The value of cotton exported in 
1902-03 was five crores of rupees; in 19II-12 is stood at about 
12 crores .. The actual q~antityexported showed no marked 
increase, but prices rose rapidly. The articles imported were 
in themselves proof of a continuous rise in the standard of 
popular comfort. "There is riot a town deserving the name 
without two or three bicycles: not a large village without its 
sewing machine. Gramophones are . often heard enlivening 
the monotony of a village evening or the tedium of a railway 
journey. Books are now frequently purchased by Indian 
travellers to read in the train. Rosy, if tasteless, apples are 
commonly sold in the bazaars of the prosperous towns of the 
cotton country." 

Two striking facts indicate the progress made in the 
improvement of communications. During the four years 
immediately preceding' IS92 the average number of .railway 
tickets issued per head of population was '24: in 19II it was 
'73. The activity of railway transport necessarily bears a close 
relation to the number of carts available for bringing produce to 
the stations. The best measure· of this is the proportion borne 
by the number of carts to the number of ploughs in a district. 
The highest proportion naturally exists in the cotton tra~ts, 
where there are often more carts than ploughs; while it falls 
as low as one cart to ten ploughs.in Jubbulpore, where to this 
day (1916) most of the export trade is carried by pack animals. 
But. between 1902 and 1912 the proportion ·of carts to ploughs 
considerably increased, and over the Province as a whole it rose 
from 21 ploughs to a cart-to less than 2 ploughs, ~espite an 
increase in the cFopped area from 24,100,000 to 24;900,000 acres. 

In 1912 the· average incidence of rural population per 
cropped acre was 1'27 acres per head; in 1902 it was 1'29 acres. 
"Thus," commented Mr. Low, !' population bears much the 
same relation as before to the cultivated area. The methods 
of cultivation are· the same, and the economic results of the 
work of the Irrigation and Agricultural Departments have yet 
to show themselves. It would require a very detailed examina-:
tion of their working year by year from their beginning,. to make 

~ 3 
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visible the hopeful s~gns ·which are justifying the anticipations 
on which the'se departments were formed; here it must suffice 
to say that those, who are in closest cO!ltact with their workings, 
whether private persons or officials, are the most confident of 
the great possibilities they· contain for the people of the 
Province. If a proof of this is wanted, it may be found in th~ 
increased price of land commanded by irrigation works in 
Chhattisgarh. " 

The eternal problem of ~gricultural indebtedness continued' 
to attract attention, and between 18g8.and Ig05 the Adminis
tratiOI~ initiated a policy of debt conciliation. In three districts 
a:l~ne debts amounting to I06.lakhs of rupee~,were .~ip~d o~ 
WIth .... the consent of the creditors. But debt conciliation IS 

remedial only: and in Ig05 a new and positive policy was 
adopted on the passing (in Ig04) of the :first Act for the regula-
ion and control of co-operative credit societies. In Ig12 there 

were 585 societies, with a turnover of nearly IS lakhs of rupees: 
and something had been dO!1e to introdu~e co-operation amongst 
the classes engaged in cottage industries as well as in agriculture . 
.. The movement has survived one year of severe scarcity 
without much difficulty; and' it seems destined to revolu~i6nise 
many other_ features of rural life besides its finance." 

On every side of poyuiar and of administrative activity there 
were, at the close of this prosperous decade, the signs of a veritable 
renascence. Old customs based on ideas once appropriate to 
the village economy, but no longer applicable, were beginning 
to lose their force. The theory of the self-contained village, 
with its dependent fringe of non-cultivating artisans and 
servants, was breaking down. The cultivator was no longer 
willing to allow the -menial castes to take away the hides of 
his dead cattle, now a valuable product. The village artisan 
discovered that the towns offered him better wages. Relations 
between landlord and tenant were steadily becoming more 
purely economic ... The practice of' unpaid customary labour 
for the landlord was dying out, and with the increased wages 
for paid labour there had arisen a marked tendency to restrict 
the extension of the home-farm, and to give out land on premia 
or cash leases; a policy much the same, in fact, as that which 
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landlords were compelled- to adopt in England and elsewhere, 
after the Black Death had denuded the Nillage of its labourers 
or small cultivators. 

Nowhere was the conscious desire for progress so clearly 
shown as in the increased readiness of parents to educate their 
children. The first few years pf the decade witnessed a gra~ual 
recovery from the decline in the attendance at primary sc.hools 
caused by the famines. About the year 1905 a great and 
spontaneous increase set in, and in 1912 the number of vernacular 
scholars had risen from 153,000 (in 1902) to nearly 300;000, 
and the number learning English· fro~ 9,000 to 18,oOQ.. Mere 
figures do not represent the general improvement which had 
taken place. In vernacular schools, trained and certificated 
masters gave an entirely different turn to the teaching and 
atmosphere of the school; and their arrival almost invariably 
caused an mcrease in the attendance. In High Schools and 
Colleges, close attention was paid to the moral and physical 
well-being of the students. Well managed hostels, organized 
games, revolutionised the tone _ of college life; Technical edu
cation and the teaching of science made a bid for popular 
favour and sup~ort. 

Our se~ies of pictures of the past, showing as it does the 
develop~ent of our Province, comes to a close. II As regards 
the future" ends the review of 1912, "a heavy responsibility 
lies on Government in guiding and fostering the new spirit of 
progress. The tendency towards association and co-operation 
must be encouraged in finance and industry; a sense of respon
sibility and the need for joint endeavour must ba developed 
in political life ; and, by the provision of education and training 
suited to their needs, by .legislative action where necessary, 
and by a watchful eye on such interests as may be inclined to 
take an unfair advantage of their wealth; social position, .or 
intellectual prestige, all classes of the population must be 1;lelped 
to develop their destiny along the . lines best calculated to 
secure their own happiness, and the prosperityand well~being 
.of the country at farge." 



PART II. 

CHAPTER 1. 

TH~ CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT-CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT-

RURAL CREDIT SOCIETIES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

RURAL CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT' SYSTEM INIJ GERMANY

:fHE SYSTEMS OF RAIFFEISEN A~J;> OF HAAs-THE PRUS

SIAN STATE BANK. 

So far I have tried to suggest to the stl\dent of economic 
history a train of thought which he can pursue and work out 
for himself. Briefly, Western influences are moulding the 
destiny of the East; world progress, far more rapid than it 
was, will, with every improvement in communications, become 
still more rapid; and India cannot, any more than any other 
country, hope to be able to stand aloof from the struggle for 
existence. Organization, co-operation, the desire to work for 
the future rather than to dwell complacently on the achieve
ments of the past-these, are the characteristics of modern 
national life. Now the mere fact that a-country possesses an 
educated class will not necessarily ensure a prosperous future 
for it. If the educated and enlightened are disproportionate 
in numbers to the mass of the population, and if, speaking 
generally, the people of a country are, as a body, ignorant of 
what is going on i~ t~ world out~ide their own count'ry, there 
will be no widespread appreciation of the necessity for effort. 
People will live on in the comfortable assurance that their 
business, their farming, their living, are proceeding on lines 
which, however old-fashioned, are quiet and peaceful and, on 
the whole, -quite satisfa.ctory to themselves; and this state 
of self-complacency will continue until the ,more energetic 
people of other countrie~ capture for themselves by co-operative 
organization the trade and the markets of the dreamers and the 

( 36 ) 
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slumberers. Higher education is, of course, a necessity; but 
every man cannot be highly educated, at any rate for thousands 
of years to come. Higher education, technical' or of some other 
kind, 'will provide leaders of merr and captains of industry . 

. But something much more effective in im~ediate application, 
much quicker in widespread result, is necessary if there are to 
be men to be led ana to ~e organized. General education of a 
kind that schools ~nd colleges cannot possibly gi,:e is thf; vital 
need of modern India. Exactly the same statement has been 
made in the past .by Russian statesmen "about Russia, by 
Japanese about Japan, by Irishmen about Ireland, by Italians 
about Italy; turn wh~re you will, there is scarcely a country 
which has failed to create for itself a school for the moulding 
of popular character, for-the stimulating of individual enterprise, 
and for the dispelling of general igno~ance.It has been and is 
the object of Jhese truly national schools to inculcate·amongst ~ 

the people, as a national asset, the virtues of self-help, thrift, 
honesty, punctuality, .. self-restraint, an ability to take -the 
initiative, the will to work together-in short, the spirit oj 
co-operation. Such a school exists where there is a genuine 
co-operative movement in receipt of the necessary measure 
of supervision from the State and of support from the 
people. 

We may now proceed, in a series of short and ~ot absolutel1 
comprehensive studies, to examine some of-the results obtained, 
remembering always that the State alone has never been able 
to make a co-operative movement. It is true that in almost 
every country-(England and Germany are notable exceptions) 
-the firs! impetus has been given either by Government or by 
officers of Government ; it is also true that every Government, 
however antagonistic at first, has eventually given its active 
support to the movement. But co-operation has never yet 
in any. country become a powerful and regenerating force 
unless (i) attention has been_devoted to the moral as well as the 
material necessities of the people, (ii) leaders of education and 
enlightenment have been found from the ranks of the people 
~o preach and to work, (iii) eHort has been co-ordinated, guided, 
and disciplined by paid professional experts, (iv) sympathetic 
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encouragement, and assistance have been forthcoming from 
Government, and (v) the members of co-operative societies have 
been made to think, act, and carry out the essential details of 
the work of theix: societies for themselves. Spoon-feeding by 
Governm~nt is, in its way, far less harmful (because far easier 
to stop), than spoon-feeding by parent co-operative institutions 
of the societies for which they are responsible. An excellent 
motto for every practical co-operator is this: "Never ao for 
another co-operator what he ought to do and can be taught 
to do for himself." -

A.~CO-OPER~TIVE CREDIT. I) 

In general, it must be understood that better. business is 
followed by better farming and better industry, and that these 
latter produce better living. At. the root of the matter, there
fore, is finance; and we may commence- our study with 
" co-operative credit." The main principle underlying all forms 
of co-operative credit is that if a group, of persons combine to 
furnish a colLective guarantee, they can, on the security of that 
guarantee, obtain money at. lower rates of interest than they 
could obtain it individually. The collective guarantee may be 
that of real property. A number of landowners may obtain 
capital on the security of a. collective mortgag~ of their lands. 
This is the basis of the German Landschaften or land mortgage 
banks and is one of the oldest forms of co-operative credit. Or, 
again, the collective guarantee may be a personal one. A 
number of persons may obtain capital by making themselves 
jointly responsible for its repayment. Such liability may be 
limited or unlimited. Upon guarantees of this kind capital 
may be obtained in a variety of ways. Land mortgage banks, 
for instance, ge~~rallyjssue bonds which are purchased by the 
public and are accepted and negotiated by commercial banks. 
The society which depends for its credit on the personal pledges 
of its members works, as a rule, under the wing of a central 
banking institution in which it holds shares-. Societies of this 
type are almost invariably formed with unlimited liability, and 
capital flows to them mainly in the shape of deposits, attracted 
for the most part, by the central banks already referred to and, 
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in a much lesser degree, by the societies themselves tapping 
the local areas to which their operations are confined. * 

Having obtained tl1e capital, the group of persons ~ust be 
able to lend iii to one another at a rate, of interest only slightly 
in excess of the rate which tJiey pay collectively. This requires 
two conditions: (1) that the expenses of management shall be 
small in proportiQri to the busin~s done, and (2) that the risk, 
of lOss shall be reduced to a minimum. . II). the' societies with 
unlimited liability the management, in so far as it is provided 
by the members themselves, is almost entirely gratuitous, and 
the payment of dividends or profits to members- IS prohibited 
altogether. To reduce the risk of loans to members, many 
safeguards have been devised which are adopted to varying 
extents in the different systems. Where the members are 
landowners and can give mortgages of their property, -it is only 
necessary to ensure that the amount of the loan shall be fully 
secured by the mortgage, allowing for any possible depreciation 
in the value of the property. Loans on mortgage are, however, 
an inconvenient form of credit where capital, is only required 
for a comparatively short period, and the following are the 
principal safeguards for loans given on personal security :-

(1) Loans are only made 'by a society-to its own members, 
and only trustworthy persons are elected to mem
bership, by the general meeting ofthesociety. 

(2) Members must be personally krlownto each Qther 
and must reside within a small restricted area. 

(3) Members, being mutually responsi~le; watch and 
supervise each other and see tha( proper use is 
ma.de of borr9wed money. . 

(4) The society, being responsible as a' body corporate 
to the central banking institution and, to .its own 
depositors, will 'insist on members meeting their 
obligations to the society punctually:' . 

(5) In the event of a member fai1i~g to pay punctually 
the society will give such help or take such steps 
for recovery as may be necessary . 

. • . This ,tatement does' not apply to every country. In Germany, for instance, tile 
societies find most of their own money in the shape of loca.l deposits. 
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(6) The borrower must find sureties or give other colla
teral security for the repayment of the loan. ';, 

(7) The borrower must bind himself to apply his loan 
to a specific purpose which will bring in a monetary 
return sufficient to epable him to repay the sum 
borrowed, to pay the interest charged, and to 
leave a prof?t ~or himself. 

It is not to be supposed that the whole of these safeguards 
are adopted in ali cases. For instance, loans are sometimes 
given on the borrower's mere note-of-hand, without any colla
teral s~curity (e.g., 'in certain . Italian societies). Generally 
speaking, the more backward the country or people, the more 
rigid the' precautions taken must be. The fixing of the applica
tion of the loan is of the utmost importance where the borrowers / 
ate small cultivators unaccustomed to commercial methods, 
and is usually relaxed as their economic education becomes 
~ore advanced. We thus find it more generally insisted upon 
by the Raiffeisen banks in Austria and Italy, where they are 
of more recent introduction, than in Germany, where the 
members are now familiar with the commercial uses of credit. 

B.-RURAL CREDIT IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 

In Great Britain the number of agricultural co-operative 
credit societies which has been formed is small. But with the 
passing of the Small Holdings Act and, further, with the change 
in economic and national conditions brought about by the War, 
increased attention is. being and will continue to be given to, 
the provision of credit facilities for small agriculturists. 

Co-operative credit was introduced into Ireland by the 
Irish Agricultural Organization Society, aided by grants from 
the Congested Distficts Board for Ireland and, subsequently 
from the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction 
for Ireland. It is characteristic of all forms of co-operation 
in the United Kingdom that they owe their development 
principally to the work of a propagandist society. Very rarely 
is an industrial co-operative society formed without the assistance 
of the Co-operative' Union, and when farmers desire to 
co-operate, they almost invariably apply to the English, Scottish, 
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.or Irish Agricultural Orgahization Society for instructions how 
to proceed. This is especially the case in Ireland, and it would 
be difficult to point to any agricultural co-operative societies 
w~ich were not organized by the Irish Agricultural Organization 
iiociety or by the group of pioneers (chief amongst whom was 
Sir Horace Plunkett) by whom that society was founded to 
-carry on the work they had be~n. In England and Wales 
,credit -societies were promoted first by the ~gricultural Banks 
Association and afterwards by the Agricult:ural Organization 
Society. The latter, in recent years, has received grants from 
the Board of Agriculture and 'from the Development 
Commissioners. 

With few exceptions, the form of credit society adopted 
.in the United Kingdom bears a close resemblance to the Raif
feisen society (see Germany below). The area of operations is 
limited to a parish, or to two or three adjoining parishes. The 
members are elected by the Committee. Loans are only given 
1:0 members and for reproductive purposes approved by the 
Committee. There are no shares,~ and the liability of the 
member~ is unlimited. Each member pays a small entrance 
fee. In some cases" guarantee-members" ,have been admitted, 
whose liability is limited to a specified sum, but this practice 
is rare. A small number of agricultural credit societies in which 
the liability of the members is limited has been formed in 
Ireland, but the ~ocieties of this kind are not likely to increase' 

In Ireland the credit societies have obtaiped working capital 
from the following sources:-

I. Deposits of members; 
2. Advances from local landowners or other persons 

interested in the well-being of the.small farmers; 
3. Advances from the Congested Districts Board for 

Ireland and the Department of Agriculture and 
Technical Instruction for Ireland;' 

4. Loans from the ordinary joint-stock banks. It is 
stated that the last-named is now the most 
important source ,of. capital, and that nearly all 
the large Irish banking companies have recognized 
that the co-operative credit societies can serve 
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as auxiliaries to them. doing business with p~ople 
w~9m tp.e large banks cannot reach without 
their intervention~ They have. accordingly, con
sented to advance money to the credit societies 
at moderate rates of interest. 

In England and Wales great difficulties have - been 
experienced in obtaining working capital. Now>vernment 
Depart:ment has made advances to the· credit societies and" 
until recently. the large banking companies did not recognize 
them; lately, however, at the request of the Board of Agri-' 
culture. the principal banking companies have expressed 
willingness to furnish them with money on favoufable terms. 
The Central Co-operative Agricultural Bank, Ltd., has been 
formed to assist the societies in finding capital. This}~ a 
co-operative society, with limited, liability, containing both 
individuals and societies as members. Before obtaining 
advances from the Central Bank, a credit society must take at 
least five-shares of the value of Rs. 15 each. The Central Bank 
also receives deposits from societies which have surplus .capital 
not immediately required for lending to members. As yet the 
transactions of this Bank have been on a very small scale; in 

. fact, there are considerable doubts as to its ultimate success, as 
there is at present no strong foundation of co-operative organiza
tion below it. 

The rate of interest charged by credit societies to their 
members is usually in the neighbourhood of 6 per cent.; but 
it is already recognized that it is not cheap credit but credit at 
reasonable rates' that produces the best economic and moral 
results, and the tendency is to increase the rate of interest and 
thus augment the margins available for working expenses and 
for· reserve funds. (, (, 

The statistics below are for the year I9II :-

England !'t Wales. Ireland. 

Number of societies 45 236 ~ 
Membership 765 19.505 

Rs. Rs. 
Loan capital. 9.600 4.38,960 
Deposits .. 16.215 4.09.350 
Total Capital 25.815 8,48.310 
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It will be· noted that co-operative credit in the United 
Kingdom has not as yet made great progress; but, as we shall 
see later, there is a very different story to tell as regards other 
forms of co-operation. . . 

C.-RURAL C~DIT IN GERMANY. 

The systems of Raiffeisen and of Haas. 

The credit given by the Raiffeisen banks a~d, societies, 
which are rural in character, is uS':lally personal credit. 
Although they occasionally grant loans on mortgage for long 
terms, they generally confine themselves tothemaking of loans 
for periods which, as a rule, -do not exceed one or two years, 
but sometimes extend to as much as five years. Renewals are, 
however, readily granted for good reasons, provided the security 
is still considered satisfactory. The fundamental principles 
of the Raiffeisen system are:-

(1) Unlimited liability of the members .. 
(2) A restricted area of operations. 
(3) Gratuitous management. 

To these principles, which he wished to be always applied 
with the utmost rigour and without allowing any exception, 
Raiffeisen added a .body -of moral and- educational doctrines. 

In addition to the rural- banks and societies which follow 
stri_ctIy the Raiffeisen principles and are tombined in the 
Raiffeisen Federation, there have -also arisen other organizations 
which. although adopting the fundamental ideas of Raiffeisen, 
have hot accepted the excessive strictness of his rules and have 
treated as superfluous the mystical doctrines which he introduced 

. into co-operation. The societies of this. type, after having long 
hesitated between' a separate organization and the Schulze
Delitzsch Federation, were finally collected under the guidance 
of Wilhelm Haas (see Appendix II to Part III) into a separate 
National Federation. 

The Raiffeisen Federation became affiliated to the National 
Federation in Ig05, and within the circle of the Imperial Federa
tion thus' formed, there were, in 1910, 12,797 societies with a 
membership of 1]209,000. Certain differences continue toexist 
between the pure Raiffelsen -institutions and those established 
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on less strict lines; ~ndof these differences we shall have 
<>ccasion to speak in c:>utlining, as we now proceed to do, the 
leading features of the rural system. 

Membership.-The majority of the members are farmers, 
usually peasant-proprietors, and the average membership of a 
society is 96. Th:is average, however, represents a very wide 
range, of variation. Six societies indeed boast only the legal 
minimum, namely seven niembers; and one society has as many 
as 1,508 members. Provincial averages range between 190 
and 33 members. 

Liability.-Whilst for other forms of co-operation the 
system of limited liability is increasingly adoptedJ, unHmited 
liability is held iI! Germany to be the soundest basis for rural 
co-operative credit. Indeed, 92 per cent. of the German 
societies work with unlimited liability. 

Shares.-Raiffeisen began by excluding shares altogether 
in order to avoid any danger of capitalistic speculation and. 
in fact, up to 1876 none of, his societies had shares. Being 
obliged in that year to comply with the Imperial law' which 
compelled co-operative societies to have foundation capital~ 
he sought to evade the law as far as possible and fixed shares 
at a maximum value of Rs. 6-4. In 1910 the average paid-Up 
capital per member was 'approximately Rs. 12. In the case 
of a credit system which offers only personal security the 
necessity for share capital was brought home during the financial 
stringency which prevailed in Germany after the South African 
War.· Deposits decreased so largely as to imperil the solvency 
of the societies, and the Federations have ever since that time 
carried on a vigorous campaign for the increase of the average. 
share capital per member to Rs. 32 and eventu,ally to Rs. 64., 
It is interesting to ,note".in the light of recent events, that 
German leaders ot. co-operation have been more and 'more 
insistent upon the urgent need for an adequate owned capital. 

Entrance jees.-The pure Raiffeisen system does not 
adrriit of any entrance fees, as being contrary to the lofty con" 
ceptions of mutual help which inspired Raiffeisen's propaganda. 

• And again in 1912 when rumours of war caused a banking crisis. 
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Raiffeisen wished that his societies should be open to anyone 
who required to have recourse to. them. It is now the usual 
practice to levy small entrance fees which are immediately 
carried to the reserve' fund. 

Area of qperation.-Another fundamental principle of the 
Raiffeisen system is tliat the area of operations (of a primary 
or. borrowing society) must be limited to a commune or a parish. 
The system is, in fatt, founded on mutual confidence and 
collective liability; the members must not only know each 
other personally, but must also be able to see from day to day 
the manner in which their money is employed. 

Management.-The organization Of the iural societie& 
being founded on propinquity and brotherhood,. and German& 
being, as a rule, well educated people, the problem of internal 
management is simple. The administrative functions are· 
divided between the Committee of Management, the Council 
of Supervision, and the General Meeting. The executive work 
is carried out by the Treasurer, who is often the only employee
of the .society. He is, in any case, the responsible person, and. 
if there are other employees of the society he supervises them. 
The General Meeting appoints the Committee of Management, 
the Council of Supervision, and the Treasurer. The conduct 
of the business is entrusted to the Committee of Management,.. 
upon which often sit the best educated persons resident within. 
the area of the society's operations, such as schoolmasters. or 
priests; for these,however. actual farmers are being more and 
more substituted. , ' 

In small societies the Committee of Management usually' 
give their services gratuitously, but the Treasurer is, almost 
invariably, remunerated. In large-socie.,!ies the members of the 
Committee of ¥anagement are, as a rule! paid. In proportion 

-to' turnover the internal working expenses of' rural credit 
societies average 0:I8 per cent., the highest figure beingo·4S, 
and the lowest 0·05 per cent. 

Let us now examine first the sources from which the rural 
societies draw their working capital and then the methods 
.of advancing the capital so obtained to their own mem
bers. 



W cwking capital.-This is composed of (a) paid up 
- -share capital (in societies w~rking on' a share basis), (b) the 

reserves accumulated from profits, (c) deposits by members and 
non-membe~, and (d) loans from co-operative ~ central banks. 
Profits, . it -may be remarked, are partly carried to the reserve 
fund proper, which is invested in sound securities outside co
operative business, and partly to _:the general reserve or " founda
tion fund," tllepunpose of which is to provide each society with 
-its oWn ,workillg.~capital. In _ 1900 th~ average working capital 
per <society was!appro~mately ,Rs; 48,000; in 1'910 it was 
Rs.1,04,000. An analysis of the total working capital emPloyed 
by the societies included in the Imperial Federation gives * 
the following results:-:; 

Owned capital. 
Share capital .. 
Reserves 

Borrowed capital 

Pet:centage. 
1"2_ 

2'6 

, 3'~ 
.. - 96'2 

100 
It will at once_ be clear that the rural societies carryon an 

-enormous business on the foundation of an extremely slender 
-owned capital, and the upheaval of the system which has, been 
..caused by a war for the protracted duration of which it was 
financially unprepared can well be imagined. The Federations, 
as already stated, for years urged that the value of shares taken 
by members should be increased and that no pains should be 
spared to add to the, reserves and reserve funds. But what has 
really contributed m0re than anything else to the Success of 
the system is the solidarity of organization given to it by the 
-central co-operative banks and (provincial unions, arid, above 
-all, by the Federations. Organization and widespread co-
'operation have, in fact, provided a moral guarantee which has 
successfully replaced the material securities which, are generally 
-demanded before credit is forthcoming. To this moral security 
must, of course, be added, in the case of the unlimited liability 

• The present tense is used in this and other cases, But the fi~res are onI:rtne 
latest avaHable for Germany, and are, as a rule, for 1910. 
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societies, the liability of the m~mbers and indirectly -of all the 
property they possess. Turning to average figures we find that 
the paid up share capital per society is rather less than Rs. 1,200 

and the-average reserve Rs. 2,650. A small number of societies 
only accept ~eposits on current account,and these maybe made 
by members only. 
. The constant development of the co-operative centrai 
banks and their excellent organization has resulted in the rw-al 
societies dealing almost exclusively with them, The existence 
of the central banks gives elasticity to the resources of the 
rural societies, and, whennecessarYi the central banks are pre
pared to make advances to a rural society within the limit of 
the credit assigned to it. It is, however, most important to 
note that the societies aim at the provision of their own funds 
from purely local SOUf(~es, and that the central banks encourage 
the societies to do so, understanding that increased funds are 
thus made available for young and weak, and also for new, 
societies, Thus.in 1901 the societies borrowed 19'7 per cent, 
of their working capital from their central banks, and in 1904 

16'6 per cent, In 1910 th~ percentage was only 8'5, Federa
tion, in fact, wisely effected, makes for individual strength and 
freedom of action pronded co-operators take. both. the broad 
and the long view of their duties -and obligations, _ 

The granting of loans, etc,-The capital obtained from: 
the various sources just examined is employed ·for·the most 
part in making advances to members,. since that is the real 
object of the - rural societies, -Surplus money is devoted to 
safe, profit-yielding investment, and is in practice chiefly 
deposited with the central banks, The rural societies make 
loans of two kinds, viz" loans on cnrrent account and loans for 
fixed periods. Examining the total of the credit operations 
for 1910 we find the f?llowing figures ':~ 

Loans op. current account 
Loans for fixed periods 

Percentage, 
.. 21'8 

55'8 
Other assets (deposits· with 

banks, etc.) 
central 

22'4 

100. 
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The loans, on current acc0ltnt were about one-third of the 
total loans. There is, in fact, a general tendency to extend the 
practice of giving loans on current account. This. is generally· 
the most convenient form of loan for the members, for whom 
the small rural society serves as a banker, just as the great 
banking institutions do for the merchants and manufacturers. 
But this form of loan requires on the part of the members a 
somewhat advanced stage of economic education and of social 
conditions. And here, it rilUSt be explained, that membership 
in these societies "is not confined to persons whose principal 
occupation is agriculture, all persons resident within the fixed 
area being eligible for election to membership. Besides farmers 
and farm-hands, local shopkeepers, artisans, local officials, and 
others are to be found among the members of nearly all socie
ties; many of these have small holdings which they cultivate 
in their spare time. With the tendency of industrial under
takings to seek rural sites, and the extensive use of the bicycle 
by German workmen, as well as the system of workmen's trains, 
villages often contain many inhabitants working in a local 
factory or travelling to a factory in the. neighbourhood. A 
large proportion of these men rent or own holdings the cultiva
tion of which is, in their absence, carried on by their families. 
The simultaneous membership of one and the same person of 
more than one co-operative credit society is, of course, pro-
hibited. . 

Various devices have been thought out to diminish the risk 
of loans granted. In general practice two sureties are insisted 
on; mortgages are taken-very frequently to avoid future 
entanglenients contracted by the member or, in other words, 
to protect his interests as much as those of the society; the 
law requires that the General Meeting shall fix the maximum 
limit beyond which loans must not be made to a member; the 
uses to which loans are to be put must be stated and sanctioned 
(in all except the most advanced societies) before the money 
is lent; renewals are not granted as a matter of course but only 
for reasons which are sound and to the advantage of the member 
and the society alike. But, once more, the principal safeguard lies 
in the limitation of area and the existence of a real and lively 
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. mutual supervision on the par;of the members, the sense of 
responsibility being kept alive by the claims of unlimited 
liability. 

Assets and liabilities.-Leaving out of account capital 
obtained from and loans made to third parties, we may now 
compare the assets of the societies with theirliabilities.-We 
shall consider on the one hand the societies own funds and the 
deposits; and, on the other . hand, the loans made to members. 

Liabilities-
Funds provided by melJlbers or local depositors 

Rs. 1,02,06,43,700. 
Assets-
Loans to members Rs. 8,63,6i,784. 
Viewed as a whole, the system is not only in a position to 

provide for the wants of the societie!?, but to show, over and. 
above that, a really vast sum of surplus working capital. In 
other words, the German rural 'classes as a community have 
succeeded by.means of ofganized co-operative credit in more 
than meeting their own needs for credit facilities, ~ U As a 
community" because, turning to individual casesJ there are 
societies with surplus money and others existing entirely on 
loans from the central banks. This emphasises the great 
importance of the central banks, provincial and general, whose 

- -function it is to provide for the balancing of supply and demand: 
between the societies. Moreover, as ~ other co-operative 
organizations are also affiliated to the central banks, and as these 
have, as a rule, a deficiency of business capital they absorb, 
through the medium of the central banks, the.major part of the 
surplus working capital of the co-operative rural societies . 

. Total businessdone.-A factor of great importance in judging 
the business of ~redit institutions is the rate of Circulation 
of the working capital. Other factors remaining unchanged~ 
the " total business done" depends on the rapidity with which 
the working capital renews itself .within the year. The greater 
the divergence between the working capital as shown at the 
~nd of the year and the total of the whole transactions during 
the year, the greater the rapidity of circulation of the capital. 
The working capital is equal to 43 per cent. of the total business 

cs 4 
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done. For different provinces ..the figures range from 9 to 84 
per cent.; where loan's for fixed periods prevail the rate of 
circulation is less, while it is higher where there is a preference 
for loans on current account. 

Profits.-The object of rural co-operative credit societies 
is to give credit to their members on reasonable terms and not 
to make a commercial profit. The strict Raiffeisen system, 
therefore, does not admit of any distribution' of dividend, all 
the profits being carried to the reserves, or to the· creation of 
institutions of public utility. In share societies, however, 
Haas favoured a distribution of dividend at a rate not to exceed 
the maximum rate of interest charged to borrowers. Between-
1909 and 1910 the reserves of the rural societies increased by 
more than Rs. 37,50,000, the system thu's becoming more stable 
and self-sufficing to that extent. 

The rate of development.-The table below deals with 
the whole of Germany, and if need only be noted that of the 
15,517 rural societies existing jn 1910 no less than 12,797 
belonged to the Imperial Federation. 

Number of rural co-operative credit societies l,n Germany on 
June lSt in each year from 1890 to _ 1913. 

Year. Number. Year. Number. 
1890 1,729 1902 11,121 
1891 2,134 1903 II,75O 

1892 .2,647 1904 12,477 
1893 3,040 1905 13,181 
1894 3,850 1906 13,635 
1895 4,872 1907 14,096 
1896 6,391 1908 14,709 
1897 7,612 1909 15,158 
1898 8,595 1910 15,517 
1899 9,208 19II 15,990 
1900 9,793 1912 16,774 
1901 100487 1913 16,927 

On January 1St, 1Q13, there were in Germany 26,576 
registered rural co-operative societies which were grouped into; 
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98 central societies (central banks and c~ntral trading. associa
tions), 16,927 credit societies, 2,409 supply societies, 3,313 
dairy, and 175 milk-selling societies,· and 3,654 societies of 
variolls other kinds. Rural co-operative credit societies 
represent two-thirds of the' above total. For the whole of 
Germany there is, roughly, one rural co-operative society for 
every 2,494 inhabitants and for every 3,365 acres of cultivated 
land. ' . 

H;aving now examined the material aspect .of the societies, 
let us turn to the moral side of their co-operative activities. 
Credit societies, which, it may be noteti, bear almost universally 
the double title of "Savings and loan institutions" aim at 
stimulating the practice of thrift. It is their first interest to 
do so, the success of their wQrk.as lenders being largely dependent 
upon their ability to attract sufficient deposits. Not only are 
m~mbers urged to bring in their savings, but the savings .of non
members are also welcomed; and efforts are made. to r~ach 
all classes and ages within the restricted area of each society's 
operations. Farm-hands and servants -are· recommended by -
their masters to deposit part of their wages with their society ; 
teachers in schools distribute savings books ; savings boxes 
are given out free of charge; and in many cases societies employ 
collectors who make weekly visits to houses for the sale of 
savings cards of different denominations (from six annas up to 
Rs. 4). The Arheilgen Society, for instance, pays Rs. 300 a 
year to a collector, who, assisted by two sons, has sold each week" 
cards to the total value of between Rs. 050 and Rs. 700. In 
1908 two collectors, working for the Griesheim Society, sold 
cards to the value of Rs. 57,750. Small savings boxes (costing 
2 annas 6 pies each) are supplied by societies. to persons of 
very small means and to children. Generally, the boxes are 
distributed gratuitously. When at least twelve annas have 
been collected in the savings box it may be brought to the 
secretary of the society who breaks the seal, 6pens the box, 
credits the contents in a savings,book, seals the box again and 
returns it to its owner. Here I would remark that boxes of 
exactly the ~ame pattern have been distributed, to thE; number 
of some hu~dreds, to members .. of rural societies in the Central 
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~rovinces and' Berar; but, unfortunately, no results of value 
have, so far, been observed. Before village societies were 
widely established in Germany, the idea of depositing at interest 
was unfamiliar to the rural population. But the societies have 
spread not only the idea of money being itself an instrument 
for the acquisition of future wealth, but have provided suitable 
means for its realisation. 

By providing that no person shall possess more than one 
vote the law prevents concentration in a few hands of influence· 
on the affairs of the society. The number of members in a 
rural society is rarely so large that the members are unknown 
to each other, and the business of the society is seldom or 
never so extensive and complicated that the members cannot 
grasp the points obviously at issue. Ye(it is a not uncommon 
complaint that the meetings are poorly attended, and in very 
many cases societies exact small fines from members absent 
without cause. The usual agenda of a meeting, being concerned 
only with dry business matters, possess little attraction for the 
ordinary member who regards the just decision of business 
questions as within the proper sphere of the Committee of the 
society. With a view to stimulating interest in the meetings 
special addresses are given in a large proportion of societies, 
sometimes, by members, sometimes by outsiders, on subjects 
likely to be of interest. But political and religious subjects 
are rigorously banned by the Raifieisen Articles of Association. 

Although co-operative credit societies aim at the moral 
betterment of their members and (when they can afford, to 
do so) grant subventions from their profits for such purposes as 
libraries, schools, clubs, village institutes, village sick nurses, 
ambulances, 'surgical appliances, sick funds, fire brigades, 
veterinary pharmacies, telephone services, etc., it must not 
be imagined that undue prominence is attached to these 
aims. The essential objects are first and foremost to furnish 
rural dwellers with suitable means for obtaining money and 
depositing loans, and then to pursue less material objects as 
far as may' be compatible with sOl.lnd business achievement. 
German mral co-operation in all its branches is advancing 
steadily as regards commercial development, but many men 
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wh9 have lent no slight impetus to the co.operative movement 
are loth that the ideals which animate.d leaders like Raiffeisen 
should be entirely lost, and that rural co·operation should 
merely represent a form of business organizatioh. 

Lastly, before we leave the rural co.operat~ve credit 
society, it must be remarked that in Germany co-operative 
credit has been the parent of every other form of co-operation. 
In the towns the connection is in a sens~ unnatural, the mere 
accident of history, and it is already weakening and breaking· 
up before the differentiation of industrial evolution. In the 
country the connection is natural and permanent. the study 
of agricultural credit includes the study of the wliole of 
agricultural organization; but agricultural credit may mean two 
different thipgs-the credit which is built upon the village 
bank of individual farmers, and the credit which starts from 
those same men organized into a society for the supply an.d 
disposal of agricultural commodities. It must, in addition, be 
borne in mind that, although the most intricate part of the 
credit problem is the superior structure erected upon the credit 
unit, yet the unit is by far the most important thing of all. It 
is by this unit that the intelligence and hearts Of the people are 
touched and transformed from weak ignorance to sympathetic 
strength; it is in this unit that the truly co-operative elements 
are contained; and it is this unit that kindles that local 
patriotism without which no co-operative movement can. ever 
succeed. 

CENTRAL ORGANIZATIONS. 

1. Unions. 

The unit of the German co-operative organization is the 
individual society. In pursuit of their purely business aims, 
groups of individual societies have been formed, namely, central 
banks and central trading bodies for provinces or States; . and 
these, in turn, have become further organized by the creation 
of central banks "and central trading bodies which operate 
over Prussia or Germany. 

But apart from this organization for business purposes, over 
90 per cent.· of all rural societies are attached to central 
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" organizations which serve their common as distinct from their 
particular business objects. Such bodies are entitled" Unions," 
and, while their main business is to undertake the audit and 
inspection of their affiliated societies, they act in genera.l as the 
intelligent organizers and regulators of co-operative effort in 
all its branches within their areas. Above the Union's are the 
Federations, to which ar~ directly attached the Unions as well 
as the central banks and central trading societies. 

In point of date the central banks and trading bodies have 
been in almost every case posterior to the Unions, having 
been es~ablished by the latter. The present position may be 
said to be the direct result of the Co-operative Societies Act 
of 1889, which prescribed an obligatory audit for all registered 
co-operative societies once within every two years, permitting 
duly authorised Unions of co-operative societies to carry out 
this audit. The Act p~ovided that such Unions must not 
conduct any purely business operations, such as banking or the 
purchase ·or sale of agricultural commodities. Previous to 
1889 Unions often undertook such business in addition to the 
work of promoting the general interests of their members, 
although the expediency of removing such economic functions 
from the sphere of their activity 'was generally recognized. 
In 188! it was proposed that the local or provincial authorities 
should exercise a certain right ~f supervision, and should reserve 
the right to appoint auditors of co-operative societies. Eight _ 
years later the Government declared that for the State or the 
local governments to undertake, as a permanent duty, the 
s1!pervision of the business of co-operative societies was neither 
necessary nor practicable; the 'number of societies was too 
great and their enterprises too diversified in character, while 
their aims were of a private, and ~ot of a public, kind. The 
necessity for regular audits of societies was, however, recognized, 
though the exercise of this function was left either to 
private bodies to be duly authorised by the local governments 
for the purpose of appointing auditors and of undertaking the 
responsibility for their efficiency, or to individuals to be 
appointed by the courts on the motion of the individual societies. 
The audit by individuals appointed by the courts has proved 
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a complete fail.ure, and to-day almost ·all the .German 
co-operative societies are audited' by Unions, the staff be~ng 

properly taught arid trained for the special work required. 
The first Unions of societies, and those subsequently 

established and authorised to conduct audit, created in due course 
central banks and central trading bodies to serve their affiliated 
societies. The legal ~tatus of these Unions is that of registered. 
associations, which implies that they do not carryon profit.., 
seeking business;. mem'Qership does not involve any mutual 
liability. Apart from audit and inspection and the establishment 
of central business organizations for the benefit . of their 
societies, Unions undertake regular propaganda and advisory 
work; issue model articles of association, business rules for use 
by credit and other societies, general mc;l.lluals of instruction 
for officials of lqcal societies, leaflets on various subjects; and, 
in 19II, 28 Unions published newspapers, mostly every 
fortnight, of which the total circulation was 248,190 copies. The 
Unions compile and publish annual statistics respecting their 
societies to each of which they furnish a copy. All the most 
important Unions have instituted special courses of instruction 
for office-holders in local credit societies, such courses lasting 
a month, a week, five, f~ur, three, and two days. In nearly 
every case public assistance is specially given to the Unions 
for this purpose, and the latter usually pay in. whole or in part 
the expenses of those attending a course of instruction. 

Many Unions have. made agreements with important 
insurance compa,nies, under which members of their affiliated 
societies may effect insurance (fire, life: accident, liability, 
fidelity, cattle) on preferential term.s. ~egal advice is regularly 
given by a number of Unions, all of which are also able to give 
technical advice on banking, insurance, and on most matters 
relating to agricultural business (e.g., dairying, manures, feeding
stuffs, machinery, fixing of electricity rates, marketing of pro
duce, etc.), as they have at their disposal the services of their 
own officials as well as of those employed by their cent.ral 
banks and their central trading societies. Unions also take 'an 
active part in promoting projects of rural social welfare. They 
obtain funds to carryon their work from three principal sources: 
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(a) the annual contributions from their affiliated local and central 
soc~eties, (b) annual grants from the State or from the provincial 
governments, and (c) grants (or their equivalent by assignment 
of services or both) 'from the semi-Stale Chambers of 'Agri-
culture. . 

All Unions levy from their affiliated societies a fixed annual 
contribution which ranges from about Rs. 5 to Rs. 45; in 
addition, rates are assessed upon turnover or upon the value 
of goods supplied. Some Unions charge separately for audit, 
while others do not. Thus the societies of the Bavariafl National 
Union pay Rs. 7-8 as the fixed annual contribution Plus 2 per 
cent. of net annual profits, no further sum being payable unless, 
thro~gh the fault of a society, . audit entails an exceptional 
expenditure 'of time. All societies affiliated to the Dantzig 
Union pay !l fixed annual contribution of Rs. 27-8, and Rs. 16 
for each day actually occupied in aUditing at the' premises of 
the society. " 

Central banks, central supply and sale societies and other 
Union institutions contribute considerable sums towards the 
cost of administration of their Unions, and in the case of large 
concerns these run into many thousands of rupees. 

Until-the middle of the eighties the Schulze-Delitzsch or 
urban societies far out-numbered the Raifieisen or rural socie
ties. In 1872 there were some two thousand urban and only 
about .one hundred rural societies. Now the urban societies 
have always opposed State aid in any form, and this point of 
view is .held by their particular Federation.. The rural co
operative organizations, however, readily accept State aid in 
the limited measure in which it is offered. State assistance 
assumed important dimensions only subsequent to the enact
ment of 1889. It usuaUy takes the form of small grants to 
cover the expenses of founding societies, contributions towards 
the cost of auditing by co-operative Unlons and of propaganda, 
advances of capital to central banks at low rates, occasionally 
endowments of capital. or grants towards establishment expens~s ; 
in a few cases it has taken the form of assisting groups of societies 
to secure advantageous terms at banks; and throughout 
Germany public officials. especially the agricultural travelling 
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inspectors and district governors, are urged to promote 
co-operation. The knowledge that the extension of agricultural 
co-operation is part of the general policy of 'the government 
stimulates officials to take an active interest in it ; this is especially 
true of such influential officials as district governors who, in 
the exercise of their duty, are brought into contact with nearly 
every branch of public activity. The general tendency in recent 
years. has been to reduce financial assistance to co-operative 
societies, or to give it with greater reserve, on the ground that 
the co-operative movement, having now passed out of its early 
difficulties and grown strong, is able to draw upon its own 
resources. But the conditions pr~valent c.an easily be gathere4 
from the two illustrations below, Jhe Unions selected being 
very typical of Unions in general. 

Pruss ian Saxony.---This province, which uP. to a. few 
years ago made m.uch larger grants, now gives an annual sum 
of about Rs. 4,700 for co-operative propaganda and the estab
lishment of new societies, and another 9f Rs. 750 to the dairy 
school attached to oneco-operative dairy. In 1894 the provin
cial government placed Rs. 4,50,000 (at 4 per cent. interest) at 
the disposal of the newly-formed Central Co-operative Bank 
of Halle. The Saxon Chamber of Agriculture allocates Rs. 4,900 
yearly to the Co-operative Union, and its officials are always
ready to promote co-operation by every means in their power. 
The Qffices of the Director of the Chamber and Director of the 
Co-operative Union have been held by Dr. Rabe for over ten 
years, and his predecessor in both offices was at once one of the 
great German agriculturists and an ardent pioneer of rural 
co-operation. 

Hanover.-Apart from donations of from Rs. 75 to Rs. II5 
to newly founded credit societies and the payment of an official 
charged with the promotion of co-operative .. cattle-selling 
societies, no public grants are made for co-operative purposes. 
In the early period of its history the Hanoverian Union,. now 
one of the strongest in Germanr. received considerable support 
from the provincial government; thus, at the foundation of its 
Central Bank, the government placed a credit of Rs. 1,50,000 at 
its disposal and contributed largely to the cost of establishing 
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it. The Chamber 'Of Agriculture allocates Rs.· 3,000. yearly 
to the Co.-operative Up.ion, :which also has at its disposal the 
services of several officials of the, Chamber. The present director 
of both organizations, Herr Johannsen, has render"ed the greatest 
services to rural co-oper,ation in Hanover, having held these 
offices for nearly twenty years. As in Halle the office premises 
of the Chamber and of the" Union are situated iIi the same 
building. 

2. The Federations. 

Simultaneously with, and indeed to some extent anterior 
to the establishment of rural credit societies, co-operative supply 
and dairy societies were formed in Western and Central Germany. 
After the Co:'operative Societies Act of 1868, :which became an 
Imperial Act in 1871, the ~atter kinds of societies became fairly 
numerous. In 1873 the Hessian Union of .Agricultural Supply 
Societies was formed at Mayence by 15 societies (with 1,070 
members) under the leadership of Haas. Other small Unions 
of s~ch societies gradually grew up in various parts of Germany; 
and in 1883, as the result of an appeal issued by Haas and other 
leaders, a central organization was established by nine Unions 
comprising 239 supply societies, under the title of the It Associa
tion of German Agricultural Co-operative Societies." Special 
features o{ this organization wert: the decentralisation and 
independence of its affiliated, Unions, inasmuch as all adhering 
societies covered limited areas and maintained their self-govern
ment; nor was emphasis laid upon the pursuit of ,other than 
purely economic aims. The articles of association restricted 
membership to supply, sale, and dairy societies. Credit 
societies were, therefore, not admissible; this limitation was 
principally due to the fact that regard was had to the organiza
tions led by Raiffeisen and Schulz~-Delitzsch, which provided 
central institutions for rural and urban credit societies .respec
tively. But when the Raiffeisen credit societies undertook 
supply business for their members they came into conflict with 
the Haas Association which thereupon decided, in 1888, to 
admit credit societies to membership. Mainly by virtue of the 
ability and leadership of Haas his Association rapidly forged 
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ahead. The Act of 1889 had led, to far-reaching changes in the 
work of the then existing Unions, for it said, in effect, to them, 
" Choose between the conduct of the audit of your cO-dperative 
socie~ies and the transaction of ordinary business opera~ions. 
You cannot do both things." There;mlt was that the Unions 
undertook audit and dropped ordinary business; ,they became 
propagandist, supervisory, and administrative in character, and 
created independent central societies for t~ purpose of conduct
ing business operations, such as adjusting monetary needs, or , 
effecting sales and purchases, for their affiliated local societies. 

Between 1889 and. 1899 the Association, which changed 
its name in 1890 to that of the "National Federation of German 
Agricultural Co-operative Societies," was joiI.J.ed by many 
important provincial' and State Unions: ,e.g., those for the 
provinces of Saxony', Hanover, and the Rhine Province in 1889, 
for Posen in 1891, for Pomerania in 1:892, an<'f: for Brandenburg 

'and Silesia in 1894, while the Union for the Kingdom, of Saxony 
- joined in 1891, and that for, Bavaria in r893. On August 1st, 

1900, there were 7,137 societies· affiliated to the _Federation. 
In 1902 two important Unions of Peasant Proprietors' Associa
tions, in Westphali~ and Silesia respectively,. became members, 
and in 1903 ~nother of these Unions with over 500 societies in 
the Rhine Province also joined. The last and most significant 
.addition to the strength of the Federation was that of the 12 
Unions of the Raiffeisen Federation (having a total of over 4,000 
societies} in 1905. After this addition, the organization founded, 
by Haas in 1883 comprised about 83 per cent. of ali the registered 
rural co-operative societies in Germany. 

I now propose to turn- to the Raiffeisen Federation, which, 
was between 1905 and 1913,* affiliated to and acting in consort 
with the Imperial Federation, as an autonomous ullit of a 
co-operatiye body. I do so, because the application of co-opera
tive principles is, the student must understand, not a process 
which can be effected without a proper appreciation of environ
ment. What is suitable for parts of Germany has proved to 

• Haas died-in 1913. His strong hand had held the two Federations, the National 
and the Raiffeise~, together; and when it was removed a split occurred. 
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be unsuitable for other parts; and, further, ~ethods that will 
give satisfactory results in one Indian provip.ce may, if blindly 
followed, prove disastrous in another Indian province. 

At the root of the differences between the methods of Haas 
and the methods of Raiffelsen was "centralisation versus 
decentralisation." Decentralisation suited the Unions following 
the system of Haas; they still follow the system. Centralisa
tion suited the 12 great and powerful Unions of the Raiffeisen 
persuasion; and they still find that it suits them, despite the 
storms of controversy. But, as we shall see, the form of cen
tralisation which the Raiffeisen Federation still adheres to is 
a mild and modified form. Raiffeisen, after the dissolution 
of the German Agricultural General Bank-co-operation in 
Germany has had many a failure to contend with-which had 
been constituted out of the three central banks established 
respectively for the Rhine Province, Hesse, and Westphalia, 

• founded in 1876 at Neuwied, a town'on the Rhine near Coblenz, 
the present German Central Loan Bank to serve the rural credit 
societies in the Rhine Province. As a department of this 
institution he constituted an agency through which these 
societies might obtain advice and assistance. In 1877 he created· 
the Neuwied Union of Rural Co.:.operative Societies as an 
independent concern for the defence and' furtherance of the 
general interests of its members. This Union consisted at its 
foundation of 24 credit societies in the Rhine Province. Socie
ties from other districts were, however, soon included in the 
Union, which in 1883 comprised 212 societies. At this date 
there were only about 500 rural societies in the whole of 
Germany. In June, 1912, 5,146 societies owned allegiance to 
the Raiffeisen Federation, a number slightly over one-fourth of 
all German rural credit societies. 

The Agricultural Central Loan Bank served as the centre 
for the Raiffeisen credit societies-no society except a credit 
society with unlimited Jiability may become a shareholder of 
the Bank- and there was practically complete identity of 
persons in the management of the .Bank and the Federation. 
In order to provide the credit societies with a central source for 
the supply of those agricultural necessaries which they were 
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wont to procure' for their members, Raiffeisen established, in 
1881, a commercial company. This firm was not profit-seeking 
in the ordinary sense, inasmuch as its articles provided that 
profits were to be appropriated, in accordance with the decision 
of the Federation, to the furtherance of rural co-operation. 
Previous to the establishment of this company the individual 
credit societies of the Raiffeisen Federation made dir~t pur
chases from wholesale dealers, seeking beforehand at Neuwied 
the advice of Raiffeisen. 

With the extension ot its area of operations separate 
units of administration were created within the organization. 
But the Neuwied headquarters office alone possessed the power 
of appointing auditors; and the various provincial banks of 
the credit sociefies, which were formed as time went on, were 
merely branches of the Central 1.0anBank. The representa
tion of the Unions on the Committee and Board of Supervision 
of the central organization~ which was resolved upon at the • 
General Meeting in 1899, lessened the disadvantages of such 
centralised administration, but did not formally recognize tlle 
independence of provincial organizations, 

It was not until 1905 that complete decentralisation was 
determined upon; in that year the administrative Unions 
were made independent bodies with their own articles of associa
tiim and independent right of audit, and became affiiliated to 

. the Imperial Federation, at the same time remaining members 
of the Raifieisen Federation, which was to continue to safe
guard the special principles of :Raiffeisen and to maintain a 
uniform method of audit for the societies within those Unions. 
In 1909 it was decided that the Central Loan Bank should 
dissolve its supply and sale department, which up to this date 
centralised the supply business of the Raiffeisen Unions, and 
that this business should be transferred to independent pro
vincial institutions to. be constituted for this purpose. 

The present constitution of the former highly-centralised 
Raiffeisen organization is, therefore; as follows: each Raiffeisen 
Union, for general co-operative purposes 'and for auditing is 
independent; in each Union area there is, for credit societies, a 
branch of the Central Bank (the director of each branch is a. 
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member of the Board of Supervision of the Bank), and for other 
than· credit societies, a!l independent provincial bank; and in each 
Union area there is, or will be, an independent provincial institu': 
tion for the supply and· sale of commodities for the benefit of 
members. The only important point of difference remaining 
between the Raiffeisen and the Haas systems, both of which, 
until 1913, contrived to exist side by side within the Imperial 
Federation, is this. In the twelve Raiffeisen Unions the credit 
societies .are combined in one central bank with a branch for 
each area, and this central bank deals only with credit societies. 
Each of the Haas Unions has its own independent central bank 
which includes all kinds of co-operative societies as members. 

The general "functions undertaken by the Raiffeisen and 
National Federations .correspond with those formerly under
taken by. the Imperial Federation; and we may now examine 
the articles of the Imperial Federation and its activities as they 
existed in 1910, for they furnish an admirable object lesson. 
The objects of the Imperial Federation were stated to be :-

(1) The promotion and extension of agricultural co
operation. 

(2) The protection and representation of common inter
ests, especially in matters of legislation and 
administration. 

(3) The development, strengthening, and improvement 
of co-operative organization and effort, in all its· 
branches. -

(4) The ~urnishing of advice and assistance to affiliated 
Unions and societies on all co-operative, legal, 
and economic .questions. 

(5) The study of co-operative, legal, and economic 
problems. 

(6) The auditing, as required by law, of the acc~unts of 
central organizations and of co-operative societies 
directly affiliated- to the Federation extending 
their operations over a considerable area. 

The only essential difference between these articles and 
those of the Raiffeisen Federation lies in the insistence, by the 
Jatter, on the moral and· religious aspect of co-operative 
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endeavour. Membership of the Federations is normally open 
to Unions of co-operative societies and to' central organizations 
serving co-operative soci~ties. Societies connected with those 
Unions which are affiliated to the Federation are also members 
of the Federation. It is expressly stated in the articles of 
association that Ii the independence, internal organization, and 
administration of these Unions shall be in ho way interfered 
with as the result of their association in the Federation."Here. 
I pause to warn the student not to fail to distinguish the two 
great features of every successful co-operative. system, namely, . 
decentralisation as regards the special work to be done by each 
unit of the co-operative organization within itself, and centra
lisation of control as regards the marshalling of the self-contained 
units and the' employment of their combined strength for the 
common purpose. That purpose may be banking, or produc
tion, o~ sale, or purchase, or whatever the common aim may be. 
-There must not only be decentralisation' but centralisation as 
well. The point is one which,'if properly understood, will save 
the practical co-operative worker from many a failure: 

Members are entitled tb make use of the administrative 
machinery set up by th~ Federation in the general interest, to 
obtain assistance by advice or action ott the part of the President 
and other organs of the Federation, t.o take part in the proceed.; 
ings of the Annual _Congress and to vote thereat, and to submit, 
proposals for the agenda of the Congress. Proposals of indi
vidual societies must be submitted through the Union to which 
they belong. Members undertake to promote the interests of 
the Federation, to pay the annual subscription as fixed by the 
General Committee, to subscribe for the paper in which the 
proceedings of the Federation are published, to take its year
book, and to furnish, in good time, the statistical reports and 
information required by the Federation.' 

The organs of the Federation are four: (I) the German 
Agricultural Co-operative Congress, (2) the General Committee; 
(3) the Council of Administr?-tion, and (4) the President. 

The Congress, which is the final authority in' all matters 
<conne-ded with· the Federation, must be convened once in each 
year, and from year to year in different' Union districts; the 
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particular place of meeting must be determined by the Congress 
of the previo~s year. Each Union, each central business 
organiz.ation, and each individual society connected with those 
Unions which are members. has the right to send one 
representative with the power to vote. but the vote must be 
exercised in person at the meeting. The proposed agenda are 
weeded out. if necessary. and determined by the council of 
administration. 

The General Committee is composed of (I) the President. (2) 
the Directors of the Unions. (3) six representatives from the central 
business organizations. of whom three mus~ be representatives 
of central banks. two of the central supply and sale organizations~ -
and one of the central butter and dairy - organizations, 
and (4) one representative from each of the larger central 
organizations. The Committee consisted in 1912 of 47 members. 
Its functions are to consider (and in case of urgency to decide) 
all important matters of common co-operative interest; to 
lay matters before the Congress; to carry our the resolutions 
of the Congress; to consider and pass the balance sheets of the 
Federation, and to approve its budget; to fix the scales of 
annual contribution of the Unions and other members. and the 
remuneration of the President and his deputy; to decide 
concerning complaints against the Council of Administration 
and the President; to elect special committees for various pur
poses; to vote the admission of organizations other than 
Unions to the Fedetation; a,nd to decide on the exclusion of 
any members. Meetings must be held by the General Com
mittee at least twice in each year, and.at any time when ten of . 
its members demand. 

The Council of Administration is composed, of the President, 
his two deputies. and seven persons who must be elected from 
among the members of the General Committee, and who hold 
office for five years. Meetings are summoned as required by the 
President, who must in ordinary circumstances give one week's 
notice of the meeting. The Council serves as a sort of select 
committee of the General Committee, and acts as a permanent 
advisory committee to assist the President in the conduct of the 
business of the Fed,eration. 
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By the Articles of Association there is assigned to this body: 
the preparation of the agenda for the Congress ;- the- determina· 
tion of administrative matters referred to it by the. Congress 
or by the General Committee; the examination of the annual 
accounts and their presentation to the General Committee; 
the preparation -of the annual budget and its presentation to 
the General Committee; decisions respeeting expenditure not 
included in the estimates; the approval of contracts of service 
made with higher officials; the-approval of all contracts binding 
permanently upon the-Federation; and; the placing before 
the General Committee of proposals for the exclusion of 
members. 

Various special committees are formed for particular groups 
of co-operative societies~ Each of them is composed· of two 
members, one of whom is the President of the Federation or -
his deputy. and the other a representative of the special branch 
of co-operation concerneq.. Such committees are, from time 
to time, established for central banks, ~ central supply and sale 
societies, and the central butter.selling and dairy organizations, 
as- well as for co-operative granaries, cattle-selling, wine.selling, 
and machine supply societies. 

The President and two Vice-Presidents are elected for five 
years by the Congress, by an absolute majority of votes. but the 
period of tenure may be altered by t:he Congress upon the motion 
of the General Committee. The President represents the Federa
tion judicially and otherwise, and is responsible for the general 
conduct of business, subject .in certain cases to the approvaf 
of the Council of Admin!stratioI!-. He is, of course, obliged to 
act in conformity with the Articles of Association and business 
rules of the Federation. The ArtiCles of Asso~iation provide 
that the seat of the Federation shall be situated 'at ·the place in 

. which its ~ President resides. 
.. The Imperial Federation, which included after the adhesion -

of the Raiffeisen Federation in 1905. over four-fifths of aU 
registered agncultural· co·operative societies in Germany~ 
occupied a commanding position by virtue of its membership 
of over one and-a-half million, persons and of the economic 
forces thereby. represented; and its i.nfluence was great and 

~ 5 
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far-reaching. Not only by its special organizations or the other 
measures which it adopted for the benefit of its members, but 
also' by its constant watchfulness and regular action, it exercised 
a remarkable influence ~pon legislation affecting agricultural 
and co-operative interests, upon the extension and improvement 
of all branches of co-operative organization-business methods, 
management, etc.,-upon agricultural education, insurance, 
banking, statistics, and upon the establishment of means for 
bettering the general social welfare of the "rural classes. 

At the' annual Congresses of the Federation opportunity 
is taken to give prominence to matters which its leaders consider 
.to be important; and attention has been thus directed, by 
definite resolutions, to the principles which it is considered 
can best be applied to the organization and methods of practi
cally every category of agricultural co-operative societies. 
Effect is given to the sense of these resolutions by the General 
Committee, whose duty it is to urge upon affiliated societies 
the adoption of the principles thus laid down. ',This Committee 
being composed of the directors of the adhering Unions, the 
Federation possesses the necessary machinery for advocating 
their adoption ;- and the publicity which the Imperial Federa
tion was enabled to give to its considered policy by means of 
its own organ and pamphlets, as wen as the organs of its Unions 
with their ramifications throughout Germany, tended t() raise 
the level of co-operative practice, among 20,000 societies. 

The official organ of the Imperial, Federation, published 
twice monthly, had, in ~912, a circulation of over 25,000 copies. 
Each affiliated society, by virtue of the contribution of - its 
provincial Union to the Federation, received a free copy. Its 
regular contents, in addition to announcements and balance sheets 
inserted by many hundreds of co-operative societies; comprised 
articles upon all branches of rural co-operation: sections dealing 
with banking, purchase and sale of commodities, and dairying, 
with subjects appertaining thereto; with co-operative law and 
decisions of the courts affecting co-operative societies; with 
taxation, insurance, and with rural social welfare; and~ finally, 
with a general survey of the co-operative situation in the various 
Union areas. AnotheT monthly paper issued was sent free to 

XM. 'lZ" NJ
f.~ 
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all co-operative, agricultural, arid ec~nomic journals' as well as 
to a large number of daily newspapers throughout the c6uIitry'. 
The Federation's Year-Book contained the annual report of 
the President, a full account of ' the Congress; and the detailed 
statistics of its affiliated societies. The Federation also pUblished 
a series of books dealing with subj'ects of importance to' 
co-operators and agriculturists. Some of these were written 
for prizes... given by the Federation. In 1910 the Federation 
published, at a low price, the fourth edition of its co-operative 
manual-a compendium of genera1 information likely fo' be' 
useful to rural co~operators; among its contents inay'be' inen.J 
tioiied the text of the Co-operative Soci'eties Act With fuJI l'lt>tes- ; 
the important enactments and State-regulations affecting the 
business of societies in regard to taxation, sf amp' cI1atges;etc. ;' 
a history of the co-operative movement ; an accourit of the 
present organization of co-operation iIi ~ll its branches, and other 
co-operative information of every' kind, together with interest 
tables, commission tables, manure tables, -aIidother useful 
data, thus bringing together much that would not otherwise 
be easily available to rural co-operative societies and Iheit 
members. 

The Federation founded in 1904 a school for the plirpose 
of furnishing a s~itable general traIDing to persons' occupied itt, 
or intending to seek employment in, any' of the various branches 
of agricultural co-operation. The remarkable growth of activity 
in co-operative organization, especially of Unions and central 
societies, made it desirable that adequate opportunities 
should be afforded for such persons to make themselves 
acquainted with the history, principles, law, and practice of rural 
co-operation. Many Unions, for instance, had found it diffi
,cult, in the period 1895 to 1905, to obtain a sufficiency ofpetSoIiS 
suitably equipped: to undertake the auditing of societies, whose 
numbers showed-an, aV,erage increase for the whole of Getmarty' 
of about 1,200 pet year. Assistance is given by' the'Sfate 
,towards the expenses of the school which is stilI rriaintairted by 
the National Federation; The courses, which' last Iiearl);' siX" 
months (frorti' the beginning' of October" to the' end of :M:artnh 
eornprised, in the' term 1910~lt, regular instruction' in':' 
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(a) General Principles of 'Rural Co-operation (98 hours); 
(b) Co-operative Act· (100 ' hours); (c) The ~ook-keeping, 
Management, and Correspondence of Co-operative Societies (198 
hours); (d) Co-operative Auditing (39 hours); (e) Rural Credit 
Societies, their organiz~tion and business (20 hours) ; (f) Supply 

. and Sale Societies, their organization and business (n hours); 
(g) Dairy Societies, their organization and b'itsiness (30 hours) ; 
(h) Other Societies, their organization and business (3 hours) ; 
(i) Agricultural Commercial Practice and Tariffs (20 hours); 
(j) Agricultu:ral Products (41 hours); (k) Banking. and Credit 
(35 hours); (1) General Commercial Law as affecting Agri
cultural Co-operative Societies (72 hours); (m) Commercial 
Arithmetic for Co-operative Societies (40 hours) ; (n) Practical 
Classes (8 hours); (0) Rural Social Welfare (2 hours). The 
instruction is given by recognized authorities, two at least of 
whom are known as the leading authorities on the special 
aspects of rural co-operation with which they deal in the school, 
and takes the form of regular question 'and answer rather than 
that of mere lecturing. Visits are made to typical societies 
within easy reach; and every opportunity of obtaining ,knowledge 
by personal experience of the working of societies is afforded to 
students. Every year the students combine to form a 
co-operative credit and supply society (for the supply of books, 
cigars, etc.) :. in 191o-II the turnover of the society was about 
Rs. 12,000 and the net profit on the year's working was Rs. 120. 

The interest of the students in their work is stimulated by 
the fact that the Federation is at pains to recommend satis
factory students for appointments to vacant positions in the 
gift of its affiliated Unions and central societies .. 

The ages of the 43.students attending the school in 1910-II 
ranged from 19 to 34 years, the general level of age being about 
25; in the previous year the highest and lowest ages were 
respectively 19 and 40, and the majority were older than in 
I910-ll, being about the age of 30. -In 191O-II five of the 
students were foreigners (two each from Russia and Roumania. 
and one from Japan). Twenty-eight of the German students 
had already been employed by co-operative Unions or other 
co-operative societies,'i)wo had been engaged in agriculture. 
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seven in commerce, and one in teaching. Low fees are charged: 
Rs. 37-8 for German and Rs. 75 for foreign students; 

The Federation also' holds separate short courses of 
instruction on special subjects of importance which are intended 
for officials already actively engaged in co-operative work. 
A recent eight-day course was attended by 130 persons, of whom 
many were Government 'Officials: The lectures are given by 
the most prominent leaders of German rural co-operation, and 
separate lectures deal with the general position of agricultural 
co-operation; the audit of co-operative societies; the removal 
of mortgage indebtedness Oil agricultural land, etc., etc. The 
mornings are, as a, rule, devoted to the lectures, and the after
noons (3 to 5) to the discussion of their subject-matter. 

The Congress of· the Federation in 1898 having passed a 
resolution that" Inasmuch as the auditors of Unions are often 
in close relationS'. with the directors of the central business 
organizations, it is desirable that the audit of the latter should be 
carried 01-l,t by other a2editors. Mut2tal assistance by neighbour
ing Unions respecting the audit.of their central institutions 
cannot always be extended or ,be satisfactory," the Federation' 
appointed in 1902 a General Auditor, whose duties' are confined 
to conducting the audit and' inspection of the affiliated central 
organizations. 

CENTRAL ORGANIZATION FOR MACHINE CONSTRUCTION. 

In order to place at the disposal of co-operative Unions 
and other co-operative societies as well as of agriculturists, 
generally, reliable expert advice at moderate charges in regard 
to the' construction and inspection of granaries, electrical plant, 
etc., the Imperial Federation had a 'central 'Organization which 

"met with consider{l.ble success. In the year 1910-II new 
works estimated to cost Rs. 20,25,000 were commenced in 
accordance with plans drawn up by it, and works costing 
Rs. 1,80,000 begun in the previous year, on its plans, were 
completed. The organization was further employed in the 
drawing up of numerous estimates as to cost or probable yield 
of works to be executed on agricultural properties and in the 
conduct of numerous tecluiical inspections. 
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CENT.RALORGAJS'I,zATJON FOR, PURC;aASE OF MACHINERY. 

This organization, QI"igiIlallycreated by the Raitfeisen 
Federation, was subsequently taken over by the Imperial 
Federation. Its function was to centralise the purchases by 
co-operative societies .of agri,cultural implements; but, in Ig12, 
it had not developed a large. business. Several of' the central 
purchase QI"ganizations .or other central societies have under
taken for a considerable time this business for their members 
in their respective areaS. 

CENTRAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE PURCHASE OF 

POTASH SALTS. 

Since 1888 ~he National Federation has purchased potash 
sal~s for its p1~Illbers.At first this was ~one through the 
agency of the German Agricultural Society, later in combination 
wj.th' that body; from' 18g8 direct ~ontracts existed between 
the p<)t~sh syndicate and the Federation; in JgIO the Potash 
Purcha,se (:0Plpany of the Imperial Federation was founded, 
which included i:),Uthe affiliated central purchase organizations; 
C),nd in 1911 a further cop,centratiop. jook place py the formation 
of the Agrjcult~ral Manure Purchase Company, which 
comprised the organizations attached to the Imperial Federation, -
the German Agricultural Society, and the Agrarian League. 
Thus the greates~ co-operative and agricultural association, 
combined fo~ the purc4ase of one of the most important manures. 

CENTRAL OR<.iANI~ATION FOR THE PURCHASE OF BASIC SLAG. 

As to basic slag, the National Federa tion lent its powerful 
support to the ~stablishment of the Supply Association of 
German Farmers, which was constituted in 1899 by the central 
supply societies of the National Federation, the (Raiffeisen) 
German Central Loan Bank, t1:len outside the Imperial Federa
tion, the German ,Agricultural Society, the Agrarian League, 
the Peasants' Associations, and other .,organizations. The 
Presi9,ent of the Imperial Federation (Herr Haas) was elected 
Chairman of this Association. Hs business in 1909 amounted 
to Rs. 2,02,50,000. 
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The Federations have been able to make agreements for 
insurance, at preferential rates~ of money, etc., sent· by post, 
and against theft. They have ~stablished benefit funds for 
officials of all kinds of societies, to provide assistance in Gases of 
their unemployment and illness, and for the widows and orphans; 

'and have created insurance funds for old age- and invalidity. 
In connection with the benefit funds there are two large hostels, 

'one in the Island of Rugen and the other.ip. the Odenwald, 
near Darmstadt, which are open in the summer months to 
receive for holiday purposes all co--operative officials, paid or 
honorary, and their relatives, at .moderate rates, 

The principal source of income of the Imperial Federation 
lay ,in the contributions of its affiliated o~ganizations. The 
rates of contribution as fixed in 1909 were as follows :~ 

"(I) Each Union sha.ll contribute a fixed sum of Rs. ISO. 
(2) In addition, each Union shall be assessed (a) at Re. 1~8 

per affiliated society, (b) at ftJ per J,OOO of the 
turnover' ;of Union banks, such turnover to mean' 
the total of all incomings and outgoings in business 
with its members on current account and in money 

. deposited for fixed periods, (c~ at I per 1,000 of 
the selling value of. commodities sold by Union 
central purchase and sale societies. 

(3) In respect of the sums payable under (b) and (c) of 
'the last section only IS per ,cent. shall be levied 
until further notice. 

(4) The maximum contribution payable by any Union 
shall not exceed Rs. 3,000 until further notice. 

(5) In -assessing annual contributions the bases "taken 
shall. be the number of societies and the' turnover 
of the previous year: thus the contribution for 
1910 shall be based upon the number of societies 
attached tc a Union on January 1st, 1909, and the 
turnover of the central org~nization for 1908. 

(6) Should the financial year of .the central banks and 
the central societies not co.incide with the calen.dar 
year, the bases taken shall be those of ~he previous 
balance sheet: thus for 1910 the turnover of 
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societies closing their financial year on June 30th 
shall be reckoned according to the balance sheet 
of June 30th, 1908. 

(7) A detailed statement of the contribution due shall 
be sent to the Unions at the beginning of each 
year, and should settlement not be effected by 
May 1st a charge of 4 per cent. interest upon the 
amount outstanding shall be made after. th~t 
date." 

The Imperial Federation also received an annual grant from 
the Imperial Treasury, as well as from the State Treasuries of 
Prussia, Bavaria and Saxony, towards the expenses for educa

-tional and statistical purposes. Contributions had also been 
received by. virtue of agreements in _ respect of supply made by 
the Federation. Its finances were carefully managed; at the 
end of 1907 assets to the value of Rs. 2,02,500 had been 
accumulated. 

The Imperial Federation was composed on June 1st, 
1912, of one Federation-the Federation of the 1>2 Unions of the 
Raiffeisen organization-and of 41 national or provincial 
Unions, inclusive of the Raiffeisen Unions. _ These 41 Unions 
comprised :-

73 Central Co..;operative Societies. 
13,606 Credit Societies._ 

2,241 Supply and Sale Societies. 
2,193 Dairy Societies. 
2,318 Societies of miscellaneous kinds. 

20.431 Co-operative Societies. 
4 Central Business Institutions. 

Total .. 20,435 Societies with 1,917,000 members. 

3. Central Ba1~ks. 

The 'business of a village credit society in Germany is 
normally conducted upon the basis of the local deposits being 
adequate to meet local credit requirements and of the latter 
being approximately suffiCient to absorb the deposits. But if 
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deposits tend to be abundant and demand· insufficient, or vice 
verso', an investment for idle money, or a source of credit, 
is essential. The rural society operating over a very limited 
area, and the bulk of its members deriving the main part of 
their income from agricultural pursuits, the supply of money 
and the demand for it. are apt to occur to a.great extent at 
different times of the year. To these drawbacks arising from 
limitation of area and similarity of occupation of members are' 
added those of isolation or of inconvenient·· remoteness from 
banking towns .. If societies 'are to fulfil their functions in a 
proper manner they must have, within reach, sources~of support 
for enabling their legitimate 'requirements to be readily and 
effectively met. In the circumstances; co-operative societies 
have almost necessarily adopted the plan of forming combina
tions and creating centra:! co-operative banks on a broad 
territorial basis, by which means local inequalities Jllay be 
adjusted and the necessary financial assistance given by 
organizations :which at once understand and take account 
of the peculiar structure and conditions of the various 
affiliated societies. When over 4,300 societies 'are combined 
for this· purpose, as in the case of. the Central Raiffeisen 
Bank, or even in combinations of fewer societies, 'as found in 
certain parts of Germany, individual inequalities are . likely t6 
be more or 1ess completely redressed within the groups. Of 
the societies constituting these central banks, some have reached 
a condition of permanent prosperity '; others are~ituated in 
districts in which their members have the advantage of better 
soil, better means of transport, or. better marketing 'oppor
tunities ; in the case of others the principal crops or the time of 
their yield may differ; in still other cases the farming may be 
more mixed, with the result that returns may be more equalised 
throughout the year. In general, on this broader- basis, the 
incomings and outgoings are likely to be .almost balanced: the 
well-to-do societies· are enabled to invest their deposits, and 
the needy (whether merely temporarily or continuously) to 
obtain loans on suitable terms. 

Raiffeisen was quick to recognize the necessity for com
bination among 'his firs.t societies. Many f?und difficulty in 
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investing their depo~itsand many others in procuring capital. 
As an illustration of th.e P9sition of isolated unorganized village 
societies without a central bank may be cited the procedure of a 
Bayarian group of societies. Their Union made an agreement 
with a provincial newspaper to the effect that. in return for the 
insertion of co-operative advertisements by the Union, the 
newspaper ,should publish free of charge the monetary needs 
of its societies. Thus, when one village bank had money to 
invest the announcement ran: X. hamlet offers Rs. 60G; or, 
when another Wished to borrow, Y. village needs Rs. 750. In 
many instances no recourse was ha.d to advertisement, but 
soCieties corresponded in order to ascertain their mutual needs. ' 
Mr. Cahill * mentions a society~in a district in which no central 
co-operative bank has been regularly organized~whichJ when 
it had money to invest, enquired of its fellow societies whether 
they wished to-borrow. These haphazard 'and irregular methods 
of conducting business were naturally most unsatisfactory. At 
the present time almost all credit socj.eties. and a considerable 
proportion of .other societies, are 'affiliated to' a 'central co-
operative bank. -

After 1889. when limited liability was first permitted by 
law, and one of the clauses of the Act implicitly permitted the 
formation of societies composed wholly or partly of societies, 
numerous; central societies were founded. On January 1st. 
19I2, 36 central banks for rural societies were affiliated to the 
Imperial Federation. Statistics of the central banks in the 
Imperial Federation show that the membership of these banks 
at that date consisted of 15.745 co-pperative.. societies, 75 other 
associations and bodies, and 662 individual members. Of the 
co-operative societies 13.362 were credit societies, these 
constituting about 98 per cent. of all credit societies attached 
to the Imperial Federation. 

The central banks may be said to be organized by Pro'vinces 
or States. The German Agricultural Central Loan Bank 
(founded by Raiffeisen) extends its operations, indeed, over the 

... Report on Agricultural Credit and Agricultural Co-operation in Germany." 
By J. R. Cahill. Laid before bot!) Houses of ParliaDlent, 1913 .. 
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whole of Germany, but its 1.2 brant;:he;; limit their business to 
fixed areas co~extensive with a province ,or parts of adjoining 
provinces, a State .or .congeries -of small States, and form, in 
fact, provincial banks. The other provincial central banks 
in Prussia are attached to the Prussian State Bank, which 
serves as their banker, and occupies in ,many respects roughly 
the same position in regard to them as the German Agricultural 
Central Loan Bank occupi~s towards its 12 branches. The 
scheme of organization for Prussian societies is, therefote: 
(I) the local soCieties, (2) the provincial banks to serve as places 
of monetary adjustment between these local societies, and (3) 
larger organization~ at Berlin (viz., the Prussian Central 
Co~operative Bank and the Central Loan Bank) to balance 
supply and demand, to obtain necessary c~edit,or to make 
necessary investments on the money~mar:ket, on behalf of the 
provincial institutions. 

The membership of a c~ntral b~nk is generally open (I) to 
<;1.11 registered societies situated in the area covered by the 
particular Up.ion to which the J:>ank is attached, (2) to ~ndivi<lllais 
elected to the Committee of Management an.d the Board of 
Supervision of the Bank, (3) ~o ~ndividuals resident ir1. 'Union 
areas who find it impossible or inconvenient to join a local 
society, (4) to public or benevolent institutions, associations, 
etc., connected with agricultur~, such as the Chambers of 
Agriculture and District Agricultural Associations. Individual 
members are not, however, important eiements in th~ actual 
membership: on January 1st, 1912, out of 16.48~ members.in 
the 36 Banks of the. Imperial Feder~tjon there were only 662 
individuals, of whom 127 .were members of the single South 
West African Society, ~nd the bulk of the others wet!'! officia.1s 
the Banks. Corporate bodies other than regIstered co~ope 
societies n:gmbered only 75, of which ;£9 Were the sma! of 
associations in A1sace~Lorraine, and the rem.ainder w . ~s 
composed of tl:te co~operatiye Vnions themselves, Sand 
Agriculture a,nd Agricultural Associations. s. 7- wi-

The par value of the shares shows extre mum 01' m d 
E.s. J,125.' The law fixes no ,limit, wheth iability, over ,an 
mum, in this respect, only providi!lg th 
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above the share value, must not be less than the share value. 
The amount of the share is, therefore, fixed according to the 
particular circumstances. Although for German co-operative 
banking the essential basis of credit is provided by the liability 
per share undertaken by the members, all banks now aim 
at making the share capital- as high as possible, without deter
ring membership, in order to have an adequate owned capital 
and to increase their credit. If Certain general influences, " 
explained when dealing with the local credit societies, are at 
work towards the raising of the share values of the central 
banks. 

The shares are usually paid up in full upon the admission 
of the societies to membership. In some cases they may be 
paid up by fixed instalments, whi~h are generally four in number 
extending over a period of one or two years. ::The Imperial 
Co-operative Societies Act provides that further shares may 
not be taken in a society witli limited liability until all previous 
shares have been fully paid. It is a not uncommon practice, 
especially in the case of newly founded societies, for the central 
bank to which-they attach themselves to debit the- amount of 
the share or shares taken up to the account of the society as a 
Joan at the rate of interest charged for loans. \V'hen further 
shares are taken by societies tne same procedure is often followed. 
Such debts are subsequently paid off at the convenience of the 
societies concerned. 

The liability incurred in' respect of each share held in the 
central banks is often very great: and occasionally it appears to 
be almost tantamount to unlimited liability. If ranges from one 
hundred times to ten times the amount of the share value. 
The object of this added liability is to increase credit capacity. 

'- -'[he Prussian State Bank (see below) gives credit mainly upon 
, Nasis of the liability represented, making certain deductions . 

. ~. '8~ p.in sufficient credit, therefore, it is necessary to assume 
a ,t; i pf adequate dimensions. ,It is not always practicable 
to sw~ "'~payment of large sums by way of share capital, 
~nd acco~ o. a liability, large in proportion to share capital~ 
IS often aSSU1'l .. ~l!-is requiring no additional payments, unless 
Josses occur. 11. ~v limits to a .certain extent the danger 
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incurred by members of societies with a prQPortionately large 
liability, by the provision that bankruptcy proceedings must be 
commenced by the Committee of Management when. the losses 
exceed one-quarter of the amount of the accepted liability of 
members. The final liability is thus lirriited in effect, to one
fourth of the amount noininally accepted, so that a nominal 
twenty-fold liability practicai~ means a five-fold liability, 

It must be noticed that 545 members in one qank under
took a total liability of Rs. I,84,43,250 ; 832 members in another 
bank a liability of Rs: 2,63,04,000; ~90 members in a third a 
liability of Rs. 2,35,03,500, and 489 members in a fourth a 
liability of Rs. I,64,OI,000. The question thus arises, from the 
point of view of a bank's depositors, bankers, and other credi
tors, whether these immense liabilities are really tangible, and 
whether, in ~e event of great losses, the central societies are 
good for such amounts. And in. general the answer is in the 
affirmative. '" These members undertaking such liabilities are 
not individu~ls; they are societies, and over 70 per cent. of 
them are credit societies. The bulk of the members of all kinds 
of societies are landowners, whose liability for the debts of their 
societies is amply secured. The societies affiliated to the banks 
already cited (which undertake the largest absolute liabilities 
among the German central banks) a~e just those which include~ 
to a greater extent than other such groups, both medium and 
large landowners. The business of the banks with their socie
ties is carried out upon safe lines, and gives rise to little danger 
of rash investment. Even in the last resort, in the event of 
the full liability being recoverable owing to great losses, a state 
of affairs which is almost impossible under the Co-operativ 
Societies Act, the realisation of the amount due is absolut 
certain. Taking the banks already cited We find tha 
average liability per member (that is, in effect per ~co-o he 
society) in the first Bank amounted in 19IO to Rs. 
the second to Rs. 3I,605, in the third to Rs. 26,41 1· 

been badY 
------------------....,.vetudentshOuld 

• Most of the German co.operative institutions are good; b .:e ~ given as aIL 
managed, and stupidity, ignorance, and neglect have caused . \J.1C 

devote special attenti~n to the article by a german co·o 
Appendix to this Part of this book. • 
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fourth toRs. 33,540. The gross liability undertaken by mem
bers in I9IO amounted to Rs .. 29,09,03,625, which is equivalent 
to a liability per society of Rs .. I3,260. The average number 
of members in over' I4,000 rural credit s<;>cieties in I9IO was 
ascertained to be 97, so that the average liability undertaken 
by individual members of societies in respect of their central 
banks amounted on this reckoning. to about Rs. I36-8. Remem
bering that with few except~ons the central banks ~re co-operative 
societies 'with limited liability, which are bound ·by law to 
comme:nce proceedings in bankruptcy when the annual (or 
other) balance sheet discloses losses amounting to one-fourth 
of the liability, the effective liability works out at less than 
Rs. 37-8 per individual member. 

It may be here observed that the amount of liability 
attache<f to shares of the· agricultural central blnks has not 
been increased; and that the tendency is to limit this liability 
to ten times the share value; unless the shan~ value is placed at 
a very low figure. Shares tend to be of higher value, and a 
teD;fold liability may be regarded as the present standard for 
new societies. The new provincial central banks of the Raif
feisen organization for other than credit societies have adopted 
this pr~ncip~e. Thus, while the assumption of excessive liability 
is at present deprecated, the share values incline to higher 
amounts. 

The working capital of the centr~ banks is composed of 
their paid-up share capital and reserves, the deposits of mem
bers, and their credit at their banking centre (that is, for the 
majority, at the Prussian State Bank): Deposits are also 
taken from non-members, who, however,· are not eligible for 
loans. Deposits 'of large amounts are usually accepted at three 

, 'lr six months' notice of withdrawal, but most deposits are 
'ed at interest on current account. 
crea..dits are for the most part given in' the form' of: over
lleld i current account. Each member is allowed a certain 
applie n .~ is based in most cases upon the number of shares 
al1otte~ Its (.~!al bank. The Raiffeisen Central Loan Bank 

, to sln~cial method in assessing the credits to be 
'lcieties. There are at present twelve 
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provincial branches of this bank, and its sh.areholding societies 
in each branch district must send in an annual return showing 
the collective assets of the members, as attested by the 
Committees of Management and the Boards of Supervision. In 
Prussia and in other~ Sta tes where the supplementary property 
tax is in vogue, the "amount paid by each of the members must 
be stated, while elsewhere .(e.g., in Bavaria and in Alsace
Lorraine) a valuation of the property of each member of a society 
as estimated by the managers of the society must b~ furnished. 
With the!?e particula.rs and other supplementary information 
of a general kind as basis a maximum limit of credit is allotted. 
In States in which the supplementary property tax i,s not 
payable, and exact data are not therefore to hand, a normal 
credit of 5 per cent. of the assets of members is granted, and a 
super-normal ~edit of 10 per cent., while for societiE! whose 
members pay the supplementary tax a normal credit of 10 per 
cent. and a super-normal ,credit of 15 per cent. is accorded. 
Each branch bank is authorised to advance the normal credit 
" , 
but the issue of a super-normal credit requires the authorisation 
of the central office. Credit in excess of lhe regular ~uper
normal credit can only be granted on the authority of the 
Council of Supervision of the Central Bank. For every Rs. 3,750 

credit taken, societies are expected to take up one share "in the -
Bank, but this course is not rigorously' enforced. All credit 
b~siness between a branch bank and the societies within its 
area of operatio~s is transacted, as a rule, on current ""account. 
The societies affiliated -to central banks must undertake not to 
maintain banking relations with any other banking institutions 
either for the deposit of money or .for the obtaining of 
credit. For the purchase of -stocks and shares they are 
also expected to make use of the services of their central 
bank. 

Although normally credit is accorded on current account, 
many of the central banks advance capital for fixed periods 
for building (e.g., of 'dairies and warehouses) and {or other 
purposes (e.g., advances for property purchases)~ but in such 
cases the right to loreclose is retained and fixed repa.yments by 
instalments are obligatory,.J Indeed, in all cases, tlie centnil 
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banks retain the right to withdraw credit at shQrt notice when 
due cause is shown. 

In 19II less . than one-half of the central banks granted 
loans, otherwise than by way of overdrafts on current" accounts, 
and the proportion of business in this form is very much greater 
than that in loans for fixed periods. The sums borrowed in 
the latter way from the central banks by their affiliated societies 
amounted at the end of the year to Rs. 80,32,500, while their 
borrowings on current account totalled Rs. 21,89,74,500. Nine 
banks only had advanced money for fixed periods. As to 
deposits by societies with their central ,banks for fixed periods, 
.the disproportion is considerably less: at- the same date the 
deposits of the members on current account at about twenty 
banks (exclusive of the Central Loan Bank) amounted to 
Rs. 1:1,94,92,000, while those for "fixed periods reached 

, • .A 

Rs. 10,26,39,000. There IS an increasing tendency on the part 
of central banks to allow more attractive rates of interest on 
deposits for periods of over six months. 

Th~ business done by the central banks has r.~ached 
enormous dimensions. In 1910 the turnover of 36 banks (34 
provincially-organized banks and two whose operations extend 
over the Empire) Within the Imperial Federation of Agricultural 
Co-operative Societies amounted to Rs. 4,86,00,00,000 ; in 19II 
their turnover was nearly Rs. 6,00,00,00,000. The average 
turnover per provincially-organized bank was Rs. 10,96,86,00Q. 
III 1910, and Rs. 13,98,96,000 in 19II. 

4. The State and Co-operative Credit. The Prussian 
Central Co-operative Bank. 

Our survey of the German system . of rural co-operative 
credit h.as,not thus far revealed any excessive amount of 
interference by or of aid from the State.. Moneylenders •. 
however, generally dictate their own terms to their clients; 
and if the State is ·to be the moneylender of the ·co-operative. 
movement, then there must be, inevitably, a far greater
degree of State supervision and control than is good for the. 
fostering of those qualities which are summed up in the term 
"the co-operative spirit." There is, accordingly, a g~neral 
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consensus of opinion. amongst cO-operators in countries 
outside Germany that the Prussian Central Co-operative Bank 
has not been an unqualified success; and although the other 
parts of the German co-operative system have been widely 
accepted as admirable models, it is a significant fa~t that the 
Prussian Central Co-operative Bank has not been' directly 
imitated. The reasons for this . may b; left to th~ student 
to discern from the account of this apex bank which is given 
below. For this account I am indebted to Mr. Cahill.' 

(i) HISTORY AND .. PRINCIPLES. OF BUSINESS.~. 
"Foundation.~The Prussian Central Co-operative Bank, 

constituted by the law of July 31st, 1895, is the only State 
Bank for co-operative societies in Germany. Created to serve 

f 

as bank for all kinds of co-operative societies in Prussia, it began 
business in October, 1895, and its subsequent development-has 
been remarkable. Its turnover increased from Rs. 83,80,01,250 
for its first year's working (1896) to Rs. 12,29,85,82,920 for the 
financial year 19II, while the number of members in the societies 
doing business with the bank grew from 302,899 in 1896 to 
798,542 in 1912. A year previously the latter figure stood 
at 1,330,000, but the withdrawal of the Raiffeisen Centr:al 
Bank from business relations with it entailed, in I9II, a diminu
tion fn the number by ov.er 400,000. 

Reasons assigned for Foundation.-The memorandum issued 
by the Bank in 1906 setting out its principles and history 
during the ten years since its foundation states the motives 
that caused the State to intervene in .the matter of co-operative' 
credit. "The. difficult· situation of the producing middle 
classes in town and country led to the foundation of the Prussian 
Central Co-operative Bank." The opening-up .of new foreign 
territories of great fertility, the cheapening of transport, the 
increase in cost of production through the rise in wages and of' 
taxation, and the general advance in cost of living had depressed 
the profits of German agriculture. The situatioJ?, would have been 
less serious if agriculturists, like merchants and manufacturers, 
had been in touch with the money market. Agricll1ture 
having passed to production for other than local markets, 

cs . 6 
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to higher farming, and to payment fOf services and needs in 
currency rather than' in kind, its monetary requirements had 
continuously increased. The flow of capital to the general 
market had grown in volume, yet smaller agriculturists were 
not in a position to take advantage of this cheaper capital. In 
industry and commerce the rate of interest had declined, but 
farmers obtained little. share in the more favourable rates 
prevailing for working capital. They.did not avpreciate the 
.distinction between long and short term credit aildendeavour 
to regulate their needs accordingly. Capital for' temporary 
purposes, as well as for undertakings from which the returns 
might extend over a num~er of years, was generally obtained 
by . mortgaging holdings, with the result that an increase in 
mortgage indebtedness followed. The absence of suitable 
credit organizations often precluded any other method of 
obtaining credit. Far from reaping advantage, in fact, from 
the increasing substitution of currency payments for the more 

'primitive system of barter, agriculturists suffered not a little. 
Oppressive conditions of dependence arose, . and free course· 
was given for the exploitation and arbitrary treatment of the 
smaller farmers. From every district in Prussia came com-. , 
plaints of the usury practised upon the small farmers in property 
transactions, in the sale or purchase of cattle, machines, ferti
lisers, and feeding stuffs, and in insurance dealings .; and the 
extinction of smaller properties was becoming a matter of almost 
daily occurrence. Careful investigations throughout Germany 
proved that, through the absence of proper credit sources, 
temporary and quite insignificant financial embarrassment often 
caused .,the complete ruin of a farmer, and that in the recent 
decades a large number of medium and small landowners had 
thus lost .their properties. 

The smaller tradespeople and' artisans found themselves 
in conditions 'of even greater distress' than the farmers; 
they had no land to offer as security, and lenders, therefore, 
often imposed terms still more onerous than those which the 
smaller agriculturists had to accept. Schulze-De1itzsch tells of 
a small tradesman. who paid Rs. 2-4 per day for a loan of 
Rs. II2-8 for a few days, and who considered that interest 
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at the rate of Rs.~ 2-4 per month for a loan of Rs. _ 45 was 
~~ ! : 

Persons whose economic position is weak can dn1y create 
a value capable of being realised in the open market by means 
. of co-operation and :J;llutual guarantee. Co-operation, there
fore, which had arisen under the pressure of, necessity, which 
necessity was at that time gradually growing more intense, 
sought to provide a remedy for the unsatisfactory conditions 
just indicated. But the help which it afforded, and was· in a 
position to afford at its then stage of devE:)I()pmenj:, remairied
(through want of adequate resources) limited both as regards 
its sphere of action_ and the- extent of the credit at its Gommand. 
In spite of the success'of Raiffeisenand Schulze-Delitzsch, and 
the tireless activity of the enthusiastic promoters of co..:opera
tion, the credit societies were far from meeting the general 
needs. Their number was not great (there were 3,040 rural 
credit societies in the German Empire on July 1st, 1893), their 
operations spread only over small areas, and the co-operative 
idea affected only local and restricted circles. Professional 
banking institutions were not. familiar with the principl~s of 
co-operative credit, and, therefore, not ready to extend credit 
to the societies. Individual co-operative societies, with few 
exceptions, found the money market closed to them; a.nd a 
regular adjustment of money supply and demand. amongst 
their members with the money supply and demand of other 
producing classes was impossible.· As a result, the societies 
only obtained credit" at a high~r rate than should have been 
necessary. 

There was no comprehensive- organizatiori of financial 
power and prestige through which the individual societies might 
collectively assert themselves as a factor of weight in the money 
market. Raiffeisen and Schulze-Delitzsch, who had experienced 
the need of institutions which should serve as connecting links 
between the local societies and the market, created central 
co-operat~ve banks. But these organizations had not attained 
the desired success; " their efforts did. not ~ucceed in 'pro
viding credit in suitable forms, in adequate amount, and at 
.a low rate of interest to all societies without exception. The 
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time had not yet come to crown co-operation in all its branches 
with a central institution, like the Imperial Bank in its relation.:.. 
ship to industry and commerce, when these two highly-deserving 
men endeavoured to provide suitable institutions." 

"The Co-operative Central Banks in 1894.-When the ques
tion of State intervention definitely arose in Prussia in 1894, 
the organizations created by the co-operative societies to serve 
as central banks had not attained a strong pqs~tion. There 
existed, besides the Agricultural Central Loan :B~nk founded 
by Raiffeisen in 1876, and the German Co-operative Bank 
founded bySchulze-Delitzsch in 1864, both of wJ¥ch extended 
their operations over the whole of Germany, a small number 
of' organizations which restricted their business to co-operative 
societies within single Provinces or States. The German' 
Co-operative Bank founded by the Schulze-De1itzsch Federation, 
need not be discussed here; it served urban rather than rural 

" co-operative interests, and tended to develop other than co
operative business. The Central Loan Bank founded by 
Raiffeisen, which started with a share capital of Rs.· 1,87,500, 
had increased that amount to Rs. 3,75,000 in 1881, and to 
Rs. 37,50,000 in 1892, and was by far the strongest of the 
existing rural central banks. At the end of 1893 there were 
1,032 credit societies which were shareholders; its paid-Up 
share capital was Rs. 4,66,755, its' assets Rs. 40,54,845, its 
liabilities Rs. 40,23,390, its reserves Rs. 1,25,160, its turnover 
in the year Rs. 1,62,27,525, and its profits Rs. 24,705. 

The other banks were those of Darmstadt (founded in 
1883), Munster (1884), Hanover (1890), Neisse-in-Silesia (1890), 
Wormditt in East Prussia (1892), Halle, Cassel, Cologne, and 
Stuttgart (all in 1893), and Munich and Wiesbaden (both in 
1894). Except the banks at Munich and Stuttgart, all those 
mentioned were situated in Prussia. It will be" observed that. 
nine of these" eleven banks were established between 1890 and 
1894; and they were not only young, but were also ill-provided" 
with share and reserve capital or other" resources. In several 
cases public credit.was granted on special terms for the purpose 
of enabling the' central banks to grant loans to their affiliated 
societies; thus, in Halle, the Provincial Aid Bank granted a 
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credit of Rs. 4,50,000 at 31 per cent. (later 4 per cent.) until tl1e 
Prussian Bank was established. But some of the banks had' 
only a small number of affiliated societies-in 1896 the Wormditt 
Bank worked with 57 societies, and in the same year the Cassel· 
Bank had a memberspip of 31 societies. The co-operative 
movement, moreover, being still in its early stages, the local 
.societies had not accumulated any considerable surplus deposits, 
and required a source from which they could borrow money 
rather than a centre for deposit. 

Existing Institutions unsuitable.-It was at first proposed 
that the Imperial Bank should undertake co-operative business. 
But this bank, created to serve primarily the requirements of 
commerce and industry, was not suited for the purp~se, without 
alteration in its authorised business prinCiples. Its constitu
tion provided for the granting of credit only on- bills and the 
highest classes of securities. But negotiable. bills of exchange 
form a small part of the assets of most rural co-operative (and 
especially agricultural) societies, the majority of rural societies 
finding it more in the interest of their business to extend credit 
by loans for fixed periods or by _overdrafts; and those possessing 
adequate first-class securities are few. Promissory notes backed 
by sureties and mortgage bonds constitute the bulk of their 
pledgable security; and these are not accepted at the Imperial 
Bank. It is also a preliminary condition for discount business 
with that bank that customers show a minimum of Rs. -II,250 in . 
share-capital and reserves, and deposit.a stipulated sum .without 
interest. Few rural societies coUld then show Rs. II,2S0 in capital -
and reserves; and when the small margin of profit on which they 
work is considered it is clear that it might well prove burden
some to leave even a moderate sum on deposit without interest. 

The Imperial Bank, owing to its special position, is also 
obliged to take care that its assets are easily and immediately 
realisable. Such a 'condition of extreme liquidity is not guaran
teed when credits are given, for the greater part or solely, upon 
the basis of the collective liability of persons organized in co
operative societies, although the security thus furnished may be 
irreproachably sound. Settlement of accounts in case of defaUlt 
would require time, which may not -be available. 
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The large priv'atebanks showed no eagerness to undertake 
the small and rather unusual kind'of business that rural societies 
offer and want done at'low rates. The special conditions of 
agricultural credit are not readily met by commercial banks 
aiming at profits through the quick and frequent turning-over 
of their funds. The absorption of German capital in commerce 
and industry, which were in course of an almost unexampled 

. expansion, and the consequent profitable employment always 
open to their funds, go far towards explaining theit preference. 
The principle of co-operative credit, based on collective and 
individual liability, with only small' share and reserve capital 
as visible assets, had~not as yet become familiar in the banking 
world, nor been recognized as supplying a solid credit foundation. 

The only solution seemed the establishment of a special 
. State Bank, adequately equipped with funds, to meet the needs 

of the small man requiring working capital. State intervention 
had been demanded in many quarters at various times, but the 
first positive stimulus was giv~n by the gre'at Agrarian Con-. 
ference which met in the spring of 1894. In the following year 
the Government introdu~ed and passed the Bill constituting 
the new bank and providing it with share capital. 

Objects of the Bank.-Aiming at no profit beyond the 
moderate interest of 3 per cent: upon capital, the new institution 
was to act as the co-operative banking centre; it was to balance 
supply and demand among the central societies, and bring them 
into touch with the money market. As the individual credit 
society aims at adjusting the money supply and demand among 
its members, and the provincial central society between its con
stituent societies, the Bank was to adjust supply and demand 
between the central societies' by lending the surplus money of 
the one to the other; and, when its funds were inadequate, to 
use its credit in the' outside market. In a word, it was to 
regulate the needs of the various central societies, and when 
necessary to_obtain. outside credit. 

The receipts and expenditure _of agricUlturists, who form 
the majority of the members of the societies, are apt to fa~ 
due for the most part at certain well-marked periods; and for 
these months money is either plentiful or scarce in the 
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agricultural community. As a result; the balancing of payments 
and withdrawals effected J.n urban banks doing business with 
persons in all avocations does not as a rule take place in the 
central agricultural societies; and in certain months the with· 
drawals exceed the deposits, and vice versa, to a marked degree. 
The annual repolj:s of the Imperial Federat~on show the monthly 
deposits and withdrawals of the' majority of its banks, which 
are provincially organized; froin these this fact emerge~ , 
prominently, as may be seen from the following Table ;-

Table showing the Excess of Deposits over WithdrawqJs or vice 
versa in each month in the years Ig06-IgII in Central 
Provincial BanRS of Rural Co.aperative 'Societies. 
+ = Excess of deposits. - = Excess of withdrawals. 

1906. I 1907· I 1908. j.1909• I 1910. I 19II. 
Month. 

1/0 the nearest. Rs. I lakh. 

--, Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
-

January .. .. +74 +80 +83 + 125 +166- +152 

February .. .. +16 +42 +27 +53 +39 +9 

March .. .. .. -84 -60 "-83 --37 -132 --209 

April .. .. .. "';'9 -49 -44 -26 -49 "'"54 

May .. .. .. +24 -,24 -17 +3 --9 -35 

June .. .. .. -84 -88 ..... 59 -56 ....97 .... 133 

July .. .. .. +30 -13 +15 +42 +56 +44 , ,~ 
August " .. +2.- -17 +19 +2 +46 +12 

September .. .. -31 -54 -17 --49 .... 63 ~IOI 

October .. .. +43 +21 +41' +17 +47 +33 

November " .. +43 +3 1 +80 +42 +82 +84 
-

December . ~ .. -37 -49 +5 +9 -19 -35 

---=:--::-1 +125 +~7 TOTAL .. -13 -233 

These figures show that, even over such a large territory 
as is covered by these central banks, there is a want of equili· 
bri\lm between supply and demand,although it might have 
been expected that differences in climate and in prod,ucts would 
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bring about an approach to such equilibrium. As a fact, of. 
course, in several co-operative districts for many years past 
these banks have been working almost entirely with their own 
resources, and have had rarely, or only quite temporarily, to seek 
help from outside, while, on the other hand, there are banks 
that rely for a great part upon such help almost permanently. 

The same characteristics are discernible in the business of 
the Prussian Bank .with its co-operative clients. Taking the 
same period (1906-II)"as in the precedi~g Table .. withdrawals 
exceeded deposits in each March, June, September, and Decem
ber, but in each January, July, October, and November deposits 
exceeded withdrawals. The point is of such importance as 
regards the general banking policy of an agricultural central 
bank that the experience of the Prussian Bank over a longer 
period is worth setting out. In the Table opposite is shown 
the excess (+) of deposits over withdrawals, or vice verso' (-), 
in each month from 1897 to 19II. Although the Bank opened 
in October, 1895, the figures for the first half-year October to 
March 31st, 1896, and for the year April, 1896, to March, 1907, 
are not included, as they comprise business other than that 
with co-operative societies. 

An appreciation of this recurrent surplus and deficit as a 
perennial incident for certain periods in agriculture, and the 
tendency of commerce and industry to be affected by a siInilar, 
but less pronounced and differently timed flow and ebb, were 
present to the promoters of the Bill when they claimed that by 
the establishment of the Bank an adjustment of the monetary 
needs of. all classes engaged. in production was' brought within 
the range of possibility. 

The Act defines the object of the Bank as .. th~ promotion 
of personal credit, especially of co-operative personal credit." 
The official memorandum already referred to amplifies this 
statement by pointing out that. in the first place the function 
of the Bank consists in acting as the centre for the adjustment 
of the monetary needs of co-operative societies; it has, on the 
one hand, to facilitate. the task of the societies in procuring 
credits in adequate amount at suitable interest, and, on the 
other hand, to invest or employ their surplus funds at proper 
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interest. But, apart from thesefimtncial adjustments and 
services, it has the further duty of bringing II the fertilising and 
equalising stream of the general money market to fructify the 
activities of the middle class, and to bridge the chasm that separates 
them from it, thus contributing to create a conciliatory spirit and 
to form a sound bond of union between capital and labour." 
The term II middle class" as thus employed in Germany, 

I~ 
Q • 

"'-~ ~ 
July Aug 'iept. Oct. Nov. 

u .... _ 
JaD. Feb. \Iar. Api. May. June. Dec. ; ~~ 

- "'Q 
Year, '" It ,ell 

To the nearest Rs. I lakh. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
-

1897 .. +29 +13 -9 '-7 -:-3 -21 +4 -3 -'7 '-7 +8 +2 _I 

1898 .. +40 -2 -20 -I -5 -38 .... +1 -II ' +5 +13 -10 ~28 

1899 .. +3 -I -9 -4 +8 -22 +6 -3 -14 +8 + 16 -5 -17 

1900 .. +37 +6 -29 -5 +4 -14 +6 -2 -16 +1 +27 rIO +5 

1901 .. 
+90 +45 "":46 +2 +19 -26 +41 .... -25 +5 '+43 -36 +112 

1902 .. +93 +8 -75 +4 +26 -66 +64 +18 -58 +23 +21 ~41 +17 

1903 .. +114 +42 -145 +7 -4 -p +36 +5 -54 +35 +32 -25 -9 

1~04 
.. +IP +41 -121 +33 -6 -85 +68 +22 -73 +3 1 +5.8 -70 +50 

1905 .. +91 -15 -80 +18 +18 '-128 +47 +18 "":110 +38 +29 -82 -156 

1906 .. +71 -I -65 +16 +'49 -67 +69 +17 -63 +39 +25 -47 +13 

i907 .. +53 -21 -13 -4 +8 -55 +2 +15 -24 +25 +8 -I5 -21 

J901! .. + 21 5 +46 -143 +1 +2 -16 +35 +18 -49 +91 +60 -84 +176 
-

1909 " +275 -57 -222 +s -20 -142 +81 .... -97 +79 +66 -80 -112 
-

1910 .. +116 +42 -192 +5 2 +3 -106 +10) +24 -lI8 +81 '+46 -38 +Il 

19I1 .. +57 /-27 -79 +39 -8 -76 +68 -35 -30 +48 +39 -57 -61 

comprises small agriculturists, small tradespeople, and small 
employers of labour, such as master-craftsmen, who rarely have 
accounts with the ,ordinary banks.- Included in the Bank's 
socio-political aims was the repression of uneconomic mortgage 
or long-term credit by the 'extension of personal credit, and 'by 
refusal to advance money to be used for mortgage credit; the 
checking of usury to which the smaller people in town arid 
country were subiect : and. bv makine- workine- canital accessible 
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on less onerous terms, to eff~ct the release of such persons 
from conditions of depenp.ence upon those with whom they 
might happen to be in business relations, either as buyers or 
sellers. Indirectly, by reason of the credit facilities which 
the Bank offered, it was to promote the extension of the 
co-operative movement, and to increase the efficiency of the 
societies already existing by imposing better business methods. 

Legal Status.-The Prussian Central Co-operative Bank 
is an independent institution with a distinct legal status, but 
is administered and supervised by the State. Its Board of 
Directors has been recognized by the courts as a public authority; 
and its officials are civil servants. It is not, however, a purely 
State institution; it has its own independent finances, for which 
the State undertakes no guarantee, and its credit and banking 
operations are subject to the provisions of the Commercial 
Code. The Minister of Finance exerdses supervision, tlie 
Ministers of Agriculture and Commerce acting with him for 
special matters; the budget of the Bank is annually submitted 
to the Prussian Parliament for approval, and its accounts are 
audited by the Government Audit Office .. By MinisteriaL 
Order it has received the privilege of being an authorised place 
of deposit for trust funds. -

Management : No Branches.-The administration is in the 
hands of a Board of five Directors, whose decisions are taken 
by majority. It is obliged to observe the regulations and 
instructions of the Minister of Finance. The Directors are 
appointed ~for life by the Crown, upon the nomination of the 
Minister of Finance. The staff has grown from thre~ Directors 
and three clerks in 1895 to five Directors with 20g. 

officials of . various grades in March, 1912. An Advisory 
Committee, chosen from leaders in the co-operative world, is 
established by the Act constituting the bank, and must be 
summoned at least once each year by the President of the 
Board of Directors. This Committee is unable to exert much 
influence upon the policy of the bank; it is summoned at the 
discretion of the President, and has no power of voting upon the 
subjects brought forward by him for discussion. The seat of 
the Bank is in Berlin, and there are no branches, the allocation 
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and supervision of the -credits allowed being undertaken by the 
central societies. '. 

Capital.-The Bank began its operations with a capital 
of Rs. 37,50,000'provided by the State in bonds bearing 3 per 
cent. interest. This sum proved within a short time to be 
inadequate, and was increased successively to~. 1,50,00,000 
in 1896,. to Rs. 3,75,00,000 in 1898,' and to Rs. 5,62,50,000 iII; 
1909. In March, 19II, when the financiql year closed, the 

. capital stood at Rs. 5,73,00,000, but owing to the withdrawal 
of the Raiffeisen Central .Loan Bank for Germany in April, 
19II, there has been a reduction in this sum by Rs. 3,75,000, 
and with the repayment to another central bank of the amount 
(Rs. 75,000) of its p~rticipation in the capital of the bank, the 
capital stood in March, 1912, at RS:5,68,50,ooo. In 1905 nine 
co-operative Union or central banks participated to the total 
amount of Rs. 18,00,000, but in 1908 Rs. 7,50,009 was repaid 
to one of these banks. The participation in ~he capital did not 
give the participants any voice in the management, their holdings 
of stock carrying no voting power. I 

Interest 01' Capital.-The present statutory regulations 
concerning the appropriation of the net profits provide that, 
apart from special allotments to. reserve~ one-fifth is to be 
devoted in the first place to the formation of the reserve fund and 
four-fifths to paying interest up to 3 per cent. upon the capital; 
if there is any balance then remaining, interest up to 31 per· 
cent. is to be paid upon the capital subscribed by the Unions, 
as well as upon the RS.1,87,50,ooo increased capital provided. 
by the State as authorised by law in 1909 (this law prescribes 
these regulations); any balance after meeting these charges 
is to go to reserve. 

Scope. of Operations.-The Bank is authorised by law to 
carryon the following !:msiness:~ 

(I) To grant loans-at interest to- . 
(a) such Unions and Union· banks of registered 'co .. 

operative societies (under the law of 1889) as 
may sue o(be sued, in their own name; 

(b) loan banks of the land mortgage credit associations 
that promote personal credit; 
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(c) similar 'institutions established by the provincial 
authorities. 

(2) To accept deposits at interest from all such organiza
tions. 

For the purpose of carrying on' this business the Bank is 
further authorised:-

(1) To take other money by way of deposit, or o~ current 
account from organizations or persons; 

(2) to accept savings deposits; 
(3) to utilise its cash in hand in discounting bills of 

exchange, gr~nting loans on security, and investing 
in stocks and shares; 

(4) to, buy and sell bills of exchange; 
(5) to contract loans; _ 
(6) to buy and sell stocks and shares for the account 

both of the Unions within the meaning of Section I 
and their affiliated co-operative societies, as well 
as for all persons or firms with whom it has 
business relations. 

Business with public Savings Banks.-The Bank was 
authorised by the Act to transact business· with the J?ublic 
savings banks, although the Government at first raised objec
tions to· such business. The Minister of Finance stated, in 
reply to motions brought forward to enable the Bank to enter 
into relationship with public savings banks, that it was on1y 
after 'the reform of these banks, when their administration and 
regulations were made more uniform, and when they had 

. attained some degree of centralisation, that business relations 
could bear any fruit. He held that they were too different in 
character from co-operative societies, and that for the most 
part they were engaged in furnishing mortgage or long-term 
credit, so that they required too high a rate of interest. More
over, their deposits being at call or short notice, there was a 
certain danger owing to their instability. Finally, it was 
provided in the Act that the Minister of Finance was to decide 
whether the Board of Directors might accept them as customers. 
In I896 the Board of Directors was authorised to enter into 
relations with the savings banks, and the business has since 
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developed remarkably. The Bank has brought a"new ·business 
into being in this respect. Over, nine hundred public. savings 
banks and local authorities employ its services, and such large 
cities as Berlin, Hanover, Cologne, and Frankfort are among 
its customers. These public institutions cannot do business 
so satisfactorily with private banks, whose ultimate aims are 
concentrated on profits. The Bank executes a large amount 
of stock exchange business for these public savings banks, 
receives deposits,· and make~ advances to them~ Such institu
tions were not previously in regular touch with the money 
market, 'and their funds often lay idle to a not inconsiderable 
extent, but now, throagh this wider connection, they secure an 
outlet for investment and a source of credit, while their :money 
is at the same time circulated in the general market. 

Principles of business with Co-operative Societies.-The 
Bank, save in exceptional circumstances, enters into b1;lsiness 
only with banks of. Uni.ons ofco-0.perative societies, that is, 
with organizations ,having at least" seven co-operative societies 
as their constituent members. It is to be noted that not only 

. Union banks of credit societies, but also those comprising or 
wholly composed of productive and sale societies, are iricluded. 
In its method of appraIsing the credit capacity of the co-opera
tive societies the Bank too~ for its standard the liability 
represented, a principle whic,h had been introduced into banking 
by the societies of Raiffeisen and of Schulze-Delitzsch. It 
accepted and built up its business system upon this principle 
and allowed the central sOcieties fixed open credits at a low 
rate of interest upon this basis alone. (See, below.) In fixing 
the amount of credit it r~gards only the liabi1i~y' definitely 
undertaken by the societies, .and credit is normally granted 
only to the amount of a. fixed low percentage of'the liability 
undertaken. In the case of central co-operative institutions 
organized under a non.:co-operative form, such as the Agricultural 
Central Loan Bank for Germany (up to 19II), the credit to be. ' 
allotted is calculated upon the net assets of the company, asset. 
forth in the latest" balance sheet. One great advantage secu.red. 
by the foundation of the Bank was this full recognition of the 
banking value of liability by a powerful financial institution •. 
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The circumS"tance \ that· the liabilities involved were not 
readily realisable, and. the impossibility, for ordinary bankers, 
of testing the real worth of the liabilities undertaken by members 
of co~operative societies, combined with the lowness of the 
assets of the central organizations, had previously tended to 
preclude the societies from obtaining the credit for which they 
were good, and to limit them to borroWing upon what- was 
actually represented in visible assets. Their credit capacity 

. had tended to be further .reduced by the fact that thei.r manage
ment was for the most part in the hands of men who had not 
received professional training. 

Evaluation jor Credit.-For the computation of the credits 
to be granted to central (or Union) banks organized as co
operative societies with limited liability, the definite liability 
undertaken by their affiliated· registered co-operative societies 
serves as the basis, while for Union banks with unlimited 
liability, the, ~uthorised ~redits are to be based .upon the 
ascertained collective assets of the affiliated societies. The 
agricultural Union banks dealing with the Prussian Bank are 
now, since the withdrawal of the Raiffeisen Central Loan Bank 
(which is a joint-stock company), exclusively societies with 
limited liability.* 

The capacity for· credit of each affiliated society is tested 
twice yearly. Every central bank is required to forward to 
the bank a complete list of its members, with a statement of 
the approximate means of each member. On the authority 
of the Finance Minister this statement may be previously 
submitted to the local revenue official to verify the accuracy 
of the statement of the total amount of the assessed property 
of the individual member; if this official discovers any inac
curacy he is required to rectify the sum total. but not the 
individual amounts declared for each member. 

Central banks organized as joint~stock or limited liability 
cQmpanies are allowed credit upon the basis of their net assets, 
as set out in their latest balance sheet . 

• The Darmstadt Central Bank. which recently (1912) entered into relations with 
the Bank. is also a joint-stock company. 
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In special cases f1lrther credit may be granted at the 
discretion of th~ Board of Directors upon the productiou,_ of 
special security. -

Each central bank, before opening business with the 
Prussian Bank; must send in :-

(1) a certified extract from the co-<;>perative .. or com
mercial register of its registration therein; 

(2) a copy of its articles of association and most recent 
report With balance sheet; ~ 

(3) a list of its members, attested by the court, distin
guishing societies and individual members, and 
showing the number of sh;ares held by each; 

For each of the societies affiliated each central bank must 
also send in:-

(i) a 'voucher attesting the registration of the society; 
(2) a copy of its articles of association; 
(3) a copy of a form· filled in, dated, and signed, giving 

the following details:-
(1) the business title and seat of the society; 
(2) the number of members; 
(3) the amount of each share; 
(4) the total of the paid-up share capital; 
(5) the amount of the society's reserves. ' 

In the case of societies with unlimited liability, it is optional 
to supply furthermore:-

(a) a statement of the total amount of supplementary 
land tax paid by the members in. the year ; and 

(b) miscellaneous information concerning the assets of 
the members. " 

In the case of societies with limited liability additional 
particulars are required concerning the number of shares 
actually registered with the court as taken, the amount of 
liabUity per share, and the aggregate liability of .all the members. 

When members of central _banks are not organized as co
operative societies, the Prussian Bank requires an abstract from 

. the commercial register, a copy of their articles of association, 
and their last balance sheets; while for individuals who are 
.comprised in the membership of central banks no information 
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need be furnished, as they are not taken into account in the 
evaluation of the credit of central banks by the Prussian Bank. 

These proofs of assets respecting the constituent members 
of central banks must be sent in every three years,· but the 
Bank reserves the right to call for the information at will ;- and 
the central banks are invited to furnish corrections and supple
ments twice yearly (on 15th February and 15th August). 

If societies with unlimited liability attached to central 
banks neglect to furnish the special detailed information respect
ing the assets of their members, the Prussian Bank estimates 
the guarantee for which each member might be· good in case of 
default at Rs. 75 to Rs. 225 per head, according to the particular 
cirGumstances. This provision is principally designed to meet 
the case of urban societies, the members of which, for the most 
part, would have no assets other' than their personal property 
or their trade, or to meet the general case of societies which~ 
requiring little credit, may not furnish the detailed information. 

To obtain the full advantages offered, the Union banks 
must sign two declarations (and exact the same from their 
affiliated societies), by the first of which they undertake t() 
deposit all surplus unemployed funds only with the Prussian 
Bank, and by the second to seek credit only from the Prussian 
Bank. 

Highest Credit allotted.-The maximum credit to be granted 
to each central bank is determined on the basis of the information 
in the possession of the ~Prussian Bank. In arriving at this 
determination it is usual to allow for societies with unlimited 
liability an amount equal to 10 per cent. of the assets of their 
members as recognized by the bank, and to allow for those 
with limited liability an amount equal to their accepted liability. 
minus a reduction of 25 per cent. with a further reduction of 
121 per cent. in the case of those societies which will not renounce 
credit transactions with other banks. When the maximum 
credit has thus been determined, deductions therefrom may 
be made: (1) of the liabilities incurred by the central banks 
with other co::'operative organizations, of sums obtained as loans 
from provincial or other authorities, and of a sum representing 
1he excess of their investments in securities over their reserves. 
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unless such securities are pledged with the Bank as special 
security; (2) in the case of their affiliated societies, of a sum 
representing the excess- of the value of securities held over 
their reserves, or of the amount of losses appearing .in their 
balance sheets. 

The maximum normal credit allotted to a' central . ba:fi'k 
may not exceed ten times the amount represented by its. paid
up share capital and reserves, and ill any case must not exceed 
Rs. 37,50,000. The bank reserves the right to determine what 
amount within this limit, taking all circumstances into' con
sideration, shall be actually granted. No right to the maximum 
credit, tQ a special form or ainount of credit, or to any credit, 
may be claimed by a central society. The amount of the credit 
to be granted is fixed at the. commencement of business relations, 
and afterwards'half':yearly, commencing April 1st and October 1st. 
No overdrafts upon the credit allotted are.permitted, and the 
bank reserves the right to call in the allotted credit at any time. 

Form in which Credit is given.-Credit may be exclusively 
on current account, or partly on current account and partly 
by discount, or exc1usivdy by discount .. Credit on current 
account is advanced only on the basis of the liability undertaken 
by members of the central banks, or, in the case of central 
banks not. organized on a co-operative basis,. on the basis of 
their net assets (share capital, foundation capital, and reserves), 
but never upon any otherbasis~ Upon the question of current 
account the regulations' of the bank lay down the following 
principles :-

According to the intention of the legislature the promotion 
of co-operative personal credit in the shape a/loans at'interest 
granted to or accepted from central banks is the business of the 
Prussian Central Co-operative Bank; in a word, it is to serve as 
the source of ~redit and the centre for balancing supply and demand 
among the central banks. The Bank endeavours to perform its 
task by placing .at the disposal of the central banks cash and credit 
facilities on current account. It is an essentlal preliminary condition 
for the conduct of current account business (which is the effective 
promoter -of co-pperation) that there sholl,ld be a proper relation 
between . loans . and repayments; for otherwise the assets of the 

cs 7 
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bank would be "tied up, and it would not be in a position to fulfil 
the duty assigned to it. In case the repayments of credits on 
current account do not take place as they ·should, the bank must, 
having regard to the intentions of the legislature, transform the 
current account credit into one of. discount credit. Moreover, 
should the credit on current accbunt be continuously exhausted, 
without repayments being made, despite warning, or in the event 
of the credit being employed in a manner at variance with the 
intentipn of the legislature, the bank reserves the right to close 
the account at three months' notice. 

Rates of Interest.-The preferential rates of interest for 
current account credit are fixed every six months for the 
succeeding six months (at latest six weeks before the expiry 
of th.e current period), but the bank reserves the right in 
extraordinary circumstances to alter the rate. Credit on current 
account at preferential rates is only granted to such central 
banks as sign the declaration to deposit all surplus money with 
and to borrow only from the bank; when no preferential rates 
are applicable, the current official discount rate of the Imperial 
Bank is charged. Since 18g8" (when preferential rates were 
first introduced by the bank), the' preferential rate of interest 
for overdrafts has been 31 per cent. No commission is payable 
upon overdrafts, but expenses and postage are debited to the 
account. Preferential discount rates, in so far as such· are 
granted, are duly notified, and.are only conceded in respect of 
the credit allotted upon the basis of recognized liability. 

Supervision exercised by the Bank.-With the object of 
-safeguarding the credits allowed to the individual societies by 
their central banks, the latter are obliged to obtain .irom their 
affiliated societies in January of each year a statement of the 
number of members in each such societv. and in the ca~e of 
societies with limited liability. of the number of shares held. 
together with a copy of the balance sheet. The central 
banks must furthermore lodge, not later than February 
15th and August 15th of each year, a half-yearly statement 
of their business on current account with each of their affiliated" 
societies, and of their own provisional or final balance sheet. 
These statements must show the balance. whether debit or 
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_ credit, in the account. with each society at the beginning of the 
half-year, the withdrawals or' payments dur.ing that perioQ., 
and the final position at its close. 

Cheque Business.--Upon r.equest by central banks the 
bank opens also separate current acc~unts, upon which cheques 
may be· drawn. No overdraits are permitted, a minimu~ 
credit balance of Rs. 375 being obligatory. .N1 credit balances 
in this account bear. interest at the rates current in.resp~t of 
balances in the other, account. Cheques drawn upon the 
Prussian Central Co-operative Bank are negotiable at all branches 
of the Imperial Bank, or, when there are no branches in the 
locality, at the offices of the Inland Revenue. Payments' into 
these cheque accounts may be by cashLby the proceeds ·of 
bills discounted by the Bank, or by transfers froIn the other 
current account with it. The Bank is also prepared to negotiate 
free of charge all other cheque business of the central banks. 

Bill ~usiness.-On the basis of. the recognized liabilities 
and on special security (sole or non-negotiable bills, surety 
bonds, scrip) the bank discounts bills for the central banks. 
Such bills may be negotiable bills from ordinary customers, 
bills accepted 'by affiliated societies within the range of their 
recognized liability, and endorsed by the discounting central 
bank. The total amount of bills pre~ented for discount by a 
central bank must not exceed' the maximum limit of credit 
allowed by the bank. First-class bills are cashed at· specially 
low rates but never at less than the private disc'ount rate, yet 
the total amounts thus cashed will not be deducted from the 
fixed credit for'mally allocated to the central- bank concerned. 
Bills drawn against anticipated refund of taxation or rebate 
on export of sugar-save for spirits-are discounted at the 
same rate. The discount rate amounts; in the case of all bills 
discounted, to at least 31 per cent .. on eacn bill, in addition 
to any necessary' stamp duties. For the discounts mad~ Rn the 
basis of the collective liability of' the societies, the rate of 
interest, so long as' the official rate of discount of' the lmperial 
Bank is higher than 31 per cent, (or higher than the preferential 
ra,tes for loans on current account) is fixed at t per CeJ;lt. less 
than that of 'the Imperial Bank for central banks which have 
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given the double-declaration of exclusive dealing (to lodge all 
their deposits not required in current business and to borrow 
only from the bank): for other banks signing only one of the 
two declarations at 1 per cent. under the Imperial Bank rate; 
for those bills resting upon special sureties of a non-co-operative 
kind, the rate of interest is determined in each individual case. 
But for all bills the official rates of the Imperial Bank are 
reckoned for the last ten days of their course. 

Acceptances.-Within the limits of the fixed credits allotted 
the Prussian Bank discounts acceptances of co-operative 
organizations in respect of co-operative business transactions~ 
provided they mature in a period not exceeding three months, 
. and that the bills of lading or warehouse warrants are given 
into its custody. Further, for the purpose of giving security 
for the delivery of coal, delay for freight payments, etc., the 
bank places at the disposal of co ... operative societies its accep
tance for any period not exceeding two years or at sight. - A 
fee of 1 per cent. of the amount of the bill is charged; the credit 
granted is debited in the account of the central bank at the 
cheapest rate for bill discounts, the credit of the account 
concerned being diminished by that amount until it has 
been cleared off. 

BiU Collection and Transfers.-The central banks and their 
affiliated societies are ~obliged without charge to participate 
in the collection, etc., of bills for their areas. According to the 
regulations under this head, cuttent account credits can, as a 
rule, be granted to central banks only for those co-operative 
societies which agree to undertake for· the Prussian Bank the 
negotiation of cheques and bills within their districts. Central 
banks and co-operative societies also, which have signed only 
one of the two exclusive declarations, may only clear cheques 
and bills through the medium of the Prussian Bank. 

Loans on Effects (Lombard. Credit).-The Prussian Bank 
gives credit against the pledging of securities in the shape of 
scrip, agricultural produce, etc., and opens special accounts for 
this business. Such securities may be sold after the expiry 
of three days subsequent to the demand of the bank for settle-
ment of the accourit. . 
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The bank maintains no warehouses and-apart from scrip 
and documents-does not take "Charge of the articles pledged ; 
maintenance, warehousing, insurance, and all risks are bome 
by the borrower. As regards securities, Imperial or State 
securities, mortgage bonds of the Agricultural Mortgage Credit 
Associations and similar securities are lent upon up to a maxi
mum of 90 per cent. of their par value, While for other securities, 
in general, either the practice of the Imperial Bank is accepted 
or special conditions are made. 

For goods such as sugar; corn, etc., their current commercial 
value is, as a rule, allowed for, while for spirits, which are 
important as an article of agricultural production In Germany, 
the Inland Revenue valuation is' accepted. The purchase and 
sale of securities for customers of the bank is carried out at a 
charge of '025 per cent. of market price or a minimum charge 
of 31 annas, but brokerage charges and stamp duty must be 
met by the customers. The bank also undertakes the collection 
of dividends, and maintains safes for the deposit of securities 
and similar documents and papers. 

Quarterly Accounts.-At the end of every quarter each 
customer receives an abstract of his account, and if no objection 
to its accuracy is raised witliin I4 days, it is noted as correct. 

Freedom of Action of Bank.-The bank reserves tl1e right 
to change its conditions of business with the central banks and 
other associations when it deems fit. 

Non-co-operative Business done by Bank.-Business with 
single co-operative societies, firms, and private persons, as well 
as with corporations and associations with legal status, is 
subject to special regulations. Single sqcieHes do not obtain 
the same advantages as those affiliated to central organizations. 
Although authorised to conduct l?anking operations with other 
than co-operative societies, the bank 'has p~sued th,~ policy 
of not competing for ordinary commercial business with private 
banks. But its transactions with the public savings banks 
have attained an enormous development. On behalf of these' 
institutions it opens deposit and current accounts, discounts 
bills, makes advances against securities, buys and sells scrip, 
collects dividends, and undertakes the care of their securities. 
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For these institutions, as well as for the loan ,banks of the 
Prussian Mortgage Credit Associations, special regulations have 
been issued by the Bank. 

(ii) VOLUME OF BUSINESS. 

Its Co-operative and other Clients.-On the 3Ist March, 
19Ii, there were 52 central co-operative banks or c~-operative 
Unions in business relations with the Prussian Bank. Affiliated - . 
to these organizations, of which 5I were co-operative societies 
and one---the Agricultural Central Loan Bank of Germany
was a joint-stock company, all of whose shareholders are rural 
co-operative credit societies, were I2,362 co-operative societies 
with I,339,988 members, of which 560 societies with I65,643 
members in I9 central banks -were predominantly urban, and 
II,S02 societies with I,I74,345 members in 33 central banks 
were predominantly rural in character. $ince that date the 
Agricultural Central Loan Bank for Germany, with its 4,300 
rural co-operative societies comprising 400,000 members, has 
renounced its business relations with the bank. 

In the following Table will be seen the composition of the 
clients of the Bank, on April 1st, in I9II and 19I2 :-

April 1st, I April 1St, 
I 

April 1St,' April 1St, 
1911. 1912. 19I1. - 1912. 

Central Co-operatifJt. Loan Banks' of 8 8 
O"gafli,ations- Land Mortgage 

-Agricnltural Cen- _ 33 26 Credit Associa" 
tral Organiza- tions. 
tions. 

Public Institu- 6 6 
Aflilia ted Societies 11,802 7,555 tions -of Pro-. vinet's . 
Membership .. 1,174,345' 798,542 Public Savings 

Banks. 
862 917 

U"bafl-
Central Organiza- 19 20 Other Public 197 245 

t tions. Banks of various 
t kinds, single per 

A flilia ted Societies 560 '582 sons (guardians). 

l\~embersbip .. 165,643 178,040 Single Societies; 
firms and persons. 

479 Sso 

Tolals-
Central Organiza-

tions. 
52 46 

Societies .. 12,362 8,137 

Membership .. 1,339.988 976,582 -
-
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1 ts Territorial Extension.-The Bank was designed to serve 
Prussian co-operative so~ietie~; but organizations 'with their 
registered offices in Prussia are accorded credit for all affiliated 
societies ~hether Prussian or not. and are in tum obliged to 
lodge surplus deposits from such societies with it. The bulk 
of non-Prussian societies which were connected with ij in 
19II were attached to the Central Loan Bank fot Germany. 
In 1904 and 1909 the total number of such societies, rural. and 
urban, amounted to 1,687 (with a membership of 162,284) and 
2,013 (with a membership of 194,361) respectively; of these 
1.434 societies with a membership of 136,363 members in 1904, 
and 1.667 societies with a'membership of 156,407 in 1909 were 

_ attached to the Central Loan Bank. By the withc:lrawal of 
the latter, therefore, the operations of the Bank were confined 
far more than heretofore to Prussiin territory. In 19I2 (August) 
it was announced that the central bank-of the Hessian Agri
cultural Societies at Darmstadt, with a membership ot over 500 
societies, had entered into -business relations with the Bank. 

Credit allo(ted.-Upon the basis of the' representative 
liability of the central banks, of the net-assets of the single joint~ 
stock bank in 1909 and 1910, and of the special security furnished 
by its individual·societies, the Prussian Bank accorded in 1909, 
1910, and 19II a total of Rs. 2,19,15,600, Rs. 2,30,13,675, and 
Rs. 1,94,94,600 respectively as credit on current account and 
Rs. 5,19,49,125, Rs. 5,39,00,175. and Rs. 5.47,68.000 by way of 
discount. while on the basis of special secUrity (stocks, mortgages, 
bonds with surety, &c.), there were granted in the same years 
Rs. 12,55,275, Rs. I2,39,825, and Rs. 7.79,100 on current account, 
and Rs. 90,53,250, Rs. 92,39,475, and Rs. 78,1I,700 by way of 
discount. The total credit allotted to the Union (or central) 
banks amounted to Rs. 8.41,73.25° in 1909, to Rs. 8.73,93.150 
in 1910. and to Rs. 8.28,53,400 in 19II. It may be observed, 
therefore, that 27,27"8, and 24·5 per cent. of the total was 
accorded in the respective years as credit on current· account. 
As preferential rates-3! per cent.-are only accorded fo(this 
kind of credit, the rates for bill and other discount being con
formable; as a rule, to those- prevailing in the market. the 
exceptional credit afforded does not attain large proportions. 
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These special terms are only granted to the Union or central 
banks undertaking to do all their business with the Bank. The 
preferential rates for bill· discounting in 1910 and 19II were 
fixed at ! per cent. below the Imperial Bank rate, but at not 
less than the Berlin market rate. For societies only u;'dertaking 
to deposit all surplus balances leaving themselves free to obtain 
credit elsewhere, the rate stood at 1 per cent. below the Imperial 
Bank' rate. The average rates of the latter in 1909, 1910, and 19II 
were 4'07 per cent., 4'38 per cent., and 4'53, while the average 
market rates were respectively 3'07,3'58, and 3'69 per cent, 

Rtlral and Urban Business,-The business of the Prussian 
Bank with agricultural organiZations is far more important 
than that with urban organizations, The -yearly averages of 
the -credits allotted to the latter on current account in 1909, 
1910, and 1911 were Rs, 19,94,160, Rs. 18,56,580, and 
Rs. 18,22,305 respectively, and by way of discount Rs. 77,77,320, 
Rs. 83,42,820, and Rs. 86,03,II5; while in the same years the 
averages of the credits on current account allotted to the 
agricultural central organizations amounted to Rs. 2,16,62,475, 
. Rs. 2,03,59,200, and Rs. 1,95,64,770, and by way of discount 
to Rs. 4,34,55,945, Rs. 4,62,49,950, and Rs. 4,86,2I,I05 .. The 
urban central banks utilise their credit with the Bank to a far 
larger extent than the rural; thus the average daily indebted
ness of the latter during each of the six years 1906-II was 
46'55, 65'06, 46'42, 25'I5, 24'69, and 37'30 per cent. of their 
credit, but for the same years the urban banks exhausted on a 
daily average 77'75, 83'79, 73'56, 69'63, 72'02, and 74'63 per 
cent, of their credit, The difference in extent of business is 
further evidenced by the facts that, for example, ~n 1909~ 1910, 
and 19II the average daily balances of the urban central banks 
were only Rs, 4,87,155, Rs, 5,21,820, and Rs. 4,34,670, as against 
Rs. 87,I3,560, Rs. 82,66,500, and Rs. 49,40,910 for the rural 
central banks, and that the interest paid to the former on 
current accounts was Rs. 14,040 in 1909, Rs. 15,525 in 1910, 
Rs. 13,170 in 19II, as compared with Rs. 2,56,305, Rs. 2,47,680, 
and Rs. 1,46,625 in the three years in the case of the latter. 

Development of Business with Co-operative Union Banks.
The growth of the business of the Bank with co-operative 
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societies will be- seen from the following Table, .which shows 
the business done oJ! current account in each; of the years since 
its creation in 1895:- -

. 
CURRENT ACCOUNT. 

Withdrawals Repayments to Value of Bills 
Discounted. 

Financial Year. from and Pay-- and Deposits .. ments by the with the Bank. 
Bank. 

To the nearest R~ 1 lakh. 

1895 (half-year) .. - .. 81 45 .. 
1896 .. .. .. 639 492 .. 

1897 .. .. .. 562 S61 32 3 

J898 .. .. . . 956 928 365 

J899 .. .. .. 1,087 J,055 417 

J900 .. .. .. J,41J 1.419 587 

1901 .. .. .. 1.702 1.81S 652 

1902 .. .. .. 2.051 2,067 699 

1903 .. .. .. 2.160 2.152 594 

1904 .. .. .. 2.630 2.680 636 

1905 .. .. . . 2.998 2.842 770 

1906 .. .. .. 3.268 3.432 1.096 

1907 .. .. . . 3.85 1 3.830 1.624'" 
-

1908 .. .. " 3.768 3.945 1.166 

1909 .. .. . . 4. 153 4.040 839 

1910 .. .. . . 5.461 5.472 ~ 823 

19II .. .. .. 6.744 6.68.3 1.224 

• The great incre~se shown under this head in 1907 was ~ue to the financial crisis 
in the latter part of that year when central banks largely overdrew their normal credit 
and by the rules of the Bank had to present biIIs, also backed by local societies, to ob~ain 
additional credit. 

The Non-co-operative Business oj the Bank.-In order to 
fulfil its primary function of banker to co..:operative societies, 
the Bank found it. expedient to extend its business in other 
directions. . By this means not only was a larger volume .. :of 
~deposits obtained, but more outlets for temporary investments 
of balances were provided. Allusion has already been made 
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to its immense business _with the public savings banks. Their 
deposits have, since ~905, largely exceeded those of all other 
organizations combined. In the four years 1908·11 the public 
savings banks deposited Rs. 38,51,55,000, Rs. 51,88,98,240, 
Rs. 41,36,24,13°, and Rs. 45,50,20,020 respectively, whereas all 
other deposits in the same years amounted respectively to
Rs. 25,03,08,750, Rs. 34,67,29,200, Rs. 32,92,46,025, and 
Rs. 25,77,42,930. The loans granted to these public savings 
banks against the deposit of securities amounted in these years 
to - Rs. 4,18,35,660, Rs .. 4,78,78,470, Rs. 3,74,08,590, and 
Rs. 5,75,05,575. Regular business with other organizations is of 
secondary importance. The Bank operates in the money market to -
profit by all favourable junctures. The Stock Exchange is daily 
visited by its officials, and re·discounting, lending, buying, and 
selling stocks and shares form part of its permanent bu;;iness. In 
illustration it may be mentioned that in 1909-11 the bank acquired 
on the Exchange bills to the value of Rs. 10,47,43,590. Its profits 
from its Stock Exchange fees and commission for orders executed_ 
in 1909-II amounted to Rs. 54,960, Rs. 58,005, and Rs. 52,680. 

The composition of the total turnover of the Bank with 
all customers in the six years 1906-19II is seen in the following 
Table:-

1906. 1907. 1908. 1909· 1910. 191"1· 

Year. • 
To the nearest Rs. I Iakh. 

Cash Business .. .. 35.746 39.827 30•678 44.268 46.782 46.701 

Dividend Business .. 149 264 397 473 553 szo 
Bills of Exchange .• .. 4.379 4.874 5.172 5.005 4.074 4.135 

Collection Business .. " 377 543 795 673 1.754 

Cheques Cleared .. .. .. 
54 87 II7 126 147 

Stock Exchange Business t: . 1.698 1.850 3.776 4.753 2,681 3.665 
,. 

Loan on Security Business " 904 1.61 I 1.381 1.450 1,423 1.418 :. 

Current Accounts· • .. 7.421 8.385 9.058 9.438 II,907 14.38r 

Deposit Business . . .. 7.617 10,046 12.944 17.653 15.699 14.827 

Other Business .. .. 31.428 32.327 20.085 30 •032 31.937 35,436 

Total Business (Co-operative or 
other) •• .. 89.342 99.615 84.120 1l3.984 1l5.855 122.984 
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Extent of Cheap Credit.~ The Bank has succeeded in afford
ing cheap credit even in difficult times, such as. in 1907-08, so 
far as its credit on current account was concerned. but for bills 
and for loans agamst pledged securities its rates more or less 
conformed with those ruling in the open market. Its cheap 
credit (that is, at 31 per, cent.) amounted in 1910 and 19I1 to 
27"5 and 24'5 per cent. of the total allotted.Jo central.banks. 
As a rule, when the maximum credit of Rs. 37.50,000 is granted 
to a society, about one-third will be given on current account 
at the cheap rate, 'and .the rest on bilis' at one-half per cent. 
less thim the Imperial Bank rate (which is itself higher than the 
real market rate) if both declarations of exclusive business 
(already referred to) have been made. In 191:I, 38 central 
societies had signed this two-fold declaration, while two others, 
which signed 'only the declaration regarding the deposit of 
surplus funds, were accorded 1 per cent. less than the Imperial 
Bank rate. Loa~s on effects are given at the current Bank 
rate. The central societies, especially those which have become 
strong, complain that they can obtain credit by discount in the 
general market at as cheap. if not cheaper rates, now that the 
bankipg world has become familiarised with the prmciplesof 
co-operative banking. To obtain the preferential rates for .a 
limited proportion of their credit, they are obliged to do all 
their banking business through the Prussian Bank, and to deposit 
all their surpluses with it. Central societies, like the Raiffeisen 
Central Loan Bank (down to 19I1), those existing in Pomerania, 
Saxony, and elsewhere, working with their own resources as a 
rule, and requiring overdrafts for perhaps only one or two 
months in the year, may find it disadvantag-eous to accept the 
low rate of interest paid by the State Bank on balances. They 
receive 3 per cent., but tliey themselves may have to pay higher 
interest" to the local societies. On the other hand societies in 
some provinces, especially certain Eastern provinces; find con
nection with the bank adyantageous as a source for the credit 
of which they stand in freq-dent' need. 

Rates of Interest.-The - Bank has from 'the beginning 
endeavoured to preserve stability_ in its rates of interest, more 
particularly for current account business, though as regards 
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rates 'for bills and loan-on-effects business, it is not possible for 
the Bank to escape the influence of the general market. From 
October 1st, 1895, to September 30th, 1898,. it 'paid 21 per cent. 
for balances on current account, and required 3 per cent. for 
loans to those central banks which gave the declaration of 
exclusive dealing both for deposits and loans; in 1898, 21 per 
cent. was given for balances and 3! per cent. charged for loans, 
buf since 1898 the rates have remained unchanged at 3 and 3! 
per cent. respectively. Since 1902 the preferential rates were 
introduced; ordinary rates (that is, for central banks not dealing 
exclusively with it) in general follow the rates of the Imperial 
Bank. 

The following Table shows th~ rates of interest of the 
Prussian Co.:operative Bank, of the Imperial Bank, and of the 
Berlin Exchange for ten years:-

AVERAGE RATES OF THE PRUsslAN AVERAGE RATES 
OF THE IMPERIAL BANK. BANK. 

Preferential Rates of Average Year. Interest. I 
Rate of Berlin April 1st to Interest Market 31st March. for Loans on Rate. 

On Current Loans on Bills. Effects, 
Accounts. Effects, (Lombard) 

Bills. (Lombard) - ~ances.1 Loans. 

1902 " 3' 3t 3'33 4'42 3'42 4'42 2'27 

1903 " 3 3t 3'70 4'91 3'91 4'91 3'17 

1904 " 3 3t 3'82 5'13 4'13 S' 13 2'96 

1905 " 3 3t 3'89 5'20 4'20 5'20 3'23 

1906 " 3 3t 4'38 6'41 5'41 6'41 4'35 -
1907 " 3 3t 5'38 7'01 6'01 7'01 5'02 

1908 " 3 31 3'67 5'17 4'17 5'17 2'94 
;, 

1909 .. 3 31 3'66 5'07 4'07 5'07 3'°7 

1910 " 3 

I 
31 3'97 5"38 4'38 5"38 3'58 

19II " 3 31 4'09 no 4'50 5'50 3'69 

Profits oj Bank.-For the years 1895-1899 the full rate of 
interest upon the share capital as fixed by the Act, which was 
3 per cent., was not paid, the total divisible profits for each of 
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these years having amounted respectively to 1'79, c1'46, 3'73, 
0'61, and 1'52 per cent, of the capital, Since 1899, except for 
the years 1906 and 1907, when 1'09 and 1'49 per cent, were paid 
as dividends, the statutory dividends have always been met out 
of profits, the total divisible profits for the twelve years I900-II 
being: 4'61, 4'78, 4'83, 4'70, 4'39, 3'80, .1'36, 1'86, 4'59, 4'57. 
5'01, and 4'42 per cent, of the share capital. The nature of the 
business of the Bank to a certain exte.nt handicaps it in the use 
of its capital, In this connection it is stated that owing to its 
system of open credit, bas~d on liability, the Bank deems it 
prudent to invest about three-eighths of its owned capital in 
securities of the first class, which are realisable or pledgable. 
but which only yield about 3 per cent, net profit, The general 
reserves formed from profits since 1895 amounted in 19II to
Rs, 56,25,000, 

Cost of Administratio'n,-The expenses of administration 
have been kept at a low figure, In the twelve years 1900-19II 
they amounted to the following percentages of the foundation 
capital: '45, '53. '65, '80, '88, '97. 1'06, 1'18,1'32, 1'21, 1'oB. 
and 1'22, The actual sums thus expended in 1909, 1910, and 
19II were Rs, 5,24,295, Rs, 6,15,705, and Rs, 6,93,390; in these 
amounts were included in their respective years sums of 
Rs, 21,B85, Rs, 40,545, and Rs, 96,660, which were paid in 
taxes, . 

(iii) ATTITUDE OF CO-OPERATIVE ORGANIZATIONS, 

The Imperial Federation,-The relations of the two great 
Agricultural Federations with the Bank have undergone changes. 
In 1894 the Congress of the Imperial Federation of Agricultural 
Co-operative Societies discussed the question of a central 
banking institution, and a motion was proposed that the 
Imperial Bank should be approached with a view to the 
establishment of a special account for the central banks, into
which the latter should pay their surpluses and from which. 
they should borrow, But the Imperial Bank being judged 
unsuitable, a resolution was passed calling upon the F.ederation 
to take steps to create a special central bank, A memorandum 
published later by the Federation suggested the establishment 
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of a German Agricultural Bank, under the legal form of a co
operative society with limited liability. As regards the Govern
ment proposals, which were produced about this time, the 
Federation expressed'the view that it would pe preferable for 
the State to participate, as a sleeping partner, with Rs. 37,50,000 
ill 3 per cent. bonds in a central ba.nk, to be created by the 
existing central banks, under the form of a co-operative society 
with limited liability. Upon its establishmen1, however, the 
Prussian Bank was welcomed by the Federation, which suggested 
that its sphere of operations should be extended to include the 
Empire. Three years later dissatisfaction arose. The previous 
regulations concerning business with the central societies were 
replaced in April, 18g8, by a more stringent evaluation of the 
credit bases and of the allotment of credit; these new regula
tions were stated to have been drawn up by the Bank without 
consultation with its Co-operative Advisory Committee. In the 
same year, to the chagrin of the central banks, the rate of interest 
for loans was raised to four per cent. Discontent found loud 
expression at the Congress held in Carlsruhe, where it was 
asserted that the Bank adopted the attitude of a supervising 
official authority towards the central banks; and a resolution 
was adopted by a large majority to the effect that the Federation 
recommended the central banks to enter into negotiations with 
a view to creating their own banking centre and called upon the 
President to take the necessary steps for the foundation of a 
-German Central Co-operative Bank. This central institutio,n, 
under the title of the Imperial Co-operative Bank, was founded 
in 1902 by t~e transformation of a supply society into a bank, 
which was to combine banking with supply and sale business. 
The Prussian Bank thereupon gave the Prussian central societies 
the option of doing either all or none of their business with 
it. Owing to the comparative weakness of capital of the new 
Bank the societies could not hesitate in their decision, and the 
Imperial Co-operative Bank agreed to renounce all banking 
and credit business with Prussian soc.ieties. The latter have 
availed themselves largely of the services of the Prussian Bank 
down to the present time. At the end of the financial year 
19II, 32 rural central banks were accorded credit on current 
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account by the Bank, 20 receiving preferential rates, while of 
29 which were granted credit for bill discounting, 25 obtained 
preferential rates. Of the more important Prussian central 
banks serving agricultural societies, all are subscribers to the 
agreement as to exclusive dealing except those of Halle and Kiel ; 
the latter never signed the agreement, and the former has since 
renounced its acceptance of it. 

RaiJIeisen Federation.-The second great Agricultural 
Federation, founded by Raiffeisen, and known as the General or 
Neuweid Federation, declared in 1895, with refenmce to the 
State Bank then about to be created, that "the Ra,iffeisen 
societies of the Neuweid Federation have established 011t of 
their own resources, a clearing centre, a central loan . bank. 
which is fully equal to the needs of the societies. For this 
reason the- Raiffeisen societies observe a non-committal attitude 
towards the proposals of the Prussian Government to create a 
State Central Bank for the regulation of personal credit for 
agriculturists and artisans. The General' Council of th~ Central 
Loan Bank is instructed, in the event of negotiations with 
the Government, to safeg\lard first and foremost the complete 
independence of its own existing organization." 

The Federation was unwilling that the business of its central 
ban~ should be subjected to the inspection of the State Bank, 
or that it should become merely an agent for the transfer of 

, monies between its soci~ties and the Bank. In November, 
1895, the Prussian Bank, in a letter to the Central Bank, 
declared that" the interest of the Prussfan Centcal Co-operative 
Bank in the organization, government, business operations, and 
supervision of the Union banks is limited to the safety of the 
credits granted. In this respect the regular -transmission of 
the official balance sheets by the Central Loan Bank will suffice. 
No influence shall be exercised hy the Bank upon the applicatio'il 
of the credit obtained from it, nor upon the amount of 
interest charged by the Central Loan Bank. The Prussian Bank 
notes that the Agricultural Central Loan Bank reserves to 
itself the right -to maintain business relations with other banks. 
Taking into account this reservation on the one hand, and the 
assets of which we have taken cognizance on the other, we 
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accord an open credit of Rs. II,25,000 on current account; 
if suitable securities are deposited an additional credit 
corresponding with their value will be granted." The open credit 
was afterwards successively raised 'to Rs. 18,00,000, to 
Rs. 30,00,000, and later to Rs. 45,00,000. The credit obtained 
by lodging of securities, etc., reached, in addition, large amounts. 
In 1898 the new business regulations applied to the Raiffeisen 
Central Loan Bank as to all other central banks, and in 190Z 

the present business. regulations came into operation. 
The next important alterq.tion in business relations was the 

agreement made in 1905, which arranged for the participation 
of the Central Loan Bank in the capital of the State Bank to 
the extent of Rs. 15,00,000, only one-quarter of which was to 

\ . 

be paid up, until such time, as provided by an amendment of 
the Act of ;r895, as a dividend of 31 per cent. should be paid on 
capital; from April 1st, 1905, the cash and credit business of 
all the Prussian central banks formerly carried on by the 

• 
Central Loan Bank was to be transferred to the Pru~sian Bank. 
in so far as it might be found feasible. During such time as 
the Central Loan Bank held part of the capital of the State 
Bank-an arrangement which might be dissolved by mutual 
consent-the Prussian Bank was to accord a credit of 
Rs. 30,00,000 on current account at preferential. rates, but it 
was provided that the amount of the total credit on current 
account was, in general, not to exceed Rs. 45,00,000. Although 
the Central Loan Bank gave the double declaratIon of 
exclusive dealing with the Prussian Bank, it was agreed that so
long as th~re was to its credit an excess of Rs. 15,00,000 over 
the amount of credit on current account which had been 
exhausted, the Loan Bank was fr~e to invest the excess elsewhere. 
It was also stipulated that the Central Loan Bank, as well as 
all suitable affiliated credit societies, so far as their own dis
tricts were concerned, should undertake to conduct the business 
of clearing and collecting bills and' cheques. In 1907 the 
Central Loan Bank pledged itself not to carryon any business 
with the Imperial Co-operative Bank, either directly or 
indirectly. In 1910 there-was a change in the administration 
of the Neuweid organization, its seat of business having already 
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been moved to BerliI.1 for the purpose of being closer to the 
money market; and differences arose. The'main points. of 
difference which emergedreIate4 to (I) the investment of balances 
in the regular busine~s of the Central Loan Bank, (2) the execu
tion of its stock exchange business, (3) the collection or clearing 
of cheques and bills by its affiliated local co~operative societies, 
and (4) the business relations of the Central.Loan Bank with 
other co-operative 9rganizations. 

The Prussian Bank only allows interest at the rate of 3 per 
cent. upon balances, .and the Central Loan Bank complained 
that this was not so high a rate as was obtainable on absolutely 
secure investments elsewhere, contending. that such conditions 
might not be unfavourable for needy banks, bu~ were disadvan
tageous for banks, which, like itself, worked in the main with 
good balances. It ~as, in fact, a question of existence for the 
Central Loan Bank; it could not afford to pay continuously 
3 to 31 per cent. to its depositors and to receive only 3 per cent. 
on its own deposits. Negotiations lasted from ~Qvember, 

19IO, till April"lgII. The Central Loan. Bank asked that its 
special position as a society with 4,000 co-operative soCieties 
as members, and extending over the whole of Germany' should 
be recognized, and requeste~ more favourable terms. 

Rupture of Relations.-Finally, upon theproposalcpJ the 
State Bank to place the Central Loan Bank in the category of 
lion-central organizations, which. would have given them a 
position even more unfavourable thaI.1: the ordinary central 
banks, and to charge I per cent. on the l~rger side of their 
account, which the Central Loan Bank declared would mean 
a charge of some Rs. 82,500 per annum, the Central Loan Bank 
withdrew from all business' relations with the State Bank. 
The latter had also required, as a' coridition preCedent to the 
continuance of husiness relations, that the Celltral Loan Bank 
should sign' a specific declaration drawn up by it which, in the 
judgment of the management of the Central Loan Bank-the 
same view was, publiCly expressed by other independent co-' 
operative organizations-was a clear violation of the indepen
dence of the Raiffeisen organization as regards the conduct 
of its internal affairs. . 

CS 8 
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Financial arrangements have since been entered into with 
the Dresdner Bank (py which the Central ~ank. of the Schulze
Delitzsch societies had been absorbed in 1904) to take the place 
of the Prussian Bank as a powerful banking institution to which 
recourse might be had incase of need. fhe withdrawal of the 
societies of the Raiffeisen organization reduces by about one
third the number of. agricultural co-operative societies doing 
busmess with the State Bank, and remove~ some of the oldest, 
most efficient, and prosperous credit societies from its con
nection. 

Other Co-operative Organizations.-The other larger co
operative organizations, of which there are three-:---the General 
Federation of Co-operative Societies based on Self-Help (founded 
by Schulze--Delitzsch), the Central 'Federation of Co-operative 

I • 

Industrial Societies, and the Federation of Distribution Societies' 
(i.e., the German Co-operative Wholesale Society)-adopt diver
gent attitudes towards State credit. The General Federation 
has always been opposed to it, as contrary to the spirit which 
is expressed by its own title, though a few individual sections 
such as those in East Prussia and Schleswig-Holstein (which 
are in predominantly agricultural districts) maintain relations 
with the State Bank. Apart from every other cause, the banks 
of the Schulze-Delitzsch connection do not, in fact, need such 
assistance as the . Prussian Bank would afford. They are 
established in towns; they generally have large shares, large 
reserves, abundant deposits and skilled management, and, 
therefore, are in an independent position in the market. United 
to a provincial central bank, and through it to the Prussian 
Bank, they would be liable tQ be hampered in their business; 
to gain any advantage they must, when credit was required, 
undertake to deal exclusively with the provincial central bank 
for loans and deposits, and at the same time such credit obtained 
through the provincial central bank wouid be hardly cheaper 
than the ordinary credit open to them, as highly developed 
credit organizations, in the business world. The Federation 
of Co-operative Industrial Societies works in close relations 
with the Prussian Bank, and an official of the Bank is on~ of its 
leading directors. It included in 1910 some 380 credit societies 
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with 70,000 members. A large number of the~e societie.s have 
been created to promote the interest of special trades, such as 
those of bakers, butchers, and shoemakers, while others, such as 
building societies, exist for other definite special purposes. 
But the principle of narrowing the range 'of potential members 
and forming water-tight compartments in banking matters .is 
against ail experience;' abundance or stringency are likely 
to occur at the same time for the same trading classes. 
This is a mar ked characte~istic of agricultural societies, 
even though they ~mbrace not only agriculturists but all 
kinds of tradespeople' withiIl; the particular rural area. All 
the credit societies in this Federation are not, however, 
restricted to special' trades, and there~re .some large banks 
affiliated, which, working; as a rule, on the principles of 
Schulze-Delitzsch, utilise the Prussian B~nk. The Federation 
of Distributive Societies, which has its head-quarters at 
Hamburg, is not in business relations with the Prussian 
Bank. , 

Aptitude of State Bank.-The general attitude of the State 
Bank appears to be that the central banks Sh6Uld be organized 
on the basis of provincial independence and that they should 
be in direct relations with itself. The existence of any such 
central bank as the Raiffeisen Central. Loan Bank is looked 
upon as involving a duplication of functions, and the .inter
position of a superfluous body.between the Prussian Bank and 
the provincial central bank. Such a central institution it 
regards as a sort of competitor, which, -if allowed to gather 
sufficient strength, would eventually render the State Bank 
superfluous. That such a consummation was not in harmony 
with its views came to the surface in 1911; when the Central 
Loan Bank-the strongest of all the central banks-made. a 
provisional arrangement with the Imperial Co-operative Bank. 
The State Bank at once declared that it would cease business 
with the Central Loan Bank if any such arrangement were 
made. The relations contemplated between the two Banks 
even for minor purposes appeared to contain the germs .of a 
large central co-operative bank extending over' the Empire, 
and· per~aps finally leading to the supersession of the 
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Prussian Bank, in so far as co~operative business was 
concerned. 

Grounds of Complaint.-Incidental references to the grounds 
of 'complaint al1~ged in various quarters have ~lready been 
made, and from such references it will be gathered that there 
exists in a large part of the co~operative w~r1d' a certain 
dissatisfaction with the Prussian Bank. The central banks which 
have grown strong complain of the low rate of interest which 
they receive for balances, and that if they desire to obtain 
preferential rates-which alone offer any advantages over 

, current market rates-they must transact all business as regards 
depositing and borrOwing with, the Prussian Bank. They must 
deposit, therefore, their balance at 3 per cent., whereas they 
could get perhaps 4 per cent. elsewhere. This circumstance 
is obviously disadvantageous to central b~nks which have 
considerable capital and reserves. T4ese banks are in' a position 
to obtain credit on as good terms as other sound banks, and 
now that the principles and practice of co~operative banking
are fully understood in commercial circles, ordinary banking 
institutions are quite willing to deal with them. Agricultural 
credit societies tend to recei.ve considerable supplies of money 
for four or five months, though perhaps in need of it during the 
other months of the year; during the months of abundance 
they only receive 3 per cent. interest from the Prussian Bank, 
whereas they might obtain 4 or at times even up to 5 per cent. 
elsewhere. The weaker central banks,on the other hand, find 
the State Bank of immense service. Being in . more or less 
constant need of money they have a not inconsiderable 
credit always open to them at a low rate of interest, and 
they have little occasion to complain of low interest on 
deposits. . 

It is also felt tliat, aSQ result of the foundation of the 
State Bank, the sovereignty over Prussian co~operative credit 
has been taken out of the hands of co~operators: that office 
has been assumed by the State. It' is sometimes urged that 

. the State Bank is too bureaucratic in its methods; that it is 
not sufficiently elastic in its administration; and that it requires 
extremely minute and detailed information as a basis for its 
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granting of credits. Finally; there is the fact that the banking 
profits of a successful great 'central co-operative bank would 
return to co-operation, whereas under present conditions any 
resultant profits accrue to the State. 

How far these objections are valid it is impossible for a 
foreign enquiper to say, but in some instances" at all events, 
their justification will be dependent upon the point of view. 
As to the minuteness and frequency of the information required 
by the Bank it does not appear that it exceeds in this respeCt 
the practice' of ordinary banks which are bound to examine \ 
thoroughly the security offered by their borrowers. As, this 
security in the case of the co-operative societies rests mainly 
upon a collective liability, the unit values of which are subject 
to cbange (e.g., by retirement of members), and as it is not an 
immediately realizable security, additional circumspection is 
to be expected. The questiort of a low' rate of interest for 
deposits is, of c-ourse, closely bound up with that of low rates for 
credit, and the more prosperous central banks -neooing few or 
no credits are sacrificing some advantage fot the benefit of the 
weaker sister institutions. From a purely business point of 
view the State Bank is distinctly advantageous to the former 
for two principal -reasons: in the first -place, their connection 
with the State Bank procures for them of itself a certain measure 
of confidence among the country population and helps to 
attract deposits, - which constitute the largest part of' their 
working capital; and, in the second place, while in ordinary 
times they may be able to work with littI~ or no outside capital _ 
(or could, if not in connection with the Prussian Bank, obtain 
equally good terms from ordinary banks), they wish to be able, 
in times of financial stringency, to avail themselves ~f that 
amount of credit allotted to them by the Bank -at preferential 
rates, when their own resoUrces would be insufficient, or not 
realizable without ,considerable loss, and when ordinary market 
rates would be far higher. In.course of tUne, howevey, there is 
no reason why the majority of central banks shoztld not amass. 
sufficient capital and reserves to be capable of forming a, great 
central bank and of asserting eventually, without danger, their 
complete independence of State aid. 
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(iv) SERVICES OF THE BANK TO AGRICULTURAL 

. CO-OPERATION. 

No single factor has perhaps more signally contributed t9 
the spread and internal development of agricultural co-operation 
in Prussia, and, indirectly by its example and influence, 
in the rest of Germany, than the Prussian Bank. It was created 
at a most opportune period-when the profits of agriculture 
had been greatly reduced and general depression was seveJely 
felt. It systematized for credit purposes the ,principle of 

. liability upon which the whole co-operative structure of credit 
was built, and made all societies eligible for credit upon this 
basis. Being an efficient institution, with capital and with 
prestige in the money market, it constituted for co-operative 
societies a channel for credit, and by its facilities it accelerated 
their incre,ase. Through its principle of d~a1ing on special terms 
only with unions of societies, the formation of central provincial 
banks was stimulated, and their foundation or strengthening 
exercised a strong influence upon the increase and development 
of local societies. Proper business methods were impre~sed upon 
the central societies-it is a constant source of difficulty in 
co-operation that its leaders ar~ apt to have much enthusiasm 
but little expert knowledge or business thoroughness, 
while' the conditions often do not permit the payment of 
the wages of ability-and' through them ·upon the affiliated 
societies. 

The Bank nas ~hus been instrumental in 'no small measure 
in securing supplementary working capital for small and 
medium farmers on the same terms as for traders. But its 
greatest economic success consists in the fact that it has served 
to collect and concentrate the monetary returns of agriculturists 
and to employ them profita.bly on their behalf while providing 
for their redistribution at need. As a result of Prussian co
operative organization for purposes of agTiculturaI credit, 
with the Prussian Bank at its head, the circulation of money. 
which tends' to pass from the country into the towns and to be 
brought back through several profit-seeking intermediaries, is 
effected to a great extent within the distric~ in which the value 
is created, to the' advantage of the industry producing it. 
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Although Prussia alone has created a special State Bank to 
serve as a central banking institution for co-operative_societies, 
other States in the Empire have given no inconsiderable 
support in ~ther forms to central co-operative banks. In this 
respect Bavilria has been conspicuous; the Government has 
advanced ,to the Bavarian Central Loan Bank a total of 
Rs. 30,00,000 at 3 per cent. as working capital, has obtained 
for it, at very favourable rates from the ;R~yal Bank, a constant 
credit on current _ account up to Rs. 7,50,000 (against proper 
security), and has given grants' towards expenses. Advances 
up to fixed amounts at specially low rates, or grants towards 
expenses, or both, have also been accorded to the agricultural 
central societies by the State in Baden, Saxony, Wurtemberg, 
and Alsace-Lorraine. 

- CHAPTER II. 

RURAL CREDIT IN ROUMANIA-RuRAL CREDIT IN JAPAN. 

D.-Roumania. 

THERE are, in Roumania, very few co-operative societies 
for purposes other than credit, and for such· as there are, no 
statistics are available. Moreover, all productive and distributive 
societies are co-operati.ve only in name. They are really 
joint-stock companies registered for reasons of convenience 
as " co-operative societies'! under the Roumanian Commercial 
Code, which is nothing but a copy of the Italian Code which, 
in its tum, is a copy of the French. In Roumania, provided a 
society places no limitations on its capital and membership, 
it may be registered under the Commercial Code as a "co
operative society; " but in societies so registered there is nothing 
that can be called co-operative. For the following very interest
ing- account of co-operative credit:societies in Roumania I am 
indebted to Mons. J. G. Duca. "I Will now confine myself to 
co-operative credit societies only, and more particularly to 
agricultural credit societies which have made wonderful strides 
in Roumania. From our statistics you will find that in 1890 
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Roumania possessed not a single co-operative credit society, 
that in 1891 it had only one, in 1899 scarcely 20, but in 1900 
already 44. In 1904, the number stood at 1,580, with a capital, 
collectively, of Rs. 36 lakhs, without counting deposits. On 
the 1st January, 1909, there were in Roumani~ 2,410 rural 

, societies, with 346,707 members, 317.554 of whom were bono' 
fide peasants, 5,864 village tradesmen, ..... 5,953 village artisans, 
',965 Government and municipal employees, 2,151 large landed 
proprietors, 3,323 priests, and 3,897 schoolmasters. In 1908 
only 269,375 bono' fide peasants were enrolled in membership. 
Within one year (1:908-09) paid up share capital increased by , 
about 30 per cent. and represented about 77 per cent. of the 
total working capital. 

Now how are we to account for suclirapid advance? Has 
it been produced by artificial means, or have we a genuine co
operative movement before us, called forth by genuine soci~l 
wants? 

Our co-operative movement, I can assure you, has nothing 
artificial or of a ... hot~secharacter about it. It really arises 
from 4 plainly felt social want, because the question of popular 
credit has ,assumed in Roumania an importance more pressing 
than in any other coun.try of Europe. Up to 1864, the great 
majority of the Roumanian peasantry, which accounts for more 
than three-fourths of the total Roumanian population, were 
without any proprietary rights whatever in the lan<.i which they 
tilled, and on which they lived. 'They were practically .serfs, 
bound to supply a fixed amount of labour for their landlords, 
who, inreturi1; were bound on their part to provide sufficient 
land for them· to maintain their family and their cattle. In 
1864, however, Roumania gave by law to everyone of her 
peasants a portion. of freehold land. The holdings vary from 
about 3! to 15 acreS. By such means an jndependeri~ peasant 

. proprietary was created. It is easy to understand how, after 
that, the question of popular credit came at once to the front, and 
that it became all the more pressing because the change was 
altogether sudden and no sort of preparation had been made for 
it, nor Was any period of transition' allowed. And its urgency 
became even still considerably greater when Roumania advanced 
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economically by -leaps and bounds, as it did from tha~ period 
forward,becoming a country of large agricultural production, 
and all but doubling its population in something like thirty 
years. Roumania was a young country, without any economic 
past, without any sound financial institutions, without any 
accumulations of popular thrift. The peasantry required credit 
to be able to carryon their ca!Jing. The only way in whick 
they could actually obtain such, as matters stood, was to go 
for it to such of their neighbours as h~d; as a result either of 
greater forethought or else of keener avarice than they them
selves possessed, accumulated a small hoard, and, circumstances 
being favourable, as a matter of course, were quite willing to 
increas~ it as fast as possible., It ~s thus that usury came to 
overspread the land, marked by a degree of rapacity which it 
is painful to contemplate. One does not like owning to the 
presence of such base and inhurilan exploiting of one set of 

- men by another in large proportions in one's own country. 
But lowe it to truth to tell that in Roumania usury grew more 
rife than in almost any country. 63 per cent. Was in the villages 
the current rate of interest, and frequent .cases 'have been knpwn 
of 100, 200. and even 500 per cent. being exacted. 

Here was a state of things too .pregnant with. mischief to be 
ignored by the Government, which ever since 1881 -has made it its 
endeavour to find' a re_medy by theinttoduction of agricultural 
credit. However, the measures taken by the Government 
have proved ineffecfive, because. the agricultural credit 
created was pledge credit only, which, as you are aU aware, is 
a kind of credit alike burdensome and of questionable value. 
It deprives those of credit who need it most, that i~ the very 
poor. And it places a considerable portion of national property, 
so to speak, under lock arid key, within the tenacious grip of a 
.. dead hand," so as necessarily to paralyse economic progress 
by hindering the free exchange of goods. I would go further 
and contend that it is 'immoral credit, for it -does not inquire 
into the object for which money is borrowed, nor does it supervise 
the employment of the money. It. is calculated to tempt 
borrowers to practise fraud, because it asks of them something 
that is in many cases impossible, that is, not to dispose ,of what 
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they have pledged. I affirm without fear of contradiction that 
in Roumania, although happily the State has not suffered any 
material damage under this head, a large proportion of the 
property pledged as· security for agricultural credit is purely 
fictitiouS-not because the agricultural population of Roumania 
is less honest than that of other countries, out because in the 
present day there are wants to be satisfied which are not to be 
met in the old way. 

Seeing, then, that the State was· powerless to deal 
adequately with the question of popular credit by legislation, and 
that ~ the continued existence of rapacious usury made the 
discovery of a remedy more' urgent from day to day, our 
agricultural population instinctively turned to co-operation and 
sought there the remedy which the State could not provide. 
This is a very important point indeed in my story, and I beg you 
to tak~ note of it. In little villages high up in the Carpathians, 
amid snowy peaks, or else in the wide, sparsely peopled plains 
watered by the Danube, schoolmasters and priests, quite of 
their own accord, witliout any suggestion -from anyone, stimu
lated to such action simply by what they_had read about similar 
work accomplished elsewhere with the help of co-operative 
banks-most notably in Italy and in Transylvania-set to work 

_ to raise up institutions of the same kind in their own little 
hamlets. 1t was not till long afterwards, after, to the general 
surprise of everyone, it had been discovered that there were 
already about forty such banks in Roumahia, of whose existence 
no one had had the slightest inkling, that the Government 
stepped in to provIde help. Now I beg you to remark this. 
When one sees a movement of this kind springing up in a great 
country, where education is advanced, where the means for 
propaganda are plentiful. and where there is a disposition to 
private action, there is nothing to surprise him in the fact. 
However, here is a ,small country, undeveloped, with education 
in economics scarcely existent. - ' 

The State interfered at the outset only by promoting active 
propaganda, in order that by such means the largest possible 
number of co-operative societies might be formed in a short time. 
However, in April 1903 it passed a law which, in addition to 
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facilitating the formation of co-operative banks and societies 
by more favourable provisions, and exemption from taxation, 
decreed 'the creation of a central bank, which' was to provide 
the necessary funds to advance to c'o-operative banks for 
meeting the requirements of their business, and also to. exercise 
over them salutary control and superyision. The Government 
even reserved power to itself to dismiss officers of societies 
found, by the Government Inspectors, guilty of malpractices
Tolerably large powers are conferred upon the central bank 
under the latter !lead, but it ought to be pointed ouf that they 
are so applied as not in any way to interfere with the internal 
management of spcieties by their Qwn members. They leave 
the societies entirely their own masters, because the societies 
are still governed by their own committees of management. 
in accordance with their own rules. And I may even add, as 
being an officer of the central bank, we are most anxious to be 
well/rid of our supervision a.s early as can be managed.. Our 
local banks and societies are still too young and too much 
wanting in inherent strength to be able to stand unsupported 
against the enemies surrounding them. But I wa,nt it to be 
understood that, although we hold a sceptre: it is a sceptre which 
we do not by any means prize, and one that we are only too ready 
to surrender at any time into other competent hands, as soon as 
there are such strong enough to be able to wield it. And, 
generally, the object with which we exercise our powers is 
educational. The mafority of OUI: banks are small. Their 
capital is usually small and they are weak. They still want 
to be advised, their officers want to be trained, they want 
to be taught book-keeping by double entry, their co-operative 
spirit wants to be ~timulated. To supply these wants the State 
has during the past two years grudged no sacrifice. We have 
organized conferences for discussion in all our towns, we have 
prepared special sets of account books, we have issued pamphlets 
giving instruction, we have convoked a Congress. Moreover, we 
issue a bimensuel bulletin, which may be said to be the official 
organ of the movement. . 

However, do not believe that I want simply to blow the 
trumpet of my own i~stitution. We are quite aware' of the 
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difficulties attendIng our work, and we know that they are 
numerous. We know that the .first requirement for any bank, 

- if it is to maintain itself and to progress, is a good dependable 
staff. Well; the great 'drawback to our co-operative banking 
in Roumania in the present day is that there aTe people at the 
head of our local co-operative banks who have other work to 
do, that is, priests and local mayors, and above all, school
masters, who have only little time to give up to the discharge 
of their banking duties. It will require considerable efforts 
to secure a good, competent staff for our banks. Another 
serious hindrance is this, that all the petty rivalries and 
intrigues of a village population become reflected in our little 
societies. It will require a long-continued effort to overcome 
this difficulty. Then there is the persistent, interested hostility 
of the usurers to contend against, who see their own power 
attacked and apprehend .its decay. They miss no opportunity 
of damaging the co-operative banks. They spread abroad 
infam!>us calumnies and engage in all sorts of intrigues. Once 
more, there is a difficulty to surmount which is perhaps the 
greatest of all. The managers of banks, the committeemen, 
may know what co-operation means, they may inspire them
selves with the true co-operative spirit, they' may bring them
selves to llnderstand solidarity and co-operative' morality; 
however, the small peasantry who carry their savings to the bank 
still often fail altogether to understand the true character of the 
institution. They have to be taught what it is, and that is a 
work which requires much time and pains. The cause of the 
backwardness of our tountry is the history of its development, 
and the chief remedy is time. If you will bear in mind that 
only sixty years ago Roumania was still. only a geographical 
expression, that there were. in its place two provinces, not 
united, and that it is scarcely twenty-five years since we 
conquered our independence on the battlefield and became a 
nation, if you will furthermore remember that our country 
finds itself placed as a weak power between t~e Ottoman Empire, 
whose ambition it was to conquer the \Vest, and another great 
power perpetually cherishing the dream of advancing across our 
territory to . conquer Constantinople, if you ~ill consider what 
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have been for centuries past ·the causes. ~f perpetual un.rest and 
disturbance,. changes and upheavals in the East, you cannot be 
sUIprised when you find that in Roumaniaco-operation has not 

--developed as it has in France, in England, in Germany, or in 
Italy, in all those countries which have the good fortune to 
have centuries of civilisation and economic organization to 

'look back-upon. 
And it is just because for centuries we have been left 

without economic organization that we now find ourselves 
attacked by a veritable fever for co-operation. Everywhere 
people want to start co-operative societies, and above all 
thing~ all the world is eager tQ raise up prosperity in agricultural. 
districts by means of co-operative banks, And our co-operative 
banks are to do everything! They are' to promote common 
cultivation, in order to sell cereals and vegetables in common, 
fa preserve plums in common and produce wine in common, 
to rent land in common, purchase large estates, etc. When
ambitious schemes of this sort run ·riot .in men's minds in this 
fashion, it is for the-State to interfere in order, not to encoura~e. 
but to restrain. We do not by any means disapprove .of 
distributive or productive enterprises. But we know that our 
co-operative banks are at the present- time n~t yet sufficiently 
strong to undertake all this work, any work, in fact, 
beyond their own banking. Our aim, our object, is to have 
co-operative societies formed by the side of the banks, and all 
around them, for production and distribution, which, if they 
want money, will have the banks to go to for assistance, but 
which must be kept entirely independent of the banks, quite 
distinct organizations. And we are endeavouring to make the 
co-operative societies which we have. in our villages the centres 
of other co-operative enterprise. For the moment we have 
nothing to tell of in this way that has been actually attempted 
except a few experimental grain-storage societies and some 
co-operative farms.' The latter are very interesting. Whole 
villages combine to .provide the common capital, rent a farm, . 
and cultivate it in common, sharing all the expenses and sharing 
also the profits, and by this means managing to keep out the 
middleman, that is, the farmer. 
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Looking at a:ll this, we are fully aware. that here we have 
before us a very w~de field to cultivate, and' that .objects so 
numerous and so varied cannot be attained otherwise than by 
slow degrees, with caution presiding over effort. We struggle 

'on with all the greater energy, being all the more ready to make 
sacrifices in this cause, because we are certain that co:-operation, 
which is accepted as a necessary solution of great economic 
problems in countries of ancient civilisation, is even less to be 
dispensed· with in Roumania. In truth, thrown into the whirl 
of civilisation and of economic struggles, Roumania, if she is to. 
maintain herself, and to resist danger and gather strength, 

. stands in need of uniting all her forces, of cultivating all her 
energies, in order to make sure of her well-being by adopting 
not merely the form, but also. the spirit of co-operation." 

Between 1902 and 1911 the number of registered societies 
in Roumania increased from 700 to 2,750, and membership 
from 59,618 to 510,II8. Of this 510,II8 more than 90 per cent. 
were peasants, 3,823 were priests, 4,801 were schoolmasters, 
and 9,253 were small tradesmen. More than 250,000 members 
could neither read nor write. 

E.-Japan. 
Co-operation is·of very old standing in Japan, and is much 

appreciated and freely practised. The most ancient form known 
is that for the co-operative sale of silk. Some of the societies 
of this type, still flourishing, can trace ~back their history for 
240 years. Another peculiar form of co-operation dates from 
the third decade of the nineteenth century. It is the creation 
of a distinguished economist and philanthropist) very much 
held in honour, who in his lifetime went by the name of.Ninomiya 
Kinjiro, but has since his death been re-named Nin9miya 
Sontaku. There is a striking resemblance between some of 
these purely Japanese societies and those formed by Raiffeisen. 
Thus they place social and moral good above economic benefits. 
They make it their aim to help the very poor, placing merit 
and honesty, also good employment of the loan, above material 
security. They forbid salaried service, laying it down that 
social work should not be remunerated. They also grant loans 
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for long periods, five, seven, and ten years. .They attach the 
utmost importance to thrift, inasmuch as they compel, their 
members to save from their incomes. Thrift is the root-idea 
of the whole system; save, and' you will' be able to i~prove 
yourself, your district, your country, encourage the deserving 
by rewards, help the distressed, and add to the. wealth of the 
community. Good conduct is an essential condition of member
ship. Persons who It despise the. gods or Providence, or who 
show want of respect to the Government ; who are bankrupt 
because of idleness or extravagance, or Who, actuated by self
interest, pretend to work for the good o~ others," ar~ mercilessly 
excluded. While' in the society a member is expected t9 'lead 
a life of frugality, order, high moral tone, and peace, laying by 
aU he can spare out of his income. This money goes into a 
special fund of the society (hoto-kusha)* called" general deposits," 
where it earns its owner no interest; but on leaving the society, 
which a member is free to do at anytime if he owes nothing to 
it, the money lIlilY be withdrawn. In addition members are 
allowed and, in fact, expected to make It special deposits" 
which carry 5 per cent. interest. All profits go to ,make up the 
.. dodaikin," the equivalent of the Raiffeisen foundation fund, 
part of which may be invested in land. Indeed.it is one of the 
objects of the society) impressed upon it as a moral duty, to 
reclaim waste land. Other leading objects, .perhaps most in 
evidence, are, to help the needy, whether individuals' or districts, 
to reward the deserving, to improve -commercial morality, 
and advance social customs; and to raise the character of 
members and those who 'come into touch with them. In 
addition, the soCiety grants loans to those who can make out a 
.case, as a rule and by preference on personal ,security, that is 
.on the borrower's own bond and two sureties. On such loans 
nominally no interest is paid, but in truth rather heavy interest' 
is exacted' after repayment of the loan in the shape of a " thank
offering." The societies are thoroughly well organized. They 
have their presidents.. vice-presidents, boards of management, 
each with its own chairman and secretary; there are; also, 

• Iii. "Gratitude Society ... 
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regular inspectors and travelling instructors. \ The greatest 
value is attached tOj>eriodical inspection, which is. strict, and 
also to the teaching of co-operative principles, and to pro
pagandist work. Even in 1904 local societies had, in many 
cases, combined to form unions, and central societies had -also 
been formed. In 1890 there were known to exist.in Japan 
618 co-operative societies, with 18,980 members; in 18g8 
(the returns prior to the year 1900 cannot claim to be.accurate), 
the number of societies is given as 346, with 64,388 members. 
The first Japanese Co-operative Societies Act was passed in 
Ig00, the second in 1909. In 1903 there were 583 registered 

• societies; 357 for credit, 4:2 for sale, 101 for distribution, 16 for 
production, and 67 for two or more of these purposes. 424' 
societies were organized with unlimited liability; 139 with 
limited liability; and 20 with guarantee,or, as it is sometimes 
called, reserve liability. The Japanese law of 1909 divides 
registered co-operative societies into four classes:-

(a) Co-opera~ive Credit Societies: the object of which is 
to obtain for their members the ·capital necessary 
for their undertakings and, at the same time, 
to offer them an opportunity for economising. 

(b) Co-operative Sale Societies: the object of which is 
the sale oJ the produce to their members, submitting 
such produce to final manipulation or not. 

(c) Co-operative Purchase Societies: the object of which 
is the purchase of articles necessary for' the 
industry and commerce of the members in order 
to sell them again to them; or even the purchase 
of articles of the first necessity. 

(d) Co-operative Societies for Production: which have 
for their object the submission of. the produce 
of members to a final treatment, or to provide 
them with the requisites for their undertakings. 

The law, in spite of the above classification, permits a 
co-operative society to exercise at the same time the functions 
of different classes. 

Co-operative societies must be either (i) of unlimited 
liability, (ii) of liability limited to the contributions of members, 
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or (iii) of liability limited to a fhced amount in addition to'that 
of the members' contributions. They are exempt from the 
payment of income·tax and from the tax on business operations, 
but not, however, from registration fees. 

The minimum number of members is fixed by law 3:t seven; 
and any restriction upon the number of members may not be 
imposed by rule or by-law. This, it must be understood, does 
not mean that every candidate for admission must, of necessity, 
be elected; the law merely follows the Gerrnan law which is 
designed to prevent the formation of so-called co-operative 
" trusts" or "dngs." 

• The founders of a so-operative society must, in the first 
place, prepare the by-laws or rules. These must be approved 
of by the prefect, or district officer, and only with his permission 
may the oper<l.tions of the society extend beyond a restricted 
area which the by-laws or rules must clearly define; 

The most important part of- the· new law of 1909 is that 
relating to the Federations of Co-operative _Societies and the 
Central Association of Co-operative Societies. This part was 
entirely wanting in the law of 190q. Article 76 gives ~press 
legal recognition to the union of Co-operative Societies iri 
Federations, for the following purposes:-

(I) To make loans to the Federated Societies and offer them 
the opportunity for increasing their economies 
(Federations of Co-operative Credit Societies). 

(2) To sell the produce of the Federated Societie~, in such 
cases completing .the manufacture, of the produce 
(Federations of Co-operative Societies for Sale). 

(3) To sell to the Federated SoCieties the requisites for 
their undertakings, in some cases working such 
material before selling to members (Federations 
of Co-operative Purchase Societies). 

(4) T'O supply the dependent ~Co-operative Societies with 
the requisites for the undertakings of their members 
(Federations 0/ Co-operative Societies for Produc
tion). 

Further, co-operative societies for purchase,. sale and pro
duction may be admitted as members of the cO-0i>erative credit 

~ 9 
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federations. Thi~ is not allowed in the other classes Df federa
tions. A federation may take th'e form of a co-operative 
society witH liability limited either to the members' contribu
tions or to a fixed amount beyond: If this latter type isadopted, 
the liability of the dependent societies 9r of the associated 
'federations must be fixed within the limits of the amount of 
the members" contribution. A federation may have as members 
co-operative societies of corresponding type (with the exception 
in favour of federations of co-operative credit societies), as well 
as other federations of co-operative societies of the same type. 
The admissions and expulsions must be decided on in the general 
meeting of members. 

As the field of the co-operative societies is generally limited 
to a specified area, so that of the federations is generally limited 
to a single province. The directors, of the federations are elected 
at the general meeting from among the directors of the associated 
co-operative societies or federations, unless special considera
tions make it desirable to elect such functionaries from among 
members who have not previously been directors, in which case 
the election must be confirmed by Government. 

Next. the law recognizes the existence of a Central Associa
tion of Co-operative Societies. working as a sole and central 
institution for the whole of Japan, both for the co-operative 
societies and their federations~ The law defines the object 
of this central association, declaring that it is constituted with 
the object of encouraging ,the formation of new co-operative 
societies and new federations, of extending the development 
of those already formed, and, finally. of facilitating business 
relations between the societies themselves. The central associa
tion may, also take part in the business of the co-operative 
societies. within strict limits established by Imperial Decree. 
Its ;relations to the. Federations are similar to those of the 
Federations to the Co-operative Societies. 

Now before we proceed to record recent statistics showing 
the marvellous development of the co-operative movement in 
Japan, I want to place before the student of Indian co-opera
tion an 'unvarnished account of the social work which the 
Japanese people are doing amongst themselves in order to 
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develop and strengthen a spirit of association and co-operatign. 
and thus to keep Japan abreast of all her commercial rivals. 
Co-operation is not a hole-and-corner affair in countries in which 
there is a real co-operative movement; it is not mere~y the 
creed of a few apostles without· any disciples; it has. on the
contrary, the support of popular effort, zeal, and self-denial, 
and it demands a horizon far beyond that vouchsafed to the 
man who cannot or will not see outside the limits of his p~rish, 
village, district, or province. Without good co-operators there 
can be no co-operative movement worth anything .;and no 
Government can substitute for popular apathy and popular 
~lackness that lively desire for better thing!i, which springs 
from a knowledge of the truth and from a sense of awakened 
responsibility. In the very first place, apathy and slackness 
must become. unpopular. To quote the words of a famous 
Swiss co-operator "If the work of organizing co-operative 
societies is to be undertaken with lasting success, and with a 
sureness of aim in view, we may assume that it is necessary for 
the rural population to understand what the " spirit of 
co-operation' means. Co-operative societies must be based on 
self-help, spontaneity, and the insight and joint-conscio~sness 
of aU concerned in them. Th~y 'demand from their members 
a certain mental capacity and moral qualities in no small degree. 
In order to awaken and bring this • spirit' into the foreground, 
it does not, fortunately, always require such bitter hardship 
as the Pioneers of Rochdale had to endure. Experience has 
taught that a campaign of general education directed by a few 
energetic and enthusiastic men in touch with the people can 
accomplish a great deal. Certainly such a campaign can only 
hope for lasting success when directed towards a population 
in possession of the necessary moral and mental power. In 
cases where the latter is only imperfectly developed, the co
-operator must have concern for the furthera.nce of the general 
efforts for the education of the people. A further very important 
eondition for the development of co-operative societies is the 
adaptation of the inner organization of the societies to the 
special circumstances of their environment. Far from laying 
down any principles in this respect which would guarantee 
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success in advance, I should like to express it as my opinion 
that no such principles exist. That which has turned out well 
and been the.cause of great success in one country may, if tried 
in another country, prove directly injurious. This does not 
by any means denote that I advocate vacillating, baseless 
co-operative politics. Nothing is so essential to success as 
working according to a definite standard. Before commencing 
anywhere to' form co-operative societies the foundation on 
which they should and must be built up. should be clearly 
thought out. However, in investigating and replying to this 
question, it is necessary to proceed without doctrinarian pre
judice for one or the other system, without any blind preference 
for one or the other organization; the decision must be based, 
if the right way is to be found, only on objective deliberation 
and realistic consideration. ·When once an organization suitable 
to the circumstances, and ",ith which the aim in view may be 
reached, has been found and arranged, then its principles should 
be firmly defended, and as nearly as possible strictly acted upon. 
As a means to establish in the organization this uniformity 
which is so essential for the development of every co-operative 
movement, the formation of Unions has everywhere proved 
excellent. For the sound development of agricultural 
co-operative societies the existence of Unions is a most important 
condition, for they form convenient centres for the sifting and 
working out of co-operative experience. It must never be 
forgotten that self-government is a fundamental pFinciple of 
co-operation. The educating' of the local co-operative societies 
to self-activity and initiative must, therefore, be the aim of 
,every Union." 

But to return to Japan. Every village in Japan has its 
own Agricultural .Association and Young Men's Association. 
Here, it must be ,.~tated that, for purposes ~f greater adminis
trative, educational, and socill:l efficiency, the modern Japanese 
village is no longer a historical unit but a political unit covering 
a considerable district. It is a combination of clusters of 
hamlets or azas. Each of these azas has its local feelings, and it 
does not necessarily develop regard for the other hamlets with 
which it may be associated. If. however. anything is to be 
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done in the development of rural life there must be co-operation 
for all sorts of objects. So tlie spirit of association must be 
generated in the people of the azas which make up the village. 
Thus (for instance), one village, made up of nineteen azas, 
contains four primary schools and one advanced primary 
school, and a Young Men's Association with 700 members, 
divided up into companies of groups of azas. The members of 
the' Young Men's Association drill together for half an hour 
before sunrise every morning in the grounds of the local Shinto 
shrine or 'of the primary school. In the evenings, they wrestle, 
lift weights, and indulge in gymnastics. They also possess 
libraries and cultivate their minds. As to working costume, 
the members abjure silk and fine raiment; they must wear 
the ordinary clothes of, a Japanese cultivator and must not use 
the more expensive kinds of geta-the Japan~se wooden patten_s 
or clogs-but oniy the very cheapest!and most simple kind . . ,. -
The object of alllhis varied discipline is to develop, first, physique, 
and second, the spirit of association. There is also to be seen 
a development of physical and mental nimbleness and also of 
good manners. Theresults, as c1aimed)y) Japanese authority, 
are " that the habit of spending hours of the evening idly has 
died away, immorality has diminished, singing loudly and 
foolishly and boasting have disappeared, while' punciuality 
and respect for age have increased. Parents, whom we would 
never dream (,f attempting to reform directly, moved by the 
physical and mental improvement in their sons, have cast their 
influence on the side of the Young Men's Associations and have 
begun to practise greater punctuality on their own account." 
There is a certain Japanese village of a thousand families which 
rises in the morning and goes to bed at night by the sound of 
the bugle. It has, amongst other institutions, five public baths 
and a public notice board of news" to enlarge people's ideas." 
The small shopkeepers are said to "work very diligently and 
do not take into account their own labour in transportation, 
so things are cheaper." There is an arrangement for the
continuous education of young men who do not· enter the Army. 
They study every Saturday ~vening fo~ four years. The 
Young Men's Association keeps its members up to the mark 
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by military discipline, fencing, stone-raising, pole-twisting, 
and wrestling. They. also exercise themselves in the composi
tion of the short Japanese poem and in handwriting. It is 
reported that "the' custom of spending money on sweet-stuff 
is decreasing." It is not only the waste of money and the 
possibly bad physiological effect of sw~et-stuff buying which 
is deplored, but the fact that the girls in the sweet-stuff shops 
are often no better tha~ they should be, though how these 

. damsels manage all by themselves to become no better than 
they should be is not explained. The fact remains, however, 
that the purchase of the sweet-stuff is going down, and the 
buying of papers an,d magazines is going up. The members of 
this particular Young Men's Association "have burnt their 
geta and their clothes have become simpler." 

Another Young Men's Association has debates between 
its aza branches. As is customary in many places, the members 
help with their labour when a fellow member or a school teacher 
builds a house. They also do repairs at the school. Excursions 
are made to study vegetable raising, fruit culture, or poultry 
keeping. The members of this Association, like the members 
of many others, cut each other's hair twice a month, thus at 
one op~ration practising economy and discouraging vanity. 
This Young Men's Association is also investigating the 
economic conditions of its village. Further, it has a cyclostyled 
monthly. 

Some Associations are cultivating special varieties of rice . , 
in the grounds of Shinto shrines. One Association has issued 
instructions that its members when in charge of an ox-drawn 
cart are not to ride in the vehicle. This is because the animal, 
not being bridled like a horse, is not under perfect contr~, and 
may injure some one-unwittingly no doubt, for the Japanese 
bull in harness is very like his Indian cousin. The members 
of another Young Men's Association practise making five 
minute speeches It telling one's experience or what one has seen .. 
-and this little touch. of human nature is welcome ". b'eing 
more pleasant than bragging." They are counselled "not to 
speak vulgar words in a crowd" and "not to wear hats or 
coa ts in a room." 
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Diaries for moral and economical entries are distributed by 
several associations and .. afterwards examined and rewarded." 
" Old people are respected and comforted" and" bad members 
are warned." The habit of seeing off a member departing to serve 
his time in the Army, with flags and music,'is being abandoned 
under the influence of some associations, in favour of perhaps 
the more economical and less time-wasting plan of .. writing 
to him as often as possible, and giving help by labour to the 
family which is suffering from the loss of his services." Yet 
another Association-and it must be und~rstood that. these 
illustrations are not picked out of exceptional villages in Japan, 

, but are types taken from a single district-has a clever system 
of allotting so many red and black discs to each member on a 
board bearing their names. A meeting is held at the beginning 
of the year at which the members make virtuous resolutions, 
and another meeting at the close of the year at which account 
is- taken of the resolutions which have been adhered to ,and the 
resolutions which have been neglected •. black and red discs 
being awarded according to each member's strenuousness or 
slackness. Virtue being its own 'reward may, perhaps, be given 
a prize of a value not exceeding two annas; what happens -to 
those whose record is one of good resolutions broken is not made 
public a~d, therefore, cannot be recorded here. A young man 
may make a resolution to worship at the Shinto shrine regularly, 
to attend the meetings of the Young Men's Association punc
tually, to keep his appointments, to be tidier in his house-there 
is a house to house inspection twice a year-to be more efficient 
in ,hi:; work, to increase the quality of his crops, to do work for 
the public good, to undertake a secondary business. and so 
forth. Some members have ~ade a resolution to set themselves 
free from besetting sins, as, for example, .. remaining idly at 
people:s houses," being" insufficiently considerate to parents 
or elder brothers," .. failing to go to the gi-aves of ancestors 
once a month," " sitting without due regard to decorum when 
taki:Ag meals," and .. not· rising early enough." 

There are also Young Women's Associations. In one £ase, 
such an Associatiori listened. to lectures and studied domestic 
matters and_"good ,manners" asking questions and ,receiving 
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answers." The ~otto of the orga,nization was "Good wives 
and good mothers.'! A member, the Association believed, 
should be H polite, gentle and warm-hearted, but with a'strong 
''rill inside, and able'to meet any difficulties." Her hair-dressing 
a,nd clothes U should not be luxurious." She H must not run 
after fashions." Neither must she go out at night except with 
a lantern of the sort prescribed by the Association. The mem
bers must II respect .Buddha and abandon sweet eating, for 
taking food between meals is bad for your health, for economy, 
and for your posterity." -

As to early rising, here is the statement of a member of an 
J 

early Rising Society. "Merely to imitate others' good work 
is not pleasant, but we must not be narrow-minded if we wish 
to serve the nation truly. Therefore, heariJ:!g of the early. 
rising of Mutesumi village we followed its example. We thought 
it judicious to choose the warmest and busiest season, August 
and September, for the experiment. The alarm-clock for 
waking us was placed at the house of each member in turn, for 
each is in turn Secretary. The duty of the Secretary, when the 
alarm-clock strikes, was to get up and visit all the members' 
houses and call the young men until they answered. In order 
to make the work possible in a short time, the village was 
arranged in divisions. Members on rising went to the house of the 
Secretary for: tbf.ir division and wrote their names on his record 
of attendances, and then returned home and got to work. The 
duty of the Chairman of the Society was to visit the secretaries' 
houses, adjust the cloch."S, and inspect the tables of attendance. 
If there was any defaulter he went to see him and cautioned' 
him. Gambling at night is a common habit in town and country, 
it may be temporarily suppressed, but may recur. By practising 
our early 'rising system, however, the practice is diminished. 
Getting up early is necessary, not only for young men, but for 
the chief members of a family. They cannot, however, wel~ 
rise alone, but when young men get up, all get up. Sometimes, 
however, the alarmers mistake the hour, or sometimes their 
clocks have got damaged and do not alarm, so some of us may 
be getting up later that morning.' But a more difficult thing 
is that a man becomes nervous of sleeping too late, ~ets up 
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very early-it may be at 3 o'clock--C.and, afraid that his clock . 
is wrong, goes off to awakenmembe:r:s. Then there are com
plaints. Some cunning fellows also ask fl iends or brothers to 
write down for them their names on the list of attendances. 
But you can :find out their deceit by their handwriting; It is 
very diffic}llt to form the habit of- early rising, because on a 
rainy day members are not expected togo to the secretaries' 
houses to report. So as there is no control over them that day, 
they become quite easy-minded and sleep on ; thus they break 
the h?-bit of getting up early. When -attendance gradually 
decreases some rewards and punishments are necessary. After 
the trial in the warm weather an experiment was made in 
November, but it was not carried into December. Having 
heard, however, that the young men of the next village were_ 
training themselves in discipline and exercises, we were iIlt
pressed. We thought, however, that if you do fencing and 
wrestling early in them~rning you will get tired, and so in 
January we were satisfied only to get up-early,- But when we 
saw that discipline and those ,exercises in tl!e neighbouring 
village, we felt that the united movements cultivated un
consciously the spirit of association and obedience,_ also the
spirit of patriotism: so _now we do the discipline and exercises 
as well as get up. You may say this is a great-deal to ask from 
young men, but if you are asking for -comfortable practices o?'tly, 
how can a remarkable result be expected? _ Young men should 
think truly over this and exert themselves. The way we went to 
work was to have early rising and exercises tWice a week in the 
winter, then three times a week, next every other day, now 
every day. 

It took the secretaries much-' time to call up every member 
in the morning by their voices, so they got trumpets; But even 
the trumpets could not be heard everywhere, so they' were 
-changed to a drum, and now :five drums go round. In the 
twilight, when seventy or eighty young men are assembled, 
it is difficult to discern who is there and who is not, 59 we at 
last arranged to assemble in a number of places for the roll to 
be called and then to proceed to the school ground to do our 
exercises together. Our latest plan also provides for keeping 
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the clocks and drums at the Chairman's house. The secretaries 
call overnight for the clecks and in the morning for the drums. 
This is a check on irregular awakening. Just now our attend
ance is very good; but this is only the tenth month of the 
year." 

There ate societies for the cultivation of ric~, the members 
of which. are schoolboys. Each lad becomes responsible for 
the cultivation of a tan, that is one-tenth of an acre, of their 
family land. This they work themselves with the help of such 
advice as the schoolmaster gives them. In Japan, the cultiva
tion of a tan of rice is supposed to need 20 days' labour 
from a man working from sunrise to sunset. Here is the 
work diary of a boy between fourteen and fifteen years of 
age:-

June 5th 
June 7th 
June 20th 
July lIth 
July 27th 
August 6th 
August 8th 
August lIth 
September loth 
October loth 

Fish manure applied. 
Locusts and other insects arrive. 
153 clumps of rice transplanted. 
Cultivation and fish manure. 
First weeding. 
Second weeding. 
Locusts. 
Third weeding. 
All ears shot~ 
Some plants suffering from bacillus. 

The boy notes that the soil was sandy, that c~old spring 
water was per<;olating, that the aeration of the soil was bad, 
and that some plants were laid by wind; and he appends a 
map of the plot. Marks were awarded to him as follows: 
method of planting, IS; levelling, 20; care against insects,s; 
general attention, 25; total, 65. Some boys got 99 
marks. 

Here, again, is a case in which the inhabitants of a village 
are raising a fund, entirely on their own initiative, to be devoted 
to village improvements of a. public kind. The inhabitants 
('ontribute according to the fol!0wing tariff :-

On the birth of a child, 2 annas; for a wedding or for the 
adoption of a son, 2 annas 6 pieR; on the graduation of a boy 
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(a) from the primary school, 2 annas, (b) from the advanced 
school, 4 annas; a teacher or official on his appointment, 2 per 
cent. of his salary, and on increase of his salary, 10 per cent. 
of the increase. In addition, on all money rewards gained by 

- officials for specially good work, 5 per cent., and every villager 
to pay quarterly, one anna. On the basi~ of this assessment 
it is expected that the village ~ll, in 57 years, own a fund of 
Rs. 4,20,000 the income .from which will be considerable.-

Turning to the work of the Village Agricultural Associations, 
we find one, in a village of Jess than 6,000 persons, which ca!! 
point to " 322 good manure houses as the fruit of its labours.'~ 
The building of these houses' has been encouraged, and is still 

. being encouraged, by means of a fre.e design and the grant of 
Re. 1-8. It appears to cost Rs. 37:-8 to build a 12 mat manur~ 
house~a mat is 4 feet; but ~o per cent. of the cost can be 
saved by getting materials from the Association. Then the 
Association urges its members to cement the ground below 
their dwelling houses--.:..this not so much for the health of the 
farmer and his family as for that of the silkworms reared in the 
house. A fly, harmful to silkworms, winters in the soil, put 
cannot find a resting-place in concrete. Again, there used to b~ 
no cattle in the village, but nQW, thanks to purchases of young 
animals by the Association, and'thanks to villageexhibitionsi 
there are 103, to the-great satisfactiQn no doubt of some of the 
owners of the " good manure houses." 

- A word may also be said about the way in which silkworm 
rearers have been induced to keep the same breed of stock~ 

so . facilitatin& bulking of cocoons when the Associations~ 
co-operative sales come round. A sma!llibrary of silkworm 
culture books has been started in the village, and there is a 
special pamphlet for young men which they are urged to keep 
in their pockets and study ten minutes each day! There is 
also a general library in the village of 2.400 volumes, divided 
into eIght circulating libraries. .The cost of the building
which provides the library in chief, a ~eeting-hall and a store
house for cocoons-...is to-be defrayed by the commissions charged 
for the c(}-operative sale of cocoons. There is a competition 
to get the biggest yield of rice, ~nd there is also an exhibition 
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of crops, which incidentally aims at putting an end to trouble 
between landlords and tenants, due to complaints as to the 
inferiority of the rice brought in as rent. These complaints are 
more directly dealt with by the Village Agricultural Association 
arbitrating between landlords and tenants who are at issue. 
In addition to rice and cattle shows in the village, there is 
a yearly exhibition of secondary industries. . They are things 
made of straw, such as mats, sandals, and hats. The Village 
Agricultural AssociatiQn is also working to secure the planting 
()f hillside waste. Some 300,000 tree seedlings have been 
distributed to members of the Young Men's Association who 
grow them on, and ultimately, after examination and criticism, 
proceed to set them out as young forests. 

The facts set forth' above perint their own moral. Here, 
in fact, we can see the" spirit of co-operation" moulding a 
nation's destiny; and it is the active working of that spirit 
just where it is really ,wanted, in the viIi age itself, at the very 
root of the co-operative tree~ that accounts for the wonderful· 
progress made by the co-operative movement in Japan. Of 
-course, the movement could never have reached its present 
?imensions, and coul~ never 'have become a powerful factor 
in the national 'economy without co-ordination of· effort and 
€xpert organization in its higher and more technical activities. 
But no matter how excellent the superstructure may be, no 
co-operative system ever devised will achieve the great aims 
in view unless the people themselves,' in their hundreds of 
thousands and millions, are capable of the efforts and sacrifices 
necessary for a· lasting success. 

In the three years 1909-12, Japanese co-operative societies 
'increased at the rate of 1,415 a year. In the three previous years 
put together the increase was 1,074 societies; so that we have 
before us dear proof of the advantages conferred by the law 
-of 19?9 with its recognition of the broader and higher aspects 
,of co-operation. In 1909 there were 12,387 cities, hamlets and 
villages in Japan; in 1912 the number was 12,385. The pro
portion of registered co-operative societies to the total number 
()f cities, hamlets, and villages in Japan was, on June 30th, 1912, 
75'88 per cent. ,The latest statistics show that 61 per cent: 
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Statistics for Japan. 

Number of Societies. 

Kind of co·operative society. 

I 1909· 19I1. 1912. 

I 
Credit 

I 
1,864 2.386 2,676 

Sale .. .. 187 223 229 

Purchase .. I 744 • 779 761 

Production I 64 '89 Il7 

Purchase and Sale .. I 440 524 534 

Sale and Production .. 
1 

Il3 142 152 

Purchase and Production .. I 

i 48 SI S4 

Purchase, Sal.e. and Production .. I 200 229 246 

Credit and Sale .. .. I 
384 I 29 392 

I 
Credit and Purchase .. I 699 1,462 1,877 

Credit and Production 

I 
8 13 22 

Credit, Purcha~e. and Sale .. S38 1,296 1.714 

Credit, Purchase, and Production .. 
I 

,18 20 30 

Credit. Sale. and Production 3 36 45 
i 

Credit, Sale, Purchase and Production .. I 194 433 545 

\. 5,149 8,067 9.394 

of all societies are on a basis of unlimited liability. The number 
of Federations is given as 30, all with limited liability. ,The 
average membership of a society is 108 ; and the table below 
shows how the 980,000 members are employed. 

Agriculture _ 82% 
Manufacture 4 % . 
Commerce.. 6% 
Fisheries 2% 
Other occupations 6% 

100 

The average working capital per member is about Rs.· 150~ 
and the average It savings deposit" 'per member about Rs. 45. 
though, individual' depositors with less than Re. I to their 
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credit are by no means rare. The average loan appears to be 
about Rs. go. In all the Japanese tables,_ however, there are 
some discrepancies and great exactitude is not claimed for the 
retums. 12 per cent. is the rate of interest on loans, and 
6 per cent. the rate on deposits. 

CHAPTER III. 

OVERWHELMING IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE IN THE CENTRAL 

PROVINCES--AGRICULTURE THE SOURCE OF FUTURE 
; 

INDUSTRIAL DEVE(OPMENT-CLASS INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES 

NOT RECOMMENDED-PEOPLE'S BANKS THE BEST FOR 

INDUSTRIES--GERMAN MODEL-ITALIAN MODEL-PEOPLE'S 

BANKS--CO-OPERATIVE STORES AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP

MENT. 

IN the Central Provinces and Berar the mouza, as the 
village is called for purposes of revenue administration, presents 
a well recognized unit, and in all except the remoter areas is 
determined by definitely surveyed boundaries. In the case 
of small villages the mouza consists of a single collection of 
houses in which the cultivators of the surrounding fields reside 
together with the few artisans who practise the rude industries 
necessary to rural life. In the case of the larger villages, the 
extension of the cultivated area or the crowding of the village 
site has sometimes necessitated the distribution of - the surplus 
population in hamlets situated at a short distance from the 
central village. These hamlets are, for administrative purposes, 
as well as in the social life and sentiment of the people, treated 
as apart of the village to which they belong. The majority 
of villages are small; large villages are associated with extensive 
blocks of cultivation and a development of social, c;ommercial, 
and industrial life to which the people have, ~s yet, seldom 
attained. There a"re two cities only of more than 100,000 

inhabitants, Nagpur and Jubbulpore. A town being defined as 
.. a continuous collection of houses permanently inhabited by 
not less than 5,000 .,persons," there are only Il7 towns in the 
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Central Provinces and Berar .. The average population per 
town is 10,368 persons, that per village being 3II only. 76 per 
mille of the population reside. in towns, and 924 in villages; 
and, viewed from the aspect of employment, the people of the 
Central Provinces and Berar. are essentially agricultural and 
pastoral. In fact, only 24 per cent. of the total population 
(which is not quite 14 millions) are engaged in pursuits other 
than agricultural or pastoral; and only 10 per cent. of the total 
population are employed in industries of different kinds. 

Of this 10 per cent. 3 per cent. are engaged in textile 
industries; and here, it must be pointed out, that while the 
proportion of the population empJoyed i~ ind~stries is evidently 
on the decrease, that engaged in agricultural and pastoral 
pursuits is on the increase, the figures for the latter in 1901 
being 735 per 'mille, and in 1912, 787 per mille. Thus, indus
tries on the decline are those of cot~on weaving, bleaching, 
dyeing, bangle-making, oil pressing;· while the condition of 
artisans engaged in the manufacture of metal~ is not satisfac
tory.* On the other hand, industries organized on a broad 
commercial basis (mines, factories, and the like) will, in course 

. of time, develop and gather...strength. It is the opinion of the 
present writer, after many years of practical experience, that 
before there can be any real demand for advanced forms of 
industrial co-operation in the Central Provinces and Berar, 

"-the country must proceed much further along the path of modern 
educational, co-operative, and commercial progress. Any 
attempt to prop up decaying industries, that is to say industries 
the products of which are being pushed out of the market by 
better, cheaper, and more popular articles, by means of 
co-operative credit is doomed to failure. The gradual cessation 
of demand is'a factor in the situation which co-operative organi
zation cannot cope with; and, in dealiJlg with societies of 
weavers or, let· us say, of metal workers, the fundamental 
principles' of co-operative banking, namely, that every loan' 
must be put to a productive purpose and must leave the borrower 
the better off for the use of the money, cannot" but be violated, 

• Cj. Mr. Marten's Census Report of 1912, Vol. I, pp. 252, 253. 
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in every case in Which the borrower, as a producer, cannot 
hold his O\Vll and ~ake reasonable profits in the market open 
to him. In plain words, and speaking generally, with the condi
tion (If what are sometimes termed II cottage industries" before 
him, the co-operative banker cannot consider a "class" co
operative industrial credit society, even with unlimited liability, 
to be a sound business proposition. Nor, because of this state
ment of the case, is it necessary to condemn the writer as a" 
pessimist. The financial dangers to which whole societies the 
members of which follow the same trade or calling are -e"xposed, 
have been pointed out again and again by expert authorities; 
and, whereas the agriculture of the Previnces covers a wide 
range of climatic and trade conditions, and, therefore, lends 
itself to the financial stability secured by co-operative organiza
tion of a sufficiently broad kind, the cottage industries of the 
Province do not, as such, lend themselves to any known form 
of co-operative organization which observes strict business 
principles. And wit1!out such observance no bank can be 
safe for its shareholders and depositors. 

If then the student asks" \Vhat is the future of industrial 
co-operation in the Central Provinces and Berar ? " he may be 
answered as follows :-As co-operation in agriculture proceeds 
and makes headway, the people of this agricultural Province 
will become better off. Fresh aspirations, fresh needs, fresh 
demands will inevitably produce corresponding sources of 
supply. The lesson to be learned from other countries is that 
improved agriculture paves the way for the creation of new 
industries. Agriculture is, without doubt, the keystone of the 
economic development of the Province; and from its agriculture 
as well as from its mineral and other natural resources there 
will, in course of time, develop industries not yet thought of. 
History has a way of repeo.ting itself; a country must walk 
before it can run; and co-operation in agriCulture will lead 
to industrial co-operation. Meanwhile, a great deal can be 
done for selected individual artisans and traders and other 
classes as well by means of suitable organizations for the 
provision of reasonable credit and, above all, the promotion 
of thrift. 



GERMA~Y AND ltAr.~-A CONTRAST. 

It is not improbable that the views above expressed will 
fail to find acceptance with everyone of my readers. Later 
on, it will be discovered that 1 have some suggestions to make 
which must lose ,their force unless we now proceed to.examine 
certain aspects of " industrial co-operation." 

Germany and Italy.'-A contrast. 
Co-operative credit institution~ are of two classes, according 

to the occupation of their clients; -town or industrial, and rural 
or agricultural. - This division -is not quite thorough; for the 
bigger farmers usually keep their accounts with the town bank 
or society, not being able to obtain sufficient accommodation 
in the small rural concern.- Both in G~rmany and Italy ~bout 
30 per cent. of the members of" People's Banks" are returned 
as agriculturists, belonging probably to a particular- section of 
the landed community which is 'above the humble peasantry 
but below the substantial landlord. 

, The student must distinguish clearly .between industrial 
and commercial credit ; co~operative industrial credit aims, in 
theory, at those who having no material capital, save perha.ps 
same tools, yet possess a moral capiJal in their honesty, industry. 
and skill. Those particularly in view are urban artisans. the 
small industrialist provides the reason for the existence of the 
"People's Bank," which is the term generally applied to 
institutions for the provision of co-operative industrial or 
urban credit. In actual fact, People's Banks include amongst 
-their clients, tradesmen, master artisans, Government officials, 
l:!-nd persons of a status very much above that of the small 
industrialistl 

German Model. 
The Schulze-Delitzsch " People's Bank" is an association 

created to provide credit facilities for its members only.: The 
necessary funds are raised by two means, one of them material, 
namely, share -capital and unlimited liability. Each member 
must subscribe one share. and, where as isusuaUy the case, 
liability is unlimited ...... orte share only .. The society has thus a 
variable, and provided it is not decaying, an increasing capital. 
The share is fixed as high as possible, i.fI., as h!gh as it can be 

~ 10 
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without shutfing out small industrialists who have credit ~eeds 
to satisfy. The actual sum varies from society"to society, but 
the minimum is about Rs. go. The object of the large share is 
two-fold, the provision of a working capital and the encourage
ment of self-help~'and thrift. The latter object was especially 
prominent in the eyes of the founder. The share can be paid up 
at once or !n small instalments, all profits being credited to a 
share until it is fully paid. 1t is to the interest of a member to 
pay up his share as soon as possible, because he receives dividend 
upon the amount paid up only. 

The profits of the society are distributed in two parts: one 
part to the reserve fund and the remainder to the shareholders, 
according to the size of their shares. The reserve fund, which 
is obligatory by law, usually amounts to about 20 per cent. 
of the share capital, but the tendency is to increase both share 
capital and reserve as rapidly as possible, the.shares being made 
greater in amount. The entrance fees of members, which are of 
small amount, are added to the reserve fund. It is customary 
to devote all the profits of the first year or two to the rt:serve 
fund and afterwards 15 to 20 per cent. The reserve fund can 
only be used to cover losses; and any shrinkage must be 
immediately replaced. 

Shares and reserve fund, together with unlimited liability, 
where this occurs, constitute the secure basis on which further 
supplies of capital are obtainable. These are (a) deposits, (b) 
re-discounts by an outside bank. 

Deposits may take several forms:-
(I) Small savings accounts either of non-members, who 

therefore cannot borrow, or of -members who do not borrow. 
This generally i~ a desirable means of adding to capital, and 
often essential to the bank's successful operation. It is cheap; -
3 to 31 per cent. being sufficient to attract money, while at least 
5 per cent. is charged for its subsequent re-employment. The 
·co-operative banks, having a more remunerative use for their 
money, are generally able to offer better terms to depositors 
than the savings banks, first by a higher rate of interest, secondly, 
by reckoning interest from the day of deposit to the day of 
·withdrawal, instead of by clear months. It is steady; since 
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the chief depositors are not traders who continually withdraw 
and replace their funds, but savers purely and simply, clerks, 
wage-earners, peasants in agricultural districts, and especially 
junior members of families who perhaps contemplate marriage 
and the acquisition of a house. It is found that the savings 
accounts are higher in small than in large towns, where the 
banks have to face the st~ong competition of municipal' savings 
and ordinary banks. Although savings are usually reliable 
and steady sources of capital, they are apt in times of stringency 
to be suddenly withdrawn in large quantities. If, therefore, 
the proceeds were invested in three month loans, and a number -
of depositors were to demand their money at the same time, 
the bank· might come to a sudden collapse, not because any of 
its advances had gone wrong, but merelybecauseohmomentary 
lack of funds. The contingency is generally guarded against 
by fixing a notice term varying from two weeks to twelve months. 
This is made agreeable to depositors by grading the rate of 
interest according to the length of the term. The bank cannot 
be legally called upon for payment within the agreed term, but 
it is usually prepared to pay on the request of depositors, who, 
however, in this case, forfeit the proportionately higher rate of 
interest. 

(2) So-called" deposits" differ from the savings accounts 
by being larger in amount and held often on shorter n~tice. 
This department requires to be handled with considerable caution, 
since a slight mistake in the rate of interest given or in the 
il1vest~ent of the money may involve serious losses when large 
sums are· in question. For this reason it is only the larger 
societies witiJ highly trained officials which open deposit accounts. 

(3) Drawing accounts. Thes~ are virtually, thoug4 not 
technically, .. deposits." They may be worked with or- without 
the cheque system, though obviously they are most useful with 
cheques, which are now coming into favour in Germany, and 
which have not to pay, as in England, where the system is so 
much more matured, a penny stamp per issue. The bank acts 
as payman for its customers up to the limit of their accounts, 
paying either the customers themselves ~r the creditors in 
whose favour the cheque is made o~t. Obviously a n~tice term 
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would destroy th.e chief use of the system. TherefOle, on the 
one hand, the bank must keep sufficient ready money to meet 
all demands without delay, and, on the other hand, it can only 
afford its customers low interest. Such accounts may be held 
by members or non-members. 

(4) Speci.al 10an~ for special circumstances, such as the 
extension of premises. These can be raised from individuals, 
companies, ot other credit societies. 

(5) Public monies, such as communal savings banks funds, 
which are desirable because not likely to be withdrawn suddenly, 
but which at the same time cannot be obtained unless the bank 
has a reputation for perfect security. Unfortunately fot credit 
societies in Germany, they do not count. legally .as trustee 
investment institutions, although they may be created so by 
special enactment in any particular State. 

The funds obtained from all the above sources flow into the 
bank, and are utilised by the bank in Whatever way it chooses. 
They are thereby distinguished from the other source of outside 
funds, the. re-discounts with outside non-co-operative banks. 
Re-discounts are obtainable only on credit granted in the form 
of a bill of exchange. The procedure will be intelligible when 
the bill of exchange has itself been explained. 

What is the nature of the credit furnished by the co
operative ban~s to their members? It is either (i) a loan, 
or (ii) a discount of a trade bill of exchange. 

(i) Loans.-These may be granted in two different ways. 
Fitst, in the form of a single definite advance of money. 
Secondly, in the form of a credit limit, within which the borrower 
tnay draw, as his needs arise; here the maximum cr~dit possible
is fixed by 'the society; the actual credit utilised is determined 
by the borrower. This is called the" Konto-Korrent " or, ac:. 
we know it from Scotland, cash credit. 

The advance may be drafted in one of two styles, e.g., 
either" I owe the bank the sum of Rs. 100, and promise to pay 
x months from now," i.e., a promissory note; or .. x months 
from now I will pay to the bank against the bill of exchange 
the sum of Rs. 100," i.e., an advance bill of exchange. The 
same operation is effected on either plan.· The borrower receives 



a sum of money from the bank and event\lally pays b~ck that 
money to the bank. But the advC!.pce bill of exchange is 
preferred by the banks fOf the following reasons: (:r) the validity 
of the advance bill expires sooner than that of the promissory 
note, so that the bank cannot ill its own interests allow paYIIlent 
to be overdue for more than a limited peri()<;l; (2) in the .event 
of the borrower's default; it permits more s~mwary means of 
legal redress; (3) the bank call, if r~quis1te, re~discou~t an 
advance bill, but .not aJi ordinary promissory. note. 

German banks, however, will. :not rli!-Qiscount ~n a.dvar~ce 
bill when drafted ill the usual for~ a1;>ove quoted, but only 
when drafted so as to resemble a,trade 1;>ill, without, of c<t\lrs~; 
really being one. This is because under German law the latter 
form giv~s the outside baR~ it seCl.\rer position. 

The advance may be given aga,inst f911r different forms of 
security: (I) the pledge of one. or two frie~ds; (2) lang. wort.., 
gage; (3) deposit of ~ollateral, wh~t4e~ jpthe form 9f scrip or 
valuables; (4) no secm:ity at all exc~pt the g90d nam.e of the 
borrower. ' . 

The security is the means 1:>y which tl1c society protects 
itself against the possible defaun of the ho!"rower: -until the 
borrower defaults, the security plays no part. The first form 
of security, the personal plepge~ i!? th~ keyston~ of tpe Sch1).l~e
Delitzsch system. The ple<;lger is C!.lways fln ixlt~m~te friend 
of the borrower, often C!. brother or.collsin. I{e is inclllced to-go 
security, either out of peF!~onal afiectjpn or OIJ, the grQun~ th~t 
one 'good tum deserves or will deserveano~her. rerh~ps tlle 
borrower has done hhn a service ilr the past : i~ not. Pc win 

. probably b~' willing to assjst him in the fll~qre. The 1;>ank 
must, of course, 'take precal,1.tioIlsth~t two fri,eIJ,ds do not go 
security for each other at one an4 the sC!.me time, silica ill this 
case, what would present itself t() the ban~ as lOllr gu",r~Jltees, 
contains in reality only two. The superiority pf the personal 
pledge over any material form of security is that it lenc1~ itself 
to supervision of the borrowef's conduc~. H th~ pleclger sees 

- the borrower mi!!using his. loan. he can IQqge a quietprotE)st: 
the deposited collateral or the I\l.nq mortgage ~a:nnot lipeak, 
they can only be forfeited • . 
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Land mortgages and collateral are certain assets, while 
the personal pledge may be worthless, if the bank has misjudged 
the man's character. If, however, collateral security takes the 
form of scrip, there is always the danger that the shares may 
become worthless through the failure of the concern in which 
they are held or that they may deteriorate in the ordinary 
course of market fluctuations. The bank guards itself against 
the first contingency by accepting only shares in National 
Securities, State or ~unicipal, and industrial paper of the 
highest class, which it can be certain of cashing instantly on the 
open market: against the second contingency by only advancing 
on these shares a slim up to three-quarters, say, of the present 
value, which thus allows a safe margin of one-quarter for a fall. 
The borrower prefers the advance of three-quarters:from the 
bank on the shares to a direct use of them by conversion, because 
he continues to draw his interest and avoids disturbing his 
investments at moments, perhaps, when their realisation might 
cause him loss owing to unfavourable market conditi<?ns. 

The land mortgage security is not generally offered in insti
tutions pre-eminently industrial, and ought to be offered even 
less than it is. Moreover, direct dealings in land or houses, 
which might tie up the funds for a considerable time, are 
discouraged in People's Banks, where much of the working 
capital is liable to be withdrawn at short notice. 

A peculiar form of advance credit is known as " Fidelity 
Guarantee." A member of a bank may be engaged in contract 
business, where cautions are' demanded from tenderers in 

, I 

amount such as he is unable to provide. There the bank can 
render useful assistance with no risk to itself. The member 
does not take the money from the bank and does not, of ·course, 
pay interest on it. He merely pays a preliminary fee, in return 
for which he is allowed to write down on his guarantee sheet
a sum equal to t~e required caution. 

The second way in· which loans are granted is by cash 
credit (Konto~Korrent). The loan runs in the following style, 
e.g.: "At sight I will pay to the bank against this bill of 
exchange the sum of Rs. 100." The borrower does not take the 
money in a lump sum from the bank, as in the ordinary advance. 
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He uses the ban~ as a safe, generally conveying the money to 
and fro by cheque, paying in sums receiv~d in the course' of 
his business, and paying out sums owing. But unlike the mere 
dra\\oing account, he can overdraw his account up to the limit 
allowed him in the original agreement (in the above example 
Rs. 100). If he took'the whole sum away from the bank, as
in an ordinary advance, he would, have to pay ~terest' on the __ 
whole. By the system of cash credit, he pays interest only on 
the sum standing to his debit from time to time :' if he has a 
surplus instead of a debit, he receives instead of paying interest. 
The member with a current account has thus throughout his 
business life a permanent source of credit. As in the ordinary 
type of advance credit, personal or collateral security' is as a 
rule required. Sometimes,howeverJ cash credits are opened 
on no other security than that of the borrower's personal reputa
tion. This can be done more safely in a current account than 
in a simple advance, since the bank can keep an accurate 
check on the member's position through the continual stream 
of receipts and payments occurring under his name. In all 
cases of cash credit the bank can adopt in self-defence the 
extreme measure of cutting off the credit at a wee~'s notice. 
The Konto-Korrent is an imitation, conscious or unconscious; 
of the system of cash credits in Scotch banks, with the difference 
that in Scotland the credit receivers need not be shareholders, 
i.e., members of the bank. 

(i,,) Discounts of the Trade Bill of Exchang~.-Such a bill 
reads as follows: "Three months from the present date do you~ 
A, pay to the account of B the sum of x rupees." 'This is signed 
by C and ~Auntersigned by A. C, the drawer of the bill, is a 
member of the credit bank = B, the remittent, is the credit 
bank itself: and A., the acceptor, is the debtor of C. In other 
words, C has rendered to A goods or services for which the latter 
is allowed by-law and commercial usage to defer payment for 
a space of three months. But C wants his money immediately; 
therefore he sens his claim to B, the credit bank, which takes 
over the debt after deducting a discount. The only stipulation 
of the bank is that it shall know the acceptor, A, to be financially 
sOlmd. The trade bill thus differs essentially from the loan. 
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The bank grants 'a. loan to its member, in order that he may 
engage in a future ,transaction: the bank discounts a trade 
bill for its member in, order that he may obtain immediate 
payment for a transaction already accomplished. The_ loan 
will miscarry, if the ,member fails to make a profitable use of 
it: the bank therefore is concerned with the solvency of its 
member. The trade discQunt can only miscarry if the third 
party, with whom the member has done business, fails in the 
interval: the bank therefore is concerned with the solvency 
of the outside party. If the loan is not refunded, the bank 
falls back on the security. If the ~ill is not Ed at maturity, 
the bank calls on the member from whom it has-feCei:Vedlt. 

The importance of the distinction becomes obvious, when 
the question of re-discounting, i.e., re-selling ~ bill to an outside 
bank 'arises. The outside bank will take either kind ,of bill 
for re-discount, provided it contains two good signatures. But 
the co-operative bank still retains a direct interest in the 
Ie-discounted bill, if this bill is an advance hill. For an advance 
bill signifies a loan and, if, as usually happens, the borrowing 
members desire a renewal, the co-operative bank must negotiate 
with the outside bank to consent to this renewal. The aclvance 
bm is, therefore, less suitable than the trade bill for re-discount. 

But why does a ban~ re-discount at all? . Because it has 
not itself sufficient funds in its coffers to hold until maturity 
all the bills presented to it. By re-discount it obtains indirectly 
an addition to its funds. What does a bank gain by buying 
with one hand-and seIling with the other? It can sell cheaper 
than it buys, because in selling it adds its o'wn ~ignature to that 
of .the individual creditor :so that if the debtor defaults, the 
final buyer has two securities, the bank and,the original creditor. 
It would seem, at first sight, that the credit bank has here an 
unUmited possibility of small gains without risk; for, if the 
bill is dishonoured, the bank ,;;an call upon the original creditor 
to make it good, and he in turn can sue the defaulter. But 
there is, a ::;erious danger owing to the course of procedure in 
case of default. The dishonoured bill returns to the original 
owner by the same road along which it left him, creditor, credit 
bank, outside banl<:-outside bank, credit bank,' creditor. 
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Therefore the credit bank, though perhaps ultimately secured 
by t~e creditor, cannot demand rf;spite in which to recover from 
him. If the credit bank cannot ~t once satisfy the outside 
bank, it is dishonoured and must enter 011 liquidation. 

Akin in form to the trade bill, is the, banker's acceptance, 
or accommodation credit. This is a trade bill without any 
trade. The bank II accepts" an imaginary debt, declares 
itself liable to pay so much to the holder of the bill at the end 
of three mon.ths. The drawer of the bill, the member of the 
credit bank, ~oes not,_of course, discount the bill at his own 
bank, as he woq,ld an ordinary trade bill, pq,t takes it to another 
banker, who discounts it on the guarantee 9f the credit bank's 
signature. This is an easy method of granting credit, but it 
is very perilous. The bank creates a burden of liability which 
is not felt at the time and which must descend on it sooner or 
later. Although safe enough for a large j9int~stock bank, 
which draws deposits perhaps from a whole country, it is too 
dangerous for a small credit bank of limited area. The employ
ment of the acceptance by credit banks is very rare: and, 
where employed, it is generally unjustifiable. 

Such is the work of the banking unit after the Schulze
Delit~sch Of German model. It is obvip~s that technical 
operations of this description could not well be undertaken by 
amateurs. They are directed by a committee of tlrt:~~ IIlembers, 
su~cient1y salaried to. enable them to devote their whole time 
to the business. The members of the committee divide up their 
work: one attends to the money dep~rtment: a second to the 
accountancr department.: a tlUrd is general chairman-his 
bllsiness, i~ has been said, is to worry the other two. Two 
signatq,res are necessary to every transaction so as to afford 
a mutual check. Their responsibility is joint and undivided. 
These three, constantly present at the society'S office, which is 
sometimes in appearance a building as riGhly equipped as any
joint~sto(,:k bank: conduct the business of the society. It is 
they who judge of a member's credit-worthiness and regulate 
tbe employment of the funds. The general assembly elects 
them for three years and sets limits within which they must act. 
If they overstep this. thev may be dischar~ed : but their 
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a,cti(}~ls--hald~?_~_~.s __ ~g~i~?L_~J:.1ir~-p?'rties. The UJuncil of 
Control inspects their work from time to time, but it does not 
engage actively in the business. If a member of the Managing 
Committee himself requires credit from the society, he must 
obtain the special sanction of the Council of Control: if a 
member' of the Council of Control requires credit, he must 
obtain usually the -sanction of an extra committee, established 
so recently as 1904, called the U Valuation Committee." 

So determined was Schulze-Delitzsch that his societies 
should have no suspicion of charity about them that he not 
only paid salaries 1'0 all who worked for the society, but also
offered the Managing Committee- a bonus calculated on the 
amount of the turnover. This might ,be welcomed by ignorant 
enthusiasts as something raally co-operative, as a meritorious 
case of profit sharing. In reality it is a WIong .policy. In 
ordinary business the profit shewn by an audited balance sheet 
is a faidy safe index of . prosperity. In banking an immediate 
profit can always be realised by unsafe advances of credit, the 
unsafeness of which cannot be detected by others than the 
directors themselves. The Managing Committee is, therefore, 
constantly tempted to delight its society and enrich its own 
pockets oy showing a high rate of profits. Next year the crash 
may come, but by that time the Managing Committee may 
have disappeared along with its bonus. A People's Bank 
recently established in the Rhine Provinces appointed a Managing 
Committee of three ambitious young men, who were desirous 
of rivalling a long-established country bank in their district. 
They accomplished this in a single year, but a large portion of 
their business was made up of reckless advances to a corn 
merchant on no other security than the latter's- property. The 
merchant failed: his property was found to be nearly worthless: 
the bank lost the major part of its loan and liquidated: the 
Managing Committee -decamped. 

The defects generally remarked in the Schulze-Delitzsch 
People's Banks are as follows :~(i) The shortness of the loan 
term, which is, for loan and trade bills, three months. Cash 
credits are usually granted for five years, sometimes however J 

for shorter periods. If the member With a cash credit does not 
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mobilise his credit, i.e., if he draws up to the limit, and pays 
in no receipts, the bank calls in the account, thus indirectly 
forcing him to short term uses of credit. It is true that for the 
average agriculturist the loan term is too short, but for industrial 
and trade purposes it is long enougb, especially as advances 
are renewed three and even four times if necessary. It was 
a fundamental point with Schulze-Delitzsch that the terms for 
loans sh~uld be no longer than that which the bank enjoys for 
its own borrowings; and the majority of deposits are usually 
subject to two or three months' notice of withdrawal. By 
some this principle is held to ,be erroneous. It is urged that 
all banks trading chiefly in money at call lock up much oftheir 
funds in long term business; while, in some countries, savings 
banks place half their funds on mortgage. It is §aid, therefore, 
that the amount of ready money really needed by the bank is 
not the maximum' which might be required, but a little over 
the average which experience shows is required. I will merely 
remark that experience must be long before averages can be 
deduced; and that averages go by the board during times Qf 
acute financial crisis. It is a poor bank indeed which founders 
in calm weather. During 1914-15 the co-operative banks of 
the Central Provinces and Berar met demands from depositors 
to the extent of Rs. 15,00,000. 

(ii) It is found that indefiniteness of area leads to a loss of 
the co-operative bond, and to a difficulty in obtaining informa
tion as to the borrowers and sureties. The fault exists only in 
cases in which organization is defective and' too much is 
attempted 

(iii) -ttere is said to be an en!ire absence of control over 
the use to which the loan is put; it is even stated that petty 
usurers obtain loans to no small extent and lend out the 
proceeds in their own business. Now minute control, which 
may be necessary and convenient in agriculture, is unnecessary 
and intolerab1e in industry. In the first place, once granted 
the discovery of a member's soundness, the very channel through 
which credit is given is; in the case of the current account and 
the trade bill,an automatic register of its productive'use
presumably productive, that is to say, for no supervision of any 
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kind can ensure' that a product is profitably sold. In the 
second place, the movements of industry are apt to b~ quick 
and difficult of ·observation. It is impossible to inspect the 
effects of the new capital put into an industrial business, as one 
might inspect by daily visit the obvious and steady progress 
on a farm. 

(iv) Much has been made of the occasionally high dividends. 
These range, it is t~ue, in the case of German People's Banks, 
as high as ~o per cent. '; but 75 per cent. of the Banks pay 

. dividends between 5 and 7 per cent. Exceptionally high 
dividends would be impossible in the, Central Provinces and 
Berar, for a limitation on dividend is always impos(~d as a 
condition of registration upon societies which distribute 
profits. 

(v) Considerable dissatisfaction is expressed because 
People's Banks are losing their hold on the small worker; small 
accounts are being refused; the management is getting into the 
hands of big men. But an acquaintance with the facts discloses 
not that big men are capturing and' driving out the old 
members, but that a growing percentage of the original small 
members is becoming big. Schulze-DeUtzsch secured the 
position of the small industrialist under the new conditions of 
modern industry ,by supplying his chief want, namely, ready 
capital. But he ~ould not secure that he should remain small 
if opportunities for expansion offered themselves. The small 
farmer will quite likely remain'a small farmer, even though or 
rather because he is successful. But the successful member 
of a town bank is more likely than not to become a compara
tively big man. Statistics prove that the percentage of hand 
workers to other classes enrolled in membership of the German 
People's Banks is gradually declinfug. 

Both. town and country banks are formed into higher 
Unions and' Federations for general organization and' educa
tional propaganda; the cQuntry banks also unite for credit 
business. The high~r union, . both in town al~d country, is also 
itself the organizing centre for assodations not primarily concerned 
with credit. But in the town the general \lnion is nothing 
more th~n a rallying point and intelligence office for groups 
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industrially unconnected; in the country, the general union 
is an integrated whole, co-ordinating inseparable parts. The 
structure of town banking can be studied alone; the structure 
of country banking involves the whole study of agriculture. 
There is neither business federation amongst the People's Banks 
nor parallel organization betwe~n them and other non-credit 
societies. In the Raiffeisen and Haas systems, however, credit 
and non-credit organization go 'hand;.in hand. The disappear
ance of one element would severely wound the other; each 
would feel it as the, loss, of a limb. The Ralffeisen society is 
the type of small rural ~ociety accepted for co-operative agri
cultural credit almost the whole world over; and it is generalli 
the basis of, all agricultural organization. 

The German Government saw that there were cred,it 
societies and productive societies in the towns; that there were 
also credit societies and productive societies in the country. 
But it did not realize then, nor does it realize now, the difference 
between industrial and agricultural organization. The Govern
ment suggested to the People's Banks that small producers 
were still without sufficient credit. The People's Banks beheld 
the red rag, of Government interference, and' retorted that 
they were quite able to take care of themselves, which was 
quite true. The Government did not grasp that the small 
associations of hand workers, which. they desired specially'to 
assist, were very unimportant elements in the Peopleis Banks. 
Consequently it was compelled to enter alone on a task in 
which the credit banks with such apparent disregard of their 
own interests declined to assist, the task, namely, of ,granting 
credit to i!:sociations of small independent producers. But no 
Government is able to disregard the structure of industry. 
Thus it comes about that the Prussian State Bank, despite 
its evident wishes, is compelled to do six-sevenths of its business 
with agricultural organizations; and those industrial societies 
which it has helped into .existence bear the mark of inferior 
structures, artificially supported. The People's Banks knew 
by experience that the society of small independent producers 
was not a form of co-operation which it was profitable to 
encourage. And this, exactly. has been the experience of 
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co-operative central banks in the Central Provinces with 
respect to industriaL societies. 

Italian Model. 

What Schulze-Delitzsch was to Germany, Signor ,Luzzatti 
has been to Italy. Uke Schulze-Delitzsch he began tentatively 
on a small scale in the town in which he lived. Th~ People's 
Bank of Milan started in 1865 with a capital of only Rs. 420, 
Luzza iti himsel~ being the ". millionaire" shareh()lder with a 
subscription of Rs. 60. Perhaps the most striking feature of 
the Italian co-operative movement as a whole is the fact that 
it was launched only fifty years ago" in a country degenerated 
from its former greatness, dominated till of late by a foreign 
power, only recently united under one sovereign, poor yet 
burdened with taxation of the gravest character and a general 
conscription, with a niral population uneducated, suspicious, 
poor, highly conservative, and wholly unaccustomed to 
concerted action except within their village limits, and in immense 
numbers mere tenants or labourers, absolutely ignorant of 
banking and usury ridden to a degree seldom approached. 
Such, in many parts of Italy, were some of the conditions \vhich, 
to theory, make popu1ar and agricultural credit impossible."* 
A few men, however-Luzzatti, Wollemborg, Vigano-marle 
an accomplished fact of a seeming impossibility, once more 
proving. that all great enterprises are '~impossible 'J at first. 
We are, however,' concerned here with Italian People's Banks 
only. 

The Italian banks differ from the German model in five 
special points. First, the administration is more democratic. 
The representative organ ,is the Board of Administration, a 
large board which controls on the one hand the paid officials, 
the manager, chief cashier, book-keeper and subordinate derks, 
and, on the other hand, the Committee of Control or Auditors, 
consisting of 3-5 members selected from the Board of Adminis
tration itself. They are assisted by two committees, unknown 
to Germany; by the Discount Committee, 15-40 in number, 

• Sir F. Nicholson's II Report regarding the possibility of introducing Land and 
Agricultural Banks into the Madras Presidency," Vol. I, p. 163. 
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which advises on applications for credit with the help of a special 
register containing the credit limits allotted to each member. 
This register passes under revision once every six months and 
even more frequently. The second auxiliary committee is the 
Risks Cpmmittec, which watches the use of credit already 
granted and secures prompt re~yment. In cases of dispute 
there is a special court of appeal called the Probiviri,or arbi
trators. Legally, the German Managing Committee and the, 
Italian Board of Administration are parallel organs. But in 
Germany the Managing Committee is a body of three, director, 
cashier, and book-keeper, managing credit grants as well asthe 
daily course of business, subject- only to the'supervision of the 
Council of Control, which is necessarily independent of it. In 
ltaJy the Board of Administration is a body of amateurs, which 
with the help of two further amateur bodies decides upon the 
granting of credit, and controls generally not only the paid 
officials, who perform the daily business duties of the German 
Managing Committee, but also the auditors, who supervise the 
books of the paid officials. Such a constitution is more secure 
and more educative, if only it can be economically worked: 
and it has been so worked in Italy because of the willingness 
with which Italians as a race serve gratis in corporate institu
tions, although the most onerous duties ate involved. 

Secondly, the liability of the shareholders is limited. 
Unlimited liability was a kind of fetish to Schulze-Delitzsch, 
the sine qua non of all co-operation. Luzzatti had the g'enius 
to see that, though suited to the Germans, who had been accus
tomed to it since the establishment of land banks with 
unlimited liability and compulsory membership by royal decree 
in the middle of the 18th century,* it was alien to Italy, where 
organized credit was unknown and where there were greater 
extremes of rich and poor, wh.o could not have been induced 
to co-operate on a basis of unlimited liab~ty. The Italian 
banks were. saved from the doom pronounced by Schulze
Delitzsch on any other than an association of unlimited liability, 
namely, impossibility of commanding outside credit, by the 

• Ct. Wolff, Co-operative Credit, Chapter IX. 
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readiness with \\hich -the communal savings banks and the 
Friendly Societies r.ecognized them as a secure investment for 
their funds .• The shares in Italy are smaller than in Germany, 
averaging Rs. 24, but they must be paid up within a time limit, 
usually ten months. . ... 

Thirdly, the chief channel of credit has always been the 
\ . 

bill of exchange, advance bill or trade bill. The popularity 
of these mediums is in part due to the fact that bills of. exchange 
have been familiar to Italians from the middle ages ..• It is 
said* also that the banks like bills of exchange: first, bec.au.se 
it is easier to refuse renewal i~ the borrower. is making bad use 
of the loan or has not already paid a part; secondly', because 
they can he easily re-discounted. The chief re-discounting 
house is itself a co-operative credit bank, namely, the great 
Popular Bank of Milan,. with which the smaller banks have 
accounts. The Bank of Milan, on being instructed by the 
smaller banks that a member of the latter, whose advance bill 
it holds, desires a renewal, holds over the bill for another term 
of three months or more, in the same way as the Prussian 
State Bank. . In. France also, where the Bank of France has 
special relations with the co-operative-banks, the same method 
is pursued. . 

Fourthly,.whilpfeeling the same tendency as in Germany 
towards the negleCt of the small man, the Italian banks have 
combated it not only in speech, but in deed. Where the funds 
are limited, the preference is given to smaller loans. Morrover, 
where funds permit, some of the richer banks, in addition to 
the ordinary credit business with members, make special loans 
to poor non-members on no security but the latter's good 
faith (jJrestito sull 'onore),' In such cases, however, loans Jl!ay 
not exceed Rs. 60, and two witnesses as to character are 
required.t Although the loans are always repaid. ult~mately, 
they are not productive loans so much as loans in anticipation 
of wages, pawnbroking operations with the pawn excused. 
Many of the banks. have decided to make no further grants, 

• Ct. Nicholson, op. cit., I, 168. 
t C/. Nicholson, Vol. I, p. 166. 
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unless the ,borrowers belong to a Friendly Society-which 
illustrates exactly their non-trading-:character. 

Finally, the banks have· not held themselves aloof from 
industrial associations of producers which are, in Italy, workers' 
societies -not the supply and sale societies of Germany. The 
German associations of small producers are not workers'societies 
proper. The members start and end as independent producers; 
they buY' raw materials in common, use machines in comr:non, . 
sell· their produets in common; but the commodities raised 
~elong to individuals. They generally fail, because their 
structure is unsuited to modern conditions. The workers' 
societies, on the other hand, are organized on modern lines; 
in the private factory, the company, or firm, or individual 
owrts the business and pays wages. In the -workers' society 
the society owns the business, and pays wages to "and diStributes 
profits amongst its members who are the workers themselves. 
The workers' society is within the sphere of modem industry; 
it does not appear until modern industry has :revealed its mean
ing. Lastly, it must be remarked, that the larger wo~kers' 
societies, being strong, bank in the ordinary fashion. Accord
ingly, the average lean to individual societies of workers is by 
no means large. Except in England, Franc~ and Italy, societies 
of workers hardly exist. i} 

For many years Italian co-operators did~ot take kindly 
to concerted action on the scale exemplified by the German 
Federations and Unions. The Raiffeisen system, as we have 
seen, is that of centralised. control: the system of Haas one 
of local autonomy: Luzzatti has always inclined towards a 
system of aUtonomous, independent banks. But the Italian 
banks have frequently established branches, sometimes as 
mere auxiliaries, sometimes as self-g0v:.erni,ng colonies. -destined 
for ultimate independence. Town· and country banks, more
over, have never been jealous rivals, for there· is not in Italy 
a hard and fast dividing line between the large town bank and 
the small country bank. Until very recently :there were (i) a 
few big town banks with country branches, (ii) a number of 
banks embracing districts with toWn and :country members, 
(ii~1 a few very small town banks for artisans only, and (if') 

cs II 
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the country banks.proper .. In October, 1913, with the advid 
and approval of Signor Luzzatti, the Italian People's Bank! 
unit~lto form (i) a Federation of Co-operative Credit Institu' 
tions:' and (ii) a Federal Bank of Co-operative Credit Societies 
The Federation is-for mutual discipline, guidance, and support. 
and also for mspection. Funds are provided by the affiliateJ 
institutions, the entrance fee being Rs. 600, and- the yeadj 
<;ontribution Rs. 120 for every vote to which an affiliated instifu' 
tion is entitled. Votes are proportionate to working capit~l 
the scale for owned capital being more liberal -than that f~j 

borrowed capital. There is a' further obligation, too, to keel 
with the Federal Bank a deposit of at least Rs. 12,000. Tilt 
Federal Bank is registered as a limited liability co-operativt 
society, with unlimited capital, and i!i the central organ' for tilt 
-common. action of the Federation. Not only is it the objed 
of this bank to centralise the control of finance in its broadel 
and higher departments but also to establish its own branche~ 
in areas where none of its members exist. The executivf 
authorities of the Federal Bank are (a) the general meeting 01 
the representatives of the adhering institutes, ~b) a board 01 
management, consisting of seven members elected by the genercl 
meeting from amongst the representatives' of the adherina 
institutes, (c) arbitrators, three in number, elected at thegenercl 
meeting, who decide all disputes that may arise amongsl 
members, or between members and the Bank; there is no apped
against their decision, (d) the president, who is chosen by th~' 
board of management from among its members. He is th~ 

legal represent~tive of the Bank, and has very wide powers 01 
s~pervision and control. He is chosen by the board of manage
ment from its members, holds office for three years, and may bt 
re-elected. The profits of the Federal Bank are to be distributel 
as follows: 50 per cent. to the shareholders, i.e:, to registerel 
co-operative banks; 25 per cent. to the ordinary reserve fundi 
15 per cent. to the board of management, to be used for th~ 
realization of the objects of the society or to be placed to th~ 
reserve fund; and 10 per cent. to the employees of the Bank. 
Such, briefly, is the organization of the new Federation ~nd cf. 
the Central Bank of the People's Banks C< which," says a~ 
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Italian report, II provided with consiqerable m~ans an~ having 
a ,large programme, is certainly destined '0 give a still more 
vigorous impulse to the affiliated People's Bank&, rendering 
possible by their union, their participation in the most importallt 
financial operations, fruitful ill good results for the national 
economy, which it would be scar(:e,ly possible to realise without 
union." 

. I have, in this chapter, endeavoured to point out t:pat the 
industrial development of the Province depeTlds not on the 
growth of existing cottage industries, bilt on the creation of new 
industries following in the wake of improved agriclllture. ;rhe 
class society of cottage workers-weavers, metal workers, 
etc.-we have tried, only to find that t:p.e Raiffeisen form of 
organization, even when made as elastic as possible, is not 
really adaptable to the req~irements of sp.1all ~ndustries. Of 
course, the cottage wor~er does very frequently obtain admis
sion to membership of a Raiffeisen society ill a' village,; th~t is 
td say he is associated with cultivators who are, at th,e same 
time, his neighbours. The village weaver" or potter, or bI~c~.,. 
smith finds co-operative credit a help to 4im personally. l3ut 
it is wi~h the more important aspect of the problem that we are 
concerned, namely, the support and promotion of local industries 
and of industrialists as a class. With the best will in t4e worlq. 
a Central Bank, founded, and designed for the business Of 
agricultural credit and thrift, cannot do much for the) toWIl _ 
industrial classes. If business is kept on lines that are safe for 

. a co-operative central bank then, as regards class societies of 
town handicraft workers, finance is too rigid and mutual 
supervision'too irksome. Further, co-operative credit applied 
to class societies must be supplemented by co-operative purchase 
and sale; but markets for our local products, especially textile 
fabrics, are most uncertain, while the members of t4esocieties 
are not sufficiently educated in business methods to organize 
purchase and sale for themselves. On the whole,' therefore, 
the. People's Bank is the best credit jristitution for town 
handicraftsmen; it can pick and choose its members and need 
not assist people who have no credit and can produce no sureties. 
And not only can a People's Bank help the handicraftsman; 
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it can be made 'a very potent institution. for the promotion of 
thrift and for the' dispensation of reasonable credit amongst 
all classes of the urban population. All that is necessary is 
that there should be, in the Central Provinces and Berar, leaders 
to lead, to take the initiative, and to do for their fellow country-
men what Schulze-Delitzsch and Luzzatti have done for Germans 
and Italians. In short, a It People's Banks" movemen~ is 
required, and this, as I shall point out in a later chapter, should 
be 'supplemented by. /a rt co-0.perative stores movement." In 
these two directions, and in that of co-operation in agriculture, 
-not only for credit but for other purposes-lies the path along 
which the Province will travel to general industrial development. 
But the journey is one which cannot be started until local 
patriotism assumes a really practical_ and liberal shape. It 
is impossible for any Government to get inside its subjects and 
live their lives for them. Co-operation, once more, leaves 
nobody out who works; and the benefits which co-operation 
brings cannot be had merely for the asking, for the price of 
them is effort. So far, I regret to say, our experience of urban 
societies of the It People's Bank" type has beeri unsatisfactory, 
perhaps because the original members were not of the stuff 
out of which good co-operators can be made-not by any 
means without education, they lacked ordinary honesty. The 
movement wants apostles and disciples imbued- with rt the co
operative spirit." Zeal must go hand in 'hand with under
standing, and apostles cannot be made to order. 

CHAPTER IV. 

LONG TERM CREDIT-CO-OPERATIVE' MORTGAGE 
MORTGAGE BANKS--AMERICAN OPINION-THE 
JAPAN. 

CREDIT
Ginko OF 

MORTGAGE credit is often spoken of as an unmixed evil,. 
a result necessarily of previous extravagance or of imprudence • 
. ,But it may also be the foundation of great wealth and the 
efficient cause of the productiveness of the land. There is nothing 
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to complain of when there is a just proportion maintained 
between debt and security, rate of interest and yield from 
land. The land wants better cultivation; and for better culti
vation money is usually necessary. Put with extreme brevity ~ 
the arguments regarding tenancy versus ownership are as follows. 
Tenancy places the land at the cultivator's service, at a fee for 
its use-a' fee which he himself can never afford to be content 
with; and so leaves the tenant with all his little capital free 
for more profitable employment as working .funds. On the 
other hand, it is argued that, assuming the land of the medium 
or small proprietor to be fairly mortgaged, the ~mount paid 
in annual mortgage interest will prove to be less than the rent 
on a holding of the same size and kind. This -leaves the 
proprietor with some small balance locked up in his land. But 
it also leaves him an independent man, subject to no interference:
not liable to be turned out ; free to cultivate, sell, and buy for 
his own advantage; and certain that for _ capital or effort 
devoted to improvements, he will have his full return-ill' 
better crops, if he retains his property, in a better price if he' 
sells it. In addition the owner of land gets the benefit of its 
increased value or unearned increment; the tenant does not. 
I am not going deeply into· the much vexed question of tenancy 
versus ownership in this book. The tendency, in most countries, 
to-day is towards the creation of proprietary rights in 
land for medium and small holders. But liberal- reforms in 
Jand tenure, as experience has' proved, cannot be suddenly or 
hastily introduced without grave danger to the very people 
whom they are intended to benefit. It must be. considered 
first whethef the people are suffici~ntly enlightened, thrifty., 
and pI'1.!dent tobe entrusted with the oWnership of their land. 
If the people are backward, or deficient in moral fibre, the sudden 
creation· of proprietary rights might. very easily produce 
results the very opposite to those intended. Then again, asiar 
as co-operative credit is concerned, we are still in the stage of 
experiment in India: Land' tenures vary from province - to 
province; there are different systems of tenure to deal with 
in the Central Provinces and in Berar. And we have yet to 
find ou~ which plan is really the best, and then to work towards 
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it patiently and gradually. One fact, however, ·is beyond 
dispute; and that 1S that no system of co-operative credit can 
succeed unless the cultivator enjoys security of tenure, and 
that_ of a very positiv~ nature. If he does not enjoy such 
security, then credit of the kind required by agricultural 
societies cannot be provided for him by means of co-operative 
credit. 

Rights in land are, in the CentIal Provinces and Berar, of 
many kinds: some of them amount to actual ownership. 
subject to payment of revenue or rent. There are a very few 
absolute fJ;:eeholds, the maintenance of which is dependent on 
loyalty and good behaviour. It Js. remarkably enough. quite 
a common thing to find that tenancy land which cannot legally 
be mortgaged has, in actual fact, been mortgaged. The mort
gage deed cannot be registered, an~ the mortgage cannot be 
made the basis of a contested claim to the land. But as long 
as the landlord· raises no objection, mortgagors generally fulfil 
-their pledges, and it thus comes about that so-called "non-
transferable" land, or the right to hold such land, IS freely 
bought and sold. Transactions of this irregular kind do not, 
however, lend the~selves to the business of properly managed 
co-operative societies. We .may now examine the various 
forms of land tenure existing in the Central Provinces and 
Berar. 

A. The Central Provinces.-. Villages are settled for revenue 
purposes with the malguzars thereof who are absolute owners 
of their proprietary rights subject, of course, to the regular 
payment of the revenue assessed on the village. The revenue 
is-fixed for a term of years, and is based upon a very carefully 
prepared estimate of. the village assets. The term assets is 
for settlement purposes used in a strictly technical sense, and 
does not include the whole of the annual income or profits which 
a village brings in to the malguzar. Thus, land cultivated by 
the malguzar himself (or, it may be, leased out by him), and 
included in his home farm-which is distinct from the tenancy 
land of the village--is presumed, for revenue purposes, merely 
to yield him a moderate rent. Miscellaneous income, or siwai, 
derived from the sale of forest produce, grass, etc., is computed 
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jn such a way as to leave a liberal marginfoI any possible falling 
off ; and to the valuation of the home-farm and of the siwai 
are added the statutory rents fixed for the lands held within the 
village area in tenancy 'tight. In this way the village assets 
are arrived at. Of the village assets a ftaction i..~ taken as revenue; 
and this fractioIi is, as closely as possible, one half. Malguzari 
rights are freely transferable; and it is often the case that· these 
rights have been split up by sale, or by partition amongst the 
members of a family, or by inheritance, into a large nUI11ber 
of small proprietary shares called patUs. In fact, iIi a few 
villages which are held on 'what is termed the" bhaiya chara " 
tenure practically every cultivator in the village is propIietor 
of a very small fractional share of the malguzari right The' 
proprietors of village rights, it mnst be noted, are of many 
castes and occupations, and of almost every degree of economic, 
and social status-Rajas, bankers, lawyers, hlerchants and' 
shopkeepers, Indian servants of Government, etc., etc. Many 
are absentee landlords, and a' large number of Villages are ' 
frequently to be found in the pos?ession of a single family. 
Further, it is extremely difficult to find any compact area of 
country in which the propriet.ary body presents any of the 
features which betoken unity of interest, sentiment, or opmion~ 

The valuation of the proprietary, rights in any particular 
village is a matter calling for the most exact local knOWledge, 
though, over large tracts of countty, art average value, based 
on a multiple of the 'land revenue assessed, would, from the 
co-operative banking point of view, furnish a safe enough 
guide to collective credit. 

The maJik makbuza, or plot proprietor, pays his revenue' 
to Government, the malguzar being the collecting- agent and 
getting a ,small commission for his trouble. These_ plot 
proprietors possess unrestricted powfirs of tran~fer; but they 
are, generally speaking, not very numerous. They exist :pere aI1d 
there, in some villages and not in others. As a class, they could 
never form special co-operative societies for plot proprietors 
only. 

Under the Central Provinces Tenancy'~'Act there are five 
classes of tenants, namely, (i) absolute occupancy, (ii) occupancy, 
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(ii'1 OIdinary~ (i~: Village. servIce, and (v) sub-tenants. ' 'A~lute 
'occupancy : ten~ts are comparatively few in number 'and they 
are gradually disappearing, for no fresh rights of this kind ciLp. 

, be created. Occupancy tenants are far more, ~umerous I; 
ordinary tenants and sub-tenants ar~ ,very numerous indeed. 
Village, service tenants are of much social but not of great, 
economic unportance, the growi~' tendency 'being towards 
payment in cash for services re~der~ditec~. ,There must also· 
be ~entioned ~he ryot,or t~t.,of" Gov.e~ent. in villages 
settled under, the ryotwari sy.stem. " " , " , 

, Before stating, in detail, the legal rights of ~fer,~ .y the various classes of te~ts, it may be as well to' poip.t out 
'"at the power of surrexider as conferred by the Central 
, Provinces Tenancy Act is held by some to stultify in practice the 
argpments which support the provisions of the Actrestrictirig 

:.;Ith~:power of transfer. It is pointed out that a t.enant in debt 
,.' to his m/4guzar, or in poss~on of lanc:i whioh' the ~UZ4t' 
.. c~vets~ican. 's~ender his hQI~~ .tp tb~,~!or·~ll$i~~a .. 
ktion. ,Agam; if a tenant wQ() owes. ~:~~,.,~;operabve 

,! soc~ty di~ w~thou,t b.s.t~ 'inb8tjt'hJ$;,,~:tbe.,\hUid' goes 
to th~malguzar; and as the laoocarries .nO,legal:;~~upon it, 
the society is left, ~ to speak, in the· air. , ~"i:~us, ·1tJthpugh it is' , 
the purpose of a co-operative credit society' to keep 'its, metllbers 
on their lands, and though the security which thesetnembers 
offer·i,stheir productive cap~ity as cultivators, this security can, 
at any moment, be whisked away, leaving the society without 
any actual or prospective assets of the debtor to proceed against., 
It .is, contended,_ therefore, that the law-should empower all 
t~nant~_ to pledge their right~ inland, bf lease or by mortgage, ' 
to the 'vilIlge ~tivecredit ,$Oclety to, which' they helOIig. 

- On the other hand, it'is-argued tnat a Raiffeisencredit l?ociety 
should deal in personal, and not in real secutity; that the 
restrictions imposed-- by law e~ercise a healthy. influence over 
the business of rural credit societies,masmuchas they encourage 
short term and discourage long term loans and so help to keep 
banking assets fluid; and that the law ought not· to show 
special favour to any private body, whether co-operative or 
~apita1istic. I 
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The Central-Provinces Tenancy Act lays down that II the 
right of an absolute-occupancy tenant in his holding shall on 
his death devolve as if it were land, and shall be transfer
able subject to the conditions contained in this section" 
(section 41 (I». 

Sections 41,42, and 43 of the Act contain the following 
provisions :- _ 

"41. (2) If an absolute-occupancy tenant int~nds to transfer 
any right in his holding by sale or gift, or by mortgaging the 
same for a sum which, together with the interest payable thereon 
during the five years immediately succeeding the mortgage 
and the previous sums (if any) secured by morfgage of it, woul<ft 
exceed eight times the annual rent of the holding, or by sub(J,., 
letting the same in consideration of a fine or premium-exceeding: 
five times that rent, he' shall give to his landlord a written notice 
of his intention, and shall defer proceeding with the transfer: 
for a period of one month from the date on whlch the notice 
is given. 

(3) If the intended transfer is by sale or gift, the landlord 
may, within the said period 'of one month- , 

(a) claim to purchase - the absolute-occupancy right at 
such value as a Revenue-officer may, O:Q, applica
tion made to him in this behalf, fix; or 

(b) permit the -sale or gift" in which case he shall be 
entitled to a sum equal to the rent for one year, 
and that sum -shall be a first charge on the holding. 

(4) If the intended transfer is by mortgage or sub-lease; 
,the landlord may, within the said period of one mOl'!th, claim 
to purcha~ the absolute-occupancy right at such value as a 
Revenue-officer may, on application made to him in {his behalf, 
fix. r 

(5) When the right of an absolute-occupancy tenant in 
his holding is sold or is foreclosed by order of a Civil Court.in 
execution of a decree other than a decree obtained by his land
lord, the landlord shall have the same right of pre-emption_ 
as is given in the case of a sale by clause (a) of sub-section (3) 
J (6) When an application 'is made to a "Revenue-officer 
under this section to .fix the value of 'an absolute-occupancy 
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right which is already mortgaged, he shall fix the value of the 
right as if it ~ere no~ mortgaged; and, if the landlord purchases 
the right, the mortgage;..debt shall be a charge on the purchase-
money in exoneration of the land. . 

(7) Any transfer made in contravention of this section 
shall be '11oidable ,at the instance of the land1ord. 

(8) If a person to whom an absolute-occupancy ten~nt 
has transferrea possession of his holding in contravention of 
the provisions of this section be ej~cted by the landlord, the 
tenant may apply to' a Revenue-officer within one year of the 
ejectment of such person -to be reinstated in possession of the 

-ftolding, and the Revenue-officer may order him to be r~instated 
in .possession on his depositing within a stated period, for pay
ment _ to the landlord, the cost incurred by the landlord in 
procuring the ejectment. If the tenant fails to make such appli
cation within one yea~ of the ejectment, or if he fails to deposit 
such cost within the period stated,'his tenancy shall be deemed 
to have lapsed. 

42. Notwithstanding any contract to the contrary, or 
any provision of a record-of-rights, an absolute-occupancy 
tenant shall not be ejected from his holding by his landlord as 
such for _any cause. . 

43. The rent of the holding of an absolute-occupancy 
tenant shall - be the first charge on that holding, which 
shall, subject to the other provisions of this Act, be liable 
to 'sale in execution of a decree for arrears' of the rent 
thereof." 

As regards occupancy tenants the provisions of the law. 
are as follows:- _ 

.. 46. (I) When an occupancy tenant dies his right in his 
holding shall devolve as if it were land: 

Provided that except in the districts of Chanda and Nimar. 
a collateral relative of the tenant shall not be entitled to inherit 
that right, unless at the death of the tenant he was a co-sharer 
in the holding or unless, failing any such co-:sharer, he held 
land, or was permanently resident, in the village in or from 
which the holding is cultivated, and is in the male line of descent 
from an ap.cestor who. occupied the holding. 
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(2) Save in pursuance of a document duly registered .before 
the commencement of this Act, no decree or order shall be 
passed for the sale of the right of an occupancy tenant in his 
holding, nor shall such right be sold in execution of any decree 
or order. 

(3) No occupancy tenant shall be entitled to sell, make 
a gift of, mortgage, sub-let (except -for a period not exce~ding 
one year) or otherwise transfer his right in his holding or in any 
portion thereof, and every such sale, gift, mortgage. sub-lease 
(other than for a period' not exceeding otie year) or transfer 
shall be voidable in the manner and to the extent _ provided by 
the two next following sections: - .f 

Provided that an occupancy'tenant may transfer his right. 
of occupancy to any person who, if he survived the tenant. 
would inherit' the right to occupancy, or to' any person 
in favour of whom as a "co-sharer the right .of occupancy 
originally arose, or who has become by succession a co-sharer 
therein: . 

Provided, also, that nothing in this section shall affect the 
right of the Government to sell the right of' an occupancy tenant 
in his holding for the recovery of an advance made to him under 
the Land Improvement Loans Act, 1883, or the Agriculturists' 
Loans Act, 1884, or the right of the p1J.rchaser at such sale to . 
su.cceed to the holding. 

(4) No contract for the sub-lease of a holdi~g or any 
portion thereof shall be entered into or made during the currency. 
of a sub-lease of such holding or such portion thereof, and every 
such contract shall be voidable in the manner a.nd to the extent 
providedthy the two next followirtg sections: 

(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Indian 
Registration A~t, 1877, no officer empowered to register docu
ments shall admit to registration any document which purports 
to tr3:,.nsfer the right of an occupancy tenant in his holding o~ 
in any' portion thereof unless the document recites that the 
transferee is a person who, if he survived the tenant, would 
inherit the right of occupancy or is a perS6I.1 in favour of whom 
as a co-sharer the right o~ occupancy .originally arose or who 
became by succession a co-sharer therein. 
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, :.' 47. (I) If an occupancy tenan~ transfers any portion of 
his right in any la~q in contravention of the provisions of the 
last foregoing section, any· such person as would be entitled to 
inherit his right in the holding in the' event of his death without 
nearer heirs, or the landlord from whom the tenant held the 
land, may, on application to a Revenue-officer, made within 
two years from the date on which'in pursuance of the tranSfer 
the tenant parted with possession of the land, be placed in 
possession, subject, so far as the Revenue-Officer may, in 
accordance. with rules made by the Local Governme:r:tt, 
determine, to his acceptance of the liabilities of. the .transferring 
tenant for arrears of rent and for advances made by 
the landlord or other persons for the necessary expenses of 
cultivation. _ 

(2) As among several persons so entitled and being desirous 
of being placed in possession, the right to be so placed shall 
accrue in the order in which such persons would have inherited 
the right of the tenant in the subject of the-transfer if the 
tenant had dIed. Failing any such persons, the right shall 
accrue to the landlord." 

The rights of village-service tenants are as follows :..-c.. 
"56. (I) When a village-service tenant dies, resigns, or 

is lawfully dismissed, p.is right in his village-service holding 
shall pass to his successor in office: 

Provided tliat the Local Government may, by general or 
special order, direct that, where on the resignation, dismissal, 
or death of a village-watchman or patwari, his successor in 
office is not his heir, the village-service tenure shall cease, in 
which case the_holding shall be retained in occupancy tenant
right by the late village-service tenant or shall, devolve in occu
pancy tenant-right on his heir, as the case may be, at a rent 
which for the remainder of the term of the current settlement 
shall be that determined at such settlement as the rental value 
of the holding. 

(2) A transaction by which a village-service tenant attempts 
to effect the transfer of his interest in his village-service holding 
by sale, gift, mortgage, sub-lease, or otherwise except by a sub
lease f9r a period not exceeding one year shall be void, and the 
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village-service tenant sl;!.all be liable to be ejected for sllch 
attempt. 

(3) The right of a village-service tenant shall not be sold 
in execution of a decree." 

. Under Chapter VI of the Act a sub-tenant is thus 
defined :-

"59. _A tenant who is not an absolute-occupancy tenant 
or an occupancy-tenant, and who holds land from another 
tenant, or from a malik-makbuza, or from the holder of a sU1".vey
number, is a sub-tenant of that land." 

The rights of a sub-tenant are, in certain parts of the 
Province, merely those whicb the tenant from whom he hold~ 
chooses to confer upon him by private contract. But in other 
parts of the Province- special regulations are in force conferring 
the power upon Revenue and Settlement Officers to grant to 
sub-tenants all the rights of an ordinary tenant. 

Every tenant who is not an absolute-occ~pancy tenant,. 
or an occupancy-tenant, or a village-service tenant, or a sub
tenant is an ordinary tenant. In certain par~s of the Province. 
the system. of cultivating land in partnership (or on " batai ") 
lent itself to such aouses that the Local Administration was 
compelled to issue notifications conferring the rights of an 
ordinary tenant upon cultivators taken into these so-called. 
partnerships. Sections 70 and 71 of the Act run as follows :-" 

"70. (I) When an ordinary tenant dies, his right in his. 
holding shall devolve as if it were land: . 

Provided that a collateral lelative of the tenant shall not 
be entitled to inherit his right unless at the death of the tenant 
-he was a tb-sharer in. the holding. 

(2) Save in pursuance of a document duly registered. before
the commencement of this Act~ no decree or order shall be
passed for the sale of the right of an ordinary tenant in his
holding, nor shall such right be sold in execution of any decree
or order. 

(3) No ordinary tenant shall be entitled to sell, make a 
gIft of, mortg~ge, sub-let (except for a period not exceeding 
one year) or otherwise transfer his right, of holding, or any 
portion thereof; and every such sale, gift, mortgage, sub-lease-
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(other than for a, period not exceeding one year) or transfer. 
shall be voidable in the manner and to the extent provided by 
the two 'next following sections :-

Provided that nothing in this sub-section shall affect the 
right of the Government to sell the right of an ordinary tenant 
in his holding for the recovery of an ~dvance made to ~im under 
th~ Land Improvement Loans Act. 1883. or the Agriculturists' 
Loans Act. 1884. or the right of the purchaser at such sale to 
succeed to the holding. 

(4) No contract for the sub-lease of a holding or any portion 
thereof shall be entered into or made during the currency of a 
sub-lease of such holding or such portion thereof; and every 
such contract shall be voidable in the manner and to the extent 
provided by the two next following sections. 

(5) NQtwithstanding anything. contained in the Indian 
Registration Act. 1877. no officer empowered to register documents 
under that Act shall admit to registration any document which 
purports to transfer the right of an ordinalY tenant in his 
holding or in any portion thereof. 

71. (1) If an ordinary tenant transfers any portion of 
his rights in any land in contravention of the provisions of the 
last foregoing section, any such person as would be entitled to 
inherit his right in the holding in the event of his death without 
nearer heirs. or the landlord from whom the tenant held the 
land. may. on application to a Revenue-officer. made within 
two years from the date on which. in pursuance of the transfer. 
the tenant parted with possession of the land. be placed in 
possession. subject so far as the Revenue-officer may, in 
accordance with rules made by the Local Government. determine. 
to his acceptance of the liabilities of the transferring tenant for 
arrears of rent and for advances made by the landlord or other 
persons for the necessary expenses of cultivation. 

(2) 'As among several persons so entitled and being desirous 
of being placed in possession, the right to be s~ placed shall 
accrue in the order in which such persons wouJd have inherited 
the right of the tenant in the subject of the transfer if the 
tenant had died. Failing any such persons. the right shall accrue 
to the landlord." 
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The right of a ,yot in the survey-number allotted to him 
at revenue settlement is describad in section 67 (e) of the Central 
Provinces Land Revenue Act which' is as follows:...,-- -

"67-E. (I) The right of a Government ryot in a survey
number held by him shall devolve as if it were land, but is not 
transferable except to a person who, if he survived the ,yot, 
would inherit his right, or to a co-sharer in such right, or, with 
the permission of the 'Deputy Commissioner, by a lease to a 
sub-tenant cultivating under .the ryot. 

(2) The right of a ryot in a survey-nutrlb~r held by him 
shall not be sold in execution of, a decree. 

<1) A ryot is not entitled to claim partition of a survey
number, but the Deputy Commissioner may, with the previous 
sanction of the Chief Commissioner, partition a su~vey-numbel" 
and apportion the assessment between the holders thereof. 

(4) Nothing in this section shall affect the rights of ryots 
on whom proprietary rights in survey""numbers held by them 
have been conferred by special orders." 

B. Bera1.-The most common form of tenure in Berar 
is the ryotwar~. The ryot has full proprietary rights over his' 
survey-numbers; he may sell, let, or mortgage. So long as 
he pays the assessment he cannot be ejected. But in the case 
of lands allotted by Government after 1st January, 1905. the 
tenure is restricted. In the case of these lands neither the 
occupant, his heirs, executors, administrators, or approved 
assignees can lease, mortgage, sell, or otherwise encumber the 
survey-numbers or any portion thereof without the previous 
sanction in writing of the Deputy Commissioner. 

The fdllowing forms of tenure occasionally exist in Berar:....., . 
tIl [zara. 
(2) Jagir. 
(3) Palampat. 

(I) [zara villages.-These are'commonlycalled" ek numbri' 
villages. An Izara village is considered' to be one survey
number; and ~he Izardar is responsible to the Government ·for 
the land revenue. The tenants of the Izardar are tenants
at-will. 
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\2) Jagir.-A ]agir consists of one or more whole villages. 
A ]agir generally means a "revenue free" village, and is held 
on fixed conditions. So long as the conditions· are fulfilled the 
holder cannot be ejected. The conditions of transfer are regu
lated according to the nature of the particular grants. There 
are two classes of tenants in Jagir villages>namely, ante· Jagir 
tenants and post ]agir tenants. Ante ]agir tellants are. those 
whose ancestors were in occupation when the ]agirs were 
granted. They have the same right in their lands as the holder 
of a survey-number has; that is the unrestricted right of 
transfer. Post ]agir tenants are those who came into 
existence after the grant of the Jagjrs. These are tenants-at
will, and hold by private treaty. These tenants have no 
statutory rights of transfer. 

(3) Palampat villages.-These villages resemble the malguzari 
villages in the Central Provinces. The holders of these villages. 
are responsible to Government for the payment of land revenue. 
Their tenants, however, have unrestricted rights of transfer. 

Let us now examine the structure of special institutions 
for co-operative mortgage credit, remembering that the 
possibility of imitation or of adaptation depends entirely upon 
the limitations imposed by local environment. As it is not the 
writer's purpose to pFesent studies which can only be of academic 
interest to the practical worker, it may be said at once that the 
present environment and development of the Central Provinces 
is most unfavourable to the introduction of any form of co
operative mortgage ~redit except, perhaps-and the rt perhaps It 
must be emphasized-for malguzars. It is improbable that· 
malguzars, between whom the bond of sympathy and of fellow
ship is by no: means strongly developed, will be quicK to grasp 
the benefits ~f co-operation. A great deal of patient teaching 
will have to be given; or, it may be, that the success of our 
small village credit societies and of the co-operative agricultural 
improvement associations will, sooner or. later, enlighten a 
class, the majority of which considers that rt co-operation ,. 
is only for very humble persons. Nor, as I shall point out 
presently, are ignorance and lack of initiative the only difficulties 
in the way. . 
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In Berar the prevailing form of tenure favours the introduc

tion of co-operative mortgage credit. The load of mortgage 
debt is heavy, and the rates of interest are' very frequently 
high. But the co-operative idea is not an easy one for the 
Berar villager; the mouza is full of factions, and the cultivator 
loves his law suit. What is. required in' Berar is education in 
co-operation, in'its moral far more than in its material aspects, 
and this is being slowly given by the Raiffeisen credit societies 
which are gradually, and with much difficulty, being formed 
in the cotton producing tracts. ' 

The universal type of co-operative land credit society is a 
non-profit-seeking association of proprietors of land, organized 
for a province or for some other administrative unit. Individuals 
becf>me members when the Association becomes, a mortgagee 
of their property. Membership ceases with the redeinption 
of the mortgage. Just as in all other co-operative credit the 
main merit of this particular form of it lies less in the substitu
tion of wholesale dealing for retail, than in the interposition of 
a body between borrowers and lenders, which, although composed 
exclusively of borrowers, has a supreme interest in safeguarding 
the lender's interest. As a class, all co-operative land credit 
societies have in their organization and in the management of 
their affairs certain features in common. Thejr object is tQ 
obtain for their members the credit they require by means of 
bonds, freely transferable and readily negotiable, which the. 
holder can convert into cash, at any time if he sells in the open 
market, at six months' notice if he demandS payment from the 

• society. T6 provide for demands of this nature (a) reserve 
funds are l3.ecumulated, (b) the right is sometimes retained to 
charge mortgagor members the same rate of interest as a'society 
may have to pay for loans taken and consequent on such demand, 
(c) members undertake a limited liability for supplementary 
contributory payments amounting to from 5 to 10 per cent. 
of indebtedness incurred. Methods (b) and (c) are not common, 
(a) being sufficient as a rule, as all sinking fund payments are . . 

made available as reserves. Formerly, these bonds were 
guaranteed by the landowners of the'province or unit collectively. 
In some of the oldest European societies this collective guarantee 

cs 
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is still in force, either for all the estates entitled to obtain 
mortgages or for the estates actually mortgaged. But where a 
reputation has been gained ~or very careful valuation and the 
land records and mortgage registers are well known to be. reliable , 
the collective guarantee (which, of course, is supplementary 
to the specific security held by the society for its loan), has been 
-replaced by the guarantee afforded by the reserves or the limited 
contributory guarantee of the members: The latest type of 
society appears to favour the initial guarantee which is furnished 
by a substantial share capital, the object being, of course, that 
the society's own stake should cover any possible deficit in 
assets. 

Societies dealing in co-operative mortgage credit have 
usually a seml-official character. They work under GoVern
ment supervision and inspection, though their members do the 
detailed work themselves. In case of non-payment by a member 
they have, as a rule, the right to proceed to the administration 
of the mortgaged lands or to compulsory sale by auction, without 
recourse to the law courts. But the levy of a fine or of penal 
interest always precedes drastic action. The servants and 
officers of the soci~ties are indirectly servants of the State, and 
generally they have authority to sign certain public documents, 
such, for instance, as the certificate required before summary 
procedure is taken .. 

In each society the supreme authority is vested in the 
general meeting of the members. Then come the central com
mittees of management, and then the local or district committees. 
The Syndics, or e~rt legal members of the committee of 
management, conduct the current business of the society. 
They are paid and, in mOoSt cases, are bound exclusively to the 
service of the society. The landowning members of the com': 
mittee are generally unpaid. The task 'of land valuation is 
performed by the local committees who are selected from 
members resident in the neighbourhood of the land to be valued 
and not very heavily in debt to the society. Local knowledge, 
in fact, is always made the utmost use of. To be quite safe, 
and not to risk losses, no society grants loans in excess of a certain 
proportion of the valuation made on the land; the usual limit 
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is 66%. Great care is taken to see that payments both on 
account of interest and amortisation (or to sinking fund) ·are 
regularly made, and that mortgaged property is not all~wed 
to deteriorate. On the other hand, if the objects stated by the 
borrower ar~ approved and the valuation shows that the security 
is good, loans are never refused and cannot be called In suddenly 
except, of course, as a penalty for misconduct. The mortgagor is 
at liberty t? redeern his property before the date stipulated and, 
in fac.t, he can repay as fast as he likes. _ 

Members who borrow have to make certain contributions 
towards working expenses and reserve fund, and to pay the 
actual cost of valuation. . Interlst on loans ranges from about 
31% to a little over 4% ; the longer the period of the loan the 
higher the rate of interest. The borrower chooses .his own 
rate and period. In Germany, if the loan·required does not 
exceed the land revenue assessment or other recognized unit of 
valuation multiplied by the normal multiple accepted for this 
purpose, the expenses of a special vahIation are avoided. 
Loans are paid in bonds, not in cash, except in a few cases. 
The borrower either disposes of the bonds in the market, or, in 
those cases in which the societies have established their own 
special banks, takeS them to. the society's bank for sale or for 
pledge against a ·loan. If the borrower of a loan of Rs. 100 
chooses, say, 4 per cent. bonds he may obtain, at the predominant 

_ market rates. Rs. 100'6 to Rs. 101"6 for his bonds on sale; if he 
selects 31 per cenr. bonds he obtains Rs. 92, and thus, with 3 

. per cent. bonds, though he receives only Rs. 84, he pays interest 
on Rs. 100 and his sinking fund· payments are likewise based 
on thi" lattc'!' sum. He is entitled, however, to repay the loan 
by re-purchasing similar bonds in the open market and retUrn
ing them to the society. While mortgagors obtain the advaI\.tage 
of a rise in value of bonds, they may, of course, suffer loss through 
an unfavourable market at the time of selling their bonds. If 
the bonds are.sold, however, above par, mortgagors gafn the 
balance, being only obliged to repay the nominal value; and 
should they repay their loan by purchasing such bonds in ·the 
marKet and returning_them to the society. ata time when the 
bonds have declined in price, they obtain. tht;l advantages of 
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both premium and discount. Societies make it a regular practice 
to buy in their own bonds when the market is favourable. 

Holders of bonds issued possess no !"ights against any parti
cular real property, but only a right to recover from the society. 
Conformity between bonds and mortgage claims is, however. 
fully secured; bonds do not become legally valid documents 
until completed by the supervising officials, upon whom it is 
incumbent to ascertain by inspection of the public register of 
title that a like amount is thus secured by mortgage. upon 
property and that such mortgage claim is also definitely assigned 
to meet the bond claim. In face of this assignment the registry 
official may ~nly cancel the mortgage charge on proof that 
bonds of like_ value have been withdrawn from circulation. 
Bondholders have not, however, claims against specific pro
perties thus mortgaged and earmarked; the method in~cated 
merely guarantees that there are never more bonds in circulation 
than are covered by' mortgages, and that othel credit operations 
likely to weaken the security of the bonds are not undertaken 
by the societies. First mortgages only are dealt in; but 
societies grant loans to payoff previous mortgages. Most of 
the bonds have an international reputation and market. and 
t~ey have seldom been below and sometimes above par~ They 
are legally recognized as trustee securities. Issues of bonds 
are made in distinct series; every series carries the same rate 
of interest, and is dealt with as a distinct issue, having its own 
management fund. reserve fund, and sinking fund. Four per 
cent. is the most common rate of interest on bonds. In ord~r 
to float the bonds the societies have united to form their own 
special banks, which, again, are more or less under State control .. 
are recognized as places for the deposit of trust monies, and are 
not conducted for the sake of profit. All the profits made by 
these banks, which are at liberty to engage in any banking 
business which is not speculative. go to the reserve funds of the 
societies. The market for land bonds is consistently good. 

The regulations adopted by the societies respecting amorti
sation differ widely. It is, however, the general rule that the 
contributions towards redemption are not applied to the im
mediate reduction of the debt, but are accumulated in a special 
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fund. But the fact that most societies allow the withdrawal 
()f accumulated contributions or readily grant fres1;l mortgages 
prevents the proper aim--complete removal of indebtedness~ 
from being realised. On the other hand, it is urged that, 
unless such facilities are granted, landowners may be obliged. 
to seek mortgage credit .elsewhere and on more unfavourabie 
terms. Various proposals have been made to secure removal 
of indebtedness; one, fpr instance, is that the mortgagor 
should pay an insurance rate for a redemption policy in addition 
to his annual amortisation payment to the sinking fund; another 
that the amortisation payment should be devoted to a life 
insurance policy. In the latter case the burden on the mort
gagor is lighter. 

There is, I think, an idea. prevailing that mortgage credit 
societies of every kind are for big landowners only. Nothing 
is further from the truth. Judicious methods of decentralisa:. 
tion-and of centralisation as well-local knowledge and 
local resources bearing their full share of the task, can make the 
mortgage credit society a very valuable friend to the small 
landowner. But the environment must be favourable and the 
volume of business considerable. 

The prinCipal merits attaching to a mortgage credit associa
tion as an agency for providing the landowner with long . term 
credit may be summarised as follows:-

(I) They enable landowners to mobilise the wealth 
represented by their landed possessions by the 
creation of bonds passing into the general system 
of securities. These bonds are not, like an 

, , ordinary mortgage security, of very restricted 
currency but are realisable at any time in the 
open market. 

(2) fhe loans granted 'are not subject to recall. 
(3) The rate of interest is as moderate as possible-far 

more moderate than the borrower could secure if 
single handed, and is regulated by the market rate. 

(4) The rate of interest cannot be raised. 
(5) The right is conceded to reduce the debt by pay~ents 

made at the mortgagor's convenience. 
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(6) The necessary extinction of the· capital debt is 
accomplished gradually. 

(7) The costs for valuation and other charges are low. 
(8) Their administration is at once relatively inexpensive 

and their -office-holders highly qualified for their 
work. 

An indirect advantage' realised by landholders arises from. 
their being made acquainted in a minute way' with the value 
and properties of their lands, by means of the valuations carried 
out by their societies, the results of which are always communi
cated to them. 

It may, perhaps, be asked whether land mortgage 'credit 
based upon some other system than that which has just been 
described would not secure equal benefits for the small land
owner and be far more convenient, even if rather more expensive, 
for the large proprietor. It may be pointed out that in most 
countries savings banks and land mortgage banks playa very 
important part in providing owners of land with long term 
credit. Now all capital is derived from savings,': and as all 
credit should be based on thrift and prudence,~the:stimulation 
of thrift and prudence is a necessary antecedent to the grant 
of credit.' It is emphatically not the mere outpouring of cheap. 
capital that is required in these Provinces, not the mere grant 
of cheap and facile credit to classes unprepared for the boon. 
What is wanted is the promotion of facilities for saving, the 
encouragement of banking deposits, the inculcation cf the true 
objects, uses, and limit,s of credit; in other words, the develop
ment of the essential virtues of thrift, foresight, and self-help, 
through institutions organized for those ends. Savings banks 
are not of one universal type. In England, France, and India 
the Savings Bank is one' which accepts the petty deposits of 
small folk, and, for the purpose of absolute safety, invests the 
whole of the deposits' in the State Treasury. In Germany, 
Austria, Italy, and the United States of America, the Savings 
Banks are institutions established, managed or supervised, 
and guaranteed by the communal, district, or urban authorities, 
'apart from whom they do not exist as . legal entities; they not 
only have,.within certain limits laid down by law, the free 
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disposal of their funds, but they can fix and vary their rates of 
interest according to the local circumstances. Official super
vision is, of course, universal; and the justificatioI?- for it, 
just as in ·the case of the co-operati.ve organizations, is that 
experience and common public sense teach that matters. of vital 
national importance affecting the moral and material develop
,ment of the people, cannot be left to themselves. Savings 
Banks, however, of whatever description, deal exclusively with 
deposits repayable at short notice; for small depositors never 
know when they may. want their money back. Savings Banks 
must, therefore, be a~ every moment prepared to meet large 
demands for cash, and it follows that their investments must 
be easily realisable. Thus, the very nature' of the liabilities 
of the Savings Banks renders it necessary for them to make all 
loans liable to recall. Moreover, in the case of dealings by 
Savings Banks with individual mortgagors, the preliminary 
enquiry and valuation are expensive and troublesome, while, 
in the event of the mortgagor's faUure to repay, the Savings 
Bank is saddled with a parcel of land, often remote but seldom 

" smail, for the small owner is a troublesome and not very 
remunerative client and is nQt looked upon with fav9ur, On the 
whole, then, the best method of employing Savings Bank 
money for agricultural credit is that 'which recognizes the bonds 
of regular co-operative mortgage credit societies as trUstee 
securities. 

I am now going to turn to the Report of the United States 
Commission on "Agricultural Credit and Rural Co-operation 
in Europe." . As a preliminary to the discussion of land-mort
gage credifj the Commission first defines it as "credit to m~et 
the capital requirements of the farmer," and distinguishes 
between such credit and short termor personal credit, which 
serves " to meet the current or annually recurring needs 'of the 
farmer." The capital requirements of. the farmer are then 
defined as "his need for large sums of money to be used in 
aiding to pay the purchase price of his farm, in improving the 
farm, or in equipping it so as to bring -his operations to the 
highest stag-eof efficiency," and the annually recurring needs 
of the farmer as "the· monev needed bv . him to finance 
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his operations d'uri~g 'the time that the ·crops are being 
produced." 

In the opinion of the Commission the development of a 
system of mortgage banks, dealing principally (if not exclusively) 
in long term loans to meet the farmer's capital requirements, 

• must necessarily precede, in the United States of America, the 
establishment of short term or personal credit banks. "In 
this country," 6ays the report, "it is urgently necessary to 
create a land-mortgage security. which will be entirely liquid 
by reason of having a ready}l1arket, ,:\,hich will run for a long 
time, which can be paid off in small annual or semi-annual 
instalments, and which will enable the land-owning farmer to 
use most advantageously his beit banking asset, land, as the 
basis of credit." 

The Report next calls attention to the danger of assuming 
that because a system has proved successful in one country, it 
will, therefore, prove successful in another country where 
conditions may be widely different; and in this connection draws 
a contrast between agricultural conditions in GerInany and in 
the United States, as follows :-" In size the German Empire 
is about equal to the area of the State of Texas after cutting off 
from Texas an area as large as the State of Alabama. In 
population the German Empire contains about 68,000,000 

people, or more than two-thirds of the population of the whole 
United States. In. intensive farming the Germans are far 
ahead of our oWIl farming population, and the average 
production in Germany has increased greatly, while our average 
yield per acre has increased but slowly. In Germany the 
popUlation in a given district is largely homogeneous, and the 
individual is, so to speak, attached to the soil, the same farms 
continuing in the same families for generations. In this 
country such a condition is seldom found. In Germany, on 
account of the limited supply of land and the large population, 
and on account of the known' productivity of each piece of 
land, the value of that land is easily asce~tained and varies 
within very slight limits. In this country the variations in 
value are very great. In Germany the average farm is about 
twenty acres; in this country the average farm is 138 acres. 
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In Germany the credit and' resources of the individual in a
community are known to practically every other individual 
in that community; in this country no such accurate informa
tion is obtainable. In Germany the small farmer, his Wife and 
children all do manual work on the farm; in this country such 
a condition is rare. In Germany the people have been trained 
to a supervision and control of their operations by strict Govern
ment regulations which would not be favoured in this country." 

The Commissioners then discuss the plan of a single central 
mortgage bank for the United S,tates, and reject it in favour 

·of a system of independent banks. 
In brief,- it is proposed to permit any ten persons to organize 

a land mortgage bank under a Federal charter and subject to 
Federal supervision, but limited as to its sphere of action to . 
the territory of a single State. The minimum capital necessary 
is fixed at Rs. 30,000 in shares of. Rs. 300 each (except in the 
case C?f co-operative bahks, whose shares may be as low as Rs. 75), 
and each bank wouJd be .empowered to issue bonds, guaranteed 
by first mortgages on farm land within the State; to an amount 
not exceeding 15 times its capital and accumulated surplus. 
Under certain conditions the mortgage bonds issued by such 
banks could be used: (I) as security for the deposit of postal 
savings funds; (2) as a legal investment for funds accumulated 
as term deposits in national banking associations; (3) as a legal 
investment for trust funds under the charge of United States 
courts. 

The capital of the banks, as well as th~ mortgage bonds 
themselves, would be exempt from taxation. For the supervision 
and contt61 of' the banks, and in general for the carrying 
out of the provisions of the Bill, it is proposed to create, in the 
Treasury Department, a special bureau under the direction 
of a ,. Commissioner of Farm-Land Banks." . 

The exemption from taxation accorded to the bonds is 
justified by the Commissioners on the ground that any tax. 
imposed would fall ultimately on the farm~rs who borrow from 
the banks and that such a result would amount to double 
taxation of land, since laJ;ld is already the object of taxation 
in the separate States. The proposal to recognize the mortgag~ 
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bonds as a medium for the investment of postal savings deposits, 
trust funds anq national bank deposits is intended to raise the 
status of such bonds by making them easily negotiable in a 
wide market. The legislation proposed would, it is hoped, at 
once place the bonds of the mortgage banks on an equality with 
Municipal, State, and Federal government bonds. 

\Vith respect to the loans which the banks would be 
permitted to make upon farm lands, the Bill lays down the 
following conditions : 

(I) That such loans be made for not more than 35 years; 
(2) that all farm-mortgage loans shall be on first mortgages 
only; (3) that they shall not exceed 50 per cent. of the value 
of improved farm lands or 40 per cent. of other land; (4) that 
every farm mortgage loan shall contain a mandatory provision 
for the repayment of such loan by amortisation; (5) that the 
borrower may repay the loan at any interest period after five 
years. 

The value of any land or ether real estate offered as security 
for a mortgage loan would be .determined for each bank by an 
Appraisement Committee consisting of three members of the 
Board of Directors. Each report of the Appraisement 
Committee must be signed by at least two of the members, and 
must show the value at which the land in question is assessed 
for taxation and such other information as is required by the 
Directors of the Bank or the Commissioner of Farm-Land 
Banks. The adequacy of these provisions has already been 
questioned, and it would evidently be the duty of the Commis
sioner to issue stringent regulations with respect to the methods 
of valuation before ,giving any ban~ the power to issue bonds. 

The conditions upon which the banks would be permitted 
to issue bonds are as follows :-(1) the difference between the 
rate of interest charged for loans and the rate paid by the banks 
on the bonds issued, shall not exceed I per cent. ; (2) all bonds 
shall be payable on a date specified; (3) bonds shall be protected 
by the deposit of first mortgages of equal nominal value, maturing 
not less than five years from date; (4) the amortisation 
payments as made must be credited on the mortgages and the 
bonds issued against· such mortgages must be redeemed to that 
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extent; (5) the mortgages held a~ security for bonds shall be 
in the joint possession of the bank and of the special official 
known as the Federal Fiduciary Agent; (6) no bond shall be 
issued against any mortgage running for less than five years. 

In order to furnish the banks with the fluid working 
capital necessary in any type <?f banking institution they would 
be authorised to accept deposits to the extent of 50 per cent. 
of their capital and surplus, and to do an ordinary banking . 
business (including the purchase and rediscounting of commercial 
paper) within the limits set by the amount of such deposits. 
The banks would. also be free to invest not more than 50 
per ,cent. of their working capital in mortgage loans for 
periods not exceeding five years, against which, however, they 
would not be allowed to issue bonds. 

Further, each bank would have power to buy and sell its 
own bonds as well as those of any other national mortgage 
bank, provided always that at any time not more than 50 per 
cent. of its capital and surplus was invested in such bonds or 
in short term mortgages. 

The provision that a bank may buy in and become a 
temporary holder of its own bonds is regarded by the Commis
sioners as of the utmost importance as it enables. the bank to 
maintain a ste~dy market for its bonds and at the same time 
earn a legitimate profit by opportune dealings in them. 

The amount of deposits which could be accepted, by the 
banks is limited to 50 per cent. of each bank's capital and 
accumulated reserve on the grounds,as stated by the Com
missioners, that the banks are not intended to compete with 
commerciatt banks and that the holding of deposits for which 
there may be a sudden demand is likely to endanger the safety 
of an institution which is engaged principaJIy in making loans 
for long periods. ' 

The liIflitation, however, does not apply to deposits of 
postal savings funds (or other Fedetal deposits), or to deposits 
of State funds. A bank must, if required, accept postal savings . 
funds up to 50 per cent. of its capital and reserves, but may 
accept such deposits, as well as deposits of State funds, to an 
unlimited extent. ' 
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Postal savings funds can only be invested in first mortgage 
loans on farm lands, and the funds held on deposit for the 
State in which the bank operates can only be invested as 

-provided by the laws of that State. 
It is probable that the Commission intend that a bank 

shall be restricted to accepting deposits on behalf of the State 
in which it is situated, although in more than one section of the 
Bill. where " State funds" are referred to, the restriction is 
not explicit. . 

The Federal Fiduciary Agent who would be jointly respon
sible with the bank for all mortgages and deeds -of trust. held 
by the bank, and who would, in addition, certify to every bond 
issued, is the representative both of the bank with which he 
is acting and of the Federal Bureau of Farm-Land Banks. He 
would be nominated by the Commissioner of Farm-Land Banks, 
but his salary would be paid by the bank and it is expressly 
stipulated that he must not be objectionable to the directors of 
the bank. He would apparently have no security of tenure 
and it has been urged that his position, in view of the fact that 
he is intended to represent the controlling authority, would 
hardly be sufficiently independent. 

The balance of the capital and surplus of any bank may be 
invested in interest-bearing securities approved by the Com
missioner of Farm-Land Banks. 

The stude!lt must remember that in America agricultural 
labour is very scarce and very dear; that farms average 138 
acres in area; that fresh land is constantly being put under the 
plough; and that t1ie use of machinery of all kinds alone renders 
farming possible. The farmer, if he can hold his own at all, 
must be in possession of qualities far in advance of those at 
present owned by the average ryot. Different countries, 
different problems, different aims, and different solutions. Of 
what use would an American land mortgage bank be in the 
economic development of the Central Provinces? 

Let us return to Japan once more. Another name for 
Japan is M izuho-no-Kuni, or the" Land of luxuriant rice crops." 
Communications between 'japan and foreign countries date, 
for the student of economic history and world development. 
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from 1868 only. Japan spreads over the two zones, temperate 
and torrid, and enjoy~ the benefit of a fertile soil. In t~e 
greater portion of the country crops are raised twice, thrice. 
and even four times a year. Agriculture furnishes the greater 
portion of the national products, but imports of cereals exceed 
b}' 5'6 per cent. the total produce c:>f the cereal crops. Efforts 
to produce a home food supply are, however, meeting with 
success; agri~ulture yields much raw material necessary for 
the development of technical industries; and the cultivating 
classes (over 60 percent. of the total population) are the greatest 
consumers of the commercial products of the country. The 
condition of agriculture at once affects the general economic 
circle, for the prosperity and adversity of commerce and industry , 
are regulated by the condition of agriculture. U The very 
existence of our nation," so a Japanese statesJ]lan has declared • 
.. requires that agriculture should be held in high esteem and 
not be neglected." 

We have already considered the co:-operative rural credit 
system of Japan; and it is worth while examining the organiza
tion of the non-eo-operative banks which work in direct connec
tion with that system. All of these banks are of comparatively 
recent origin, and tliey are called the Nippon Kangyo 'Gink(/' 
(the Mortgage Bank of Japan), and the Noko Ginko (Agricultural 
and Industrial Banks). The former is a concern which does. 
business all over the country, making large loans. while the 
latter operate within the limits of each prefecture only ; thu~ .. 
there is one Nippon Kangyo Ginko, and there are forty-six. 
N oko Ginko. The Department of Finance has recently begun 
to lend money at Jow rates t~rough the Mortgage Bank of Japan. 
The banks work under special rules prescribed by Government; 
and in accordance with their charters it is their bus,iness (1) to. 
make loans to co-operative societies and kindred organizations, 
without the pledge of real property, and (2) to make iong-term, 
loans upon immovable property. An excellent system of land 
records and of registration is in force in Japan. 

The Nippon Kangyo Cinko 1;>egan operations in August.: 
1897, with a capital of Rs. I,50,0,:>,.000· of which one quarter
was paid up. 
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According to its charter, the bank is to be in existence 
for one hundred y~ars; and yet it is provided that the term 
can be extended by means of a resolution of shareholders duly 
approved by the Government. In March, 19II, an amendment 
was adopted to enlarge the scope of its business, by authorising 
it to make loans upon immovable property in cities. The 
functions of the Bank are as follows:-

(1) To make loans, on the security of immovable property 
repayable in annual instalments within a period 
of fifty years. 

(2) To make loans, on the security of immovable pro
perty or fishery rights, repayable at a fixed time 
within a period of fiv-e years ; provided, however, 
that the" total amount of such loans may not 
exceed one-tenth of the total amount of loans 
repayable in annual instalments. 

Note.-There is a restriction in making the loans mentioned 
above in I and 2. With the exception of loans made on the 
security of lands or buildings, or the property belonging to 
factories the total amount of loans made on -the security of 
lands or buildings located in places subject to municipal admmis
tration or in towns designated by Imperial ordinance, may 
not exceed one half of the paid-up capital and the mortgage 
debentures issued. 

3. To make loans repayable in anIlual instalments on the 
security of loans repayable in annual instalments made by 
Agricultural· and Industrial Banks together with the mortgages 
connected therewith. 

4. To make loans without security to prefectures, dis
tricts, municipalities, towns, villages, or other public _bodies 
organized by law. 

5. To take up the Agricultural and Industrial Banks 
debentures issued. 

6. To make loans, without security, to Farm-Land 
Adjustment Societies, or persons co-operating in carrying 
out such adjustme!lt with joint. liability, Co-operative 
Societies, Fishery Societies, Forestry Societies or their 
federations. 
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7. To take deposits and accept for safe deposlt gold or 
silver bullion or negotiable instruments; provided, however, 
that the total amount of deposits may not exceed the_ paid-up 
capital. 

Besides, by virtue of the charter, the bank is authorised 
to buy national bonds with surplus funds or to turn the amount 

'over to the Bank of Japan on deposit. 
The bank may not accept as security such forms of property 

as schools, hospitals, sanitariums, theatres, mines, quarries, 
swamps, and mineral springs. 

In granting applications for the ~oans secured by immov-, 
able property the bank must carefully scrutinize the pledges 
furnished, and is directed to make sure :...,-

I. That the properties are such as will enable the bank 
to acquire a right of priority. 

2. That in the case of lands, they aresucn that continued 
assured profits can be derived from them so that the fixed 
annual repayments bearing upon the loans can be guaranteed 
after the taxes have been paid. 

3. That, in the case of insured buildings or mortgages, 
the value of the security is double the amount of the loans., 

The total amount of the loans of the bank shall not exceed 
two-thirds of the value which is set upon the securities. With 
reference to the loans repayable in annual instalments, the 
amount of the yearly instalments must be equal,. calculating 
capital and interest together, and must never vary. according 
to the circumstances of the year; the only permissible deviation 
from this peing when the partial repayment of a loan is under' 
consideration. When the bank comes to determine the rates 
of interest, it consults the Minister of Finance who fixes a 
maximum rate within which the Bank may operate. 

It is natural that banks like the Mortgage Bank are always 
confronted witl1a difficulty in attracting deposits, becau~e unlike 
commercial banks, they cannot keep their assets fluid. This 
caused the Government to bestow upon the Mortgage Bank 
the privilege of issuing mortgage debentures, with a premium, 
subject to the restriction that they may not 'exceed the total 
sum of loans repayable in annual instalments and the 
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Agricult:ural and' Industrial Banks debentures actually on h~nd, 
nor ten times the paid-up capital. And its own debentures are 
to be redeemed by means of drawings twice a year at least, in 
amounts corresponding to the payment of loans repayable in 
annual instalments and of the Agricultural and Industrial 
debentures taken up by it. 

During the first ten years after its establishment, the bank 
was empowered to ask the Government for a subsidy, in case 
its dividends fell short of 5 per cent. per annum, until that 
amount was reached; and it was given the further privilege 
of being exempted from paying the registration and stamp 
duties. As the bank occupies such a unique position and 
enjoys many privileges granted solely for the purpose -of 
encou~aging agriculture and industry, it is under the control of 
two supervisors and has to consult the Financial Minister as. 
regards its business. It has issued debentures and made loans 
to the extent of Rs. 24,39,73,000. 

At present the Minister of Finance has approved 7'10 per
cent. as the maximum rate of interest. 

The N oko Ginko which are found in each prefecture, were -
brought into existence to make long-term loans upon immov
able property, similar to those made by the Mortgage Bank. 
The latter does business on a large scale, and does not care to 
deal with small manufacturers and peasants, many of whom 
possess nothing of worth to a big bank. According to the law, 
the Noko Ginko are joint-stock companies created in each one 
of the prefectures with a capital of Rs. 4,50,000 and upwards, 
and the forty-six banks in the country were founded during. _ 
the three years from 1897 on~ards. They do not give perronal 
credit to individuals, unless found together in groups of twenty
or more with joint liability. While many amendments have· 
been made from time to time, the scope of their business st ands 
to-day as follows :-

I. To make loans on the security of immovable property,.. 
repayable in annual instalments within a period of thirty' 
years. 

2. To make loans, on the security of immovables, repay
able at a fixed time within a period of five years; provided 
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however, that the" total amount of such leans may not exceed 
one-fifth of the total amount of loans, repayable in annual 
instalments. 

Note.-Inmakjng the loans mentioned ~bove in I and.~, 
care is to be taken that the amount of the loans foI' City lands 
shall not exceed one-fourth of the total of the paid-up capital 
and the debentures issued. 

3. To make loans, without security, according to I and ~ 
to the districts,_ municipalities, towns, and villages or other 
public bodies organized by'law. 

4. To make loans, without security, according to,"~ and 2, 

to Farm Land Adjustment Societies, I or persons co-operating 
in carrying out such adjustment with joint liability. ", 

5. To make loans, without security, repayable at a fixed 
time within a period of five years, to groups of twenty or more 
agriculturists or manufacturers with joint liability whose credit 
is sure. 

6. " To make loans, within the provisions of the second 
clause, repayable at a fixed time with a period of fi~e years. 
on the security of fishery rights. 

7. ' To make loans;wlthout security, according to I and 2, 

. to Co-operative Societies, Fishery Societies, Forestry Societies, 
or their federations. 

8. To take deposits and accept for safe deposit gold or 
silver bullion and negotiable instruments, provided, howevel, 
that the total amount of deposits at any time" ei;ept gol~ inay 
not exceed the paid-up, capital: -

Furthermore, an Agricultural and Industrial Bank is autho· 
rised to bUY negotiable. instruments with surplus funds. or 
deposit it in other banks, and the regulations regarding the 
conditions of the pledges and loans repayable in annual inst:~J....; 
rnents are the same as those le1ating to the Mortgage Bank. 

By- way of raising the necessary Joan f1.!nds these concerns 
are granted the privilege of issuing debentures, to the amount 
of five times the paid-up capital, for which they are, however. 
obliged to offer" as security all the mortgages they possess, and 
also their own capital; but the bonds are without premium. 
The fact that they are provincial concerns, engaged -in their 

cs 13 
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respective localities, prevents any widespread sUbscription of 
their debentures ;. and corisequently they are allowed to turn 
them over to the Mortgage Bank. Another concession is that 
they are entitled, to approach the bank whenever need arises, 
to get capital, on the security of loans repayable in annual 
instalments together with the mortgages cOIlllected thereWith. 
Further, it is to be mentioned that they have utilised the great 
part o~ their deposits for loan funds. 

In· order -to guarantee their business. the. Government 
enacted" The Law of Subsidising Agricultural and Industrial 
Banks" by virtue of which the authorities appropriated 
Rs; 1,50,00,000 to be distributed proportionately among 
prefectures. With these sums, the prefectural officeS were 
enabled to become shareholders of the banks; but strict 
measures were taken in order that their shares should not bear 
dividends for the first five years after the concerns had peen in 
business, and that during the following five years the dividends 
accruing therefrom should be set aside as reserve funds. Later, an 
alllendment was proclaimed to prolong the latter term to fifteen 
years. The Government provides for the same supervision as 
in the case of the Mortgage Bank,. save that their supervisors 
are chosen from among the higher prefectural officials.' These 
banks have a loan ..and debenture business amounting to 
Rs. 9,48,73,575. 

The Minister of Finance has imposed 8'5 per cent. as the 
maximum rate of interest. . 

Several years ago, the Japanese Government commenced 
to make use of postal savings, which are entrusted to the 
Deposit Sections of the 'Department of Finance. That is, it 
commenced to circulate them in the shape of loans through the 
Nippon Kangyo Ginko and the Noko Ginko. To public bodies 
this was put in practice early in I909; to Co-operative Societies, 
in I910; to Forestry and Fishery Societies. in' 19II; and to-
farmers, manufacturers, or traders, with petty loans within the 
amount of Rs. 750. in the same year. The amount of these 
funds appropriated toagriculture furnishes most of the sums lent 
to Co·operative ,Societies, and a part of the petty loans to 
farmers. ' 
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A close examination of the work done by these Japanese 
banks reveals the f~ct that by. themselves ~hey, in cotpmon 
WIth similar banks in other parts of the world, do not succeed 
in providing the small landowner with the necessary long term 
credit. As a means of _augmenting the resources of the 
co-operative system and of rendering co-operative finance elastic-

-and fluid the Ginko are invaluable. But the tendency is for 
the business of the big man to crowd out that.offered by the 
small man, so remote, so difficult to appraise the creditof~ 

_ and so expensive and trouble~0f!le to collect from if he fails to 
make voluntary payment. From the small man's point of 
view, -also, the big bank is a bad creditor to have direCt dealings 
with; for it is impersonal, colouTless, cold, and cannot always 
distinguish the misfortune which merits an4 will- repay further 
assistance from deliberate neglect of obligations incuITed. In 
fact, all things considered~ co-operative organizat~()n provideS 
the only satisfactory solution of the problem presented by the 
need of the small landowner for long term credit. 

CHAPTER V. 

CO-OPERATIO~ IN AGRIc.J1,J..TURE. 

The study of agricultural credit includes th~ study of the 
whole of agricultural organizatiQI}. Credit sig~ifies one or two 
definite structures, and agriculture,. where it needs- co-operative 
credit, adopts a fairly constant type .. The processeS' of 
agricultural production, however, depend upon environment, and' 
such thingd as bad communications, climate, religious prejudices, 
the state of general education, and narrowness of outlook, impose 
natural limitations upon the immediate scope for co-operative 
action. The rate of co-operative progress. cannot be forced; 
for the .movement cannot run ahead of the general developm~t 
of the country and of the people in it, though, of ·course, it can 
and does gfeatly stimulate that development, The successful 
practice of co-operation in agricUlture postulates, -on the, part 
01 the cultivating classes, an ingrained appreciation of the value 
of assOciation: which only years of patient work can instil. 
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, Agricultw·a.l co-operative societies for supply and for 
production are o£ comparatively recent origin; "they appeared 
on the continent of Europe about 1860, but ·not in 'France or 
Italy till abo,ut 1884, and, in England, not till. 1900. Roughly 
speaking it was only in' 1895 that agricultural co-operation for 
purposes other than (a) credit or (b) supply became importan1; 
in any country. In most countries, as has already been pointed 
out, the tendency of legislation is in favour of a peasant 
proprietary; 'even in Belgium, a country in the.main of tenancy, 
the influence of French example, combined with the natural. 
inclination of Belgian agriculture, ha~'been sufficient to sustain 
an atmosphere favourable to the small holder. Great Britain, 
on the other hand, has come to be mown as the landlord country 
par excellence; and, what is of greater significance to its agricul
ture, as the country of big farms. When, as during the first 
half of the 19th century, the cultivation of cerealsr and especially 
of com, was the kind of agriculture most profitable for Western 
Europe, large-scale farming was in its most suitable element : 
and Great Britain was not only' the pioneer of agricultural 
reform, but was held up by· foreign countries as a model, just 
as Denmark is now held up as a model to her. When, however, 
during the last half of the 19th ~entury, 'the conditions of 
EUH.pean agriculture came to favour small farming products, the 
Continental countries, which had, a half-century previously, 
established a peasant proprietary, found the trend of agriculture 
playing into therr hands and giving to them the kind of agriculture 
most suited to their land tenure. Great Britain, on the - . 

other hand, was paralysed by the change: she had lost her 
small-farming tr~dition, and has, therefore, nad to content 
herself with following, by means of her recent small-holding 
legislation, in-the wake of that irresistible change in the nature, 
of her agriculture which is making the small holder indispensable. 
And just because the small holder is indispensable, the 
association of small holders' is absolutely necessary. 

Now the Central Provinces and Berar are, broadly speaking,. 
most certainly a domain of small holders, whether tena,nts or 
prop\ ietors. - In the Jubbulpor~ District. for instance, there 
are 60,225- tenants. In the wild eastern tracts of the district 
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co-operation in· agriculture is not .. possible; excluding those 
tracts the average size of a holding is from 12 to 18 acres. And 
these figures are, for all practical purposes, 'sufficiently typical 
of the well cultivated tracts~ of the Province; if anything, -they 
are too big. In view of the general conditions prevailing it 
would be futile to ask the ,Practical student to devote attention 
to the study of very ad~anced forms of agricUltural co-operation 
such, for instance, as co-operative soCieties "for the·use of electric 
power. I shall, then, in this chapter, write nothing which is, 
in my humble opinion, superfluous; and throughout it must 
be remembered that the object of this book'is not so much to 
indicate precise models-to' be taken like so many bottles of 
patent medicine- for economic ailments-as to suggest to the _ 
worker the path of future progress and to teach him to aI?ply 
the broad principles of co-operation for himself. 

The supply society corresponds to the credit society in 
meeting a· general need. All land is the. more fertile fot some 
kind of manure; andalllanCl must have some kind of imple
ment and seed. In India it is to be regretted that comparatively 
little land gets manure; but, in this connection, it is important 
to distinguish between the processes which affect soil particles 
in cold and hot climates. In the former, Nature releases from 
the SGil the necessary supply of plant food yery slowly; in the 
latter, the natural action is more violent; the disintegration of 
the soil particle an'd the creation of a fresh supply of plant food 
more rapid. Hence the fallacy o!,comparison, as regards fallows 
and fertility, between cold and hot, or dry and moist climate·s. 
There is no satisfactory proof that the urimanured lands of the 
Province have reached the point of dimitrlshing yield which 
in tropical countries is long postponed. To avoid argument, 
let us concede that manure is not in the Central Provinces and 
Berar the jngispensa:hIe adjunct <;>f every, kind· of agriculture~ 
We are still left with implements and seed. . 

The eco.nomies of the co-operative supply of the materials 
'of agriculture are parallel with the economies of the town store 
which we shall study ina succeeding chapter. But whereas 
the town store represents for its members the ,sum total of 
co-operation, the agricultural supply society is but one point in a 
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series of co-operations in the direction of production and sale. 
The organization of cOo-operative supply presents ~ fairly uniform 
type, the 10c~i.1 society and the central or wholesale union. This 
wholesale may be either for a district * or a province. If for 
a district it may (as in Germany) have a higher organization 
abo\>'e-it, or (as in France) it may not. 

There is nothing in the functions 9f the supply society 
which necessitates its limitations t9 a strictly parish area. 
But the tendency amongst all small cultivators is to make the 
parish ~r village the pI imary unit of association. This means 
that the society can. reach down to all and can associate all in 
local government. ~e disadvantages of local isolation disappear 
if tlle primary units create their o~ central union. Here. 
for instanc~i is a picture of the simplest form of co-o~rative 
purchase and supply. The establishment is simply a shed... 
The sole official; the Secretary, works also at the local credit 
bank and does his business . either there or at home. Each 
quarter- the Secretary obtains from the members an estimate 
of their requirements and transmits tbe orders to the office of 
the central union. Deliveries are taken by indi"idual mem.bers~ 
and they arrange for all transport from. the railway station. 
The society pays cash to the central union and collects its o~ 
dues from its members.' Small stocks slightly in excess of 
orders are maintained in the Society~s shed in order to supply 
emergent and unforeseen demands. 

The fixing of price and the distribution of the surplus 
profit are conducted ,on the same principle as in the retail store 
in .the town-sale at market price and division of the surplus
according to the amount of trade done through the organization. 
An agricultural supply society hfls only one dividend ~o reckon 
with. Ordering fro~ its wholesale for the indi-ridual accounts 
of its members, it serves as the channel for the payment of a 
single dividend from the wholesale to the different m~mbers of 
itself. The wholesale society of the to\Vn co-operative stor~ 
pays a slight dividend to the separate stores, based on the 
difference between the manufa~turer's an~the wholesale price ; 

.. Any given tract of country. 
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and the store ·pays a further dividend to its niembersbased on 
the difference between the wholesale and the retail market 
price. _. 

Some agricultural supply societies have limited,others 
unlimited, liability. Many lay down in their rules that their 
members shall bring all ,their custom to the sOciety. The 
loyalty of the societies themselves to. the wholesale is .also 
variously regulated. "IIi One form of organization the liability 
of the societies towards the wholesale is limited, but that of the 
member towards the individual society is unlimited. Societies 
are allotted profits according to the ~stoin they bring . the 
wholesale, but are bound to carry such -profits to an Indivisible 
reserve fund. In the Raiffeisen system 'supply is worked as a. 
subordinate branch of credit. The working capital of the 
societies is raised bytoans, often from the members themselves ; 
that of the wholesale is derived from reserved ,dividends and 
deposits by the societies. The wholesale has~he right to can 
up a society's reserve fund as a)oan if it wan~s money, and 
loyalty in custom to the society and to the .wholesale is rigidly 
enforced. 

'Th.e strongest supply organizations, thoseo.f Delimarkand 
Switzerland; supply household requirements as well as the 
materials of agriculture. Not only has the Danish .organization 
a huge wholesale warehouse at Copenhagen~b\1t it has also; 
like the British Town Store Wholesales, its own productive 
departments, factories for rope. soap.. lobacco, cocoa; .and 
chocolate. Other countries confute themselves strictly _to
agricultural i'equirements-5oods, manures, foodstuffs for cattle; -
etc., and sbmetimes machinery, the supply of other commodities 
being considered outside the scope ·of an agricultuIal society 
for cG-Operative supply. 

As contemplated by Raiffeisen, the village credit society 
was apparently to represent a co-operative organization which 
primarily furnished credit to its members. but which also bought 
their agricultural requisites, sold their produce. provided 
machines for common use, and even engaged in production 
(e.g., dairy operations); in the society were to be concentrated, 
in effect. the economic forces of the" village conimunity. 
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Experience.bas proved th~t the supply of agricultural requisites 
can be suitably carried on.as a. department of a credit institution, 
but that C'o-operative" undertak!ngs,- involving technical skill 
in their management and considerable capital liabilities, are 
best taken in hand by'soCiedes independently constituted. One 
of the. principal difficulties operating against the creation of· a 
separate agricultural supply society in a village in which a credit 
society is already established is the dearth .'oi suitable men to 
fill the responsible offices. in two societies. . The advantages of 
amalgamation, moreover, are considerable. The credit society 
need not raise special capital i:Q. order to be able to carry on the 
business of a supply society as it either has cas~ at disposal or, 
by reason of its credit at the co-operative central bank, can 
settle accounts through that agency. The recovery of sums 
due by'purchasers is aS,sured by the knowledge of the financial 
condition of members possessed by the committee of management. 
The 'small percentage added to the-cost price by the society 
constitutes a useful source of revenue to meet the cost of manage
ment and strengthen the reserves; and, when this business is 
large, enables perhaps the rates for loans and deposits to be 
respectively lowered and raised. This extension of business, 
of course, increases the work of the management. In most 
cases, howe~er, the society confines itself to collecting orders 
from members, transmitting these to the central trading society • 
. advising members of the arrival of their goods, carrying out the 
necessary book-keeping, and recovering the payments from 
members on receipt of goods. When the society is very large, 
and the members make great use of these facilitie~ for obtaining 
reliable commodities at reasonable prices, either additional 
remuneration is paid to the me,mber who acts as Secretary, 
or a store is maintained, the work in connection with which is 
often allotted to another member, who receives payment in 
return for his services. 

It is of the utmost unportance that co-operative business 
should be kept as simple as possible and, of course, that liabi· 
Iities should never overlap. When the student' grasps what 
.. unlimited liability" really means. he will understand at once 
how impor~ant it is that the members of a Raiffeisen credit 
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society should concentr~te their li~bilities within. the circle' -
-of their society. To lose c,ontrol oVex: the-.doings, borrowings, 
and pledfes of me~bers is to Iqse control~of liability-; . a society 

" with unlimited liability out of mutual control is a grave source 
of danger to its own members and to its ·creditors. If then a 
credit so~iety is to go in fo~ the business of Mricultural supply 
it must not pledge its 9wn unlimited I1ability, nor must it 'allow 
any 'of its members" to pledge again "an unlimited liability which. 
already forms' part" of tb.e ,society's assets. It may,however, 
and that quite legitimately, adv~nce' m?ney to its own members 
(a) for· the purchase ofagris;ultural -supplies in their individual 
private capacity, without any collective order being given, 
(b) for the purchase of shares~ or for contribution- towards the 
price of the society's share or shares, in any co-operative institu.., 
tion with limited liability, * and (c) in order to place a collective 
order (the liability being imposed first of -all on each iridividual 
member for the price of the supplies he has ordered) with a 

. central supply agency, whether that agency be the co-operative' 
central bank to -which· the society is affiliated or not. The 
safest and niost simple method is to make the co-operative 
central bank an agency for supply~ the:tinancial risk remaining 
on the shoulders of the principal (e.g., some private firm or 
co-operative central organization), and to allow the central 
bank to fill only definite orders for supply on cash payment,. 
or to sell for cash from the principal's stock kept at the agency 
depat of the central bank. The central bank can, if a society's 
credit warrants an advance, lend money to societies in their 
coi-porat~ capacity; and societies, in. turn, can advance money 
to their irldividual-members. . There is, in this procedure, no 
overlapping of liability and great simplicity in accounts, while 
the local credit society remains the unit which assesses the credit 
of individual borrowers and coliects money from them. Th 
business of the central bank remains legitimate, and its credit . 
dealings are with societies only and not with- individuals. In a 
tract of country which is studded with strong co-operative credit\ 

" 

• Section 32 (I) (e) of the Indian Co-operative Socie~les Act II of 1912 conceals a 
possible pitfall. " 
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societies an enlightened and well managed central b3.nk can 
with great advan~ge to the cultivator, be made the chahnel 
for the distribution of pure and improved seed and for the sale 
of agricultural implements specially designed and manufactured 
to suit local reqUirements. Manure) of course, can be procmoo 
and distributed by the same agency. The central bank need 
not charge for these services to agriculture anything more .than 
is necessary to..cover any special expense incurred, and the credit 
society.requires no profit. All that is necessary is good organiza
tion on the part of the central bank. and. on the part of the 
cultivators of the tract, a thorough:understanding of the value 
of association and the exercise of those virtues which we include 
comprehensively in the term cr the co-operative spirit." But. 
beforeeveU this stage of co-operative development can be 
reached •. busineSs must .be on a large enough scale to support 
the necessary organization. And this, in short, means that - . 
there must be in the tract to be served a large number of well 
trained co .. operative credit societies. 

In almost every country there are many agriculturists 
who for one reason or another find the Raiffeisen type of 
co-operative organization unsuited to their requirements. Such 
persons either require no credit, or can procure it at cheaper 
rates than those which .are offered by village co-operative 
credit societies with unlimited liability. But there are very 
few agriculturists indeed, no matter how substantial they may 
be, who cannot increase their profits by means of societies for 
purchase, supply, production,and sale .. For these we find 
provided a separate type of organization following what is 
generally known as ttte Haas System. Under this ~ system 
membership of the primary society is not confined to the narrow 
limits of a single village or parish but may extend to a larger 
though a definitely restricted area.' This area must not be so 
large as to prevent the holding of meetings which all members 
can easily attend. The main objects of a co-operative society 
of this kind are supply, or purchase, of sale, or production
perhaps a combmation of two or more of these objects. 
Founded on a basis of limited liability. share capital is, of course, 
an essential feature of their constitution and furnishes thE 
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necessary pledge, earnesf money, or margin of security required 
-by lending institutions. Sometimes the share capital is wholly 
paid up, sometimes a definite liability is incurred iIi addition to 
the share or shares taken, and, in a comparatively few instaIices~ 
shares are subscribed for but are held in reserve liabiIity~ 
These societies are generally .arranged in groups and are affiliated 
to a central union in which the societies of the group are enrolled 
in . membership. The central union is a society With share 
capital and limited liability, the shares being held by the primary 
or unit societies which are its members. Generally speaking. 
the societies ana the central llniqn alike are not banking 
institutions at all ; in some cases, it is true, they accept deposits_ 
from their own members hut thei! ardinarychannel for credit. 
when such is necessary, is the apex or provincial bank. This 
apex bank d~als with the central unions, and t1;te central unions 
in ~urn dispense credit to the primary societies. Credit is not 
allowed for general purposes but only for such specific objects 
as are clearly laid down in t4e by-lawsof.the primary societies. 
For aullit. supervision, andcontr«>l. the primary societies and 
the centra,! unions .come under the wing of. the provincial federa
tion. Thus; although the central co-operative ban~ ·of the 
Raiffeisen type conduct their entire business on a basis of 
unlimited liability, the. provincial banks and federations have 
working under them distinct organizations which follow what 
may, for the sake of convenience, be referred to as the systems 
of Raiffeisen an4- of Haas. . 

. The short studies which follow will, it is. hoped, prove 
useful, if only as a -guide by which to measure the limitations ., ,., . 
imposed by environment. - . _ _ 

A. AN IRISH CO-OPERATIVE DaiRY. 

In the matter o~ internal organizatjon. modern .dairying 
is a machine industry, using steam or electricity as its motive 
power, and the modem butter-making process. the "centrifugal i. 
process, is highly specialised. The plant of a fair-sized dairy, 
worked throUghout with steam power and the latest machinery. 
costs between Rs. I4,oOO and Es. 25,000. Each morning. the 
milk is brought from the farms into the dairy yard, ~nd. after 
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a sample of each supplier's milk has been taken for testing 
purposes, poured into large tanks. The milk is then separated 
at pasteurising temperature, the skim milk (about 75 per cent. 
of the whole weight) being returned to the farmer for cattle 
food. The cream which remains (wIth the exception perhaps of 

. a small quantity"reserved for local consumption as cream) is 
ripened in large vats, and then conducted along cooling pipes 
"So as to reach the churn at a suitable temperature. \Vhen the 
resulting butter and ~butter milk are emitted from the churn". 
the butter milk i~ sucked down by pumps and led away along 
pipes to be pasteurised and returned to the farmers also for 
eattle food. At first, the Irish farmersgruiQ.bied because their 
butter milk was not so valuable as before, not realizing that 
this decrease was more than compensated by the completer 
extraction of th~ more valuable butter material. Lastly, the 

. butte.r passes into the finishing room, where it is rolled, salted, 
and packed; By noon the work of the dairy is at an end. 
The whole process, occupying altogetl1er but a few hours, is 
thus one which depends for its excellence on a combin~tion of 
expert direction and special machinery. The Manager, ·who 
must have had a special "butter" education, is generally 
assisted by an engineer and half a dozen butter workers, ·usually 
women, , 
B. THE LUCKNOW BARAF-KHANA CO-OPERATIVE DAIRY 

SOCIETY UNLIMITED, UNITED PROVINCES. * 
I. Date of Registration.-The Husainganj Ghosi Co-opera:

tive Credit Society registered on September 14th, 19II, was 
reconstituted and registered tinder the above name as a dairy 
society on March 17th, 1914. 'The dairy actually started 
operations in December, 1913. 

2. Constitution and ltJanagement.-The number of members 
is 40. As a qualification for membership applicants must be 
owners of milch cahle and carryon the business of the sale of 
milk and dairy produce in Lucknow. The Managing Committee 

• This account'is taken lIerb,lIi". from the Report of the Committee on Co-operation 
in India, 191 S. 
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consists of 7 members, of whom 4 are eleCt~d by' the 
members and 3 are nominated by the District Co-operative 
Bank. Lucknow, which finances the dairy. Among these latter 
is the Deputy Commissioner of Lucknow who is the ex-officio
Chairman.- Committee Meetings are held not less frequently 
than once a monj:h. -Up to January 31st, 1915, 23 m~etings
had taken place. A sub-com~ttee of 3 members, presided over 
by Mr. M. 4zhar Ali, Pleader, has been appointed to cal'l"Y on the
ordinary administrative control of the dairy ,and had held 49, 
meetings up to January 31st, 1915. ~very member of the 
society is required to take up at least one share and as many 
more, not exceeding 50, as the Co~ttee may decide after 
considering his general position. Shares are of Rs. 20 each,.. 
payable by 20 equal half-yearly instalments. _ 

3. Sources of Capital.-The following are the main items. 
which constitute the working capital:"'-

Rs. 
-Paid up share capital .• 1,494 
Loan from District -BankI4,I40 
Loan from Lucknow Municipality .. 6,000 

2I,634 

As regards share capital, 44I shares have been sub~cribed 
and are being paid up by half-yearly instalments. The loan 
from the district barik is being repaid by monthly instalments 
as' recoveries come in from members. The society was lent 
Rs. 6,000 by the Luckn~w Municipaiity at 5 per cent. repayable 
in 3 years' for the construction of suitable buildings. 

4· Employment of Capital.-Cash loans are mad"e to mem..,
bers at the rate of IS per cent:, chiefly-for the purchase of milch 
cattle and fodder. • Small loans are repayable by monthly in
stalments, and others according to their object and the condition 
of the borrower., The borrower is required to furnish two sure
ties and ~o sign a pro-note. Loans are or~narily repaid punc~ 
tually, but owing to the high price of food-stuffs prevailing last 
year" some have become overdue. 

,-

.. 19140 
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The members buy and look after their own cattle. They 
also buy their ovm, fodder which is inspected by the Manager. 
In its corporate capacity the society has leased ,so~e pasture 
land in Lucknow .itself for the use of the cattl,e kept in the 
dairy premises. and also last hot weather leased some pasture 
land ip. the Bahraich district to which dry cattle were sent. 
The Agricultural Department in conjunction with the Munici
pality propose shortly to start a sullage farm in the neighbour
hood, and have promised to sell fodder to the dairy at reasonable 
rates as soon as it becomes available. 

The society in its. corporate capacity has also secure~ a 
convenient site for the d~iry near the civil station and canton
ments. and has invested about Rs. 8~00aof its working. capital 
in erec.ting .(1) a dairy fitted with modern dairy appliances, 
together with an office room. (2) .two sheds for the housin~ of 
the cattle. which number 214 and include ~ows. buffaloes. 
and calves, and (J) two rows of dwelling houses in which 32 of 
the members reside including both Mussulmans and Hindus. 
The cost of each house is debited as a loan to' the -member 
occupying it. and when the loan is recovered. the house will 
become the memher's private property. It is proposed, as 
funds become available, to -build (I) additional sheds for cattle, 
(2) quarters for the Manager, and .(3) a compound wall. 

5. Profits and Reserve Fund.-All animals are milked 
under the supervision of the Manager. The milk is received 
direct in the dairy room at the rate of II seers per rupee. From 
there it is sold direct to the public at 8 seers per rupee as whole
lnilk, or at 12 annas a pound as butter 6r cream. or at 14 annas 
a pound as ghi. There are about 100 regular customers, both 
European • and Indian. The rate, oj sale approximates to the 
market rate as there is little tlemantl Jor milk at a higher rate. The 
total receipts on account of sales between December 1913 and 
January 1915 amounted to Rs. 14.468. ~he milk is distributed 
by hand by some of the members who are remunerated at the 
rate of 6 annas per house per month. 

The society is one of unlimited liability. No dividends are 
~ a be paid on the shares of members for ten years and after that 
period ,a dividend limited to 10 per cent. will be admissible on 
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fully paid-up shares. At present all profits are carried to the 
reserve fund, which on June 30th, 1914, amounted to Rs. 885. 
The profits for the following seven months were Rs. 848. The 
reserve fUl1d is used as part of the working capital of the society. 

6. Slaff.-(I} A Manager on Rs. 35 who has visited some 
military dairies and been trained in co-operative work. He 
lives in the compound and supervises the whole institution, (2) 
a whole-time Accountant on Rs. 10 per month, (3) a butter 
maker on Rs. 9 per- month, (4) 2 salesmen: on Rs. 6 per month, 
(5) I bhisti on Rs. 3 per month, (6) I sweeper on Rs. 2-8 per 
month, (7) i chowkidar on Rs. 6 per month, and (8) about half 
a dozen members distributing milk at the rate mentioned above. 
The total cost of the staff is about Rs. lIO per month. 

7. Special Features.-The dairy, being at the headquarters 
of the Province of Oudh is fortunate in the amount of super
vision which it- receives. It is regularly inspected by the 
Honorary Manager of the District Ban},{, the Municipal Health 
Officer, the Sanitary -COmmissioner with Goveriunent, the 
Superintendent of the Ciyil Veterinary Department,and the 
Officers and. Staff. of the Agricult1lfal Department, as well as 
by the Registrar. Th~ Agricultural. I)epartment have put 
down. a small silo in the compound to :demonstrate the system 
of ensilage, and have presented a ·bull buffalo to the dairy. 
The Municipal Board has also given a:bull to the institution. 
These two bulls serve only dairy cattle, and a· record of. their 
service is regularly maintained .. 

. C. MILK SELLING SOCIETIES. 

Qose ; sCrutiny shows that co-operative· dairies of the 
advanced Irish type are, in all countries, most numerous ,in 
predominantly agricultural regions, where market conditions 
do not favour the regular despatch of fresh milk to the towns. 
It is, in fact, necessary, ,in such regions, for the producer to turn 
his milk into something that will keep and can be easily handled 
and transported, e.g.. butter, cheese, tinned m.iIk, ghi. The 
decisive question, of course, concerning the establishment 
of a co-operative dairy, or of a milk selling society, ()r of a society 
of -~onsumers pure and simple, is. whether the pr()spective 
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members are in \ a position to ensure the regular delivery of a 
sufficient quantity .of milk. In many co-operative dairies and 
milk selling societies, members are obliged, under penalty of 
fine, to deliver all milk beyond what is required for their house
hold or farm, and' not to make butter or to sell milk The' 
situation of a dairy being of great importance, sites are chosen 

, c 

in close proximity to the main traffic routes, the post office, 
and the,railway station. Nearness to the railway means saving 
of expense both for the transport of produce and for the receiv
ing of milk, coal, and other necessaries. Other factors to be 
considered in choosing the site are a liberal supply of cool water, 
freedom from dampness. and means for the effective disposal
of waste matter. 

The society which undertakes the sale of milk only is 
generally constituted by cOInbinations of milk producers of aU 
kinds either for the purpose of sending milk to a central cooling 
station, or for the establishment of urban central sale stations. 

\ 

In the former case the object is to secure the production of pure 
milk on the individual farms, to collect this milk in local cooling 
stations where it is thomughly cleansed and cooled. and to 
despatch this milk of a guaranteed standard quality to the 
towns. The members of the society undertake to adopt pres
cribed measures in regard to the equipment of cow sheds. the 
mainteriance, feeding and giving to drink of their cows, their 
mill\ing, and the' treatment of the milk. They also agree to. 
submit their arrangements to the' supervision of the officials 
of the society, which provides the necessary collecting and 
cooling station and subsequent suitable method of transport 
and sale. For small producers the advantages are very great; 
the milk is better cleaned and better cooled, and it is preserved 
for a longer time. The producer is saved the cost and trouble 
of marketing, and obtains generally higher prices. Such milk 
selling societies of a local character tend to join or form urban
societies which establish a central dairy witl1. branch shops in 
some large city. Central dairies, however. require not only 
adequate equipment but a large fixed and circulating capital~ 
In general, it must be observed that it is the object of these 
societies to pay the highest possiQle prices to their members for 
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milk supplied, and that unless there is co-operatlon tor the 
supply of cattle food, etc., working expenses are invariably too 
high in proportion to sales. In dairy and milk selling societies 
alike the formation of adequate reserves is gf special importance, 
for the whole business may be brought to a standstill. at any 
time by the resignation of a considerable body of members, 

-who, by such action, would not only upset the finances of the 
society but would deprive it of the necessary supplies of milk. 
Provided arrangements could be made to secure a regular milk 
supply and to engage ski1l~d and honest management, consumers 
in Indian cities might, with great benefit to their health if nat 
to their pockets, co-operate to open their own dairies ancl shops. 
Such enterprise would require the support of a considerable body 
of subscribers in order to make it possible and economical, and 
the members of societies would, without active supervision and 
interest on their part, mosf certa~n1y be disappointed in results~ 
It must also be recognized that there are numbers of people 
who place cheapness above every other consideration, careless 
of the truth that adulterated and dirty milk is a grave source 
of danger to health. If milk must be sold so cheap as to render 
the-addition of water necessary then, instead of wilfully shutting 
his.eyes to the fact that there is not much of the. genuine article 
in the" milk " he purchases, the consumer might at least protect 
himself and his family by arranging that the water, at any rate, 
shall be pure and that the grosser forms of adulteration and 
unwholesome feeding of cattle are prevented. The- poor man 
might buy a small quantity of pure milk and add the water 
for himself. .. 

D. SPECIMEN BUSINESS RULES FOR CO-OPERATIVE 

THRESHING SOCIETIES.· 

I. The steam-threshing machine shall, whilst at work, 
be under the care of a mechanic appointed for the purpose by 
the _Committee of Management of the Co-operative Society. 

His duties, as well as his wages, shall be fixed by a special 
service agreement, which latter shall require the approval of 
the Gener~l Meeting 

cs 14 
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:? Members are under obligation to use only the threshiI!g 
machine of the Society for the purpose of steam-threshing. 

3. Every member is bound, for each share held in the 
Society, to employ ,..the steam-threshing machhie for-hours 
annually. 

Infringements of this - regulation shall be punished by a 
fixed· fine, the amount of which shall 't>e determined by the 
General Meeting. 

4. Tpe right. of use of the plant by the members shall 
-be regulated as follows:-

(a) In the period from the beginning d harvest up tq 
September 20th of each year, every. member is 
entitled to use the threshing plant for half the 
number of hours to which he is. bound by the 
terms of section 3. 

(b) In order to avoid unnecessary moving of the machine 
backwards and forwards. the members in each 
locality must make use of it in tum within the 
period stated under (a). 

(c) The use of the machine shall be a matter of yearly 
arrangement. If an agreement cannot be reached -
as to the locality in which the machin~ is to be 
first employed. the same shall be decided by . lot. 

5. Any person desiring to use the threshing machine 
must himself provide for its transport. Immediately upon 
completion of. the work he must again retunl the machjne to a 
highway. _ 

The transport of the machine from one place to another 
shall be a common charge on the society. 

6. Requests for the hire, of the threshing machine must 
be sent to the Secretary. The order in which the requests shall 
be complied with shall be settled by the Committee of Manage
ment as a whole. The charge for hire shall be settled by the 
General Meeting. 

7. Fuel and binding twine shall be paid for by the user 
of the machine. The materials will be delivered by the Society 
at cost price. The user must provide for the necessary water
supply. 
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8. The return of, the machine after hire shall be the 
business of the user. 

The above business regulations are approved by the Gener~ 
)Ieeting of , the (4ate) 

, 190 . 
The Co-operative Steam Threshing SQciety 

registered, societ'y with lilllited 
liability. 

The Board of Supervision 
The Committe~ of Management 
These rules can, of course, be adapted to suit any ~ind of 

agricultural machinery. 

E. A GRANARY SQCIETY~ 

The illustration given comes from Germany, and the 
student must understand that State aid plays a m,ost important 
part in the organization of German corn selling societies. The 
State has not, only granted liberal subve:p.tions, but provides 
a ready market. the Army- freque:p.tly taking the Whole of the 
available supplies and selling stable litter, etc., to the lllembers 
of granary societies on favourable terrns. 

The Halle Granary Society-the most falllous of German 
granary societies-was founded in 1896- by QO lllembers with 
shares of Rs. 3-12, carrying a liability of Rs. 75 pel' share ;eacli 
member was obliged to take up a number of sllares in pro
portion to the area of his land, the maxilllum holding of shares 
per member being fixe4, at 100. The number of lllembers' 
eventually reached 500. Members were pot at first obliged 
to deliver allY tixed prop9rlion of their productiop, the result 
.of this, accordi:p.g to one stg,tement on this point. being th~t 
the Society got inferior corn while the good, corn wep.t to the 
factors. The most usual method of payment WaS to pay ~n 
full in cash at current market prices. I:p. the seven years 1897-
190 4 profits totalling Rs. :U.4oowere obtained in tbree :years 
and losses- totalling Rs. 1.68,000 for the other four years. In 
1903 the shares were raised to Rs. 75 in value; and members 
agreed to deliver a minimum of three tQns of cereals and to, puy 
at least two tons of manures and feediug-stuffs each year from 
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the society. tn 1904 the original warehouse was surrendered 
to the State, on ·the refusal of the latter to lower the rent of 
Rs. 15,000 ; the building and site were, not purchasable as the 
land was the property of the State Railway. The Society 
continued business in- a warehouse rented- for Rs. 3,000, corn 
purchased from farmers being despatched, as far as possible, 
directly from the farm to its final destination. In the two 
succeeding years its profits were Rs. l2,000 and Rs. 15,000 

respectively. The Society was ultimately merged in the 
central trading society of the Saxon Co-operative Union, the 
shares of the warehouse society being taken over by the trading 
society, which guaranteed aninterest of 4l per cent. on them, 
31 per cent. to be paid to members, and I per "ent. in liquida
tion of the debt of Rs. 1,50,000. The central trading society, 
which has a business turnover of over Rs. 1,50,00,000 per annum 
possesses a large warehouse on the river at Halle. 

Dr. Rabe gives the following reasons for the non-success of 
the Halle Granary Society. (I) It was one of the first to be estab
lished in Germany, and its granary was too large, being. in fact, 
the largest to be built. and the cost of its upkeep was very great. 
Lack of experience was thus largely responsible for the failure. 
(2) The machinery equipment was very wasteful-for instance, 
to handle even a hundredweight of grain all the motors had to 
be set working. (3) The area from which the members were 
drawn was tooextensive~some members lived about 80 miles 
distant. (4) The original working capital was too small (the 
shares being only Rs. 3-12) in comparison with the turnover 
(about Rs. 3,00,000) with the result that interest charges were 
unduly heavy,-in one year'Rs. 30,000 was paid as interest 
upon borrowed capital. (5) The Society did not sell manures, 
etc .• during the earlier part of its existence. According to Dr. 
Rabe, experience proves the sale of agricultural requisites to be 
indispensable (a) because farmers are otherwise obliged to pur- ' 
chase from dealers, who often give them credit on condition 
that they sell their cereals to them, the societies thus losing 
supplies, and ~b) because the profits from this business contribute 
to meet the general expenses without entailing much, extra 
cost as regards space and management. (6) Mismanagement 
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in certain directions, for instance, by holding excessive quan-
tities in stock. In spite of its non-success, however, the general 
influence of the Society had been. beneficial to the farmers in 
various ways, especially as regards improving prices and making. 
com dealers more amenable. 

F .. SWISS CATTLE BREEDING SOCIETIES. 

For the Swiss agriculturist cattle-rearing is the chief source 
of gain. Small holdings are the rule in Switzerland, and 
necessity has brought breeders together into associations, 
formed chiefly with the object of improving the breeds. A 
small proprietor rarely has the means to procure ~ell-bred 

bulls; but if small proprietors are well organized,' as in co
operative cattle-breeding societies, the disadvantages of smalJ 
holdings are no longer felt, and it is possible to. create those 
conditions which are indispensable to the systematic, continuous, 
and successful breeding of cattle. There are in Switzerland 
(1916) 850 societies for the breeding of cattle; there are also 
some societies solely for purchasing and keeping bulls. The 
objects of co-operative societies for . cattle-breeding are as 
follows :-

(1) The selection and proper maintenance of the best 
bulls; 

(2) the selection and marking· of the best cows and 
.heifers; 

(3) the systematic maintenance of. animals for breed
ing purposes and the proper rearing of their 
calves; 

(4) the regular keeping of a Herd Book with correct 
particulars as to the pedigree of the animals ; 

(5) enquiry as to capacity of production; 
(6) the encouragement and facilitation of the sale of - . 

cattle .for breeding purposes, and the protection 
of the interests involveq ; 

(7) the exchange. of information among the members 
of the Society as to questions of breeding and 
feeding. 
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Some particulars may now be given as to the foundation, 
the constitution, and the ,work of a co-operative cattle-rearing 
society. 

The Society is founded by a certain number of agriculturists 
or breeders of the same neighbourhood or of adjoining districts, 
who subscribe to the by-laws. 

The capital required for the purchase of a bull is generally 
collected by means of a quota of from Rs. 12 to Rs. 60 per 
person. the association comprises the general body of members, 
a President's Committee composed of from three to seven 
members, a Committee of Experts or Valuers, a.nd a Committee 
for the Examination of the Accounts. The Secretary of the 
Society usually keeps the Herd Book, and is nearly always one 
of the President's Committee. The Committee of Experts is 
generally composed of three members who may be all or in part 
elected ftom among the members.of the President's Committee. 
The share capital may be formed out of subscriptions and 
premiums paid by members joining the Society later, from fees 
for animals entered in the Herd Book (one or two rupees per 
head), from prizes gained by bulls belonging to the Society, and 
from contributions from the State and the commune. The 
co-operative societies do not aim at making large profits, but 
they often endeavour, more especially the_ larger and older 
societies, to form a reserve fund to meet any eventuality. 
Members are not responsible for engagements made by the 
co-operative society to which ther belong: it must .fulfil them 
exclusively with its own capital. Since t9IO the Swiss Federa
tion ];las shared the cost of establishing co-operative cattle
rearing societies, granting to them sums of from Rs. 60 to Rs. 180. 

The amount of the contribution depends on the quality of the 
cattle, and more especially of the bulls belonging to the Society. 
as well as on the correct keeping of the Herd Book. 

Individual co-operative sacieties vary much in importance; 
as a rule the number of members is from to to 50, but in excep
tional cases there are 60 and even 100. The number of animals 
entered in the books varies from 30 to 100, sometimes even to 
200 and more. The territory of a . society may include one or 
more communes and extend even over a whole valley. _ The 
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choice of sires from.among cattle Belonging to members is made 
by the above mentioned Committee of Experts solely from 
among animals of pure breed and -of the proper age. This 
Committee also buys bulls for the Society and decides, generally 
only provisionally, as to the acceptance and entry of cows and 
heifers in the Herd Books. Their definite acceptance is in
most cases made by the Cantonal Examining Commission,. 
which every year revises the assets of the Society. Animals 
to be entered are marked on the .left horn with the mark of the 
Society and a progressive number. Should the animal be sold 
to any person _not belonging to the Society, or to a butcher, 
its name is erased from the Herd Book. . This must be done 
also should the animal prove of inferior quality or of insufficient 
reproductive power. The bulls are chosen 'with the utmost 
care. The societies as a rule keep. bulls which have certificates 
for service. A bull belonging to the Society must not only 
possess beauty of form and have proved reproductive capacity, 
but must also be of a good breed and give reasonable expectation 
that its good qualities will be transmitted to its descendants. 
The questions- both of descendants and pedigree are of great 
importance in the selection of bulls. The co-operative societies 
generally buy only those bulls acknowledged to be the best, 
and therefore the prices paid are considerable, sometimes 
Rs. 2,500 to Rs. 3,000 and even more. It often happens that 
one bun is not sufficient for the larger co-operative societies, 
which are sometimes obliged to buy a second or even a third. 
though others timit themselves to one, which they hire. In 
this case a regular contract is made by which members posses ... 
sing bulls of good breed agree to put them at the disposal of 
other members on payment of a fixed sum- by the Society. 
Bulls thus hired are entered in the Herd Book of the Society. 

Cows and heifers are not entered in the books Uilless they 
are of good breed. Si9ce the intervention of Government has 
made itself felt in the breeding of cattle, every animal must be 
examined according to a uniform system (classification by 
marks, highest number IOO). In this way a certain uniformity 
is obtained in the acceptance' of cattle, and now the only -dif
ference is as regards the minimum number of marks necessary 
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for entry in the books. In consequence of the improvement 
in the quality of the animals the minimum has been raised and 
the examinations are more strict. ,.. 

Co-operative societies for cattle-rearing have also brought 
about an improvement in the management of the animals. The 
Society generally entrusts its own bulls to the care of one of its 
members who signs ·a regular contract by which he engages to 
feed and take care of the animal for a certain sum .as compensa
tion. There. are special rules laid down by the Society. for the 
management, feeding, and hiring oUVof the bulls. Besides 
fodder (hay and sometimes fresh grass) bulls should also have 
a certain quantity of more substantial food. For cows and 
heifers there are common pastures. Alpine co-operative socie
ties have mountain pastures to which they can send the animals 
for the summer months. The societies of the valleys are now 
continually endeavouring to buy or hire mountain pastures for 
the cattle of their members, for the beneficial effect of a summer 
in the mountains on the health and development of the animals, 
especially of the younger ones, is well known. It will be seen 
that, owing to the co-operative societies, much progress has been 
made in the breeding and management of cattle. The calves 
are more scientifically fed, receiving sufficient whole milk 
for a much longer time, and substantial food as they grow older. 
They are .prepared for the mountain pastures by having full 
liberty in fields adapted to their needs. The development of 
the animals is encouraged and protected by sound methods, 
too early breeding being avoided. The co-operative societies 
have also undoubtedly contributed to encourage the breeders 
to perfect themselves by mutual instruction and good 
example.. ." 

These societies have always made a point of requiring a 
regular registration of cattle and in this respect they are worthy 
of all praise, for.breeding could have no durable result without 
a precise knowledge of the pedigree of the animals, and for that 
a carefully kept Herd Book is indispensable. The Swiss 
Department of Agriculture gives precise and minute directions 
as to the keeping of these books, so that the system is uniform 
throughout all the cattle-rearing territory. Private Herd Books 
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without official character, are of little importance now that 
co-operative cattle-breeding societies are widely diffused. 

The Society's registers comprise the following books, 
principal and secondary. 

The Herd Book divided into two parts, one for bulls, the 
other for cows and heifers. 

The Register of Admission. 
The Stall Book. 
-The Service Certificates. 
The Register of Service Certific~tes. 

The Register of Births, 
The Certificate of Sale, etc. 
The Register of Young Animals. 
The Extract from the Herd Book. 

As already stated the animals to be entered in the books 
of the Society must be mar ked on the left horn. In the Register 
of Admissions the name and age of the animal and the name 
of its proprietor, &c., must be entered, and from these 
particulars the regular entry in the. Herd Book is made. 
For 'the exact keeping of the Herd Book, the Stall ~ook is of ' 
great importance; it must be kept ready for reference by every 
owner of a bull. In this book must be entered in chronological 
order all the services of the bull, also its name~ number, and 
countersign or metal token, also the age of the cow and the name 
of her owner. From the Stall Book these particulars are 
taken for entry in the Herd: Book in which births must also 
be registered when duly announced by the owner of the calves. 
If a member should hire a bull-other than that belonging to the 
Society he must inform the 'Society by sending in the Servic,e 
Certificate. When a ,bull is sold, the owner must give notice 
to_ the Society by means ot a Special Certificate of Sale: Note 
of this must be made in the Herd Book in which there is a space 
for entering the pedigree, the measurements, the classification 
of the points, and the reproductive capacity. 

An essential part of the Herd Book is that which con
tains the certificates of service given by the Federation. Since 
1891 the Swiss Department of Agriculture has, distributed to 
cattle '~wners the best bulls selected according, to the Service 
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Registers. The \ certificates are numbered, and contain the 
name, number, countersign, and generally the pedigree of the 
bull. Cows and heifers also receive Service Certificates con
taining the name and address of the owner, the name, age and 
marks (number and countersign), the lUetal token (number and 
entry), and colour of the bull. The certificate holds good for 
four services, and bears the date. of its issue and the signature 
of the writer (either the keeper of the bull or the keeper of the 
Herd Book). Another essential part of the certificate is the 
entry of the birth with the pedigree of the mother, the day of 
the birth, the name of the calf, the number and the entry of the 
mark on the ear and the date, also the signature of the Registrar. 

The calves of such bulls and cows themselves destined for 
breeding purposes must bear on tlie right ear the federal mark 
placed there by men duly appoin!ed. The owner of the animal 
must confirm the birth and pedigree of the calf b-efore the Regis
trar, calling two. witnesses as prescribed by law. The Registrars 
are appointed by districts, and are given the status of Govern
ment officers, and must be persons worthy of trust if not the 
district veterinary surgeons. 

The respective cantons must supervise the keeping of the 
Registers of Service Certificates. The registers are submitted 
in June of every year to the Swiss Department. of Agriculture. 
Such registers are now in use all over Switzerland. By these 
registers and the consequent marking of calves with the federal 
metal token, the pedigree of the animals is securely established. 
Such a guarantee is daily required in commercial transactions, 
offering as it does, a means of identifying the animal much more 
precisely. and surely than written notes. The pedigree· of the 
·animal is also proved by the feQ-.eral Herd Book, and (a very 
recent innovation) by pedigree tables, which are becoming 
more and more general from their clearness and completeness. 
The appraisement of descent considered in the adjudication of 
prizes, and in part also in the admissibility of the bull for service, 
is calculated by' marks. 

A Pedigree Book is a new factor in guaranteeing pedigrees. 
It treats of the -best breeding stocks and their descendants. 
In researches for purity of blooa it is one of the best helps and 
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renders excellent service in the purchase of animals for breeding. 
In 19II the Swiss Agricultural Department published Pedigree 
Books. 

, 

G. FEDERATIONS OF SWISS CO-OPERATIVE CATTLE- -

REARING SOCIETIES. 

After the establishment of numerous co-ol?erative. societies 
the need for concerted action between them became 'evident. 
And soon Federations came into existe]J.ce in the chief cattle
breeding districts. In 1890 was formed the Swiss Federation 
of Co-operative Societies for the Rearing of Simmenthal Cattle; 
in 1897 the Swiss Federation of Co-operative Sorneties for the 
Rearing of Brown Cattle. Both extended rapidly. At the 
present time the first comprises 340 co-'Operative societies with 
10,371 members, and 26,510 head of cattle; the second numbers 
190 co-operative societies with 6,347 rnembers,and 21,900' head 
of cattle. 

The aim of these federations is to improve the organization 
of the co-operative societies and. of cattle-rearing in general. 
to facilitate the exchange of sires, to create.tmifQrmity of method 
in the examination and valuation of cattle, to institute conferences 
of judges appointed for the conferring of prizes aft~ due 
researches as to production, to take part in exhibitions, and to 
favour trade in cattle for breeding. They also aiin at a uniform 
system of keeping the Herd Books, instituting inspections and 
prizes. 

To encourage the exchange of sires, these federations 
organized special fairs for bulls, which ate held annually. To 
each of these fairs, which are also of the nature of exhibitions, 
are sent from 800 to 1,000 bulls; they continue for 'three or 
four days and are frequented by foreigners as-well as by Swiss, 
offering an excellent opportunity for the 'purchase of good 
breeding material. The bulls are judged and, prizes awarded 
by a specially appointed jury. To the ~best bulls are granted 
certificates for service; to the younger bulls for one year, to 
the older without a time limit. Sometimes whole herds of 
breeding-tattle are sent to the fairs for exhibition and competi
tion for prizes. They comprise the heads of the herd and their 
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male descendants. thus affording an opportunity to visitors to 
the fair of ascertaining precisely the pedigrees of the' animals 
and. of. guidance in questions of breeding. The federations 

.encourage the sale of breeding-cattle by sending them to 
exhibitions. especially th~se in foreign countries. Convenient 
permanent offices for the transaction of sales have been estab': 
lished. and they furnish every possible information, and conduct 
the exchanges of sires. There have been several meetings of 
members of the juries, appointed to confer prizes. and these 
have contributed in a remarkable manner to uniformity of 
method in judging the animals. 

They have also done much to secure uniformity in the 
method of keeping the Herd Book. 

Modest in their origin. the Swiss co-operative societies 
have. within a brief period. attained a high state of develop
ment; but notwithstanding the general success there have been 
occasional failures of a serious n~ture and these have been 
caused by mistakes in the selection of sires, disease and epidemics 
in the herds. unfavourable local conditions. errors in the selec
tion of managers. and. lack of co-operative qualities in the 
members. Cases of failure, however. have been exceptional. 

H. CATTLE I NSUR..O\NC}:. 

TheJmportance .of live-stock insurance for the agriculturist 
may be said to be in inverse ratio to the number of his cattle 
and the size of his holding. Large cattle-owners may dispense 
with outside insurance and spread the risk over their flocks 
and herds. occasional losses being unlikely to affect their general 
financial .position; but the loss of one or two head of large 
cattle m"ay seriously embarrass the small owner. not only by 
the loss of the value of the stock, but also by the loss of income. 
of his means of cultivation. of manure, or (in India) of fuel, or 
of milk and ghi:. Yet it appears that, inmost countries, small 
agriculturists, as a class, make the least use of insurance. In 
fact of the total, value of fhe 22,000,000 large cattle existing 
in Germany in 1910, a percentage of 8 only was insured at all, 
and most of the animals insured were the property of large 
owners. 
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Direct dealings with the small ~wner are not entered into 
by ordinary insurance companies. Just as the small rural 
borrower is too remote from the Joint Stock Bank, so the 
insurer of a few beasts offers business which the' big insurancr. 
company cannot touch exeept at prohibitive rates. Cattle 
insurance is, therefore,' most suitably undertaken by local 
organizations of a mutuaJ or co-operative character. The 
members of such organizat'ions can, among ,other things, observe 
and supervise the care given to insured animals and the action 
taken when anything occurs; and it is to their interest to do so. 
They are, also, in a position, without incurring any appreciable 
'expense, to estimate correctly the value of the animals both upon 
insurance and in case of loss. The drawback of local organiza-' 
tion consists in the fact that the ri,sk is coveted by too small' 
a number of animals and in a too restricted area. Should 
numerous losses occur more or less simultaneously, local societies 
may not be able to meet their obligations. It is, therefore, 
necessary for local societies to establish schemes of re-insurance ' 
either by combining among themselves, or by atrangements 
with large insurance undertakings. 

As regards the raising of funds, there are three methods 
practicable aq.d actually in use. In the first place, funds may 
be raised by a levy covering the more or less varying actual 
expenditure incurred' after the event. "This," says Mr. H. W. 
Wolff," is sometimes extolled as ' the most co-operative' of 
the three methods, inasmuch as it deals only. with expenditure 
actually incurred and simply distributes the burden, making 
the member receiving compensation bear his, own proper share." 
There is, however, under this method, no ready cash to payout, 
and the loser of the animal may' have to wait for payment of 
his claim. To meet this difficulty, some soci~ties borrow, but 
this adds to the expense. ' 

In the second place, a:- society may levy fixed premiums. 
But under such a scheme the money accumulated may be 
insufficient to satisfy claims. Some societies payout till the 
premium fund is exhausted and then no further claims are 
allowed during the year. In Europe, cattle mortality ih an 
ordinary year and from ordinary natural causes works oU.t at 
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about 3 per ceht. ; but there are exceptional years, .and in 
individual societies ,the figures of mortality are .sometimes very 
high. Death by glanders, tuberculosis, and epidemic diseases, 

.on account of negligence on a journey to ma~ket, or from one 
town or village to another, is not accepted as an insurance risk. 
And in ~elgium~ the Boerenbond, or Federation, of which country 
has an arrangement for re-insurance with the Norwich Union 
Insurance Company in England, war' risks and death from 
lightning are excluded, though the law makes insurance com
pulsory. The fixing of premium rates is not so difficult a 
matter in Europe, with its exact statistics and Government 
inspection of animals, as it would be in India. 

The third method is to levy a fixed subscription to keep 
the society in cash, with liability attached to it to pay an 
additional levy after the event, should occasion require it. 

" The most systematic attempt to organize live~stock inSUr
ance in several grades, and on a national basis," writes Mr. H. W. 
'Volff, " is that upon which the French Government, not without 
reaS01l; not a little prides itself. The disfiguring feature * 
about it is that it is to so large an extent the result of State 
pressure and State subvention. Provided that certain conditions 
are complied with, to keep the scheme 'mutual' the 
French Government pays Rs. 300 towards the' formation of 
each local insurance society, with additional assistance, at the 
discretion ot Government in very bad years. If the first kind 
of assistance offered is questionable, as leading people to believe 
that they are rather obliging the bountiful taxpayer thaI} 
providently studying their own interest, the second seems· 
absolutely vicious. because ·it leads people to misunderstand 
the principles. of insurance and disregard actuarial foresight. 
Such criticism is supported by the fact that the money thus far 
contributed by the State has gone mainly to the reserve funds. 
A little more subscription or a little more federation would, 
therefore, have made State aid superfluous. altogether. 

The conditions imposed by the French Government under 
a law to entitle societies to State aid are these. The services 

• State pressure and State subvention may be necessary in the public interest. Every 
case must be judged on its own merits. State necessity is a factor to be reckoned ,,;ith. 
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given ~y officers of the Society must be unremunerated; tbere 
must be no funds shared out among members; the premium 
or subscription levied must 110t fall below I per cent. of the 
value of the beast;* and .compensation mu.st not exceed 80t. 
per cent. of such value.. Partial compensation fOf loss is. it 
must be remarked. a feature oj cattle insurance schemes in every 
country, the owner having to bear h is share of the burden. Pro~ 

vided the prescribed conditions are complied with, societies not 
only get the financial aid just mentioned, but are, in addition, 
exempted from every kind of taxation, stamps, or fees. Under 
this fostering treatment something like 8,500 local societies 
have come to be formed. And they are reported to be doing 
well in the main. There is no pJ."essure used to make tb.em 
combine. but the majority have combined in about sixty regional 
societies, re-insuring.risks. In addition there are two moder
ately large re-insurance companies, the _services of which are not 
sufficient for the large host of village societies. Accordingly 
the Government has a measure now on the stocks which is to 
create a ' National' Re-insurance Society, designed to act as 
the coping stone of all, endowed with Rs. Io,80,000 of taxpayers' 
money and drawing, in addition, an annual' allowance of 
Rs. ;r80,000." 

In the Central Provinces and Berar the co-operative move
ment must advance some stages, I think, before regular cattle 
insurance is attempted. Credit societies are the' best schools 
in which to teach people what co-operation means, and there 
is very much to be done in the way of propagandist and educative ' 
work before we can venture very far beyond the confines of 
credit. When cattle insurance is started~ the societies should 
be small and local, and they shou'ld be of the natu.re of " insur
ance clubs." Liability for claims in anyone year should be 
limited to the amount of premiums received in that year and all 
risks should be included. Very careful arrangements should be 
made to recor4. accurate statistics and tables of mortality. If 
the people are really imbued with the co-operative idea they 

• C/. the German rates. 4 to 6 per cent. Cahill, op. cit •• p. 293. 
t 75 pel' cellt. only in Ger~ny. 4IIi a 'fule. 
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will welcome the scheme, ana they will be able to understand 
why a preliminary. humble and exp~rimental stage is necessary . 
before anything a~bitious can be attempted. All profits, e.g.,' 
excess premium payments left after meeting claims for the year, 
should be carried to. reserve. If success be met with in this 
initial s~age, then with increased knowledge, understanding. 
and experience, natural development Will follow. Above all, 
the temptation to be impatient of slow progress and to ask 
for Government money ought to be resisted, simply because 

. lasting success in co-operation can only be obtained at the cost 
of the necessary effort on the part of co-operators, and that is 
the lesson which is so hard to teach in India. With the accu
mulation of reserves, funds will become available fOF organization 
on a large scale, and of the ultimate .necessity- for this higher 
development there can be.no doubt, On this point We have 
the ripe experience Qf other countries to guide us. * 

I.. INSURANCE AGAINST HAIL. 

Co-operative insurance, unless it follows the purely" local 
mutual club" plan, must, if success is to be gained, be a matter 
of .. big battalions." Risks must be spread over large numbers 
and large areas. Both the latter might be forthcoming in an 
area covered by co-operative credit societies and served by a 
good central bank; and, in such an area, the members of 
societies, if advanced enough, would welcome any scheme of hail or 
cattle insurance which they considered likely to benefit them. 
But the writer's opiniQn is that in the Central PrQvinces and 
Berar, the organizer can be sure that the motives behind the 
welcome are Qf the right kind only if his'scheme is to. be wQrked 
with money found directly by the peQple Qr by their Qwn creda 
organjzation. The Indian peasant is quite ready to play with 
money provided by Government and to accept a sporting 
chance that he may nQt have to pay it back; the debt will, 
he thinks, like revenue, rent, Qr taccavi, be remitted if all does 
not go. well. "Therefore," he argues (except where his Qwn 
money is at stake) "it is better to. agree with all that the 

• C/. H. W. Wolff .~ Co·operation in Agriculture," p. 241. Cahill, op. cit .• p. 294. 
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representative of Gove~ent says, -although it is very d!fficult 
°to understand what this new scheme is. One must obey the 

Government order." If co-operative cre<l:it really does its 
work, thrift will be inculcated, and funds-will accumulate, while 
the cultivator will become less fatalistic and more expert in that 
process of arguing from cause to effect which is at the bottom 

o of the shrewdness that makes the "business man." Till 
co-operative credit has done its work and broadened the outlook 
of the cultivator, hail and cattle insurance-are things beyond 
him; it is the new wine and the old bottles over again. Operations 
on a big scale are necessary for good schemes of insurance; 
the practical education given by co-operative credit societies 
will, in time, produce a large enough number .of new bottles; 
and we had better not offer the new wine till th'en. 

Mr. Wolff has some very valuable remarks to offer on the 
subject of insurance against hail. "Hail," he writes,* "as 
every one know~. is a most capricious customer to deal with. 
It picks out 0 the districts to be swept over without any regard 
for actd'arial calculations, lumping its ravages together, either 
locally or in respect of time, in the most unaccountable manner. 
Its heavy depredations in Hungary, in 1897 and 1898, caused 
insurance companies to raise their premiums suddenly by 100 

_ per cent. There is even worse 0 to tell of 1909; the losses 
sustained in which year caused the six largC?st hail insurance 
companies iQ Germany-being' mutual' -to supplement their 
ordinary levies by additional surcharges ranging from 160 to 
350 per cent. of the former. No small folks' co-operative society 
could have stood such a test. 

In Italy the trouble is that hail visits-and that heavily-
only certain districts, namely, the valleys of the great rivers, 
leaving the higher ground -unmolested. Under such circum
stances it is exceedingly difficult to secure sufficient support 
for co-operative hail insurance. Elsewhere insurance, whether 
co-operative or otherwise, is practised only partially, applied 
only to distinct crops. or within a fixed limit of damage. Hence, 
after all, the first Napoleon's advice to his countrymen seems 

• .. Co-operation in Agriculture," p. 243. 
CS 15 
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still good, that they should insure with particularly strong 
companies, such as he found established in Germany, instancing 
more in particular one in Mecklenburg. Even in the hands of 
companies, however, insurance against hail is now generally 
, mutual.' 'Mutualism' in such sense, in which its 
, Co-operativeness' consists purely in fluctuating premiums and 
eiastic liability, applied under ordinary commercial and cen
tralised management is, of course, not the same thing by a long 
way as' co-operation,' which makes every participant an 
active co-worker and sharer it) the burdens and responsibilities 
of the u:g.dertaking. It seems,' as observed, the proper method 
for hail insurance. Nevertheless, there are some instances in 
which the co:-operative method has been applied. Thus France, 
which has also co-operative insurance against spring frosts, 
possesses about 25 co-operative hail insurance.societies, seven of 
W~ich insure only growing tobacco crops. The entire value
insured by the 25 does not much exceed b,ooo,ooo. Societies 
of this sort frequently find themselves compelled to fix a limit 
to the compensation to be allowed. Thus, in Belgium, the 
Westvlaamsch Landbowers draw the line at 450 francs per 
hectare, which corresponds to abo~t £7 4S.* per acre. Switzer
land, which is probably the country most fully provided with 
agricultural insurance, with Goyernment support, has a few 
co-operative hail insurance societies, more particularly for its 
Yineyards; but the business is circumscribed. There is also 
some little co-operative hail insurance in the Scandinavian 
kingdoms, but fortunately as a rule very little hail. Italy, on the 
other hand, is sorely visited, as has been shown; but 'in spite 
of official attempts at persuasion, people are slow to combine. 
The Belgian Government has used much persuasion to induce 
its farmers to form mutual hail insu~ance societies; but there is 
little response. Hail is, then, a risk which, like burglary, glass, 
fidelity and some others, had best be left to capitalist enterprise." 

Mr. Wolff's, verdict was given in 1912. In 1914, in the 
Austrian province of Moravia claims for dalI!age by hail amount
ed to the whole of the' premiums received, and this although 

• Rs. JOS. 
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risks are selected in Austria by a great 'central insurance 
institution, with all the possible data to guide it. Writing 
in 1913 of the 27 French mutual hail insurance societies, 
with their 38,000 members, M. Anatole Weber explains 
why they are making no progress. "There is nothing mor~. 
hazardous," h~ says, " than these associations of a few members 
all unequally liable to suffer from disasters, and consequently 
likely to have recourse in varying degree to the common fund, 
which is insufficiently provided with means to me.et such con., 
sider able losses. In such a case, and even more than in the 
case of the insurance of live-stock, the dispersion of risks is a law 
which ought to be as closely observed as that of large numbers. 
The absolute need of ie-insurance is ·confirmed." 

CHAPTER VI. 

THE CO-OPERATIVE STORE. 

FOR a co-operative $tore, success will only be forthcoming 
where the members have the brains and energy necessary to 
secure it. Above all, members must be loyal to their store, 
and this they cannot be unless the store supplies their wants. 
It is the business of the members to see that their wants are 
supplied; they must, therefore, take an active and intelligent 
part in the control and management; The co-operative. store 
is a centre of thought as well as of trade. It is the business of 
the store to buy pure goods with ready-money wholesale, and 
sell for ready-money at ordinary market rates .. For capital 
a fixed price is paid in the shape of interest, and all profits are 
shared amongst the members in proportion to the custom they 
have brought to the store. Most successful institutions .of .this 
kind have been started on a very small and humble scale. At 
first, the store is situated, perhaps, in the. house of a ,member, . 
and all service is unpaid. Later on, premises are rented and a . 
salesman is employed. If. the business becomes big a manager 
is engaged, and the society· builds. or buys premise? of .its own .. 
There must be no great flourish: of. trumpets. and ambitious 
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schemes at first: the members have to learn all about their business 
before they can expand it, and the greatest care must be taken 
to see that nothing superfluous is stocked. Cash dealings are 
essential; the store must not ask for credit and it must not 
give it. 

The purchaser at a store ought to be able to buy without 
misgiving. Adulteration is so common in conipetiti~e shops 
that no one can depend on anything being genuine, neither' 
clothes to wear nor things to eat. The majority of buyers are too 
ignorant of qualities to find out deception. The co-operative 
store is a public shop opened in the public interest, and 
every co-operator who helps to keep a store open, and Who 
assists it 'With his custom and stands by it loyally, is a benefactor 
of the public as well as of himself. In England, the model of 
all countries in-this branch of co-operation, women have always 
been staunch supporters of co-operative stores, and many of 
them have been distinguished by their success as managers and 
administrators. To the mother of a family honest quality in 
goods is a great consi~eration, as the health of her children 
greatly depends on it. If purity of goods is a feature of 
co-operative stores it is only so because the members have learned 
where to buy and what to buy. Good co-operators never leave 
themselves entirely in the hands of a paid manager. A passive 
union of consumers is not of itself sufficient to secure that certain 
economies should fall, as it were, heaven-sent into their lap. 
Wfl thus arrive at three main principles, and these are:-

(i) The members must make known their wants to the 
store. 

(iJ) They must satisfy their wants from the store. 
(iiJ) They must control those who attend to their wants 

in the store~ -
If the members of a store make known their wants to the 

store and then refuse to satisfy them from the store, the 
knowledge which the store has of its members' wants is ineffective. 
If the members of a store are ready both with a knowledge of 
their wants and with loyalty, but omit to control the action of 
the paid servants of the store, then the communication and loyal 
satisfaction of their wants are intelligence and virtue wasted. 
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Can the store realise any economies ,of business organization 
which are impossible to the non~c()o-()perative establishment? 
In the department of retail distribution, yes. The private 
shopkeeper can only guess at the' wants of his customers; he 
cannot formally assure himself of the continuance of their 
custom by any honourable method, though he may, of course, 
bind them by getting them into his debt. The co--operative 

-store, on the other hand, possesses a knowledge that such and 
such goods are required, and, in many ,societies, a guarantee 
is required that these will be taken. The store is under the 
control of its membeJ}l, and the expenses of general manage· 
ment are small. 

Sale at market price has a two~fold advantage. First, for 
a purely business reason, even' if sale at cost price were aimed 
at, this would in practice be a trifle higher than the cost of 
production or the price paid t.o the wholesale merchant, as the 
case may be. For the divisionand'cutting up of goods for retail 
consumption {lntail a certain amount of waste which it is not 
easy to estimate in advance. It depends ()n very irregular 
circumstances, occasional unskilfulness in carriage and sale, 
changes in the weather, the discovery of defects not apparent 
in the wholesale condition, the distaste of customers for a 
particular piece of a particular commodity, and so forth-so 
that the estimation of an average charge under this head would 
be particularly liable to error; and if the- error were much on 
the wrong side, it might be necessary to make a caU on the 
purchasers for a further payment, which would certainly cause 
difficulty and irritation. The second· reason is. psychological. 
By selling at market price and accumulating the surplus at the 
end of the year, the store displays its benefits to the most 
striking advantage. AJ.ewannas may seem a very petty affair: 
but Rs. 15, or perhaps more, is a sum worth the having. Thus 
the store first sells according to a price-list fixed by the private 
retailer, and then subsequently. by its dividend, impresses.on 
its customers the financial benefit which it 'Confers. Under the 
policy of cheapness the store enters into competition with the 
private dealer and is a continual irritation to him; whereas 
stores which keep to the market price benent the shopkeeper, 
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who .can obtaid better prices for his commodities, since no cus
tomer can 'say he' can get things . cheaper at the co-operative 
store. 

The advantage of the dividend in proportion to custom 
is its equity. The dividend is the net profit after deduction, 
first of the allotment to the reserve fu~d, educational and other 
propagandist funds, and secondly, of a fixed remuneration to 
capital. Outside Belgium, where no interest is paid on shares 
at :all, capital in the co-operative store receives a fixed rate, 
usually 5 per ·cent. Shares are small in value, it must be re
membered, and holdings are restricted in amount. Capital is, 
therefore, more of the nature of a savings deposit, with a slight 
risk and moderately easy obligation~, e.g., the promise to give 
custom to the store, attached. The remaining profit accrues 
to members in proportion to their trade. Except in Germany, 
sale to non-members is permitted and generally practised. * 
As a rule, non-members are only encouraged as potential 
members. 

In the course of and through its commerce the co-operative 
store has conferred on its members certain social boons. 

(i) It has introduced humble people to the task of self
government; it has, in doing so, taught them that, without 
thought, experience, knowledge, a~d self-restraint, there can 
be no self-government but only muddle and misqlanagement. 

(ii) It .has, by insistence on cash payments, taught the 
disadvantages of debt. 

(iii) It has made thrift easy. "All beginning is difficult," 
and in nothing more than in saving. The co-operative store 
asks for a very small initial payment for a share in cash, the 
b<4ance due being, very frequently, provided by crediting a 
member's share account with the sum to which he becomes, 
from time to time entitled as his share in the profits. 

(iv) It has definitely called upon its members, to mak~ 
sacrifices for the improvement in intelligence and character of 
themselves and the working ·classes generally; while the 

'. 'In June, 1916, proposals are being put forward in England, to tax profits accruing 
from sales to non-members. 
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creation of the Co-operative Union* for co-ordination of aims 
and of policy, and of the wholesales for· centralised business 
organization, has taught them what co-operation really means 
as an economic force. Every member is. entitled to one vot~ 
in the general meeting, arid no one has more than one yote. 
In the general meeting the most junior member has a voice 
in the election· of the management and often a real opportunity 
of submitting suggestions or criticism. No.doubt, as a rule, only 
the few enthusiasts are regular attendants. From membership 
to a seat on the committee, from the committee to the post 
of Secretary or President, there is a graduated ladder of 
responsibility which . the intelligent qlember can climb. 

The Educational Committee of the English Co-operative 
Union defines co-operative educatioD as ~1 the forma;.. 
tion of co-operative characte; and opinion; and secondarily, 
though not necessarily of less import, the training of men and 
women to take part in industrial and social reforms and municipal 
life generally." "The work done may, perhaps, be classified 
under three heads, (a) Co-operation; instructi?n in its history 
and principles, (b) General; libraries and lectures, (c) Recreative; 
reading rooms, social entertainments, excursions, etc. The 
various forms of educational and social. activity, from the two 
scholarships of -[.100 per annum for the sons of working men 
co-operators at Ori~l College, Oiford, down to the social enter
tainment following the presentment of a store's balance-sheet, 
have been systematically fostered by" the Co-operative Union 
which has, in England, shaped itself into a general unifying link 
for the security no less of commercial than of ' social harmony.' 
The model rules of the Co-operative Union recommend the 
putting aside of 21 per cent. of the profits as a fund for educational 
and social development. 

For women the co-operative store and the dividend have 
.the greatest fascination. They are, generally. speaking, the 
wage spenders, "and they appreciate the value of the dividend 
which awaits them at the end of the year. It is tbis which 
has overcome a very natural and serious resistance on the part 

• In Agricultural Co-operation the term Federation is the e_quivalent •. 
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of women to th'e co-operative store. M. Henri Rivet* classes 
<f ,women II as one-among nine obstacles to the co-operative 
movement. ~e co-operative store does not provide a good 
gossiping place. .. But encouraged by dividend, or by the' 
vouchers for purchases made, which represent so much money 
saved and available for further supplies, women have progressed 
to the assumption of most important duties, from those of local 
educational to central committees. In England, the women 
co-operators have a, special guild of their own and do a vast 
a.mount of good social work. 

It is" not of itself the dividend according to custom, or the 
21 per cent. to education, which gives to the British stores 
their significance as a movement; it is rather their policy of 
centralised expansion under the direction of the English and 
Scottish wholesales. But the attitude developed by the educa
tional atmosphere of the co-operative movement fitted members 
to understand and support a progressive policy. Education, 
once more, does not simply mean book knowledge or an ability 
to pass examinations. The thrift developed by the dividend 
provided the capital for carrying out a progressive policy. 

As the British stores developed, they found themselves with 
funds' amounting to some millions sterling, which could not 
profitably be used in their own distributive businesses or in their 
wholesales, as long as they confined themselves to distribution. 
Unless, therefore, they deliberately rejected savings, they had to 
re-invest them either in productive establishments within the 
co-operative movement or in ordinary commercial enterprises. 
The leaders saw and used the opportunity given them. By 
carrying co-operative effort back to the previous stage of 
production, co-operators might make their business independent 
of outside trade, and themselves a .. State within a State." So 
it has come about that for general large-scale industrial 
production the Wholesale Society has been created and placed
at the apex of the organization. This is the side of co-operation 
which is peculiar to Great Britain but which o~her countries 
aspire to imitate; and the only limit to its expansion-the 

• .. Les Boulangeriel_Co-operatives en France," p. 234 •. 
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figures of annual production run into many millions of pounds 
sterling-is the deinand of the constituent stores for those 
goods which can be made in Great Britain. . The development 
and constant support of home industries is thus. intimately 
connected with the progress of the co-operative movement. 

In " Co-operation and the Great War "* Mr. G. R. Carter 
points out the influence of co-operation in reducing the 
dislocation of trade which occurred in England on the outbreak 
of hostilities. " The. days at the beginning of the War were 
marked by a rush for obtaining food-stuffs. Those responsible 
for the policy of the co-operative ~tores had to take protective 
measures. The societies as a whole showed a remarkable effort 
tq keep down prices, to re-assure their customers, and to avoid 
the tendencies to the exploitation of prices shown by various 
private dealers and retailers of provisions. The prices of goods 
in existing stocks were maintained, and this action tended to 
steady the retail and wholesale markets considerably. The 
Co-operative Wholesale Societies adopted a similar prudent 

_ and public-spirited policy. The whole resources of these vast 
organizations were utilised to ease the situation for the millions 
of consumers. dependent upon the policy of the Wholesale 
Societies. The action of the latter -and of the stores was 
essentially public-spirited and proved of the utmost value to the 
whole J>ody of cO"'6perators. And in view of their commanding 
position in the marketing of necessaries, their policy also steadied 
the situation to the advantage of- the community in general. 'I 

For town dwellers in India, the co-operative store as an 
immediate means of economy, thrift, and general education 
ought to possess great attractions. As an ultimate agency for 
the promotion of home industries the store deserves serious 
consideration. . 

• P. S. King and eo., London. 191 5. 
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CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF THE RECENT WANT OF SUCCESS 
IN TH~ DEPARTMENT OF CO-OPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL 

. CREDIT IN GERMANY AND THE LESSONS TO BE LEARNED 
FROM IT. 

BY 

DR: GRABEIN OF BERLIN. 

(An arlicle Ju61islted in t"e Bu/Min 'Of Eco"omic a"d Social J"lelli/ttllce for 
Dtce"wll', 19(3) 

THE recent failures, involving in ruin a series of loan and savings banks 
in the Grand Duchy of Hesse and the loss of millions by two central co
operative banks, the Landwirtschaftliche Genossenscha/tsbank (Agricultural Co
operative Bank) of Darmstadt and the Reichsgenossenscha/tsbank (National 
Co-operative Bank) of Frankfort-on-Main, have attracted the attention, as 
may .be easily understood, not merely of those engaged in co-operation, but 
also of the general German public. With the 27,373 agricultural co-operative 
societies now existing in Germany, amongst which there are 17,274 rural loan 
and savings banks, the):'e are so many and such important interests associated, 
that it is easy to understand the interest taken by the public in these unfortu
nate events. Even in fereign countries, where the splendid development of 
German agricultural co-operation was followed, fully approved and often 
tak~n as an example, these recent events have produced a profound impression 
in co-operative circles. 

Since the National Federation of German Agricultural Co-operative 
Societies, to which the organiza.tions that have failed belonged, published 
these facts at the Wiesbaden Congress held this year, * it is time to speak 
of them in this Bulletin of the International Institute of Agriculture: Con
sidering the character of this periodical and its wide circle of readers, it will 
be well to set forth clearly here the causes and effects of these failures, and 
especially the lessons they teach. 

• Report of the new Manager of the National Federation,He,.,. Gennes, on the 
causes of the want of success of certain co-operative societies. 

( ~34 ) 
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§ I. THE FAILURE OF THE LOCAL LOAN AND SAVINGS BANKS OF THE 

GRAND DUCHY OF HESSE. 
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In a pleasant valley of th~ Odenwald, a few hours distance 'from D~rm
stadt, which was up to recently the head-quarters of the National Federation 
of German Agricultural Co-operative Societies, we find the apparently thriving 
little village of Nieder-Modau, with 622 inhabitants. In 1:874 the peasants and 
tradesmen founded there a loan and savings bank under the form of an 
unlimited liability co-operative society. From the start, they went wrong in 
regard to the management of the business, for they did not observe the first 
fundamental rule, to which rural loan and savings banks must conform, of 
contenting themselves with a restricted field of action. By the promise of 
high interest, they succeeded in attracting deposits from every part of the 
province of Starkenburg and from others more remote. During this period 
of great prosperity, to which the characteristic name ·of Bliitezeit has been 
given, about 3,000,000 marks were deposited with theco-operative bank of 
this little village. It would be superfluous to say that such a rain of gold was 
far in excess of the members' ordinary credit requirements. It only led the, 
. bank to do business with outsiders, granting its deQtors too large credits, but 
more than all risking its money in financial schemes even outside the limits 
of the village. The society entered into relations with thorough-going specula
tors, in conne€tion with building lots in the city of Darmstadt. The savings 
of the rural popUlation were unwisely invested in urban real estate and building 
lots of doubtful value, in second and third mortgages or even less safe invest
ments, and were also utilised in granting loans for purchase of real estate. 
Nieder-Modau became !he easy prey of speculators in building in, the larg~ 
towns, whose acts and adventures are sufficiently well known. In their slang 
they gave, the bank in question the unflattering title :~f Schuttabladestelle 
(Rubbish heap). The cashier, who had not only the charge of the loan fund 
but also of the communal and church funds, besides this, managed a' large 
farm and a hotel. It does not seem he was suited for the business. The 
same may be said of many of the members of the board of. management and 
council of supervision. In addition, they had the greatest confidence in 
the cashier, who passed for being well off and even rich ; so they ~igned accom
modation bills at the cheerful after dinner stage of banquets; and stood security 
for others with the most inconceivable recklessness. As if all this were not 
enough, the cashier ended by forging and he was sentenced to several years' 
imprisonment. 

Such maladministration, continued over the space of years, could not 
but lead to disaster. "The Federation of the Co-operative Societies and the 
Central Bank had long been aware of it. It was attempted to avert ruin 
by a reorganization of the board of management, and by obliging the mem
bers of the board and of the council of supervision to give security, by 
enlisting new'members but every effort was in vain. The catastrophe was 
hastened~nd on December 1:9th, 1:gu, the Nieder-Modau loan and savings 
bank had to be declared insolvent. The balance sheet showed assets, including 
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the investments of "doubtful value above referred to, amounting to 900,000 

marks and debits of 2,!iOO.ooo marks. The members of the society. 196 in 
number, had therefore to meet a deficit of 1.600,000 marks. 

According to information supplied by the commissioner in bankruptcy, 
some of the members had absolutely no assets or almost none, while others 
had only a few thousand marks. Only one member had, it appeared. about 
200,000 marks. As, according to the provisions of the law in force, the deficit 
had to be made up by the members, in equal proportions, the bankruptcy 
commissioner, to meet the deficit which there was certain to be, owing to some 
of the members being without funds or not being well off, considered this amount 
of 200,000 marks as a loan granted to meet the case of bankruptcy and 
distributed it among all the members. A strict application of the procedure for 
bankruptcy would have resulted in the ruin of the members and their absolute 
destitution. In addition, it would have seriously damaged the interests of the 
depositors. It would. therefore. have been a terrible blow to many of them 
who might thus have lost their savings atcumulated by means of hard work. 
The strict application of the procedure would also have been the cause of finan
-cial embarrassment and often even of bankruptcy for the debtors of the society 
who were not members. 

AttElmpt was made to succour all these persons, threatened with loss 
()r already suffering losses, and save them from greater misfortune. After 

. much consideration, a society (?chutzverein) for the defence of the interests of 
\- Nieder-Modau was formed under the management of the Darmstadt People's 

Bank (Darmstadte, Volksbank). a co-operative society of the Schulze-Delitzsch 
type. The object of this society is to substitute itself for ~he creditors and 
especially for the depositors and take over their claims. In order to proceed 
with the greatest prudence in the matter. it purchases the credits held by these 
latter, for which it pays 50% in cash. It gives them, besides, a bond issued 
by itself, entitling them, at the end of the liquidation, to so much per cent. of 
the balance, if there are sufficient credits to cover it. The creditors who are 
depositors have a considerable advantage~ as they may recover all or part of 
their money more rapidly than by following the ordinary procedure in cases of 
bankruptcy. The facilities granted to the members and to the debtors are 
~ven more considerable. As the society is the sole or principal creditor, the 
commissioner may, by previous understanding come to with it, show some 
consideration to the members and debtors, whilst otherwise he should seize 
all the assets, without exception, of all the members and proceed against the 
debtors without the least consideration. Thus, at least the worst, the forced 
sale of houses and land, at very probably absurdly low prices, may be avoided. 
The Schutrverein obtained the money needed for the purchase of the depositors' 
rights out of the total assets administered by the commissioner and was aided, 
to a small degree, by a loan contracted for the purpose, with the Darmstadt 
People's Bank. It must be recognized that, thanks to its intervention, the 
disastrous effects of the catastrophe have been reduced. The matter standing 
50, no exact idea can be formed as to how far it has succeeded. 
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The case of Nieder-Modau is enough in itself to cause anxiety; what 
makes it more serious is that unfortunately it is not isolated. If the ruin 
of the Nieder-Modau bank was due to unadvisable extension of its sphere 
of action, the excessive amount of deposits attracted to it, risky undertaking~, 
careless management and insufficient supervision, unfortunately other banks 
have followed on the same lines. Statisticians may show .that the same 
conditions are found in a total tlumoo!;' of mOl"e than 11,000 rurall~n anq 
savings banks. But this is rather poor consolation, and we must in any case 
say here that all co--operative organizations must take energet~c action to 
prevent the repetition of such eno{So in the future. Unhappily. there is still 
a certain number of banks in the Grand Duchy of Hesse, which may be expected 
to suffer extraordinarily heavy losses, or have already suffered such losses. 
due to causes similar to those that have ruined the Niedet-Moda,u bank.. Thus 
we may now speak of a crisis in the agricultural cO-Qperativtt soci~ties of the 
Grand Duchy of Hesse. What has contributed to rende!;' it appreciably more 
acute is the failure of central financial instit1;ltes like the Darmstadt Agricultural 
Co-operative Society, the Darmstadt Administration and Sale Society, the 
National Co-operative Bank and the Agricultural Credit Bank. ot Frankfort
on-Main. We shall now deal with the vicissitudes of these establishments 
in the following section. 

§ 2. FAII.U~ OF C.\i:NTRA.4 CO-oPERA.TIV~ CREPIT lNSTlTUTEs. 

At the end of March, 1913, the co--operative societies of the Grand Duchy 
of Hesse received the startling news that their Central Co-operative Bank. 
the Co-operative Agricultural Eank of Darmstadt (Landwirtlichaltlich~ 
Genossenscha/tsbank) , formed in 1882 as a society limited by shares, f01;lud 
itself under the sad necessity of chOosing between tw~ courses, either 
suspending payment or askiitg for a delay in .which to arrange fOl; the 
gradual winding up of its business. . 

There were two principal causes that had led to this: first of aU. the 
locking up of 8,500,000 marks- in the National Co-operative Bank (R6ichsgll
nossenscha/tsbank) and then the grant of 5,OOO,00Q mar~ as a credit to the 
Administration and Sale Co-operative Society (V~rwaltung~~und Ve1W~reungs. 
gesellscAa/t) . 

The Genossenscha/tsbank had shares -to the amount of 500.QQG marks in 
the Reichsgenossenscha/tsbank of Frankfort-on~Main, which was fouuded with 
the idea of its becoming a central co-operative bank for the National Federation. 
and had gradually granted the latter credit t~ the amount of 8,Q29,923 m<U"ks. 
In view of tha situation of the Reichsgenossenscha/tsbank, of which we shall 
speak hereafter, it seemed there would be great difficulty in realising outhe 
shares and securing repayment of these credits. The management of the 
Genossenscha/tsbank considered the amount invested in Reichsgenossenscha/ts
bank shares as absolutely lost, and took steps for its reduction from 500,QQo. 
marks to I mark in the- books. With regard to the eight millions .entered. tQ 
its credit, the management hardly knew in March at wha.t 6gure to estimate it. 
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Everything depend~d upon how and when the Reichsgenossenschaltsbank would 
be able to sell certain assets it found it difficult to dispose of. In any case, 
a considerable loss might be foreseen. 

The position was similar with regard to the credit.,ior 5 million marks 
to the Yerwaltungs-und Verwertttngsgeselischalt at Darmstadt. This was 
a: limited liability society, founded a few years since oy the loan and savings 
banks of the Grand Duchy of Hesse, for the purchase, administration and sale 
of real estate and mortgages. The object, in itself beneficial, of this society 
was to purchase, administer and sell the real estate of the banks of the Grand 
Duchy of Hesse, which, like those of Nieder-Modau and other places, had come, 
through a mistaken system, to be possessed of urban real estate, mortgages, 
and credits granted for purchases to be carried out. The Yerwaltungs-und 
Ye,wertungsgesellscha/t proposed to relieve the managers of co-operative 
societies, little versed in these matters, of this administration and sale business, 
in order to obtain better conditions of Sale by means of a un,iform and com
petent management. It purchased from the co-operative societies their real. 
estate or their rights over real estate and, at the same time, it attempted to 
obtain· for them certain guarantees against the lossr.s they might have to 
suffer. 

The capital necessary for the purpose was supplied by the Genossen
schaftsbank of Darmstadt. In the course of years, the loan reached the con
siderable amount of 5,000,000 marks. The unfavourable conditions of the 
market for houses and buildings rendering impossible any profitable sale 
of the real estate of the Yerwaltungs-und Verwertungsgesellschalt, the Genos
senschaftsbank found it had another 5,000,000 marks of immobilised capital 
under this head. 

As a result of the failure of the Nieder-Modau bank and other co-opera
tive societies of the Grand Duchy of Hesse, the delay accorded to the National 
Co-operative Bank, and the news circulated with regard to the state of the 
accounts o.f the Darmstadt Co-operative Bank, there was a panic among the 
co-operative societies and the depositors of the Grand Duchy of Hesse. The 
co-operative societies withdrew considerable amounts of their deposits. The 
Genossenschaftsbank thus found itself in a difficult position which, it was able 
to meet to. a certain extent by means of the credit generously accorded to it 
by the Prussian Central Co-operative Bank (Preuss£sche Centralgeltossen
schaftskasse). But at the end of March, I9I3, so many claims against it had 
matured that it also WaS obliged to ask for a delay. It thus went into. 
liquidation. The fact that the co-operative societies holding shares in it 
consented, with a few isolated exceptions, to concede a delay up to. the end 
of I914, in order that it might be privately liquidated, shows their good sense. 

It was absolutely necessary to have a Central Co-operative Bank. To 
meet this need, a new establishment was at once started, the Central Bank 
of the Agricultural Co.-operative Societies of the Grand Duchy of Hesse (Central
~asse de, Hessischen landwirtschaftlichen Genosseiischaflen), under the form of 
L limited liability co-o.perative society. And,under the. circumstances, we 
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may consider it as a success that 245 societies, 204 of them loan and savings 
banks, adhered to the new central bank at its first plenary meeting held on 
June 30th, 1913. However, the financial basis of the 'establishment is not 
as yet very firm. The mem1Jers' shares are 500 marks each and the amount 
guaranteed per share is 1,000 marks. Up to the end of June, 1913,481 shares 
had been sold, so that the capital appeared as 218,850 marks. If. we add to 
this the deposits of the co-operative societies, or a total" of 528,356 marks, we 
get a total of 747,206 marks as the available working capital. The Central 
Bank and its affiliated co-operative societies have therefore had to have 
recourse to a large extent to the Prussian Central Co-operative Bank for credit, 
which has been granted to them to the amount of 4,200,000 marks. However, 
in that bank the rate of discount is nearly fhe same as that of the Reichsbank. 
Now, for a long time that has been 6%, recently lowered to 51%. The pay
ment of this rate of interest leaves too small a margin to allow of the Central 

. Bank paying its expenses. So an attempt has been made to obtain a credit 
of a million marks from the Government of the Grand Duchy of Hesse at the 
lowest rate possible. With thIs credit from the State and the guarantee pf 
Government supervision, its necessary consequence, the new Central Bank 
hopes to inspire greater confidence in the public. No definite step has, however, 
yet been taken in this connection. 

This is, then, the history of the crisis in the central financial institute 
of the agricultural co-operative societies of the Grand Duchy of. Hesse. - For 
the moment, we can form no certain estimate of the amount 01 probable loss 
and the effect on the societies concerned. Only its credits· at the National 
Co-operative Bank and with the Administration and Sale Society can be 
estimated with precision. At the Bank, it is thought that the share capital 
amounting to 2! million marks and the reserve fund, shown as 500,000 marks, 
are certainly lost. What the depositors, almost exclusively co-operative 
societies, must lose cannot as yet be accurately ascertained. The total amount 
of their credits is about 15.800.000 marks. For the moment it is thought 
the loss may amount to 50% of the deposits. Therefore. the Administration 
of the Bank has recently proposed to the societies that they should provisionally 
renounce 50% of their credits. so that the debt of the Bank may not be too 
large. If the above estimate is correct, the co-operative societies of the Grand 
Duchy of Hesse have lostabo~t 11,000,000 marks through their central bank. 
This is an amount the loss of which will be an extremely severe blow to the 
co-operative societies of the region and connected interests. 

If we consider the matter from a purely statistical point of view. we 
might think there was a remedy, for the societies affiliated to this bank have 
more than 10,000,000 marks of their ~wn; But we must remember that 
the losses of the Co-operative Bank are distributed very unequally among 
the various societies. The societies inaebted to the Bank only lose the amount 
of their shares. Whilst those that, trusting it to the last, placed their surplus 
funds with it, run the risk of extremely heavy losses. In their case; it will be 
a matter of between 200,000 and -300,000 marks and even more. If half these 
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credits are to be cbnsidered as probably lost, the assets of the bank still would 
not be even approxixrately enough for payment of the rest. The members 
of these societies will therefore very probably have to make serious sacrifices 
to meet the demand for new and considerable contributions towards the share 
capital. To avoid such serious consequences the management of the new 
central bank is thinking of urging the State to intervene and gradually make 
up the loss by contributions continued over a long series of years. This is, 

_ however; only an idea and therefore we need not delay over it. 
Another thing seriou')ly to be deplored from the point of view of the 

co-operative societies is that confidence is shaken and this is no less serious 
a matter than the material losses already sustained, not to mention those 
still to be feared. But. on the other hand, it is, humanly speaking, very 
easy to understand that these catastrophes have caused a panic among the 
depositors and members. In April, there were veritable runs on a number 
of banks, which was certainly needless and rather a cause of loss. The bank 
managen were able, however, to prevent the banks being ruined by the with
drawal of deposits. However, the next balance sheets of these societies will 
probably show, in a certain number of cases, a considerable decrease in the 
savings deposits and, at least at first, a decrease in the amount of new deposits. 
Similarly, we'may understand that, above all. the better off members declare 
their desire to withdraw from banks founded almost exclusively on the system 
of unlimited liability. There are other consequences, such as the changes 
caused by passing from the system of unlimited to that of limited liability. 
which will appreciably reCluce the basis of credit; as a result, the weakest 
societies will be dissolved and a group will leave the Reichsverbantl. It is 
certain that hasty decisions of this kind are very often ruinous, but, at a timt: 
of great nervous excitemel1t, people reason little and dq not reflect quietly on 
what they are doing. So, some more time will have to pass before the storm 
subsides. There is another thing which may also have its influence on the 
further course of events, the result of the enquiry now being carried out by the 
Cominission of Studies, instituted at the General Meeting of the GenosseIC
sckallsbank, into the position of the Bank, the immediate causes of the catas
trophe and the eventual liability of the members of the Board of Management 
or the Council of Supervision. On none of these points have we as yet definite 
information. 

It will be well to stop here to give the sad story of the National 
Cooperative Bank and the Agricultural Co-operative Sank. 

The R.eicRsgenossensch"ltsbank with headquarters. first at Darmstadt 
and afterwards at Frankfort-on-Mam. founded in 1901 as a co-operative 
society and transformed in 1912 into a society limited by shares. was first 
intended to be a central institute for the money and goods business of the 
territorial central banks and the central cQ-operative societies for purchase 
and sale belonging to the National Federation. Through unwise specula
tion and the too limited purchases made by the members from their societies 
the special goods department at. Hamburg had to be suppressed in 1908 and 
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there only remained the banking department at Frankfort-on-Main. In this 
branch of its work there was only too little to do, as there also existed a Central 
Co-operativ~ Bank of Prussia (P,eussische Centralgenossenschaftskasse). In 
1904. in fact. it had to give up its connection with. the Prussian Central 
Banks. Its field of action was thus restricted. to the other Central Banks 
of Germany and a certain number of Prussian Central Co-operative Purchase 
and Sale Societies. We shall not here enquire whether such a limited business 
could permit of the long existence of the Reichsgenossenschaftsbank. 

What hastenep its end were the relations it entered into in 1908. with 
the Agricultural Credit Bank (Landwirlschaftliche K,edit-Bank) of Frankfort
on-Main. This establishment. founded in 1872 as a mixed mortgage bank, 
was at the time (1908) on the point of failing through the bad management 
of its board. But as it had the profitable right. it had for some years ceased 
to exercise of issuing land bonds. the Reichsgenossenschaftsbank allowed itself 
to enter into permanent business relations with it. The board thought that 
by means of an alliance with a mortgage bank it might give a wise direction 
to the real credit business of the loan and savings banks of. the Grand Duchy, 
as well as that of some other banks, and. in principle. the idea was sound. 
Unfortunately, those at the head of the Reichsgenossenschaftsbank, when they 
made their agreement with the Agricultural.Credit· Bank, which. led to. the 
purchase of the large nUmber of shares in that, establishment, were largely 
deceived in regard to its condition. Only afterwards they discovered it had, 
engaged in extremely hazardous undertakings. from most of which little gain 
could be expected. We shall not here enter into the details, some .of ,which 
were very complicated. Let it suffice to indicate that" for example, about 
5.500.000 marks were invested in a mine that could not be worked at once, 
other important sums in societies for speculation in land, brick kilns, mortgages 
giving little security. etc. To prevent the failure of the above credit establish
ment, the Reichsgenossenschaftsbank found itself obliged to give it and the 
societies dependent on it large credits up to -the. amoUnt of. 13.000,000 or 
14.000.000 marks. These investments were in the. end too large for the. bank, 
and in the difficult circumstances of the money market at the time, its ~oIl:ey
lenders, the Central Banks of other regions than Prussia, began to find th~m
selves hampered in the development of their business. Thus, in September, 
1912. the Reichsgenossenschaftsbank had to go, into liquidation privately and 
ask its principal creditors for a delay of five years. . 

As in the case of the Darmstadt Co-operative Bank, so also here it.is 
scarcely possible to give a definite opinion as to the ultimate results of this 
liquidation and its effects upon the Central Co-operative Societies affected. 
We have only to remark that the circles concerned have made every effort 
to save out of this sad shipwreck at least the precious privilege of the issue 
of mortgage bonds (Pfandbriefe) enjoyed by the Agricultural Credit Bank 
With this intention they decided to change the form of the establishment, 
transforming it from a mixed mortgage bank into a pure mortgage ,bank. 
under the _name.. of Agricultural Mortgage Bank. The engagements o( the 

cs . J6 
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Credit Bank, in so far as they were not in conformity with the provisions of the 
German Law on mortgage banks of this neW form, had to be tranSferred legally 
to the Reichsgenossenscha/tsbank, which already held' them in fact. The 
transfer is now ahnost complete. It is now only to be hoped that the right 
of issuing mortgage bonds, abandoned for so many years, will again be iranted 
to this credit bank as converted, and that thus the road may be opened for the 
natural development of the work of this real credit establishment now reformed 
and again in working condition. 

§ 3. LEsSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM THE FAILURES OF 

THE Co-oPERAnVE CREDIT BANKS. 

A consideration of the facts briefly related. in the preceding sections 
leads us to a number of conclusions and furnishes many lessons of the utmost 
importance. In the case of Nieder-Modau and other banks, the disregard of 
'wise 'economic and co"Operativerules nas led to ruin .. In thdr commercial 
business they did not keep within strictly local limits. . Deposits were attracted 
·from too remote regions and too large credits were granted to private indivi
duals, above all, t6 members of the board of management. Unprofitable real 
credit business was carried on at a distance from the place where the bank 
'Vias situated. There' was confusion and disorder in the conduct of business, 
a want of supervision and an insufficiency of share capital. These and 
other errors led to failure. The co"<>perative s9(:ieties and their federations 
must seriously try to avoid them in 'future. And, for the purpose, ~uitable 
provisions must be made in the 'rules and internal regulations and they 
must be conscientiously observed. 

In the first place. the field 01 action of the rural loan and savings banks 
'mUst always 'be Clea,ly 4efine4. 'This is absolutely necessary On legal arid social 
grounds. The district chosen must not be too large, a village or a few com
mUnes near One another. The field must be limited, not otily as regards the 
grant of Credits, but also as regards the credits received. It is a nristake to 
attract deposits from -every :quarter by means of high interest and active 
advertisement, and so to accumulate a 'working capital far in excess of the 
ordinary credit requirements of the district. This too easily leads to the 
investment of surplus amounts in hazardous credit business, even outside 
the district. There is no need to waste words in showing that operations of 
~his character, especially theinvestmentoi the farmers savings in speculation 
in houses, Teal estate, mortgages, -concessions of loans for the purchase of real 

"estate, industrial business, etc., in large urban centres, are errors in absolute 
opposition to several -co-operative principles. 

Perhaps these sad events are, in spite of everything, a blessing in 
disguise: they will serve forcibly 'to recall the agricultural loan and savings 
banks ttoa -recollection of their specific duty, to renrind them that they must 
Serve to smisfy elu needs 01 the country dislricts 1M 'shor' te,m credits. And there 
is besides much still to be done in this field, to which the loan and savings 
'banks 'dwe "their origin. On inany farms, cultivation is still comparatively 
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undeveloped. With the help of manure, cattle foods, selected seeds, suitable 
machinery, improved breeding stock and farm improvement, a.considerable 
increase both in the gross and net yield may' be obtained. At' the same time 
as the other agricultural institutes, the banks should encourage this technical 
progress, and, while always free to make provision for the security of 
the loan, place at the disposal' of those in need, the necessary means for the 
realisation of these improvements. Thus, even in a fair number of cases, 
a large number of new members may be won "for the Co-operative Credit 
Societies. Many farmers now have recourse to credit from merchants, which 
costs them more and is less adapted to their purpose. It must not be 
imagined, indeed, that these are poor people to whom credit could not be 
granted without some anxiety. The private lender who risks his. money is 
~enerally at least as prudent as a co-operative financial institute, and .often 
even just the best off farmers, for reasons. well known, though. economically 
without justification, prefer to deal with private individuals. The attraction 
of such persons to the banks is another object the societies should endeavour 
to attain by means of their patient daily work. 

There are other social classes among which the need for small credit may 
increase and which consequently may furnish an increased number. of 
Il'l.8mbers, namely, tradesmen,.Iabourers, etc. On the contrary. muck prudence 
must be used in dealing with large manufacturers and dealers. It is often said 
that the loan and savings bank must become the village bank. ready to provide 
for all banking business for all the inhabitants ot the locality. In this there is a 
dangerous exaggeration. Their. economic constitution and the' "condition of 
the members show that the rural savings banks are intended quite simply for 
small credit business. . Megalomania incites boards of management, composed 
of vain or avaricious members. -to convert co-operative banks into banks on 
a large scale.' Generally, loan and savings banks are not intended for such 
work; the large banks must be left to provide for the credit needs .and financial 
business of the large industrial or commercial businesses of the country. It is 
only very rarely the ~anagers of a . rural bank are in a position to judge 
accurately of the financial position. the value or the yield of this class of under~ 
takings. It Illust also be observed that generally jt is just those businesses the 
finances of which are exhausted and to which the large banks refuse credit that 
have recourse to the loan and savings banks. Thus. many of these himks have 
had bitter experience of relations with them. The greatest prudence is to be 
recommended in such business and it must be remembered that the grant 
of excessively large credits of hundreds of thousands of marks to private 
individuals is contrary to the nature of the loan and savings banks. 

In many of the oldest banks, above all in South and West .Germany, 
the deposits. however, have reached such a figure, that it seems inconceiv
able that so much money could be invested in small personal credit business. 
In this case, they should be above all recommended to deposit thei, surplus 
cash with the CentrQlBanks. But higher interest is desired; and the tendency 
is, and it is justifiable, to satisfy all the needs of local credit. This leads to 
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the grant of real' credit, the investment of money in mortgages and in loans 
for the purchase of I:eal estate. That this has been so appears from the fact 
that. according to the rather incomplete statistics in the Year-Book of the 
National Federation, at the end of 19II, 187 million marks had been invested 
in loans on mortgage and 74 million marks in purchase of real estate. The 
Banks of the Federation of the Grand Duchy of Hesse themselves had at that 
date invested 63,630,000 marks, out of their workiIlg capital of 147.000,000 

marks, in credit on II}ortgage and credit for- the purchase of real estate. 
We must not here go further into the question now so much discusse"-

as to whether this real credit business is allowable or advisable. 
Certainly the arguments against it have weight; it is· said, in fact, that 

it is not a good thing to use short term deposits for long term loans, and that 
besides there are special credit institutions like the Landschaften and Landes
hypothekenbanken to arrange for real credit business.. • 

But there are also arguments in favour of it which deserve considera
tion. Not without reason is it affirmed that even short term deposits remain 
for years in the Bank and are continually increasing all the time. For this 
reason, the public savings oonks have also been able to invest in loans on 
mortgage about 6q% of their deposits, amounting in all to 17,000,000,000 

marks. Again, often, credits on mortgage or other real security are not 
long credits, but, and this is specially true in the case of credits for purchase of 
land, are repaid within a short period, of about from 6 to 8 years, and we must 
not overlook the fact that smalf credit on security of real estate is not grantt'd 
by other financial establishments or, if granted, it is on less favourable terms 
than those allowed by the rural loan and savings banks. The local co-operative 
bank is in a position to form a much more accurate idea of the financial situation 
of its debtors and of their personal character. so that, while running no risks, 
'it is in a position to grant larger loans than a financial establishment at a 
distance. 

On these various grounds, it seems that the investment of surplus funds 
in real credit business is allowable under certain conditions: it is economi
cally and socially a benefit to debtors, above all to small rural landowners 
or householders. First of all, however, the banks must always have avail
able large amounts of capital that cannot be used for personal credit. It 
cannot be considered right for a bank, which has to have recourse to the Central 
Banks for credit, to engage in real credit business. If all the affiliat~d banks 
acted so, the Central Banks could no longer exist, for they are founded precisely 
to seNe as clearing houses for banks, s~me of which have surplus funds, while 
others are in need of credit. 

Thus there can be no question of long term credits being granted 
except _by banks which have always available a number of large deposits and 
at the same time have no need of credit from the Central Bank. But, even 
in this case, there is still need for prudence. In the first place, it must be 
seen that the investments offer the best possible security and, consequently 
too considerable loans, especially to large undertakings, must be,avoided. 
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becaUse the grant of a large number of small credits corresponds better with 
the economic nature and social aim of the banks, which must serve fot the 
elevation of the poorer classes. It must, therefore, be arranged that the amounts 
lent be repaid within a rather short period, either five or ten years, which as a 
rule is economically possible for the small farmers and the workmen engaged 
in agriculture or industry. 

And above all it is not advisable to invest too large a part of the working 
capital in long term loans. There are banks that have invested 80%, 90% 
and sometimes even more of their available capital, most of it formed by 
deposits, in mortgage loans and advances for purchase of land.· These banks 
have seen the amount of their available funds dt!crease to a considerable 
extent and have . been less and less in a position to pay on demarid. It- is 
true that, in the ordinary course of things, the payments into current accoun.t 
or the savings deposits annually exceed those collected or the repayments. 
But it is always possible that iust the contrary may happen. It is enough 
to remember the large amounts withdrawn one after .another last winter, as 
a result of the rumours of war, fortunately unfounded. In the same way, 
unfavourable occurrences in the economic sphere, bad seasons,· industrial 
crises, a loss of confidence in the banks, whether. iustified or not, nJ,ay give 
occasion to veritable rons. It is.. especially of this latter cause that-wehave 
had numerous examples in the recent events occurring in the Grand Duchy 
of Hesse .. It is true, it seems, that the bank managers have succeeded in 
tranquillising the minds of the depositors and thus preven~ing their crowding 
to withdraw their capital, but, for the moment, a definite opinion cannot be 
expressed. To be always well prepared for this claS!! of events, the banks 
must have fluid capital under the form of deposits and a credit opened to them 
in the Central Banks. 

The General Committee of the Prussian Central Co-operative Bank 
(Gesamtausschuss d" P,eussischen Cent,algenossenscha/tskasse) has issued 
regulations for the p\lrpose, in which definite figures are given, that, in our 
opinion, however, can only represent a minimum. The Committee thinks 
that the banks. ought to have easily realisable at least an amount varying 
from 20% to .30% of their capital, according to the conditions in which they 
find themselves, and, in particular, according to the amount of their own 
capital. the nature of their investments in the locality and the term at which 
the'deposits may be claimed. Consequently, the credit ope~ed to them and 
their eventual deposits in the Federal Bank must amount to 20% or 30%, 
20% may ~uffice :-

(J) When at least 30% of the investments consists of loans repayable 
before the next harvest ; 

(iJ) When their own capital is in suitable proportion to that provided 
by outsiders; 

(iiJ) When the deposits constitutin~ the largest amounts are only 
accepted on condition that notice for repayment shall be long 

. and the term be kept to even at ordinary times ; 
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(iv) When the co-opera~ive societies have relations exclusively with 
their Fe~ral Bank (Ausschliesslichkeitsverhiiltnisse), that is to say, 
when they apply to it alone for credit and deposit only with it. 

If we suppose that this 20% is divided equally between the credit opened 
and the deposits made with the Central Bank, it would be allowable to invest 
60% of the capital in loans repayable after the following harvests. An examin
ation of co-operative statistics and the balance sheets of loan and savings 
banks shows that it is no rare thing for this limit to be passed. In fact, the 
amount of- mortgages and loans granted for purchase of real estate is some
times 80%, or 90% of .the capital and even more. However, this amount 
of 60%, to the detriment' of the deposits in the Federal Bank, still seems to us 
too high. If, according to the hypothesis, only about 10% of the capital is 
deposited in the Central Banks, it will be difficult for tItem to thrive. - They 
will be unable to perform their task of meeting the requirements of the·loan 
and savings banks for credit as well as those of other kinds of co-operativ<! 
societies of recent foundation with insufficient means. In our opinion, not 
10% should be set aside to form deposits in the Federal Bank, but much more. 
for example, from 20 to 30%. Happily, a certain number of banks act on this 
principle. It ,is to be hoped that others will follow their example, and will 
reduce the amount of credit they grant on r!1,il1 estate, of which they have been
up to the present too lavish. 

As already shown, there is another essential condition for the regular 
development of the banks and for long term credits, namely, --that the so
cieties must possess sufficient capital of their own in shares and reserve fund. 
The capital in the reserve fund cannot leave the safes and the share capital 
can only be withdrawn when the members leave the society.·, It will serve to 
counterbalance the fluctuations in the capital supplied by outsiders',(deposits 
and bank credits). It is therefore specially necessary for banks which have 
used their working capital for long term investments, so that, consequently. 
it is less easy to realise it. As these investmt'nts..have considerably increased 
in the last fifteen years, both absolutely and relatively, there is reason for 
alarm in the fact that the statistics of the National Federation show, on the 
contrary, during the same period, a comparative decrease in the amount of 
capital 'belonging to the societies themselves. This, which includes the share 
capital, the reserve funds, the amounts brought forward from previous working 
years, the property of the society, etc., amounted 

at the end of 1896 to" 6'2% of the working capital, 

" ,,1901 .. 4'5% " .. .. 
.. .. 1911 ,,3'8%.. .. 

In the urban co-operative credit societies, the capital of the societies them
selves was 21'16% at the end of 1911 and even in 158 large banks it was 22'4% 
of the total working capital. Certainly, the urban credit co-operative societies, 
and more still the large banks are, in their economic constitution and their 

• Compare German methods with the provisions ilf 5 :u of Act II of i912. 
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aims, very clifferent from the lOan and savin~ ban1!:s, but, even when a.ccQunt 
is taken of this difference, it is. s~n. from the figures, given above that the. 
capital belonging to the rural societies thevu;elves must be consjderably 
increased. the rather, as the years X896, 1901 and 19I1; shQw a gradually declieas.., 
ing percentage from ~'2% to 4'5% and finally to ~'8%, 'this decrease is 
explained by the comparatively more. rapid increase. in the amounts Qwoed 
by outsiders and especially in the depo.<>its. Statistics. also show that paymenta 
into the reserve fund are insufficient to increase this capital. but that -rather 
the value of the shares should be raisedi.. ' . 

The National Federation recommends that the value o( the shares should 
be at least 100 marks, but if possible higher, up to 500 marks, Xt is considerll,d 
in this connection, th!lot by fa.r the. most ,of the loan and savings banks are 
regulated in accordance with the systetn of unlimited liability; anQi that: the 
law lays down in this case that nQ, membel;s may hve more than one shue. 

More than 90% of the rural loan and. savin~ banks are still fu from 
following the abQve counsel. A<;cording. t.o the sta.tist.ics of the Prussian. 
Central Bank, it appears that, among the unlimited liability lQan .and savings, 
banks at the end of 1908 : 

. 56'20% had shares of a value not exceedirig 10 marks 
30'90% " " between 10 and tOl) " 

12'78% " It" tOO" t;QOO " 

0'12% II " " " more than I,QOO •• 

The average amount of the shares, given as only 20 marks, also,show~ 
how small they are and how small the amounts paid up in' most cases. !n. 
recent years there has been an improvem.e~t. btlt not yet very approciable, 
The difficulties. presented in recent months, owing to the smaU amount o£ 
money on the market, and the lessons. lea.rned frQIp. thectises- in the c~per", 
ative societies in the Grand Duchy of Hesse, certainly not the last fCj.l;toll 
to be considered, sl!ould urge them. more strongly and. mor~ effect.ually. to, 
increase the amount of their shares. . 

In any case, in loan and savings bank!) in wbicht4ere ~lie luge sums 
deposited, amounting to million!i of marks. ~venif. t.h~' value of the s~~ 
and the amounts. paid up were incr~ased: to. soo ma,r~. i~ W'otJ1~ not Ylft.~, 
enough to provide the co-{)perative societies with enough.. capital, of .the~ 
own. The Statistical Year-Book of, the National federation, suppUes WllJ", 
able information on the subject, We learn from it that, a bank. wit.h only 
32 members has 3.190.886 marks. working capital, 2,988.I2~ m~l;ks of W:hj.~b . 
are derived from deposits. It has. it is true, :t50,6oQ marks.. in its. rese~l). 
fund,.· Consequently, its sh¥e capital is, 44,80() . muks.; the value ot t~ 
shares must be 1:.500. marks or even more. Its. c;>wn capit~ is. therefore Qnl~ 
195.400 marks or 6'1% of the total of its. working capiteJ. wh.ic4 is ~ofi a swlh 
cient ecc;>nomic foundation. The situation of another ba.n~. i,IJ still Wol'$e. 

It has 368' members. Its working capital is' J;o.g80,QOo marks, J;0.410,~o" 
marks being derived from, deposits. Its own capital consists of 1$1:038& 
marks in shares and 182,946 marks in reserve fund. It.iprms, therefore. only 
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3'3% of the working capital. If these banks, and others yet, Wish to form 
a really sufficient capital of their own, they should increase the value of their 
shares up to 5,000 and even 10.000 marks. We can scarcely say whether 
such an increase would be possible economically speaking. But in any case 
shares of such high'value would be little suited to the nature of the loan and 
savings banks. The only remaining course is to increase the number of . 
members. and in this way appreciably .increase the capital belonging to the 
society. Unfortunately, it is not-rare to find a certain unwillingness to accept 
new, members who are not rich, whether through fear of a diminution of the 
dividends, or through mistaken ideas of the members. The lessons taught 
by Nieder-Modau and other banks, in which a small number of members had 
to bear heavy pecuniary losses, will. it is to be hoped. help to the reassert ion of 
the principle that the economic foundations of the loan and savings banks 
must be reinforced by the largest possible incuase of members. 

The precautionary measures of which we have just spoken may reduce 
the fears with regard to large grants of long term loans on mortgage and 
advances for purchase of real estate. Yet. it seems desirable to limit these 
loans in future and rather to encourage the deposit of the surplus funds in the 
federal banks. If this principle is advanced to-day, it is also necessary. in 
view of the unfortunate occurrences recorded in section 3, at the same time to 
require the Central Banks 10 use the most scrupulous diligence in the managemen' 
of flu amounts entrusted 10 them. All the commercial and co-operative rules 
applicable to the local banks must also be observed, and even far more 
carefully, by the Central Banks. The severest blow is given to the principle of 
clearing by means of co-operation. when the savings made in the country, 
which should return to the rural population in need of credit, are invested 
in building lots or mortgages or in industria! undertakings in la~ge towns. 
Even if investments of this kind were safer than they were unhappily in the 
cases considered. it would still be an error to use agricultural savings for other 
than co-operative purposes. 

The theory that. by means of the increase of the deposits in their Central 
Banks. an excess of available money may be obtained. which there is no means 
of profitably utilising. is untenable. at least under existing conditions. What 
is also true is that. in view of the small amount of money on the market. the 
Central Co-operative Banks find th.eir situation difficult and have had to ask 
for large credits -from the Prussian Central Co-operative Bank and other 
institutes. and when the conditions of the money market improve there are 
still serious co.:operative problems attending a solution for which the co
operation of the Central Banks is indispensable, It is with very good right. 
that. a few months ago. Dr. Heiligenstadt spoke. in the Prussian Landes
Okonomie-Kollegium of one of the greatest tasks before co-operation in the 
future. namely, the increased technical and agricultural improvement of the 
country districts. And it will be a very serious duty for the Central Banks 
to give financial support to the efforts made for this end. with all requisite 
precautions. of course. _ They will then have need of considerable funds. which 
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may be obtained from the local loan and savings banks. They will reach this 
end if, even leaving aside the question of a wise policy of remunerative interest, 
they keep the confidence of their affiliated co-operative societies, by means of 
a scrupulously conscientious and competent management. 

In all we have said, we have desired. within the limits assigned. to us, 
to set forth some of the most important lessons to be learned from the crisis 
in co-operation in the Grand Duchy of Hesse. 

There remains only one question which requires to be briefly illustrated: 
that of the work 01 the Inspection Federations lor the prevention 0/ the recurrence 
01 such events. Criticisms, above all in the cir.cles connected with the co-opera
tive societies that have suffered from these events, reproach the Co-operative 
Federation more or less severely. They say that its inspections should have 
revealed the serious errors committed and its board of management have taken 
energetic measures to correct them. Here, first of all, another principle must 
be enunciated. The supervision to be exercised in a business, is, in accord· 
ance with the law and the regulations, the first duty of the board of super
vision, which is also the mOst competent for the purpose, as it has, a precise 
.acquaintance with the personal and economic conditions of the debtors and 
their sureties. To relieve the board, of this duty would be to shake the very 
foundations of co-operative institutions, the principles of autonomous 
administration and liability. It is only in consideration of the serious losses that 
may be caused through insufficient control on th~ part of the board of super
vision, in the case of particular societies and the entire co-operative system 
generally, that the system of inspection was instituted, the 'inspection being 
first of all optional and then, after the promulgation of the I889 law on co
operative societies, complilsory. The inspection consists of an examination 
at definite intervals, in order to see if the constitution of the society, the 
administration of the board of management and the control exercised' by the 
board of Supervision are in harmony with the laws and regulations. It is a 
matter that has been very much discussed of late years, but has not yet been 
finally settled either by co-operative practice or by jurisprudence, whether 
this inspection should only be concerned with the management and book
keeping Or whether the exact value of the business operations should be investi
gated. We need not here again express our opinion on this point. However, 
one thing, that none can deny, is that when all sorts of commercial and' co
operative rules are infr~nged, when credits of hundreds of thousands of marks 
are granted to private persons; loans made for purchase of houses, and build
ing lots and industrial undertakings of doubtful success in large towns at a 
distance I excessively large credits given to members of the board of manage
ment, without the usual guarantees and without the auth~risation of the board 
of supervision as ordered by the law; arrears of interest and sinking fund 
allowed to accumulate to a large extent; when there is great .accuracy and 
carelessness in the book-keeping, when Central Banks invest three-fourths of ~ 

their working capital in a small number of loans, each for some millions; 
faults so enormous cannot or should not escape the attention of a competent 
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inspector who should make them known. Happily, it must be recognized, as 
has been now ascertained. that the inspectors knew of all these irregularities 
and had denounced them.· 

Some people also maintain that by proceeding . energetically. and 
expelling the co-operative society from the Federation and refusing it 
credit at the Central Bank, the catastrophe might have been prevented 
from assuming such proportions. But, in those years. no prophe~ could 
have foreseen the seriousness of the present state of things. Perhaps there 
were reasons for hoping that this ruin with all its consequences might 
be averted, and the society brought again into the. right road and allowed 
gradually to make up for. its errors. With regard to the idea of the expulsion 
of the society from the Federation, we must also retlect on the risk of its con
tinuing its bad management with less control and thus more certainly coming 
to ruin, with all the terrible consequences for co-operative circles whether near 
or at a distance. • 

Certainly. the recent sad· occurrences have given the Federations a lesson 
which ought to . lead them to greater activity and better supervision. And 
it ought to be equally certain that, in the future, if they discover errors, instead. 
of being indulgent, as they have h.een up to the present in certain cases, they 
will apply energetic measures without pity. Thus it must be hoped that the 
failures of the co-operative societies, which have been so deplorable. will lead 
to the elimination of whatever is opposed to the very spirit of such sOcieties. 
This will bring about the return to wise co-operative and economic principles, 
and so to the most extensive reinforcement of agricultural co-operation, 
which has been so beneficial in such a variety of ways. 



PART III. 

THE CO-OPERATIVE SYSTEM IN THE CENTRAL 
PROVINCES AND BERAR. 

CHAPTER 1. 

GENERA~ DESCRIPTION. 

~ THE main principle upon which the Central ProVinces 
system of co-operation is based is that, apart from the necessary 
control by Government of a rp.ovement deeplyaffectirig 
public interests, nothing must be done for co-operators (i) 
which they ought to do for themselves, arid (ii) which they are 
competent to do for themselves. The ultimate objective 
is a co-operative organization internally self-governed _ a~d 
financially. self-supporting. Now (i) 'above covers practically 
the entire range of co-operative effort; whereas (ii) may, quite 
legitimately, cover a narrow and restricted field of operations. 
The Co-operative Credit Societies Act, X of 1904, was only 
passed twelve years ago, and, at that time i. there was con;' 
siderable scepticism as to the possibility of any real progress 
in India." * And a perusal of the report submitted by Sir 
Edward Law's Committee in 1903, on the establishment of Co
operative Credit Societies in India, t shows quit~ clearly that 
the organization of a system of co-operation on broad and 
scientific lines was not contemplated as being witliin the bounds 
of early possibility. The report is, in fact, altogether silent .. 

• Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress. Budapest. 1904; report· by 
Mr. H. E. L. P. Dupernex. I.C.S. . 

t Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of His Majesty. May ~ 
obtained from Messrs. Thacker & Co •• Bombay. ' 
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about the higher organization and finance of the co-operative 
movement. Between Ig04 and Ig12 there was much progress; 
,and the new l~w, Act II of Ig12, not only conferred recognition 
upon forms of co-operation other than for credit, but gave. 
legal' status to a society the members of which are other regis
tered societies. The society of the People's Bank type would, 
:so Sir Edward Law's Committee thought (vide the fourth 
paragraph of the report just referred to), prove to be 3: suitable 
agency for the financing of the rural credit societies. But 
short term and long term credit institutions require, as the 
student of this book will understand, distinct and separate 
organizations. The Central Bank, including rural credit societies 
in membership, soon became an )ndispensable part of the 
syste,m of agricultural credit, and even bef~re the new Act of 
Ig12 had seeJ;1 the light, a Provincial Co-operative Bank was 
found necessary for the rapidly increasing requirements of the 
Central Provinces. An article by the present writer, published 
in .lg07,· will help the student to appreciate what our early 
difficulties were and with what caution we had to proceed, and 
it is, with apologies, re-produced as Appendix I to this part of 
this book. 

I have said that (ii) above may, quite legitimately, cover 
a narrow and restricted field of operations. This statement 
wants explanation. We have seen that the exact methods of 
a practical system of co-operation depend upon and are limited 
by the nature of the environment. People who may, at first, 
be ignorant of co-operation must 'be taught and trained. Local 
custom, local prejudice, may be inimical to the existence of the 
'co-operative spirit. Opposition of many kinds' may have to 
be met and conciliated. The illiteracy of the population may 
be a serious obstacle to the creation of self-contained and self
managing village societies. In. the Central Provinces and Berar 
only 33 per mille of the total population are literate. "It is a 
fact," writes Mr. Marten (Census Report, page 173, II that 
many who ~o through the primary s~hools in youth lapse into 

• .. Co.operative Credit and the Central Bank." .tIgricuUural Jourflal oJ lrtdia, 
Vol. II, Part I, January, 1907. 
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complete illiteracy at a later ,age, this being specially the case in 
the cultivating classes, who have little stimulus to keep up their 
education on leaving school." At first, therefore, much may 
have to be done for co-operators which they ought to do for 
themselves, the simple truth being that they are incompetent 
Still, whatever co-operators can do, that they should be made 
to do; and unless the degree of efficiency exacted from the 
members of the co-operative body is a continuously increasing 
one, something is radically wrong with the methods of training 
employed. It m~y be, perhaps, that no training is being 
given. , 

Quite a common idea amongst the educated pioneers of the 
movement is that, though Central Banks can be managed by 
them, the village societies ,cannot and need not be managed by 
their own members. That is to say, self-government may be 
very goodfor a Central Bank but is very bad for the societies 
working under that bank. It is difficult to understand the 
reasoning which pennits sincere and thinking men to fall into 
an error 'of this kind. Unless the societies are instru~ted and 
patiently trained they will never know what self-help is; and 
unless they are left to apply what has been taught them, they' 
will never know what self:help means. A Central Bank which 
does not train its societies to independence is not doing its duty 
and is working on lines which are not only wrong but injuriou~ 
to the country. 

Another false notion, shared by Central Banks and by 
societies alike, is that the various units of which the complete 
system is built tap are not' only- internally independent, in., the 
sense that each unit ,is at liberty to place its own CO{lstruCtiOIl 
upon the meaning of the term" co-operation" and to adopt, 
whatever methods may be most pleasant, but are independent 
in their relationship to each'other. It cannot be too thoroughly 
understood that the credit enjoyed by each unit depends entirely' 
on the stability and business reputation of the system as a whole. 
~e correct view of our organization is that of anArmy, with 
its Gen~ral, (the Governor of the Federation), its Staff (the Feder
ation Congress), its Corps Commanders (the Directorates of the 
Central Banks), its Regimental Colonels (the Committees of the-
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Unions of primary societies), and its Company Officers (the Pan
chayats of the primary' societies). Without a plan of campaign, 
without discipline, and without a responsible and guiding head, 
an army woulq be nothing but a disorderly mob, futile as a fight
ing machine. Without a definite policy, without co-ordination 
of effort, and without a liberal allowance of unse1fishnes~, 
.our co-operative system would be futile as a machine for the 
promotion of the economic welfare of the Province. I tis, 
therefore, the task of every educated co-operator to teach and 
train the men for whom he is responsible, to instiL into thet1l 
the virtues upon which the movement is based (and in the 

. absence of which it cannot exist), and to set .his face resolutely 
against the blighting influence of the parochial spirit. It is 

very wrong, for instance, to say Ie We in the Sabtik district are 
doing very well, and we do not mind whether the bank in the 
Bahutkarab district fails or not." The studies given in the 
flrstpart of this book will have been written in vain, if they have 
not taught that co-operation does not begin and end withi:il 
the village, nor within the district, nor even within .the Province .. 

Yet another wrong idea ·ls prevalent. Ie Co-operation " 
is interpreted by many to mean a state of things from whicll 
discipline of any kind is absent, and in which compulsion pla~ 
no part. The fallacy of- this interpretation is obvious to thos? 
who know how co-operators in other countries have ~oluntarilY 
submitted themselves to mutual discipline and control and. 
thereby, emancipated themselves and their children froIil 
servitude to the money-lender and petty dealer. The great 
lesson which co-opercltive history has to teach us is that without 
the stern discipline of a mutually controlled organizatioJl 
nothing good .can be accomplished. If a man objects to 
discipline, and refuser; obedience to any laws except those of hi~ 

own making, there is no place for him inside the co-operativ, 
movement. 

It must be remembered that the officers of co-operative 
institutions are elected by the members themselves, and thai 
every member has a vote and, with scarcely an exception, onc! 
vote only. Executive authority must, of necessity, be vested 
in· somebody's hands; no work could be done otherwise, and 
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business, especially banking business, would be brought to a 
standstill. But t.he executive authority must be under control; 
and the system itself places ample powers of control in the 
hands of the committee and general meetings. What is essentia 1 
is that every member of a 'co-operative society should possess 
the sense of association, should feel his responsibility, and do 
his duty. After all, registration and legal privileges, as well as 
the right to seek fQ!'. credit, . are granted only on the express 
understanding that a society will observe its by-laws. It must, 
therefore, be made a point of honour by those responsible. for 
the purity of the movement, that nome.fcy shall be given to 
persons who are deliberately slack and dishonest. If a man, 
in his private capacity cheats, he is branded as a criminal. 
The abettor of a criminal offence is also a criminal. Societies 
which promise to obey their by-laws, which obtain. credit on 
the strength of that promise, and then break it, are criminals in 
co-operation; * .and, if Ce~tral Banks are aware of malpractices, 
and do nothing to stop them,. they. are abettors. Such words 
as " tax" and "compulsory" are, I would point out, appro
priate only if used with the intention of presenting a picture of 
down-trodden cultivators, herded against their will into co
operative societies, and then subjected to harsh treatment. 
Now no ~n need join, and no man need remain in a co.:operative 
society unless he wants to. As a condition 'of enrolment in 
membership he makes, of his oWn free Will, certain promises : 
and it is due to depositors who entmst co-operatorswitb their 
money that he should keep, or be made to keep them. The 
second main principle of the Central Provinces system is, then, 
that the moral fibre of co-operators must be strong and 
tough enough to secure honesty. 

The next point which requires explanation is the position 
which the Registrar and his assistants occupy with' respect to 
the movement. What are the views of Government upon the 
matter? They are to be found clearly stated'in a resolution 
issued in June, I914, by the Government of India. "It is 
certain" runs the resolution " that in India without initiative 

... What I fear: wrote John RuskiD, .. is Co.operatioD amoDgst_Scoundrels." 
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and help from Government co-operation would still be 
unknown. Gover~ment alone was in a position to supply the 
knowledge and organization necessary to start the work, and 
Government alone is able by its association with the movement 
to .create the outside confidence nec~ss~ry to give it stability. 
Registrars are not, and are not intended to be, merely registering 
officers; they are also expected to provide supervision. 
assistance, counsel, and control. It is not to be imagined that 
societies will become perfect models of co-operation on" formation 
and'it 'is necessary that Government, through its own and the 
societies' staff, should continue t~eir co-operative education 
long after they are registered. Unless a society is co-operative 
in fact as well as in name-and it can only be so if all its members 
understand the main principles-it is a fraud on its members 
and on the public. The fact too that societies, though primarily 
self-contained and self-governed, are 'subject to supervision by 
Government officers, has an important effect in attracting 
publiC confidence, and the benefits thus accruing to the country 
at large fully justify the expenditure of public money on official 
supervision. Lastly, the co-operative movement by bringing 
the officers of Government into close touch with the people in 
economic matters, provides opportunities for developing those 
closer relations in other respects which it is so ~esirable to 
foster. But just as there are some critics who deprecate Govern
ment assistance, so too there are others, both non-official and 
official, who plead for a far' greater degree of: Government 
intervention than has hitherto been permitted. They urge 
that in order to touch more than the fringe of the population. 
a far more rapid rate of progress is called for, and that unless. 
the Government staff be largely increased, and unless active 
measures be taken by Government to" propagate the movement, 
its effect must be small and progress slow. This too represents 
a policy which Government has not felt itself" at liberty to adopt. 
Not only is it the case that work done by a large centralised 
department tends to become mechanical and listless, but the 
movement must in its essence be a popular one:-and nothing 
should be done to weaken the feeling among co-operators that 
it is based upon self-reliance and independence. Government .. 
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therefore, in the best interests of the move,ment,' must not allow 
co-operation in this country to become an official concern 
managed by State establishments. 

" As regards the difficult question of control and audit, it is 
recognized tlrat these duties cannot be left entirely to the 
private agency of unions and central banks. It is desirable 
that this non-official agency should be utilised as much as 
possible and tliat purely departmental rQ.utine in the work of 
audit and control should be avoided, but ·the success of the 
movement would be endangered if this principle were carried 
to an extreme. Without some degree of Goverimient super
vision Registrars would lose touch with the societies ; and the 
outside public, who depend largely on the information 
possessed by Registrars, and who value the scrutiny carried out 
by those on whom they rely, would lose that confidence in the 
financial position of the societies which it is so essential to main
tain. Had this safeguard been neglected, it'is doubtful whether 
societies would have escaped-as fortunately they have almost 
everyw:here escaped-the evil effects of the recent banking 
crisis in India, and the circumstances attending that crisis 
indicate that any arrangement which would dispense altogether 
with Government. superviSIOn is impracticable. The audit, 
moreover, .of a group of societies by a central society,whose 
own credit is bound up with that of the societies dependent 
on it, will not be accepted by the public as equivalent 
in value to an audit by an outside agency. It is necessary, 
therefore, that societies should be controlled and audited by 
a reliable staff which can keep the Registrar informed of the 
financial position of the societies, and it is also necessary that 
the agency employed should be such as will ensure the con
fidence of the money-~ending public. The staff need not be paid 
by Government, and it is indeed as a rule better that societies 
should themselves be responsible for the payment of the control
ling and auditing staff than that they should be indebted to 
Government for its services, hut whether the staff is paid by the' 
societies or not, it is ordinarily advisable that it should be 
appointed subject to the approval of the Registrars, and that 
it should remain under their general control. If by this, or any 

cs 
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other means, the two main conditions above noted are satisfied 
..L.fust, that Registrars should possess reliable information 
regarding the financial position of societies, and secondly, that 
the Qutside pu:t>lic should have confidence in the control and 
audit--it is an advantage that the number of Government 
officials employed should be as small as possible." 

We may now tum to the Report of the Committee on 
Co-.operation in India,* paragraph 191. II In the creation of a 
Registrar notonly to. fulfil the formal requirements of the Act, 
but alSo. to guide and- control the whole movement, the Indian 
Go.vernment occupies a unique position and one which we 
think has been of great, and could be made of still greater utility 
to. the movement. When the appointment was first created 
in 1905, the retention of a Government officer as Registrar was 
looked upon as a more or- less temporary measure, and it was 
hoped that as experience was gained and societies became more 
able to stand alone, the fostering care of the Registrar would 
be found less .necessary, until ultimately he would be able to 
contine himself to his statutory functions only. \Ve cannot 
subscribe either to. the disappearance of the post or to the 
transference of . i,ts functians to. non-official agency. - As 
Mr. Wolff has put it to us. the Registrars should not be set down 
as officials, but as .. guides. philosophers,·. and friends to.' the 
societies, appointed and paid. by the State.'" In his book 
•• People.'s Banks,H Mr;, H. W. 'Wolff writes, t II Official super
vision o.f some sort, of course, there will always have to. be, just 
as we cannot in the United Kingdom do without it in our co
operative societies. The State must see that its laws are o.beyed. 
But. once the proper stage of deVelopment is reached, fun:her 
than that official interference shC'uld not go. We cannot yet 
be said to. have arrived at that point in India. For sometime 
still the'Registrar will have to go. on directing the work of the 
movement. taking for the time the place of the coming Union. "l 

The Registrar. it will be understood .. has a dual role to fill. 
He is IlQt only the official repres.entative of Government, but 

• Government Pr8S&. SUnIa, 191 S. 
t Third .e<ijtioQ. pp. 534, 535· 
I .. Federation" is the correct term. 
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he is the non-official General~nwalt, or elected head of the 
Union, or more correctly, the Federation -of Central Banks. 
What -the duties and functions of s~ch a head should be, may 
best be gathered by reading the short -sketch of the life and 
work of Wilhelm Haas which is added as an appendix * to. this 
part of this book. "Fin~ Raiffeisen " wrote Sir F. Nicholson, 
and thus summed up the problem of Indian co-operation.- Is 
it too much to hope that froni the ranks of the great army of 
non-official co-operators men will, in the- course of time, be 
forthcoming to lead the movement? Education in co-opera
tion is proceeding; practical. experience is being gain~d; the 
co-operative' idea is no longer quite the novelty it was. The 
present environment, with its limitations, is becoming more 
spacious ~ and_ t!J.ough it is of paramount importarice that no 
man should aspire to ~ead the move~ent unless he has the' 
necessary qualifications~not merely the zeal but the e1Cpert 
knowledge as well-I hold that the process of education .. will, 
in the end, turn out men' able, qualified, and willing to lead. 
Meanwhile, the organization is much too young, financially 
too weak, and too disjointed, to be able to find and pay its own 
Generalanwalt. 

What are the different units in the Central Provinces 
system? Some of them are regular troops (on the permanent 
establishment), others are irregular troops, experimental or not 
sufficiently tested. The regular units are as follows:. 

In the organization of agricultural co-operation, the basic 
unit is the primaiy co-operative credit society, with unlimited 
liability, and with a very restricted area from which to recruit 
its members. Generally, . members come from a single village 
and are all neighbours. Seldom, two or more small villages 
are included within the area allotted to a single society. More 
frequently, two or more societies are to be found in the same 
village, mutual trust and knowledge impo~ing their own limita
tions upon membership.-j 

Next in order of progression comes the guaranteeing- Unio~ 
of primary societies. Just as full knowledge of the circumstances 

, -

III Appendix II Of ~ilherm Haas." 
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of individual members is essential to the safety of a society 
with unlimited lia.bility, so local knowledge is required for the 
reliable assessment of the credit of primary societies. In the 
early stages of its career a" Central Bank can deal satisfactorily 
with the difficult ql1estion of assessing credit; but when the 
societies affiliated to it become numerous, decentralisation of 
detailed work is unavoidable, unless banking is to be conducted 
on rigid and artificial lines. Some Central Banks, indeed, 
show a deplorable ,affection for red tape and elaborate (but 
unsafe) methods of office procedure. Security is not to be found 
in pens, ink, and paper-nor yet in figures. Full local know
ledge is what the assessing agency must possess. For this 
reason, the guaranteeing Union is a very valuable link in the 
chain of co-operative banking. Nor must the grea.t importance 
of the Union as an agency for the imparting of education in 
co-operation be neglected. The area which a Union is allowed 
to deal with is, of course, restricted, the radius being, roughly, 
not more than an easy morning's walk from the Union head
quarters. 

Above the Unions of primary societies is the Central Bank, 
including amongst its shareholders not only private individuals 
but (a) the Umons in their corporate capacities, (b) the primary 
societies in their corporate 'capacities, and (c) every individual 
member of the primary societies. The objects of this arrange
ment are not only to promote thrift and to ensure tha~ the 
stake represented by local capital is sufficient to procure credit, 
"but also to instil into the individual that sense of association 
and of interests in common which is so indispensable to a 
powerful co-operative movement, and to secure stability and 
permanence of banking funds. The area allotted to each 
Central Bank is also restricted, but its size is -regulated by 
administrative reasons, such, for instance, as the local talent 
available for management, the pt.~bable volume of business, 
the density of population, the intensity of cultivation, and the 
fact whether communications are good or bad. rhe system 
of·guaranteeing Unions not only adds to security but enlarges 
the sphere of a Central Bank's operations, and turns, what 
would otherwise be unco-operative into co-operative business 
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At the apex of the organization for credit and thrift stands 
the Provincial Bank. which is "not, at present. purely co-opera
tive. In the record of this Bank there is :nothing which the 
most ardent advocate of co-operative methods could find fault 
with-from the financial and business point of view. There 
has been no hankering after big dividends and no pressure 
upon Central Banks to. bring much or exclusive custom .. But " 
the time must arrive, and that shortly. when the Central Banks 
(and all that they represent) will become the most important 
shareholders in the Provincial Bank. with an influe:ntial. if not 
a deciding. voice in its affairs. The most serious problem 
which the co-operative movement in the Central Provinces 
has to face is the provision of Generalanwalten (or legal represen
tatives and heads ofthe system in its strictly non-official aspect). 
with the necessary time, knowledge, and practical experience. 
The solution of this problem, as well as the transformation of 
the Provincial Bank from a society"of individuals to a society 
of societies. will be reached by gradual stages, the length of 
which it is impossible to measure beforehand. Briefly, the exact 
date of the solution depends entirely upon the aptitude of the 
people of the Province for practical co-operation. There"are 
"many formidable obstacles to be overcome. " 

Of the Central Provinces Federation of Co-operative Banks 
it may be stated in these introductory remarks that it aspires 
to carry out precisely those functions which are allotted to the 
big Federations in other countries. To fhereader who has 
mastered the studies" contained iIi the first part of this book 
nothing more need be said. 

We may now proceed to makeca detailed inspection of the 
internal machinery of (a) the regular" units on the permanent 
establishment. and (b) the irregular units, experimental in 
nature, or not sufficiently tested to be recognized as part of 'the 
standard organization. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE PRIMAR.Y CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT S·OCIETY WITH 

UNLIMITED LIABILITY. 

, . The following standard by-laws have been adopted by the 
Central Provinces Federation of Co-operative Banks for the 
use of primary credit societies :-

. NAME AND ADDRESS. 

J. This society shall be called the ' 
Co-operative Society, Unlimited. . Its registered office is at 

• 
.QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP. 

2. Subject to tll·e condition that without the previous sanction 
of the Registrar the number of individuals elected to membership 
of this society shall not exceed 50, any person of good character 
who resides in is qualified for 
admission to membership if he 

(I) is above 18 years of age; 
(2) agrees .to pay an entrance fee of annas eight and an 

annual subscrtption of Re. I (to be paid in advance) 
to the Central Provinces Federation of Co-operative 
Banks, Limited; 

(3) undertakes to free himself as S001' as 'possible from 
such pecuniary obligations as he may. be under to 
any person or institution otlter than this societj; 

(4) binds himself to purchase one share of Rs. 5 in the 
Co-operative Central Bank to which this society is 
affiliated, for every complete fifty rupees or fraction 
of fifty rupees which he may owe to this society. 
This society is at liberty to advance money for the 
purchase of shares acquired in accordance with 
this by-law and loans take.n for the purchase of 
sh -zres ma:>, be repaid to the soclety in annual instal-
1Ilents not exceeding ten in number. As long as 
a1ty part of the purchase money of any share thus 
acquired has not been paid back to the society by the 
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purchaser the dividend Dn such share shall be t«ken 
towards lhe price of the share; . 

(5) undertakes after admission to membership to refrain 
from borrowing money on any pretext whatsoever 
except from this society unless he has given previous 
notice to the Panchayat and has Qbtain~d the instruc~ -
tio.ns of the Panchayat ¢oncerning his intention to 
borrow,' 

(6) undertakes to acquaint himself fully with the meaning 
of the by-laws of this society and with the main 

- principles of co-operation as expressed in the leaflet 
pasted in his Pass Book; 

(7) undertakes to furnish the society on becoming a candidate 
for admission, or whenever necessary, with a full 
and irue statement of his assets and liabilities, 
Any member guilty of concealment of debts or of 
obtaining money from the society by means of such 
concealment renders himself liable to prosecution 
in a Criminal Court. 

(I) Just as small classes are easier to teach than large ones, 
so the ~ociety of moderate size learns its work more' quickly 
and more thoroughly than a big unwieldy society. Mutual 
knowledge, the basis of unlimited liability, is more likely to 
be complete and up to date in a small than in a big society~ 
Our experience is that when a village 'co-operative credit society 
includes more than fifty persons in membership, the quality of 
co-operation suffers.... In practice, the general tul~ works out 
at one society to one village. There are, however, just excep" 
tions to this rule. 

(II) Section 6 of the CO'-operative Societies Act makes it 
clear that every society must consist of at least ten persong 
above th<; age of eighteen years. 

(III) The annual subscription of Re. 1 is the penalty of 
illiteracy, People who cannot keep accounts must pay for 
work which has to be done for them. At the same time, the 

• C/. paras. 25 and 26 ot the Report of the Committee on Co-operation in 
India. 
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~ members of primary societies are very carefully taught that the 
Union servants are the servants of the societies. Without 
regular accounts there can be no banking system; without paid 
service there would be no regular accounts; and India cannot 
afford to put off the movement towards co-operation until 
that vague future date which will find the necessary degree of
literacy prevalent and societies able to write their own accounts. 
The annual subscription of Re. I covers all expenses, and it 
is an-absolutely inclusive charge for what is'intended to be a 
complete arid efficient banking service brought to the villager's 
door. 

,Entrance fees can be carried straight to the society's 
reserve fu!1d. or they can be applied towards the purchase 
of the society's share in the Central Bank. 

(rv) If members are to bear the burden, of joint and un
limited liability for the borrowings of their society. it is necessary 
that ~redit should not be pledged either secretly or indiscrimi
nately. Hence the provision of ' by-law 2 (3) above. 

(v) The primary society without share capital provides 
the simplest form of co-operative credit institution. 

Section 33 of the Act lays down that" in the ~ase of a 
society with unlimited liability no distribution of profits shall 
be made without the general or special order of the Local 
Government in this behalf. II Where there are no shares there 
are no dividends. and, cQnsequently. no dividend hunger. 
Accounts are more simple, and no arrangements need be made 
to ~eet the withdrawal of share money by members who leave 
the society.· It- is, however, essential (a) to preserve a definite 
proportion between share capital and borrowed money; (b) to 
promote thrift; (c) to widen the sense of association and to teach 
the members of the primary societies that the Central Bank is 
their own institution and the local pivot of co-operative enter
prise; and (d) to do everything possible to create purely co
operative control. By-law 2 (4) above has been framed with 
these objects in view, as well as to guard against possible tyranny 

• See section 22 of the CO-Qperative Societies Act fr'om which' It- is clear that the 
share capital of an unlimited liability society has no legal stability. 
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by the paid servants of the Central Bank over individual mem
bers of societies. Payment for shares by loans repayable in 
easy instalments is a practice which has its counterpart in other 
countries; and the last sentence of by-law 2 (2) merely gives 
effect to the requirements of section '12 of the Act. [References. 
Nicholson, Vol. I, pp. 10, 12, 139. Report of the Committee an 
Co-operation in India, paragraphs 43-46.] 

(VI) By-law 2 (5) gives effect to a recommendation made 
by the Committee on Co-operation in India. Paragraph 38 
of the Committee's Report runs as follows :-:-

38. A further question has been raised in this connection regarding 
the advisability of a provision· forbidding members 

Relation to money- ft I t· t rt t . 1 d f I lenders after admission. a er e ec Ion 0 reso 0 money- en. ers or oans. 
We recognize that, as a general rule. it is best for 

members to be indebted to the society only and to no outside agency, but 
unless steps are taken to finance the members adequately and promptly, any rule 
to this effect would certainly be evaded. We think it right therefore for 
societies to abstain from any prohibition against resort by members to the . 
money-lenders, but it should be laid down that the Commi:ttee must be duly 
info~ed on every occasion. when loans are takE;n 'froni. sources outside the 
society. We would at the same time recommend that aU. necessalY steps 
should be taken to meet the needs of members by adequate and proper financing 
within the society itself. and we may reIll(lrk that· the best solution of the 
difficulty is, wherever this may be possible, to induce the money-lender to lend 
through the medium of the society by, becoming himself a depositor ; or to 
convert. a previous debt due froni a member into a deposit with the society 
at a reduced rate of interest and with possibly a reduction. also in the capital 
amount of the claim. 

(VII) The leaflet issued to members of societies lays down 
what every member, of a, primary society must know. Until 
the elementary principles set forth in the leaflet are mastered, 
education in co-operation has not 'proceeded very far. Teaching 
and controlling institutions are not doing their work efficiently 
unless they teach and control ; and, from the ,financial point of 
view, societies ignorant of their duties are .a grave danger. 
Every inspecting officer is expected to teach, not by means of 
long speeches, but, by putti~g siniple questions, obtaining 
answers, and testing and supplying knowledge. Without 
patience, sympathy; brevity, clarity, and knowledge no man 
can aspire to teach humble folk what Co-operation mean~. 
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LEAFLET. 

THE ESSENTIALS TO BE KNOWN BY ALL MEMBERS OF C9~PERATIVE CREDIT 

SOCIETIES (BY-LAW 2 (6) OF THE STANDARD BY-LAWS FOR PRIMARY 

SOCI:£TIES). 

I. OBJECT OF CREDIT SOCIETY :-

(i) Cultivation of habits of thrift and economy. 
(li) Increase of savings and their profitable use. 
(iii) Extinction of debts. 
(iv) Increase of property. 

2. ADVANTAGES OF CO-OPERATIVE BORROWING:-

(i) Small men can get loans at the same rate of interest as big men. 
(H) Mutual check and supervision. 
(iii) Profitable use of borrowed money. 

3. ADMISSION, WITHDRAWAL. ANDEXl'ULSION OF MEMBERS~-

(i) Admission.-The essential qualifications for admission are good 
character and intimate mutual knowledge. 

(li) Withdrawat-A member may withdraw from a society after 
repaying all his debts to the society, but his liability (as defined 
in paragraph 4 below) continues for 2 years from the date of 
withdrawal. 

(iii) Expulsion.-The main grounds on which a member is liable to 
expulsion are;-

(a) Concealment of debts before admission into the society, and 
borrowing flOm outside without the knowledge of the society 
after admission. 

(b) Wilful default in repayment. 
ec) Misapplication 'of loans. 
(d) Conduct injurious to the credit and reputation of the society 

and any serious breach of the by-laws. 

4. LIABILITY OF MEMBERS TO THEIR SOCIETY:-

Is unlimited, i.e., a member is personally, as well as with all his estate 
responsible not only for his own debt to the society but also for the debts of 
his fellow members to the society. 

5. LIABILITY OF A CREDIT SOCIETY:-

(i) In respect of its own borrowings is unlimited. 
(ii) In respect of the guarantee for the borrowings of all other societies 

affiliated to the Circle Union to which it belongs, is limited to 
the extent of a sum equal to its own maximum borrowings 
during the preceding 12 months. 
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6. SAFEGUARDS AGAINST Loss:-
(i) Admission of ' persons of good character intimately known to one 

aaother. 
(ii) Thorough knowledge and observance of the by-laws. 
(iii) Proper fixation of maximum credit limits, and their rigid obser-

vance in granting loans. , 
(iv) Discouragement of loans for purposes which are not product~ve 

and profitable. 
(v) Grant of loans for actual requirements onIY'. 
(vi) Taking of two personal sureties for every loan granted to a member. 

The sureties should, as a general rule, be members of the society, 
but in exceptional cases and with the approval of the General 
Meeting non-member sureties may be accepted. 

(vii) Taking of mortgage or sub-lease of any alienable immovable 
property of the borrower or of his future crops in addition to 
per~nal sureties, if the Panchayat considers it necessary. 

(viii) Application of loans to specified and approved purposes. 

7. SYStEM OF REPAYMENT:-
, I 

(i) When a loan is made for a non-productive purpose it. shall be repaid 
within two years. 

(ii) Loans for seed, food, cultivation .expenses, cattle fodder, or the 
payment of r~nt or revenue shall be repaid immediately after 
the next ensuing harvest. 

(iii) Loans for the purcha~ of carts or cattle, or for industrial or agri
cUltural implements, or for the liquidation of small debts, or 
for house building must be repaid within two or at the most 
three years. 

(iv) Loans for the liquidation of large debts, the purchase or redemption 
of land, or for expensive improvement of land must be repaid 
within three or at the most four years. The Panchayat shall 
scrupulously observe these principles and shall not grant more 
than one extension of an overdue kist. ShoUld it be necessary 
in the opinion of the Panchayat to act contrary to the principles 
above expressed, the Panchayat shall refer the matter for the 
orders of the Central Bank or Circle Union,to which the society 
is affiliated and shall obtain and obey such orders which must 
be in writing. 

(v) Loans must be punctually repaid in the manner shown above. 
(vi) More than one renewal for an overdue kist is prohibited by the 

by.laws. 

8. WHERE DOES THE MONEY ADVANCED IN LOANS TO MEMBERS COME FROM ? 
(i) A member gets his loan from the society .. 
(ii) The society raises funds by borrowing from the Central Bank 

directly, if it is not affiliated to a Circle Union, or by borrowings 
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guaranteed by the Circle Union, if it is affiliated to a Circle 
Union, ~Dd by accepting Cieposits from members and (if expressly 
authorised) from non-members. 

(iii) The Union does not handle cash nor. does it accept deposits. 
(iv) When a society sanctions the grant of loans to its members, it 

issues printed and engraved vouchers to them, and these vouchers 
can be encashed at the office of the Central Bank just as members 
may arrange to suit their own convenience. Thus a member 
may take his own vouchers to the office of the Central Bank, or 
a duly authorised representative of a society may take his own 
vouchers and the vouchers of other members to the Central 
Bank office for encashment, but whenever money is drawn from 
the Central Bank office by one member on behalf of other members 
he must pJ:"oduce in the Central Bank office a copy of the reso
lution passed by the society authorising him to draw money on 
behalf of the other members. Reparments made by societies 
are made to the Central Banks. The society or any of its 
members desiring to make any payment shall take the pass 
book of the society, or the pass book of the individual member, 
and the cash to the Central Bank which shall receive payment 

. from the society or the members on behalf of the Union if the 
society is affiliated to a Union, or on behalf of the society if 
it is not affiliated to a Union. It is the duty of each sqciety to 
see that its members repay punctually. It is the duty of every 
Union to see that there are no arrears against any of the societies 
which are its members. 

{v) The Central .Bank raises its funds by' shares, deposits, and loans 
from the public and supplements local capital by loans from 
the Provincial Bank. 

(vi) The Provincial Bank raises its funds by shares and takes loans and· 
deposits from the public. It must be remembered that the 
money which a member gets from his society is not Government 
money. Government does not guarantee the stability of 
co-operative banks. 

9. REASONS WHY SOCIETIES SHOULD BIND THEMSELVES TOGETHER IN 

GUARANTEEING CIRCLE UNIONS:-

Firstly, it is much better for' Unions of Societies to manage their own 
affairs than for individual societies to lean too much on the Central Bank for 
the decision of all their business detail, for this leaning produces delays and 
trouble. 

Seconaly, the Union secures mutual supervision and assessment of credit 
based on local knowledge and furnishes a guarantee to the Central Bank for 
the borrowings of its affiliated societies. This guarantee strengthens the credit 
of the affiliated societies with the Central Ban~ and procures a much more 
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liberal credit from the Central Bank than could otherwise be granted. Old 
debts, for instance, can be provided for and easy termlj for repayment can be 
fixed where good Unions exist. :The Union is a val~ble agency for settling 
all matters of common interest and for advising and assisting affiliated societies 
iii the conduct of .their affairs. 

10. FORMATION AND USE OF RESERVE FUND:-

(i) A member pays interest at 12 percent. per annum to his society on 
loans. The society pays interest at 9 per cent. to the Central 
Bank if it deals directly with the Central Bank or t? the Union 
if it is affiliated to a Union and the Union. pays the same rate on 
loans from the Central Bank. The whole of the difference between 
the interest recei ved and paid ,by the society goes to its reserve 
fund. This reserve fund is permanent and indivisible and cannot 
be drawn upon without the sanction of the Registrar. 

(ii) The functions of the reserve fund are as follows :
(a) It strengthens the society's credit. 
(b) It protects the creditors of the society against loss. 
lc) It is a source from which an annual income is derived to cheapen 

the rate of ,interest on ,loans to members of the society. 

II. Every member of a society must purchase one share of Rs. 5 in the 
Co-operative Central Bank to which his society or the Circle Union (of which his 
society is a member) is affiliated, for every complete fifty rupees .or fraction of 
fifty rupees which he may owe to his society. He can get money for the purchase 
of a share or shares on loan from his society. He must repaY this money to 
the society in not more th"n ten annual instalments. As long as any part Df . , ' 

the purchase money for any 'share has not been paid back by the m.ember to 
the, society the dividend on such share shall be taken towards the price 
of the share. The reason why the members must take shares in th& 
Central Bank is that the credit of the Central Bank is regulated by the 
amount of its share capital. All the money which the Central Bank 
borrows is lent out to the members.of. !?ocieties for their benefit. If then 
the members of societies want credit for themselves they must help their 
CentraJ:Banks to obtain it for them. Therefore, the members of societies 
have to purchase shares in the Central Bank. But it is no hardship ior 
them to do ,'>0, for the money for the purchase. of shares can be advanced to 
them, if necessary, by the societies and can be repaid in very easY,imnual 
instalments not exceeding ten in number.'· . 

12. Every member of a society pays an annual subscription of Re. x 
to the Central Provinces Federation of Co"Operative Banks. The subscription 
is utilised in payment of the staff employed to do the writing work of the 
societies and in the payment of the cost of books, forms, and stationery supplied 
to societies. It must be remembered that the Society Moharrirs are not the 
masters of the societies but their servants and the societies must get all thei( 

, writing work dOI\El by them properly. 
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13. No servant of Government, of the Provincial Bank, . .the Central 
Bank, or of the societies may ask for or accept any gratification what"soever 

. from any society or from any member of any society, and every Government 
servant or other servant employed in the service oi-co-!>perativesocieties -is 
bound, on penalty of mstant dismissal, to pay for his rasad. It is the duty of 
all members _of societies to see that this rule is strictly observed. Breach of 
this rule by a member of a society or by a society will entail the stoppage of 
all credit, the cancellation of the society, and immediate recovery of all loans. 

(VIII) The question of old debts is a most difficult one.to 
deal with. Loans for the liquidation of debts contracted prior 
to membership will, as a general rule, be long term loans; and 
unless -the command of funds for the necessary period is assured 
tp a society, it cannot~ obviously, be in a position to advanc~ 
a long term loan. One great advantage afforded by a large 
share capital ~dministered by a Central Bank is that it furnishes 
a fund which can be employed in the grant of long term loans to 
societies of proved and tested merit; and the centralisation 

i . 

of the share capital will not only facilitate the reasoned and 
regulated distribution of long term loans, but will give the 
financial support of the strong societies to the weak ones affiliated 
to the same Central Bank. Debt concealment, is, however, 
perhaps the most serious obstacle to the grant of long term 
loans to ne'Yly made members. By concealing part of their 
indebtedness the members of a new society' may be able to 
obtain, from a Central Bank (or even from a Union of Primary 
Societies), loans which would never be granted if the Central 
Bank or Union knew the truth. The truth m~ght be arrived 
at by the application of the" Purge." This convenient French 

. term expresses the legal ~ode by. which a person acquiring 
immovable property, ascertains, and, if desired, gets rid of 
prjor encumbrances or privileges subsisting on the properties. 
Under the Civil Co?e the Purge has two results; a purchaser or 
acquirer-for the power is not given to' mere mortgagees
can free his property of all charges which burden it, and can 
also bring to light all unknown charges which might subject 
him to loss. The former result is obtained, by paying off, 
after due notice, all' registered claims up to the amount of the 
price to be paid by him for the property which is. then freed 
from all such encumbrances ; for the purge of unregistered claims 
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notice is .given to register, failing which within a given date, 
t)le property is absolutely freed from all such claims. In the 
opinion of Sir Frederick Nicholson special legislation with 'a 
view -to ascertaihing the liabilities of me~bers of genuine 
co-operative credit societies is not advisable (S~8 page 309, 
Volume I of his Report). 

Paragraphs 36 and 37 of the Report of the Committee 01;1 

Co-opeijltion in India express views with which the present writer 
is in agreement. and these paragraphs are produced below :-

36. In connection with the organization· of societies two further 
- 'questions have been raised, namel~;; (i) whether 

s~e~~:~t!_o special powers should be conferred On societies to 
enable them to ascertain accurately the debts of 

their members or of persons desirous to be members, and (li) whether it is 
right for the society t.o payoff the whole of the ascertained debts of an 
applic~nt for membership on ·his entry into the society. 

As regards the former of these questions, a. suggestion was made by the 
Co-operative Conference of 1913 that special powers of the kind suggested 
should be given. and Local Governments were consulted by the Government 
of India as to the advisability of legislation to allow a society to call by notice 
on a.ll creditors of a member or an applicant for membership for a statement 
of the debts due by him, on penalty of their losing interest thereafter on any 
claim not preferred. With the exception of the Government of Burma, most 
of the Local Governments were against taking any action in the direction 
indicated, and the matter was then referred to our consideration. After a 
perusal of the opinions received, our view is that no action is required to meet 
'the case of a debtor who purposely conceais his debts, as it is ex hypothesi the 
duty of a society to be sufficiently acquainted with the circumstances of its 
members to prevent the election of a debt.or of this kind, and consequently 
we do not think that there is any necessity for giving powers to issue· a general 
notice on creditors to present statements of debts due. The case which is 
to be met is that of a creditor who refuses to supply a statement of the 
debt due to him. that is to say, who refuses to give the peasant debtor what 
every man is entitled to get from his banker, namely, a statement of account, 
and we consider that there is no objection in principle to' an arrangement 
by which a society should be entitled to serve a notice on a named creditor 
for the submission within one month of a statement ofthe sum due to him by 
a member or applicant for membership, subject to the discharge of the debt 
if he fails to submit a claim and a prosecution under the law 'if he makes a 
wilfully false one. In view of the replies given by the Local Gover~nts 
to the previous suggestion we would recommend that legislation of this kind 
should be tried experimentaHy in Burma before being applied elsewhere. and 
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we would add that in our opinion it should be considered whether the above 
procedure should not be made applicable to all classes of agricultural debts, 
whether a co-operative society is concerned with them or not . .. 

37. As regards the further question, whether it is advisable for the 
, . society to payoff the debts of a mem~r on his 

Paymg of debts on I t' 'th' k th t . . admission to a society. e ec lon, we m a no unvarymg practice can be 
followed. The question arises only when the society 

c!>Dsiders that the debtor is not too far involved to be extricated from his debts, 
and when it has funds to pay any sums due by him. In such cases the best 
plan in our' opinion is to arrange to clear off at an early date, but dbt neces
sarily on admission, the debts of a new member. Unquestionably from the 
economic point of view the entire extinction of all old debt and the substitution 
of the society for the money-lender as a member's sole creditor is the most 
satisfactory course; but in relieving debt without any corresponding effort 
on the part of the debtor, there is a real danger of weakening his strength of 
character and thereby making him a less valuable member of a society than 
he was otherwise capable of becoming. If the creditor is troublesome and 
threatening, there is no help for it but to clear off the debtor's debts at once. 
Otherwise we considel that it is best to payoff a part of the debts at a time, 
as funds can be spared for the purpose, those paying highest interest being 
chosen first, and the mortgage debts and others bearing less interest being 
kept over till the debtor has been sufficiently long in the society for his qualities 
to be appraised and for the' receipt of contributions from himself towards his 
extrication. We think that a procedure of this kind has a better educative 
effect than the immediate and wholesale clearing off of debts on admission." 

ADMISSION TO MEMBERSHIP. 

3. The members in General Meeting shall have the power
by a major.ity of the t~tal number of members in the society to elect 
or reject an applicant for membership. Admission to membership 
can only be granted by the members assembled in General Meeting 
and cannot be granted by the members of the Panchayat alone. 

4. On election as a member an applicant shall sign his 
name in (he register. If he cannot write his thumb impression 

, shall be taken. He shall at the same time pay his entrance fee, anil 
his first annual subscription of Re. I mentioned in by-law 2 (2) 
above. 

For purposes of practical finance. and administration it is 
mO,st important that Central Banks should collect the annual 
Federation subscriptions regularly in advance. Unless this is 
done there is a danger that' Central Banks will either have to 
use banking funds for the payment of salaries (which is, of course,. , 
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most expensive), or will not be able to pay put salaries regularly 
every month. The instructions of the Governor of. the :Federa-' 
tion are that subscriptions are to be collected in advance for 
the following year. The payment of the:Federation subscrip
tions being an obligation enjoined upon the members of primary 
societies in a duly registered~y-Iaw brings into operation. the 
provisions of section I2 of the Act, and to this factthe attention, 
of Central.Banks is specially invited .. 

LIABILITY OF MEMBERS. 

5. The· members of this society are jointly and 'severalty 
liable for all liabilities of the society. 

The unlimited liability prescribed in this by-law' wi!l,of 
course, be equitably enforced. But it must clearly be understood 
that each member is liable to the extent of his entire property 
for the liabilities of the credit society to which he belongs . 

. EXPULSION OF MEMBERS. 

6. Should a member fail to pay any instalment oj his debt 
to the society as it falls due, should he concecll his liabilities, or 
should he use the money advanc'ed to him by the' society Jor' any 
purpose other than that for which the advance 'was sim~tioned, 

, the Panchayat shall have the power to recover at once any amount 
which he owes to the society and to remove his name from the list 
o/members. . 

In western countries it is an absolute rule that .every loan 
must be for sonie useful and productive purpose; this is, in fact, 
one of the chief securities for the repayment of the loan""':a 
security entirely lost sight of by those who .demand only mat~rial 
and existing securities; when 'a loan is used only for a productive 
purpose, including in this definition the payment 'of previously 
existing debts which enslave the borrower and absorb his. pro
perty, the lender has the best of guarantees that ,his loan will 
be repaid; the borrower is, in fact, in a bette~ position to r~pay: 
the loan than he was when he borrowed it. To this end,· not 
only must an applicant state the object ~f his loan, but th~ 
truth of the statement ~ust be enquired into by the P~tnch~yat 

cs . 18 
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cit by authorised members of the Panchayat, or better still 
by aU t'he members of thesQciety. If the "loan is approved of 
it must be used lor the purpose stated under penalty of immediate 
recovery. This is not merely for the protection of the interest 
ohhesociety but of the member; it is desired to teach members 
the due use of credit and to safeguard their true interests; 
control of the use of credit is the base 'Of the society's action, 
and the abuse of this control is checked by the fact that it is the 
members themselves who control themselves and one another, 
and that the members are men of :simHar position and needs. 
In India the custom of the country makes it necessary to permit 
the grant of loans' for strictly "necessary and unavoidable 
expenditure upon marriages, funerals, etc. It is better from 
every point of view that the member who has credit should 
obtain money for unavoidable expenditure .from his society 
rather than that he should be -driven into the arms of the usurer 
and perhaps to his ultimate ruin. Societies, however, must be 
taught to cut down ceremonial expenditure to the lowest 
possible figure and to look with disfavour upon the unfortunate 
fashion which favours extravagance. 

7. The members assembled in general meeting may, by 
vote of a majority of their tota"Z num"ber, expel any member of this 
society:-

(x) for being in default to the society; 
(2) for cOltduct injurious to the credit and reputation of 

the society; 
"(3) for any serious breach of the ,ules or of the by-laws 

of the society, particularly for the misapplication 
of money advanced or for borrowing money secretly 
from outside the sodety or in contravention of the 
instructions of the Panchayat. 

It is sometimes asked whether a member who borrows 
money for a specified productive purpose but applies it to. 
another equally "productive purpose ought -to be expelled 
from the society. Every" case must be dealt with upon its 
merits and the wording 'Of this by-law, it "will be noted. is 
permissive. If the members of the "society consider that the 
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borrower has behaved honestly' and honourably, obviously 
they should not apply the punishment of expulsion. 

'WITHDRAWAL OF MEMBERS. 

8. A member who owes no money to the society, _may 
withdraw from membership. 

lIABILITY OF PAST MEMBER. 

9. Every member of the ~ocietywkoseconnection with the 
society has teased under these by-laws shalt. at once be liable to 
pay the whole of his debt to the society. Any member who has 
been expelled or who has withdrawn from the society shall continue 
to be liable for the debts of the society as they existed at the time 
when he ceased to be a member for a period of two years/rom the 
date of his ceasing to be a member. 

Sections 23, 24 and 25 of the Act run as follows :-
23. The liability of a past member for the debts of a registered society 

Liability of past member. as they existed 3t ~he time when ~e ceased 'to be a 
member shall contInue for a penodof two years 

from the date of his ceasing to be a member. 
24. The estate of a deceased member shall be 'liable for a period of one 

year from the time of his decease for the debts 
Liability of the estates ' 

of deceased members., of a registered society as they eXisted at the time 
of his decease. 

25. Anf register or list of members or sha~es ,kept by any registered 
society shall be p'im~ facie evidence of any of the 

Register of members. 
following particulars entered therein ;-

(a) the date at which the name of any person was entered in such 
Tegist~r or list as a member i 

(b) the date at which any such person ceased to be a member. 

INTEREST OF PAST ¥EMBER. 

10. The interest of a member deceased or expelled or of a 
member who has withdrawn shall be held to be the amount of any 
deposits or loans made by him with or to the society together with 
interest thereon to the date of decease, expulsion or withdraw4,t 
less any sums due from him to the society together with interest 
thereon to the date of decease, expulsio"" or withdrawal. 
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Sections 20, 21 and 22 of the Act run as follows :-
20. A registered society shall have a charge upon the share orinterest 

C d t ff
· in the capital and on the deposits of a member or harge an se -0 In _ _ 

respect of shares or inter- past. member and upon any dlVldend, bonus or 
est of member. profits payable to a member or past member in 
respect of any debt due from such member or past member to the society. 
and may set off any sum credited or payable to a member or past member in 
or towards payment of any such debt. - / , 

21. Subject to the provisions of section 20. the share or interest of a 
,member in the capital of a registered society shall 

Shares or interest not t b l' bl t tt h tId d liable to attachment. no. e la e 0 a ac men or sa e un et any ecree 
, or order of a Court of Justice in respect of any debt 

or liability incurred by such member, and neither the Official Assignee 
under the Presidency-towns Insolvency Act, 1909, nor a Receiver under 
the Provincial Insolvency Act, 1907,* shall be entitled to or have any claim 
on such share or interest. 

22. (I) On the death of a member a registered society may transfer 
the share or interest of the deceased member to the 

Transfer of interest on person nominated in accordance with the rules m~de 
death of member. 

in this behalf, or, if there is no persoll so nominated. 
to such person as may a:ppear to the committee to be the heir or legal repre
sentative of the dece~sed member. or pay to such nominee. heir or legal 
representative. as the case may be. a sum representing the value of ~such 
member's share or interest, as ascertained in ,accordance with the rules 
or by-laws: 

Provided that-
(i) in thr. c.ase of a society with ,unlimited liability. such nominee, heir 

or legal representative, as the case may be, may require payment 
by the society of the value of the share or interest of the 
dece~sed member ascertained as aforesaid; 

(ii) in the case of a society with limited lia bility, the society shall trans
fer the share or interest of the deceased member to such nominee, 
heir or legal representative, as the case may be, being qualified 
in accordance with the rules and by-laws for membership of the 
'society, or on his application within one month of the death of 
the deceased member to any person specified in the application 
who is so qualified. -

(2) A registered society may pay all other moneys due to the deceased 
member from the society to such nominee, heir or legal representative, as th~ 
case may be. 

(3) All transfers and payments made by a registered society in accordance 
with the provisions of this section shall be valid and effectual against any 
demand made upon the society by any other person. . 

• Act III of 1909. III of 1907. 
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FORMATION, DUTmS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

01" PANCHAYAT. 

II. Until a Panchayat is elected by the members of the 
society in a Gener~l Meeting, the persons signing the fo~ms 
of 'application for registration shaU be deemed to be the 

Panc~ayat. , 

12. As soon after registrationa$ convenient the ,»,!-embers 
of the society shall hold a General Meeting ,and shalt elect a 
Panchayat which must consist oj at least three, members 'and 
shall, if possibte, consist oj not less than five members. 

13. No one who is not a member of thissociety shall be 
eligible to serve on the Panchayat. ' 

14. The Panchayat shall be elected annually at the Gener.al 
Meeting of the members. Any member of the Panchayat shalt be 
eligible for re-election. ' 

, . 
15. The Panchayat shall elect one- of its members as Sir panch 

and another as Secretary of the society. ' 

16. The Panchayat shall meet ,as often as may be necessary 
and in any case at intervals of not more than ~hree months. 

17. in addition to the powers and duties already laid down 
in 'these by-laws the Panchayat shallr-

(1) submit to the Central Bank 0'1 to the- Union, as the case 
may be, proposals /0'1 ihe fixation of the maximum 
credit limit oj-the society for the ensuing 12 months 
with a list of the individual credits assigned to the 
members of the society.' 

(2) consider application for loans by members and grant 
them if they are within the annual maximum 
credit fixed for each member by the General Meeting 
~n accordance with by-law' 23 (2). Subject to 
the right of appeal to the General Meeting, the 
Panchayatshalt have the power to reject any appli-

, cation'ior a loan ,by a'member if in their opinion 
"there is good reason to suppose that the money is 
not wanted for a necessary purpose, or for any other 
just or proper cause; 
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(3), see that every loan gra1tted to a member is duly secured 
by . two sureties. These two sureties shall, as a 
general' rule, be members of the=society; but in 
exceptional cases, and with the approval of the 
General Meeting, sureties may be furnished by non
members pro'vided suck non-members fu,rnisk a 
written undertak.ing, to abide by the ... Registrar's 
decision on any matter whick may be the subject 
of dispute between them and the society. The 
Panchayat shall have the power in addition to 
re'l.uiring personal sureties to take a mortgage or a 
sub-lease of any alienable immovable property oj 
the applicant or of his future crops, 

(4) subject to the provisions oj by-laws 23 (3), 26 and 27 
raise loans and disb,ztrse them as soon as possible. 

(5) collect as they fall due the principal and interest on 
loans and repay loans and deposits with interest 
thereon; 

(6) examine all cases of outstanding' arrears and make 
arrangements .in suck cases as may be necessary to' 
provide against loss ; 

(7) maintain the society's accounts and records; 
(8) elect two of tkei, number to represent the society at the 
- General }.{ eeting of the Circle Union, if any, to whick 

the society belongs ; 
(9) g~lard and preserve the good name of the society; 

(10) incur necessary expenses connected u:ith the business of 
the society. 

In the co..operative systems of other countries security 
given for loans is almost solely personal, namely, that of the 
borrower reinforced by that of his sureti~s. U Schulze-Delitzsch," 
writes Sir F. Nicholson, U favoured suretyship calling it' the 
keystone of the organization"; he considered that it promoted 
fraternity~ provided control and supervision over the borrower, 
guaranteed the honesty and capacity of the latter. w~o, if not 
honest and capable, would fail to find sureties, and ensured 
punctual payments by the borrower hi.mself, who would on no 
account leave in the lurch a sur~ty of his own claSs and calling." 
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In another place Sir Frederic,Ie says,: "Raiffeisen like 
Schulze-Delitzsch believed in the efficacy of. personal se,<:.urify; 
it brings together the membeJ;"s of a society .. and. sin,ce a. membe.r 
will be very unwilling to cause loss to his immediate neighbours. 
specially those who have become secutitie!:\ for him_ it is one of 
the most efficacious modes of secudng repa.yment iJ nqt 
punctuality; but he directed his. societies to be very <:.Cirefuln..ot 
to accept. either as principal or surety. an idler. a Qrunkard. OJ; a 
spendthrift. and since the societies are. purely local it is easy to 
a void such persons ; hence there is not only great security to tb.e 
society but a direct inducement to the idle.· extravagant. or 
vicious to reform in order to become members of these useful 
societies. This is no theoretical fancy but the result of 
experience ... 

18. The members of the Panchayat are personally responSible 
for seeing that the by-laws of the society are duly acted up to and 
enforced. and in any enqteiry or inspection which the Registrar may 
hold or make or may order to be held or made into the affairs of the 
society costs may be exacted according tQ taw from the members of the 
Panchayat by way of penalty should· it be pr.oved that they have been 
guilty of neglect of the duties imposed upon them by these by-laws. 

Under section 35 of the Act it is always. Ope~ . to the 
Registrar to hold an enquiry into the affairs of a. registered 
sodety. Under section 37 the Registrar is empowered to 
apportion the costs ot the enquiry as he thinks fit ; and under 
section 33 thes~ costs can, upon applicatiQn by the. Registrar or 
any duly authorised person. be recovered by a Magistrate by 
the distress and sale of movable-property. 

19. No member. of the Panchayat and no member. of the 
society shall vote on any application for a loan in which he is 
personally interested as a borrower. When any application for 
a loan is under discussion the member applying Jor the loan shall 
withdraw from the meeting. 

Cases have" occurred in which prominent members of 
societies have by the exercise of undue influence secured loans 
for themselves which Qught never to have been granted them. 
This danger is one against which Central Banks and inspecting 
officers should always be on th.eir guard. 
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RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS. 

20. The proceedings of meetings oj the Panchayat and 
oj the society shall be recorded in the Proceedings Book oj the 
society and signed by the Sir panch and the Secretary in token oj 
accuracy. Copies of the proceedings shall be forwarded to the 
Union or to the Central Bank as the case may be. The Sir panch 
br thl{ Secretary or such other member as may be duly authorised 
by the society shall be empowered to sign ~all do~uments on behalJ 
of the society and to institute or ~ deJend suits or proceedings on 
behalf of the society. 

PERIODS OF LOANS. 

21. As regards the period for which the society may grant 
loans to its members, the Panchayat shall observe the Jollowing 
principles .:-

(1) When a'loan is made for a non-productive purpose 
it shall be repaid within two years. 

(2) Loans for seed, food, cultivation expenses, cattle Jodder, 
or the payment of rent or revenue shall be repaid 

. immediately after. the next ensuing harvest. 

(3) ,Loans Jor the purchase of carts or cattle or industrial 
or agricultural implements, for the liquidation of 
small aebts, or Jorhouse-buildingmust be repaid 
withi" two or at the most three years. 

(4) Loans Jor the liquidation oj large 'debts, the pttrchase 
or redemption of land, or for expensive improvement 
of land must be repaid within three or at the most 
four years. The' 'Panchayat shall scrupulously 
observe these principles and shall not grant 1tUJre 
than one extension of an overdue kist. 

(5) 'Should it be necessary in the opinion oj the Panchayid' 
to grant a loan or to make an exte1isirJn Jar a period not 
in accordance with the principles' above expressed, 
the Panchayat shall refe; the matter for the orders oj 
the Circle' Union or tke Central Bank to 'which the 
society is affili"atea ana shall obtain and obey such 
orders tPJhich must be in writing. 
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Paragraph 64 of. the Rep~rt of the Committee on, 
Co-operation in India is ·as follows :'-

64. The ordinary practice in India is to fix tM period of loans at the 
time when they are sanctioned, and this we think 

The periods for which l-.~ t I "t' t t 
loans should be given. to IL<' correc. n one prOVInce 1 1S cus ~ll1ary 0 

fix ~e nominal term at one year and to allow exten
sions up to 5 years provided that one-fifth is repaid annually, but this system 
is rightly being abandoned. No special principle can be laid down for deter
. mining the period of non-productive loans, but as a rule they should be for 
short periods not exceeding two years. In the case of loans for productive 
purposes, the period should be long enough to allow the borrower to make 
repayment from the proceeds. It is true that the amount of the loan and the 
circumstances and repaying powers of the debtor are factors that must 'be 
taken into account, but excessive dependence on these considerations opens 
a loop-hole to favouritism, and it is important to arrange for the adoption of a 
standard by which societies should regulate their loan. We find that in Burma 
the subject is regulated in the by-laws loans. being classified as :-(a) toans 
for seed, food, cultivation expenses, or cattle-fodder; (b) Loans for purchase 
of carts or cattle, for liquidation of small debts, and for house building; a.nd 
(c) Loans for liquidation of large debts, purchase, or redemption of land, or 
expensive improvements of land. The first class must be repaid immediately 
after the next ensuing harvest i the second in 2 or 3' years i and the third in 
3 or 4 years. The committee is left no further discretion to vary these terms 
at the time of. granting .the loans, but' has authority in exceptional. cirCUm
stances to sanction an extension up to one year when the time for repayment 
arrives. We consider that a somewhat similar classification of loans with 
similar standard maximum periods might be incorporated in the by-laws of 
each province, the committee being empowered to fix longer terms, at the 
time of granting the loans, for special reasons only, and it should be held an 
important part of the duties of supervising officers to see that good reasons 
~xist for every departure that has been made from the standard term. It 
will also, for the reasons to be given below. be a great convenience if all or 
nearly all loans are made repayable at harvest. 

As the funds available especially at the commencement of a society will 
ordinarily be insufficient to meet all demands. care should be taken not to 
lock up too large a proportion of them in long-term loans. The length of the 
periods of loans,to members will depend partly on the length of the terms for 
which societies can borr()w money and partly on local conditions including the 
relation 01 the sale value of produce to the capital value of land a~d the 
percentage of land-value up to which it is customary to grant mortgage loans, 
but it will seldom be possible in the present circumstances to grant loans for 
periods exceeding five years; Long-term loans will usually be larger in amount 
than -those for short-terms. and it will obviously be unfair to devote too large 
a portion of the funds available to this class of loans. At the beginning of a 
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society\ career its object should l>e rather to meet the needs of the classes 
requiring short-term loans, but as the proportion of the society's' owned 
capital increases, and as the amount obtained from long-term deposits and 
available for advances grows, the proportion of long-term loans may be simul
taneously increased.' After this a further stage will be reached in which the 
loans for liquidation.. of debts will be less frequent and the normal loans will 
be for the ordinary operatio1¥' of agriculture and for comparatively short
terms. 

In some parts of the country we have found large sums lent out for two 
or m.ore years and made repayable in a lump sum. at the end of the period;. 
This is in our opinion an uneconomical system and inconsistent with the 
principle that repayments should always be made out of the proceeds of the -
loans. In all cases where the period ot a loan exceeds one year, repayments 
should be made by compulsory annual instalments., This is the Raiffeisen 
rule and it would. be dangerous tQ abandon it. In fixing instalments for 
recovery, we think it best to make the principalrepaya ble by equal instalments, 

, interest being calculated, on each occasion up to the date of actual payment, 
rather than to. attempt to work out equated payments of interest and principal 
taken together: The latter procedure, though simplifying th<: demand. is 
apt to cause great confusion of accounts if payments ever faU into arrears. 

Successive crop failures upset original calculations and lead. 
of course, to numerous renewals of loans; the just fixation of 
instalments is a matter which presents great difficulties. 
especially when the profits of the original loan have not accrued' 

. owing to hail, rust, fire, drought, or some other calamity. 
But co-opeI:ators must remember that they are not deaJ.41g 

. With State demands; on the cQIltrary, they are trustee& for the 
money of shareholders and depositors and, sooner or late!;, 
debts must be recovered. Under the regime of the sahukar 
un punctuality and continuous indebtedness are fostered, with 
results that are far from beneficial to the debtor. In re-fixing' 
instalments, therefore, it is better to spread them over too 
short rather than over too long a term; and in makingrecovedes 
it is wise to follow the old banking precept CI Recover as much 
as you can when you can," remembering always (a) that it is 
the duty of co-operators to work for th~ benefit of the debtor 
and not for mere profit, (b) that it pays to be merciful and just. 
(c) that it is suicidal policy to show any indulgence to slack 
and dishonest pex:sons. and (d) that it is· foolish to place to() 
great a strain on an honest man's capacity for, repayment. 
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The very first lesson that a co,-operator has toJearn is, that his 
promissory note is not a It scrap of paper;>J on the other. hand. 
some Central Banks have yet to learn the lesson thatgooQ. 
customers deserve prompt .and considerate treatme.:t;lt. It is 
after bad seasons .t~at the cultivator's need .for fip.ancial assist:
ance is greatest, and the tendency to refuse loans for seed and· 
bullocks for no better reason. than that crops. bayebeen. poor 
is one which must not be encouraged. Co-operative credit 
is nothing but a fraud and a delusion if short-term loans cannot 
be obtained by perfectly sound societies just when the troubles 
of their members are most acute. 

A feature which differentiates co:-operative credit from 
private money-lending is that, whereas the sakukar very often 
refuses to accept repayment before the date stipulated .(unless. 
indeed, interest for the whole period is forthcoming). the co .. 

. operative batik allows the borrower to pay back part or the 
whole of his loan before the due date, and charges interest, 
at the agreed annual rate, only for the number of days for which 
the money has been in his hands. This being a feature of 
co-operative credit, co-operative baIlks must not omit to observe 
and preserve it. With all 'the care taken to fix: the· easiest 
instalments for repayment it is found in every country that the 
unpunctuality of the peasants is a standing difficulty; they 

. cannot without vast trouble be got to understand the absolute 
necessity of punctuality, and much tact is required to avoid, 
on the one hand, a SUdden severity which· would deter them 
from becoming members and taking· loans, and,' on the other, 
a leniency which would soon ruin the society. An official 
commission held in Germa~y commented on this fact, and found 
that the' leniency of the adm41istration on this point encouraged 
the peasants in their faults. It was found in one'soCiety with 
284 members, that 81 plaints had to be filed in court withiIl three 
years; of these, however, only 28 had to be followed up, and in 
one case only was the surety called upon. In 24 societies 
within the jurisdiction of a single court, there were 793 suits 

. in three years; of these, ~22 resulted in attachments of property; 
it is said that these were chiefly for small loans in very poor 
villages. It was found that loans were frequently granted' 
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imprudently 'by the village credit societies, chiefly from a 
false idea of benevolence or compassion; but as a general rule 
bad harvests or unavoidably large fluctuations in the price of 
agricultural produce were the causes of unpunctuality. Some 
local societies shrank from pressing their debtors, fearing to 
drive them into the hands of usurers; they did not insist on 
punctuality and thereby strengthened the peasants in bad 
habits. It was found also that the debtors had the means 
to pay had they been pressed and that they did eventually 
pay up. It is clear that these faults-undue leniency on the one 
hand and unpunctuality on the other-may easily wreck the 
best system~ Many writers allude to the idea . commonly 
held by the peasants that a society (or a Government) is 
enormously rich and can afford to wait .for its money, so that 
unpunctuality with them conveys no sense of fault. Mr. \"61:ff, 
while admitting that the peasants are unpunctual, considers 
that the European societies are training them to habits of 
punctuality by insisting inexorably on payments at audit . 
.. Here, in India," comments Sir F. Nicholson, .. poverty is too 
frequently urged as a reason for granting.a loan of public money, 
While the ryot and not merely the ryot habit~ally thinks that 
the Government is boundlessly rich and can afford to wait, 
or even to lose an individual trifle." 

GENERAL MEETING. 

22. A general meeting of the society shall be called as often 
as may be necessary. At least one such meeting shall be called 
each year in the month of This. meeting shalt 
be know1J as the Annual General }.[ eeting. 

23. The members shall in the Annual Generalllfeeting
. (I) elect the Panchayat for the year; 

(2) fix the maximum amount of credit to be allowed to 
each member during the ensuing twelve months; 

(3) fix the maximu11t amount of liability' to be incurred 
by raising loans on behalf of the society during the 
year. This maximum may, of course,' be increased, 
or decreased, ott the addition or removal of members 
in any general meeting or otherwise as 'may, from 
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time to time, be necessary in the course of business. 
The maximum limit fixed by the Registrar may be 
reduced without reference to the Registrar, but it 
cannot be exceeded without such reference. 

Note.-The te;m loans includes borrowings of every 
description such as deposits made with the society. 

24. Except as otherwise provided in these by-laws all questions 
. shall be decided by a majority of votes. 

RESTRICTION ON BORROWING. .. 
25. The society's borrowings lrom all sources shall not" 

exceed a maximum to be fixed by the Registrar for the Society from 
time to time. 

It must be explained that the .maximum limit to be fixed 
by the Registrar is intended for disciplin~ry purposes only 
and is not intended to have anything to do with the grant of 
credit. The assessment of credit is as regards individuals 
the task of the society. As regards the societies which are not 
affiliated to Unions, it is the task of the Central Banks. As 
regards the Unions, here, again,. Central Banks must assess 
the credit of the Unions, and the Unions must be left to assess 
the credit of the societies which are their members. rhe 
Registrar fixes a maximum limit within which free discretion 
is granted to the institutions responsible for the grant of loans. 
Should a society exhibit culpable or criminal-negligence fu the 
conduct of its affairs. it is open to the Registrar to reduce the. 
maximum limit and thus exercise the necessary disciplinary 
pressure. The control of audit by the Registrar is thus rendered 
real and effective. 

26. Every member shall on election receive a ·savings deposit. 
book in which shall be entered all deposits and withdrawals made: 
by him on his savings deposit account. Savings are the personal 
property of the depositor and of his heirs. On such savings the 
society~ shall pay interest at a rate not less than that which it pays
for money borrowed from the Union or the Central Bank to which. 
it is affiliated. Savings deposits are withdrawable on such terms., 
and conditions as the depositor may make with ·the Panchayat, 
but the acceptance of savings deposits is subject to such rules as; 
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the Regi:Jtrar 'may/ay down from time to time for the society's" 
gttidance. " 

The term savings deposits is intended to include small 
sums, within strictly marked limits, taken and dealt with on 
lines similar to those of the Post Office Savings Banks. If a 
society undertakes to meet demands at can, cash in hand must 
be maintained unless an arrangement is made with the Central 
Bank to which the societ}' is a ffili a ted for the provision of cover
ing funds. In this case a few days notice should be required 
before the withdrawal of ,any deposit. The acceptance of 
savings deposits is business which can only be entrusted to 
societies which have proved their merit. But it is, of course, 
hoped that, in the end, all primary societies will be in a" position 
10 accept savings deposit from non-members as well as from 
members. 

ACCEPTANCE OF FIXED DEPOSITS. 

27. The SOCiety may accept fixed deposits from members 
llnd non-members subject to such special rules as may be prescribed 
by the Registrar from time to time. 

At audit special attention is directed to the efficiency 
displayed by the society as an agency for the promotion of thrift. 
A good co--operative credit society will promote thrift not only 
atnongst its own members but amongst non-members resident 
within the area 'of it~ operations. As regards the administra
tion of If deposits by members," no serious difficulty arises, 
for any disturbance caused by failure to repay on the due date 
is internal and ~onfined to the society itself. SUbject to the rule 
that every deposit shall be fixed for not less than one year .. 
all primary societies may accept fixed deposits from members. 
But in respect of deposits by non-members the case is altogether 
different. Failure to repay a non-member on the due date 
might cause widespread disturbance and weaken confidence 
in the system as a whole. It is, therefore, necessary to regulate 
the acceptance by primary societies of deposits from non
members and to bring such deposits under the protection of the . 

• C/.' paragraph 51 of the :Report of the Committee on Co-operation. 
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higher banking 'organization. -In these Provinces all Central 
Banks and the Provincial Bank are always, open to receive 
deposits from the public. Diaries are maintained showing the 
dates upon which liabilities to depositors accrue; and these 

" diaries are regularly scrutinized and checked. At the apex 
of the system, namely, in the Provincial Bank. adequate fluid 
resources are always maintained to an extent indeed which has, 
hitherto, proved far .in excess 'of all :requirements. Still, safety 
,being our first object, it is of paramount ilIlPortance that co
-operative banking should have the same solidity as coined 
money. Suspension of cash payments by bankers affects 
not pnly their depositors. but everyone with whom those 
depositors deal. Every banker is under contracts to deliver 
money on demand. It :matters little whether 'these contracts 
Are in the form of pr~ted notes or acknowledgments in a deposit 
book. The banker is a broker in money, with money contracts 
.outstanding for the future:deliveryof :money. As a "corner" 
on the Stock Exchange means ruin for'brokers who are "short" 
of the II cornered", stock, So a "corner" in 'currency means 
ruin. primarily. for the ,banker if he is short of ,currency) and 
secondarily, ,for the clients to whom he is under contract to 
make delivery, because they too are under ~ontra.cts to ,deliver 
money to servants, wage-eamers,shopkeepers, and .others. 
The banker is the guardian of a mechanism the derangement 
.of which means serious embarrassment and perhaps ruin to 
every member of the -community. It is enjoined 'upon him, 
therefore, to so employ the -capital 'of which he is the custodian 
,as to extend the greatest possible aid to those enterprises which 
promise the greatest sum of, ,economicbeneftts,' While taking 
,extreme precautions, as trustee for the 'meinbersof the~om
munity, that he shall never be unable to fulfil exactly and with .. 
out grace all the contracts which he hasmade to deliver money. 
When primary societies are sufficiently advanced and alive to 
their responsibilities, and as soon as suitable arrangemen~s 
.can be made to secure the punctual and regular submission 
,of deposit returns from them, then and not before will the Regis'
trar be able to frame rules permitting the acceptance by primary 
:societies of deposits tendered by.non-members .. 
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RESTRICTION ON LENDING OR MAKiNG DEPOSITS. 

. 28. The society shall not lend money to non-members nor 
shall it be at liberty to make loans to or to make deposits with any 
society other than the Central Ban'k to which it is affiliated. 

All experience shows that the centralised control of banking 
finance is indispensable to safety. Where primary societies 
have been ':allowed to lend their funds (frequently borrowed) 
to other primary societies liabilities have been linked in a most 
dangerous manner and awkward complications have been 
caused. This by-law merely gives effect to modem co-operative 
practice. 

RATE OF INTEREST ON LOANS. 

29. The rate of interest which members of the society shall 
pay f07 .the loans which they take as individuals from the society 
shall be subject to the sanction of the Registrar. 

It is most important that the rate of interest at which 
members of primary societies can borrow should bear a proper 
relation to the rates of interest which are attractive to depositors 
and to the rates which Central Banks and the P;rovincial Bank 
have to pay for money. Unless adequate margins are available 
serious administrative ~ifficulties occur in connection with 
working expenses; and it is, of course, very necessary to provide 
for the accumulation of adequate reserve funds. 

FORMATION, PURPOSE, INVESTMENT, AND DISPOSAL OF 

RESERVE FUND • 

. 30. All net profits shall be put aside as the permanent and 
indivisible reserve fund of the society. The rese7ve fund of the 
society shall be invested i.1~ such manne7 as the Registrar of Co
operative Societies may direct from time to time. The purpose 
of the re$erve fund is not only to provide the society and its future 
members with a permanent pledge on which to obtain credit but 
is, to p70tect the present creditors of the society against loss, to build' 
up a fund from which an annual income may be derived to cheapen 
the rate of interest on loans to members of the society, to provide 
an emergency fund and, in the end, to furnish . the society with 
its own working capital. Members of the society must clearly 
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understand what the purposes of the reserve fund are, and they 
must also understand that it is only by patient and gradual steps 
that the society can attain to the ultimate goal of being in 
possession of its own working capital .. 

3I. The reserve fund shall· not be drawn· upon without the 
sanction previously obtained of the Registrar of Co-operative 
Societies, Central Provinces and Berar. The reserve fund is 
the permanent and indivisible funa 0/ the society and in the event 
oj the society'S dissolution it cannot be shared out amongst 
the members but will be utilised in accordance with the rules 
Jramed by the Administration under the .(1'ct which are given 
below."-

cs 

XIX. The reser.ve fund of a registered society shall be 
indivisible and no member shall be entitled to claim 
any specified share in it. 

XX. On the dissolution oj a registered society, the reser'l!e 
fund shall be applied to discharging such liabilities 
of the society as may· remain undischarged after 
the enforcement in full.Qf the liabilities of the indi
vidual members of the society. 

XXI. Any balance of the reserve fund which may remain 
aJter making the payments specified in rule XX, 
shall be applied to such local objects oj public utility 
as may be selected by a majority oj the votes of Ihe 
.members of the society (as they existed on the date 
of dissolution) assembled in general meeting and 
approved oj by the Registrar. If within three months 
of the dissolution oj the society the members fail to 
make a selection which is approved oj by the Regis
trar, the latter shall credit the above-mentioned 
balance of the reserve fund to the reserve Jund of the 
co-operative society, iJ any, to which the society 
was affiliated or, iJ the society was not affiliated 
to any other society, shall place the said balance on 
deposit in some co-operative or other bank until 
a new co-operative society with a similar area of 
operations is register.ed, in which event it shf!,ll be 
credited to the reserve fund of such society. 

19 
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By-laws '30 and 31 embody certain universal and cardinal 
principles of th~ co-operative banking system. In these Pro
vinces the reserve funds of all societies within the circle of the 
credit organization are accumulated at the apex of the system 
and made available for the support of the movement as a whole. 
Each society. of course, retains its individual rights in its 
reserve fund, the accumulation merely representing the mobiliz
ation of resources. As already stated, adequate fluid protection 
for deposits is provided by the Provincial Bank, and for this 
service to the system the Provincial Bank makes no charge. 
Without the, contributory support of the various units consti
tuting the credit structure the Provincial Bank could not 
possibly afford to maintain the necessary fluid resource, and· 
the application of the co-operative principle has solved a 
formidable difficulty. 

AFFILIATION TO THE CIRCLE UNION. 

32. 1 mmediately alter registration the society shall get 
itself enrolled as a member of the Circle Union, if any, and shall 
agree to abide by the by-laws of the said Union. 

AFFILIATION TO THE CENTRAL BANK. 

33. The society shall purchase at least one share in the 
-------Central Bank. This share may be paid for 
out of the society's reserve fund. It shall also, when and as the 
Registrar may direct, contribute out of its profits towards the pur
chase of the share or slulres held in the Central Bank by the Circle 
Union, if any, to which it belongs. 

AMENDMENT OF BY-LAWS. 

34. The above by-laws can be amended by resolution of the 
general meeting of the society after sanction of the Registrar oj 
Co-operative Societies, Cen:tral Provinces and Berar. , 
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CHAPTER III. 

THE CIRCLE UNION' OF PRIMARY CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT 
SOCIETIES. 

THE Circle Union takes' its place in the structure of 
co-operation only when a certain stage of local development 
has been reached. The safety of co:.operative banking on the 
Raiffeisen system lies, as we have seen, in the strict observance 
of established principles, the foremost' being that which 
lays down that without proximity there can be no credit. Again, 
the ultimate aim of all genuinely co-operative institutions 
must be co-operative control. All things must have a beginni~g. 
and the primitive form of C(lntral Bank composed . entirely 
of zealous individuals, with a knowledge of local virtues and 
local failings, has its own particular task to. perform. That 
task is, quite simply, the introduction of the co-operative 
idea; but the life of a Central Bank, in this its chrysalis 
stage, is limited by the very success with which its founders do 
the work expected of them. 

Co-operative banks are not mere channels for the distribu
tion of money. Their functions are to teach, train, and form 
character, and to benefit not only the borrower but the' State 
as well. It is true that the worth of a co-operative society 
is the worth of its members. In a new society there may be 
little actual worth but much potential worth. The worth oia: 
country is the worth of its inhabitants ;' and world experience 
proves that co-operation fosters~ as' nothing else does, the 
increase of such worth. But the co-operation must be of the 
right kind, and not the weakling plant which has to be nursed 
into existence and can only be kept alive by frequent doses 
of State aid. Spoon-feeding by a parent institution, no matter 
whether that institution be the State itself, or a Provincial 
or a Central Bank, is poison to the -co-operative movement. 
Just as the Registrar has been appointed by Government to 
teach, and to exercise his powers of control in a manner salutary 
to the moral and m.aterial health and progress of the movement, 
50 Central Banks have been created not :to .keep the societies 
for which they are responsible in tutelage, but to inculcate 
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in them th~ spirit of self-help and train them in the management 
of their· own affaiJ:s. . 

In the early stages of its career a Central Bank has only 
a few societies to.deal with. Provided the non-official Directors 
of the Bank have the requisite local knowledge, and can find 
time for work demanding much care and attention (and n~t a 
little personal inconvenience), things will go swimmingly 
enough as long as the volume of business remains small. But 
the supply of men able and willing to" work without remunera
tion is exceedingly limited; and very frequently-and quite 
naturally-Iandholder-s, money-lenders, and ot:Qers view the 
advance of the co-operative movement with disfavour. Vested 
interests are threatened, so it is thought, and existing springs 
of profit will be diverted into new channels. The field for 
selection is narrowed, too~ by the fact that most men are fully 
occupied with their own privaJe affairs. What the. non-official 
pioneer of the movement must be is an apostle, with the time, 
the desire, .the knowledge, the health, and the means to devote 
himself to work which is for the benefit of other and not always 
very grateful people. We, in the Central Provinces and Berar, 
have been· most fortunate in our non-official pioneer workers. 
and nothing could have been accomplished without them. 
Under their .care the founClations have been laid and early 
difficulties smoothed over. But it is impossible to organize 
and to make satisfactory ~rrangements for Central Banks 
except at suitable centres; and the problem caused by the 
natural expansion of the movement cannot be solved by the 
multiplication of Central Banks. Even if there were large 
num bers of recruits waiting amongst the ranks of the better 
educated and well-to-do members of the community, it would 
be very hard to obtain the necessary complement of ·Directors ; 
for it is one thing to grow up and gain one's experience with a 
Central Bank, and it is . quite another to join the management 
of a Central Bank in the later stages of its career. Sound 
banking lies not so much in rules and theory as in an accurate 
knowledge and interpretation of the imponderable. As soon 
as the safety and efficiency of a Central Bank are threatened 
by the fact that the number of societies is large and local 
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knowledge insufficient, decentralisation is necessary. For very 
obvious reasons the assessment and grant of credit cannot 
be made over to paid servants; such a step would. involve grave 
dangers. Proximity to its societies having ceased to be a feature 
of a Central Bank, all work which can ollIy be done in proximity 
must be made over to some other and more local co-operative . . 

agency. Decentralisation is educative, forms character, makes 
for safety, and secures eco:pomy. If, for instance, a Central 
Bank is responsible for the detailed finance, 5upervisiQu, and 
'control of 300 societies, a large number of paid servants must be 
employed, for the work will be too much for the small number 
of active Directors available. Moreover, the control of a large 
staff is no easy task, and it is very difficult to recruit and train, 
suitable men. Office work will be very heavy; delays will 
occur in the despatch of business and societies will be badly 
served; in, fact~ the machinery of .the Bank will, by ominous 
creakings, show that too great a strain is being placed upon it. 
There is, in addition, the fear that the paid manager and staff 
will gather too much power into their own hands. 

What is the remedy? It is to be found in the formation, 
out of small ~oups of adjacent primary societies, of guaranteeing 
unions. We m~y now proceed, without further discussion,. 
to examine the constitution of, this form of co-operative' 
organization. 

BY·LAWS FOR A CIRCLE UNION OF PRIMARY 
CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT SOCIETIES. 

NAME, ADDRESS, AND OBJECTS. 

I. This society shalf be called the'--_____ -:-__ 
Circle Union of Primary Co-operative Credit Societies, Limited. 
It is registered under the Co-operative Societies Act II of 1912, 

and its registered headquarters are at _____ ~ ____ _ 
Tashil . District'--_______ _ 

The areas allotted to each of the twenty-nine Central 
Bank~ in the Province have been demarcated into small circles. 
Every circle is 'a potential Union; though, of course, in many 
circles there is not, as yet, even one primary society: In 
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virgin circles propagandist and educative work should be uncler
taken before the formation of the first society is attempted. 
If possible, a trained lecturer, with a magic lantern, should 
give a lecture or two at a centre convenient for all villages 
in the circle. Then the people should be invited to go and 
examine a few existing societies for themselves; and after this. 
has been done, time should be given for reflection. Do not 
hurry,' show the people where the water is, let them express 
the desire to be allowed to drink it. 

New societies and weak societies cannot be formed into Unions: 
They have not the necessary experience, and must, of course, 
learn what. co-operation within the village means before they 
are promoted. To fhe individual society, admission to a 
Union means the enjoyment of greater facilities for credit. 
A Central Bank working without complete local knowledge 
will probably give insufficient or excessive credit; both are 
dangerous, but probably the former will be given. Now the 
Union has more local knowledge than the Central Bank, and 
there is a much better chance that credit will be correctly 
assessed by the Union. Requests for postponement will, if backed 
by the Union, be received by the Central Bank with very much 
less suspicion than at present; and loans for the liquidation 
ot old debts can most certainly be advanced to a Union more 
freely than to an individual society, for the security offered 
is more . stable ansi more permanent. In fact, so safe is the 
Union organization, from the banker's point of view, that it 
will not take long before it succeeds in converting, in gradually 
increasing numbers, rustic hoarders into rustic investors. 
Then the problems afforded by long-term loans and old debts 
will be very much nearer to solution than they are at present. 
provided the supply of local deposit money proves to be constant 
and abundant. 

"It has been objected especially by Schulze-Delitzsch. 
that money cannot be lent on long terms by Raiffeisen societies 
without great risk of bankruptcy, unless they can borrow on 
similar terms. As a matter of fact, the societies do not generally 
borrow on long terms ; their funds are chiefly savings or deposits. 
Schulze-Delitzsch and others proved conclusively that, by 
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theory, this means bankruptcy, and that the societies could not 
succeed; but practice contradicts theory. It is only necessary 
to point to the German Savings Banks, with 55 per cent. of 
their enormous deposits on rural and urban mortgages to 
disprove Schulze-Delitzsch's theory; the savings banks experience 
ot Austria, Italy, and the United States is equally conclusive. 
The fact is that the good credit of the societies prevents 
any lack of lenders; it is said, indeed, that they have 
more money than they can lend, probably' owing to strictness 
in lending; that these creditors are largely members; that 
their savings are left for a long time untouched; that, in fact, 
the banks find that they can place a very large proportion of 
their funds in long-term investments; finally, that long-term 
loans are all repayable by instalments, so that the money is 
continually coming .in. It is true that the societies have 
introduced a rule that repayment of loans of any term can be 
demanded on four weeks' notice, a facility which is also given 
to the creditors of the society, but this safeguard is not used 
in practice except in cases of deterioration, or of misapplication 
of the loan, or of serious diminution of the solvency of the 
borrower from his own extravagance. "* 

These remarks by. Sir Frederick Nicholson are applicable 
if used with reference to a complete syst~m of organized 
co-operative banking in a country accustomed to co-operative 
institutions; they are not, under existing circumstances, 
applicable to any part of India. . 

2. The liability of the Union is limited to the enforcement 
of the guarantees furnished under these by-laws. by the societies 
which are its members~ 

The Union is registered as a co-operative society with 
limited liability. The borrowings of the societies which are it's 
members are under its own control, and, therefore, it cannot 
be urged that liabilities overlap. Moreover, as we shall see, 
the liability pledged by each society is quite definite. 

3. The objects of the Union are :-
(i) To develop Co-operative Credit Societies to the utmost 

of its power within the area of its operations. 
·Nicholson. Vol. I; p. lSI. 
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(ii) To finance Co-operative Credit Societies situated 
within.. the area of its operations and affiliated to it, 
by borrowing from the Central Bank. 

(iii) To providra means of guaranteeing the credit of each 
Co-operative Credit Society affiliated to it: The 
Union "'{shall purchase a~ least one share in the 
------Central Bank. The share or shares 
shall be paid for by affiliated societies from their 
profits in such manner and at such time as the 
Registrar may direct. 

(iv) To ·control such affiliated societies by careful and 
regular inspection .. 

(v) To settle all matters of common interest, to advise an.d 
assist its affiliated societies, and to further their 
interest in every way. 

(i) It must be noted that the Union is expected to be a 
propagandist agency. This is a most important feature; but 
o(course, the man who is going to teach must himself learn. 

(ii) The Union does not handle cash (by-law 25) ; it .makes 
no profits (by-law 24) ; it is, as a financing agency, merely a 
link between the primary societies and the Central Bank. 
Primary societies handle cash; their members fetch their own 
money from, and make their own repayments into, the Central 
Bank. Over the doings of the societies the Union keeps a 
watchful eye, and can, if necessary, seek for and obtain awards 
against careless or defaulting societies. 

{iii) See by-laws 21 (iii) and 25. The Union being a member 
of the Central Bank must submit all disputes between itself 
and the Central Bank to the Registrar for decision. 

(iv) Decentralisation of detailed control from the Central 
Bank to the Union is, of course, the object in view. 

(v) The disciplinary control to be exercised by the Union 
is to be just and strict, but paternal and for the benefit of the 
societies. It is for the Central Bank to see that within its 
sphere . of . activity teaching is complete and thorough and 
frequently given, and that both Unions and societies know 

.their work and do it. 
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MEMBERSHIP, ADMISSION, WITHDRAWAL, AND EXPULSION. 

4. The following are eligible for membership of the Union :-
(a) Co-operative .Credit Socie#es situated in the Union 

CirCle as dem~rcated by the Registrar, which ~re 
solvent ana sound in working and which subscribe 
to the application for registration of the Union. 

(b) Co-operative Credit Societies registered hereafter on the 
recommendation of the Union and situated within 
the jurisdiction of the Union. 

In demarcating circles the main factor to be considered 
is that of distance and facility of access. It is important 
that the societies included in a Union should not 'be distant 
more than an easy morning's walk from each other. Should 
some of the societies only within a demarcated circle desire 
to form a Union the Registrar will naturally enquire why all 
the societies within the circle cannot be included in membership. 
Societies which have been denied admission on. account of 
imperfections in their constitution will then be subje-cted to a 
thorough scrutiny by the Central Bank and notiCe will be given 
to them that unless they improve their working registration 
will be cancelled. 

5. In addition to the societies subscribing to the Memorandum 
of Association oj the Union and affiliated unr$er by-law 4 (a) all 
new societies registered on the recommendation of the Union shalt 
be affiliated to the Union. All n!w Co-operative Credit Societies 
registered within the jurisdiction of the Union on its recommenda
tion shall, by their Sir panch and Secretary, sign a declaration 
in Form A attached to these by-laws accepting all the rights, 
duties, and liabilities prescribed by these by-laws and by the 
,Cl!-operative Societies Act II of 1912 and the rules made 
thereunder. 

Great difficulty is experienced by the majority of Central 
Banks in subjecting applications for registration to thorough 
scrutiny. The Union provides a very suitable agency for. 
the investigation of fresh applications for registration. Local 
knowledge is sure to be forthcoming and as a recommendation 
for registration' carries with it an. undertaking to guarantee 
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credit it is unlikely that weak proposals will meet with 
acceptance. 

6. No affiliated society shall withdraw from the Union 
ex~ePt after paying to the Union all sums due by it. The liability 
ofa society to the Union which has withdrawn or has been expelled 
from the Union shall, for a period of two years from the date oj 

" expulsion or withdrawal, be its liability to the Union on the date 
of its expulsion or withdrawal. ' 

7. If an affiliated society be found guilty by the Union or 
by the Registrar of careless and bad working or of dishonest and 
unco-operative conduct, the Union General Meeting or the Registrar 
may direct that within one month or such other time as may be 
fixed by the Registrar, it shall repay alt or part of its borrowings, 
and the affiliated society shalt thereupon be bound to obey such 
directions. If the working of such a society be not improved or 
if the society be guilty of disloyalty to. the Union, it shalt be liable 
to expulsion from the Union by re~olution of the General Meeting 
and with the sanction of the Registrar, whose decision shalt be 
final. 

Societies are classed at audit as A, B, C, D, or E. While 
it is no disgrace for a comparatively new society to be in the' 
C class the members are not deriving the benefits they should 
from co-operation if the society simply stagnates in that class. 
Dealing as it does with a Union as a whole, the Central Bank 
will be able to bring pressure to bear upon the Union if the 
societies enrolled as its members do not improve in co-operative 
quality. It is most necessary that the moral aspect of the 
movement should not be lost sight of. 

RIGHTS AND LIABILlTIES OF AFFILIATED SOCIETIES. 

8. The rights of an affiliated society are :-

(a) Subject to the provision of by-law 2I (iii), to obtain 
loans from the Union. . _ 

(b)_ To have its borrowings guaranteed by tlte remaining 
societies in the Union. 

It is true that the societies obtain loans from the Union; 
but as already remarked the Union handles no cash. As long 
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as a society remains a member of a Circle Union it has a 'right 
to have its borrowings guaranteed; refusal to give any kind 
of guarantee at all is equivalent to expUlsion from the Union. 
The Union may, of course, refuse to guarantee more tha!l a: 
limited amount, in which case the borrowings of a society 
from the Central 'Bank will be res~ricted "accordingly. 

9. The duties of an affiliated society are:~ 

(i) To administer its work in s/rict conformity with its 
by-laws and with the constitution of the Union. 

(ii) Carefully to carry out the instructions of the Union. 
(iii) To give all possible assistance to. all persons duly 

authorised to inspect its working and accounts.· 
(iv) To allow its books and cash balance to be inspected 

after two days' notice by the Sir panch and Secretary 
of any other affiliated society. 

(v) To belong to no other credit Union. 
(vi) To inform the President and Secretary of the Union 

at once of any reduction in its membership or of any 
other circumstances lessening its financial stability. 

In this by-law emphasis is placed upon the duty of the mem
bers of primary societies with respect to the inspection by duiy 
authorised persons of prescribed records and books and accounts. 
If a society does not give proper assistance to inspecting or 
auditing officers the Central Bank will warn the Union to which 
it belongs and the' Union, unless it wishes to suffer as a whole, 
will deal with the society at fault. Mutual inspection by 
societies is very essential ; and the President and the Secretary 
of the Union are expected to keep themselves in touch with 
the general condition of the societies belonging to the Union. 

10. The liability of an affiliated society is:-
(i) Unlimited as regards its own borrowings as a socie.ty, 

and 
(it) limited as regards the guarantee which devolves on 

it by virtue of its affiliation to 'the Union for the 
borrowings of all other societies affiliated to the Union. 
Such guarantee consists of an undertaking to make 
good any deficiency resulting from the default of any 
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other' society in the Union after the exhaustion 
of the J].Illimited liability of that other society's 
members, to the" extent oj a sum equal to the guaran
teeing .society's own maximum borrowings during 
the twelve months immediately preceding the 
enforcement of the guarantee . 

• NOTE.-Suppose a society has borrowed Rs. 1,000, another 
society Rs. goo, another society, Rs. 800, and another society 
Rs. 700, and yet another society Rs. 500. This la~t society fails 
and .the enforcement ,of unlimited liability upon its members 
exhausts their estates and still leaves a sum of Rs. 100 for which 
the Union is responsible to the Central Bank. This. Rs. 100 will 
have to be made good by contri~utions levied from the ot~er societies 
in the Union. Assuming that the sums above stated represent 
the maximum borrowings of the societies within the twelve months 
immediately preceding, 'the first society will have to pay.towards 
the deficiency Rs. 2g, the second Rs. 26, the third Rs. 24, and the 
fourth Rs. 21. 

It will be noted that the Union organization in no way 
interferes with the ultimate security afforded by the unlimited 
liability of the primary society. On the· contrary, this unlimited 
liability is reinforced by the guarantee defined in by-law 10 (ii) 
above. This guarantee is ~xpressly limited and the fact that 
it is equal to the guaranteeing society's own maximum borrow
ings during the 12 months immediately preceding will act as a 
deterrent on imprudent and reckless conduct. It will be noted 
that the guarantee creates an additional resource which must 
be made use of before reserve funds can be touched. 

II. The Union General Meeting shall be responsible for 
sending two of its members, twice a year, once in the month of 
______ ,ana once in the month oj to 
inspect the accounts and working of all affiliated societies. These 
members shall, iJ possible, prepare a note for the Union showing 
the results oj each inspection. 

Even if inspecting members are unable to read and write 
and cannot prepare a written inspection note, it is important 
that the visits prescribed in this by-law should be "regularly 
made. In controlling the working of Unions Central Banks 
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must see that the provisions of this by-law are strictly carried 
out. Instruction in the art of inspection should. be given 
to selected members of primary societies by all inspecting 
officers. 

12. The examination shall not be restricted to a mere arith
metical audit of books and balance sheets. The p~rsons i1ltspecting 
shall see that the administration of each affiliated society is carried 
on in strict conformity with co-operative principles, with its _own 
by-laws, with the by-laws ana orders of the Union, and f!JUh the 
Co-operative Societies' Act and rules made thereunder. They 
shall assure themselves that defects pointed out in previous 
inspections and audit notes have been remedied. They shall g?luge the 
stability of each affiliated society and form definite conclusions 
as to whether the members have improved their standing owing ta
the existence of the society. 

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT. 

13. The Union shall be managed by its General Meeting. 
-14. Each affiliated society shall, at General Meetings, be 

represented by two members of its Committee .. but societies having 
more than twenty members shall have the right to send one 
representative for each additional 10 members. Other members of 
affiliated societies may attend General Meetings but only to listen 
and advise their representatives. 

IS. The members of the General Meeting shall have one 
vote each. The opinion of the majority shall prevail and, in case 

. of an equality of votes, the motion shall be held to be lost. 
16. General Meetings of the Union shilllbe held at least 

twice a year in and and 
at 'other times when summoned by the President or Secretary of the 
Union. I 

17. Notice of the time, date, and place of General Meetin:g 
shall be given seven clear days before the meeting by the Secretary 

,oJ the Union. - If it is proposed to modify the by-laws, fifteen 
clear ¢ays' notice shall be given. 

18. General Meetings shall be held at the headquarters of 
the Union, or at the headquarters oj such affiliated society as the 
President and Secretary oj the Union may consider convenient. 
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19. At least \ two-thirds of the societies in the Union must be 

fully represented (vide by-law 14) in order to form a quorum 
jor a General Meeting; but before a society is recommended for 
registration the- application of the society must be considered and 
approved by the representatives of at least four-fifths of the societies 
affiliated to the Union. 

20. The: supreme authority in all matters relating to the 
Union's internal administration shall be the General Meeting. 

21. The duties of the General Meeting shall be:-

(i) To recommend to th.e Central- Bank any ,en~ctment, 
_amendment, or repeal of any of the by-laws of the 
Union. The Central, Bank shall forward the recom
mendation to the Registrar together 'with its own 
recommendation thereon, if any. 

(ii) To -deal with complaints of affiliated societies against 
the Union or the Central Bank. 

(iii) To con$ider proposals submitted by affiliated societies, 
assess their credits, and pass the lists of individual 
credits. These lists of credits shall be submitted 
to the Central Bank with the Union's ce.rtificate 
of guarantee endorsed upon each list, thus: " Passed 
for Rs. The Central Bank may pay 
this sum to the Society, 
registered No. ." The Secretary .of the 
Union shall sign this certificate. 

(iv) To raise funds for financing affiliated societies by 
borrowing money from the -Central 
Bank. Deposit~ shall not be accepted and loans 
shall be taken only from the _______ _ 
Central Bank. 

(v) To consider applicq.tions for loans and grant them 
or reject them, when the amount of loan applied for 
exceeds the maximum limit of credit already fixed 
by the Union according to rule 21 (iii) above. 

(vi) To consider cases oj overdue loans ::and pass orders 
thereon making such :arrangements as may be 
necessary to provide against loss. 
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(vii) To admit registered societies to the Union. 
(viiJ) To elect (yearly between and ____ _ 

a President and a Secretary of the Union from 
amongst the representatives of the affiliated societies. 

(ix) To deal with the Inspection Reports on the affiliated 
societies. 

(x) Generally to conduct the businsss of the Union and to do 
. all things necessary to that end. 

By~law 21 (ii) above contemplates the making of complaints 
by affiliated societies. It' is most important tha{ every society 
should have the opportunity of making the wants of its 
members known to the controlling'authority. Such complaints 
will, of course, not concern matters which are entirely within 
the jurisdiction of societies or of Unrons, but they will arise 
should societies find it· difficult to .secure proper service from 
the Central Bank, or if the Society Moharrirs d~ not do their 
work properly, 'or if the Central Bank servants display 
oppressive tendencies. 

By-law 21 (iii) above contemplates the grant ·of 'cash 
credits to societies by the Union. . 

By-law 21 (iv) binds the Union to deal only with the Central 
Bank. • .. . . 

By-law 21 (vi) emphasizes the responsibility of the' Union 
for the punctual repayment of money to the Central Bank. 

By-law 21 (ix) mentions the Inspection Reports, written 
or verbal" submitted under by-laws II and. 12 above. The 
Central Bank must do everything in its power to make control 
by Unions a reality ; this control must on no account be allowed 
to degenerate into a fonnal"sham. 

22. The resolutions of the General Meetings shall be recorded 
in a Minute Book. 

23. When the amount of credit to be allowed or an application 
for a loan to· be advanced to' an affiliated society is under 
discussion at a General Meeting, the representatives of that socJety 
shall, after being heard together with any other members of that 
society present, withdraw and shall not vote on the question under 
discussion. 
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24. The rate of interest to be charged by the Union on its 
loans to affiliated societies shall be the same as that w~ich the Union 
pays to the Central 'Bank. 

25. The Union shall not handle cash. All drawings on 
the Central Bank shall be made by print~d and engraved vouchers 
signed by the Secretary of the affiliated sQciety concerned and framed 
as pro-notes in favour of the Central Bank. These vouchers 
shall be sent to the Union Secretary by the Central Bank. The 
Union Secretary shall distribute the vouchers to the Sirpanches 
or Secretaries of the Societies which are the members of the Union 
and. shall, before distributing them,. endorse each voucher on the 
back thus :-" Pay to the Society," ana 
shalt sign the endorsement. The borrowing affiliated society shall 
itself arrange for the encashment of vouchers at the office of the 
Central' Bank and shall arrtVtge for the distribution of the proceeds 
amongst the members of th~ society. Every society is,however, 
at liberty to distribute the vouchers for loans to its individual 
members for encashment by them personally at the office of the Central 
Bank: A duly authorised representative of a Society may take 
his own vouchers and the vouchers of other members to the Central 
Bank office for encashment; but whenever money is drawn from 
the Central Bank office by one member on behaU of other members 
he must produce in the Central Bank office a copy of the resolution 
passed. by the society authorising him to draw money on behalf 
of the other members. A~y affiliated society or any of ~ts members 
desiring to make any payment shall take the money and the pass 
book of the society or the pass book of the individual member, 
as the case may be, to the Central Bank which will receive payment 
from the society or from any individual member of the society 
on behalf of the Union. Every quarter or oftener, if necessary, 
the Society Moharrirs shall prepare for themselves from the books 
of the Central Bank an abstract of entries from the. Union ledger 
accounts, and' from these abstracts the accounts of the Union 
shall be prepared. 

It will be remarked that the formal guar~ntee given by the 
Union under by-law 2I (iii) is again repeat~d by endorsement 
on the vouchers which are distributed through the Union to 
the Sirpanches and Secretaries of the Primary Societies for 
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distribution, in turn, to the individual members. A voucher 
is equivalent to a cash order upon the Central Bank. Members 
need not draw their money before they actually require it, 
nor need they delay making repayment until the due 
date. If they- have cash in hand they can pay it in at once to 
the Central _ Bank and thus stop interest running on their 
loan. 

26. Th~ Union Secretary may be paid from the funds of 
the Central Provinces Federation such reward for good work as 
may be fixed by the General Meeting and approved of by the 
Governor. 

The principle adopted is that of payment by results. It 
may be found possible to entrust the task of writing up the 
accounts of the primary societies ~lso to the Union Secretary. 
But any proposal to move in this direction would require the 
most careful consideration with reference to the particular 
facts involved. 

27. Other members of ihe Union G:eneral Meeting shall 
work gratuitously. 

28. It shall be the duty of the Secretary :-

(i) To call General Meetings when necessary, and, in any 
case, twice a yea.r in and., ____ _ 

(ii) To obtain from the specially deputed members notes 
on the accounts and working of each society before 
th§ General Meeting in and ___ _ 
and to enquire int~ the stability and methods of 
working oj su,ch societies. 

_(iii) To see that loans, interest, and all other d~es are 
punctually paid by the societies . and, to report cases 

:;5 

oj default to the General Meeting. ' .. 
(iv) To report the results of inspection and enquiries to the 

General Meetings. 
{t1} To see that orders pass'ed upon inspect~on notes of 

affiliated societies are carried out. ' 
(vi) To, keep the accounts of the Union and submit them 

to the General Meetings of ana 
20 
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(vii) To,sign altdocuments, deeds, instruments, etc., and to 
endorse vouchers from tlffiliated societies in favour 
of the Central Bank on behalf of the Union. 

(viii) Actively to propagate co-operation. 
(ix) Generally to carryon the administration of the Union 

in all its branches. 
(x) To record the resolutions of the General Meetings in a 

minute book. 
(xz) To furnish the Central Bank, from time to time, with 

such information as may be required. -
29. It shall be the duty of the . President to see that the work 

oj the Union is carried on efficiently and in strict accordance with 
these by-laws. 

30. In respect of all mat~ers duly resolved by the General 
Meeting, the President and two members of the Union General 
Meeting shall have power to sign for the General Meeting and their 
signatures shall bind the Union. . 

31. A copy of all resolutims passed by the General Meetings 
shall be sent to the Central Bank. 

32. The Union shall maintain such books, registers and 
Jorms as may, from time to time, be prescribed by the Registrar. 

33. A balance sheet and' any other returns required by the 
Registrar must be made out yearly in July and presented to the 
July General Meeting and to the Registrar. 

34. Disputes shall ordinariI)! be settled by the General 
Meeting. If the General Meeting cannot settle a dispute, it shall 
refer it to the Registrar. through the Central Bank, whose decision 
shall be final and binding on both parties. 

35. The books of the Union and copies of the Act, the rules 
made by Local Administration thereunder, and the by-laws of the 
'Union shall be kept open to inspection by its members or by the 
Central Bank or by any person duly authorised by the Registrar 
free of charge, at all reasonable hours at the registered address of 
the society. -. 

36. These by-laws are supplementary to the provisions of 
the Co-operati7J~ Societies Act 11 of I9I2 and rules thereunder 
and the Union will be guided by the Act, rules and by-laws read 
together. 
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FORM A. 

DECLARATION TO BE SIGNED BY A CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT 

SOCIETY UPON AFFILIATION TO THE UNION OF 

Co-OPERATIVE CREI>IT SOCmTIEs. 

We, the undersigned Chairman and two Committee members 
of the Co-operative Credit Society being 
authorised so to do by resolution of the General Meeting of our 
society, hereby, on behalf of the said society, agree to accept 
all the rights, duties, and liabilities prescribed by the by-laws 
of the Union of Co-operative . Credit 
Societies and to abide by its by-laws as a condition of our 
society being admitted into the said Union as an affiliated 
society. 

Sirpanch. 
Secretary. 

THE CO-OPERATIVE CENTRAL BANK. 

A Co-operative Central, Bank is not merely a link in the 
financial chain which connects the primary society with the open 
money market, but it is an institution . intended to spread 
and foster co-operative knowledge and practice. At the outset 
of its career, as we have already noted, co-operative control 
is not a feature of the working of a Central Bank. But as the 
knowledge of co-operation spreads ih the particular tract 
allotted to the Central Bank, societies are gradually admitted 
to membership and are granted representation at the Bank's 
General Meetings. Perhaps, at first, representative members 
of societies are not included amongst the Directors of the Bank. 
But as co-operative. education proceeds, and as it becomes 
possible to form societies into Unions, such representation 
must be arranged for. The zealous individual shareholders 
who were the missionaries of co-operation in the area served 
by the bank, should make it their object to gradually change 
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the part assigned to them from that of tutors and mentors 
to that of leaders in the move~ent towards true co-operation. 

It is most important that the area assigned to the Bank 
should not be too large; for this would tend towards looseness 
of supervision and of control. On the other hand, there must 
be scope for business adequate enough ·to provide the Central 
Bank with the necessary income from which to pay its staff 
and a reasonable dividend upon its shares. As regards dividend 
it must be remembered that the co-operative principle is as 
follows: Mter paying a reasonable return to capital, for its 
use, all profits are to be utilised for the benefit of custom, that 
is to say, in this case, to promote the stability and weUare of the 
Central Bank itself and of the primary societies the welfare 
of which is centred in the Bank. 

A good Co-operative Bank will place the general education of 
its 'societies and the improvement of agriculture in the fore
front of its programme. This must be done if there is to be 
any real vitality in "the co-operative movement~ ... Th~ g~~atest 
care must be taken, however, to avoid making the societies the 
subject of experimental measures. Thus, it is for a Central 
Ban1.c to see that no effort is made to push the sale either of 
seed or of implements for which there is no real demand on the 
part of the members of the societies. If, however, the Central 
Bank is really in a position to help its societies to procure, 
through its agency, seed and implements for which there is a 
genuine demand, then it is the clear duty of the Central Bank 
to give its whole-hearted assistance in the matter: Care 

. must be taken to avoid embarking upon any speculative enter
prise, for funds supplied by shareholders and others for banking 
purposes only cannot, with honesty, be employed in business 
which is not legitimate banking. It would be wrong. for 
instance, for a Central Bank to purchase/with money received 
from depositors a large number of agricultural implements on 
the chance of being able to sell them to th~ members of societies. 
It would be equally wrong for the Central Bank to stock a supply 
of seed in anticipation of a possible demand. But it -is perfectly 
legitimate that the Central Bank should, acting on behalf of 
its societies, become a base for the concentration' of purchase 
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and the distribution of supplies. In the Central Provinces 
a number of banks hold stocks of a~ricultural implements, 
These implements do not belong to the banks at all ; they are 
the property of a private firm and are held by the banks at the 
risk and, at the cost 'of that firm. The, implements are ~f 
patterns approved for particular 'localities by the Department 
of Agriculture, they are sold at the lowest possible prices and 
Central Banks secure no profit from sales ~ .on the other hand, 
the Central Banks incur no financial risk whatsoever. 

As regards the supply of seed, societies give orders to their 
Central Bank and the latter acting as an agent on behalf of 
its societies buys with their money. the necessary,· quantity 
,of seed. The society gives the Central Bank an order to buy, 
and when the purchase is effected it is the soCiety's money 
which is used and not the Central Bank's, the transaction 
being based on the unlimited liability of the society and not 
upon the limited liability of the Central Bank. 

The degree of success attained by primar~ societies and by 
Central Banks in attracting local deposits is, in many respects, 
a test of their stability. If a co-operative society is not trusted 
by those who live cl.ose to it (so some argue), there must be 
~ome good reason for the fact, and the Central Bank, should 
not grant credit. Under existing conditions, however, this 
argument does not carry much weight, although a protracted 
failure to obtain local deposits would,undoubtedly,indicate 
a lack of genuine vitality. In the first place, what does, the 
vast population of India do with its money? If we believe 
everything that is told us, we may reply, "There is no idle mop.ey 
in India." But the amount of metallic money in circulation 
in India is known with accuracy; and the imports of the precious 
metals are also known quantities. A very simple sum in arith
metic will convince the most incredulous that a vast amount 
.of gold and silver has entered India, has never come into' 
-circulatioI}, and is still somewhere in tIle country. Inearly 
times, gold and silver were regarded as an end, not a means; 
.as treasure, not money. They were distributed not .by trade, 
but by war. One of the peculiar circumstances which affected 
the relations of society to the 'precious metals in ancient times 
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was'that these' relations did not conform to modern economic 
principles. Metallic money was to be found in commercial 
centres, but the stock was very scanty and very slightly diffused 
in agricultural communities and among the masses. Pliny, 
the historian, who died in the year 79 A.D. complained that 
India drew from the Roman Empire not less than 5,000,000 
sesterces of gold (about £625,000 sterling) every ,year. The 
flow of the precious metals towards India was the frequent 
theme of eighteenth century economists. * The excess of 
imports of gold mto British India from 1836 to 1904 was 
£180,000,000, and for the twenty years 1884 to -1:904 was in 
excess by £5;000,000 per year.t More recently India ha.s 
absorbed (in different years) enormous' quantities of gold. 
the amount in one 'year being one-fifth of the world's output. 
The exports of silver to India have been 'even larger than the 
exports of gold, and amounted from 1836 to March 31st, 1904, 
to approximately,~ £500,000,000' sterling.f Granted, therefore, 
that the precious metals are in India, and in great quantities, 
the student of economic history-and the first chapters of this 
book are intended to help him to obtain a true perspective 
and to focus his reasoning-will not be surprised to find that the 
habit of hoarding, whether in the shape of money, bullion 
(~.g., gold bars), or ornaments, is one to which the people still 
cling. In particular, after considering the history of this 
Province, he might expect to find that some districts contain 
large supplies of potential ,deposit money, while o~hers do not. 

Now the Central Bank is a balancing centre as well as a 
financing link. The encouragement of thrift is one of its chief 

, objects, and a country suffering from hoarding is a country 
economically diseased. If the co-operative banking system 
is to be really beneficial it must aim, not merely at the supply 
of borrowed money- but a~ the creation of local capital; the 
putting, in fact, of idle funds to productive uses in order that 
local wealth may-increase. At first, perhaps, deposits will not 
come in at all. This was the case in the Central Provinces 

... Bimetallism in Europe," p. 140. 
t Conant. "The Principles of Money and Ban'king," pp. 98, 99· 
~ Report of the Director of the Mint, for 1903-04, p. 244. 
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and Berar ; and as societies could not be started without funds 
it was necessary to stat:t building from the Central Bank down 
to the primary society, then up from the Central.Bank to the· 
Provincial Bank and Provincial Federation, and, lastly, up 
from the primary society to the Circle Union. The experience 
of co-operative workers in Hungary may usefully be compared. * 
In that country, in 1886, the County Council of Pest-Pilis
Solt-Kis-Kun decided to form a parent society, on m.uch the 
same lines followed by our pioneer central banks. The initial 
capital was subscribed, for the most part, by landowners. Here 
was money to begin with; "arld, as the County Council had 
taken up the matter, public servants considered it their duty 
to promote the undertaking with their influence, andbestjIred 
themselves actively in its behalf. .. The plan of organization 
pursued, " writes Count Mailath, .. was what is called beginning 
at the top. The County -Society at once set t~ work forming 
affiliated loca~ societies in the several districts. It managed 
to overcome obstacles not only of organization but of indifference 
and doubt, and within a few years the county .found itself 
studded with local societies, and the County SocIety extended" 
its operations over the whole available area." SJlch was the 
beginning of the enormous business now transacted by 
co-operative institutions ill Hungary. At what particular point 
co-operative organization must commence depends upon. the 
environment to be dealt with. If, from the outset, the primary 
societies can themselves obtain enough money to work with. 
it is possible to build from the bottom up to the Central Bank. 
The method suited to" one Province (being, perhaps, the only 
possible method) may be unsuited to another. One thing, 
however, is certain that genuinely co-operative organizers 
will reach the same objectives even though by different routes, 
and that, all over the world, we find co-operative systems 
bearing the closest family resemblance to each other once they 
have grown up. 

It is a mistake to suppose that there is no scope for a thrift· 
society in a rich village, or for a Central Bank in a monied 

• Proceedings of _the Sixth Intemationa! Co-operative Congress, Budapest, 1904, 
P.':4S I • J 
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district. The ,circle of co-operative banking must naturally 
include lenders as well as borrowers; but as long as local people 
will not lend for their own benefit and that of their own Province, 
outside capital will have to be obtained, and the loss caused 
is a loss to the people of the Province. In the Central Provinces 
and Berar that is a lesson which has yet to be learned. Bor
rowers we can find in plenty; lenders (or depositors) are scarce, 
though not so scarce as they were: only five years ago. IIi 
that period our deposits have increased from Rs. 2'lakhs to 
Rs. 26 lakhs. -

The au4it of primary societies cannot be conducted by 
Central Banks for'the simple reason that the busmess of the 
societies is inseparable from that of the Central Banks. An 
Auditor, if he is to possess the confidence of the public, must 
be absolutely impartial and altogether above suspicion; he 
must not depend for his emoluments- and promotion on the good 
will of the institutions which he has to audit. All first class 
commercial banks, business firms and joint stock cOll1panies, 
are forced by public opinion if not in every case by law to 
subject their accounts to the scrutiny of an independent profes
sional Auditor. Thus, though the audit of a co-operative 
society includes its thorough inspection there must be in 
addition regular supervision and ~spection by the organization 
responsible for the. executive control. Central Banks, 
therefore, must look upon the inspection, supervisio:n and guidance 
of the primary. societies under them as duties which are indis
pensable to efficiency and safety. A public report by Mr. B. A. 
Collins, Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Bihar and Orissa, 
contains some illuminating comments on the working of societies 
which I quote below, because.I am sure that they will indicate 
to non-official workers why the local inspection of primary 
societies is so essential. Not long ago, many of our Directors 
professed to be unable to understand why inspection should be 
one of the duties of Central Banks. 

U After two years of office, it will be useful if I sum up my 
experience of our village societies and make some suggestions 
for their improvement. If I seem to dwell more on their defects 
than thek merits, it must not be thought that I am pessimistic, 
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but rather that I have no space to enthuse over the widow 
who sells her ornaments and deposits the. IJlol'ley in her society 
or the benevolent panch whose first thought is the good of his 
fellow-villagers. There are many instanc~s of thrift and p~blic 
spirit, many societies which bring a glow to the heart of the 
believer, and in far the greater number of grouncls for hope 
and even for confidence. But there are many faults also, 
and it is to the era~ication of these that the attention of the 
Registrar is rather dir~cted. On the whole, the condition 
of. the average society is very much what it inight, in the 
circumstances, be expected to be. Understand that I the 
determining factor is the illiteracy and ignorance of the raiyats. 
In most societies those who can read and write can be .counted 
on the fingers of one hand and usually it is very difficuit to 
find one' man who is really competent to keep the books. In . 
spite of constant explanations the prevailing idea is that the 
whole business is a kind of takavi managed by Government 
and the panches often rep!esent thems~lves to be the agents 
of Government. in the beginning, too, I do not think that some 
of our organizers took much trouble, to clear away this 
misapprehension under -the idea that the members would pay 
up promptly and so learn regular habits. The present situation 
is that the average member either cannot, because of his 
illiteracy, or else thinks it none of his business to control the 
committee, and at any rate dare not offend the prominent men 
of the community in whose hands the bestowal and recovery 
of loans appears to lie. The panches; as a rule, have not been 
slow to take advantage of the situation, and a common feature 
is the accumulation of a large proportion of the working capital 
in the hands of a few men, even beyond their real assets. Then 
the panches either cannot or will not pay up- their'large kists 
So either lose authority to colIect or else pur~osely alIow the 
rest to fall into arrears so as to make it appear that owing 
to bad seasons no one can afford to pay. In this way a number 
of societies have come and are coming to stagnation and ruin. , 
To this result injUdicious management or lack of supervision 
on the part of Central Banks and organizers only too often 
contributes. In the old days so~ieties were frequently started 
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without proper local inquiry, the members were not properly 
instructed in the principles of co-operation and either too many 
men were taken in at first or else the membership was allowed 
to increase so rapidly that, even if the original applicants 
understood anything, they were swa~ped by a number of loan
grabbers who never learnt anything about the society at all. 
The societies have either been left too much alone or inspected 
by clerks whose one idea was to sign the 'books and get away, 
or else to make money. General meetings were either not held 
or else rushed throu~h in a perfunctory manner with a bare 
quorum and with~ut. the despatch of the business prescribed 
iIi the by-laws. The panches themselves seldom read their 
by-laws or even knew of their existence. The financing of 
societies was also one of the causes of failure. Money was 

_ freely given out to the panches, who -often- kept in their own 
hands loans destined for others and even when societies failed 
to pay their dues without proper excuse, fresh loans were granted 
again, and perhaps again, under the idea that the societies 
were dependent on the Central Bank or that -.if they did not 
receive advances they ,would have recourse to mahajans, and 
this was accounted a disaster., Often, too, the members paid 
their kists by borrowing temporarily at high rates from mahajans, 
sometimes even .from the sahu treasurer of the' Central Bank 
through whom.all payments were made and received. Another 
common trick was to show all loans due from members as 
collected, whereas only sufficient money was raised to pay the 
Central Bank's demand and on a new advance being received. 
the amount actually given to each member was increased in 
the books so ~s to square the accounts. Many of these devices 
sprang from the uneducated Kayastha inspecting clerks who
wished to get credit for good work or from patwaris employed 
to keep the books. I only now paint this futurist picture,_ 
in which views of various societie;; are combined in one· elaborate 
and highly coloured canvas, partly -because we -_ are already 
weU on the road to reform, and partly because none of the 
defects have yet endangered our financial stability. And it is 
as well to say that many faults have been and are being removed 
and all of them wili give way to time and treatment. 
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To interest some and instruct others I tabulate below 
very briefly the' measures that have been or are- being 
undertaken- :-

(1) Careful organization.-No society is now registered 
until a local inquiry has been made by a responsible person; 
usually a director or the Central Bank manager, who has to certify 
. that the statement of the assets and liabilities of the, members 
is correct and that all the applicants understand the .. Twelve 
Main Points of Co-operation." Good organization is half the 
battle and a society properly started and thereafter inspected 
rarely gives trouble_ provided it is not allowed to expand to(J 
fast. * 

(2) Inspection and instruction.:-The improvement of the 
inspecting staff has been discussed elsewhere in this and last 
year's report and the measures taken are already beginning' 
to bear good fruit. The appointment of good managers, who 
will be more reliable and wield greater authority, is in progress· 
For the better inculcation of co-operative knowledge the 
" Twelve- Main Points" have been drawn up, translated and 
circulated. For illiterate persons the best-medium of teaching 
is verse, and I have already seen several good renderings from 
which I hope much. 

(3) General meetings.-A circular has already been issued 
pointing out the great importance of the annual general meeting, 
and that if i~ is to have any value in most societies the presence 
of a director, supervisor or some other .responsible person is 
essential. Without such help, the illiterate members cannot 
control the Panchayat and the meeting may well be a farce. 
The audit note and the annual accounts should be explained 
and .the limit to the amount which each member may borrow 
carefully fixed. A general .limit for all members such as is 
commonly laid down is quite useless. The attendance of every 
member should be insisted o~ and those absent without proper 
cause .should get no loans during the ensuing year. 

• Fifteen or sixteen is about the right number to start, with an4 in each successive 
year not more than eight or ten new members should be elected. When a society reaches 
So, it should be split up into two if possible. Societies with over So members very rarely. 
if ever, work properly. • • - ' 
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(4) Business-like financing.-Central Banks must remove 
financing altogether from the sentimental plane and put, it 
on a strictly business footing. Societies which are well managed 
and whose members pay their kists and take proper interest 
should be given loans, while bad ,societies should be refused 
money or' have their advances much restricted. If societies 
whose members do not pay and will not learn their by-laws 
and the" Twelve Main Points II get advances just like the rest. 
it has the worst effect on the whole area. It is high time that 
the Haisiyat Registers of each society were completed and with 
the assistance of these, the audit reports, the loan registers, 
and the proceedings of the annual general meetings in which 
the limit has been fixed for each member. the Central Bank 
should be able to finance any society' with ease and prompti
tude. 

(5) Liquidation, expulsion, etc.-Those societies. which on 
account of their bad ways are refused loans and ~ti11 do not 
improve, must be recommended for liquidation. Hitherto 
the tendency has been to avoid extreme measures as being harsh 
and likely to give the movement':. a bad name. Experience 
shows this to be wrong. The maintenance and financing of 
bad societies has a bad- effect on the rest. wastes the time of 
the directors and the staff and does, more harm in tne eyes 
of the public than closing them. The expulsion of one or two 
bad members often has the desired result. but it is not always 
easy. 

(6) M iscellaneous.-I cannot spare space to discuss other 
means of reform in detail. The formation of guarantee unions, 
such as are in existence in Burma, Bengal and Madras. under' 
our Central Banks appears to me likely to have good results, 
but it is now six or eight months since I issued a circular on tile 
subject and nothing has been done. It is essential. too, that 
Central Ban~s should deal properly with audit notes. and I 
have in contemplation 19 introduce a system of reminders 
in connection with societies classed as "D II and U E," 
to make sure that all proper steps are taken. Something 
might be done to improve matters too by the establishment of 
a second kist in areas which, grow both rice and rabi. Lastly, 
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little or nothing has been done to encourage voluntary deposits 
and my suggestions on this subject as on so many:others repose 
on the dusty shelves of the offices of Central B~mks and have not 
even been seen by many directors." 

STANDARD BY-LAWS FOR A. CENTRAL BANK. 
NAME AND ADDRESS. 

I. This Society shall be called the _______ ~-
Central Bank, Limited. Its registered office is at __ -:-. __ ----'
and its by-laws are subject to the provisions of Act II of 19IZ 

and the rules made by the Local Administration thereunder. 

SHARE CAPITAL. 

2. The authorised cap'ital of the Bank shall consist 01--
shares of Rs. each. This capital maybe exceeded 
by the issue of any number of additional shares of Rs. IO each 
to registered Co-operative, Societies that become members of the 
Bank and of any number of shares of Rs. 5 each to individual 
members of such societies, but any other increase of the share' 
capita'l is forbidden except when it is approved ~y the members 
of the Bank at a General Meeting and duly sanctionea by the' 
Registrar. 

Sections 20 and 21 of the Co-operative Societies Act run. 
as follows :-

20. A registered society shall have a charge upon the share or interest 

Char d t ft
', in the capital and on the deposits of a member or ge an se·o m 

respect of shares or inter. past member and upon any dividend, bonus or profits 
est of member. bl . paya e to a member or past member m respect of, 
any debt due from such member or past member to the society, and may 
set oft any sum credited or payable to a member or past member in or 
towards payment of any such debt. 

21. Subject to the provisions of section 2<), the share or interest of~. 
member in the capital of a registered society shall. 

sf::~i: t': a~~h:e~~t not be liable to attachment or sale under any decree 
. or order of a Court of Justice in respect of any de bt or 

liability incurred by such member, and neither the Official Assignee under the 
Presidency-towns Insolvency Act, 1909, nor. a Receiver under the Provincial 
Insolvency Act, 1907, ,shall be entitled to or have any claim on such share or 
interest. 
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RESTRICTION ON INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL. 

3. The -caPitl!-l of the Bank is. to be employed solely in the 
grant of loans to co-operative societies which are registered under 
Act X of 1904 or Act II of I9I2, are situated within the 

.J:!~!~ and undertake to become members of the Bank. The 
Bank shall not finance any registered co-operative society unless it 
(a) has purchased at least one share in the Bank, and (b) hds either 
.obtained admission to a registered Co-operative. Circle Union or 
undertaken to secure admission to such a Union at the earliest 
possible opportunity. 

It may be noted that a society is not to be~financed until 
it has purchased at least one share in the Central Bank. This 
makes the society a member of the Bank and all disputes or 
differences between members of registered societies must, 
by law, be referred to the Registrar for his decision. 

The· Circle Union is in,dicated as the ultimate objective. 
as far as the local control of individual societies is concerned. 
Societies outside Union organization are merely in the preliminary 
stages of their education. 

RESTRICTIONS ON SHARE INTEREST. 

4. No shareholder other than a registered society shall hold 
(a) more than one-fifth of the share capital' of the Bank, (b) shares 
in the Bank of the total fac~ value of more than Rs. 5,000. 

The limit imposed by section 5 of the Co-operative Societies 
Act upon the share holdings of individual members is Rs. 1,000. 

Iri exercise of the powers vested in the Local Administration 
by section 46 ~of the Act this limit has been raised to Rs. 5,000. 

LIABILITY OF SHAREHOLDERS. 

5. the liability~.of every _shareholder shall be limited to the 
face value of his shares. 

TRANSFER OF SHARES. 

6. N.o shares shalt be transferred by sale, gift, mortgage or 
.otherwise except t.o the Ba~ or subject t.o the pr.ovisions of by-law 
4 t.o a member of the Bank. 
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Admission to membership, of a co-operative institution 
is by election; and it is necessary to prevent shares falling into 
the hands of hostile or undesirable persons., ' 

VALUE OF A MEMBER'S INTEREST. 

7. The value of a member's interest shall be tht} face va}ue 
0) the shares held by him together with. the amount, of any deposit 
made with or loans advanced to the, Bank by him, and any interest 
due on such deposits or loans minus any sum due from him to the 
Bank. ' 

PAYMENT OF A DECEASED MEMBER'S INTEREST. 

8. On the death of a member any sum due and payable 
by the Bank to his estate shall be paid within three months. 

CONSTITUTION', OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 

9.' The affairs of the Bank shall be managed by a Board of 
Directors constituted as follows :--'-

(i) Such individual shareholders as are not members of 
any affiliated society shall elect from their own num
ber one Director for each complete Rs. 2,000 of 
paid up share capita1 held by them. These Directors 
shall hold- office for one year and shall be eligible 
for r.e-election. The qualification for such Directors 
shall be shares in the Bank of the face value of 
RS.250. 

(iJ1 The President and Secretat;yof every Registered Circle 
Union of Co-operative Societies which is a membe, 
of the Bank shall be ex-officio Directors of the 
Central Bank, but no Circle Union shall be entitled 
to more than one vote. 

(iii) The Co-operative Societies which are members of the 
Bank but are not for, the time. being- enrolled in mem
bership of a Circle UniQ.n shall have the right to 
elect one Director from amongst their own members 
to represent them for every Rs~ 2,000 or part of 
Rs. 2,000 share interest held by them and by, their 
members in- the Bank. 
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This by-law shows very . clearly the successive stages 
through which the Central Bank, originally composed entirely' 
of individual members, is now passing. It is important to deal 
equitably with every class of shareholder; the founders of the 
Bank must not be pushed roughly on one side simply because the 
societies are gaining in stre~gth, and societies which are nOt 
sufficiently advanced for Union membership cannot be left out 
in the cold. It is obvious, however, that in the distant end the 
real Directors of the Bank will be the. Presidents and Secr~taries 
of the Circle Unions. 

10. (i) In the event of a Director appoin·ted under by-law 
9- (i) above, dying. or retiring during his term of office, the remain
ing Directors of the same class shall appoint another duly qualified 
member to take his place on the Board for the remainder of the term. 

(i~) In the event of a Director appointed under by-law 9 (ii) 
above, dying or retiring during his term of office, the person 
appointed by his Circle Union to be his succ!.ssor in office shall 
ipso facto succeed him as a Director of the Central Bank. 

(ii~) In the event of a Director appointed under by-law 9 (iii) 
above, dying or retiring during his term of office, the societies which 
he represented shall proceed to elect another Director to succeed him. 

II. No person who resides outside the area of the Bank's 
operations can be a Director of the Bank except with the special 
sanction of the Registrar. The Deputy Commissioner of the 
_______ District and the Sub-Divisional Officer in 
charge of the Tahsil or any officer nominated by the 
Deputy Commissioner to take the place of the Sub-Divisional 
Officer, shall be entitled to sit and vote at all meetings of the Board 
of Directors and shall also be entitled to sit and vote at a General 
Meeting of the members of. the Bank. 

It must be remarked that the Government officers men
tioned in this by-law are not ex-officio Directors of the Central 
Banks, and on this poi!lt there seems to be a general misunder
standing. 

12. The Board of Directors shall meet as oftm as may be 
necessary and, in alfY case, at intervals of not more than 6 months. 
A special meeting of .the Directors shall be held iJ one-fifth of their 
number require it in writing. 
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13. The Chairman oj the Board of Directors shall be elected 
at the Annual General Meeting. When the Chairman so elected 
is not present at a meeti1Jg of the Board, th; Directors, present 
shall elect one of their number to preside at the meeting. Two
fifths of the members of the Board of Directors as constituted in 
by-law 9 shall form a quorum. 

14. For adjourned meetings no quorum shall be necessary. 
IS. A9JY motion on which there is equality of votes shall be 

held to be lost. 

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD OF DiRECTORS. 

16' The Board of Directors shall have the following powers 
and duties :-

cs 

(I) To appoint a Working Committee of not less than 5 
Directors. - . 

(2) To appoint from the members of the Bank local com
mittees where necessary and· to issue instructions 
for their guidance from time to. time. Any official 
may be appointed as a member of a locat committee 
with the sanction of the Registrar. 

(3) .To appoint, dismiss, suspend or otherwise punish 
any officer paid by the Bank or to dismiss or, if 
necessary, to proceed against any officer olthe Bank. 

(4) To appoint a Secretary and a Treasure.r. 
(5) To accept deposits; to negotiate loans on behalf of the 

Bank, to issue shares as provided in by-law 2, 

and to issue debentures with the previous sanction 
_ of the Registrar. 

(6) To call in and re4eem any share of the Bank with 
the previous s({ftction of the Registrar at its paid 
up value, or on such terms and conditions as may be 
sanctioned qy the Registrar. 

(7) To call an annual general meeting 'in the month of 
________ and submit to it the annual· 
report and balance sheet ~tp to the previous 30th 
June. The.~.balance sheet shall clearly distinguish 
between debts due 'to the Bank which are considered 

l. 

good and debts which are b~d and doubtful. 
21 
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(8) To publish and submit to the Registrar an annual 
balance sheet, profit and loss statement, statement of 
receipts and disbursements of the Bank, the proceed
ings of the Annual General.:Meeting, and a short 
report on the Ban~'s working. 

- (9) To institute, conduct, defend, compromise, refer to 
arbitratiot~ or to abandon legal proceedtngs, and 
clai1?"s by or against the Bank or Board of Directors, 
or officers concenJ,ing the affairs of the Bank. 

(10) To assess from time to . time the credit to be allowed 
to Circle Unions or isolated affiliated societies 
not enrolled for th.e time being in membership of any 
Circle Union, within the maximum limit fixed for 
each Circle Union o~ each such affiliated society 
and sanctioned h1 the Registrar. . 

(II) Generally to conduct the business of the Ban,k. 
Under section 32 of the Co-operative Societies Act the 

,appointment of the Treasurer of a Central Bank under by-law 
16 (4) above must be approved of by the Registrar. 

By-law 16 (5) above. The acceptance of deposits is, of 
course, subject to the provisions of section 30 of the Co-~perative 
Societies Act and to the regulations of the Central Provinces 
Federation of Co-operative Banks. The business of issuing 
debentures requires special technical knowledge, and in every 
case the advice and assistance of the Registrar will be 
necessary. 

By-law 16 (6) above. M. Rostand has expounded the" true 
principle of co-operative banking" in the following.words :-

" A bank with fixed dividends on its shares and deposits, 
all surplus profits going to the reserve: when the reserve is 
equal totwice the capital, the shares are repaid and all subsequent 
profits are expended in philanthropic or useful objects." 

There is no particular object in redeeming the shares which 
are held by sympathetic individuals or by registered co-operative 
societies. For a sympathe~ic individual is a valuable friend 
to the co-operative movement, and profits on the shares held 
by registered societies do not go outside 'the circle of the 
business but are distributed within it. 
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By-law 16 (7) above. Particular attention is invited to the 
mandatory nature of the last sentence of this by-law. The 
Directors of Central Banks must deal very :firmly with the 
question of bad or douptful debts and must on no account 
make any attempt to conceal their existence. 

By-law 16 (8) above. Each Central Bank should publish 
a short and concise'annual report on its work; and this report 
should be circulated to all other Central Banks and to possible 
depositors within: the area of the Bank's operations. 

By-law 16 (Io) ,above. The' assessment of credit is not a 
part of the Registrar's ·duties. As already explained it is his 
business to fix a maximum credit limit for the purposes of disci
plinary ,control, more especially the control of audit. It is 
not incumbent upon Central Banks to grant credit up to this 
maximum limit .nor indee<;l to grant any credit at .all where 
it is-unsafe to do so. 

POWERS AND DUTIES' OF WORKING COMMITTEE. 

17. The working committee appointed under by-law 16 '(I) 
shall perform the following duties and have the following powers, 
provided that not less than three me11Jb,ers shall form a quorum. 
The Chairman of the Board oj Directors shall have the right to 
preside at the meetings of the working committee. 

(1) To sanction. applications. for the purchase of shares 
and to grant admission' to membership of the Bank 
in accordance with these by-laws. 

, (2) To consider applications for loans and to sanction 
them within the maximum limits fixed under by-law 
16 (10), or to reject stech applications for reasons 

which shall be recorded in the proceedings of the 
commiltee. an appeal shall lie against any order, 
passed by the working committee rejecting a loan; 
to the Board of .Directors whose decision shall be 
final. 

(3) To consider cases of overdue loans and to pass orders 
thereon making such arrangements as may be neces

~ sary to provide against loss. 
(4) '(0 regulate the routine of the office. 
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(5) To suspend any officer oj the Bank pending consider-
ation oj his case by the Board oj Di?ectors.~ 

(6) To supervise the accounts oj the Bank. 
(7) To perJorm any other duties which may be entrustul 

- or delegated to the working committee by the Board 
oj Directors. 

By-law 17 (3) above . . The Directors should make a working 
rule to the effect that the affairs of every Circle Union and of 

I all individual societies not affiliated to Circle Unions shall be 
passed and reviewed by them at least .once a year. It should 
not be left. to the manager to put up for the consideration of 
the Directors only such special business as he may choose. 
The control of the Directors must be real and not formal. 

18.. The worki1tg committee oj th8 Board shall meet as ojten 
as the business oj the Bank may require and in any case at intervals
oj not more than a month. 

RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS. 

19. The proceedings oj each meeting oj the Board oj Directors 
and oj the working committee shall be recorded in the Minute 
Book by the Secretary and 'signed by him and. shall also be signed 
by the Chairman oj the Board or oj the working committee, as the 
case may be, in token oj correctness. 

DUTIES OF SECRETARY. 

20. The duties oj the Secretary shall be :-
-

(1) To summ01t and attend all meetings oj the Board of 
Directors and oj the working committee and oj the 
shareholders. 

(2) To record the proceedings oj all such meetings in the 
Minute Book. 

(3) To sign on behalf oj the Bank all receipts, deeds and 
instruments to which the Bank is a party, provided 
that on share certificates, besides the Secretary's 
signattlre, there shall be also the signature oj one 
of the members oj the work~ng committee. 

(4) To._conduct all correspondence on behalf oj the Bank~ 
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(5) To perform any duties, ineluding general supervision. 
which may be entrusted or delegated to him by the 
Board of Directors or by the working committe((. -

The choice of a competent Secretary is a difficuItand 
delicate matter and upon it very much depends. If necessary, 
the Secretary may be paid. 

RATE OF INTEREST ON LOANS •. 

2I. The rate of interest' on loans made by the Bank shall be 
9 per cent. per annum. But this rate may be changecz should the 
members in their general meeting resolve to do so with the sanction 
()f the Registrar. 

RATES OF INTEREST ON DEPOSITS. 

22. The rates of interest on deposits shall be those fixed by 
the Congress of the Central Provinces Federation of Co-operative 
Banks, Limited, and the rules governing deposits shalt be those 
adopted by the F~deration Jor the use of all Central Banks. 

RESERVE FUND. 

23· Not less than 25 per cent. of the net annual profits of the 
Bank shall be applied to the formation of a Reserve Fund. 

24· The Reserve Funds of the Bank and of its affiliated 
societies shall be invested as directed by the Registrar. 

25· Except with the sanction of the General Meeting and with 
the approval of the Registrar no amount shall be transferred from 
the Reserve Fund to meet any toss or bad debt or to be otherwise 
disposed oj. 

RESTRICTION ON DIVIDEND.' 

26. The dividend paid to the shareholders shall in no year 
~xc(Jed I2 per cent. of the amount of the paid up capital of the Bank. 

In my Primer of Co-op~rative Credit, which was· published 
in 1910, I argued that Centml Banks should endeavour to pay 
a dividend of at least 9 per cent. upon their shares. This is a 
view which I still hold, because I consider that a - retumof 
9 per cent. is, with reference to local conditions and the profits 
()f trade, not excessive.-
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GENERAL MEETINGS. 

27. A Gene~al Meeting of the shareholders may be caUea 
as often as the Board of Directors deem necessary. At least one
such mee!ing known as the Annual General Meeting shall be catlell 
in the month of each year. 

TlJ.e date of the Annual General Meeting should be fixed 
with reference to the conditions of local agriculture. During 
their busy seasons cultivators cannot attend what is intended 
to be a popular representative assembly. Every effort should 
be made to render the occasion attractive. One of the Feder
ation's magic lanterns and one of its lecturers should be present; 
if possible, a small agricultural exhibition should be held; and .. 
in the evening, plays should be performed. Everything cal
culated to promote the sense of association should be done. 

28. The Directors shall convene a General Meeting of the 
Bank on receipt of a requisition signed by not less than 20 share-
holders. . 

29. At least a fortnight's notice ·shall be given to all share
holders and to the Deputy Commissioner and Registrar of Co
operative Societies before a General Meeting is held. 

30. The Sirpanch of a Co-operative Society which is a member 
of the Bank or any of its members duly appointed by the society 
shall represent the society in the Annual General Meeting of the 
Bank. 

3r. In order to constitute a quorum for the General Meeting 
at least one-fourth of the number of individual co-operative credit 
societies U!hich are members of the Bank shall be present by their 
representatives. 

32. Every shareholder shall be entitled to one vote. Voting 
by proxy shall not be admissible. , 

This by-law merely emphasizes the' view that personal 
interest must be taken by every co-operator in the doings of 
the institution of which he is a member. A co-operator must not 
band his vote to another to use for him. nor must any road 
be left open for the scheming individual who wishes to gather 
power into his own hands for bis own personal advancement 
or advantage. 

33. All questions shall be decided by a majority of votes. 
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34. The business of the Annual General Meeting, besides 
the passing of the annual statements prepared untler by-law 16 (7) 
shall be:-

(I) Election of Directors for the ensuing year, and of the 
Chairman of the Board. . 

(2) If profits admit, the declaration of a dividend. 
(3) The transaction of any other business that may be laid 

before it by the Board of Directors or by individual 
members or by the Registrar. 

AFFILIATION TO'THE CENTRAL PROVINCES FEDERATION. 

35. The Bank shall be a member of the Central Provinces 
Federation of Co-operative Banks, Limited, and shall abide by 
the by-laws of the Federation and the resolutions of the Federation ' 
Congress. 

The following is an extract from an address delivered to the 
Fourth Madras Provincial Co-operative Conference which was 
held on the 22nd of January, 1916, by Diwan Bahadur 
M. Adinarayaniah. President of the Madras Provincial 
Co-operative Union. 

In some quarters the opinion is held that a financing agency will have 
done all that it needs to do if it helps in raising money and that it should n,ot 
'be hampered by restrictions as to. its constitution or burdened with other 
obligations. But it goes ,without saying that in !he ring of co-operation there 
is no place for an absolutely unrelated body. free to run its course in isolation 
from the rest of the movement. for a body which claims the privileges but 
repudiates the obligations of co-operation. 

WINDING UP.' 

36. Save as provided in section 39 of the Co-operative 
Societies Act II oj 19I2, the Bank shall be wound up only with 
the sanction oj the shareholders assembled in a special general 
meeting to consider the question of liquidation and under the orders 
of the Registrar, Co-operative Societies, Central Provinces and 
Berar. 

AMENDMENT OF BY-LAws. 
37. These by-laws can be amended only by resolution of a 

General Meeting of the Bank after sanction of the Registrar., 
Co-operative Societies. Central Provinces and Berar. 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE PROVINCIAL CO-OPERATIVE BANK, LIMITED. 

In Chapter IV of their Report the Committee on 
Co-operation in India express the view that the co-operative 
edifice in each Province should ordinarily consist of primary 
societies federated into Unions· when local conditions permit 
of the introduction of the Union system. and that these primary 
societies. whether federated' int9 Unions or not, should be 
financed and supervised by Central Banks covering an area 
and serving a number of societies which are not too large to 
permit of efficient supervision. and are yet sufficiently large 
to enable the Bank to employ a reasonable amount of working 
capital. "The extent of the supervisory duties of the Central 

- Bank would," the Committee remark, "of course, vary according 
to the existence or non-existence in the province of a Union 
system and the efficiency of that system when it existed. 
Although this edifice affords adequate additional assistance 
to the "Registrar ip. the matter of supervision and audit of 
primary societies, it is by no means complete as regards finance. 
In the absence of an apex controlling institution Central Banks 
have to make such arrangements as they can, either by circu
larising each other or through the Registrar, to lend out their 
surplus funds or to borrow to meet their needs. This system 
is inefficient and uneconomical when the work is done by the 
Central Banks themselves and. if it is carried out by the Regis
trar, entails a substantial addition to his already onerous 
duties. Moreover, uncontrolled interlending among Central 
Banks involves an interlocking of liabilities which may well 
lead to trouble. In some provinces too, the Central Banks 
are unable unaided to secure locally sufficient funds to meet 
their needs, and these can best be provided by a bank capable 
of attracting deposits from the richer uroan classes and more 
suitably equipped to serve as a channel between the co-operative 
movement and .the Presidency or Joint Stock Banks. It is, 
therefore. in our opinion, necessary to provide in each of the 
major provinces an apex bank which will co-ordinate and control 
the working" of Central Banks, forecast and arrange for the 
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provincial requirements as a whole, and .be the financial 
co-operative centre of the province. 

An apex bank of this nature should have as its. express 
object the direction of provincial finance by the control and 
support of Central Banks. Central Banks should b~ prohibited 
from dealing with each other or with_Presidency or Joint 
Stock Banks except through its medium, while it should itself 
be obliged to confine its dealings with co--operative institu
tions to Central Banks and leave to th~m the work of dealing 
with societies." 

In the second part of this book I have endeavoured to 
point out that administrative internal autonomy is by no means 
incompatible with centralised banking control. On page 179 
of the Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress are 
recorded some views expressed by Mr. H. W. Wolff which 
show how very necessary it is that, oli the financial side of their 
activities, co-operative . institutions should be placed. under 
a central control. As Mr. Wolff points out, withoutsucb 
control credit cannot be easy, liberal, or ready, arid what is more, 
it cannot remain steady for long perioas together. In 19II 

the Central Banks and primary societies of this Province were 
placed in a position of great danger owing to their inability to 
raise sufficient local capital for their requirements. It was 
in IgII that the Provincial Co-ope!"ative Bank of the Central 
Provinces and Berar came into existence, and it is lio exaggera
tion to sa)t that by immediately finding the funds necessary , 
for the movement it 'was able to restore confidence in the minds 
of the members of primary societies pinched, as they were, by 
the existing lack of credit. 

The difficulty was that, in 19II, the movement was not 
sufficiently advanced to permit of the creation of a purely 
Co-operative Provincial Bank, that is to say, a bank owned by 
the Central Banks and controlled by their representatives. 
But, as we have already seen, the Central Banks themselves 
were, in the early stages of their. existence, co-operative in 
intention only and not in form~ Some years of actuai experience 
had, to be gained before the primary societies could be admitted 
to membership of the Central Banks ; and a further period of 
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teaching and training must be gone through before the control 
of the Central Banks by the primary spcieties is likely to become 
efficient. Just as pioneer workers were indispensable. to the 
creation of our Central Banks, so it was necessary to form 
the Provincial Bank upon a basis which would admit of gradual 
development upon co-operative lines. .; It is in our opinion
essential," remark the Committee on Co-operation, U that 
co-operative institutions should be represented in Provincial 
Banks. It is not, however, necessary that they should from the 
beginning be vested with full control. Owing to their distance 
from the Provincial centre, they' cannot conveniently send 
representatives to attend every meeting. On the other hand, 
the individual men of business, who take shares, usually live 
at or near headquarters, and are therefore able to be present 

. at meetings regularly. In addition to this they form especially 
at first, a very important element in the Bank, as they bring to 
its management the necessary commercial skill and ability 
~thout which it would be difficult to raise sufficient capital 

from the public. At the same time, it is obvious that the 
relations of the Provincial Bank to its constituency must be 
carefully defined, for, whatever system is adopted, no device can 
permanently prevent the ultimate divergence of the interests 
of the individuals who supply funds and the societies which 
borrow them .. Although, therefore, in starting a Provincial 
Bank we are not opposed to the concession of a preponderating 
influence to individual shareholders, representing the business 
element, we think that its constitution should be so framed as 
to give to affiliated co-operative institutions an opportunity 
at no distant date of securing a majority of votes at the General 
Meeting. 

If a Provincial Bank is so constituted, it is, we think; 
of comparatively small importance whether the co-operative 
element has a dominating voice on the Directorate or not. 
The management of a Provincial Bank requires more expert 
knowledge and experience than that of a Central Bank and it 
is permissible, ;nd often desirable, that the management should 
be mainly in the hands of business men. The representatives 
of societies are seldom capable of taking an effective part in the 
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management of a Bank of this class. But though the detailed 
administration need not be constantly controlled by them. 
the ultimate decision, as exercised at the General Meeting;. 
should under the by-laws rest with them,. and when they firid 
that the Directors are mismanaging ·the Bank or exploiting 
co-operation. for the advantage of the individual shareholders,. 
the representatives of co-operative institutions- should be in a 
position to intervene and to reconstitute the management." 

Now co-operation in actual practice must often fall far 
short of the sta'ndards· aimed at, and details incori!?istent with 
co-operative ideals have frequently to be accepted in the hope 
that they may lead to better things. The position of affairs 
in 19II did not admit of delay; money was wanted at once .. 
public opinion was then, and is still, strongly in favour of the 
co-operative movement, and a. number of public-spirited people 
were ready to find the funds necessary lor the creation of the 
Bank. It is, I think, only fair to the founders of the Bank to 
acknowledge the readiness with which they have accepted aU
proposals made to them in the interests of the Central ~anks and 
of the primary societies. They have, in fact, never failed to 
co-operate with the Registrar who has strictly on their behalf, ana' 
not in any sense as an agent of Government, guided and controlled. 
the management. It has always, from the very first, been 
understood that it is the aim and purpose of the Provincial 
Co-operative Bank to admit Central Banks to membership 
and in the end to hand over to Central Banks the power of 
control. The attainment of this ideal must, of course, depend 
upon the financial' resources of the Central Banks and. upon 
their ability to produce men with the knowledge, leisure, will~ . 
and ability to take an active part in the business. Moreover, 
it is of the utmost importance that at the head of the Provincial 
Bank there shall always be an expert co-operator in close 
touch with the affairs of the movement throughout the province. 
It is the duty of the Central Banks to inspect the primary 
societies for which they are responsible ; and it is also the duty 
of the ProVincial Bank to inspect. the Central Banks. Although 
it may still be distant, the time must come for the employment. 
by the co-operative organization of the Province as a whole, 
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of highly paid ,and fully trained expert non-official staff: In 
this direction, gradual progress is being made, as we shall find 
'in the succeeding chapter. But high salaries do not, of them
selves, create trained experts; it is the training and experience 
which make the expert and give him his value, and the pro
vision of non-official expert service is one of the great problems 
before us. 

THE BY-LAWS FOR THE PROVINCIAL CO-OPERATIVE BANK, 

LIMITED, CENTRAL ·PROVINCES AND BERAR. 

I. This Bank shall be called the Provincial Co-operative 
Bank, Limited, Central Provinces and Berar. Its head office 
shall be at ] ubbulpore. 

2. The initial capital of the Bank shall be Rs. 7,00,000 

made up as follows :-

(t) Rs. 3,00,000, paid up, in Founders' shares of Rs. 500 

each, carrying a first charge on net profits of 5 per 
cent. ," . 

(U) Rs. 4,00,000, Preference shares, of Rs. 100 each, 
one-twentieth part paid up and ranking for dividend 
up to 5 per cent., directly after F01mders' shares, 
and nineteen-twentieths remaining as .share capital 
available on call or, in other words, as a capital 
of guarantee. For this capital of guarantee the 
Bank 'will pay guarantors a consideration of 1* 

per cent.- per annum. . 

Preference shares shall be taken up as follows :-
.<a) By cash payment of one-twentieth part of the face 

value pf each share allotted. 
(b) By guarantee to pay up the remail~der of the face value 

of each share allotted as follows :-

(i) Nine-twentieth of the face value of each share on, two 
months' call. ' 

• A charge on working expenses; not on profits. 
Nole.-It should be explained that profits are not limited to 5 per cent. After 

provision of S per cent. dividend on both classes of shares, further profits are equally 

dis tribu ted. 
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(ii) The remainder of the face value of eack skare .on 
three. months' call, such call not to be made until 
three clear months have elapsed from the date 
of the first call . 

. Founders' shares shall be paid up by equal demands on every 
share as scope for investment arises. PreJerence shares .shall be 
allotted and shall be taken up as required. 

The Directors reserve _ to themselves the right to refuse any 
application Jor shares, wholly or in part, without assigning any 
reasons. 

As regards the capital of guarantee mentioned 4I by-law 
2 (ii) above it is well Wlderstood that these shares will gradually 
be transferred from the present individual guarantors to co
operative institutions admitted to membership of the Bank. 
Reserve liability, however, is not a regular feature· of the 
co-operative system of the Province, and when these shares are 
taken up by co-operative institutions they will be fully paid 
up. Before this step can be taken reserve fWlds must become 
proportionately much stronger than they are at present. 
At a still later stage of development the shares mentioned in 
by-law 2 (i) above will also be transferred to co-operative 
institutions. 

3. The Board of Directors shall have the power to ~ncrease 
the share capital of the Bank Jrom time to time. 

4. No shareholder may hold shares the Jace value of which 
exceeds Rs. 1,00,000 (one lakh of rupees): provided that the 
power to vote at all· general meetings of shareholders shall be 
regulated by the scale laid down in the by-law next following. 

5. Every shareholder who has been duly approved and regis
tered shall be entitled to vote (unless he is disqualified to vote under 
any of these by-laws) and shall have one vote for every share he holds. 
IJ there be registered joint holders of a share, the shareho?der 
whose name stands first or who represents the family as Mad shall 
be entitled to' vote. Vot~s may be given either pe~sonally or by_ 
proxy. " Provided that when the Directors have decided to take 
action under by-law 10 (iv) in respect of any shares, the holder 
thereof shall not be .entitled to ~votejn respect of such shares. _"' .. 
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6. The business of the Bank is t:estricted* as under~'-

(a) The Bar:k may accept deposits on such terms and condi
tions as may from time to time be approved of by the 
Registrar, Co-operative Societies, Central Provinces 
and Berar. 

(b) The Bank may borrow money and may issue its own 
bonds and debentures to the public, provided that 
no issue of bonds or debentures shall be made without 
the sanction of the Registrar, Co-operative Societies, 
Central Provinces and Berar. 

(c) The Bank may lend money to or make deposits 
with any Co-operative Bank registered under 
Act -II of 1912, or any Act for the time being in 
force to regulate the registration of Co-operative 
Societies. 

(d) The rate of interest to be charged on loans to Central 
Banks in the Central Provinces and Berar shall 
be subject to the approval of the Registrar, Co
operative Societies, Central Provinces and Berar. 

(e) The Bank will not deal with any Central Bank in the 
Central Provinces and Berar which is not a member 
of the Central Provinces Federation of Co-operative 
Banks. 

The Provincial Bank, it must be remarked, can only 
lend to other Co-operative Banks. Such Banks, however, 
need not necessarily be situated within the Central Pro'vinces 
and Berar and, as a matter of fact, surplus funds have from time 
to time been sent to the Provinces of Bombay, Bengal, and 
Burma. It is not the purpose of the Provincial Bank to supply 
Central Banks with the whole of the funds' necessary for their 
business; on the contrary, great care is taken to see that owned 
capital bears a reasonable proportion to borrowed capital. 
In this matter the rulings of the Central Provinces Federation, 
are binding on the Provincial Bank as well as on aJl' the Central 
Banks affiliated to it. 

• With the Registrar's sanction the Bank may make investments authorised by 
section 32 of Act,n of 1912. 
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7. The affairs of the Bank shall be managed by a Board 
of not less than nine Directqrs elected by the shareholders. Half 
the number of Directors elected shall retire annually but shall be 
eligible for re-e~ection. The qualiftca.tion for a Director shall be 
shares in the Bank of the face value of not less than Rs. 5,000. 
Four Directors shall form a quorum. The Registrar, Co-operative 
Societies, Central Provinces and Berar, shall, for the purpose of 
this by-law when present at a meeting, count towards the formation 
of the quorum. No meeting of tke Board of Directors shall be 
held unless at least one week's notice has been given to every member, 
of the Board of Directors. 

8. In the event of a Director dying or retiring during the 
term of his office, the other Directors shall appoint a duly qualified 
shareholder to fill the vacancy until the next General Meeting 
when the sHareholders shall either confirm the appointment or 
elect another duly qualified member to be a Director instead. 

9. The Chairman ,of the Board of Directors shall be elected 
at the Annual General Meeting of shareholders. When the Chair
man so elected is not present at a meeting of the Board, the Directors 
present shall elect one of their members to preside at their meeting. 

10. The Board .of Directors shall have the following powers 
and duties :-

(I) To pass orders on applications fo,r loans' and cash 
credits from the Bank and to raise loans on behalf 
of the Bank. 

{2} To accept or place deposits on such terms and conditions 
as may from time to time be approved by the Regis
trar, Co-operative Societies, Central Provinces and 
Berar. ' 

{3} To sign and issue on behalf of the Bank, share certi
ficates or debenture bonds as provided' in by-law~ 3 
and 6 (b). , 

{4} To call in and redeem shares in the Bank, on behalf 
of the Bank, al such valuation as may from time 
to .time be declared fair by the Registrar. 

(5) To consider cases of overdue loans and pass orders 
thereon making such arrangements as may be neces
sary to provide: against loss. 
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(6) To appoint, dismiss, suspend or otherwise punish any 
officer paid by the Bank or to proceed against ~n> 
officer of the Bank. 

(7) To institute, conduct, defend, compromise, refer to 
arbitration, or abandon legal proceedings and claims 
by or against the Bank or Board of Directors 01 

officers paid by the Bank concerning the affairs 
of the Bank. 

(8) Each year in the month of August or September to caU 
an Annual General Meeting of the Bank and 
submit to it the Annual Report, Profit and Loss 
account, Statement of Receipts and Disbursements, 
and Balance Sheet of the Bank up to the previous 
30th June. _ 

(9) To .transfer by sale, mortgage, lease, hypothecation, or 
otherwise by registration or endorsement, any pro
perty belonging to the Bank. 

(10) To allot anyone or all of the aforesaid powers and 
duties to one or more of their own number or to the 
Registrar, Co-operative Societies, Central Provinces 
and Berar. or to his nominee. 

(II) Generally to oonduct the business of the Bank and 
to do all things necessary to that end. 

Special attention is invited to the provisions of by-laws 
10 (4) and 10 (10) above. . 

II. The Board of Directors shall 11.!eet as often as may be 
necessary and in any case at intervals of not more than one month. 
An extraordinary meeting of Directors may be convened at any 
time by order of the Registrar. 

12. The proceedings of all General and Board Meetings 
shall be recorded in the Minute Book specially kept for the purpose 
and shall be signed by the Di!,ectors present itt token of correctness. 

13. The dutzes of a. Manager -shall be as follows:-

(i) To summon and attend all meetings of the Board of 
Directors. 

(ii) To record the proceedings of all meetings of the Board 
of Directors in a Minute Book. 
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(iif) To sign on behalf of the Bank such receipts, deeds, 
and instruments as the Board of .Directors may 
empower him to sign. 

(iv) To conduct all correspondence J)n behalf of the Board 
of Directors in respect of the duties allotted to him., 

(v) Generally to supervise and manage such lr.4Siness of the 
Bank as may ·be entrUsted to him by the Board Of 
Directors. 

14. Every shareholder shall pay a registration fee of Rs. 2 

(two only) to the Bank. This will constitute a small fund' out 
of which to meet the initial expenses ,for st,ationery, etc. 

15. The liability of shareholders'shall be limited to the 'face. 
value of their shares. 

- 16. Shares are not withdrawable .and _ shareholders Can(f/'o.t 
withdraw the money which has purchased their shares. Paid-up 
shares only are transferable, but no share can ~e transferred by 
sale, gift, or otherwise except to persons apjJr9ved b1 thelJOfi.rd 
of Directors. Alee of Re. I' will be charged for re~isterin~ .,approved 
transfers. 

It must be specially noted that the sharesheldJ;>yguar~-' 
tors under by-law 2 (ii) are not transferable until they have l?e~n 
fully paid for. 

17. Shares held by a deceased holder will be. transferred 
to heirs or legal representatives without charg~ on the production 
of a succession. certificate. If there be· several heir~ they shatz 
nominate from their own number one as their representative in 
interest 10 conduct their dealings with the Bank. All dealin~s -by 
or with such a nominated representative shall bind all the heirs: 
provide!- that any shareholder may nominate his successor in- interest 
and such nomination shalt render the production of a succession 
certificate unnecessary. -

Shares transferred to heirs or legal representatives may be 
redeemed under by-law 10 (iv) at the discretion oj the Board 
of Directors. . - . 

18. Such proportion of the annual profits as may ~6d.eter
mined by the shareholders in thei., annual General Meeting shall 
be.ca"ied to the Bank's lleserve Fund. 

CS . 22 
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I9. The, Reserve Fund shall be invested in Government 
Paper or in such securities as .the Registrar may approve of from 
time to time, or ~hall be deposited with such Joint Stock or other 
Banks as the Registrar may approve of. But no portion of the 
reserve jund shall be employed in the business of the Bank. 

20. No amount shall be transferred from the Reserve Fund 
to meet any loss by bad debt or otherwise, except with the sanction 

. of the shareholders ass!mbled in General Meeting and the permis
sion of the J!.egistrar of Co-operative Societies, Central Provinces 
ana Berar. . 

2I. A General Meeting of the shareholders of the Bank 
may be called as often as the Board of Directors· shall deem neces
sary. At least one sUch meeting shall be called in the month of 
August or September each year. This shall be known as the Annual 
General Meeting. 

22. The Board of Directors shall, upon receipt of a requisi
tion in witing signed by not less than ten shareholders, convene 
a General Meeting of the Bank. 

23. ' At least two weeks' notice shall be given to all share
holders before a General Meeting is held. This notice shall ~nclude 
a statement of the business for discussion and no proposal for the 
amendment of these by-laws shall be laid before any General 
Meeting of the shareholders unless notice of it has been given to the 
shareholders. The Directors shall declare what shall constitute 
notice for the purpose of these by-laws and shall prescribe, the means 
and form of such notice~ -

24. One-eighth of the shareholders including proxies shall 
form a quorum of a General Meeting of the Bank. For the purpose 
of this by-law a shareholder shall count as one i.ndividual only 
irrespective of the number of votes he may be entitled to. __ 

25. Except where these by-laws otherwise direct all questions 
submitted for decision shall be decide#- by a majority 'of votes. 

26. In the annual General M eet~ng the Board of Directors 
shall submit to the shareholders the report, accounts, a~d balance 
sheet of the Bank for the ye.ar ending on the previous 30th June . 

. 27. The shareholders shall in the annual General M eeting-
(i)' elect the Directors for the year; . 

(ii) consider the annual report, accounts, and balance sheet .. 
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(iiil if profits admit, declare a 'dividend; 
(iv) transact such other business as may be taid before 

them by the Directors. • 
28., The following shall be entitled to attend the General 

Meeting of shareholders and the meetings of the Board -of 
Directors :-

'(I) The Financial Commissioner of the CentralPro'Qinces ' 
and Berar. ';:'. ' 

(2) The Commissioner of the Nagpur Division. 
(3) The Commissioner of the jubbulpore Division. -
(4) The Director of Agriculture and Industries. 
(5) The Registrar of Co-operative Societ~es, Central 

Provinces and Berar. 
- 29. Save as provided in Section 39 of ,the Co-operative 

Societies Act II of 1912, the Bqnk shall be wound up only with 
the sanction of the shareholders assembled in special meeting to 
consider the question of liquidation. 

30. The above by-laws can be amended by resolution of two'
thirds of the members present (including proxies) in a General 
Meeting oj- the Bank with the sanction of the Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies, Central Pro'Dinces and Berar . 

.. On..June 30th, 1912, the working capital of the Provincial 
Bank was Rs., 1,76,000. On 30th April, 1916, ,it was 
Rs. 17,71,000. , r 

The Bank maintains fluid resources on behalf of the whole 
co-operative banking system of the Province. In accordance 
with the recommendations of the Committee on Co-o:eeration 
in India these resources must, on any given date, never be 
less than one-third of the deposits falling due for' repayment 

, throughout the Province during the ensuing 12 months. 
From the banking point of view it is important that the 

capital employed in the co-operative movement should not be, 
concentrated in one particular part of the Proviru:e. If deve
lopment is reasonably even,' risks will be tolerably distributed 
and the effects of local crop failures not so burdensome. -In 
dealing with Central Banks, the Provincial Bank must regard 
it as a most important duty to see that capital is not allowed to 
stagnate-for ,stagnation general,ly m~ans: waste or'- loss ;of 
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productive power.....,...andthat turnoveJ; is as rapid as seasons 
will allow. Sho1:lld there be good reason to believe that a Central 
Bank is not keeping the societies for which it is responsible 
up to the mark. the Provincial Bank must bring pressure to 
bear. This cart be done by the presentation of the Central 
Bank's promissory note which, it must be remembered, is pay
able on demand. The Central Bank will then have to present 
the promissory notes executed in its favour by the primary 
societies, and the primary socie.ties will, in turn, be forced to 
collect from recaJcitrant members. Slackness on the part 
of the Provincial Bank is bound to have the most pernicious 
effects on the whole system. On the other hand, the Provincial 
Bank must know when to-be indulgent ; for failure to pay is. 
very frequently, due to causes beyond the borrower's control. 
In the management of the PrQvincial Bank's affairs a full 
knowledge of local conditions must be combined with the 
exercise of a reasoned discretion. There' is no exact code of rules 
for the co-operative banker to save him, when in difficulty. 
from the trouble" of applying principl~s for himself. A Pro
vincial Co-operative Bank cannot work well unless its relations 
with Central Banks are those of friendly intimacy, and, for this 
reason, I hold that the Governor of the Central ~ovinces 
Federation of Co-operative. Banks should always be the working 
head of the Provincial Ban~. 

The information below deals with the va~ous districts 
of the Central Provinces .and Berar, and it will be useful to 
those who wish to und'erstand the working' of. the ?rovincial 
Co-operative Bank. 

(i) There are 22 districts in the Central Provinces and 
Berar. 

(U) The wheat districts are Saugor, Damoh, Jubbulpore, 
Narsinghpur. and Hoshangabad.* 

(iii) The cotton districts are Nimar, Wardha. Nagpur. 
tpe Sausar Tahsil of Chhindwara, Akola. Amraoti. 
Buldana. and Y eotmaI. t 

• In 1913-14 the exports of wheat from these five districts exceeded 5.000.000 mauJlds. 
tin 1913-14. the exports of cleaned cotton from these eight. districts were just under 

5.000.000 maunds. 
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(iv) The rice districts are Chanda, Bhandara, Balaghat, 

Drug. Raipur, and Bilaspur. 
(v) Districts in which none of the three great staples 

_ predominate are Mandla; Seoni, ~etuI, and Chhind
wara excludmg the Sausar Tahsil. In Seoni, 
Betul. and Chhindwara the wheat from certain 
tracts is an ,important export .. 

In all the districts named above there are Central Banks. 
In some districts there are two or three Central Banks. 

To recapitulate, the Central Provinces system o~ co-operative. 
credit banking is based on a foundation of village primary 
co-operative credit societies with unlimited liability; making 
loans to their individual members, always provided that, for, 
every loan, two satisfactory sureties are forthcoming. 
Societies with limited liability may'not bortowfrom Cent tal 
Banks; limited liability institutions are concerned with a 
class of business which is not suitable for co-operative central 
banks of the Raiffeisen type. , 

The chain of credit is, therefore, as·,follows:~ 

(a) The .individual credit of every member of a primary 
society in receipt of a loan is suppotted by two 
sureties. 

(b) The unlimited liability of the viliage primary SOciety 
is reinforced by 

(e) its reserve fund which is not inv~sted in. its own 
business and is accumulated by appropriations 
of more than 3 % of its annual loans to !hembers. 

(d) Next, securities (a), (b), and (e) are further strength
. ened by the Guaranteeing Unions of Primary 

Societies already described. 
(e) On the strength of the security ~{forded by (a). 

(b), (e), and Cd) above, Central Banks lend money 
through the Guaranteeing Unions to the primarY 
societies only, not to individuals. Ce~tral Banks 
take deposits from the public and loans from the 

• In J91 3-14 the exports of clea.iled rice from these six districts were rather more than 
800.000 maunds. . 
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Provincial Co-operative Bank and offer, in return, 
substantial rates of interest and not only securities 
(a), (b), (c), and (d), but also 

(J) their own. share capital ~hich is not permitted 
to .be le~s than- 121 % of their borrowings (i.e. . . 
.loans plus deposits), and is Hugely subscribed 

by the members of the primary societies, the 
primary societies, and the Guaranteemg Unions
thus ensuring that the borrowers themselves 
have a substantial stake in the success or failure . . 

of the· Central Bank, and 
(g) their reserve funds (never less than 25% of their 

annual net profits) which are not invested in their 
own business. 

(h) The Provincial Co-operative Bank, on the ·strength 
of the security yielded by (a), (b), (c),' (d),* (e), 
(j), and (g) above, makes loans to Ce:ntral Banks 
only, and has 29 such Banks and a wide range of 
climate ~nd of agricultural conditions to distribute 

. its risks over. The Provincial Bank accepts 
deposits from the public and borrows from 
Joint Stock and Presidency Banks offering not 
only securities (a) to (g), but also 

(i) its own paid-up share capital which is not permitted 
. to be less than 121% of its own borrowings 

(i.e.; loans plus deposits), and, in addition, 
. (j) the reserve liability of its selected preference share

holders, and 
(k) its reserve fund which is not invested in its own 

business and accumulates (as- do all the other 
reserve funds) at compound interest. 

The Auditors of the Provincial Co-operative Bank are 
Messrs. A. F. Ferguson and Co., Chartered Accountants, 
Bombay. 

• Security (d) is not brought into play in the case of small Central Banks with few 
societies to look after. It is when the business of the Central Bank is likely to outgrow 
its local knowledge of individual societies that the Guaranteeing Union~ are formed. for 
they supply the deficiency. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE CENTRAL PROVINCES FEDERATION OF CO-OPERATIVE 

BANKS. 

IN the comparative studies contained in the second part 
of this book. the aims and functions of that guiding and con
trolling body which is called a Feder~t~on have been-examined 
in detail. It will serve no useful purpose to state them, aga~. 
for in respect of its aims- the Federation, as a type, is universal. 
The functions of the_ Central Provinces Federation are expressed 
in its by-laws, and these are qiven below with the few comments 
that are necessary. 

BY-LAWS FOR THE CENTRAL PROVINCES 
FEDERATION OF CO-OPERATIVE BANKS, LIMITED. 

NAME. 

L The name of this society shall be the- Central Provinces· 
Federation oj. Co-operative Banks, Limited. Its motto sftall be 
, All for one and one for all: Its office shall be in the head office 
oj the Provincial Co-operative Bank, ,Limited, ]u.bbulpore. 

MEMBERSHIP. 

2. Every registered co-operative bank in. the Central 
Provinces and Berar is, together with its affiliated societies, eligible 
for membership of the Federation. Admission to m.embership is 
dependent upon election by a majority oj votes. ' 

OBJECTS. 

3. The objects of the Union are-

(,) to provide a regular and efficient system of supervision, 
- audit, _and control for all Banks and societies enrolled 

in membership; . 
(i,) to secure uniformity -of practice and unity in effort 

and in aim amongst all co-operative bodies in the 
Central Provinces and Berar ; 

{iil) to work for the common good of all co-operators and 
especially to see that co-operative business is con
ducted on sound, safe, an4 prof!.ressive lines; 
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(iv) to teach, train, and educate the Federation 'staff " 
(v) to foste,.r by every means in its power the spread of the· 

co-operative spirit amongst the people of the Province. ". 

It must be· clearly understood that the Federation, 
although an ~titute of banks, is not a banking institution. 
It is the Parliament of the Co-operative organization, and 
provides for representative. government; the Governor and his 
Advisory Committee being the Prime Minister and Cabinet. 

Special importance must be attached to the duty of the 
Federation in connection with active propagandist work. 
Its usefulness in this direction is, of course, restricted by the 
funds available. But all experience shows that, if a co-operative 
movement is really to succeed, no stone .must be left unturned 
in the continuous effort to spread knowledge. . It is not enough 
to start model societies and to expect them to produce hosts 
of converts. Nothing can cop-vert a m~n to faith in co-opera
tion except praCtical experience of co-operative work, and the 
first impression which a village credit soc~ety creates in its 
neigh'bourhood is that a new system of facile borrowing, at 
low interest, has been invented by the Government. The 
sacrifices, which are inseparable from the privileges, are over
lqoked, and there is a rush for cheap money. 

MANAGEMENT OF FEDERATION AFFAIRS. 

4. The affairs oj the Federation shall be u1tder the control 
and management of a Governor assisted by an Advisory Committee 
of jour members. 

ELECTION OF GoVERNOR. 

5. The Governor of the Federation shall be elected by the 
Federation Congress, which congress shall consist of one delegate 
from each Central Bank duly elected and emp.owered by each 
Central Bank to act and vote on its behalf. 

FEDERATION CONGRESS TO MEET. 

6. The Federation Congress shall meet at teast once every 
year to tra,tsact such business as the Governor and his Advisory 
Committee or any member may have to place before it. The date 
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fixed fo, 'the Federation Congress shall immediately follow or 
precede the date or dates fixed for the Provincial Co-operative 
Conference. Congress Members must give two months' clear 
notice to the Federation Secretary of any business which they wish 
the Congress to discuss. 

NOTICE OF BUSINESS TO BE GIVEN •. 

7. At least si% weeks' clear notice shaU be given, in writing. 
to all Congress members informing them of the. business to be 
transacted at the next session. It,shall be the 'duty of Congress. 
members to consult their electorates and to obtain and act on 
instructions. 

NOMINATION' OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE. 

8. The Governor of the Federation shall nominate at each 
annual session as his Advisory Committee four members of the 
Federation Congress. These members shalt form the Governor'.s 
Advisory Committee until the next session. 

GOVERNOR'S .TERM OF OFFICE. 

9. The Governor's term of office shall b~ terminable only 
by his own death. resignation, or the vote of a two-third majority 
of the' members of the Federation Congress. 

FEDERATION SECRETARY.' 

10. The Manager of the Provincial Bank shall be ex-officio 
Secretary of the Federation Congress, and he shall work under the 
Governor's instructions. 

. LIABILITY. 

Ii. The financial liability of each member of the Federation 
shall be limited to the discharge of the obligations imposed by 
by-laws 12, IS, 14, IS, 16. 17. 23. 24. 25, 26. 27. and 28. 

ANNUAL BUDGE"I:. 

12. Every Central Bank being a member of the Federation 
shall. at least two months before the-close of the co-operative year, 
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submit proposals in such form as the Governor of the Federation 
may direct, showing 

(i) the names of and the number of Federation servants 
which the Central Bank proposes to employ during 
the ensuing co-operative year " 

(ii) ihe salaries to be paid to such servants; 
(iii) the approximate sum to be expended on stationery, 

printing, etc., for the Bank's societies; 
(iv) the means' by which the Bank proposes to raise funds 

to meet the above expenses. 

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION TO PERMANENT AND INDIVISIBLE 

FEDERATION FUND. 

13. Every Central Bank shall, together with its constituent 
societies, make an annual contribution to the permanent and 
indlvisible funds of the Federation. Such annual ,contribution 
shall be a sum not less than 25 per cent. of the annual expenses 
incurred under heads -(ii) and (iii) as detailed in by-law 12; and 
the disposal of contributions shall be made; under the orders of the 
Governor of -the Federa#on, in accordance with the provisions 
of by-law IS. 

EMPLOYMENT OF· FEDERATION FUNDS. 

14. Federation funds (other than those which according to 
these by-laws are permanent and indivisible) shall, firstly, be 
employed in the payment of Federation expenses. The term 
tr expenses" shall not include any items which the Governor of 
the Federation and his AdvJisory Committee may decide to be 
improperly chargeable to Federation funds. Any surplus funds in 
hand shall be disposecl of for such _Federation purposes as the 
Governor may direct. . 

INVESTMENT OF ANNUAL' CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE PERMANENT 

FEDERATION FUNDS. 

IS. The annual contributions specified i1z by-law 13 shall 
be allotted to the respective Central Banks making them and Central 
Banks shall employ the whole of the money so allotted in an increase 
of their share capitals. .. , 
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By-laws 13, 14, and 15 must be read together. One of 
Sir Frederick Nicholson's most important recommendations* 
(and one that has very genenilly been neglected or has escaped, 
notice) was that power should be given by law to the Govern
ment to enforce the formation of a public Reserve or Insurance 
Fund to which registered co-operative banks should be compelled 
to contribute; such reserve to be used solely as a guarantee 
for the repayment of sums due by banks in liquidation, 
whether due to Government on,' account of subventions or 
guaranteed payments, or to th,e public in general as depositors 
or other creditors. This Public Fund, Sir Frederick Nicholson 
considered" should be entirely independent, of -any reserves 
held by individual banks, and should be held in trust 
by the Accountant-General and invested in Government 
securities. 

In the Central Provinces the accumulated reserve funds 
are, as already stated, held by the apex Bank, gilt-edged 
'securities bemg also held by it to a corresponding amoUnt. These 
securities cannot be touched or disposed of without. the sanction 
of the Registrar .. , Now as the shares held by the Federation 
in the various Central Banks accumulate, it is obvious that the 
security afforded to the depositing and investing public is 
strengthened. This strength is, moreover, added to the 
successive securitjes (a) to (k) enumerated in the chapter on the 
Provincial Co-operative Bank, and will, if the present policy-is 
steadily adhered to, become immense. The permanent arid 
indivisible Federation ~und is the outcome of co-operative 
thrift, and the course of years will prove its value to the 
movement. 

FEDERATION CAPITAL TO BE A TRusr FUND. 

16. Share capital obtained by Central Banks in accorda,nce 
with by-law 15 shalt be employed by them in ,their own 
co-operative business but shalt be held. by them On behalf of the 
Federation and the shares shall stand in the name of the 
Federation. 

• Volume I, page 28, of his Report. 
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PROFITS ON FEDERATION SHARES. 

17· The dividends earned by Federation shares shall be paid 
to and invested by the Governor of the Federation m Trustee 
Secufities to form a Famine -Insurance Eund' to accumulate at 
compound interest. 

FAMINE INSURANCE FUND. 

18. In)he event of famine or widespread crop failure llnd 
consequent tightness in the money markets the, financial resources 
of the movements may seriously contract. To provide for such a 
monetary crisis ,the Governor of the FederatiOn shall ha~e the power 
to make loans out of the Famine Insurance Fund to the Provincial 
Co-operative Bank in time of need at the average fate of interest 
at which the Provincial Bank was obtaining loans from the money 
market during the preceding twel~e months. Such loans shall be 
of the nature of temporary advances ol~ly and the Provincial Bank 
shall bind itself to recoup both principal and interest to the Famine 
Insurance Fund as soon as the money market becomes normal 
again. ,; 

A few rupees in a Famine In~urance Fund do not, of course, 
abolish the necessity for fluid reserves and for reserve funds. 
The evolution of all co-operative systems has been slow and 
painful; all have grown from small beginnings. A large- Famine 
Insurance Fund can only be the outcome of thrift practised 
by the Federation over a long period of years; at present, it 
stands as an object lesson and an' example of co-operative effort 
on behalf of posterity. . 

~ 

, FEDERATION STAFF. 

19. No. co-operative Bank or society shall employ any 
salaried servant who is not licensed by the Governor of the Federa
tion and furnished with a Federation, Certificate to the 'effect that 
he has been trained and i.s fit for co-operative work. This restric
tion does not apply to menials on less than Rs. 10 per mensem. 

The Federation staff numbers (1916) 130 men, salaries 
and expenses amounting to about Rs. 75,000 a year. The 
sta.ff is steadily increasing to meet the growing requirements 
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of the movement. The Federation has provided a magic
lantem, with slides specially prepared froII,l real life, as well as 
a lecturer, for common service. One lecture, teiling a· story, 
is illustrated by photographic . slides. The dramatic society 
of a village was rehearsed, and tableaux were arranged for the 
important situations in the plot of the stOlY. The lecture is 
very popular. It is a .great mistake to imagine that the Indian 
peasant does not appreciate and cannot understand pictures. 

FEDERATION AUDITORS. 

,20. Federation Auditors shall be under the sote direction, 
control, ·and discipline of the Governor oj the Federation or of. 
such Federation. officer as fi,e may appoint: provided that the 
Federation shall not employ any Auditor who is not recognized 
by the Registrar of Co-operative Socie.,ties under Section 17 (i) 
of Act II of 1912. 

OTHER FEDERATION SERVANTS. 

21. Other salaried and licensed servants-of the Fede!ation 
shall be under the direct control and discipline oj the Central 
Banks within the jurisdiction of which they are emplo:yea. 

PROVIDENT FUND FOR FE!?ERATION SERVANTS. 

22. All salaried Federation servants shall subscribe to the 
Federation Servants' Provident Fund and shall be bound· 6y the 
rules of that Fund which are as follows. 

RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION TO PROVIDENT FUND. 

23. Every salaried Federation servant shall.make a monthly 
contribution of 10 per cent. of his salary to the Provident Fund. 
The Bank disbursing the salary shall make the aeauction- ana also 
the necessary entries in tlie Servants' Provident "Fund Account 
Book and in the ledger oj Provident Fund Accounts. 

CUSTODY OF PROVIDENT FUND. 
. \ 

24: The whole of the money ·standing to the. credit of thq 
Federatio,,! servants· serving within the j1f,risdiction 0/ a Centrat 
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. Bank shall be 'invested as part of the working capital of that 
Central Bank. IJ.a Federation servant is transferred to alioth~~ 
Bank his Provident Fund, made up to date, shall also be transferrei 
to that Ban,k. . 

The Provident Fund is an important result of the Federa
tion's efforts. The savings of a Federation servant are plac~d 
in co-operative business, in the area in which he i$ working. 
The advantages of this polJcy are obvious. 

INTEREST ON PROVIDENT FUND. 

25. Subject to the succeeding by-laws interest at 6 per cent. 
compound, calculated annually shall be a;llowed on Provident 
Fund Accounts; and any annual bonus or contribution granted 
by the Federation to its servants shall also be added to Provident 
Fund Accounts to accumulate to maturity at the saine rat~ of 
interest. 

CONDITIONS OF WITHDRAWAL OF PROVIDENT FUNDS. 

26. Any Federation servant who has done fifteen years' 
completed service who is not dismissed for gross 'neglect of duty 
or for dishonesty shall receive on the date of his retirement cash 
payment of the total amount stanaing to his credit in the Federation 
Provident Fund. 

27. Any Federation servant who dies, or retires o/his own 
will before he· has completed fifteen' years' service shall not be 
entitled (he or his heirs) to draw from the Provident Fuitd a sum 
greater than his own contributions plus compound interest at 
3 per cent. 

PENALTY F9R DISHONESTY. 

28. Any Federation servant who is dismissed for dishonesty 
or for gross neglect of dttty shall lose all claim to the amount standing 
to his .credit in the Provident Fund on ..... the date of his dismissal: 
provided that it shall be within the power of the Governor to allow 
payment of a sum not exceeding actual contributions' in cases 
in which an appeal to the Federation Congress meets with a recom
mendation for mercy from that body. 
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LONG AND MERITORIOUS SERVICE. 

. . 29. Any Federation servant who has completed 30 years' 
.approved service shall. receive, from Federation ,Funds, in addition 
to the amount from the Provident Fund as secured to him by these 
by-laws, such sum as the Federation Congress may determine, 
subject to a maximum of two jltars' ,salary (based on the average 
of his las.t five years of service). 

AUDIT OF FEDERATION ACCOUNTS. 

30. Federation Accounts maintained by a Central Bank 
shall- be audited annually by a Registrar's departmental auditor 
along with the accounts of the Central Bank. 

31. The annual audit of the headquarter FederatiQn Accounts 
shall be made -at the same time and by the same -auditor as the 
accounts of the Provincial Co-operative Bank. 

PERMANENT NATURE OF FEDERATION FUNDS. 

32. Federation shares and Federation funds are the per
manent and indivisible' property of the Federation. Under no 

-circumstances shall they be divided out amongst members of the 
Federation and members who retire or are expelled from the Feder
ation carry no claim upon such funds or shares with them. 

33. After enquiry and report JJy the Governor and his 
Advisory Committee any Bank or Society may be expelled from the 
Federation by vote of a two-third majority of the Federation Congress: 
provided that no motion for,the expulsion of any Bank or Society 
shall be brought forward unless notice has been given of it as 
l'equried by by-iaw 7. _ • 

" ~. These by-laws shall not be altered or abrogated except by 
a two-third majority of the Federation Congress assembled in extra
ordinary session specially convent~d for -the purpo~e: provided 
that no alteration or abrogation shall be made at such session unless 
six months' notice of the intention to make such alteratiOn or 
.abrogation has been given to all members oj the Federation. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

CO-OPERATIVE ORGANI2;ATlON AT PRESENT OUTSIDE THE 

FEDERATION CIRCLE. 

IT has been stated (in Chapter V of Part II), that co
operative societies for purposes. other than. credit and supply 
'Yere not, in any part of the world, of practical importance until 
twenty year~ ago. This statement, of course, only applies to 
agricultural co-operation. The co-operative movement in India 
is young; the organization of rural credit is by no means 
complete; and it -is, in the writer's opinion, most important that 
the student should appreciate the fact that universal experience 
shows thai the growth of the co-operative spirit is slow. Credit 
first, then -supply, and, subsequently, when self-help is r~ly 
strong and active, other forms· of co-operation. Further. an 
.examination of those countries in which small holdings pre
dominate; shows that the organiz~tion of co-operation in agri
culture has invariably required a foundation of credit. Nor 
is it at all remarkable that this should be so, for every progressive 
system of agriculture requires constant supplies of fresh capital; 
and, if this be admItted, then it follows that credit must play' 
an all important part in the co-operative organization of 
agric;ulture. 

It is once more necessary to keep banking apart from other 
liability, and to prevent the confusion or overlapping of obliga
tions. Unlimited liability pledged once must not be pledged 
again; but definite liability. confined to money raised upon a 
recognized credit basis arid put up as share capital can very 
well be pledged both by individual members and by bodies
corporate. Hence, it is legitimate to make, for Raiffeisen 
socieies, the Central Bank the pivot of agricultural improvement 
as well as of rural credit and thrift. It is, however; to be under~ 
stood that the Central Bank (which cannot employ banking 
funds except for banking purposes) is, in a distinct and separate 
capacity, a Central Agricultural Improvement Societ~. As for 

. the organi~ation below the Central Bank, on the one side there 
is the machinery for banking, credit, and supply; on the other, 
there are the same parts of that machinery re-grouped in soci~ties 
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.. with limited liability for purposes other than credit or supply, 
with tl1e addition, perhaps, qf individual members who find 
money for their shares- without the assistance of Raiffeisen 
credit. 

Now the agriculturists of the CentralPrevinces and Berar 
are not all upon the same credit level. (A) Some require nQ 
credit; (B) others have no use for credit of the kind provided 
by the. village society of neighbours. (C) Others again-the 
great majority, I think-fit naturally into the Raiffeisen 
system and can be provided for by the organization which leads 
upwards from the village credit society to the circle union and 
the Central Bank, and thence (~1 for general purposes to the 
Federation, and (i~1 for business purposes to the Provinciai Bank. 
Under this system, as we have seen, the credit u,nit is also .the 
channel for the supply of pure seed, improved implements, and 
any other requisite of agriculture whicli can be handled without 
incurring heavy financial liability. It would be imprudent, 
however, for a society with unlimited liability to embark upon 
enterprises of an expensive nature with the possible chance of 
failure. For such enterprises separate societies with limited 
liability should always be formed; and if the members of these 
societies are also members of credit societies the money neces4 
sary for the share and working capital will probably be raised 
on the strength of the unlimited l~bility pledged by the-c;:redit 
societies to the Central Bank. If this be the case, 'then the 
non-credit societies thus formed will also come under the 
supervision and guidance of the Central Bank, for they form 
inseparable parts of a complete structure. 

The agriculturist classes (A) and (B) are,. however, of great 
economic importance and cannot be neglected. For these classes 
a co-operative system, based on unlimited liability, is not suitable, 
and for them the primary or unit society should be organized 
on a basis of share capital and limited liability, and ought to be 
not only for production, sale, or supply (or any combination of 
these) but for credit as well. Unit societies of this kind, the 
membership of which need not be confine4 to a single village ' 
but may extend to a larger though definite area, can be grouped,. 
into compact bloc~, and for ,each block there must be a centx:a1 

CS 23 
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unIon, also with share capital (sub~ribed by the primary 
societies which are its members) and with limited liability. The 
primary society, under this (the Haas) system, ought not to be 
allowed to raise loans except from the central union of which 
it is a member and shareholder: the primary society may, 
however, to a limited extent and under proper. regulations, 
be permitted to accept deposits from its own members. The 
central union should b~ free to negotiate loans from the 
Provincial Bank, but each application for credit ought to be 
considered strictly upon its own separatt merits, the business 
relationship between the central union and the Provincial Bank 
being merely that of banker and client. Under thi~ system, 
credit is. regulated by many considerations; for. instance, bills 
or promissory notes* may be discourited if backed satisfactorily, 
and any form of banking security not involving a lock-up of 
capital may be accepted as pledge. But the most important 
factor will always be the margins of security afforded by the 
paid-Up share capital and the reserve funds .of the primary 
societies and central unions, and credit will generally be measured 
by multiples of such margins. For credit, as well as for the 
other purposes for which it· has been formed, the primary 
society is, by means of th~ organization described above, linked 
to the central union, which, in turn, can borrow from the 
Provincial Bank. The Provincial Bank, however, does not inspect 
or supervise the· central unions and primary societies. The 
credit dispensed is really commercial rather than co-operative 
credit, although the purposes to ·which loans are to be applied 
must always be a matter for the strictest .enquiry. For audit, 
advice, and control, the primary society and the central union 
alike, go to the Federation. 

To appreciate the stage of development in the Central 
Provinces, we must examine what has been accomplished in other 
Indian Pro"inces in connection with co-operation in agriculturer 
Turning, therefore, to the Report on the Progress of Agriculture 
in India for 1914-ISt we gather the following. information. 

• The full value of a promissory note should never be paid to borrowing institutiolU 
of unsupported limited liability. 

t Calcutta, Superintendent of Government Printing, Illdia, 1916. 
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The United Provinces.-Most of the Central Banks now 
act as informal agents for the supply of improved seed grain 
to members of societies. In this way, Pusa 12 (a new 
variety produced by the Agric;ultural Research Institute, Pusa), 
has been popularised over very wide areas. Grouildnut has 
become a staple crop in certain parts of Unao and other districts. 
Improved varieties of cotton at:e sown by s~ieties in all Western. 
districts. Suitable types of sugarcane are als~ being tried in 
a number of new localities. In the Western districts, parti
cularly in Bulandshahr; pumping installations with. oil engmes 
have been put up, either by societies in their corporate capacity 
()r by members with assistance from their societieS". Some 
banks and societies have set apart small plots for the 
demonstration of new staples and varieties. 

Some interesting schemes for irrigation on co-operatiVe 
principles are also being tried in the United Provinces. One 
.of these is the Kunwar Co-operative Society for pumping water 
from the Gumpti. The Manager of the Central Bank, who 
has interested himself greatly in the scheme, feels convinced 
that, even if it does not prove directly profitable, it will 
ultimately strengthen the financial position of the society by 
()bviating the possibilities of crop failures. A second scheme 
is for a portable plant for working wells in the Bulandshahr 
District, and the thin;!. for a tube well in the !Iardoi District. . 

An agricultural supply society has been registered at Main
puri. The members are mostly landholders genuinely interested 
in the improvement of agriculture, and many of them are. 
also active participators in the co-operative credit movement. 
Sufficient'ca pital has been obtained for growing good seed and also . ...... 
purchasing it in bulk and retailing th~ same to village societies 
and other cultivators. It is the' first attempt in the United 
Provinces to separate the business of' the supply of seed and 
.other agricultural requisites from the work of a Central Bank. 

o • A few cattle insurance societ~eshave been registered as an 
experimental measure in the Ma.inpuri District, and a proposal 
has been submitted to the Government for special aid. 

During 1914-15 the Co-operative Dairy at Benares incurred 
a . loss partly owing to- the higher cost of feeding stuffs and 
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transport during the year and partly owing to a diminution in 
the supply of ~k. The high prices, especially of fodder, in 
the last two or three years are said to havetold severely on the' 
milch cattle owners; the members of the dairy society have 
consequently been unable to repay previously borrowed loans 
in full. The result has been that they are unable to get. new 
loans to replace old or inferior cattle. 

The Co-opex:ative Dairy at Lucknow worked at a profit .. 
but it has a heavy load of outstanding dues from men who-. 
belonged to the original credit society and have not participated 
in the dairy business. 

In Allahabad, there are two co-operative societies for the 
sal~ of ghi and they are flourishing. The' reasons for success 
are said to be (i) that the members are cultivators, not merely 
milk-sellers, and amenable to reason;' (U) that there is little 
risk in the ghi business as the product travels ~ell and keeps 
well. . 

The Bombay Presidency.-The most important of the few 
manure supply societies in the Bombay Presidency is that at 
Kelva 'Mahim in Thana. It has sold considerable quantities 
of castor cake to its members at prices .20% below ordinary 
market rates. The manure stoie at Baramati, which is 
co-operative not in its management but only in the distribution 
of its profits, and the Mutha Canal Society at Poona have, also, 
made large sales of manures. Experience indicates that societies 
for the sale of manure require garden tracts and irrigated areas 
as part of their environment. 

Two co-operative dairy societies have been organized to 
supply the Bombay market. One of these, the Jambul Hanuman 
Dairy, near Kalyan, employs an experienced manager and three 
assistants who keep the byres very clean and milk the buffaloes 
by the dry method. The society intends to increase its share 
capital, and then proposes to open a retail shop of its own in 
Bombay city. 

Large numbers of gaolies are moving out of Bombay Island 
as a result of more strict Municipal regulations. It is proposed 
to settle. them in groups along the railway lines in Salsette, 
this position givmg them 'unique facilities for milk transport 
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into the city, and to organize the groups into co-operative 
societies with, perhaps, a central selling agency or agencies as 
well as arrangements for the supply of feeding stuffs. . This 
scheme appears to possess great possibilities. 

The part which co-operative soci~ties can undertake in 
developing the dairying business in India is clearly indicated_ 
in the following .extract from the Report of the Committee 
appointed to consider measures for the improvement of the 
milk supply in large cities in the Boml:>ay Presidency:-". 

" It is a matter of common knowledge that in other countries 
striking developments in the dairying business have been effected 
by the agency of co-operative societies, and we are of opinion 
that much progress may be made in this country by means of the 
same agency. In such matters as the financing of the milk 
producers, the joint purchase of feeding stuffs, and the collection 
of small lots of milk there is no doubt that a co-operative society 
can be of much use. There is evidence that a co-operative 
society can undertake on a small scale the marketing of its own 
milk in a neighbouring town where the distance is not gI~at ; but 
doubts have been expressed whether a co-operative society is a 
suitable agency to undertake the more difficult task oLhandling 
milk for 10r!g transport or the,;work of retailing milk ona large 
scale, which demands a special knowledge arid experience~ 
together with' a degree of care and activity not often found 
except where the retailer's personal interests are concerned. 
Co-operation cannot be regarded as a substitute for efficiency, 
and if efficiency is to be secured, the enterprise in each case 
must be large enough to afford the cost of capable management. 
The question how far co-operative societies should go in this 
matter, must, therefore; depend on the degree of efficiency 
which they can command.':and the question whether there are 
()ther agencies avai!able to continue the work at the point 'at 
which they might feel disposed to leave it. . 

It is sometimes assumed in this country that what are 
needed to improve the city -milk supply are individuals or 
companies who will take up the matter on a large scale With 
modern appliances. It would he weII to make clear the difference 
between dairy farming concel1}s which aim at 'Producin~ their 
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own supply of milk which they propose to put on the market 
themselves, an~ those dairying concerns which merely act as 
middlemen buying milk in the country and putting it on the 
town markets by improved methods. The production of milk 
by dairy farming concerns situated in a town or in its vicinity 
is not likely to be done so cheaply as it can be by the small 
cultivator. The most promising source of miJk supply for toWns 
lies iIi the villages, where cultivators keep their animals under 
natural and economical conditions. ~t is from such sources 
that an adequate supply of-milk has been secured for the cities 
of other countries. The transport of milk is no doubt a difficult 
matter in hot countries, but it has been overcome in the United 
States of Amelica, and in this country for some time past 
pasteurised milk has been sent without difficulty from Poona to 
Bombay, a distance of r.I9 miles. It should, however, be 
-carefully borne in mind that an increase in the number of people 
.or agencies who handle the milk in its transit from producer to 
.consumer must bring about a corresponding increase in the 
price, and the secret of cheap milk lies in confining the profit as 
jar as possible to the producer." 

The Bengal Presidency.-The Dacca Co-operative Dairy 
:is a distributive society. The supply of milk, some 5 maunds 
daily, is obtained from the neighbouring cultivators who, up 
till now, obtained advances from gaolies and sold their milk 
through them. The cultivators have now been formed into 
co-operative societies, and they have obtained loans from the 
Dacca Central Bank to payoff the gaolies and purchase more 
cattle. -The cows are milked by recognized milkers, and the 
society places the milk befo;fe ,the consumers. This scheme is 
the" reverse of that adopted at Benares. 

The Punjab.-Three Central Banks stock implements for 
sale. and it is hoped that other banks will take up the work as 
.their circumstances improve. 

Bllrma.-The cattle insurance societies in Burma are still 
in the experimental stage. Claims have been very few indeed 
and the total payments of premia received not large. But the 
conditions of Burma are peculiar, and it would be dangerous 
to base conclusions on Burma. experience without liberal 
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allowances for the different conditions to be found in India. 
Rinderpest is not the scourge in Burma which it is in many 
parts of India. From Burma comes·an interesting example 
of co-operation used to reduce the difficulties of colonization 

- in areas lately brought under cultivation. The latest of thes{! 
experiments is one in which a forest reserve has been disafforest~ 
and thrown open to cultivation. The tract covers about 23,000 

acres. The area is leased to co-operative societi~ formed by 
groups of cultivators migrating to the 'area, and is not granted 
or leased to individuals. The tenure is a co-partnership without 
share capital, the funds for. the initial breaking of the land being, 
taken from the Government in the form of agricultural advances. 
The money is lent to societies at the ordmary rate of intereft 
and they make advances to their members at higher rates. 
The difference in the rates of interest and the margin of r~nt 
over land revenue forms the reserve fund, which will amount 
to a substantial sum in the course of a few years. TlUrteen 
settlements have already been for~ed each with its own soc~ty, 
and loans have been. granted sufficient to meet all reasonable 
needs of the colonists. When a society has broken up its 
allotment it will be in possession of a valuable security on 
which it will be able to borrow from the Mandalay Central Bank. 
The experiment is one' of very great interest since it represents 
an attempt to combine collective fanning with co-operative 
principles. As far as it has gone the experiment promises to 
be successful. 

Bihar and Orissa.-In this Province a dairy society has 
been started on the outskirts of Gaya town. It has run more 
or less on the lines of the Benares dairy society, but has one 
advantage over that society in that it has not to spend so much, 
on the carriage of milk, being much nearer to the bazaar.lt 
has been found to work at a profit when properly managed. 
The difficulty so far has been to get· a good manager ~ , 

From the accounts given above, it will be gathered that 
co-operation for purposes other than credit is, in India, still in th@ 
experimental stage. In some cases the societies are isolated 
and independent ; in others they are really based o~ the credit 
unit. For all. credit will, in the end, prove to be a necessity; 
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and for every society which has money dealings statutory audit 
hasto be provided. A stage Ill;ust. in fact. be reached at which 
co-operation between units will prove to be necessary, -and it is 
difficult to see what forms of organization will be found possible 
other than those followed by the great Continental systems. 
The policy of concerted action will. in this. as in, many other 
matters. be the policy of the future. 

In the Central Provinces and Berar the movement towards 
agricultural co-operation for purposes other than credit made 

, its first appearance in 1912. The extremely valuable work 
. done by the Provincial Department of Agriculture had not only 
succeeded in arousing public interest to a remarkable degree, 
but had secured certain definite results which. if applied to 
agriculture on the grand scale, would add enormously to the 
wealth, and productive capacity of the Province. But. in a 
country of small holdings, the di~cu1ty of bringing agriculture 
as a whole into touch with the demonstration work and teaching 
of a few experts is most formidable. ' 

The agricultural expert can, by personal influence and 
constant activity. advise and supervise large farmers-men 
of means who can understand and take advantag~ of the merit 
of fresh ideas. But the large farmer is not. in the Central 
Provinces and Berar, the most important feature of the 
agricultural system; the distances between large farmers are 
great, and the expert,s are few. However. tackling the large 
farmers first, the Department of Agriculture supplies them with 
pure seed grown on ,the Goyernment Farms. in order that 
they,jn tum, may sow-their own private seed farms. From 
these private farms seed is sold to the public under a certificate 
granted to the farmer by the Department of Agriculture ;' and 
hence, supervision and inspection by the experts of the Depart
ment are n~cessary. Further, without lower organization 
from the private seed farm downwards, the chain of purity 
breaks; and. as the object in 'view is to eliminate inferior and 
to substitute superior and uniform varieties ovei large tracts 
of country; it is necessary to continue organization from the 
point reached by the private seed farm. And even if the solu
tion of the problem lies m the multiplication of private seed 
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farms, it is obvious that, in the matter of, supervision and 
inspection a small expert staff must soon reach the end of its 
tether. Decentralisation is, therefore, unavoidable. It was 
not long before it was recognized that co-operative organization 
alone can provide the agency required for (a) the creation of 
an auxiliary non-official paid staff, and (b) the widespread 
diffusion of pure seed in rural tracts. Unfortunately, th~ 

development of co-operative credit had not-and could never 
have-proceeded evenly in the different districts of the Province; 
and, as all the evidence shows, it is' not until the average 
cultivator has graduated in the school of the credit society that 
the spirit of co-operation becomes at all strong iIi him. In faCt. 
in this matter of co-operation in agriculture for purposes other 
than credit, the Province has not yet emerged from the region 
of experiment. Nor would it be reasonable to expect more. 
considering that the new developments only date fro_m I912. 

The main activities of the Provincial Department of 
agriculture are at present concerned with :-

(i) the improvement of cotton, 
'(it) the improvement of wheat, 
(iii) the improvement of rice, 
(iv) the improvement of cattle, and 
(v) the improvement of implements of agriculture. 

In every case, we may, for co-operative purposes, under
stand the term tr improvement " to mean and include only 
tried and proved methods of increasing the profits of cultivation. 
and we must deliberately exclude from consideration tha.t most 
valuable and important part of the Department's work which 
comprises research and experiment. In Germany, the Federa
tions, at their testing stations, do a great deal of purely scientific 
work ; in India, the co-operative machine is stilI very imperfect 
and many of its parts cannot be made and fitted for years to come. 

Cotton.-'-In his Annual Report for I9II-I2, the Director 
of Agriculture ·wrote * :-

II The work of the demonstration staff in Berar practically 
centres round the cotton seed farms. There were 40 farms here' 

, • Paragraph 33. 
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during the year,under report, a number which hag been largely 
increased this year in response to an urgent popular demand. 
The Department is running some risk in attempting this with 
its small supervising staff: but with the strong hopes tlia.t exist 
of an increase of strength in the immediate future, it was thought 
best to stretch a point in meeting a bona fide public need. The 
farms, which do not as a rule exceed 20 oz: 25 acres in area, pro
duced 343,000 lbs. of seed, of which ! was Rosea. This sells 
at three times the bazaar rate for cotton seed. To provide the 
whole of Berar with seed every year would need nearly 1,000 

such farms. Even supposing the farmers changed their seed 
only once every" four years, the number of fanris required would 
be .more than the Department could properly supervise. The 
Department welcomes the establishment of a ~o-operative seed 
society at Gaigaon. Co-operative societies are ,bound to take 
a very important part in the mechanism for introducing improved 
seed to the cultivating public." 

By 1913 the step indicated in the extract just quoted had 
been taken. "In the management of Cotton Seed Farms,'" 
reported Mr. Clouston, the Deputy Director of Agriculture,* 
"instead of depending entirely on scattered seed farms for 
the distribution of, seed, Co-operativ~ Agricultural Unions have 
been formed, of which each member has a s~ed farm, all the seed 
of which he guarantees to keep pure and to distribute for sowing 
purposes. To one of the members sufficient selected seed t() 
sow from 25 to 100 acres is supplied from the Government 
Farm, Akola; other members of the Union get their supply' 
of seed from this the Central Farm. The seed farms belonging 
to the other members of the Union are designated Branch ~arms. 
Having thus a net-work of seed-producing branch farms fed by 
a central seed farm formed into a Union, the members of which 
undertake to co-operate in the ginning, storing, and distribution 
of the seed, much useful work can be done with a miniinum 
amount of supervision by our staff. The Department holds 
itgelf wholly responsible for the purity of the seed of the central 

• Report on the working of the Co-operative Societies in the Central Provinces' and 
Berar. for 1913-14. paragraph 39 •. 
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farm, while the supervision of the branch farms is left to a 
kamda, (an overseer) appointed by the Union, who works ·tmder 
the direct supervision of two of its members designated ' Supe~ ... 
visors,' who?e work, in turn, is supervised at times by the· 
Department. As this scheme provides for cent,ral farms on 
which pure and reliable seed can be raised under the supervision 
of this Department, the demand for seed from Government 

, farms will in future be .very considerably reduced. Government 
seed will be supplied to central farms only, and not necessarily 
every year to all central farms. The strain of cotton grown ' 
by all the Unions and seed farms is No. I P.oseum selected on 
the Akola Farm. It has given from 38'5 to 4t per cent. of lint .. 
at the different seed distribution centres." 

In his Annual Report for 1913-14 the Director of Agri
culture recorded the following remarks (paragraph 31):-

"The main feature of demonstration work in Berar was· 
the distribution of Rosea seed through private seed farms,. 
organized on ii co-operative basis. This form of co-operation 
lias novy arrived at a most interesting stage in its development. 
There are some 400 private cotton seed farms in tpe Division. 
which grew nearly 2 million pounds of Rosea seed last year. 
This was sufficient to sow about 200,000 acres; with an additional 
profit to the growers of from 10 to 12 lakhs 'of rupees during the 
coming year. These seed-farms are grouped in Co-operative 
Unions, of which four have been registered tinder the Act. 
while 18 are still unregistered. Departmental supervision is 
concentrated on the central farms of these Unions, the channel 
through which the seed from the Ako]a Farm reaches the 
private farms and ultimately the general public. The branch 
farms of each Union are inspected by a kamda, trained by the 
Department, but employed by the Union under the supervision 
of two of its members. This agency secures the purity of the 
seed and the adequacy of the cultivation.. The staff is paid 
for by coiltributicns made by individual members, at an acreage 
rate, from the profits on .the sale of their seed. It is also . 
proposed that the Central Bank, which is the general financing 
agency for all co-operative institutions in the Division, should 
undertake some control of the work of the Unions, over and , 
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above the expert agricultural supervision afforded by the 
Department, and an· expert staff for the use of the bank is now 
being arranged for.' The general lines are so far faidy well 
accepted; but there are two serious difficulties. Not many 
'Of the best· co-operators are expert agriculturists and few of the 
best agricultural members have much experience in co-operation. 
This is a source of weakness for the present; and the true 
remedy seems to lie in an extension of the system of co-operative 
credit in the Division. Co-operative credit is the simplest 
form of' co-operation, the most readily intelligible and the most 
directly educative. It will be far more easy to teach the 
agriculturists co-operation than to give the co-operators, many 
of whom belong to the urban educated class, a knowledge of 
agriculture. As the idea of co-operation permeates the areas 
occupied by the different Union5, it will be possible to put more 
and more of them on a truly co-operative basis. 'The staff 
of the Unions are paid for and other general expenses are met 
by the profit on the sale of seed; and several Unions are also 
beginning to earn quite appreciable sums as commission on the 
sale of, implements. The Sonwadhona Union made Rs. 64 
from this source last year. These Unions fulfil other useful 
functions. The Khamgaon Union managed a ploughing com- -
petition and nearly all the Unions took an active part in the 
dissemination of agricultural information." 

On' the 30th June, 1915, there w~re II registered Cotton 
Unions and 28 unregistered Unions working on probation under 
the supervision of the Agricultural Department. During 1914-15 
the II registered Unions produced 579,500 lbs. of pure. Roseum 
seed and made profits amounting to Rs. 29,800 for their 179 
individual members. The 28 unregistered Unions were reported 
to have made a profit of Rs. 25,560. 

The Co-operative Cotton Union represents co-operative 
effort in an extremely simple form. In fact, th-e form of organiza
tion is that of a mutual association rather than that d a co-

'<>perative society. There is no share capital and no borrowing 
power. The sole liability which the members incur is that for 
their contributions towards the pay of the Unionkamdars, and 
this is generally arranged for by means of small acreage rates , 
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of from two to six annas. The Unions act as agencies ·onlY for 
the sale of implements, and they stand to lose nothing in their 
capacity as such. Membership is open to so.cieties, members. 
of societies, and to individual cultivators; and the area of 
operations is restrict~d to villa~es within- tolerably easy reach 
of a good ginning centre where the necessary arrangements can 
be made for the separate ginning {)f the cotton (to_avoid the. 
admixture of seed) and for a slow speed machine (to avoid 
damage to the seed). In demarcating limits for Unions of this: 
type, facilities for transport have also to be considered: and 
it must be recorded thaftwo Unions have already made arrange
ments to sell their pure Roseum lint jointly and in bulk, a move 
which has procured for them better prices· or from Rs. 2 to. 
Rs. 3 per bojah of 280 lbs. In connection with neighbouring 
Unions, a small society at Paras, a convenient railway centre,. 
works a ginning plant, its organization being based on share 
capital and limited liability. This societyohas done well, but 
it is obvious that the Unions would save money if they could 
find their own share capital and manage their own gins. 

The question of granting borrowing powers to societies· 
organized on a basis which is not compatible with the principles 
of un1imited liability presents serious difficulties whiCh; however. 
may not prove insuperable. A limiting factor in the possible 
expansion of Cotton Unions is to be found in the demand for 
Roseum seed; for, as the Director of Agriculture has pointed 
out, 1,000 farms of 20-25 acres each would supply the whole of 
Berar. When, therefore, the Unions, in the aggregate, control,. 
say, 25,000 acres there will be no further fields for them to. 
conquer unless their. constitution assumes a far more elastic and 
comprehensive shape. Their final· geographical distribution 
must, of course, be worked out in actual practice; for if Unions. 
are ~tarted too close to each other, the influenc:es of supply and 
demand will come into play, the most emcient Unions will 
survive, and the inefficient will cease to earn profits. Although 
almost every form of agricultural co-operation must rest; in the 
end, upon a credit basis-for success bri~gs with it the need for 
credit, and, for this reason, the future of tlie specially deyised 
Unions is by no means· certain-it would be foolish to disparage 
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the very rapid and valuable results which have been obtained. 
Co-operation for credit has not, in every country, been the 
beginning of the co~operative movement: and, in'the writer's 
opinion, the Cottort Unions have been and are a suggestive and 
-conspicuous object-lesson. 

There are three million acres under cotton in -Berar. The 
-substitution of pure Roscum for ordinary mixed ] ari adds 
Rs. 6 to the grower's net profit per acre, and would add 128 
lakhs of rupees to the annual value of the Berar cotton crop. 

Wheat.-The diffusion of wheat seed. of new and improved 
varieties is effected by methods which are practically the same 
as those employed for cotton seed. . The successive stages are 
the Goverp.ment Farm, the certified seed farm, the Union, the 
member of the Union; and, of course, there is another route 
{)pen, namely, the Central Bank, the credit society, the individual 
member of a credit society. Advances are readily made by 
Central Banks to credit societies, the members of which desire 
to purchase pure seed. Thus, when, in 1914, there was a 
short<!-ge of wheat seed in the Sihora Tahsil of the Jubbulpore 
District, the Central Bank in that area imported, on behalf of 
its affiliated societies, 2,660 maunds of selected Pissi from the 
departmentally supervised seed farms in the Hoshangabad 
District. The credit societies in the Sihora Tahsil sent in thei;r 
indents for seed to the Central Bank, but the wants of 53 societies 
{)nly could be supplied from the stocks available. In the same 
year, two registered Seed Unions, in the same Tahsil, sowed 
70 ,ooolbs. of pure wheat seed. These Unions consist exclusively 
of credit societies (thirteen in all), and though their working 
has added Rs. 4 per acre to cultivating profits, yet as corporate 
bodies they make very small profits, the reason being that their 
object is to secure the greatest benefit for the individual 
-cultivator, the services of the Union being made as cheap as 
possible. Here, it may be pointed out that the importation of seed 
and the purchase of the initial supply of seed by the two Unions 
hinged on the credit organization and on the special arrange
ments made by the Central Bank. These Unions rest, in fact, 
upon a credit basis, namely, the credit of the societies which are 
their members, and their constitution is strictly co-operative. 
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There are in the Sihora Tahsil 5,200 members of credit societies; 
and when loans for ~eed are required every effort is niade to' " 
supply seed from, one or other of the numerous certified seed 
farms in the locality. The best testimony to t~e work which 
co-operation has done in this area is, perhaps, the fact that 
'whereas a few years ago the maximum standard of purity for 
Sihora soft white wheat. as fixed by Messrs. Ralli, was seldom 
as high as 80 it is now 92 per cent., the produce fetching a 
,correspondingly better price with reference to turrent market 
rates. 

In the Betul District the credit societies, are now alive to 
the value of pure seed, of which they absorbed more than 
200.000 Ibs. in 1914;, a Government fium has been opened, and 
organizatidn is proceeding. Ground has also been broken in 
the Narsinghpur District, in the Harda Tahsil of the Hoshanga-' 
bad District, and in the Patan and Jubbulpore Tahsils of the 
Jubbulpore District. But the future depends, in reality, upon 
the "success met with in, teaching the members of credit, societies 
what co-operation really means; and it is not till our credit 
organization is far more complete that we can expect co-operators 

. to clamour for 'such things as joint sale, and to be moved. 
by the new ideas within them, to reform their ways. Nor. 
indeed. can the Provincial co-operative movement hope to run 
ahead of the Provincial environment; and the sphere~f activity 
will continue to be restritted by such factors as the situation 
of the markets, the quality and kind of commUnications available. 
and the state of general education and popu1ar efficiency. 

There are in the Central Provinces and Berar approximately 
3,500,000 acres under wheat; and if the whole of this area 
could be sown with the. prolific and valuable varieties introduced 
by the Agricultural Department, cultivating profits would be 
increased by some Rs. 1,40,00.000. 

Rice.-The most serious problem which the Administration 
of the Central Provinces has so far had to face has been that 
of the recurring famines of the last decade but one. The menace 
of widespread famine, though a series of favourable seasons 
has helped us to forget it. is always present; and one or two 
years of drought might at any time prove calamitous. Against 
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this danger, the, ultimate safeguard can only be a wide extension 
of irrigation. To .obtain this, a very heavy outlay is required
an outlay for which it will be difficult to fiI}d the money, unless 
the works, when constructed, pay an economic rate of interest. 
To this end, the utmost use must be made of the soil and the 
water ; agricultural science must teach the cultivators what 
new methods of tillage, improved seed, and the proper use of 
all available manures, can do. But agricultural science must, 
in its turn, await the help of an organized and. enlightened 
system of finance, and for this we must look to co-operative' 
credit. 

Of late years, Government has J:?een busily engaged in the 
construction of irrigation canals and tanks, and these cannot 
fail to have a profound effect upon the economy of the tracts 
they sen·e. The-backward country of Chhattisgarh will soon 
be given water from the Tendula and Mahanaddi canals, works 
which will command a cultivable area of 1,410,441 acres, and 
will cost over two crores of rupees. Along the routes of these 
big water-courses the character of local agriculture is certain 
to alter; and, if the investme~t which these irrigation works 
represent is to yield a satisfactory return, sugarcane and trans
planted rice w:ill take the place of other and less valuable crops. 
Now, the results of all experience show that, besides the character 
and distribution of the rainfall, the most important factors 
which regulate the demand for canal irrigation are (1) want 
of capital, and (2) want of manure. As regards manure the 
difficulty is great. Irrigated crops trench on the temporary 
fertility of the soil, which must be restored either by manure 
or rest. Irrigation, therefore, cannot be carried beyo~d the 
limits which the supply of available manure fixes. A practical 
illustration is to be seen in the sugarcane cultivation around 
Poona, the entire industry being the outcome of the joint supply 
of water and of manure, whereas neither, by itself, would have 
been sufficient. It was not until the canal was brought 
to this tract that the sugarcane cultivation sprang up, and then 
the growers found that they must have manure as well. Meerut, 
Amritsar, Hoshiarpur, Mahim, Avenashi and numerous other 
places furnish similar instances. In all these irrigated areas it 
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is by no means uncommon for cultivators to pay as much as 
Rs. 200 to Rs. 380 per acre for manure. As pointed out by Sir 
Edward Buck, with unlimited manure water will ~ajse the rental 
of land to·Rs. 50 an acre or more ; while with no manure wa.ter. 
will merely rob lands of their fertility and render them practically 
worthless. Water and manure are, in fact, interdependent. 
and in mgst cases it may be said that either of them alone is 
useless. 

Chemical and other manures must always be supplemented 
by organic matter; and the main source of the cultivator's 
manure supply must, therefore. continue to be his cattle. It 
is most necessary, therefore, that the cultivator should be induced 
to improve the breed of his cattle and, 'to feed them better, 
in order to increase the supply of manure; and, in order to do 
this, he must grow fodder crops. -

But the improvement of agriculture jn irrigated tracts 
does not end with the matter of manure. It is very important 
that thecultivatox: should not make wasteful use of the water
supply, in order that irrigation may cover as large an area as-

• possible ; and there is no better economic education for the 
ryot than that fumished by the mutual discipline of a good 
co-operative society working under proper supervision. The 
purchase of crushing plant and of other improved implements 
of agriculture will, of course, become a necessity; and on the 
heels of co-operative credit must follow co-operative distribution, 
production, and sale. Unless, in fact, the supply of water to the 
Chhattisgarh cultivator is bac~ed by co-operative organization, 
the efforts of Government to develop the resources of the country 
by means of irrigation and improved agriculture cannot meet 
with a full measure of success. Capital in large amounts and 
at reasonable .rates must be forthcoming;' and' it is of urgent 
importance that a network of sound co-operative societies 
should be formed before the irrigated tracts are exploited by 
the usurer. 

The development of the areas which are commanded-.by 
the irrigation works already constructed and under co~struction 
is, however, only one aspect of the matter. There are promising 
schemes for other large irrigation works in. the Provinces, but 

cs 
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whether they are undertaken or not must depend on the success 
of the- present ventures. The extension of co-operative credit, 
and the cons~quent development of agriculture which will 

._ follow in its wake, will thus have a far-reaching effect in hasten
ing the extension of irrigation to other portions of the Provinces. 

Rice, of course. is a crop of great economic importance 
not only in the Chhattisgarh Division, but in the districts of 
Balaghat, Chanda, and Bhandara as well, and in these tracts 
irrigation provided by large tanks and the Wainganga canal 
which commands a cultivable· area Clf 147,849 acres, must be 
employed to the fullest advantage. As regards rice cultivation 
most of the area wh,ich is to come under irrigation is sown with 
early'rice, sown broadcast, and, in Mr.Clouston's opinion, 
polluted with a very high percentage of karga, or WIld and _ 
practically worthless rice. Now: if both irrigation and trans
plantation are made use of, and if mediumaIid late varieties 
(such; for instarlce, as Parewa and Gurmatia) are sown, cultivat
ing profits will (l\fr. Clouston thinks) incr~ase by as much as 
Rs. 25-30 per acre. If the necessary labour is not available and· 
transplantation impossible, still (according to the same author
ity), by sowing the later and heavier yielding varieties and' by 
irrigating, profits-can be increased by about Rs. 14 per acre. 
Both transplantation and irrigation, however, call for manure; 
and exactly the same considerations which apply to the growing 
of sugar apply to that of rice, although capital is not required 
to the same amount. The efforts of the Agricultural Depar!
ment to demonstrate the advantages of rice transplantation 
have met with a remarkable degree of success; but; here as-ain, 
the limiting factors in the situation can only be removed by the 
agency of co-operative organization. 

The co-operative movement was unknown.in the districts 
of Chhattisgarh until 1912, and it is, therefore, scarcely to be 
wondered at that, so far, we have only 2 small Rice Unions, 
both in the Drug District. These were registered in 1916, 
and they are mutual associations rather than co-operative 
societies. Borrowing powers have. not been granted. 

Cattle.-Tho, improvement of local breeds -is a matter 
Which deeply -affects the welfare of a.n agricultural and pastoral 
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Province. It is a _well-known fact that the cattle of thhattisgarh 
are the 'poorest to be found in the Province and tbe least tared 
for by their owners. The breed being very small, the, bullocks 
are considered too we-ak for draught purposes in other districts; 
consequentiy, there is no outside demand for-them, and locally 
they sell at from Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 each. It is the custom to 
keep a large herd in every village though there is very little 
grazing worthy of the name. For stall-feeding the cows and 
young stock get little but rice straw, and only enough of that 
to ward off dire starvation. Under these circumstances, 
needless to relate, the -cultivators of this tract take yery little . ~ 

interest in the breeding of cattle. Assisted by a grant of land 
from Government on- favourable terms, several of the local 
land-owners have started, .at Nawagaon, near Raipur, a breeding 
society on the Swiss model (see Study F. Chapter V,Part II). 
Another society of the s3.me kind, but with the malguzar and 
tenants of two villages only as members, has been !ormed at 
Khandwa, not far from Raipur. A silver cup offered, in 1915, 

for the best group of 12 cows and 1 bull, at the Raipur Agri
cultural Show, was won' by the Nawagaon Society. These 
two societies are not really upon an economic basis ; for the 
most serious difficulty in the way of this kind of co-operative 
enterprise, namely, the reservation of a large grazing area, has 
been met by the &rant fro~ Government of leases of an excep
tional nature,-exceptional because the areas which can be 
leased in this way are very Jew in number. They are, in f~ct, 
disused rr fuel and fodder reserves," found to be unsuited for 
use as such. 

Still, these' pioneer societies have introduced new ideas 
to local people, and" they represent the encouragement of co'" . 
operative enterprise oJ! lines which are capable of modification 
to suit the needs of -different localities; and if, in the _opinion 
of .qualified experts, stall-feeding and sufficient ground fo~ 

. exercise can be sub~tituted for a large grazing area, there is, in 
the Central ProviI)ces and Berar, a future for pedigree breeding 
by co-operative societies with share capital and limited Iia.bility. 
These societies, also, have, not been granted borrowing 
powers. 
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In Nagpur, two Co-operative Credit Societies of GaoUs 
work in conjunction with the Dairy managed by Mr. Byramji 
Pestonji which is situated on ,the Teliil~eri Farm. To these
societies, the Department of Agriculture is able to 'sell concen
trated feeding stuffs at wholesale cost price, or about 25 per 
cent. lower than that in the bazaar. Bulky fodders are supplied 
cheaply from the Telinkheri Seed Farm; and grazing is found 
at specially favourable rates. Sheds for the cattle are provided 
free of cost. In this way, I think, these societies fully make up 
the money which they lose by the interpositwn' of the Dairy 
(with Mrl Pestonji's intermediary profit) between them and the 
purchasing public., At any rate, after the first society had been 
working for some time, the application for the registration 
of the second society was submitted quite spontaneously. These 
.soci~ties are financed by the Nagpur Central' Bank, and they 
are, strictly speaking, within the Federation. circle. They 
work, however, u~der clos~ Government supervision, and their 
circumstances are wholly exceptional. 

The total quantity of milk, butter, and cream distributed 
by the Dairy during ~914-15 was 220,750 Ibs., 2,240 lbs., .and 
817 lbs., respectively, the corresponding figures for the previous 
year being 149,9()() lbs., lIO lbs., and 140 lbs. .. The direct 
result of the scheme is the inestimable benefit of a really good 
milk supply at Nagpur."* 

It is the writer's-opiniori- that, in • practically every town 
in the Central Provinces and: Berar; the stricter. control of the 
milk supply by Municipalities would, if combined with co
operative organization either of producers cr consumers, be of 
immense public benefit. The main obstacles to improvement 
in this direction are custom, prejudice, and lack of initiative .. 
as well as the fact that dirty and polluted milk finds a ready 
sale at very remunerative prices. . 

Agricultural Implements.-Five Central Banks ·stock antI 
sell to the public, as well as to members of societies, improved 
implements tested and recommend€.d by the Department 0 

Agricu}ture. The Central Banks are agencies only, and: are 

• Paragraph 6. Resolution on the Registrar's Annual Report for 1914-15. 
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paid a small commission on sales. The experiment has met 
with most encouraging results. and the members of the primary 
societies are beginning to understand that an improved imple
ment may. after all. put money into their pockets. Where. 
a year or two ago. the sales of improved implements ran ~to 
hundreds of rupees they now run into thousands. although of 
course the business is altogether new. It is possible that. after 
years of further experience. the Federation may, as a distinct 
and separate branch of its work, organize a central depo.t for 
the manufacture and repair of agricultural implements. 

There are. in the Province, a few !?ocieties of separate and 
special types such as those in th? Government Press, in the 
Comptroller's Office, in the Central Post Office Circle, and in 
the Gun Carriage 'Factory at Jubbulpore. There is also . a 
Co-operative Motor Union, which is affi.liated to the Motorist's 
Mutual Co-operative Society in England, and is certain to 
become a powerful and influential body. if only it receives the 
loyalty and support of ib own members. These last societies 
are not. and probably never will be, within the circle of the 
Federation. -



APPENDIX I. 

Co-oPERATtVE CREDIT AND THE CENTRAL BANK. 

(The' Agricultural Journal 01 India, January. 1907.) 

So many people have already written- on the subject of Co-operative 
Credit that I hesitate to swell the number. My only excuse is that I do so by 
invitation. Some two years ago. when the first attempts to instil the principles
of <.o-operatiV'e credit amongst the people of the Central Provinces were made, 
it was supposed that any effort to establish societies would probably fail 
unless the money-lending classes were first conciliated. "In order to love 
mankind," said Helvetius, "one must not expect too much from them; ,,. 
an endeavour tp induce the leopard to change his spots was no plank in the 
platform of co-operative credit. It was recognized that in dealing with men 
of business instinct and tradition,' no " dusty allswer" would be sufficient t~ 
convince those whose" souls are hot for certainties" in the shape of principal 
and interest. It was of primary importance to convince these classes that 
the co-operative credit movement would benefit them as well as others. The
tactics adopted were cautio1.lS and may be described in the words .of Francis 
Bacon-" not to undertake things beyond the strength of Government, not 
to row against the stream, not to wait for occasions always, but sometimes 
to challenge and induce them." It was amongst the money-lending classes
that the gospel of co-operative credit was first, p~ea4\ed. 

It was necessary to explain to the capitallst the-meaning of co-operative
credit and to show that rural societies afford scope for safe investment with 
a prospect of a reasonable return. In order to do this satisfactorily. it was 
not forgotten that there is but one general rule of evidence-the best must 
be produced that the nature of the case will admit of. Recourse was had t~ 
practical demonstration. A few societies were started with capital raised 
partly by shares sold to members, and partly lent by Government or the 
Court of Wards. The rate of interest on loans to members was 10w-9 per 
cent. i members alone could borrow; after the provision of a reserve fund, 
profits were to be distributed pro rata to the shareholders. 

The main objections taken to these societies were that they were not such 
societies as the Government of India contemplated when legislation was first 
undertaken. that they wen~ mere profit-making machines' run for the benefit 
of some, of the non-borrowing members. and that neither Wolff nor Raiffeisen 
would be able to trace in them any resemblance to the societies of which they 
were the founders. These criticisms were sound and fair; b,!t the initial 

~ ( au ) 
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societies were formed as a stepping stOM towards better things. As has 
already been pointed out, it was considered essential to eIilist the sympathy 
of the non-borrowing classes. Accordingly in these first soCieties;· -harrowing 
and non-borrowing members were deliberately amalgamated in one body . 
.. All confidence is dangerous unless it is complete," said La Btuyc:re ; II there 
are few circumstances in which it is not best either to hide all ot to tell all." 
It was clearly of great importance that the non-borrowing classes should have 
an opportunity of becoming acquainted at fi1~t 11lntl with the. working of 
societies having machinery bearing some resemblance at least to thai of 'the 
rural societies which the later development of t11e Central Bank would finance. 

These first soci~ties_are now flourishing in the Cent?l-Provintes and.aro 
fulfilling at least one function of Raiffeisen Societies. They are succeeding 
in providing any man, whose character stands high enough with bis fellows 
to procure him election as a member, with money to carry'on his cultivatioJ;l 
at a reasonable rate of interest. The management of the affairs of,a ~ciet.y 
is vested in a committee elected by the members them~elves. The greatest 
objection to whiCh these societies stand o~n at present is that they aI:e Dlore 
or less dependent on a certain amount of official supervision, but it would be· 
wholly erroneous to say that the societies were stl;l.rted "by Govenunen* 
Order" II The fact is that when the cause of co-operative credit was first plead;el}· 
with the people as they sat round the writer's camp fire they1;hetnselve$' 
stipulated for a certain amount of aid and supervision I!.t the eu~set. 
"Accordingly ,when the societies formed in the Hoshangabad, Pistr~ct first 
started practical work, being still but infants, their steps we1:e very carefully 
guided. The various committees received no orders ;)hey were not peremptorily 
told that they must do this or must not dO that; the ehaptassis at the door ha<l. 
stric~ injunctions to usher at once the II Secretary Sahibs II and the" PresidenJ 
Sahibs II into the presence, and many were the occasions on which they cam~ 1;Q> 
seek advice and assistance. It must be confessed that at first JruJ,nyef the 
people received the idea of co-operative .credit nee ahumJ d !jinsorJit;t. all~ 

dawning perception has awakened a spirit ef real interest, and. these societies 
stand as successful object lessons, if not of the ideal ferm of co-operative 
credit, at least of the fact that joint responsibility and admission to 
membership by election produce, a body of honest bort-owers. 

_ It is a common cry that there is no public spirit amongst the people of 
India. If one were to ask amongst which class there is the least desire for the
welfare of others, the answer would probably be " amongst the money~lenders:' 
But it is ~ fact that the Banias of the Central Provinces, just as the Jews of. 
other countries, are the clasS whose application to business is greatest, and 
whose success is most proverbial. We know how .in the history of the world 
the Jew has for centuries been cast for the role of the ,oppressed; we know 
the present position of the Jew in Russia and Germany. It would be too much' 
to say that the Bania is the object of universal anilnosity, but it cannot be 
disputed that he is often regarded with the eye of suspicion, and generaIly of 
jealousy. Like Shylock, he wants his powi.d of flesh. In common with the 
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physician his services are only sought by those whose necessities demand them. 
and in COmmon with the physician the price charged fo~ the benefit bestowed 
is frequently condemned as extortionate .. While, however, the services of 
the doctor frequently inspire feelings of gratitude, the usurer has in all countries 
and in all ages been unpopular. It was Tocqueville who said that" he who 
despises mankind will never get the best out of either others or himself." 
The saying is one which is worth the consideration of the worker in the cause 
of co-operative credit. "If by the term public spirit," wrote Major-General 
Sir W. H. Sleeman, " be meant a disposition on the part of individuals to 
sacrifice their own enjoyments or their own means of enjoyment for the common 
good, there is perhaps po people in the world among whom it abounds so much 
as among the'people of India. To live in the "grateful recollections of their 
countrymen for benefits conferred upon them in great works of o.mament 
or utility is the study of every Hindu of rank and property. $uch works 
tend· in his opinion not only to spread and perpetuate,his name in this world. 
but through the good wishes and prayers of those who are benefited by them 
to secure the favour of the Deity in the next." 

Next, then, to pointing out to the money-lending classes that to invest 
money in Co-operative Credit Societies was worth their while, it was expedient 
to lay stress on the fact that the movement was a philanthropic one, designed 
to ameliorate the condition of the tillers of the soil. To aid in such a -move- -
ment is to acquire merit. The inducement is one that tempts civilised men 
of nearly every race and creed. The argument gathered strength when the 
results of the money-lending transactions of some of the leading Banias were 
revealed. It fell to the lot of the writer to assess the income-tax and to 
hear the usual pleas for a decrease in the burden of taxation on the score of 
decrease in income. The task presented many opportunities to one desfrous 
of ascertaining what proportion of interest (at the usual" sawai " or 24 per 
cent. per annum rate) was actually realized. ,If anything definite could be 
arrived at, then the guide to the rate of interest that would attract capital 
would be invaluable. Once satisfy the money-lender that new ways of 
employing his money would bring him in as much interest as the old, and a great 
deal would be accomplished. No one will dispute that the methods which 
entail the employment of lawyers and pleaders, attendance at court and legal 
costs, must neces.sarlly be very expensive. The law too is ,!!ncertain, and just 
claims are sometimes defeated. When, then, several money-lenders proved 
that the income derived by them from the capital sunk in small loans yielded 
a return of only 8 to IO per cent. co-operative credit scored another notch. 
The contest became one between knowledge and tradition. It was pointed 
out to the money-lenders that rural societies were small affairs for small people 
only: that the scheme of operations did not include such folk as large land
holders anxious to borrow a few thousand rupees for fireworks; that the 
old game of a man burdening his resources with the interest on large sums 
borrowed for cert:monial expenditure and then being unable to pay the interest 
in poor seasons~ must ,ontinue to be played: that, in fact, no encroachments 
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<on the profitable portions of the money-lender's happy hunting ground were 
to be made. The writer recollects the keen interest with which the Banias 
heard of the enormous fortune left by the most notorious money-lender of 
recent years, the late Mr. Sam •. Lewis, and of his methods; how Mr. Lewis 
never made sma1lloans but confined his dealings entirely to- advancing many 
thousands at a time on the security of very valuable property. In the end, 
many of the Banias were convinced that the creation of rural societies would 
afford them a safe means of investment without any of the expenses of collec
tion attendant on traditional methods, that the net return would be as great, 
if not greater. 

Had the writer stayed in the Hoshangabad District, his next step would 
have been -to form Tahsil Central Banks to which rural societies would have 
applied for money. The last section of the Co-operative Credit Societies Act 
confers a very wide discretion as to registration. Nobody pretends that a 
Central Bank with capital subscribed by the leading men of the tahsil, managed 
cn purely business principles, and existing· solely for the purpose of lending 
money to rural societies, is itself a Co-operative Credit Society in any sense 
of the term. Yet it exists for the purpose of associating the best business 
talent available with the co-operative credit moyement, arid is intima:tely 
connected with the scheme for financing and testing the merits of the· class 
o! rural societies roughly sketched in this article. The Central Bank should 
then be registered under the Act. Shareholders in the Central Bank can, of 
course, reside anywhere, but the committee should be chosen from shareholders 
resident within the tahsil. What is wanted is a committee with good local 
knowledge of all parts of the tahsil. It will not only control 'the internal 
affairs of the Central Bank; but will consider the applications of rural societies 
for loans and decide to what extent individual societies are bankable. The 
Central Bank is not only to be the source whence rural societies are to derive 
their capital, but a means of gauging the worth of newly-formed rural societies. 
It may be argued that too much power will be left in the hands of the Central 
Bank, that as .. interest speaks all sorts of tongues and plays all sorts of parts~ 
even the part of the disinterested," the Central Committee will be able to starve 
the rural societies, and thus kill the movement. To this no present anSwer 
can be given. The question is one of confidence, and time alone can 'prove 

'whether that confidence has been misplaced or not. It is idle to apply closet 
logic to schemes of co-operative credit. The personal equation must always 
count for much. Let us be content to go to school with experience. .. English 
men," wrote Sir Henry Maine, .. are wont-to 'be content with the rough rule 
of success or failure as the test of right or wrong in national undertakings." 
Though rough, the rule is not a bad one when judging schemes of co-operative 
~~. -

I~ may be suggested that the most convenient method of raising capital 
for the Central Bank is by guarantee and subsequent call for payment. This 
prevents the accumulation of idle money. It is from the Central Bank, then, 
that the rural societies are to obtain money. The ~istrict officer must. form 
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the rural societies as he. finds opportunities when in c,\mp. He must explain 
the advantages of co-operative credit to the villagers; he must aid in drawing 
up simple rules, the articles of association, and the application for registration ~ 
and h~ must superintend matters until the rural SOCiety is launched as a body 
corporate. Once that. is accomplished, the rural committee must look to the 
'Cenhal Bank for their funds. The Central Committee will enquire as to 
whether the new society is bankable or not, and, should their enquiries be 
sati~factory, will grant the rural'societya credit, a cheque book; and a pass. 
book. The cheques of-the rural society will be cashed when presented, and 
interest will run from the date of disbursement only. A date must be fixed 
f~r the repayment of ea(;l1 sum disbursed, and default will mean suspension 
of further credit. Probably it will be found most con~nient to settl~ accounts 
two months after each harvest. Government should not be asked for a ruPee
The writer has not yet Iilet a single man who urged that Government -should 
aid with money in order to show that its purpose w:>s earnest, without finding 
that the idea had been put into his head by an officer Qf Government. Directly 
the maker of such a request was invited to think for hiinself, he could discover 
no reason why Government should nol be earnest. 

These rural societies will be able to borrow at nine per cent. and lend to 
their members at twelve per cent. The small margin of three per cent. wiU 
provide all necessary working expenses and ,will in course of tiine furnish 
reserve and working capital. But no elaboration of the subject is required 
here. In attempting to solve the problems Which confront us,let us steadfastly 
bear in mind that it is the first purpose of co-operative credit to provide the 
cultivator with capital at a reasonable rate of interest. The Government of 
India. have laid down that the establishment of rural societies is to be our first 
care. Let us .riot then be too read}, as Mrs. Browning $ays, 

.. to talk by aggregates 
And think by systems, and, being used to face 
Our evils in statistics, be inclined 
To cap them with unreal remedies 
Drawn out in haste." 

In matters co-operativewe must not advocate too strenuousl! the rigid 
application of the methods of another hemisphere. It should be possible to> 
clothe the spirit of co-operative credit in an Indian garb without the usual 
official trimmings. Very possibly her attire will not be the latest confection 
from Utopia. but it can be, none the less, a practical working garb. 
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WILHELM HAAS. 

WILHELM IiAAs, the legal representative (Generalanwizlt) of the National 
Federation of Agricultural Co-operative Societies, died at Darmstadt on the-
8th of February, 1913. The German agricultural world has lost in, him 
one of its most valuable members. For forty years he took a leading part 
in the agricultural co-operative movement of Germany, first of all m the 
somewhat limited sphere of his native country, the Grand Duchy of Hesse, 
but later. after 1883, as head of the National Federation of German Agricultural 
Co-operative Societies. This Federation, the proportions of which were at 
first hut modest, developed under his direction. until it became a powerful 
organization for almost the whole of German agrfcultural co-operation. But 
not only forihe Ge~n farmers is his death a. great loss. The sincere 
cond~lences sent to the National Federation from a laige number of foreign.. 
countries show the high consideration in which Haas was held even beyond the 
frontiers of the German Empire. And, indeed, his action was not limited to the
field of German agricultural co-operation, forthe more the latter l1al;! developed~ 
the more it has served as the model for foreign countries. _ 

Haas always assisted the co-operative move.ment ahroad both actively 
and with advice and, in the same way, he always did his utmost to profit by 

_ the experience of other countries and the results obtained in. them for the 
benefit of German agriculture. He was in friendly relations with most of the 
men working- for the same ends as himself in other countries, and his great 
services to the co-operative institutions received their fitting reward in 1906 .. 
when, on the foundation of the International Federation of AgrictiItnraI 
Co-operative Societies, he was appointed its President. _ 

Haas was born at DarmstadtoIi October 26th, 1839. In 1862, he entered 
the' service of the Government of the Grand Duchy of Hesse. In 1869 he was 
appointed district assessor of the Grand Duchy in the office oUhe Friedberg
District in Upper Hesse. Ten years later, in 1879, he was Councillor of Police 
at Darmstadt, and, in 1886, he was District Councillor for the. Offenbach -
District. He held this important office until 1900. Then he left Government 
service to devote himself entirely to co-operative work. 

In 1872 he began hls work in the field of co-operative organization. He 
founded that year the Agricultural Distributive Union ~f Friedberg: Already 
in his position as member of the Provincial Agricultural Union of Starkenberg .. 
of which he was later on President, he had studied the needs and aspirations 

_ ( -S7i1 ) 
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-of the agricultural world. Wi~li the loan and savings banks, the agricultural 
-distributive u~ions were the earliest agricultural associations in Germany. 
It was in the Grand Duchy of Hesse they first extended themselves and in 
greater number than elsewhere. But, as long as they acted independently 
()f each other they could only par!ly succeed. Haas conceived the plan of 
uniting the societies in a single Federation. Fifteen societies, with altogether 
1:,070 membersj immediately adhered to the Federation. 

Haas was elected President of the Federation. In that office he soon gale 
proof of extraordinary talent as an organizer and administrator. In a short 
time the agricultural distributive unious increased very remarkably in the 
Grand Duchy of Hesse, so that, at the end of 1:875, the number of societies 
belonging to the Federation were already 40. The efforts of the Federation 
were crowned with complete success. It did not confine itself to doing its 
utmost to obtain better terms for the farmers by means of collective purchase. 
It also interested itself in arranging that the articles supplied should be of 
.good quality. 

The Federation continued working up to 1:890 to the great advantage of 
agriculture in the Grand Duchy. It was then transformed into a Federation 
~f all the different sorts of agricultural co-operative societies. Its action was 
now limited to the representation of the general inter-ests of the co-operative 
'Societies and particularly to the inspection of the affiliated societies, as pre
scribed in the law on co-operative societies. Its work as intermediary for the 
-collective purchase of goods was entrusted to a Central Co-operative Society. 
the foundation of which had been made possible by the new law. 

The methods adopted by the Federation of the Grand Duchy of Hesse 
and the systems employed by it were soon taken as examples in the foundation 
~f co-operative purchase societies and federations in other parts of the German 
Empire. Some associations founded in the State; adjoining the Grand Duchy 
~f Hesse, in the districts near the frontier, even requested to be affiliated to 
the Federation. Their applications could not be accepted. Haas. in fact • 
.as he declared in 1:876, thought it preferable that these associations should 
-endeavour to promote the foundation of new societies in their own districts 
.and afterwards unite with them in Provincial or National Federations. 

But, at the same time, Haas showed the possibility of uniting the District 
Federations into a general federation. The idea became realisable in 1:883. 
when it was decided to promote a federation of agricultural co-operative pur
~hase societies and dairies, and this led to the formation of the Federation of 
German Agricultural Co-operative Societies. At first, it was composed of 
nine Federations, which had 239 societies as members. Again, Haas was elected 
president and manager. From this moment his name became closely associated 
with the most important event~ of German agricultural co-operative life. 
The develc:>pment of this Federation, which in 1:890 assumed t~e' name of the 
General Federation, and in 1:903 that of the National Federation of German 
Agricultural Co-operative Societies, cannot be considered apart from that of 
-German agricultural co-operation generally. 
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After the death of Raiffeisen in 1889. it was decided to receive Credit 
Societies as members of the Federation. -There had been two Fedilrations .. 
the one headed by Raiffeisen, the other by Haas, aI\d they were long enemies. 
Raiffeisen and Haas had not the same conception of the manner in wWch agri~ 
cultural co-operation must work nor of the aims to be assigned to it. 

In the struggle for the leadership of the German Agricultural Co-operative 
movement between Raiffeisen's General Federation and the N:ational Federa~ 
tion, the latter inconteStably had the advantage. To understand this we must 
rtmember the contrasting principles of the two Federations. 

The very basis from which Raiffeisen started in founding his loan and. 
Savings Banks was the Christian idea of brotherly love. He did not place the 
economic advantages the societies offere<l their members in the first line. His. 
principal object was the spiritual and moral elevatiori of the agricultural 
population by means of the educative influence of association, and, in addition .. 
the support and encouragement granted. above all, to the needy and to persons. 
in bad circumstances. He did not allow the profits obtained in the business. 
to be distributed among the members at the end of the year or at the dissolution, 
of the society. Raiffeisen made the recognition and the practice of these 
fundamental principles a condition for the admission of societies -into his 
federation. Besides, his system was dominated by tlie idea of _ the sn:ictest 
centralisation, not only as regards the representation of the general interests .. 
the management and supervision of the Co-operative Societies on the part of 
the Federation, but also in everything relating to its business. The provincia),. 
branches of the Federation w~re only to be administrative branches. The 
Raiffeisen system was, in fact. really founded on a single type C?f Co-operative
Society. that of the Co-operative Credit Societies also engaged in collective 
purchase. to which other types were regarded as subordinate in importance. 

The fundamental and guiding principle of the National Federation was. 
the autonomy and independence of the societies. From the start, Haas
endeavoured to avoid subjecting co-operation to rigid theoretical. rules. In
founding the National Federation. he let hifuself be guided, ~ the first place .. 
by purely konomic considerations, and declared that there was no intention 
to place the Co-operative Societies under tutelage. The proposed Federation. 
wished simply and solely to effect the union of scattered forces and at the
same time to advise. instruct, and encourage. All the adherent sQcieties would. 
be free to' profit as they judged best by the advice given and proposals made
to them. This was in strong contrast to the -centralising tendency of the
Raiffeisen Federation. The dominating principle in the National Federation 
is decentralisation. rendering it possible for each member. institution to develop· 
according to its needs and its special conditions. Moreover. in the National., 

- Federation, it was not attempted to attain various ends, by means of a single 
type of society. but a particular form of society was founded for each special 
end. 

These differences explain, to a large extent, why the two Federations 
developed differently. It is the foundation of autonomous tt'rritorial and. 
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provincial orgailizati6ns that' have cOJ}.tributed to the wonderful development 
of the National Federation, ior not only is ~utonomy a more effectual medium 
for the expansion of co-operation than a large managing federation would be, 
but it is better able to take account of economic, intellectual, and political 
differences. 

In 1905 the General Federation Was amalgamated with the National 
Federation and, as a result of negotiations often interrupted, an understanding 
was arrived at. The provincial organizations of th: Raiffeisen Federation 
were transformed into territorial and provincial autonomous federations, 
with their special rules and the right to audit and inspect. In this respect 
the Raiffeisen party made. a considerable concession to one of the most import
ant principles of the National- Federation, namely, that of decentralisation. 
For that matter, already in I909, there had been a first modification in this 
direction in the organization of the Raiffeisen Federation. The union "ith 
the National Federation has not, however, lasted long. It soon became evident 
that it' was impossible to arrive at an understanding with regard to certain 
differences of view, and the bond between the 'two Federations was again 
broken in I9I3. 

The National Federation, in addition to occupying itself with the develop
ment of the external· relations of the societies for agricultural co-operation, 
has also concerned itself with promoting the improvement of their internal 
business. It is here that Haas rendered signal service. He was never tired 
of proposing new objects to the Federation and he succeeded in their realisation. 

The work done by the National Federation, in the thirty years that Haas 
was at its head, has been of immense value to his country. 

It was very natural that in view of his high position as head of the National 
Federation and his great personal prestige Haas should be en..trusted "ith 
various other offices. ' 

He was, for instance, member of the German Agricultural Co"Uncil, in his 
(:apacity as representative of the agriculture of the Grand Duchy of Hesse, 
and a member of the Imperial Parliament. 

In recognition of his beneficent and self-5acrmcing work, 1I.e was the 
recipient of many distinctions. On June. 8th, I908, on the occasion of the 
celebration of the twenty-fifth year of the National Federation, the German 
Co-operative Societies offered him a gift of Rs. 46,667, collected for the founda
tion of a Wilhelm Haas Institute for the development of German agricultural 
co-operation. 

In the history of agricultural co-operation in Germany, as a far-see~, 
energetic, and persistent organizer, Haas will occuPY a place of honour by the 
side of Raiffeisen and Schulze-Delitzsch. 



PART IV. 

CHAPTER I. 

ON BOOK-KEEPING. 

ANNuAL returns dealing with the work of the Province are 
submitted to the Government of India for the twelve months 
ending the 30th -June. Quarterly returns dealing with the 
financial and banking position of ths. whole organization' are 
submitted to the Local Administration. A regular system 
of accounts is, of course, indispensable. Central Banks and 
Societies in the- Central Provinces and Berar maintain their 
accounts in the forms prescribed by the Registrar. This makes 
for accuracy, -efficient control, sound business, and up-to-date 
statistical information. There is, at present, a great dearth 
of accountants trained in the methods which must be followed 
if the necessary returns just mentioned are to be tolerably 
accurate and easily compiled. It ha.s, therefore, been found 
necessary to prescribe columnar books, so that inexperienced 
accountants may find it easy to write and p<?st them without 
any scientific knowledge of accounts. Given the usual blank 
ledger, the average local "accountant would not know whether 
to post a receipt on account" of share capital on the 'debit or 
credit side. If, however, a column is marked off for" share 
payments received," matters are made easy for him. In brief, 
the columnar system enables an inexpert accountant to keep 
his books correctly. One of our aims is to dev~p .Iocal talent· 
and to spread a knowledge of modern busip.ess methods. There 
is much difference between mechanical ,work and intelligent 
wo.rk. Intelligent accountants rnayprove to be good candi
dates for higher posts. Unintelligent a.ccountaJlts Win always 
remain in.positions carrying low pay. This chapter is intended 

. ( 383 ) 
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specially for those workers, .,paid· or unpaid, who wish t() 
understand something about. ~ccounts. 

I.-BoOK-KEEPING. 

Book-keeping is the science of correctly recording in a set of 
account books_ in such a way as to present an easily intelligible 
statement of affairs at any moment, all those business transactions 
that involve the transfer of money or money's worth. 

Every business man must ask himself the following 
questions :-

II How much do lowe to others?" 
" How much do others owe to me?" 
"What am I actually worth after payment of my debts ?' .. 
II Are my dealings profitable or otherwise?" 
It is' impossible to rely upon memory to answer these 

questions faithfully and correctly. A business man, ignorant or 
careless of the advantages of the reliable and systematic 
registration and arrangement of the transactions' in which he is 
interested, will never accomplish much. Account books must 
furnish :-

I. A reliable statement of the balance of indebtedness. 
to or by the persons with whom business is. 
transacted. 

2. Easy access to the details of the transactIons on 
account of which indebtedness has arisen. 

3. An unerring check upon the values passing in and 
out of the business and of all liabilities incurred .. 
and the prevention of peculatioI). 

4. A true statement of profits made and losses incurred~ 
5. A suitable division "of expenditure U:nder various. 

heads, so that extravagance may be prevented. 
and necessary economies effected .. 

6. A comparison between different given periods to· 
show the forward or backward .movements of 

(a) the volume or profit of the business as a whole •. 
, or in anyone of its departments; and . 

(b) the fluctuations of the various charges and other:
circumst~ces affecting net profit Of; loss. 
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7. Th~ ;eady provision, at any time, of a true and full 
statement of assets and liabilities. 

There are two systems of book-keeping: (i) single entry, 
and (ii) double entry. . -

Single entry merely gives a record of -personal accounts .. 
Transactions are posted only once in the ledger. There is no. 
debit for a corresponding credit entry. Under this incomplete 
system, the accounts of capital, property, or profit and loss, 
cannot be efficiently kept .. Information is meagre and. results 
are unreliable, and the accuracy of the final statements cannot 

. be proved. 
In the system of double entry, every debit has its correspond

ing credit. Separate accounts of capital, property, values, 
gain and loss, as well as personal accounts are maintained in 
detail. . The chances of error are diminished and the location 
thereof made easy, -while the final statements can be proved. 

. Every debit. must have a corresponding credit. T~is -is the 
main principle on which the system of book-keepiI~Kby double 
entry is based. The secret of su~cess in accountancy lies in the 
correct determination of the right heads under which to debit 
and credit each transaction. . -

II. - WHAT IS AN ACCOUNT? 

-An account is the collection of all the pusiness transactions 
that refer to a particular head. 

• Accounts are divided into two main classes: personal and 
impersonal. Personal accounts are the accounts of persons; 
all other accounts are impersonal. 

Impersonal accounts are further subdivided into two 
classes: reaZ and nominaZ. Real accounts are the accounts of 
things or of the property belonging to the business. Nominal 
accounts are the accounts showing gain or loss. We have, 
therefore, three classes of accounts to deal with: (i) personal, 
(U) real, and (ii~1 nominal. . 

The heading of an account determines its class. If the name 
of an account is the name of a person, the account is a personal 
account; if the name of a thing or of property, it is a real 
account: and if it shows gain or loss, ~t is a nomiIlal account •. 

cs 
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Cash is the name of a thing.; furniture is the name of a 
thing; house property is a kind of property; all these would 
fall in the class of r~al accounts. The Central Banks and 
registered societies of all kinds, depositors, shareholders, are 
aU persons; their accounts are, therefore, personal accounts. 
Establishment, contingencies, stationery, rent, discount, interest, 
depreciation, ·bad debts, are all, accounts showing either gain 
or loss and are, therefore, nominal accounts. .. 

Each page of an account is divided into two equal parts 
by a double line drawn from the' top of the page to the bottom ; 
the left hand division is called the debit side or debtor side 
and' th~ right han<t division is called the credit side. "Dr." 
stands fot debit or debtor and "Cr." stands for credit. 

It is very necessary to remember thai Ihe terms n'.and Cr. 
as used in double ent,y book-keeping should not be confusea with 
the vernacular jama and name as they do not correspond. 

For mstance, in a personal account in vernacular books, 
the debit side is the right hand side, and the credit side is the 
left hand side. Here are the headings of a properly ruled page 
for an account book:~ 

NAME OF THE ACCOUNT. 
Dr."---'-___ ~ ____ . ________ CI'. 

Year Year 
and G Particulars. .9 Rs. A. P. and i Particulars. . ~ Rs. A. P • 

Month. ':G '0 Month. S ~ A "" 
I 

• -

, 

.. ,- .. -- - -- _. .-

Every" entry- 'in: the' .. Particulars OJ or' descriptive colullU'l 
on the' M.· sid~ of an account must begin with the word: " To ., 
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and that on the cr. side,:with the word II By.~' To understand 
the reason for this, insert the word " is" after the heading of 
each account. For instance, cash %; inserting the word U is," 
we read" cas~ alG is dr. to such and such a~untand cash alG 
is cr. by such and such account." 

Some concerns enter two money coluIilns in their accounts 
on both sides. This is to facilitate the totallirig of tlie amounts, 
under minor heads and the showing of the total,under one major 
head. These two columns are called the II inner column" and 
the "outer column." 

Columns are provided 01':1 each side of an account for the 
folio or page number to facilitate reference' to the original source 
from which the entry has come. 

On page 388 is a complete specimen of an ordinary form 
of account. -

III.-REAL ACCOUNTS. 

Before he proceeds futthec, the student musf understand 
clearly why every debit must have its corresponding crerlit. It is 
obvious that no transaction can take place unless there ate two 
parties to it. It is impossible for a man to receive money 'unless 
there is some one to give it to him. Similarly, he cannot pay 
unless there is somebody to receive. There is no gain' without 
a corresponding loss somewhere . 

• Every book-keeper must remember that he himselj,..on behalf 
of his master, represents one of the parties to each transaction. 
He must view each transaction from his master's point of vit;w 
and not from that of the other party: otherwise. his liooks wiU be 
topsy-turvy. 

In writing all real accounts, debit the, account when a thing 
comes in; and credit the account when the thing goes ',out. All 
receipts of money or property are entered on the dr. side of 
their I'espective accounts. In all transactions involving a real 
account, it may be asked, " does the thing come in ?.. It the 
answer is yes, then an entry must be made on the dr. ,side of 
the account of that thing. But does the thing go O}lt? If the 
answer is yes, then make an entry on the cr. side' of' the account 
of that thing. ' 



NAME OF THE ACCOUNT. 
Dr.---, ________________ ---''--__ ---' ________ ,Cr. 

Year Year 
and Date. Particulars. Folio. Rs.A.p. ,Rs.A. P. and Date. Particulars. Folio. Rs.A.p. Rs.A.P. 

Month. Month. ------ --- --
I 

• 
t 

- .. 

-
-

\ 

: 

\ 

» ) ) ¥ 
, 

o· 
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Here are some real accounts in Co-operative Banks :-
Cash %; building or house property %; investments 

%, e.g., of reserve· funds .of Central Banks or of societies; 
furniture %; stock' % (if stock is treated as an asset and not 
written off as loss in the profit and loss account). 

The cr. side of the cash % can never exceed the dr. side. 
It is impossible to pay more money than you have. The cr. 
side of a cash % must, therefore, necessarily be either less or 
equal.to but can never be more than the dr. side. 

There may, on the other hand, be loss 'or gain on the 
• property accounts, such as building, investments, furniture, 
or stock. When the property is disposed of in full, the value 
realised may be (i) equal to, (it) more, or (iii) less than the cost 
price to the debit of that account. (i). If equal, there is no 
gain or loss; (ii) if more, it is a gai_n ; and (iit) jf less, it is a loss. 
In the latter two cases the amount showing gain or loss is .-
transferred to the profit and loss account at the time of closing; 
When the property is disposed of in part, the valtte on hand 
should be put on the cr: side first. If then the debit side is 
heavier than the credit side, the balance is nrt loss on the sale, 
and is carried to the loss side of the profit and loss account. 
If the cr. side is heavier than the. dr. side, the difference is net 
gain, and is carried to the profit side of the profit and los.s account~ 
This is called the double balance of property accounts. It' will be 
observed that the doub)e balance of property accounts exists 
only when the, property is disposed of in part. The value on 
hand is an Ilsset and should be put on the asset side of the 
balance sheet at the time of closing.' There is one more-item 
in all property accounts which finds its way to the profit and 
loss account, whether the property is disposed of in full or part, 
or not. This is called depreciation. Depreciation is a periodical 
deduction in respect of the diminished value of any form of 
property caused by wear and tear and. age. The essential-point 
is that revenue should be charged with a .proper sum to cover _ 
the deterioration in the value of wasting' assets, and that' the 
apportionment of this' sumas between one year and another 
should be on equitable lines. This, of course, involves a'debit 
to a nominal account. and a' corresponding credit to some other 
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account. The l credit maY,be either to the account relating to 
,the asset in question, or to a reserve (or suspense) ,account. 
If the former , the value of the asset is gradually written down 
i,n the books to ,correspond wi~h the deterioration in intrinsic 
value; if the latter, the asset account remains unaltered, except 
in so tar as it may ,b~ increased from time to time by further 
additions that may properly be capitalised.' 

There are fo~r method.s .by which th~charge against revenue 
to cover depreciation maybe apportioned over ,the variou!i years. 
constituting the life of theass.et. viz. :-. 

{I) An equal proportion of the cost may be written off' 
each year. 

(2) The asset may be written down from year to year 
by deducting deprecia~ion at ,a fixed rate ,p~J:' cent. upon the 
balance standing to the debit of the acconntat the c~mmence· 
men,t of the year. Under this method the charges against, 
revenue become gradually less as time goes on; hence the 
method, is often. called the Reducing Instalment· (or Fixed 
Percentage) Method. 

(3) By writing off to revenue, each year an equal sum, 
sufficient at the expiration of the life of the 'asset to reduce the 
~sset to zero (or it~ residua~ value), after debiting the asset 
and credit¥tg revenue each year with interest, at an agreed rate, 
upon the amount for the time being sunk in the asset in question. 
This method is called the, Annuity System, and as the gross 
charge,in respect of depreciation is constant, whereas the credits. 
to' revenue in respect of interest diminish as the asset is written 
dowp., the net effect of this method is· to charg~ an increasing 
sum to revenue as years go on. The justification for so charging 
~n increasing sum to revenue is that the depreciation instal· 
ments, remaining in the business, increase the working capital 
of the undertaking. The yearly increase in the instalments. 
represents the amountofinterest that might have been earned 
on the previous instalments during the period under review. 
if those instalments 'had been taken out of the business and 
invested at the contemph~ted rate pei:' cent. 

'(4) By revaluing the assets from time to time and ,treating 
any diminution in value (after allowing for additions) as the 



realised depreciatio.n fC)r the year. Under this method, fo:r 
obvious reasons, the charges- agairist revenue in successive 
years will be very unequal, as the gradual ~duction in the 
market value of most articles ha,s but little correspondence 
with the true depreciation, as measured by the amount pf us~ 
that has been had out of the asset during the period in question. 

Any of the above-named methods of providing £ordepreci,a,. 
tion may be employed, either with or witho'\ltaccumulating 
a corresponOing sum of money outside the business, available 
at short notice to repair the ravages caused by depreciation. 
Such accumulations outside the business are known as Sinking 
Funds. 

The term If Sinking Fund " is used in vario'\ls connections., 
with the result that considerable misapprehension has arisen 
as to its exact nature and significance. The term was first 
applied to the revenue monies employed by the British Govern .. 
ment, from time to time, to reduce the British National Debt 
by the cancellation of Government Stock. At the present ti!lle 
it is very widely used to cover any systematica-ccurnulation of 
monies for the repayment of liabilities becoming due at definite 
future_ dates. That the annual provision may be sufficient to 
provide the necessary monies at.the end of the terrn it is neces
sary to enquire, in the first place, what rate of i:nterest it will be 
possible to earn upon the annual instalments set aside, and then 
to calculate what sum per annum will, at this rate, amount to 
the required sum at the end of .the prescribed term. From 
time to time,_ of course, the annual instalments .may require 
to be adjusted, as the rate of interestactua.lly earned on the 
investments may, perhaps, sometimes be below, and sometimes; 
above, the anticipated rate. In order that there may be !unds 
available to redeem the loan, debenture, or other liability 
on the date on which it matures, it is necessary that, ea.ch time 
an instalment is credited to the Sinking Fund Account, a 
corresponding sum of mon~y be taken out of the general assets 
of the concern and invested in authorised securities. The 
entry in respect of this transaction -would be to the debit of the 
Instalment Account and to -the credit of Cash; so that the 
effect upon the balance sheet. each time an instalment is set 
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on one side, is to reduce the credit balance on Revenue Account, 
and increase the. credit balance on Sinking Fund Account, 
simultaneously reducing the debit balance on Cash Account 
and increasing the debit balance on Investments Account. 
Whatever income may be derived from these i~vestmen.ts is 
debited to Cash and credited to Sinking Fund Account; and 
upon the income being r~invested, Cash is credited and Invest
ments Account debited, so that at all times the credit balance of 
the Sinking Fund Account should agree with the debit balance on 
Investments Account. When the loans or debentures mature, 
the investments may be realised (when Investments Account 
will be credited and Cash debited), and the money be applied 
towards the redemption of the loans or debentures, Loans or 
Debenture .Account being debited and Cash Account credited. 
As far as co-operative banks are concerned the great advantages 
of raising a Sinking Fund Account are (1) that at no subsequent 
date is the Sinking Fund Account encroached upon to equalise 
dividends, ·or for any purpose other than the discharge of 
specified liabilities; and (2) that particular attention is called 
to the fact that certain investments are earmarked as being 
intended solely for such discharge. It is, however, essential 
that the Sinking Fund monies ihould be invest~d in the names 
of trustees for the benefit of the debenture holders; for other
wise they remain the property of the Bank, and, in _ the event 
of liquidation would have to be dealt with as part of the general 
assets. 

Reserves. Secret Reserves. Reserve Funds. A reserve may 
be defined as a provision charged against profits with a view 
to covering an expected loss. The term, therefore, covers a 
range far wider than mere Depreciation, inasmuch as Reserves 
may be made inter alia to cover loss arising from bad' and_ 
doubtful debts, disputed claims, contingent liabilities, etc. 
From the point of view of accounts, ~ Reserve may be said to 
be provided whenever a sum is charged against Revenue without 
the corresponding credit operating to reduce the debit baIance 
upon an account representing an asset. Thus if a book debt 
be written off as fC bad," the ordinary book-keeping entry is to 

-the credit of the insolvent customer and to the debit of Bad 
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Debts Account, and no Reserve is thus created; but if a debt 
(or Series of debts) is not bad, but merely doubtful, it is not 
i!xpedient to extinguish the debit in the customers' ledger 
accounts, while at the same time ir- is stilI necessary to debit 
Revenue with any loss which it is thought may be likely to 
occur under this heading. Under these circumstances,. the 
course ordinarily pursued is to debit Bad Debts Account (and~ 
therefore, in due course., Revenue Account) with the estimated 
loss, and to credit a corresponding sum to an account headed 
II Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts." 

A Reserve created to cover loss through the deterioration 
in the value of any specific class of asset should, as a rule, be
shown in the Balance Sheet, not as a liability but as a deduction 
from the particular asset in respect of which it has been created. 
When, however, a Reserve has been cre.!lted to cover a general 
loss in respect of all assets, this procedure is no longer practicable, 
and under these circumstances the Reserve must appear 
as a liability in the Balance Sheet. If, however, it be s6 stated, 
it is important that it_should be earmarked as a Reserve to 
cover loss in respect of Depreciation (or whatever the estimated 
source of loss may be), as otaerwise there is -a serious da:ngei 
of such a Reserve being confused with the Reserve Fund. 
which is an entirely different matter. 

When a Reserv:e is deliberately accumulated in excess of 
the estimated loss that is likely to occur under that particular 
beading, the excess constitutes a Secret 'Reserve made to cover 
future but unmatured losses, because experience shows that, 
as a rule, these exceed expectation. Within reasonab~e limits, 
the practice is a prudent one and, moreover, one that is very 
generally countenanced by most thoroughly sound business 
men. It is especially in connection with Banks that Secret 
Reserves are most prevalent. They usually take the form of 
an excessive provision for loss by way of Bad and Doubtful 
Debts, the CI secret " being maintained by deducting the amolint 
Qf the Reserve from the amount of the debts in the Balance 
·Sheet without showing the figures in detail. Arguments against 
the formation of Secret Reserves are (r) that the omission of 
valuable asset~ opens the door to the verification of these 
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assets being altogether overlooked by the· auditors; (2) that 
it is practically impossible to have recourse to such Reserves 
in bad times without drawing such prominent attention to 
the fact as effectually to do- awa.y with all possible -arguments 
that could be. raised in justification of the employment of 
Secret Reserves at all. . 

A Reserve Fund is a sum set aside out of divisible profits and 
retained in. hand for the purpose of strengthening the financial 
position of the undertaking. .It differs .from a Reserve in 
that it is impossible to create a :&eserve Fund save out of 
divisible profits; whereas a Reserve may be provided even during 
'periods when a' loss has been sustained. A Reserve Fund is 
but a portion of the credit balance of the Profit and Loss 
Account, whiCh has been separately" earmarked" as being 
., reserved." If, therefore, at any subsequent date, losses be 
sustained which cause the Profit and Loss Account to show 
a debit balance, any credit balance that there may be upon the 
Reserve Fund must be at once applied (so far as it goes) towards 
extinguishing this debit balance. It would be a contradiction 
in terms to state, upon the same B~ance Sheet,- an' item 
representing a deficiency on Profit and Loss Ac~s>unt, andanother 
item representing a surplus on Reserved Profits. The continued 
existence of a Reserve Fund is dependent upon the continued 
existence in the undertaking of the profits out of which that 
Fund was originally created. If those profits have been absorbed 
in subsequent losses, the Reserve Fund automatically ceases 
to exist. In co-oper3:tive banking the absorption of profits 
is a ;remote contingency, because there are so many safeguards 
interpos~d between the .Reserve Fund and its liability fof' 
losses. .. 

TechnicallY speaking, the popular notion that a Reserve 
Fund is only .. real" when represented by specific investments 
outside the business, of a corresponding value, is entirely 
misconceived. From the practical point of view,. however, 

. there is much to be said in favour of it. A rifle, for instance, 
is a rifle, whether a man takes it into the jungle with him or 
leaves it at home. But if he leaves his rifle behind him, goes 
into the jungle and meets a man-killing tiger, then the fact that 
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he owns a rifle will not save his life. And so, exactly, is the 
banker placed who, looking to his Reserve Fund for fluid 
resource,· has it invested in securities that he cannot realise just 
when he wants cash. It is, in fact, impossil?le to 'say e~ctly 
how a Reserve Fund ought to be invested until it is clear wha:t 
the purpose of the particular Reserve Fund is to be ; and the. 
purpose, of course, depends upon many considerations of a. 
very variable nature. The Teuton would treat the invest~ent 
(If Reserve Funds as an " ism," and (as I have pointed out in 
the Introduction j:o this book) he would apply that "ism'~ 
without regard to the fact that circumstances alter cases. Our 
friend, in the illustration above, might," perhaps, have two
rifles and take one with him. If, then, a banker maintains ample 
cash Reserves, the investment of the Reserve Fund need not-be 
considered from the point of view which· is most certainly 
necessary if the Reserve Fund be intended to furnish the 
necessary fluid resources.; And as it is impossible to identify 
the Reserve Fund with any particular portion of the assets, 
it might be ~argued j:hat as long as the fluid resources are there .. 
the Reserve Fund is invested in them. 

A Reserve Fund represents nothing more ~than the .fact . 
that certain profits (1) have been made, (2) have" been set upon 
one side, or reserved, and (3) are still in existence. All that is. 
necessary, therefore, to constitute a "real" Reserve Fund is. . 
the continued existence of a corresponding sum of undivided 
profits-that is to say, t~e maintenance of a corresponqiilg 
surplus of assets over I~abilities. The exact form that these 
assets take has nothing whatever to do with the reality, or 
otherwise, of the Reserve Fund, but, of course, has the most 
important bearing upon its prci."ctical utility. It must not, in 

" fact, be supposed that the practice of effecting investments. 
outside the business to a corresponding extent is not one to be 
encouraged. The advantage of such investments is in aU' 
cases analogous to the advantage of a Sinking Fund to provide 
for any other kind of contingency, in that it .enables the under
taking readily to place its hands upon a definite sum of money 
whenever the need for an immediate supply of cash may arise. 
It thus follows that, in the absence of any special reason -to the 
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-contrary, it is desirable that, as the Reserve Fund is accumu
lated, corresponding investments should be accumulated 
outside the business; but there is no more intimate connection 
between the Reserve Fund and these investments than there 
is between any .other. item upon the liabilities' side of the 
Balance Sheet and any .other item upon the assets' side. The 
-c.ontinued existence .of the Reserve Fund will depend solely 
upon the continued existence of a c.orres,Ponding surplus of 
assets as a'whole over liabilities as a whole. It d.oes not follow 
that a Reserve Fund is simply the whole amount by which 
assets exceed liabilities; for, in a co-operati~e bank or society 
in the Central Provinces, the Reserve Fund is created out of 
-divisible profits funded and made indivisible. 

IV.-PERSONAL ACCOUNTS. 

In deaJing with pers.onal acc.ounts, the following question 
may be asked :-

II D.oes the person whose account it is receive or give? " 
If the answer is " receives," debit the account; and if the 

answer is II gives," credit the account. 
Receipts by a person are debited to his account and payments 

by him credited to his account. 
When the Provincial Bank receives an amount from .or 

f.or a customer, the Bank is debited; when that Bank pays an 
amount to .or for a customer, the Bank is credited. The accounts. 
-of rural s.ocieties are debited when monev is advanced to them 

• • • 0,1 

by Central Banks, or when they incur any .other liability; and 
they are credited when' they in any way discharge or paY'off 
their liabilities. When dep.osit.ors .or creditors pay in, their 
accounts are credited and when they receive payments out from 
the Bank, their accounts are debited. The persons to whom 
the Bank pays receive, and when the Bank receives, they pay. 
In .order to determine whether to enter a debit .or a credit in 
J,heir acc.ounts, in the Bank's books, the question to be answered 
is whether they receive or pay, not whether the Bank receives or 
pays. . 

The balances to debit .of pers.onal accounts are called 
cook debts. Th~ book debts may be either {~} g.o.od, (iJ) doubtful • 

• 
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or (iii) bad. Book debts are good when there is no probability 
of any loss on their realisation; they -are doubtful, when it is. 
not certain if they can be realised in full; and they are bad,. 
when it is certain that a portion of, or the whole of, the amount 
due cannot be recovered. 

It is prudent to estimate the character of book debts and 
to make provision for bad and doubtful debts out of profits. 
The amount thus provided out of profits to meet anydo:abtftiI 
or bad debt is called the bad debts reserve. This is a charge
to the profit and loss account, or, in other words, appears on 
the loss side of that a.ecount. 

V.-NOMINAL ACCOUNTS. 

In dealing with nominal accounts, the guiding rule' is 
debit the account with losses and credit it with c..ains. 

If after asking whether a transaction pertaining to a . 
nominal account is a loss or gain, the answer is loss, debit that 
account; and if the answer is gain, credit t~at acc·ount. The 
loss or gain to be determined should be from the Bank's point 
of view. Establishment expenses, contingent charges incurred 
and paid, rent paid or due, taxes paid or due, interest paid and 
due on loans and deposits, bad debts, depreciation on furniture. 
loss on realisation or sale of property, printing and stationery. 
commission, etc., are all losses and are debits to their respective 
accounts. Interest received on loans or deposits, interest on' 
investments, commission earned, gains on realisation or sale
of property, etc., are all gains and are, thenlfore, credits to 
their respective accounts. 

VI.-THE JOURNAL. 

When any transaction is to be recorded, the book-keeper 
has,' we have seen, to ask himself what two accounts are involved.' 
to determine the classes of those two 'accounts, and to debit 
or ~redit them in' accordance with. the principles already' 
explained. Take this transaction, for instance, rr Advanced 
Rs. 1,000 to the Kareli Society." A is a book-keeper mthe. . 
Narsinghpur Cen~ral Bank, who has made the a~vance. From 
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his Bank's point of view, cash goes out to the Kareli Socidy 
which incurs the liapility. The two accounts involved are (i) the 

_ -cash account, and (it) the Kareli Society's account. The cash 
account is a real a.ccount. A asks, therefore, " does the cash come 
in or go out? II The answer 1s "goes out. II Consequently he 
-credits the Bank's cash account. Secondly, the KareliSociety's 
account is a personal account. The question A puts is " does 
the K~reli Society receive or give? .. The answer is ,. it receives." 
A, therefore, debits the account of that society. "A credit, it will 
be understood, automatically gets a debit. The technical 
dressing of the ,above transaction is, as :i<>llows ~-" 

KareU Society Dr. Rs. 1,000 

To Cash Rs. 1,000 

After the words: " To" or " By" in the " Particulars II 
-column of the accounts, A enters the name of the account in 
which the corresponding entry is made. For instance. in the 
KareU Society's account, in the" Particulars" column, the word 
after" To" on the dr. side would be "Cash" ; because the 
<:"orresponding credit entry is in the cash account. Similarly, in 

, the cash account, after the word " By," the wording would be 
•• the KareU Society'S account"; because the corresponding 
debit entry is in that account. 

The above process of" determining the correct debit and 
credit for every transaction and dressing the entries for' the 
respective ledger accounts is called "journalising II and the 
book in which such dressing is recorded is called the" Journal." 
TheJoumal is a subsidiary book. S1tbsidiary books are those 
which dress entries for t~e ledger and are, therefore,' original 
books of entries which are, subsequently, pgsted to the ledger. 
The Cash Book is also a subsidiary book "to the ledger. The 
Ledger is a book which contains the different kinds of accounts 
in detail in their debi~ and credit form. I t is the principal 
book of, acco~nt, and to it the Cash Book, Journal, and other 

'books of original entries are subsidiary. A most important 
rule'in boOK-keeping is that no entry can be made in the Ledger 
unless il has' bee'!' dressed in a subsidiary book. The Ledger,. as 
it Were, is" tot) august a. personage to visit without the formality 
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of gtvmg intimation. A visiting card must be - submitted 
through the orderly b~ks which wait on the ledger. 'The 
process of dr~sing lessens the chance of making wrong entries 
on the Wrong sides of the wrong accounts; and gives the book-
keeper breathing space. , 

The Cash Book is a record of all transactions in debit and 
credit form. The two sides are ealled' dr. and -ct. sides, or 
receipts ~d disbursements sides, or cash amI contra sides. 
respectively. All entries on the dr. side, receipts side, or cash 
side of the Cash' :Sook must be posted to the credit silde' of the 
linked accounts. Similarly, all entries on theer.side, or 
disbursements side, or contra side of the Casn Book must be 
posted to the debit side of the linked accountp. 

Where a Journal is maintained, only casb transactions 
are recorded in the Cash Book. Where a Joumalis not main
tained, all adjustments are, also passed through the Cash Book 

, and in this case. the Cash Book sel'\res the purpose of the JournaL 
The latter method is cumbrous and it is better to keep Doth 
Cash Book and Journal, ' 

When 'an entry is passed through the Cash Baok,it is not 
necessary to say. in the case, for instance, of the transaction 
mentioned above, "Kareli .Society dr. to Cash." It suffices 
to make an entry' on the cr. side of the Cash Book and, in the 
column for "Particulars," to enter the name of the KareH 
Society together with any necessary descriptive matter; such 
a credit entry in the Cash Book when posted to the ledger neces
sarily entails a debit in the Kareli Society'S account., But 
when passing the entry through the journal, both the: debit 
and credit heads must be mentioned as illustrated above. 

Spec~en forms with entries of the Cash Book ;md the 
Journal are given on the next page. 



• 1916 
March 

1916 
March 

1916 
March 

. 
1916 

March 

CASH BOOK.' 
Dr_. ______ ~------------------------------~--------------------Cr. 

I I Folio. 
I 

Folio. Rs. A. P. Rs. A.P Rs. A.P •. Rs. A. P. 

1916 
1 To balance (opening) .. .. 3,000 00 March 1 By Kareli Society Loan 15' ", .. 

2,000 00 , 
~c S.L. 

0 I .. B ance (closing) ·1,000 00 , 

-- ------
3.000 00 3.000 00 

1916 
2 To balance (opening) .. .. 1.000 00 March 2 ~y balance (opening) .. .., 4,000 00 

" Provincial Bank 10 
3.'000 00 7 % Loan a/c. L.L.· ." 

--_. ----
, 

4,000 09 4,000 00 . 
• 

1916 ..JL 
3 To balance (opening) .. ... 4,000 00 March 3 By Kanria Estate 6 % F.D.L. 5.00000 

.. Provincial Bank 10 5.600 
Fixed deposit a/c • I~() 

7 % Loana/c. LL. ... 00 Interest on deposits L.L. 600 00 5.600 00 , .. 
a/c. .. , .. Balance (opening) 4,000 00 

---- ----
9.600 00 9.6 00 00 

4 To balance (opening) ... ... 4,000 00 

"",. 

·8 

> g 
o 
c:: 
Z 
>-I 
III 

> 
Z 
o .., 
~ o n 
I'll o 
c:: 
~ 
!"l 
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TH~ NARSINGHPUR CENTRAL BANK, LIMITED. 

Journal. 

Dr. ____ Cr. 

M 

Year 

I and Date. Particulars. Folio Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 
ontb. 

- --- --I-- --- -. 
1916 

March I Kareli Society. Dr. ~I.ooo S.L. 

To Cash . 40 I 1,000 

For loan advanced to Kareli ' GoLI 
Society this day; repayable 
as follows :-

Rs.' 
1.3-17 300 
1.3-18 3~0 
1.3-19 350 

March 2 Cash Dr. 40 3,000 

To Provincial Bank 7% G':'L. -Loan 
a/c 10 3,000 

Repayable as follows :_ r::-r-Rs. 
1-4-17 1,000 
1-4'18 1,000 
1-4-19 1,000 

March 3 Kauria Estate 6% Fixed 
deposit a/c. Dr. -1i..-. 5,000 

Interest Fixed deposit 
F.D.L. 

on 160 ate. G.L 600 

To Provincial Bank 7% Loan 
10 

5,600 
a/c. r:r::-

(For amount of Fixed deposit 
and Interest thereon repaid 

/ through Provincial Bank.) 

Note :- S. L. means Societies 
Ledger. 

G.L. 
" 

General 

L. L. .. Ledger. 
Loan 
Ledger. 

F. D. L. ,. Fixed . Deposit Ledger . . , 

cs 26 
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VII.-TH~ TRIAL BALANCE. 

'rh~ authenticated papers that support the entries made 
in the subsidiary books are called the vouchers. The items 
supported' by the~e vouchers- are posted in the subsidiary books, 
and the subsidiary books are posted in the ledger. To post 
means to write an entry in an account book on the support of a 
voucher or of an entry in a subsidiary book. When the sub
sidiary books arid the ledgers are thus posted, and when every . 
debit in the ledger accounts has its corresponding credit, it 
follows that ali debits put together must be equal to all credits put 
together. The statement wl1ich verifies the postings and their 
correctness in this way is called a ~~ {ria! balance." This trial 
balance is prepared in two ways; on the gross postings system 
or on the balance system. A trial balance on tlie gross postings 
system is prepared by' totalling the debit side and credit side 
of each individl1al ledger account and putting these totals against 
the head of that account. A trial' balance oil the balance system 
is prepared by totalling the debit side and the credit side, and 
then deducting the smaller from the greater side and entering 
the difference on that side which is heavier. In both cases, 
the dr. and cr. sides of the trial balance must agree; .if they do 
not, there is a ~stake in posting, and before th~ books are 
closed, the mistake must be located. 

The balance of an account is the difference between its 
two sides. If the dr. side is heavier than the cr. 'side, the 
balance is called a dr. balance. If the cr. side is heavier than 
the dr. side, the balante is called the cr. balance. Dr. and cr. 
balanr.es of accou1tlts are put in the dr. and cr. columns of the 
trial balance. 

To close an account means to' balance it, put the balance 
on the lighter side~ thus make the totals of the two sides agree 
and bring down or show the balance~ When the balance at the 
time of closing the account is to be placed on the lighter side 
to make it equal to the heavier side, the dr. balance is put on 
the cr. side and brought down on the dr. side after closing the 
account: and the cr. balance is put on the dr. side at the time 
of closing and brought down on the cr. side after closing the 
account. In...order, therefore, to determine whether the balance 
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is a dr. balance or a. ct. balance~ it .follows thai a dr. balance 
must appear on the cr. side at the time of closing ana be brotighl 
down on the dr. side; conversely, the cr. balance must appear on 
the dr. side at the time of closing and be brought down on the 
cr. side. 

The diagrams below will be useful. 

DR. BALANCE. 
D'.---------'--------------C,. 

This side must be heavier. 
Here the Dr. balance must be 

brought down. 

This side must be lighter. 
Here the Dr. balance must appear 

at the time of Closing. 

, CR. BALANCE. 
Dr. _________________ -'-___ c,.. 

This side must be lighter. 
Here the Cr. balance must appear 

at the time of closing. 

This side must be heavier .. 
Here the Cr. balance must be 

brougbt down. 

VliI.-THE PROFIT AND Loss ACCOUNT AND BALANCE 

SHEET. 

When the trial balance agrees, the book-keeper may 
proceed to make the necessary closirtg adjustments,· such is 
depreciation of furniture, charges incurred but not paid, profits 
due and earned but not received, calculation: of any bad or 
doubtful debts; creation, or increase or decrease of any special 
reserve funds (such as that for bad and d.oubtfut d.ebtsy whtch 
shoUld always exist. He' then makes the necessary debit and 
credit entries iIi the respective accounts, dears 'the suspense 
account as far as possible and prepares the final statements. The 
adjustment accounts will be dealt with later on. When the 
adjustments have been duly made, the book-keeper closes all 
the nominal accounts and carries the dr. balances of such 
accounts to the dr. or loss side of the Profit and Loss account . 

. He also carries the cr. balances of all nominaf accounts to 
the cr. or profit side of the Profit and Loss account. The 
Profit and Loss account is,: therefore, a statement oj the debit 
and credit balances oj aU tnt nominal accounts in the Ledg.ers. 
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The following \ diagram shows what the Profit and Loss account 
contains:~ 

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT. 
Dr.-----------------~ ____ c,. 
Dr. Balances of all Nominal 

Accounts. 

If the balance is net profit. it is carried 
t9 the liabilities side of the Balance 

Sheet. 

Cr. Balauces of all Nominal 
Accounts. 

-
If the balance is net loss. it is carried 

to the assets side of the Balance 
Sheet. 

The dr. balance of the PJ'ofit and Loss account, which in 
\ 

its abbreviated form is known as P. & L. account, is a net loss. 
The cr. balance of the P. & L. account is a net profit. Net profit 
is carried to the liabilities side and net loss to the assets side of 
the Balance Sheet. 

IX.-THE BALANCE SHEET. 

The Balance Sheet is a statement which collects all the dr. 
and cr. balances of all the real, personal and nominal accounts 
from the Ledger. The dr. balances of all real, personal and 
nominal accounts are assets; and the cr. balances of all real, 
personal and nominal accounts are liabilities. 

The assets and liabilities must agree,' when they agree, the 
books are said to have been proved. 

When the assets fall short of the liabilities, and net loss 
appears on the assets side, the concern is said to be insolvent. 
w"hen the assets are more than the liabilities, and the net profit· 

, appears on the liabilities side, the concern is said to be solvent. 
A discharged'insolvent is called a bankrupt. All insolvents are 
not bankrupts. It is the legal discharge which makes an 
insolvent a bankrupt. 

The following diagram shows how a ba1ance sheet is made 
up:-

Liabilili". 

Dr. Balances of all 
Real ales 
. Personal ales ; and 
Profit and Loss air. 

BALANCE SHEET, 

Ass6ts. 

Cr. Balances of all 
Real alcs 
Personal alcs ; and 
Profit and Loss alc 
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Instead of closing and bringing the indiv!dual nominal 
accounts into the Balance Sheet, they are closed and brought 
in the Profit and Loss account (which is also a nominal account), 
and the Profit and Loss account is closed and brought into the 
Balance Sheet. This simply means that all nominal accounts are 
closed and brought into the Balance Sheet. The Balance·Sheet 
is the final statement and it is the test of the worth of a ·concern. 
The principle that every debit must have a corresponding credit 
makes the trial balance agree; it aJso applies to the agreement 
of the two sides of the Balance Sheet. 

CHAPTER II. 

PRIMARY Co-OPERATrvE CREDIT SOCIETIES. . 

I. When a society has been organized, it is necessary to 
prepare an application for registration, or Memora.n~um of 

. Association. The following is the form in use :~ 

.. (1) We, the undersigned (10 or more) persons, residents 
of , and all being a hove 18 years of 
age, request registration as a Co-operative Society with un
limited liability to be called the ,Primary 
Co-operative Society, Unlimited, Tahsil, _______ --
District The Society will carryon its 
operations within the limits of only. 
Its registered office shall be at Post Office. __ _ 
____ Tahsil District ___ ,..--__ 

(2) The object of the Society is to obtain money for its 
members at a cheap rate of interest and to encourage them to 
practise thrift, self-help and co-operation. 

(3) We understand that our liability is joint and several 
and'is unlimited save by the extent of the Society's liability. 

-(4) We undertake to repay all our existing debts- as soon 
after registration as possible and to observe the by-laws which 
enjoin the avoidance of borrowing from any source other than 
our Society. 
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(5) ~y,rther, we have agreed to, and clearly understand, 
tp.e by-laws forxvardedwjth this application, which' have been 
explained to us by , and wey,Q.dertake 
to admit to election as future members only such persons as 
n;tay agree to the by-laws after we .have explained the by-laws 
to the;m. rpe qualification for membership shall be that laid 
~own in the py-Iaws now submitted. 

(6) We hereby declare thattbe information given in the 
forI;tlattached to this application is true and accurate, and 
we sign this applkation for registration in writing or by thumb 
mark after satisfying ourselves that it is true. 

(7) We propose to raise the capital of the Society as 
follows :-

(a) By borrowing from the 
Central Bank. 

tbrougla tbe ,'., ................................................... ; •.•• Circle Union. 

(b) By receiving deposits. 
(6) We agree to get our society affiliated to the 
. .Circle Un,ion and to abide by it~ by-laws which have 

been explain~d to us. 
O~ 

(8) We a~ee to get our Society affiliated to a Circle Union 
as soon as one is formed for the locality in which our Society is 
situated. 

(9) We unCJ.ertake to purchase on behalf of our Society one 
share of Rs. 10 of the Central Bank. . 

Dated the ________ I 91 . 

Name. ~esidence. Occu~atioo. 
Signature or thumb 

impression. 

-

'. -. -
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2. With ihe Memorandum of Associatjon must be sub
mitted ~he Statement of Assets !Uld 1--iabilities, the purpose ,of 
which is to giv~ the Central Ba~k and the Registrar a tolerably' 
correct idea ot the societyJ~ 'posit jon. It is the ,duty of the 
Central Bank, after full consideration of the j,nformation before 
it and after local enquiry, to fix a ma:J;~mum c,redit limit ~or~he 
society as a whole. The credit ~imit for each individual member 
must on no account be fixecl by the Central ~lt: that must 
from first to last be done by the society f,tselj. The rna~IIlul!l 
credit limit fixed for the l?ociety by the Central J3ank i~sub)ect 
to the Registrar's approval. It is not the Registrar's busi~ess 
to assess credit and his approval will g,eperally be given as a 
matter of course. But should a ~ety neglect tpe ord~rs 
passed upon audit notes the Registrar ,can. if he wishes to do 
so, exercise his power of reyision a~d reduce the maximum 
credit limit as a disciplinary measure: Provided Central ~ank~ 
do their duty and keep the societiei under them up to the 
mark, the Registrar will never have to use his s.pecial 
powers. 

In filling up this statement; the Registrar's ,Circula,r 
No. IV of 1912. which is given below should be kept in 
mind. 

The Registrar notes that when forwar4ing applications fo, 
registration the total assets given in column II of the $tatemen' 
of Assets and- Liabilities sometimes include the value of land. 
The value of land should be omitted from this column. All thae 
is required is t,he total of columns 8; 9 and 10; and as regards 
land, details of right, area and rent or revenue are t9 be enterel. 
up in column 7. 

In column 13 only such debts as are secured to the creditor 
by mortgage of land, house or i~oveableproperty are to be 
given; whereas in column IS, unsecured 4eb~s on personal' 
credit ~hould be given. . 

. The most difficult column to fill in is column 12. To arrive 
at a correct figure for this column, it must be remembered that 
out of the average gross income from land or other sources must 
be deducted' the rent of land,' necessary. houSehold. and other 
expenses (such as those ~ CQnp.e~tion with debts already 
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incurred), etc.:' etc. Only the net amounfwh\t.h the member 
. • 1 

can save in a fair average year out of the margiri.~of income left 
t,o, him should be shown. The column should, in fact, furnish 
a reliable estimate of the sum which the membe( can repay to 
th~ society annually from income without borrlJwing elsewhere 
to do sp. If a member cannot repay out of income but has to 
incur debts elsewhere in order to repay his loans"to the society, 
he cannot benefit himself and will inj:ure others by joining a co
operative credit society. The object of the society is to extricate 
its members from debt ; not to prop up hopel~ssly insolvent 
persons. 

3. With the Memorandum of Association ~nd the State
ment of Assets and Liabilities, the organizer must subinit the 
Articles of Associatio;n, or By-laws as they are called, which the 

. society proposes to 'adopt. It is of vital importance that the 
members should really understand the by-laws and some 
organizers give very scanty and insufficient teaching. 

4. With (a) th~ Memorandum of Associition, (b) the 
Statement of Assets and Liabilities and (c) the By-laws, the 
organizer submits a short report in the following form :-

REPORT OF THE ORGANIZER. 

A. q Ike pr%setl sociely ;s agr;tullural :

I. Name of the Malguzar 
2, Name of the Patwari 
3. What is the most important crop and are there any sources of 

irrigation? 
4. Post Office 

B. If Ike -sociely ;s i"tlus/t'ial :-

I. Whether raw material used by the members for their industry is 
purcbased generally for cash or on credit; if on credit, then, 
whether the prices paid are moderate or high? 

2. The nearest market where the finished product is sold? Has 
the finished product a good demand outside the locality? If 
so, where? .,' 

3. Do these people hand over finished products to their creditors . 
If so, do thej get a reasonable price for them? 

• 
Gelferal Remarks. 
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l'ANCHAYAT PROVISIONALLY ELECTED. 

J. Sirpancb 
2, Secretary 

_________ (jrgflnj~~r. 

Daled ___ ---'_----

RECOMMENDATION OF THE CIRCLE UNION TO WHICH TH:$
SOCIETy'IS TO BE AFFILIATED. 

- - -

Secretary of the Circle Union. 
Datu/-_________ _ 

ENDORSEMENT OF THE CENTRAL BANK. 

Hony. Secy., Central Bank, L,td. 
Daletl ________ _ 

ENDORSEMENT OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER. 

Deputy Commissioner. 
Dahd __________ _ 

5. The documents enumerated ab.ove are prepared .in 
triplicate; two sets are submitted to the Registrar, through 
(i) the Secretary of the Circle Union, (ii) the Honorary Secretary 
of the Central Bank, and (iii) 'the Deputy Commissioner of the 
district; the third set is for record in the Central Bank. Every 
society has its complete file, and individual files are maintained" 
for each registered ~ociety (a) in the Registrar's office, ~d 
(b) (for credit societies) in the Central Bank. Special record 
c~rds are kept for each Central Bank and for each credit soci~ty 
in the office of the Provincial Bank. 

6 .. On receipt of the application, the Registrar, if he acceRts-
it, grants a Certificate of Registration. . 
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Wi~h the Ce~tj:G.cate of Regis~ration, tJle Registrar returns 
one copy of the by-laws duly certified under his sjgnature. 

~ 7· After registration, the Central Bank, on behalf of the 
t~ntral Provinces Federation of Co-operative Ban~s, supplies 
the society with the following books and registers :-

(1) Proceedings Book or Minute Book. 
(2) Cash Book. 
b) Ledger of Loa,ns. 
(4) Ledger of Deposits. 
(5) Register of Members. 
(6) Inspection Note Book~ 
{7)' Receipt Book. , 
(8) Pass Books; /one'for the SOCiety in account with the 

Central Bank, and one .each for the individual 
!p-enlbers in account with the society. 

(9}.~ile N"0' I. 
(fo) File No. II. 
(II) Voucher Books. 

Ort ea,cb, l;>ook, a label with the title of the book and the 
name of the society must be ,affixed. The pages of all books 
are to be numbered consecutively before being brought into 
use. 

8. The first, book which the society has to write up after 
registration is the Register of Members in the form given 
below:-

MEMBERS' REGISTER . 

1 .~ ..a.: au a =..a 
"" ""'S .. - II 

Jiallle and father's d - l3 a Date of cessation oi '0 name. u ,2 :!'S of membership. c .. . .. c' =..0: 
~ "" "" -.. oi ';j = II 0 .... 

t! -,. 
~S .. ... II .... 

0 < g: 0 Q :n . 
I~ 

1--""-
I 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9. Under by-law 2 (2) of the society an entrance fee of 
annas eight and the Federation SUbscription of Re. I per member . 
must be collecte,d immediately after registration. Under sec
tion 12 of Act II of 1912,' no me~ber can e:x:ercise his rights as 



such (e.g .• J;le cannot be given a loan) until he has paid thes~ 
dues. Central ;Banks do not give nearly enough attention to 
the requirements of the law in this matter which is important 
throughout the life of a society. !' 

10. When the entrance fees or Federation sut;,scriptions 
are collected, entries are, of course. to· be made in the Cash
Book. The Cash Book maintained by primary societies is. on 
the mahajani system. No columns are prescribed. Each page 
should be cleanly folded exactly in th.e middle; the left hand 
half is for receipts. tile right hand for disbursements. A fresh 
page must be started for each date on which transactions occur. 

II. Entrance fees represent gain and are carried to the 
profit and loss account at the time of closi,og. The Federation 
subscriptions represent neither gain nor loss.' for the society 
merely acts as a -collecting agency on behalf of the Central 
Provinces Federation of Co-op~rative Banks and pays in 
amounts· received on this account to the Centr<.LI Bank which 
again is the treasurer and agent of the Central Provjnces. 
Federation. 

In respect of the- collection of both ~ entrance fees and. 
Federation subscriptions. the personal accounts of the individual 
members making payment should not be credited unless they 
have already been formally debited. Personal . accounts shoulcf; 
not be touched unless a 'transaction creates or extinguishes a 
liability i1~ full or in part. These collections are. the~efore. to 
be credited to the It Entrance fees a/c II and It Fed.eratjon 
subscription alc .. respectively. 

I2. In approaching its Centr~l ;Bank with a request for 
a loan. the credit society observes the followip.g procedure. 
The members of the society. in general JIlceting, fix the borrowing 
limit for every individuaJ member. This limit must be reviseq. 
at least o~e a year and may be revised ~s often as is necessary 
in a general pleeting of members. Ip. fl.xing a credit lim~t. 
I1lemb~rs are ~id~d partly by the haisiyat. * or the .. worth .~ 
of the. ifi(;li~dua1, ~nd partly by his personaJ credit, which is· 

. • Primary Societies hav'e the necessary iocal knowledge and are aware of the value ot" 
worthlessness of the entries in the Haisiyat Register. Cen.tral ~anks have not the neceS. 
sary knowledge. 
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based not so much on real assets as upon considerations of 
character, honesty, and ability to earn and pay. _ The purpose 
of co-operative credit, it must be remembered, is the pledge 
Qf honesty. Societi,es must be carefully taught to conside~ 
particularly (1) their probable requirements for the year ahead, 
(2) the purposes for which loans are wanted, (3) the productive 
or unproductive, necessa~y or unne~essary nature of the 
expenditure contemplated, (4) the behaviour and reputation of 
each member, (5) the period for which the loan will be required, 
and (6) the state of the society's account with the Central Bank. 
Credit limits having been fixed for individual members, the 
total of such credits represents th.e borrowing limits fixed by 
the society for-itself. In this way, unlimited liability can be 
.converted by a society into a liability restncted by its own 
-control. A prudent society will, as a rule, add to the total 'of the 
individual credits a small margin for unforeseen expenditure; but 
-every society must, of course, keep within the maximum limit 
fixed by the Registrar or the lesser limit fixed by the Central 
Bank (see par~graPh 2 above). A copy of the society's 
proceedings fixing credit limits for its individual members and 
for itself must be forwarded without delay to the Central Bank. 
It is then the duty of the Central Bank to consider the society's 
proceedings and to determine upon the merits whether to pass the 
entire credit asked for or not. It is not the duty of the Central 
Bank, however, to deal with the' individual members of the 
society but only with each- society as a whole. The Central 
Bank, therefore, will not attempt to cut down or augment 
credits - fixed by the society for its individual members. If 
revision of detail is necessary, the work must be done by the 
-society itself, the Central Bank merely pointing out any item 
to which it takes objection and giving full reasons in support, 
with a view to the better instruction of the societies for the 
training and teaching of which it is responsible. It is important 
to note that the individual credits sanctioned by a society must 
be placed on record in the office of the Central Bank where they 
are required for future reference. When the business of credit 
fixation has been finally settled, the Central Bank must inform 
the society of the amount up to which its drawings will be met. 
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13. Societies are not all on the same level of co-operative 
efficiency. In the early stages of a society's career, it-~ay be 
absolutely necessary for the Central Bank to protect the weaker 
members against the' influence of one or two of the. stronger 
members. It is always the duty of. the Central Bank to guard 
against the abuse .of credit and, at first, interference in detail 
may be unavoidable. Remembering, however, that self-help 
is tlie goal which Co-operation aims at, a good Central Bank 
will always be at pains to develop by every means in~its power 
the capacity of the societies under it for their own self-govern
ment and self-management. It is only when primary societies 
have been thoroughly well instructed and have gained practical 
experience that they are fit for the next step in development, 
viz., their grouping into Circle Unions. Where a Union already' 
exists, it should be made the medium for propagandist work 
within .the area of its operations and all new societies should be 
affiliated to it, it being the duty of the Union to give the neces
sary supervision and training to new societies within its sphere 
of influence. . Unless, however, societies are included in Circle 
Unions, it is not safe to allow them to make use of the voucher 
system. Arrangements to pay money into and to take 
money from the Central Bank will, therefore, have to remain 
a matter for mutual agreement in the case of societies 
which are not affiliated to a Circle Union. Thus, the Central 
Bank will after sanctioning the credit limit •. leaye the society 
itself to carry out the actual distribution and collection .of its 
loans. 

14. Where a Union of primary societies exists, the Central 
Bank will.- so far as possible, deal with the Union as a whole 
and not with the individual primary societies which are the 
members of the Union. The procedure to be followed after the 
Central Bank has sanctioned the credit limit for a Circle Union 
is laid down in by-law 25 of the by-laws for the Circle Union 
of Primary Co-operative Credit Societies. It is most important 
that individual members of the primary societies should be 
told that vouchers presented by them will not be cashed at the 
office of the Central Bank except when acc~mpanled by the 
pass book belonging to the individual member presenting his 
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voucher for encashment. It is the business' of the clerk or the 
accountant in the C~ntral Bank o~ce to refer to the papers 
which deal in detail with th~ credits. granted by the primary 
society to its individual members, by the Circle Union to the 
primary society, and by the Central Bank to the Circle Union, 
and to see that the demand made is within the limits sanctioned 
"to' the iIidividual member, the primary society, and the Circle 
Union. 'These If credit lists" are submitted by the pri~ary 
societies to the Union, and are passed on by the Union to the 
Central Bank in support of its own demand for credit. It is, 
Qf course, the duty of' the Central Bank to work within the 
maximum limits fixed by the Registrar for Unions and for 
individual societies. It must be explained here that although 
vouchers can be 'sent to Unions for distribution to primary 
societies to the full extent of the credit sanctioned :for the Union 
as a whole, this does not do away with the obligation w'hich the 
individual societies are under to granf loans to their members 
for approved purposes only, each request for a specific loan 
being considered by the society and granted or rej ected irres
pective of'the credit limits sanctioned in favour of the individual 
member .• Neither the Central Bank nor the Union will, how
ever, interfere in detail with' applications made by individual 
members to their societies for (a) credit, and' ('b) -loans within 
this credit. Once the Union has passed and guaranteed the 
credits asked for by its constituent societies, it stands on one 
side and merely transmits to each society the vouchers received 
from the Central Bank. The Panchayats of the societies 
distribute the vouchers, as occasion may arise, in response to 
the needs of the individual members. 

FRONT ot VOUCHER. 
No. __________ Dated ______ I 9'--__ _ 

We, the, ____________ Co-opeI'ative Society 
Registered No. District _________ _ 
promise to pay to the Central Bank, Limited, at _____ _ 
the sum of Rs. with' interest at ______ _ 
per cent. per annum, with yearly rests value received __ _ 

Secretary. 
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REVERSE or VOUCHER. 
_________ -____ Circle Union Registered 

No. ________ District. ___ -'--___ .:-.. __ _ 

guarantees this loan. 
The amount of this voucher may be paid to' ____ _ 

_____ .-..:... ______ Co-operative Society Registered 
No. DistrictL.. ___________ , I sign for 

and on behalf of the said Union. 

Union Secretary. 

15. The grant of blank cheques to societies has been 
attempted by some Central Banks but without much success. 
In the first place. the cheque is a document which is dangerous 
in the hands of a dishonest man. In the second place, very 
few societies are advanced enough to make use of blank cheques 
which have to be filled in. In the third place, t~e control of 
credit afforded by the Use of cheques is incomplete and un
satisfactory. The grant of a cheque bOOK pre-supposes that 
the officers of the p~ society are not likely to abuse their 

. powers. In the fourth place. it is possible to teach even illiterate 
people the enct value of specially designed and coloUred 
vouchers. whereas it is extremely difficult to teach them the 
proper use of cheques. Fifthly, it will be seen that the procedure 
laid down in respect of the voucher system simply amounts to 

. tlie issue of vouchers instead of actual cash. The advantages 
to_ be gained by the voucher ~ystem are (a) that the grant of 
credit is kept under complete control, and (b) that the disburse
ment of cash can be made to suit the tiIile and convenience of 
the individual members of the- primary' societies. 

16. The adoption of the voucher system necessitates tlie 
keeping of cash in hand by Central Banks with which to honour 
vouchers on presentation. A systematic Central Bank will 
guard against any failure to cash vouchers on presentation by 
fixing definite dates within which members of particular socie
ties are expected to draw their money from the Central_Bank 
It is nof necessary to lay down a hard-and-fast rule that no 
voucher shall be cashed: unless it is' presented withm the period
specified. Societies should, however, be brought on' tC) a roster, 
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and members s~ould be informed that unless they present 
vouchers wit:pin the time allotted to their society, they may be 
kept waiting for payment. Central Banks by taking a little 
thought and care can easily work the voucner system without 
any dislocation of business; 

17. It is customary to authenticate payments made to 
individual members by their signatures or thumb impressions 
entered in the society's Cash Book opposite the entry regarding 
the loan advanced. The instalments fixed for repayment are 
also entered in the Cash Book opposite the entry of disburs~
ment. 

_ Pass books are issued to societies and to individual members 
of societies. 

It is most important that the societies and members should 
be taught to produce their pass books whenever business is to bf} 
transacted, and that every effort should be made-to keep the 
pass books up-to-date in respect of the information which they 
contain. The pass book is intended to furnish an authenticated 
copy of its owner's account as that account stands in the ledger 
of· the Bank or of the society as the c~se may be. Inspecting. 
officers should always question members closely in order to 
ascertain wh ether they know how their accounts stand. Every 
Secretary of a society i~ expected to be master of the contents 
of the society'.s pass book, and every member of a society is 
expected to understand how his account actually stands. 
Members are also expected to display an intimate acquaintance' 

'with the state of each other's accounts, thus showing whether 
the mutual control of credit is real or not. 

18. As regards payrpents to Central Banks by societies 
affiliated to Unions, a reference is invited to by-law 25. of the 
by-laws for Circle Unions. It is important that Central Banks 
should give facilities to the members of societies to make 
repayments whenever they happen to have money in hand. 
It is equitable that a man should be called on to discharge his 
d~bt as soon as he is in a po~ition to do so. The procedure 
laid down for repayment in the by-law, just referred to, is equally 
applicable to societies which are not enrolled in membef:ship 
of Circle Unions. When repayments ale made, they are as a 
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rule tendered in. the office of the Central Bank, and a careful 
system of check is employed in order to make sure that credit 
is given in full for all payments. As soon· as a member comes 
to the Central Bank office with his money and his pass book, 
the accountant. in the Central Bank prepares a challan in trip"" 
licate and sends the member with the challan to the Bank's 
Treasurer. lhe Treasurer receives the money from the member 
for credit of the Bank, keeps one· copy of the challan; and 
returns the other two duly signed. The second copy· of the 
challan is the hand receipt. The third challan is brought 
back to the Central Bank office by the member where •. in 
return, . he gets his own pass book; and that of his society 
written up. . 

The following are the book entries in respect of the transac.
tions completed in the course of the procedure explained 
above:- # ... 

(I) When· loans are taken by a socjety, they are entered 
on the receipt side of the Cash Book and the loan account of 
the Central Bank. or if the society is affiliated to a Circle Union, 
the loan account of the~Circle Union is credited With the 
amount. 

(2) When loans are distributed to individual members. 
entries are made on the disbursement side of the. C~sh Book 
and the individual borrowing members' personal accounts are 
debited. 

(3) When loans are repaid by individual members. they 
are entered on the receipt side of the Cash Book and the indivi., 
dual members' personal accounts are credited. 

(4) When repayments are made to the Central Bank. they 
are entered on the disbursements side of ihe Cash Book and die 
loan account of the Central Bank or of the Circle Union as . the 
case may be is debited. 

1:9. Interest is charged by Central Banks at the rate of 9% 
. per annum to the primary societies; the Circle Unions merely act 
as guaranteeing and assessing or, perhaps, as distributing agencies; 
and the societies lend at 12% to their individual members. 
Interest on all loans runs fr~m the date on which the money 

CS 27 
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leaves the creditor's hands to the date on which he receives 
it. back, irrespective of the dates on which the debtor actually 
receives or repays It; the interest for periods of transit is paid 
by the debtor. Thus, interest on loans from Central Banks 
runs from the date on which the Banks disburse the money. 
If a society does not distribute money to its members promptly. 
it has to bear the loss. Members only pay interest on their 
loans from the date on which the money is actually received 
by them. The payment. and appropriation of interest have 
been the subjects of much discussion. Some co-operative 
bankers advocate the katmiti or daily balance system; others 
favour the rule that whenever payments are made, appropria
tion is first to be made towards interest due, the balance going 
to principal; some maintain that interest up to date, whether 
due or not due should be deducted from each repayment; others 
urge that interest should be collected on the· date of the 
promised instalments only; a few go still further and plead 
that interest should be collected only on the promised instal
ments, on the date on which the instalments fall due, and 
not on the whole amount of the loan; and yet others urge 
its capitalisation every year on the 30th June whether due 
or not. 

The main points are that annual interest should be charged, 
that what is intended to be simple should not be turned into 
compound interest. and that the system should work equitably 
for borrower and lender alike. 

The introduction of the system of Circle Unions of Primary 
Societies necessitates the adoption of one uniform procedure. 
and the katmiti or daily balance system is alone suitable. It is, 
therefore, necessary to lay down that all payments(a) by members 
to a society, (b) by a society to a Circle Union or Central 
Bank, (c) by a Circle Union to a Central Bank, and (d) by a 
Central Bank to the Provincial B.ank are to be credited to 
principal throughout the year, interest calculated on the Uaily 
balances being debited to the loan account once a year on the 
30th June. 

The following is an example of interest calculation on the 
katmiti, or daily balance system;-
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CENTRAL BANK LOAN ACCOUNT. 

MODth.1 Date. Particulam. Dr. Cr. Balance. I Days. Product. 

1916- Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. 1'., 
March I -By cash .. 1.000 00 1,006 o 0 61 61.000 

April 30 By cash .. 3.000 00 4.000 0 6 31. 124.000 

May 3 1 To cash 500 00 .. 
3.500 0 0 IS 52 .500 

June IS To cash 1.000 00 .. 2.500 0 0 IS 37.500 
---

JUDe 30 By interest .. 67 12 II 2.567 I2 II .. 275.000 

----
JUDe 30 By balance .. 

brought down. 
I .. 
I 

3.567 12 II .. .. 

. 
On the 30th June, the total of the products is taken, and 

interest is then very easily calculated by reference to the. book 
of Interest Tables supplied by the Central Provinces Federation. 
in vernacular, to all Central Banks for use by their Accountants 
and Society Moharrirs. The rule is :-

Products x rate of interest 
Interest 

36,500 
In ~he above instance, interest on the '30th June at 9% 

amounts to 27;';:9 = R;>. 67-12-II. By crediting this to the 
loan account on the 30th June, the credit balance is increased 
by that amount. A very important question, then. is " has this 
amount been paid in cash?" Looking at the payments made, 
viz., Rs. 1,500 during the year, we find that they are far in 
excess of the amount of interest. The adjusted position, there
fore, is as under :-

Interest paid 
Principal paid 

TOTAL 

Rs. A. P. 

67 12 II 
1,432 3 I 

1,500 0 0 

It will be seen that by this method, the b~ITower gets 
interest on all payments made by him during the year up to 
30th June; whereas, if interest had been appropriated during 
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the year, out of'payments made during the year, he would have 
lost interest on tb:ose payments. 

20. Societies accept deposits from their own members· 
and will, when sufficiently advance~, accept them from non
members also. Primary societies'- pay 9% per annum 'on 
deposits. When a deposit is received, it is shown as a receipt 
in the Cash Book and the depositor's personal account is credited. 
Members' personal deposit accounts must be maintained in a 
separate ledger which is called the Ledger of Deposits, and 
deposit entries should, on no account, be made in the members" 
loan account maintained in the Ledger of Loans.' At the same
time the Society Moharrir, if the deposit is made in the village, or 
the Bank Clerk, if it is made in the Bank for the credit of the 
society's account, must write up the deposit account on the 
left hand side of the member's pass book. When a deposit is 
withdrawn, it is shown as a payment in the Cash Book, and the 
depositor's personal account in the Ledger of Deposits and 
in the pass book is debited. Wheh interest is compounded 
on a deposit account, it is shown as a payment in the Cash Book 
on account of interest and as -a loss in the interest account; 
again, it is treated as a receipt and shown as a fresh. 
deposit received in the member's account in the Ledger of 

. Deposits and the pass book. When interest is paid in cash .. 
it is shown as a payment in the Cash Book and debited to interest 
account, no entries being made in the member's deposit account. 
Deposits carry interest and they must not lie idle as cash in 
hand with the society. The money should either be lent out 
immediately to members or be paid to the Central Bank thus. 
reducing the debt to the Central Bank by a corresponding amount. 

21. Every society has to purchase a share in the Central 
Bank to which it is affiliated. This share is, as a general rule,. 
paid for out of profits. But. the society has no profits on the 
day on which it is registered; The value of the share can. 
therefore, be shown as a loan ftom the Central Bank by crediting 
the Central Bank's Joan ac<?ount and by opening and debiting 
a separate account for the share. This share represents aa 
investment and is therefore' a real account, showing an asse~. 

When at the close of the year, the Profit and Loss account is-
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calculated the full value of the share is entered as paid up. 
debiting the Central Bank's loan account and crediting -Cash. 
The Profit and Loss acco~nt is not charged with the value of tp'~ 
share and the net profit is not reduced, pecause by investing 
the profit in the purchase of a share, no loss is sustai:J1ed. One 
kind of asset has become another kind of' asset ; cash (which 
is an asset) being reduced, and a' new asset (in the shape of a: 
share) being created. 

By-law 2 (4) for primary societies lays down tha,t every 
borrowing member must purchase a share of Rs. 5 if!. th~ Central 
Bank for every Rs. 50 or part pf Rs. 50 which he may owetQ 
his society. The value of this s;lass.of sp'ares, if not pa~din cash 
at the time of purchase, is debited by the Centr'l-l l3an~ to ,the 
society's loan accouJlt, and by the society, 4t its tq.rn, to·tl;l~ 
individual member's loan a,~counts, entries being mfl.q.e in th,e 
Cash Book both on the receiptsan4 disbursemeIl-ts side, in the 
pass books of the members, and in the pass book of th~ society. 
The value thus becomes part of the ordinary loan, and as r~payT 
ments are made the loan accouilt of the membeT,is~r~4ited~ 
and that of the Central Bank debited. 

22. The admission of new members can only be ,~ade in' 
accordance with the by-laws. A formal resoJutjop. /llust be 
recorded in the Society's Proceedings :Book, th.~ ~eIPr1?er~nqst 
sign his name (or affix his thumh-mark) in the Register of 
Members, and he must pay his entrance fee and ;Federa,tioQ. 
subscription. Until all this has .been done, /llembership is ,nqt 
complete, and no loans can. be legally marie except to a, fully 
fledged member. * A statement of the PeW mem.ber's ,assetsan<l 
liabilities must then be sent to the Central ~ank together :with 
.a copy of the society's 1"esol~tion granting him admi~siop. 
The society must then fix the new mem'Qer's credit 'limit .and 
inform the Circle Union and the Central Bapk Should an -' ,'. " 

increase in the society's credit limit be necessitated by new 
admissions, the society must apply, in the. usual way, to tij,e 
Central Bank through the Circle Union (if there is ope), Or 
directly if there is no Circle. Union . 

• Vidll Section I2 of t.he Act. 
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23. Members may withdraw from the societ'y if they'have 
paid up all their dqes to the soci.t;ty ; not otherwise. A member 
wishing to withdraw shou~d first settle his loan account with 
interest thereon up to date, pay up the full value of the share
or shares he may hold in the Central Bank, and settle his other 
liabilities, ~.g., that for the Federation subscription. His. 
deposits will then be paid by ,the society with interest up to 
date or be deducted from the net .amount payable by him to 
the society. Under Section 20 of the Act the society has a 
charge upon the shares and deposits of members and past 
members. A resolution should then be recorded in the 
Proceedings Book approving of the withdra wal,.and a copy sent 
to the Circle Union and Central Bank. Columns 9 and 10 of the 
Register of Members should also be, filled in, making reference 
to the resolution approving of withdrawal in column No. 10~ 

The member should be given clearly to ,understand (if he does. 
not know it already), that he will continue to 'De liable for a 
period of two years for the debts of the society as they stood 
on the day of his withdrawal. . 

,24. On the death of members, immediate steps should 
,be taken to get the successors to their estates el1rolled in mem
bership provided they are eligible, and to transfer to them the
accounts of the deceased. Minor sons of a deceased member can , -
be admitted if represented by a guardian. A resolution should 
be recorded in the Proceedings Book admitting the successor or 
successors of the deceased. Columns 9 and 10 of the Register 
of Members must be filled iIi, and the fact of death recorded' 
against the deceased member's name. The name of the succes
sor or successors must be entered and signatures or thumb
impressions taken. No entrance fee will be charged to suc
cessQrs in interest. If. however, the successors of the deceased 
member are unwilling to join the . society or if the society does 

" \) 
not want to admit them, steps must be taken to recover the 
amount due by the deceased'member. A deceased member's 
property is liable for his debts to the society for a period of one' 
year after death (see Section 24 of the Act). But if this
property has passed into the hands of a non-member recovery 
will have to pe by_means .of regular suit. 
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25. If 'i} ~ember is expelled for bad conduct or for any 

other reason' ,in accordance with the by-laws, he Ip.ust forthwith 
discharge aU:his liabilities to the society. A resolution must 
be recorded in the Proceedings Book of the Society giving the 
reasons for the member's expulsion and entries should be made 
in columns 9.and 10 of the Register of Members. In this case 
the Registraf can be asked to grant an award against the 
member if he. is not willing to pay. Even after expulsion, a 
past member-is liable for the debts of the society, ,as they 
stood on th~ date of his eXP'!llsion, for a peri04 of two 
years. .., 

26. Seri9us disputes between members and the society, 
or betwee~ th~'Soclety and the Circle Union or the Central Bank, 
or between the Circle Union and the Central Bank, may, if 
they cannot b'e amicably settled, be referred to the Registrar for 
decision. The Registrar will, however, not treat such ref~rences 
as a matter of course; he may, in fact, refuse his assistance in 
cases in which a needless reference has been made. The 
Registrar's decision is final and binding on all parties., When 
a request for· an award is to be made, an application stating 
the facts of 'the case, together with a copy of the account of • the party against whom the award is sought, should be sent to 
the Registrar through the Central Bank. The Registrar fixes 
a date for hearing and issues notices to the parties concerned to 
appear before him. Should they fail to appear, the Registrar 
proceeds to decide the dispute. ' 

Awards must be filed in the nearest civil COUN having 
jurisdiction by the Sirpanch or Secretary of the society or by 
some other thember duly authorised by formal resolution of 
the society (see By-law 20 of the by-laws for primary societies). 
The civil court is asked to issue a decree in t.erms of the award, 

• and the necessary process fees, etc., must be paid. What is 
avoided is the expense and delay of a contested suit, and, 
perhaps, the further expense and delay of an appeal. The 
award procedure is, however, not intended as a means by 

-which bad and reckless societies may avoid the inevitable 
consequences of lending money to members unworthy of 
credit. 
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It must be understood that the Registrar does~.iiot entertain 
applications made by a society for awards againstlJfs individual 
defaulting members; unlesS' the society has bee~punctual in 
its payments to the Central Bank. Joint respo~~ibility must 
be enforced; and if, when money is due to the ~~ntral Bank, 
some members fail to pay their dues to the societjr. it is for the 
oth~ members to see fhat the society, as a wll?ie, keeps its 
promises and preserves its good name. Mutual: discipline is 
what is wanted. ~. 

27. Every society must maintain a HaisiY'it Register in 
the standard form prescribed by the Registrar .• It should be 
filled in by the Annual General Meeting -of m~mbers. The .. (-
entries .concerrung each member are to be discuss~d and passed 
b j the General Meeting, and every member has' to sign or 
affix his thumb mark against the entries concerning him in 
token of correctness. •. 

The Haisiyat Register is a private and con.fi~{mtial record, 
and it cannot be produced in a civil court or be:inspected' by 
any officer of Government without the express. permission of 
the Registrar. This is because under an implled pledge of 
secrecy correct information is furnished by mem~ers to their 
bankers (i.e., their societies); and it is again:;t the public 
interest that any use should be made of such information for 
any purpose not directly' connected with the business of the 
society. 

The Haisiyat Register is at best a rough and inaccurate 
statement of the society's assets and liabilities, and its true 
purpose is to furnish an index of progress for thl society as a 
whole and for the individual members. The Registrar has on 
many occasions pointed out the extreme danget involved in 
the use of the Haisiyat Register as a guide to, credit. There is ,.. 
no safe substitute for that intif}ate local and personal knowledge 
which is indispensable to the accurate assessment. of personal 
credit. The society alone can assess the credit of lts individual 
members; any other agency must err and be too liberal or too 
parsimonious. But the Haisiyat Register is, for administrative 
and educative reasons, a record of great value, and particular 

. ~ 

-attention should be given to its regular and accur~te upkeep. 
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NOTE.-Tbis form is to be filled up by the Secretary of the Society or by a Federation servant, or Director of the Central Bank on the 30th June each year. 

are correct ani\:the entries are to be discussed and passed by the members of the Society in general meeting. 
Every member is to sign entries concerning him in token Ihat they 
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28.. The following form of mortgage deed is presc~bed 
by the Central Provinces Federation and approvedby~ the 
Registrar for general use:-

Mortgage Deed. 

The mortgagee Sirpanch of the village co-oper:;ltive qedit 
society, unlimited, No: __ of 19I.~ .. ~mouza,_,~ .. ..",. ... ~. ~_~"-'-_ 
Circle No. __ Pargana • TahsjJ._~_----:..~-
District, __ ..o.-_--:-___ .,.--,-_____ ~_:_'_-~_-'--_ 

The Mortgagor __ ~---=..:...--_:_:_-"-'--'-'-:-~---'-· , sQn' (If 
_'--___ ~------. caste,_---__ ~___.,..._:_·. age 
______ • ___ 1. occupatiqn. " 

Whereas I have this day borrowed from thea~presaid so~i~ty 
the sum of Rs. (Rupees ---___ :.......,--7..,....,.,....,.-

-. ____ . ___ ). I agree to repay the same as follows :-

DETAILS OF REPAYMENT. 

Date, Month, and Year . Principal. Interest. Total •. .. 

I 
Interest at rupee one per cent. per mensem, i.e., 12 per .cent. 

per annum will be paid on the amount borr.owed. Tlle socjety 
,yill have the right to appropriate the repayment first to;nterest 
due. All repayments made by me shall be entered in .my pass 
book and I shall not be. entitled to' credit fof any pa.yment not 
entered in my pass book. As a security for the aforesaid .'Ioan, 
I hereby mortgage my property described below to the said 
society, and agree that the said property will not be mortgaged, 
gifted, sold or otherwise transferred till the . liquidation of the 
aforesaid debt in full. I hereby guarantee that the mortgaged 
property is not mortgaged, gifted, leased or sold to ariy~ody. 

I 
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If it' be found that the mortgaged property is transferred to 
anybody else I may be held guilty under the law. In the event 
of my failure to repay the amount borrowed with interest at the 
stipulated time, or in the event of my being found guilty of 
breach of any rules or by-laws of the soCiety, or in the event 
of my leaving the society or bejng expelled therefrom, the . 
. society will 1).ave the right to recover the whole amount with 
interest at once. It is stipulated that the rules and regulations 
of the society that are in force at present, or that may hereafter 
come into force, will govern this mortgage deed. The society 
shall have the right to recover the amount due by me with 
interest by auctioning the mortgaged property and should there 
be a deficit, I hereby agree to make good such deficit with 
interest thereon, personally or from my other property. 

We (sureties} ________________ _ 

of _____________ Tahsi ... 1 _______ _ 

District do stand surety and stipulate 
that in the event of the debtor's failing to repay the aforesaid 
loan we undertake to repay the same personally and out of 
our property. It is further agreed that in the event of there 
being a default in the payment of instalments as detailed above 
and if there arises any dispute between us and the society, 
we agree to and hereby appoint ~he Registrar, Co-operative 
Societies, Central Province~and Berar, an arbitrator and agre~ 
to abide by his decision in the matter, and his decision will be 
treated as an award and the society will have the right to get 
a decree from the Civil Court in the terms of the award and 
recover the decretal amount. 

Executed this, ______ day of __ _ 
in the year ___________ with full knowledge 

and understanding. 

Details of mortgaged property. 
1. _________ Witness. 2. _____ _ 
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Mortgages of transferable rights in land are extr~mely 

useful provided they are in favour of the society and not of the
Central Bank. A Bank saddled with the possession of land.is, 
almost invariably, a Bank saddled with loss. P~ragraphs 66~ 
67,68 and 69 of the Report of the Committee on Co-operation 
in India arc given below:-

66. It will be convenient for us here to explain briefly the attitude ot 
co-operative institutions towards real security. It is 

c!.~~~ti::Sc!:~J:s. a central principle of co-operation that security should 
be personal; that is, that it should depend primarily 

on the man and his sureties and not on his property. Theidea of personal 
security, however, implies the power of a member to repa.y, and this in its 
turn depends on his capacity as a worker, his honesty of character, and the 
amount of his property. A Co-operative Society differs from an ordinary' 
money-lender in that it takes cognizance of all three factors, while the latter 
looks at the last only. There is nothing unco-operative in the hypothecation 
of immovable property, so long as it is recognized that personal sec1.J!ity 
must be given and that the borrower's property is only a $econdary or collateral 
protection. It follows from this that, when tangible property is accepted as 
security for a loan, it should be taken in addition to the instruments. executed 
by the borrower and his sureties and. not in place of them; and we think that 
the existence of a pledge or mortgage should not absolve societies from taking
sureties also or from proceeding, in case of default, against the sureties before
taking action against the property. 

67. Movable property, such as cattle or carts. is somet4nes taken as: 
security, and it may incidentally be noted that as the· 

H~:::;:~~.f mov- system of cattle insurance extends, the value of 
cattle as security will be enhanced. There are cases 

where other kinds of' movable property are accepted, but the practice ot 
hypothecating this class of property is uncommon. With regard to the 
hypothecation of shares we would wish to remark that we consider it undesirable 
that any society should permit its members to hypothecate their shares in the 
society as security for loans, because in such cases the society can only enforce 
the security by diminishing its II owned" capital and thereby reducing its 
general credit and the security of creditors. 

68. As noted above, the mortgage of land should only be regard~d as a. 
form of collateral security in addition to sureties. In-

Mortgage of Land. some provinces more general use has been made of 
mortgages than in others and in our opinion they have 

been more freely employed than is necessary. Though the practice, as we 
have said, is not in essence unco-operative and is in fact growing more common 
in Germany, it should be resorted to sparingly. It is justified in cases where 
land has been redeemed with the money advanced, as the new mortgage simply 
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takes the place of th,e old one, and also in cases of large or long-term loans 
where th,ere is some risk in relying only on the personal element. In view of 
the unlimited liability of ' the members; a borrower's landed property is indeed 
always liable to sale in order to make good any default, and the main object 
'Of taking a formal mortgage is to prevent the alienation of the property to 
-outside parties. We have found cases in which mortgages of the whole of' 
their 'and. have been made by the members of societies to societies' and by 
whole societies to unions-especially in tracts newly colonized or irrigated
in order toprotect the society from alienation to outsiders. The object of the 
societies in such cases is ordinarily to bind allthe members together in a single 
self-contained body of borrowers and the motive is a high sense of co-operative 
-unity. So long as the practice remains entirely voluntary we see no objection 
,to its adoption from the point of view of co-operative organization. Mortgages 
as a rule should be without possession, as this forms a sufficiently unimpeach-' 
able security, and societies are by their nature unfitted to manage land cor-
porately. In some places societies take a mortgage with possession, and relet 
tne land to the ~ortgagor for an annual sum covering the instalment of the 
loan and the Covernment land revenue demand; but this method seems to us 
to be cumbrous and to be unnecessary, unless it is done as part of a scheme 
for the co-operative management of land. 

69· Owing to the laws prevalent in certain, tracts for the protection of the 
peasantry, it is not always possible for a Co-operative 

Concession in cases where S . t t bt' l'd rt h' h . alienation is forbidden. oCle y 0 0 am a va I mo gage on w IC It can· 
• sue for sale. The society has ordinarily in Bombay, 

Berar, Madras, Coorg, Burma, Assam, Ajmer. and the Punjab to deal with the 
$mall occupant or landholder: while in Bengal, Billar and Orissa, the Central 
Provinces and United Provinces its main constituents are tenants with a more 
-or leSS secure right of occupancy. In the first five of the ,Provinces above
named there is usually (putting aside special cases and special tracts) no 
,-difficulty in obtaining a valid mortgage and suing for sale in default of 
payment. and in certain cases in Coorg and Burma a Co-operativc Society is 
by a special order enabled to obtain a mortgage on land. In Ajmer 
a mortgage without posse!:>sion can be obtained but, as sale in execution is 
forbidden, the only remedy in default is for the society to be placed in possession 
for a term of years; and the same would appear to hold good as regards the 
land of a member of an agricultural tribe in the Punjab. It is, however, with 
regard to occupancy tenants that the difficulties regarding this form of security 
.are most keenly felt. In the Agra Provinc~ an occupancy tenant car.. mortgage 
to co-sharers only: in the Central Provinces a mortgage by an occupancy 01' 

;ordinary tenant in favour of a society can be voided at the instance of the heir 
O()l' co-sharer and no decree can be passed, for the sale in execution of a right of 
·occupancy or of ordinary tenant rights: while in Bengal and Billar a society 
-can only obtain a valid mortgage from an occupancy tenant in cases where a 
{;ustom can be proved establishing the tenant's right to mortgage, and a custom 
allowing such a right in the absence of the landlord's consent is said to be very 
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difficult to prove. It has been represented to us that in the case of occupancy 
tenants a society should be specially entitled to obtain a mortgage and (subject 
to certain safeguards in respect of the sub-division of holdings and the right of 
the landlord to object to the transferee) to bring the land to sale in execution. 
It is contended that the restrictions which are intended to guard against 
rapacious money-lenders are out of pla~e when the mortgagee is a benevolent 
co-operative society, and .that in any case the power of sale woUld only be
exercised in rare and extreme instances. It is further urged that, as a society 
has under the law a prior claim on crops grown with the aid of a loan given for 
seed or manure, there can be no objection in principle to its having a lien on. 
land, at any rate in respect 0.£ land freed from enclllilbrance by loans made 
for the repayment of old debts. The question is, of course, one which has to be
considered in connection with the general tenancy arrangements of the provin,ces 
concerned. but our feelirig is that if arrangements can be made with the
concurrence of the landlord class to secure this concession for societies in areas 
where they would ordinarily be unable to obtain a mortgage, there can be no
reasonable objection to it on the mere ground that the concession is not enjoyed.. 
by other creditors. EVidence has been given to us of the extr~meiasecurity 
of tenure in certain tracts, and. without desiring to enter into a question beyond.. 
th~ scope of our report. we feel that we are justified in pointing out that unlesS' 
a tenant, who is a member of a co-operative society, has a reasonable assurance
of continuing in enjoyment Of his holding, and is free from the liability of having 
hiS earning power suddenly terminated without any fault on his part. it is. 
impossible to invest much money in financing him through co-operation. 

- 29. Sections 35 to 38 of the Act should be made clear to the 
members of the primary societies. "All officers and members. 
of the society shall furnish such information in regard to the
affairs of the society as the Registrar or the person authorised 
by the Registrar may require." Section· 37 empowers the· 
Registrar to charge the society with the costs of an investigation.· 
The Registrar will, of course, only exer~ise his powers with one
object in. view, namely, the health of the co-operative system. 
If societies behave well, they will be treated well. But the best 

'of rice crops must be weeded; and it is the duty of the Registrar
and of all responsible for the welfare of the movement to root 
up weeds and destroy them. 

30. The Reserve Fund of a primary Co-opetative Credit 
Society is the whole of its accumulated net profits. Societies. 
with unlimited liability are not permitted to"divide any profits. 
amongst their members. The by-laws dealing With the Reserve
Fund are intended to secure the:! maximum efficiency of 
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-co-operative effort as an agency for the permanent advancement 
of the village, the creation of local capital, and the progressive 
economic betterment of posterity. Central Banks collect 
interest from societies at 12 per cent., but of this 12 per cent. 
one quarter is sent to the Registrar, through the Provincial 
Bank, for investment in gilt edged securities. The meaning 
and objects of the Reserve Fund must be clearly and constantly 
explained to the members of societies. 

31. The co-operative year in the Central Provinces and 
Berar ends on the 30th June, on which date all accounts are 
closed, and the Profit and Loss statements and Balance Sheets 
prepared. Interest at 12 per cent. should.be C'alc.ulated on all 
the loan accounts of the members of primary societies up to the 
30th June and be debited to those accounts and credited to 
interest ~ccount. Should the repayments made by a member 
during the year, and credited to principal according to the 
katmtli system, equal or exce~d the total amount of interest 
up to the 30th June, there is no interest due. If, however, the 
total repayments fall short of the interest, the deficit is interest 
due. Similarly, interest on all deposit accounts should be 
--calculated at 9 per cent. and be credited to the deposit accounts 
and debited to interest account as a loss. Interest on the 
-Central Bank loan account should be calculated up to the 30th 
June and be debited to interest account and credited to the 
-Central Bank loan account. If the total repayments made 
by the society during the year to the Central Bank equal or 
exceed the interest which has accrued up to the 30th June, no 
interest" is due on the 30th June to the Central Bank. If, 
:however, they fall short, the deficit is interest due to the Central 
Bank. Dividend earned on the society's share in _the Central -
-Bank should be taken as profit in the Profit and Loss statement. 
-The loan accounts of all the members should then be debited 
with the Re. I Federation subscription and the Central Bank 
loan account credited. This means that the repayments made 
by members during the year in~lude the Federation subscription 
paid in advance' Jor the next year. Should, however, the 
repayments fall short of the total interest and Federation 
-.sUbscription, the Federation subscription due on the 30th June 
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pas.c;es into the loan account and is capitalised, and is, in thi s 
way, never allowed to be in arrears. All nominal accounts 
are then closed and summariSed in the Profit and Loss account. 
The total of the profit side represents gross profit~· and the 
balance of the profit and loss account net profit, and this net 
profit is carried to the liabilities side of the balance sheet. All 
real and personal accounts are then transferred to the Balance 
Sheet in accordance with the procedure explained in Chapter I 
of Part IV. 

32. Although, strictly speaking, the books of the societies 
ought to be closed and the -final statements prepared 'on the 
30th June, this is not possible because the members of primary 
societies have no knowledge of accounts. A very small 
percentage of them can read and write after a crude' fashion. 
Professional letter and petition writers are, it must be remembered, 
firmly established features of Indi;;l.n life. The accounts of all 
primary societies are kept by Society Moharrirs, who are paid 
by the Central Provinces Federation of Co-operative Banks 
(that is to say by the societies themselves) and controlled and 
supervised by the. local Central Banks, which, of course, merely 
represent the societies. The Central Banks -are responsible for 
the accounts of their affiliated societies and must see that 
they are mainta,ned-torrectly and up to date. For about one 
month or more after the 30th June the combined efforts of the 
Government Auditors, the Federation Auditors, the Society 
Moharrirs, and the paid staff of Central Banks, are employed 
in the work of collecting and tabulating the information required 
for the compilation of the returns called for by the Govern
ment of India every year. Final statements can, under the 

• I circumstances, be audited only during the following year, 
Auditors being few, societies many, and travelling a matter 
.of time. . 

33. Sections 39 to 42 of the Act regulate the liquidation 
.or winding up of societies. Rule No. 4I of the rules framed 
by.the Administration under the Act (Appendix IV to this part 
of this book) deals with the procedure to be followed. Liquida
tion may be voluntary or compulSOry. Three-fourths of the 
members of a society may, of their own accord, determine upon _ 
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liquidation; or the Registrar may pass an order for compulsory 
liquidation. Should the Registrar order liquidation, an appeal 
may be made, within two months of the date of his order, to 
the Local Administration. 

A liquidator, appointed under Section 42 of the Act, will~ 
after examination of the accouIits of the society, prepare a 
correct and up-to-date Balance Sheet or . Statement of Affairs. 
The next step is to convert all assets into cash. . Should the cash 
realised be short of the liabilities to be discharged, unlimited 
Hability must be enforced (a) with respect to the present members, 
and (b) with respect "to such past members as are within the 
two year and one year . limits prescribed by Sections 23 and 24 
of the Act. After enforcement of unlimited liability, if the 
cash realised still falls short of" the liabilities. the Reserve 
Fund must be used. If after the entire property of the members 
has been disposed of and the Reserve Fund is exhausted, the 
realised assets are insufficient to meet the liabilities of the 
society in full, the'cleditots are paid a rateable percentage of 
their debts. This percentage is· called the dividend: but 
per~onal liability r~mains and the Registrar will not pennit 
claims upon members to be relaxed until the society's debts 
have been paid in full. 

When a society has cease d to exist its Reserve Fund is 
dealt with in the manner described in the by-laws for primary 
societies"; the shares in the Central Bank held by the individual 
members remain. of course, their private property, but the 
shares which belonged to the defunct society and were paid 
for out of profits are transferred to the Central Provinces Federa
tion of Co-operative Banks and thus become the property of 
the co-operative movement. 

CHAPTER III. 

CIRCLE UNIONS OF PRIMARY SOCIETIES. 

I. If a number' of societies situated within a demarcated 
circle {see Union By-law 4 (a)}, seek registration as a Circle 
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Union, they must proceed as follows. Each society must, by 
a majority .of its members assembled in General Meeting, pass 
a resolution to the effect -that it is willing to form a Union with 
certain other societies and to abide by the by-laws prescribed. 
Each society should the~ elect two of its members as the society's 
representatives, and these two members must be authorised to 
subscribe to the Memorandum of Association of the Circle Union 
on behalf of the society. When all the societies to be formed 
into a Union have recorded the necessary resolutions in their 
Proceedings Books, the Memorandum of Association is prepared 
and signed and then the Memorandum and the by-laws and 
copies of the resolutions are sent,· through the Central Bank, 
to the Registrar. No special financial statement is submitted 
with the application for registration, as the financial position . 
of the member societies is already known both to the Registrar 
and the Central Bank. 'Registration papers must, in ~rder to 
provide the necessary records, be prepared in triplicate; but 
as the Union is siniply a society of registered. societies, they 
need not be submitted through the Deputy Commissioner of 
the district. 

Memorandum of Association. 

We, the undersigned representatives of the Primary Co: 
operative Creclit Societies, named in column 2 'of the list given 
below, and all being duly authorised by Qur respective societies 
as per copies of their resolutions herewith attached, to make 
this application, request on behalf of our respective societies, 
registration as a Circle Union of Primary Co-operative Credit 
Sncieties, with limited liability, to be called the_~ __ ~ 
Circle Union of Primary Co-operative Credit Societies, Limited. 
The registered office shall be at ° ) Post Office , 
__________ Tahsil , Districto..;.o..-o __ ~ 

2. This Circle Union will carry on its operations within 
the limits of the following villages situated in the·--'-___ .:..-
Tahsil of the District and in such other villages 
as may hereafter be included in this Union with the 'sanction 
of the Registrar. 

cs 
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N ames oJ Villages. 

3. The objects of the Union are :- . 
(i) To develop Co-operative Credit Societies to the 

utmost of. its power within the area of its opera
tions. 

(ii) To finance Co-operative Credit Societies situated 
within the area of its operations and affiliated to it. ' 

(iii) To provide means of guaranteeing the credit of each 
of the Co-operative Credit Societies affiliated to it. 

(iv) To control the Co-operative Credit Societies affiliated 
to it by careful and regular inspection. 

(v) To settle all matters of. common interest, to advise 
and assist its affiliated societies and to further 
their interests in every way. 

4. This Union proposes to raise its capital by borrowing 
from the . Central Bank, Limited. 

5. In addition to the Primary Co-operative Credit Societies 
which subscribe to this Memorandum of Association, the 
following societies are eligible for membership of this Union :

(i) Co-operative Credit Societies which are situated 
within the area of operations of this Union and 
are solvent and sound in working. 

(ii) Co-operative CredJt SocIeties that may be registered 
hereafter on the. recommendation of this Union. 
and are situated within the area of its operations" 

provided that such societies shall, by their Sirpanch and Secre
tary, sign a declaration accepting aU the rights, duties, and 
liabilities as prescribed by the by-laws of this Union, and by 
the Co-operative Societies Act II of 1912. and the rules made 
thereunder. ' 

6. We have, on behalf of our societies, agreed to the by
laws submitted with this application and we clearly understand 
these by-laws. 

'1. This Union agrees to purchase at least one share of 
Rs. 10 in the Central Bank, Limited. 

8. We sign this application for registration in writing 
or by thumb mark on behalf of our respective societies. 
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LIST OF SIGNATORIF:.S TO THIS APPLICATION. 
- - .. 

Registered No. Signature or thumb mark of 
Serial No. Name of Society. the authorised revresentative of Society. of the SOCle\y. 

" 

Report oj the Organizer. 

This should state:-

(i) The name of the President elect. 
(i~1 The name of the Secretary elect. 

-

(iii) The arrangements it is proposed to make for 
keeping tlie accounts of the Urtion. 

(iv) The number of literate representatives of societips 
which have at present joined the Union and the 
names of such of them as are likely to do the 
work of inspection of societies. 

(v) Name or na;mes of Central Bank Directors residing 
. or having a place of busmesswithin the Union. 

area. 
(vi) Whether any of the above Directors are members 

of any society in the Union? 

2. On registration, the usual Certificate of Registration 
js granted by the Registr~t, and an approved copy of the . by ... 
laws is sent to the Secretary of the Union through the. Central 
Bank. Societies withiri the Union circle, which become. candi
dates for membership after the Union. has been registered, 
must make the following declaration :,-

"We,. the undersigned Chairman and two. Committee 
members of the Co-operativa Credit Society, 
being authorised so -to do by resolution of the General Meeting 
of our society, hereby, on behalf of the said society. agree to 
accept all the rights; duties, and liabilities prescribed by the 
by-laws of the Union of Co-operative Credit 
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Societies andio abide by its by-laws as a condition of our 
society being admitted into the said Union as an affiliated 
society." . 

1. 

2. 

3· 

Sirpanch. 

Secretary. 

Member. 

3. A Circle Union does not handle cash, and the books 
and records to be maintained by it can and .should be few and 
simple. 

The following books and records are to be maintained by 
every Union:-

(1) List of Societies constituting the Union. 
(2) Loan Account Ledger. 
(3) Account of Vouchers. 
(4) Proceedings Book. 
(5) Two . File Books. 

4. In one of the two File Books provided, the Society 
Moharrir should carefully file (a) the application for registration, 
(b) a copy of the by-laws, (c) the Certificate of ~egistration, 
and (d) copies of the Registrar's Circulars. In the other file 
should be kept miscellaneous papers, such as the copies of the 
proceedings of the constituent societies, etc. 

5. The Moharrir should then write the List of Societies 
in the prescribed form. In the column .. Date of affiliation II 
should be written the date on which the Union was registered, 
and for societies subsequently enrolled, the date on which the 
resolution granting admission to a society was passed by the 
Union. 

6. It is important to· remember that the liability of the· 
Uni.on as defined in its by-laws begins from the date of its 
registration. T~ accounts of the Central Bank with the 
Union's constituent societies should, therefore, be transferred 
to the Union as on the date of its registration. The following 
is the correct procedure when transferring the loan accounts 
from the Central Bank to the Union. 
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Central Bank Books. 

(i) The Central Bank must calculate interest on the loan' 
accounts of each soc~ety up to the date of the registration of 
the Union and debit the interest to them. The accounts are 
then closed and the debit balances are- transferred toa new 
account opened in the name of the Circle Union. This means 
that instead of keeping separate loan accounts for individual 
societies, the Central Bank keeps only one account for a number 
of societies called the "Loan Account of the Circle 
Union." In this account. all advances to and repayments from 
the individual PrimaIY Societies affiliated to the Circle Union 
are entered. No separate loan accounts of Primary Societies 
affiliated to ,a Circle Union should be maintained by a Central 
Bank. Decentralisation of work is one of the main objects 
of the Union. 

Books of Primary Societies. 

(it) When the loan accounts of the individual Primary 
Societies have been thus transferred to the loan account of the 
Circle Union by the Central Bank, the Society Moharrir con
cerned takes copies of the accounts from the books of the Central 
Bank and proceeds to close the Central Bank's loan accounts 
in the books of the Primary Societies. - Here. too, interest up to 
the date of registration of the Circle Union is calculated on the 
Central Bank's loan account and credited to that account. 
The amount must agree with the amount of interest debited 
by the Central Bank to the Primary Society. When this has 
been done, the account of the Central Bank is closed, a new 
account is opened in the name of the Circle Union, and the 
cr~dit balance of the Central Bank's loan account is transferred 
to the credit of the Circle Union loan account. • 

Books of the Circle Union. 

(iii) When the books of the constituent Primary Societies 
have been written up, the Society Moharrir should forthwith 
proceed to write the books of the Circle Union. In the Loan 
Account Ledger, the date to be entered in the first and fifth 
columns should be the date of the registration of the Circle 
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Union. so far as the opening tra.nsfer entries are concerned. 
l"0J,' subsequent tra.nsactions. the actual dates of the transactions 
s:p.ould be written. Columns ~ and. 4 contain merely statistical 
information and are meant to serve as a II diary" of the dates 
on which repayments fall due. Calunms 7 to 9 constitllte the 
real financial account. Separate loan accoUnts for every 
constituent society should be ol>ened. giving one page or more 
to each individual society. The debit balance of each society. 
including the intere~t up to date as it stood in the Central 
~ank's books~ shollld be the first entry in the society's loan 
accQunt in the books of tl:te Circle Union. A loan account for 
the Central Bank sl1ould. then be opened aI,ld the sum total of 
the debit balances of the individual constituent societies' loan 
accounts should be posted to the credit of this account. After 
these transfers have been recorded in the books of the Central 
Bank. the . Circle Union and the· individual Primary Societies . 
the following accounts must agree :-

Books of the Centra\ Bank. Of the Circle Union. 

(a) Closing debit balances Opening debit balances of 
of individual societie:l' the individQal societie:l' 
loan accounts. includ- loan accounts, including 
ing intere:lt up to date. interest up to date. 

(b) Opening debit balance Opening credit balance of I 
of the Circle Union's the Central Bank's loan 
loan account. account. 

Of the Primary Societies. 

Closing credit balance of the 
Central Bank's loan accouat 
including the interest up to 
date, and the opening credit 
balance of the Circle 
Union's loan account. 

.I 

(c) Instalments due by the Ins tal men t s due to Instalments due to Union 
Union. Central BanI(. by all the constituent 

societies put together. 

It is. important to remember that mere calculation and 
entry of mterest in an account does not mean its capitalisation. 
unless interest is calculated on such interest. The debit and 
credit of interest, therefore, at the time of making the above 
transfers do not mean capitalisation of interest and no interesl 
sho~ld be calculated on such interest till the next 30t/1, of June. So 
long as interest on interest is n()t calculated, the katmiti system 
is strictly adhered to and it does not ma.tter how many times· 
during a year interest is calculated and entered in an account. 
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7. VOll~her~ are specially printed~ engraved,and.emOOssed. 
and are issued in serial num,l:>ersfor denominations Qf R~. I. 

Rs. 5. :Rs. lOa Rs. 20, Rs. 50. Rs,· I(}9~. An !l(!<;(;mnt ~ Y9uc.hef~ mu~t 
be kept very ·cq.refully in the presCJ;'ibed f():r~. n~ce.ipts. from the 
Centf~.l Ban~ being entered irt the :(irst tbree c.91umns and issues 
to societies ~ll the last th,ree~ Th~ Vnion ~c:ret~ry must. before 
djstributing the vQuch~rs to th.e soc;ieties. ~ndQf$e each vouche.r 
on the ba~k. Th~ e:q<;ior!:ielllept is prlp.J~4, and the Union. 
Secretary has merely to sign h,is n~me.The Un~M Sec.retary 
must furnish the Central Bank with p.list· of the. serial n1,lmbers 
printed on the vouc,her bo<*s and v01.lch~rs supplied to each 
society. Vouchers are, of course, not tra~sferable a!1d can 
only be negotiated at the office ot the Central Bank except. by 
previous special arrallgement. 

8. One of the most important functions of the Union is 
to fix an annual cash credit for its affiliated societies. The 
societies, after fixing. credit limits for their own individual 
members, send their representatives to . the, Unjon General. 
Meeting with the detaUed credit list and ask· the· meeting to 
sanction the credit limit of the society. The Union may 01.' 
may not sanction a. cash credit in full, but societies shoUld 
themselves make any individual reductions necessary. Credit 
lists as finally passed by the Union are to be submitted to the 
Central Bank, with the Union's certificate of guarantee endorsed 
upon each list, thus :-" Passed for Rs. The 
Central'_Bank may pay this S1,lm to the Society. 
registered No. . ." The Secretary of the Union must sign 
this certificate. The sum total of the credit hmits of the con
stituent societies is the credit !intit o{ the Circle. Union. On 
this credit limit being sanctioned by the Central Bank, the 
Manager sends voucher books to th~ Union for the total amount 
of the credit limit sanctioned for· the year; and the Union. 
in its tum. distribut~s the vouchers to the individual societie~ 
to the amount of qedit sanctioned for each. 

9. The Society Moharrir in charge of the Union accounts, 
must make abstracts every quarter (or more frequently), from 
the books of the Central Bank, of the· accounts of the Union 
in his charge. From these abstracts, he checks and, Where 
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necessary, writes up the books of the Circle Union and the 
books of the Primary Societies. The Central Bank writes 
up the members' pass books and the pass books of the 
societies as transactions take place in its office from time 
to time and issues receipts to the societies and to individual 
members for payments made. Moreover. the counterfoits -of 
the vouchers issued are to be found in -the books of vouchers 
distributed to the societies. These pass books, the receipts. 
and the counterfoils of vouchers are to be tallied with the entries 
dealing with .the Circle Union's account in the books of the 
Central Bank, and with the books of - the Union-and of the 
Primary Societies. 

10. No Cash Book is maintained for the Circle Union. 
The Union. as already ppinted out, does not accept deposits; 
it borrows at 9% from the Central Bank and-lends to affiliated 
societies at the same rate. Thus the Union makes no profit, 
and consequently has no Reserve Fund and no Profit and Loss 
Account. Should bad debts appear, the guarantee must be 
enforced to clear them. 

II. Interest is calculated on the kalmiti or the If daily 
balance" system already explained. Every year, on the 30th 
of June. interest is calculated and capitalised. 

12. The Balance Sheet of the Union is exceedingly simple; 
the total of loans and interest due from member societies con
stituting the only asset, and the loans and interest due to the 
Central Bank, the only liability. 

FORMS PRESCRIBED FOR CIRCLE UNIONS. 
CIRCLE UNION FORM No. I. 

List oj Societies constituting the ___ Circle Union.-

No. -of District. 

Serial Name of Society. Registered Date of Signature of thumb 
mark of the RI>)lARKS. No. No. affiliation. representatives. 

-

--
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CIRCLE UNION FORM No. II. 

Loan Account. 
Credit Limit., ___ ,--.-___ SOCiety Registered N 0. __ 

~. REPAYMENTS rl 
Month SETTLED. .. 

Date. =1 :; 
and Date. .>! Debit. Credit: Balance. REMARKS. 

~ year. 3= Date. Amonnt. 
Po. - ---- ---, I . , 

j 

I I 

CIRCLE UNION FORM No. III. 

Account of Vouchers. 

I - Amount. I ~ate. I Amount. 
Particulars of Particulars of 

REMARKS. Date. Vou~hers received. Vouchers issued. 

-

CHAPTER IV. 

CENTRAL BAN KS. 

- THE efficiency of the ~rimary Societfes depends, to ac great 
extent, upon the efficiency of the Central' Bank itself and that 
of its staff; and if the honorary worker has the satisfaction of 
knowing that the Bank's office and accounts are in good order, 
his hands are left free for organization, educat.ion, and super
vision. ' Although the members of the paid staff are professional 
co-operators, they may be proud of the fact, for in no country 
has the movement progressed very far without paid staff. If,
however, a man is a paid co-operator, he must understand' and 
be constantly studying his work. 

Memorandum of Association . 
. The Memorandum of Association of a Central Bank is in 

the following form:-
I. We. the undersigned persons~ resident o,,,,f __ ~_~ 

District, being above 18 years of age and having agreed to 
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purchase shares in accordance with the list herewith submitted, 
request registration as the Co-operative 
Central Ban~. Limited. The registered office shall be at ____ -
-'--____ . ~. _, Post Office' • Tahsil ____ _ 
District __ -'-__ _ 

2. The liability of the Central Bank shall be limited to 
the face value of the shares issued. 

3. The operations of the Bank shall be confined to the 
Tahsil or the District. 

4. The objects of the Central Bank are :-
(a) _to finance registered Co-operative Societies affiliated 

to it and sit\lated within the area of its operations 
as defined in paragraph 3 above; 

(b) by all means in its power to improve the material 
and moral condition of such' affiliated societies. 

5. The authorised share capital shall be Rs. ___ _ 
divided into shares of Rs. each. This 
capital may be increased by the issue of any number of addi
tional shares of Rs. . each to registered co-operative 
societies that become members of the B~nk -and of any number 
of shares of Rs. 5 each to individual members of such' societies. 
But no other increase of share capital may be made unless it 
has been approved of by the members of the Bank at a general 
meeting arid _ duly sanctioned by the Registrar. 

6. The Bank may also, within tl1e maximum liWits fixe4 
by the Registrar from time to time, raise funds-

(a) by receiving deposits from members and non
members; and 

(b) by raising loans. 

7. The qualification for membership shall be that laid 
down in the by-laws herewith attached. 

With the Memorandum of Association, there must be' 
submitted a list of subscribers and a copy of the propo~ed 
by-laws; and this .must be forwarded, through the Deputy 
Commissioner of the District, to the Registrar of Co-operative. 
SocIeties, who will, if he thinks -fit. register the Central :aank 
and issue his certificate accordingly. 
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The accounts of -tbe Central -13a.nk are IIlaint<!.iIwd, ~ th~ 
books and forms prescdb~d by the Reg~str~.r. . -

Register of Shares. 
This book deals with the shares of the Bank in se~l nQmber 

in the first column; and incolu:ro.ns ?, 3. 4~5,6 .. and 7 are recorded
the date of purchase. name of VUf<;:haser, h\s address, the-date
of transfer (if any), the name of the transferee, and any remarks 
necessary-in~the case of a transJ~r, for instance, the date and 
number of the resolution sanctioning the tra~sfer. The writing 
up of this register follows allotm.ent and should always be 
accompanied by the issQe of share 'cert~fi,c~tes. 

Register of Shareholders. 
The Register of shares deals with each share; the Register 

of shareholders with each shareholder. In- this register, the 
name of the ~hareholder's nominee (if any), is entered (see 
Section 22 of the Co-operative Societies ACt and rule NO. 34-
of the rules issued by the Local Administration). It is important 
to remember that a shareholder need not nominate his successor in 
interest unless he _ wishes to -do sa. Other particulars given are 
the address of the shareholder, details of th~ shares held, and 
payments made by him and any transfer of such shares. 

In the case of important transfers for consideration, . it is 
_ as well to insist upon the execution of a transfer deed in the 
form below; but, in this matter, Central Banks should use 
discretion and should not surround simple transacfions with 
unnecessary formality. 

Transfer Deed. 
The, ______ Co-operative CentIal ·Bank, _Limited. 
I of in 

consideration of the sum of Rupees. ___ .....;....:._'--'------,...:.--~~ 
_________ paid to me by~ __ ~ __ -'--~ 
_________ of _____ - ___ ---hereby 
assign unto the saiud _________ ...:.---....:. ____ the 
share (or shares) numbered _____ ~_~ ____ _'__~ 
standing in my name in the books of the: ....... ~ __ --.--~,....;.-,-...;-,.~ 
Co-operative Central Bank, Limited, to hold unto -the 
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said . \ subject to the several conditions on which I 
hold the same at the time of the execution hereof. 

,. I 

And I, the said do 
hereby agree to take the share (or shares) subject to the same 
a>nditions. ' 

As witness our hands this day of ___ _ 
________ One thousand nine' hundred 'andu--__ _ 
- ________ Witness _________ ~~Seller. 
_________ Witness Buyer. 

Cash Book. 

On the left-hand side of the Cash Book~ columns are provided 
for (~1 date of receipt of cash, (ii) serial number of the entry in the 
Cash Book, (iii) the number of the Ledger page, (iv) payer's name, 
(v) the accountto which the payment is taken, and (vi) th e amount 
received. On the right-hand side of the Cash Book, similar 
columns are provided for -disbursements, (iv)" being the payee's 
name. A column is added for the II narrative" (as Bankers 
term it) or descriptive remarks concerning the item. After 
the numbers of the Ledger pages, «iii) above), it is the practice 
to enter an index letter, such, for instance, as L (Loans) or 
D (Dep~sits) with reference to the Ledger to which the entr.y 
has been carried. The Cash Book must be balanced daily and 
the balance carried forward to the next day's account. The 
clos,ing balance must· agree with the actual cash in hand and 
at the Treasmer's, and auditors and inspecting officers should 
see that it does. 

If no Journal is kept by a Central Bank, all adjustment 
entries, whether they refer to actual coming in or going out of 
cash or not, must be passed through the Cash Book, as no item 
can' go into the Ledger except through a subsidiary book, It 
is as well, ho~ever, to maintain ~ separate Journal for all adjust
ments as velY often the necessary entries cannot conveniently 
be passed through the Cash Book. For instance, -Rs. 2,000 

are transferred to the Building Fund from the Profit and Loss 
Account. This entry cannot very well be passed through the 
Cash Book; but in a Journal, the entry would be simply" Profit 
and Loss Account Dr. to Building Fund Account." . 
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'Abstract Registers of Receipts a'nd Disbursements. 

The entries fn the Cash BQok are to be posted daily intO' 
these registers. As many columns should be provided as there 
are heads of accounts, and the total of each column is to run 
(or be carried over) from page to page and month to month 
from the 1st July to the ,3oth June. The various totals provide, 
as it were, an analysis of the working of a Central Bank. 

From the Abstract Registers, a General Ledger should be 
opened and posted. To do this,. the entries on the last Balance 
Sheet should be posted' under as many different headings as 
are necessary, the assets to the debit and the liabilities to the 
credit side. Thus maintained, the General Ledger will be 
self-balancing and from it the Central Bank can, at any 
time, prepare a Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement. 

Ledger of Loans Advanced. ' 

This account gives the name and number of the registered 
society, the numb"er of the pass book issued to it, and details
of advances made to and repayments made by it. Each entry 
must be prefaced by a reference to the serial number of the 
correspondin~ entry in the Cash Book. I 

Ledger. of Deposits. 

In this book, the account .of each depositor is entered in 
detail, at least one page being allotted to each account. Part 
of the book should be reserved for members; the other part 
left for non-members. This will facilitate' the tilling in. of 
Returns. It is convenient, too, to group the. different classes 
of deposits together. 

In the case of deposits fixed for a period, interest calculated 
up to the 30th June is taken to the Profit and Loss Account. 
The amount of interest for each year is split, in fact, into two
i terns for the sake of the Profit and Loss Account; but this 
does not mean that interest is to be allowed on the amount of 
interest credited on the 30th June. In the case of subject 
deposits, interest is calculated and is payable on the 30th June 
in each year, and if not paid in cash, is compounded. In 
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deposit acco'unts, each transaction is complete in itself, and 
although a total cr~dit balance may be struck on the 30th June, 
the different items coIitributi.ng to the total can on no account 
be amalgamated, because the conditions, period, rate of interest 
and due dat€;s in respect of each deposit are different. It is, 
therefore, necessary after closing each depositor's account on 

. the 30th June to carry forward the distinct items and not an 
amalgamated total. 

Register of Reseive Fund. 

This, as its name implies, is a record of appropriations from 
profit to the Reserve Fund and of their investment. It is 
importa~t to remember that Central ~anks are expected to 
remit their Reserve Funds for investment without un. reasonable 
delay, that each Bank is liable to its Reserve Fund for at least 
25% of its annual net profits, and that no Reserve Fund can be 
touched without the sanction of the Registrar. 

Treasurer's Pass Book. 

This is written up by the Treasurer of a Central Bank, 
.and is a record of cash transactions between him and the Bank. 
Registrar's Circular No. II of I915 (included in Appendix I) 
should be read. . 

Pass Book for Depositors. 

In the Case of savings deposit accounts (if any) and of 
fixed deposit accounts which are frequently operated, pass 
books may be issued; but in most cases, the issue of a deposit 
receipt in the Fedetation form will be sufficient. -These receipts 
are not transferable, and they express clearly (i) that no payment 
o~ a deposit ·will be made before the due date, and (ii) that, 
unless notice is given to the contrary, the deposit will, from 
time to time, be renewed on the due date for the same period 
(as that for which it was fixed on deposit), on the same terms 
and at the same rate of interest. 

When a fixed deposit receipt is lost by a depositor, an 
indemnity bond, in the form below, shou~d be taken before any 
payment of the deposit or of interest thereon is made. All 
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indemnity bonds must bear an eight anna ·stamp, for they are 
. not issued by the Bank In the course of its own business but 

by private persons in their own interest. -

To 
The Manager, 

Co-operative Central Bank, Limited. 
Having lost your ____ ..--__ % fixed ·deposit receipt 

. No. , dated .for Rs. __________ --, 
________ in the name of________ , 
I hereby agree, in consideration of your paying me the amount 
thereof with the interest due thereon amounting in all to 
Rs. receipt of which is also hereby acknowledged 
by me, to hold you indemI~.ified against any other cIc.dmant for 
the same, and to deliver up the teceipt should it at any future 
time be forthcoming. . 

Dated the_~ __ _ 
Signature. 

Pass Book for Borrowing Societies. 
Central Banks must not only issue pass books to every 

society, but must insist on the production of a society's pass 
book at the time of each transaction. In the case of pdmary 
societies working the voucher system, it is the duty of the 
Central Bank to write the pass books pf individual members' 
presenting themselves on business at the Central Bank. 

Register of Promissory Notes. 

When the annual cash credit, or credit limit, is sanctioned, 
the Central Bank should at once obtain a Promissory Note for 
the whole amount sanctioned. This will secure all claims, and 
will make it unnecessary to enter the numbers of ~ouchers 
encashed in this register. The Registrar's instructions are that' 
promissory notes ate to be renewed every year; and if Central 
Banks faithfully observe these instructions, the salutary 
proVisions of the by-laws of societies and Central Banks ·cannot 
very well be overlooked and business will be safe. Security, 
to be safe for banking purposes, must be fresh and realisable; 
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stale securi6es" especially if personal sureties or character, 
frequently lose their value. 

Record of Dividends. 
This is merely a detailed record of dividends paid t() 

individual shareholders. It may be remarked that a good 
Central Bank will pay a steady rate of dividend. The maximum 
rate of dividend allowable is 12%, and towards this limit 
progress should be steady and gradual. It is disturbing to pay 
a high dividend one year and a low one the next. 

Stock Register. 

This is an account of dead stock, such as furniture, etc. 

Proceedings Books. 

These are blank books. One should be used for recording 
the minutes of the General Meetings of shareholders and the 
other for the meetings of the Board of Directors and the Working 
Committee. The Secretary of the Bank signs all minutes in 
token of correctness. At· every meeting the minutes of the 
last meeting should be read and confirmed. The Proceedings 
Books are very important and should be very carefully kept. 

Inspection Books. 

• 
These are kept for the use of the Registrar and other 

inspecting officers. 

Diary of Loans and Deposits. 
All Central Banks must maintain a diary of loans and 

deposits in the form below giving one page to each date of 
every month of every year in which a loan or deposit: falls due. 

Diary of Loans and DeposUs. 
Month date year ___ _ 

, 
Due in Due out 

By or to; Total - Total due whom 

~ .doom 
out. REMARKS, 

due. Depo-
Loans. Bits. I,oans. sits. 

I- i-

-
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Share Certificates. 
-These clearly express that the Directors recognize no 

transfer of shares which is not made in accordance with the by
laws of the Bank. A single certificate may covera large number 
of shares held by one shareholder.: Each certificate should be 
signed by at least two Directors of the Bank. Sometimes a 
share certificate is lost, and in such cases the. following form of 
indemnity bond should be used:-

.. J haVing lost 
share certificate No. , for share or shares No .. ~~_ 
to in the Co-operative Central Bank, 
Limited. of the face value of Rs. each s~anding in my 
l!ame i.n the books of the said Bank. hereby agree, in considera-
tion of receiving a duplicate certificate. to hold thesaid, __ _ 
Co-operative Central Bank indemnified against any other 
claimant for the same arid to deliver up the duplicate certificate 
should the original at any time hereafter be fort1!,coming." 
Dated the ______ _ 

Signature. 

Hand Receipts. 

Receipts should be granted in regular printed forms in 
cases in which entries are not J?lade in the pass book. Receipts 
granted by or on behalf of the Bank are exempt from stamp 
duty. 

Federation Records. 

In general the Federation tIansactions with which a Central 
Bank is concerned are as' follows :-

cs 

(I) Fedelation collections: 
(2) Federation disbursements on account 6f salary. 

establishment, printing, stationery, etc., etc.; 
(3) Provident Fund accounts: 
(4) Federation Head Office contribution; 
(5) Investment of the Federation 25%' contribution in 

the Central Bank shares: . 
(6) Dividend on Federation shares, interest on Provident 

Fund accounts, etc. . 
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As Treasurer and 'local- agent -of the Central Provinces 
Federation 'of Co.-operative Banks -the Central Bank maintajns 
-the .following .-records :-

rea) !Cash .Book.-Receipts and disbursements on behalf of 
the ,Pederationshouldpass _through the Central.Bank's Cash 
:Book~ NO'separate Cash Book for the Federation is necessary. 
Against all ,Teccipts and disbursements .the Central .Bank will, 
of course, write •• Federation account." These entries of 
::rec~pts .and .disbursements will be c'ollected in the appropriate 
.columns 'of the Bank's -Abstra ct Registers of Receipts and 
Disbl:1rsements. . 

(b) Abstract ..Register of Receipts and Disbursements.-The 
-heading of this :.Federation -:register are .a,s follows :.-

R~uip,s. 

-Federation c:ollections. Head Office. 
DisbfWsemetJIs. 

Provident Fund. _ Salary and Travelling allow;ance. 
Interest received. Provident Fund disbursements. 
Dividend and bonus received on investments. Printing and Stationery. 
Other items. Investments. 
Total. 'Other items. 

Total. 

(c)· A Ledger Account for each Primary Society, dealing 
with the Federation subScriptions due and paid by the individ~al 
members. 

(d) A Provident Fund Ledger for Federation servants.-Every 
Federation servant is entitled to a pass book containing a copy 
of the ledger account concerning his Provid~nt Fund. 

. Inspection Note. 

The form of InspectioIJ, Note given below has been used 
by the Sihora Central Bank with satisfactory results. It deals, 
of course, with inspection work done by the staff of the Bank 
for the information of the Directors. 

:lnspection Note. 
Date. 
Date of last inspection. 
Name of soctely. 
Registered No. and date. 
I. How many members are there? 
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2. To what classes .do the 'members belong? 
3. r What was the date of the Society.l,\.foharrir's last 

inspection ? 
4. Is the Society Moharrir's work up to date? If not, 

what action has been taken to get t4e work ,compieted ? 
5. What were the defects 'Pointed out in the last audit 

note and have they been removed? 
6. What action has been taken to . recover the outstanding 

loans of members belonging to classes D and E shown in question 
2 above? 

7. Have the ordj~ary,requjrements ,of the membersb.een 
adequately met; if not, why.? 

8. Do the 'members complain of any difficulties in 
procuring loans from the Cent~al Bank? . If. so,what difficulties. 
and how can they be removed? 

9. Have you checked the ledger account of each ,member? 
If so. are the· members found punctual in paying ? 

Who are the usual defaulters, and what action has been 
taken to improve their conduct ? 

10. Are the outside debts of the society increasing or 
decreasing ? 

II. Do the members of .the Panchayat understand their 
l"esponsibilities and are the President, Secretary, and Treasurer 
of reliable character? If not, what steps have been taken 
to remove them? 

12. Is there any case of embezzlement or illegal gratifica
tion? If so, 'what action has been taken ? 

13. What are.the assets and liabilities of the society and 
the credit fixed by the .Central Bank? 

14. Is any amount overdue from the society? If so, 
what action has been taken to realise the saine ? 

15. Has the Federation subscription been paid,in full ? 
16. Have all loans been properly utilised? If not,' in 

how many instances have the loans been misused and what 
action has been taken to recover ? 

17. Has the credit of each member been 'duly fixed at the 
<General 'Meeting'? 
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18. Has any member's loan exceeded the amount of his 
credit fixed, and, -if so, what action has been taken to reduce 
the loan or raise the credit ? 

19. Were the last raM and kharif harvests good or bad? 
What are the prospects of the standing crops? 

20. Are the members satisfied with the dealings of the
Society Moharrir? 

. 21. General Remarks. 
Notes.-I. In answering these questions, t~e Inspectors' 

will please note that they are always expected to state what 
definite action has. been taken by th~m. It is not enough 
merely to issue orders to the Society Moharrirs. 

2. Replies should never be vague. They should always 
be definite and comprehensive. . 

3. For the purposes of answering question 2, the members 
are to be classified thus:-

A •••. Model. 
B .... Good. 
C .... Average. 
D .... Bad. 
E •.. -. Hopeless. 

It is of great imp~rtance that the Society Moharrirs should 
be instructed to furnish regularly to the Central Bank office
information of the following points. This information should 
be obtainable from the books of the Primary Societies. 

(I) The uses to which loans have been put. 

(2) The borrowed money out on loan and spent by each 
individual member thus:-

(a) Below Rs. 50. 

(b) From Rs. 50 to Rs. IOO~ 
(e) From Rs. 100 to Rs. 200. 

(d) From Rs. 200 to Rs. 500 •. 

(e) From Rs. 500 to Rs'. 1.000. 

U) Rs. 1,000 and above. 

From these particulars, the Central Bank office must 
. prepare statistical registers which will be found of great practical 
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value. The following-forms are those w~ich are recommended 
for general adoption :-

Register showing employment of money borrowed by Primary 
Societies. 

(Additional columns may, of course, be added.) 

oj 
, 

:i .... 
DC .t: "'.,; '8 'S .: 't:I 

" ~ ",,='1:j t>O III . " '0 .!l ~ ",'t:I " ~ ~ ., ... ,; ... ..... !l S ., ~ ~ 0 Name of the 1:1 
'S 0 ... ., ... 

-~ 
og 

Society. ~. uo~ 0 =' ~., ~ ",D ., 
gj'ii\ § 

., 
~ . ,Q 
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..d ... ~._ 
~~ i!l :8 e.~ e..g -,d 

~~~ 
,d 

'a Qo 
~- e s- o ~15 If't:l ., 

= '" Ul U 10 B-ll =' .... ::s Ilo 
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, 

, 

Analysis of Loans __ advanced to individual Members of ,Primary 
Societies. 

From From From From Rs.l,OOO ,,_.of I >d_ - RS.50 Rs. 100 Rs. 20~ Rs. soo and Remarks. the Society. Rs. So. to to toRs. 100. toRs. 200. Rs·soo. Rs.I,OOO. above. 

. 
Mainpur 10· _15_ 10 I 

nil nil --200 iSO 2000 4 00 

• The top figure 10 = Number of members;. 
The figure below the line=Loans in rupees. 

Co"!.pliance with Audit Notes. 
It is one of the Central Bank's most important duties to 

secure compliance with the instructions issued'in the _ audit 
notes. If Central Banks do not give great attention and care 
to this vital matter, loss of money will follow. When audit 
notes are received from the office of the R~gistrar, the Manag~r 
of the Central Bank should make an entry in his Register of 
Audit Notes. The audit notes should then be given to the 
Society Moharrir ih whose circle the society concerned is situated, 
or, if expedient, to some other competent Bank official. When 

. the Audit Note has been complied with, an entry should be 
passed in the column provided in the register. Much misunder-
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standing exists 'with regard to the meaning of, .. compliance II ; 

some Central Ban~s consider that "compliance" is effected 
by writing H noted .. on the instrucfions received. But" com
pliance" means that steps have been taken by the society to
deal with the errors and weakness detected. 

The. followin~ form is that in which the progress made in 
dealing with audit notes is to be recorded:-

'C 'Sa~ 0"" ., . .s i.s ~ II ~.8 -.. ,~ ....... 0 .<I 00 
I ., ., ~,t: 0'" ... = ... it ... ..; -,~-s ... 'C :i=c:: .<I "..;' u 

.<1.,0.2 =' ,,9< ::s u>~ -E ., » .. ... 
!~'C). .,.,< 1S.,,,,,oi :<i 'Q,'u .- ...... .0 Q). :a1)~;a :;2'" 

~ 'S • o-S'~ g .<10 ~ · 1::0-s 
a 1'C1l~ .. = ... ~ i~: ~ =11'-. oi it ='C :;2 · ".= 0 Remarks. -... ~ 

lID,!!! .,< · u 
Z IR~'" 'Sa 'a =- ... ,c:I e3 <.l = ... ·8 ... · · 'tot ". Go) 

3 I: 9'! . ~:g~ .,,g gj ~ 
0.,.<1 0;a 'u:ii' o·~ :;2 > 0 ...... 

,~ R~ .2o~ ., ::stl!3;:::' ., 'C .... 0 .,:a0l .. -:;;.-,a ~~~u . .- = .... 11i cd ... 0 P40 -:;;;~Cl .... :;2= ., ~'-'+l 
III iZ ;~ ... Z ~ A ~ A, -I I 

I I 
E~ry use should be ma<!e of the Circle Unions of Primary 

Societies as agencies to compel compliance with audit notes. 

CHAPTER V. 

THE PROVINCIAL CO:,OPERATIVE BANK. 

The accounts of the Provincial Co-operative Bank are 
maintained on the double entry system. The statistical registers 
which do not contribute. to the compilation of the balance 
sheet are maintained in the forms prescribed by the Registrar 
for Central Banks; whereas the books of account which directly 
contribute to the preparation of the balance shee.t are like those 
generally used by Joint Stock Banks. 

Slalislical Registers, 

I, Register of Shares. 
(a) Founders. 
(b) Preference. 

2. Register of Shareholders. 
3- Register of Reserve Fund. 
4, Record of Dividends. 
S. 'Register of Promissory Notes. 
6. Stock Register. . 
1. Proceedings Book, 
8. Inspection Book. 
9- D~y of Loans and Deposits. 

Books of Accounl. 

I. Cash Book. 
2. Abstract Registers of Receipts 'and 

Disbursements. 
3. Ledger of Loans Advanced~ 
4. Ledger of Loans Taken .. 
S. Ledger o{ Fixed Deposits. 
6. Ledger of Current Deposits. 
7. Journal. 
8. General Ledger. 
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Register of Shares. 
This is maintained in Form No .. I. prescribed for Central' 

Banks. Founders Shares, are" however~ written in. on~ register 
and the Preference Shares in another. 

Register of Shareholders. 

This register differs from that used' by Central Banks in 
that it contains accounts for two kinds of shares, Founders and 
Preference. 

Register of Reserve Fund. 

This is maintained in the same form as that in use by
Centra:l Banks. 

Recor!- oJ Dividends. 

This register, too, is in the· form prescribed for' Central 
Banks. For the two kinds of . shares, the' dividend is entered 
separately and the record of the 1% commission on the capital 
of guarantee, which is payable- to preference shareholders 
annually, is also maintained. Entrie~ are passed ill'this register 
as soon as a dividend is declared' by the general meeting; When 
payments are made, remarks are made in column 5.' The 
Provincial Bank usua,lly. distributes its dividend. by th~ issue oj 
dividend warrants on Central Banks; but shareholders desiring 
to avail themselves of this arrangement must empower a Centra) 
Bank to issue a receipt for payment on their behalf. A most! 

'. valuable privilege ~on~erred by Government on co-operative 
banks is that which allows them the use of the Government 
Treasuries and of remittance transfer receipts for the despatch 
of money. 

Register of Promissory Notes., 
This is also maintained in the form prescribed for Central 

Banks. The Provincial Bank accepts the promissorY notes of 
Central Banks; the Central Bank& retain the promissory notes 
of the primary societies, but pledge themselves to hold, on bebaU 
of the Provincial 'Bank, the societies' notes to the full amount 
of the loans granted by the Provincial Bank. The Provincial 
Bank negotiates the promissory notes of the Central Banks 
with the Allahabad Bank. 
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Stock Register. 

This is maintaiped in the Central Bank Form No. 12. Such 
stock as is not written off in the Profit and Loss Account is 
entered here. The balance in hand is an asset. 

Proceedings Book a1'td I nspe~ti01't Book. 

These are blank books. The former is the Minute Book 
and the proceedings of all mettings of the Board of . Directors 
and of the General Meeting of shareholders are recorded in it. 
In the latter book, inspecting officers r:ecord their remarks on 
the working of the Bank. 

D'iary oJ Loans and Deposits. 

Separate diaries are maint.ained for loans and deposits. 
The diary of loans shows exactly upon what dates r~payments 
fall due and it is a very important and necessary record. The 
diary of depOSIts is maintained in the usual commercial diary. 
the names of depositors and the amount payable to them being 
entered on the various dates on which they fall due. A careful 
watch is kept over both these diaries, Central Banks being 
reminded of their contracts well beforehand, while it is the 
custom of the Provincial Bank to solicit instructions from 
depositors a fortnight in advance of the due date, concerning 
the disposal of deposits and of the interest thereon. If no 
intimation is received from the depositor on or before the due 
date, interest is compounded and the deposit renewed on the 
same terms in accordance with the rules of the Bank and the 
conditions stipulated on the deposit receipt. 

The Cash Book. 

The Provincial Bank does not handle cash, all receipts and 
payments of cash being made direct to or through the Jubbulpore 
Branch of the Allahabad Bank. This, once more, does not 
mean, that the Provincial Co-operative Bank is, in any way, 
a branch or agency of "the Allahabad Bank. The Cash Book 
is maintained in the sa.me form as that used by Central Banks 
with the addition of one money column. There are two money 
columns; one for " office cash," a.nd the other for th~ II Bank ,. 
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on both the debit and' credit sides. All remittances by cash 
<>rder whether received or paid and, in fact, the receipts and 
payments of all monies, c~sh .or paper, passing through office 
.are shown both in the II office cash It and " Bank" columns, 
the office cash column balancing itself by a debit for a credit 
and leaving a net debit or credit in the Bank column. This 
is a faithful record of transactions and of the procedure observed. 
All receipts and pa}ments direct by the Allahabad Bank are, 
however, passed through the II Bank" column only. It is 
thus easy' to see what monies have passed through the office 
of the Provincial Bank and through the Allahabad Bank direct 
without coming to the office of ·the Provincial. Bank. If, for 
instance,. a Cash Order is received from a Central Bank late in 
the evening after the Allahabad Bank has closed, it is entered 
only-in the office cash column as a receipt and not in, the Bank 
column. Next morning the books show that a Cash Order is 
to be sent to the Allahabad Bank for collection and credit~ 

The Cash Book is balanced daily and the necessary postings are 
made in the Abstract ,Registers of Receipts and Disbursements 
and in the linked Ledgers of Loans and Deposits. 

VouChers. 

No transaction is recorded in any of the subsidiary books 
of the Provincial Bank without the authority of a voucher in 
the following form :-

The Provincial Co-operative Bank~ Limjted, Central 
Provinces and Berar. 

Votecher. 
Debit __ -'----'-__ ---------_____ ..,--,----, 

Credit ____________________ _ 

Posted 

Manager. Registrar, C. S., C. P. Go Berar. 
Accountant. For and on behalf of the Directors. 
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Vouchers. in the above form are made up by the ac.countant 
for every transaction whether by cash or adjustment. and are
signed by the Manager and then. by the Registrar for. and on-. 
behalf of the Directors of the Bank. Armed with such authority,. 
the accountant makes up his books. This arrangement prevents. 
debits and credits under wrong heads in the case of transactions. 
of a complicated nature. These vouchers are carefully filed 
and are of great assistance to the Bank's Auditors. 

Abstract Registers of Receipts and Disbursements. 
" These are, at the beginning of every year, blank registers~ 

There are no prescribed columns, and the accountant is left to. 
make fresh columns to match the new accounts which find their 
way ~nto the General Ledger. These registers. are posted daily 
from the Cash Book, running totals being carried over from 
'day to day and month to month from the Ist July to the 30th 
June. The totals of each column are joumaIJsed every month. 
and posted to the debit and credit of -the respective ledger. 
accounts in the General Ledger.-

Ledger of Loans Advanced. 

The Provincial Co-ope~ative Bank charges interest on all 
accounts on the katmiti or .. daily balance" system and 
maintains a diary for repayments falling due; An account of loans 
advanced is maintained in the following prescribed form:-

Month 

~ Particulars. il Debit. Credit. Balance. I~ Product. and Year. 

I I~:'-:~-'~~" Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. I 

, 

I 

I I 
This register is posted from the Cash Book and the Joum~l. 

On the 30th June, interest is calculated on the product sand 
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debited to the loan account. and the balance is carried forward 
to the ensuing year. 

Ledgers of Fixeaand Current Deposits. 
Separate ledgers are maintained for fixed and for current 

deposits, and these are alphabetically indexed. Cflrrent deposits 
are accepted o1tly from Central Banks and the fixed deposits 'are
divided according to the rates of interest they carry. These 
ledgers are maintained in the same form as the Ledger of Loans.' 
Advanced and interest thereon is, in the case' of fixed deposit 
accounts, credited (but not compounded) every 30th of June. 
Compound interest on the amount credited. on the 30th June 
to current deposit and subject deposit accounts is, of course .. 
allowed because in the case of these deposits there is no fixed 
or Jmown date of maturity. 

Ledger of Loans Taken. 
This is maintained in the same form as the Ledger .of Loans. 

Advanced. The daily debit and credit transactions with the 
Allahabad Bank are maintained in this account and are posted. 
from the Cash Book and the Journal. The Provincial Bank's. 
ledger account in the books of the Allahabad Bank may not .. 
at times, agree with this account, the difierence being due to the 
fact that cheques issued by the Provincial Bank and credited 
to the Allahabad Bank Loan account have not been presented. 
The Accountant of the Provincial Bank must see that receipts. 
and payments recorded by him are, in due course, recorded by 
the Allahabad Bank. 

The Journal. 
It has already been explained that the Abstract Registers. . 

are journalised every month and posted in the General Ledger~ 
The entries refer to the actual movements of cash and,they come 
through the Cash Book. There are various other entries in the 
Journal which are of the nature of adjustments, such, for
instance, as renewals of loans and deposits,. closing adjustment 
entries for depreciation, etc., etc., and they are made in· the. 
Journal from time to time as transactions, take place, and are 
then posted to the General Ledger., Wh~n the acco1,lnts are 
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-finally balanced,' the balances are taken to the Profit and _ Loss 
Account and to th~ Balance Sheet through the Journal. This 
book serves an important purpose, and with its help, actual 
>cash transactions~an be- distin-guisned from mere adjustments 
very easily. 

_ The General Ledger. 

This is a blank register of accounts with dr. and cr. sides 
.and two'-:money columns on eachside as explained and illustrated 
in Chapter I. The General Ledger' contains aft the accounts 
'Of the Bank, real, personal and nominal. The various personal . 
accounts in the Ledger of Loans Taken, Ledger of Loans Advanced, 
Ledgers of Fixed and Current· Deposits are all totalled every 
month and posted in th~s ledger which is self-balancing. From 
-the General Ledger, the Balance Sheet is prepared. When all 
the' accounts iI! the General Ledger have been closed and the 
halances taken to the respective sides of the Profit an<1: Loss 
Account and the Balance Sheet, the two sides of the Balance 
Sheet 'must agree. The Manager of the Provincial Bank 
-prepares a trial balance every month and this is placed before 
the Directors and signed by them. No mistake can escape 
the notice of the Accountant for long for _it will come to light 
when striking the monthly trial balance. 

The Accounts of the Federation. 

The accounts of the head office of the Central Provinces 
Federation of Co-operative Banks are maintained in the 
Provincial Bank. All Central Banks contribute Rs. 10 and the 
-Provincial Bank Rs. 50 annually to the head office expenses of 
the Federation. In addition, contributions are made by Central 
Banks, from time to time, for special purposes of common 
interest such as the printing of Conference Reports, etc., etc. 
The Provincial Bank is the Treasurer of the Federation. Only 
-two books, a Journal and a Ledger, are maintained for the 
Federation head office. At the beginning of each co-operative 
year, all Central Banks are debited with the subscriptions due 
-to the Federation 'head office and credited from time to time 
as payments are received from them._ The whole amount of 
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the sUbscriptions received is treated as profit and expenses. 
incurred .on account of printing, stationery, establishment .. 
contingencies, etc., are debited to nominal accounts which are
closed in a Profit and Loss Account at the end of the year_ 
The balance of the Provincial Bank aCCOlll1t in the books of the 
Federation and that of the Federation~ account in the books of 
the Provincial Bank must agree. This'ba~ance represents the cash
balance of the Federation in the hands of the PJ.'Ovincial Bank. 

When funds have been sufficient, the Federation has paid 
and trained candidates for employment under Central. Banks.. _ 
and all s'Q,ch trained candidates have immediately found empioy
ment. In this direction, the activities of the Federation are-
bound to de~elop. . . 

Every Central Bank has to submit to the Federation in the
·months of May and June budget estimates of income and of 
administrative expenses for the ensuing year. The Governor 
of the Federation subjects these budgets to careful scrutiny, 
paying special regard to such questioI.!s as staff and. emoluments,. . 
the provision of suitable business premises, provision of reserve 
and sinking funds, bad and doubtful debts, etc., etc. 

Monthly business returns are submitted by every Central 
Bank to the Secretary of the Federation' through the Circle. 
Auditor, who is held responsible .for the correctness of the
information given. These monthly returns' are most important 
and.lhey are placed before the Governor for his infofUl3-tion. 
and orders. 

CHAPTER VI. 

AUDIT AND RETURNS. 

SECTION 17 of the Co-operative Societies Act imposes tne
responsibility for the audit- of Registered Societies upon, the
Registrar. The Registrar shall audit or cause to be audited by 
some person authorised by him by. general or special order in 
writing in this behalf the accounts'of every Registered Society once
at least in every year. The audit shall ~nclude an exami"i,ation 
of overdue debts, if any~ and a valuation of the assets and liabilities
of tJ~e society. It is most important to note the fact that 
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overdue debts 'must ·be examined, and that the valuation of 
;assets and liabilities required by law applies to the society in 
its corporate capacity· only, and not to its individual members 
·in their private capacity. It is not part of an Auditor's legal 
-duty to write up the Haisiyat Register, which, as'! have already 
pointed out, is a most dangerous guide if used 'blindly in the 
.assessment of credit. 

-At present the Registrar is, .in the Central Provinces and 
Berar, the Governor of the Federation as well. But the agency 
by means of which audit is regularly· carried out is not altogether 
-official; the staff of I Chief' Auditor a~d 22 District Auditors 
-employed and paid .for by Government, is supplemented by a 
staff of Federation Auditors. The money with which to pay 
-the servants of the Federation comes, as we have already seen, 
from the annual, subscription of Re. 'I which every member of 
.a primary society undertakes to pay, and from the revenues 
>of the Provincial and Central Banks. The audit of these 
latter institutions is carried out, in the case of the Provincial 
Bank, by a fum of chartered accountants, and, in the case 
-of . the Central Banks, by the Government Auditors. The 
Federation Auditors are, in fact, intended to deal with the 
.audit of primary societies only. 

it is not the intention of Government to increase the 
number of Auditors employed and paid· for by the State., This 
policy is based not so much upon considerations of expense as 
.on the indisputable fact that tpe experience of every country 
is that State audit is never as searching, as thorough, and as 
.complete, as the audit of a staff employed and paid for by 
.co-operative institutions themselves. State audit is prone to be 
mechanical if it is performed by a State establishment, and on 
-this point great experts such as Wolff, Luzzatti, and Haas are 
llnanimouS. It is, however, necessary that the system of audit 
:should be regulated by, and be'under the control of the State. 

-. ., The duties of control and audit II declare the Government 
-of India. U cannot 'be left entirely to the private ageil.cy of 

• Paragraph 29. "' Co-operation in ~ndia," Resolution No. 12-287-1, Simla, the 17th 

June, 19140 
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Unions and Central 'Banks. It is desirable that,this non-official 
.agency should ,be 'utilised as much as possible ,and that 
purely departmental routine in the work of audit andcontrdl 
-should be avoided, but ,the success of the movement would be 
-endangered if 'this 'Principle were carried out to an extreme. 
Without some degree ,of Government superVision Registrars 
-would lose touch with the societies; and the outside public, 
who depend largely on the information .possessed-pyRegistrars, 
.and who 'value the -scrutiny carried out by those on whom they 
rely, . would lose that confidence ,in the 'financial position of the 
societies which it is so"essential to maintain. Had this safeguard 
been neglected, it is doubtful whether societies would have 
escaped---:.as fortunately'they have almost everywhere escaped 
-the evil effects of the' recent banking crisis in India, and 
the circumstances attending that crisis ·indicate that any 

'.arrangement which would, dispense altogether with GovernlI!ent 
supervision is impracticable. The audit, moreover, ofa group 
of societies by a 'central society, whose own credit is bound up 
'withthat of the'societies dependent on it, will ,not be accepted 
>by the public as'equivalent in value to an audit by ,an outside 
agency. It is necessary "therefore, that societies should be 
.controlled 'and audited by a reliable staffw~ichcan keep :the 
Registrar informed -of the financial position of the societies, 
.and -it is also necessary that ~the agency employed should "be 
such as will ensure the confidence of the money-lending public. 
The staff need not be paid by Government, a~d it is indeed ,as 
a rule better that societies should themselves be ,responsible 
for the payment of the controlling and auditing staff than that 
they should be ,indebted to Government for its services, but 
whether the staff is paid by the societies or not, it .is ordinarily 
advisable that it should :be appointed subject to the approval 
of the Registrars, and that it should remain under their general,_ 
control. If ;by ,this. or any' other means 'the ltwo main 
~on4itions above noted are satisfied-first, that RegiEtrarsshould 
possess :reliable ,inioqnation, regarding the financial position ,of 
societies, and secondly. that the outside public should .have 
.confidence in the control and audit--it is an advantage that the 
number of Government ",officials ,employed should be as small 
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a$ possible, and every effort has been· made to reduce to the-
19west figure the _?gency directly employed by Government,''' 
II In order to be fully co-operative. and thoroughly business
like," remark the Committee on Co-operation in India,* .. ~ 
society must live up to a high standard... Considering the class 
of people who compose the bulk of the agricultural societies 
it is useless to expect the maintenance of such a standard 
without frequent audit .and unceasing supervision from without~ 
It is difficult to exa~gerate the importance of such audit and 
supervision. Without them a good society may soon degene
rate and a bad society may soon come to ruin. ~ The work of 
audit and supervision should in the first instance be vested in 
in the higher co-operative institutions, Unions t and Central 
Banks, but the ultimate responsibility . for these duties must 
rest with the Government as represented by the Registrar ~ 
There is indeed no reason, in our opinion, why the whole of 
such supervision and audit should fall on the Government staff 
and be met at Government expense. A full audit by a Govern
ment staff of the accounts of each society is essential, but this 
might take place once in two or three years, the audit in the . 
meanwhile being conducted either by the Unio.ns, where these 
exist, or by the central financing institutions: C<Jnstant super
vision is part of the duty of a Union, and where there is no 
Union it should' be incumbent on the central financ:Q1ginstitu
tions to carry out the duties of supervision and to maintain an 
efficient staff for the purpose. The cost of this can fairly be
rnet by the societies either by a direct contribution or by the 
central financing institution's -charging on loans to them a rate 
of interest which will cover the expenditure. At the same time
we hold that the Registrar cannot abrogate his responsibility 
in the matter of directing and supervising this co-operative 
audit and supervision, and that he must see that the influence
of central financing institutions is not misdirected or applied 
in wrong, improper or mischievous ways, and must maintain 
an efficient direction and control to ensure that the movement 

• Page XVI of their Abstract Report. 

t • Federations" ia the correct term, 
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is kept on co-operative lines and is confined to these "lines. 
The:.exercise of due care before formation and the ensuring of 
full and proper supervision after formation we consider indeed 
the most important part of the Registrar's duty. If the Primary 
Societies a;e sound and solvent the whole provincial edifice 
must be sound unless there is instability in the higher finance. 
If the Primary Societies are unsound, if they are based· on 
mere money lending and not on co-operative principles, no 
matter how sound the higher finance may apparently be, i~s 

assets Will be locked up in indifferent or bad secur,ities and 
sooner or later serious trouble, if not failure, is bound to result." 

In co-operative work the term U audit" includes an enquiry 
into all the circumstances which determine the general position 
of a society; and it is clear that an audit in this sense entails 
a much more comprehensive examinatio~ than is usually made 
in the case of purely commercial concerns, the reason being 
that it is not only money which is at stake, but the moral and 
material progress of the co-~perative movement which, of 
course, is a matter of great public importance deeply affecting 
the future of India. * Audit, in fact, must include inspection; 
and inspection made by a man with local knowledge 'and 
experience, dependent for his bread upon the welfare of the 
societies, is far more likely to be efficient than the inspection 
made by a man without such knowledge and sense of dependence . 

. In course of time, therefore, the llumber of Federation" 
Auditors will increase; and as the movement gathers that 
internal strength which it is the purpose of Government to 
foster, the organization of the Federation will gradually become 
complete and its staff thoroughly efficient and reliable. Finally. 
when the goal has been reached, it will be possibl~ for the Gover
nor of the Federation to step into his proper place in the system 
and to take over, from the Registrar, the control of the Federa
tion Auditors. The present Gov(;mment Auditors Will, most 
probably. become Government Inspectors, and the Reg~trar, 

• ., If the system of oo-operation can be introduced and utilised to the full, I foresee 
a great and glorious future for the agricultural interests of this country." 

13'" DIlUffIbct-. 1911. 

cS 

H. M. The King-Emperor. 

30 
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while. remaining respansible for the efficiency of audit, wH!. b~ 
able" with the assistance of the Federation organization, to deal 
with the vast amount of work Which the future ought to have 
in store. It is in this direction that the movement towards 
co-operation ought, in the writer's opinion, to develop. 

The Federation Auditors are on a separate provincial cadre 
of then. own; they are not, in any way, under the control of 
the Central. Banks nor of the primary societies, -though the 
members of the latter are fully aware that they pay for Federa
tion audit and that they can, if they have any complaints to 
make, make a representation either to their Central Bank, or 
to the GovernmeI1t Auditor, or to the Governor of the Federa
tion, or to the Registrar. For the executive and administrative 
work assigned to the Central. Banks as such, and conducted 
by the staff. controlled by the Central Banks, the Federation 
Auditors are not responsible. Their functions are strictly 
confined to the work of statutory audit. ap.d for this work they 
are specially trained. Incompetent men are weeded out by the 
Registrar, and would, if there was a separate Governor of the 
Federation, responsible to the Registrar, be dealt with by him. 
Subject as it is to check by the Government Auditor, and to a. 
somewhat jealous scrutiny on the part of the Central Bank, 
the work of a Federation Auditor must reach a high standard 
if it is to give satisfaction. Moreover, the work ofthe Federation 
and' of the Government Auditors is inspected by the Chief 
Auditor (who is bound to make a local examination of the audit 
of a certain number of primary societies in detail, in each 
Government Auditor's charge), by the Deputy Registrars, and by 
the Registrar. As might be expected, it is no easy matter to 
recruit an,d train men for the Federation audit staff; for the work 
involves constant touring in the villages,' and requires strength 
and health as well as integrity and intellectual ability. The 
future before the co-operative movement is, however, fraught 
with great possibilities, and a good career is already open to the 
right stamp of man. , ._ 

What are the qualifications which a Federation Audltor 
must possess? He need not necessarily know English, though 
if he is to rise l1.igh in the service of the Federation he will find 

• 
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that a knowledge of English is necessary .. Most Central Banks, 
for instance, prefer to employ a man who knows English. He 
should be }oung; for if, ,by hard and zealous work, he; 
-contributes to the success of the co-operative movement he wilL 
find' that the people whom he helps and benefits, will be gratefut 
to him. He must be intelligent" enough to study local problems. 
and conditions and to study the interests of the people who pay, . 
bim, that is to say of co-operators. He must be patient,. 
upright, and steadfast ; and he must.be content to live on his· 
salary and not corrupt those with whom he works bor allow 
them to corrupt him. The first quality a Federation Auditor 
must possess is character. 

Now, as a rule, Federation servants. either cannot look or 
do not take the trouble to look beyond" the daily round, the' 
-common task." Not that these furnish aU that they ask for-,. 
far from it. Promotion, they think, _is simply a matter of time';' 
the mango ripens on the tree, the salary should increase 
automatically. But in the business of co-operation. it is very 
necessary to take a strictly ,business view ofmeriJ:.. Let us, for 
instance, take the case of an audit circle. In size such 
a circle is from about 70 to 100 villages, varying according 
to local conditions; it is, at any rate, a very considerable 
tract of country. To thecirc1e is' posted a Federation 
Auditor without the qualities required of a co-operative worker. 
The societies remains dull, uninstructed, lifeless; ,'f borroWing" 
societies they are, and nothing else. The Auditor points out, 
in an apathetic way, all the defects which the societies exhibit. 
He then considers that he has done his duty, and although the 
societies fail to make progress and regard the visits of the 
Auditor as a nuisance, he expects promotion. and is pained and 
surprised because he does not get it. The inspecting authorities 
(if they are 'Worth anything at all) notice the :stagnation in the 
drcle, and they change the Federation Auditor. The new man 
has sympathy, energy, and that desire for knOWledge which 
is characteristic of the business intellect. He gets into'touch 
with the societies, teaches and exhorts without stopping, and 
learns the needs of the locality. Being a good judge of men· 
he gets rapidly into touch with the leading members of the 
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societies an~ is wise enough to use them and work through. 
them. The societi~s improve, thrift increases, mutual supervision 
becomes' a reality and not a farce. The societies begin to
clamour for improved seed and to take a keen interest in the 
demonstration work of the Agricultural Department. The 
inspecting authorities note the results obtained, and they mark 
down the Auditor as a valuable servant.. In the management 
of co-operative business it is fatal to ladle out promotion without 
strict attention to worth. It is not sufficient to say" B, it is
true, is a far more valuable servant than A but there is nothing 
against A. 'Therefore, promotion must go to A because he is
th~ senior man." The point is (and it is to this outlook that 
the Directors of Central Banks and others must adjust their 
view) that B is worth more salary than A because he obtains 
results which A cannot obtain. In other words, B is the better 
man. 

It is of very great importance that it should become known 
that the service of the Federation offers a career to talent~ 
and quick promotion to men of real ability. Otherwise, the 
Federation staff will be of inferior material. 

Audit oj Primary Societies. 
The audit of a primary wciety, . and indeed of' any 

co-operatIve institution must be made at its registered' head
quarters. If audit is to include a searching inspe.ction as many 
members of a primary society as possible must be in attendance. 
Auditors are absolutely prohibited from summoning t~e 

members of primary societies away from their villages, and the 
account books and registers are not to be removed from the 
custody of the Secretary. A formal paper audit serves no
practical purpose. Local information is what is wanted and 
this can only be obtained by enquiries made ~ the villag~ 
itself. 

All Auditors are supplied with a prinfed form containing 
questions which they are expected to answer fully and 
intelligently. The trend of these questions will be apparent 
to readers who have studied the preceding portion of this 
book. The questions are given below. 
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Preliminary. 

I. What is the area to :which the society's operations 
~xtend? And is this area restricted in accordance' with the 
by-laws'? 

2. Has the$ociety Moharrir kept the books and accounts 
properly? What sum is in arrears (not paid into the Central 
Bank) on account of Federation subscriptions? 

Register oj Members and Haisiyat Register. 
3. ,Is the register of members property maintained? 
4. How many new members have joined since last audit ? 
5. Ha ve all new members been elected formally and paid 

their admission fees? 
6. Ha ve any members been expelled or withdrawn? If 

so, for what reasons? 
7.' Has the Haisiyat Register been properly maintained? 

.And is it kept up to date? 
8. Is the Haisiyat Register entered up by the Society 

Moharrir in a General Meeting of all the members of the society'? 
9. How many entries in the Haisiyat Register have you 

tested in detail and with what results? ' 

, Capital., 

10. What is the capital of th'e society and how is' it raised ? 
What is the credit limit fixed for the society by the Central 
Bank? 

II. Is there any prescribed limit to the capital? If so. 
has the limit been exceeded ? ' 

12. Have repayments on account of principal and iDterest 
been punctually made? 

13· Are the borrowing powers of the society duly fixed 
by the members in general meeting? Have these powers be.en 
-exceeded? 

Rokar (Cash Book). 

14. Does the opening,1?alance of the present audit agree 
with the closing balance of last audit? 

15. Is the daily balance signed by the Secretary ? 
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'16. Have you checked all items of receipts and 
expenditure with, subsidiary accounts and vouchers? If not~ 
why not? 

Khatas (Ledger). 
17. Have you traced all the entries to ~he Rokar? 
18. Are credits and loans to individual members granted 

only after full consideration by all the members assembled in 
General Meeting ? . ~ 

19. Are there, any overdue loans? If so attach a list of 
these to the note and mention against each the date of the 
original advance an4 the prospects of recovery as far as can be 
ascertained. . ' 

2 o. Is the purpose of each loan duly recorded? 
21. Are repayment kists fixed with reference to the 

purpose of loans ? 
22. Have any loans been JI?-isapplied? If so, what action 

has been taken? 

. Deposits and Loans taken by the Society. 
23. What is the amount of tlie deposits made by 

(a) me~bers, and (b) non-members? Is the society allowed 
to accept deposits from non-members? 

24. Have you scrutinized the Pass Books of the members 
present and found that the deposits and withdrawals are 
properly accounted for in the Rokar? 

. Proceedings Books. 
25. Are the minute books properly written and meetings 

regularly held and attended? 
26. Are credit limits for each member fixed and are the 

purposes for which loans are granted duly considered an<;l 
sanctioned by the members in General Meeting? And does the 
Panthayat, within such limits, subsequently carry out the 
duties of supervision and careful scrutiny imposed on it by 
by-law? 

General. 

27. Have you verified the Cash 
cash in hand and found it correct ? 

Book balances with H.e 
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28. Have you explained the meaning and import~nceof 
the Reserve Fund? 

29. What is the amount oLthe Reserve Fund? 
30. What rate of interest does the society pay on loans 

and deposits ?' 
31. Is the working capital of the society sufficient for the 

legitimate needs d its members? If not, what steps does the 
society propose to take to find sufficient capital? 

32. Was the Annual General Meeting held and were the 
Panchayat and office bearers duly elected? 

33. Have you explained the society's by-laws to the 
membels? 

34. Has the society a- copy of the Co-operative Societies 
Act? Ha ve you explained the important sections in the Act 
and the " dispute ". procedure to the society? 

35. Has the society a copy of the Registrar's Vernacular 
Circular,s? Do the members understand the Circulars? .-If 
not, have you carefully explained them? 

36. Are the accounts on the whole well, punctually, and 
correctl y kept ? 

37. Is the management efficient? 
38. Have the defects poil1:ted out in the last audit. note 

been remedied? , 
39. Ale there any remarkable ~r unusual matters to bring 

to the Registrar's notice? 
N,ote I.-Statement No.2 appended to the Audit Note is .. 

to summarise all receipts and disbursements for the co-opera
tive year to which the Profit and Loss Statement and :the 
Ba]ance Sheet relate. It should not be prepared for the broken 
period mnning from the date of the last audit to the date 
of the cunent audit. Receipts and disbursements must be 
abstracted from the Cash Book in order to compile the State
ment. There is no Government money employed iIi loans to 
co-operative institutions in the Central Provinces and Berar 
and primary societies have no share capital. In the case of 

- -------------------------:------'---

• See rules 25-33 of the rules made by the Administration under section 43 (2) (I) 
of the Act. (Appendix IV). 
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primary societies, therefore, serial items Nos. 2 and 6 on the 
If Receipts" side and items Nos. I, 6, 7 and 9 on the "Dis~ 
bursements II side 'will be blank. 

Note 2.-. Statement NO.5 is to contain an abstract of the 
entries in the Cash Book from the preceding 1st of July to the 
date of the current audit. 

Note 3.-Statement NO.7 is an abstract of the Haisiyat 
Register. The value of land held in non-transferable right is 
not to be included in serial item No. 5 on the U Assets" side 
and in dealing with item No. 7 on the .. Assets" side the 
greatest care should-be taken to avoid enquiries of an 
inquisitorial nature. Serial item No.6 is instructive as back
ward villages very frequently have no carts at all, and the 
number of carts in a village -is often a very useful guide to its 
economic condition. The main purpose of this Statement is 
to ascertain whether co-operative credit is increasing the 
mate~ prosperity of the members of the society or is merely 
adding to their indebtedness. 

Note 4.-The Auditor is required to distinguish between 
debts which are (a) good, (b) doubtful, and (c) bad. 

Note 5.-On completion of the audit a certificate is to be 
furnished in the following form:-

AUDIT CERTIFICATE. 

I certify that I have this day completed the local audit of 
______ Tahsil. District. 
the accounts of the Bad Limilttl. No. ___ _ 

Societ11 Limited 
J' Uolimiled 

The certificate of regisfration is correct and in order and is held . ' 

by the C) ~:!}' and business has been transacted with fair

ness, legality and honesty. 
The accounts for the period to 

----have been scrutinized in detail, 

• In the blank circle enter capital A, B, C, D or E. 
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'Corrected where necessary, and left in' clear order and up to 
date. 

Th Bank· 
e~lS 

f 
A-(Very good.) 
B-(Good.) 
C-(Fair.) 

, D-(Bad and unco-operative.) 
E~(Financially dangerous.) 

(Sl:gnature) ____ .....--; __ _ 

Dated 191 

Brief reasons for class allotted (The A uditoY should be clea, 
and brief.) 

Brief remarks by the Circle Officer (The Circle Officer should 
he brief and to the point.) 

From the jnformation contained in the audit fnote an 
abstract is entered on the x:everse of the audit certificate thus :-

BALANCE SHEET AS ON 30TH JUNE 191 

LIABILITIES. 

Central Bank's loans 
Deposits of members 
Interest due on :
LOtI .... ,,11 deposils 

OIlier ileJfP 
Reserve Fund 
Pr06t and Loss account :
Pro{il up 10 30-6-19 • 
Profi'/or 19 -19 
C.rruillo reservll 

Total Liabilities .. 

(Registrar's Form NO.3.) 

Rs. 
ASSBTS. 

Loans outstanding 
Interest outstanding 
Investment % of :-' 

, Reserve IVIIIl, 
Other IIIfS/ls 

Other items 

Cash Balance 

Total Assets 

Rs. 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE-SOCIE"Y ON 191 

(Registrar's Form NO.7). 
AssBTS. LIABILITIES. 

Value of landed property .. 
Other assets 

Total 

Rs. 
Debts due to society 
Ontside debts 

Total 

Registrar'S Office note regar,bng compliance by the Society 
with the Audit Note. 
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The 'classification of societies is a most difficult matter -and 
the general tendency is to underclass. For instance~ if a society 
has had bad crops and has for that reason been unpunctual 
in repayment it does not follow that it is either unsound or bad 
from the co-operative point of view. Erroneous classification 
is generally due to lack of local knowledge; for lack of local 
knowledge ,is resp,onsible for a want of confidence on the part 
of those responsible for superVIsion and audit. The tests to
apply to co-operative efficiency are roughly as follows. A 
progressive society must show:-

(a) increasing deposits by members; . 
(b) increasing reserve fundS'; 
(e) profitable use of money borrowed, as betokened' by 

increased assets ; 
(d) diminishing outside debts; 
(e) punctuality in repayment; 
(f) a full sense of mutual responsibility; 
(g) full mutual knowledge ; 
(h) an intelligent understanding of the main principles. 

as set forth in the leaflet described in the. Chapter 
on Primary Societies and pasted in each member's. 
Pass Boo k ; and 

(i) mutual control and keen interest on the part of all 
the members. 

Societies must be given to understand that failure to 
progress in co-operative efficiency will result in a loss of prestige 
and, therefore, of credit. 

All audit notes pass through the hands of the Government 
Auditor responsible for the District in which the society is. 

'- situated and are submitted to the Deputy Registrar in charge 
of the territorial Division. 

As regards the, submission, and disposal of the audit notes of . 
primary societies the following procedure is observed :-

(a) The Auditor prepares or causes to be prepared two 
copies of the audit note in Vernacular. 

(b) He sends one copy of the 'note and the audit certi
ficate to the Deputy Registrar. 
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(c) The Deputy Registrar passes orders on the audit 
note and returns it to the Auditor and keeps the
audit certificate with him. The Deputy Registrar 
has thus a pending file of audit certificates the
reduction of which is one of his principal duties~ 

(d) The Auditor enters the remarks of the Deputy 
Registrar on the second copy of the audit note
and then sends the complete note to the Central 
Bank for necessary actio:n. 

(e) The, Central Bank after necessary action has been 
taken returns the note to the Deputy Registrar 
thr~ugh the Auditor with a certificate of com
pliance. 

(f) The Deputy Registrar after satisfying himself that 
all is in order declar~s on the back of the audit 
certificate that audit is complete and their 
despatches the audit note and the certificate fo
the Registrar's office. 

(g) In the Registrar's office the necessary entries are
made in the register of statutoIY.. audit; and in 
the Provincial Bank office statistics are entered 
on record cards which are maintained in the
following form and cover a period of ten 
years :-

----------Co-Ope"atille Society'----------

BanA--------

Number of Members . -
Total Assets .. 
T otal Liabilities .. 
Reserve Fund .. 

embers' Deposits .. M 

Loa ns from Central 
Bank .. .. 

c lass of Society .. 

19 I 19 

Registel'ed No.---------

Datllo! Ctlrljficate------~- 19 

19 19 19 _ 

• . 
-
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(h) Finally. the audit note is returned by the Registrar's 
office to the Central Bank through the Auditor. 
ThUS'. each Central Bank and each Government 
or 1:'ederation Auditor has a complete series of 
the audit notes prepared for primary -societies, 
while essential information regarding each societ'y 
has been abstracted and tabulated in the offices 
of the Registrar .and of the Provincial Bank. 
The audit certificate is filed on the society's 
permanent record. 

In order to keep in touch with the progress of annual audit, 
weekly returns are submitted to the Deputy Registrars by the 
Auditors and passed on by the Deputy Registrars to the Regis
irar. From the weekly returns the Chief Auditor prepares for 
the Registrar's information a monthly progress return of audit 
for the whole Province. 

The Audit oj Circle Unions oj Primary Societies. 

The books of each Circle Union must be audited once in a 
year. The Auditor must see that the List of Societies is correctly 
maintained; that new admissions are legally made; that 
-credit limits are properly 'fixed and not exceeded; that the 
voucher system has been intelligently used and that the 
Proceedings Book of the Circle Union and other records are 
maintained and the by-laws -observed. 

The Ledger of Loans must be checked from the Advice 
Notes of the transaction; recehred from Central Banks. A list 
()f overdue debts must be prepared. Interest on all loan accounts 
must be calculated and depited or credited as on the preceding 
,30th June, and the account.s must be left in clear order and 
up to date. 

The Unions make no profit. The necessary statements, 
"therefore, are (I) the Statement of Receipts and Disburse
ments, (2) the Balance Sheet, and (3) the list of overdue 
loans. 

The Audit Note and Audit Certificate are submitted in 
the same way as those of Prjmary Societies. 
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The Audit of Central Banks. 

The Central Banks are at present audited by the Govern
ment Auditors; and the following instructions issued by the 
Registrar will' be useful to Directors and others who make 
periodical in~pections:-

II I, Furnish information on the following points :_ 
(a) Name of the Bank, Tahsil, D~strict, date of registra

tion and date of audit; 
(b) the period covered by the audit.; 
(e) the amount of the authorised and of the working 

capital and the manner in which the latter has
been raised; 

(d) the area of the Bank's operations and the number
of societies financed. 

Review of last audit. 

. 2. See whether the defects pointed out in the last audit 
ha ve been remedied. • 

Register of Shares. 

3. See that the shares are properly entered in the Register 
of Sh ... reholders and that share certificates have issued. 

Register of Shareholders. 

4. See that the register is properly maintained, that 
members have been properly electedand that admission fees. 
and the amount of calls made have been duly paid. 

Cash Book. 

5 .. See that the opening balance. of the present period of 
audit agrees with the closing balance of the preceding period~ 
Also see that the totals have been correctly made every day. 
and the correct balances carried forward from day to day. 

6. State whether the daily cash balance is certified by the 
signature of the Secretary or other authorised officer of the 
Bank. 

7. Check all receipts on account of share payments and· 
entrance fees with the Register of Shareholders;·. all receipts. 
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on account of deposits with the depositors' accounts; all loans 
taken ~th their r:espective loan accounts; the sale proceeds 
<>f stock with the stock account. and all loans repaid by societies 
with the societies~ loan accounts. 

8. In all cases in which receipts cannot be traced in any 
register. the papers relating to them should be carefully scruti
nized and the receipts checked. 

9. Check loans and deposits repajd. with interest thereon, 
with the Ledger of Deposits; Loans to societies with the Ledger 
of Loans Advanced; dividend and bonus paid with reference 
to the Record of Dividends; stock bought with the Stock 
Account. and" Establishment and Contingencies" with papers 
relating to them and with the" paymept orders." 

10. For all "important items of disbursement. the receipts 
.obtained should be inspected and examined and defaced so that 
they cannot be produced to support a second charge. 

Abstract Registers oj Receipts and Disbursements. 
II. See that these are properly posted in the correct 

<:olumns and are maintained up to date. 

\ 

Ledger oj Loans Advanced. 
12. Check the calculations in each account throughout. 
13. See that every" entry on the receipt and payment 

side is supported by an entry in the Cash Book. _ 
14. Make a list of all overdue loans and note against each 

loan the prospect of recovery (as far as can be ascertained). and 
make also a list of all doubtful loans. 

15. Scrutinize the list 'of loans prepared as above at last 
audit, and if any item on that list is still outstanding, deal with 
the case in detail. 

16. See that all societies to which loans have been made 
are registered societies. 

17. Scrutinize the agreements, pro-notes, and vouchers, 
and check them with the books of accounts. 

18. Check (and state how many you check) a number of 
pass books and see whether the entries therein agree with the 
societies' ledger accounts~ 
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Ledger of. Deposits. 

19. Check the calculations of each account throughout 
and see whether payments of interest have been regularly made 
or capitalised, and the deposits formally renewed on due 
dates. 

20. See whether any deposits fell due for payment during 
the period cov.ered by the audit and whether· they were: 
punctually withdrawn or renewed. 

21. See that all receipts and disbursements entered in 
these Ledgers are supported by entries in the Cash Book. 

Reserve Fund Accounts. 

22. Is the Reserv~ FUl;ld properly xp,aintainyd in accord
ance with the provisions of the Act, the rules, and the by-laws 
of the Bank? See whether the Registrar's orders regarding 
the investment of Reserve Funds ha v~ been properly carried 
out. Also see whether the collections made on account. of the 
Reserve Funds of Societies have been promptly and fully remit
ted to the Provincial B~k for investment. 

23. See whether the Register of Reserve Funds is main
tained in accordance with the instructions, and check the 
entries in the Register with the Cash Book. 

Treasurer's Pass Book. 

24. See that all entfies in this book are properly supported 
by challans and cheques and are attested by the Treasurer, and 
that the book is kept in proper custody. 

Pass Books. 

25. Ascertain whether printed pass books ha ve been 
supplied to all societies, members of societies, and to depositors 
if fixed deposit receipts are not issued. Also see whether these 
pass books are kept up to d.3.te and written up regularly. 

Register of Promissory Notes. 
26. See that this Register is maintained and that all 

promissory notes are renewed in time. State the position of 
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the Central Bank's account with the Provincial Bank and 
whether the Centx:al Bank has met its obligations towards the
Provincial . Bank _ punctually or not. 

Record of Dividend. 

27. Check the calculations with reference to share pay
ments and see whether disbursements are properly acknowledged. 

Stock Register. 

28. See that this Register is maintained according tCt 
instructions. 

Proceedings Books. 

29. State whether the Proceedings Books are properly 
recorded and meetings are regularly held and properly attended. 
and whether proceedings are duly signed. 

30. Comment on any measure of special importance 
recorded in the Proceedings Book. 

Forms. 

31. Make sure that the Central Bank gives a sufficient 
supply of forms and books, etc., to the societies and that these
are paid for from Federation funds. 

·Federation Accounts. 

32. See whether the Federation subscriptions are properly 
realised in advance, and state the amount in arrears. Also
see whether the Abstract Register of the Federation, the Federa
tion Societies' Ledger, and the Provident Fund Register are 
properly maintained and posted from the Bank's Cash Book. 
Also see whether the Federation expenses are in keeping with. 
the local income. -

State whether the Bank's contribution to the permanent 
and indivisible fund of the Federatio~ is regularly and fully 
made. 

General. 

33. State whether the capital is sufficient and whether 
the Bank is prospering or decaying. 
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34. State whether Committee and other office bearers of 
the Bank have been properly elected and whether their duties 
have been properly allocated. State, -also,' whethc::r the 
committee members work collectively and whether members 
take an individual interest in the work of the Bank. 

35. State whether the working Committee meet regularly 
for the transaction of business, whether the accounts have 
been on the whole properly kept, whether applications for 
registration and for -loans are promptly dealt With, whether 
any such applications are pending, whether the instruction~ 
issued on the societies' audit notes are satisfactorily and prompt ... 
ly complied with and returned; and whether the paid stafl: 
is sufficient and efficient. . 

36. Append the following financial statements :-
(I) Receipts and. Disburse~ents for the last financial 

year ending the 30th June. . 
(2) Balance Sheet as on the last day of the financial year 

namely, the 30th June. 
(3) Profit and Loss Statement for the same period as 

for (I) and - (2). 
(4) Abstract of Cash Receipts. and Disbursements from 

the last 30th June t~ the date of auait." 
The Central Bank audit note is reC9rded in a blank register 

kept for the purpose. The Auditor forwards this to the Deputy 
Registrar in charge of the Circle together with an audit 
certificate in the same form as for Primary Societies. The 
Deputy Registrar forwards the audit note to the' Registrar with 
his remar ks. The Registrar then passes orders on any important 
points raised in the audit note. The Registrar's office then 
makes two copies of the audit note embodying the remarks of 
the Deputy Registrar and the Registrar. One copy is sent 
through the Peputy Commissioner of the District to the Central 
Bank concerned, and th(> other copy is filed in the Registrar's 
office for record. The original audit register is returned to the 
Government Auditor through the Deputy Registrar. 

From the copy of the audit note filed in the Registrar's 
office the Provincial Bank fills up record cards in the. form 
below. Each card covers a period of ten }lears. 

cs 31 -
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District REGISTERED No. __ 
----__ -'--Bank. Tahsil of 19--

Societies Financed •• Rural .. 
A _.l_ - -.1- Industrial 
B 

- [- - - - [-

e Others .. 
- - - - - -
D 

1;-1---1 
Working Capifal .. .. 
Share Capital (paid up) .. .. -Deposits held .. .. .. 
Loaus from Provincial Bank .. 
Other loans .. .. .. 

-
Reserve Fnn.;} .. .. .. 
Pro-notes held by Provincial Bank .. 

Behind the record card for each Central Bank are filed the 
record cards of the societies working under it. 

The A udit oj the Provincial Bank. 

The audit of the Provincial Bank is in the hands of a firm 
of regular Chartered Accountants' acting on behalf of the 
Registrar. The Auditors are appointed by the shareholders in 
their Annual General Meeting subject to the Registrar's approval. 

The Audit of the Central Provinces Federation of 
. Co-operative Banks. 

The accounts of the Federation are maintained partly by 
the Central Banks, and partly by the Provincial Bank. The 
Central Banks, as the authorised agents of the Governor of the 
Federation collect Federation subscriptions and disburse the 
salaries of Federation servants. The accounts maintained by 
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the Central Banks are audited by the Government Auditors. 
The Provincial Bank keeps only the head office accounts of the 
Federation, and these are audited by the Auditors of the 
Provincial Bank. 

Monthly Returns regarding Deposit Business and Increase of 
Share Capital. 

Central Banks, as we have already seen in the chapter 
dealing with them, submit monthly financial statements to the 
Governor of the Federation. These statements are carefully 
scrutinized by the Government or Federation Auditors, by the_ 
Deputy Registrars, and by the Provincial Bank. In addition, 
monthly returns are prepared by each Central Bank dealing 
with the deposit business for which it is responsible and" with 
the increase of its share capital. These returns are submitted 
to the Governor of the Federation and to the Registrar, and 
every care is taken to see that the Provincial Bank maintains 
the fluid resource necessary to provide for deposit liabilities 
as these accrue. Attention is also devoted to the 'proportion 
which paid up share capitals bear to liabilities incurred. The 
rule of the Federation is that no Co-operatjve Bank may borrow. 
whether in the shape of loa.ns or deposits, more than a sum 
equivalen~ to eight times its paid up share capital plus its reserve 
fund invested in approved securities outside its own business. 
As regards fluid 'resource the standard. maintained by the Pro
vincial Bank is one-third of the total deposits falling due for 
repayment throughout the Provinces during the succeeding 
twelve months. An addit~onal safeguard is provided by the 
quarterly financial returns prepared by the Registrar and 
submitted to the Local Administration. These returns deal 
with the financial position f>f the movement as a whole. The 
Registrar is also. respGnsible for the preparation of complete 
statistical statements every year. These statements deal with 
the twelve months ending the 30th of June, are· appended to 
the Registrar's annual report on the working;of the Co-operative 
Banks and Societies in the Central Provinces and Berar, and are 
forwarded by the Local Admini~~ration, with a Resolution on 
the report, to the Government of India. 
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CIRCULAR_ INSTRUCTIONS ISSUED BY THE REGISTRAR. 

REGISTRAR'S MEMORANDUM No. :r OF 19II. 

Duties 0/ Auditors. 

Auditors constantly " point out to the Secretary JJ or " advise the mem
ber~ JJ that such and such a procedure is wrong and such an entry has been 
omitted. This is insufficient. It is'an Auditor's duty not only to critidize 
but aiso to put t~gs right himself, not merely to find fault, but to help. 

~EGISTRAR'S MEMORANDUM ~O. :2 OF 19II• 

Duties 0/ Auditors. 

The exact duties and functions of a co-operative Auditor. cannot be 
precisely defined. They certainly extend far beyond the meie audit of 
accounts. A co-operative Auditor is not to be a mere official but, he is to 
be; in the truest sense, the friend of the people, and it is necessary thathe 
~hould be on the most cordial terms possible with them. Unless he places a 
very high ideal before him he cannot expect to exercise a stimulating 
influence upon others. An Auditor is employed not merely to give orders 'but 
to get things done. • . . . 

All Auditors are expected to pass an exammation set by.i'tJ.e Registrar. . • and are liable to be called .up for examination or re-examina!ion at any time. 
Failure to vass may mean stoppage of promotion, while pffi"sistent failure will 
entail removal from the service. 

CIRCULAR No. I OF 1912. 

(Enforcement 01 prior daims under Section 19 01 the Co-operative Societies 'Act. 

No. II of '1912.) 

When property bought vdth money lent by a Society, or crops for which 
it has advanced money or seeq, are attached, the Society must enter and prove 
its claim under clauses 58 and 59 of Order XXI of the First Sched1?1e.in the 
Code of Civil Procedure. If this claim is rejected, it can file a regular suit 
under clause 63 ibid, and, if nece:isary, file an appeal on that. If the claim is 
llpheld, the property will either be (a) freed from attachment, or (b) sold under 
or free from the charge as the Soci~ may agree, according to Section. 73.of 
the Code of Civil Procedure. 
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It is incumbent on the Society to prove its claim or its right to object by 
showing, firstly, that it has lent inone}~ to the judgment-debtor and, secondly, 
that this money waS spent in buying the cattle or implements, etc~, under 
attachment. It is not enough merely to state the claim. Only when proved 
can the claim rank before those of other creditors by virtue of Section 19 of the 
Co-operative Societies Act. 

The Society would ge~erally be well advised to. consent to sale by the 
Court free of the charge and then to obtain payment from the sale-proceeds in 
priority to other creditors. 

~ 

REGISTRAR'S MEMORANDUM No. a: OF 1912. 

Equalisation of Dividend. 

For the purpose of equalisation of dividend, that is to say to make dividend 
up to an even figur~ in years when business is poor, a' fund should be created'~ 
and to this fund a certain portion of the profits, after providing for reserve', 
should be illotteci every year. It is a well-known. rule 'of banking practice thai 
dividend should be even and that it should never be allowed to fall below the 
figure Of the pr;vious year. It\', therefore, essential that young Banks should 
start their career with a very small and modest dividend to shareholders. If 
a Bank starts off by paying nig,e per cent. it is extremely unlikely that it will 
be able to continue to pay such a dividend in bad years, because no provision 
will have been made for th1 contingency fund; and in bad years profits will 
be small and will require adding to in order to equalise dividend. . It must be 
remembered that we are not establishing Banks to last for a . few years only 
bub to last for ever. Permanent growth and stability will never be gained 
except. by lIl;thods of prudenc~ and foresight, and the same q,ualities tIiat 
have made ~or succe~s in the management of other business concerns can 
:alone be looked to f<Jr the successful issue of the co-operative movement. 

REGISTRAR'S MEMORANDUM No. '2 OF 1912, 

Preparation 01 Annual Returns. 

Central Ba'hks should endeavour to dispense with official assistance in the 
preparation of their Annual Statements and Returns. It ~ the duty of a 
Central Bank to supervise the rural societies with which it is connected.; and 
this supervision should extend t.o the keeping of acco~ts and the submission 
of returns. It must be remembered that Central Banks are profit making 
concerns managed on busines; principles and constituted on lines that are 
intended to be as far as possible self-governing. It is clear, <therefore; that 
a business concern distributing profits to its shareholders has no right to expect 
executive assistance from Government free 0.£ charge. It is the task of Go'vern- ~ 
ment to point out the correct route to success, to give expert supervision, and 
to assist in the creation of a spirit of independent self-help. But Government 
cannot do the work of CentralBariks for them. 
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CIRCULAR No. II OF 1912. 

(Advance of money by the Cent,al Banks to thei, Constituent Societies 10' thfJ 
repayment 01 the old debts 01 thei, members.) 

The business of advancing money for the repayment of old debts is still 
insufficiently understood by Central Banks, and the Registrar hopes that the 
following instructions will prc;>ve useful:-

I. No Society should be fonned for the express and sole purpose of paying 
off old debts in mass. The main object of co-operative banking is to bring 
capital into brisk circulation and to increase the earning power of the people 
by teaching them to make better and more frequent use of their money. This 
object can best be achieved by the employment of loans in productive work: 
the loan with interest to be paid back out of profits, and the borrower left. by 
the prodUft of his loan, better off than he was before. Such productive loans 
are generally for sho.'" terms, they must result in brisk circulation, and they 
assist co-operative banking by keeping assets liquid. 

2. Short tenn loans for productive purposes can. with safety, be granted. 
to Societies on the strength of unlimited liability, and to individual members of 
such Societies on personal security. But safety disappears unless Central 
Banks carefully supervise the Societies working under them and unless the 
members of Societies exerdse that mutual check which ensures that loans. 
are not misapplied and that the dealings of every member 'with his Society are 
honest. Moreover, very powerful reasons must be required for failure t() 
observe strict punctuality in repayment, and, in addition, it must be impressed 
on all Societies that it is their duty to repay and not the duty of the Central 
Bank to send and collect. ' 

3. Short term loans for the relief of slight indebtedness can, generally, be 
given with safety on personal security. But, even in the case of such loans, a 
careful scrutiny of the borrower's resources is necessary. The question to be 
decided in each case is this: "Is the borrower's income large enough and 
secure enough to justify the expectation that he will be able to meet his ordin~ry 
expenses and pay interest charges and instalments of principal? " 

4. 'Long term loans cannot, as a IUle, be safely granted on mere personal 
security. There is always a grave risk of loss involved in such loans. The 
borrower may die without estate and without heirs, he may change his abode, 
his character may alter, his land may go from him. A thousand things may 
happen anyone of which would result in loss of money if not to the Central 
Bank at any rate to members of the' Society of which the defaulter is a member. 
The furnishing of sureties and real security may, with absolute propriety, be 
insisted on before granting any loan the repayment of which is to. extend over 
a tenn of years. Even so, great care must be exercised in approving suretieS 
and in making a very moderate valuation of real security, and, in almost every 
case, a Central Bank should gam practical business experience of a Society 
hefore undertaking to grant it long tenn loans. 
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5. Above all, it must be remembered that there is but one safe rule which 
can be laid down and universally applied by Banks and Societies, and that is 
•• Lend no money about the recovery of which there is room for doubt." 

CIRCULAR No. III OF 1912. 

(Admission 0/ minors to the benefits 0/ a Co-operative Society.) 

In cases in which it is considered necessary to admit minors to the benefits 
of a Co-operative Society it must be clearly understood that they cannot 
possibly be admitted as members. The proper course is to make the guardian 
a member and to enter up the guardian as II A " guardian of .. B." But in the 
matter of advancing money supposed to be borrowed on behalf of minors great 
discretion is necessary. The safest rule to adopt is to take the guardian's 
credit alone into consideration and to consider whether the whole of the sum 
advanced could be recovered from the guardian's separate estate if necessary. 
This precaution will, in no way"deter an honest guardian, whose intentions as 
regards his ward are above suspicion, from making use of the benefits of the 
Society on behalf of his ward. It must be remembered that no legal claim for 
money advanced directly to a minor can be made. In any case where there 
is doubt as to the sufficiency of the guardian's security for-money borrowed 
by him on behalf of a minor, additional sureties or real security may be quite 
reasonably insisted upon. 

CIRCULAR No. IV OF 1912. 

(E~lusion 0/ value o/land/rom the statemettt 0/ assets and liabilities.) 

The Registrar notes that when forwarding apRlications for registration, the 
total assets given in column II (of the statement of assets and liabilities) some
times include the value of land. The value of land should be omitted from this 
column. All that is required is the total of columns 8, 9 and 10; and as regards 
and details of right, area and rent or revenue are to be entered up in column 7. 

CIRCULAR No. V OF 1912. 

(Importance 0/ encouraging local deposits in Co-operative Societies.) 

The Registrar desires to invite attention to the extreme importance of 
encouraging local deposits. The very best guarantee fot the soulid working 
and control of Co-operative Credit Societies is the fact that members themselves 
have contributed substantial amounts to working capital in the shape of 
savings deposits.- It must be remembered that these deposits remain with the 
Societies and are under the direct supervision of the members. It is not 
enough to lay down that small compulsory deposits shall be made. Credit 
must be regulated by the extent to which Societies show an inclination to 
practise thrift ; and this inclination can best be measured by an increase in the 
amount of savings deposits. This point cannot be too strongly insisted upon. 
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~tid all Directors ~nd Secretaries are urged. to exert themselves to encourage 
and obtain local 'deposits. <" _ 

These remarks apply to Central Banks as well as to Credit Societies and all 
other- Co-operative Institutions. The matter is an extremely' urgent and· 

. important one and the Registrar trusts that all Directors and Secretaries will 
co-operate with him in securing large and steady increases in the amount of 
deposits. It must be remembered. that too free a use of borrowed money is 
apt to lead to carelessness in management and mutual supervision. 

REGISTRAR'S MEMORANDUM NO.1 OF 1913. To ALL AUDITORS. 

Education in Co-operation. 

I want you to remember that it. is far more important to pay careful 
attention "to existing societies than to press for expansion before you have' 
seen and attended to the wants of existing societies. In particular, I do not 
think that you pay sufficient attentioIi to the co-operative education of mem-

\ 

bers. They must be taught the real meaning of the reserve fund and they 
must be made to understand that if is to the growth of the reserve fund and 
the annual. income from the reserve fund that they must look for gradual 
reduction of interest on their loans. Secondly, it is most important that 
members should understand that loans once granted are not to be lost sight 
of; that the uses to which money is put must be carefully observed and effort 
must always be made to make money productive. Once more, our purpose 
is not to plunge people deeper into debt but to give them the necessary capital 
with which to improve their status and im.rease their assets, for all money taken 
is intended to be made profitable use of. There must not only be confidence 
between members but there must also be mutual supervision between members. 

Next, you must impress upon the people that no effort must be spared 
to repay money punctually according to the terms agreed on. If members 
are slack in this respect and too indulgent to each other the movement cannot 
progress satisfactorily. The rule should be that the borrower is to have time 
to repay out of his profits. If profits do nof accrue for reasons entirely beyond 
the borrower's control then postponement can rightly be given provided 
always that the interest is paid up. But if profits do accrue, there must on 
no account be any failure to repay the money according to agreement. 

Next, I want you to impress upon members th~t if a man is worthy of 
confidence and trust at all he is worth financing properly. For instance, if a 
.man wants a pair of bullocks it is useless to advance him a sum which will only 
purchase diseased bullocks. If the man is to have bullocks at all by far the 
safest course is to supply him the best and healthiest bullocks available. 

Next, I find that members do not understand what they should do as 
regards the fixation of kists. Here the rule should be (as stated before) that 
the money should be repaid out of the profits resulting from the loan and that 
due regard must be had to the continuance of the object achieved by the loan. 
Take for instance a loan for seed. This should be repa~d out of the crop ~hich 
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is grown fmm the seed and should on no account be allowed to remain over as a 
charge on succeeding harvests. The security for the seed is the crop produced 
from it, and that security should not be allo~4 to disappear until the loan 
for seed has been repaid. Then, again, fake the case of a loan for bullocks. 
Here we cannot expect the whole sum to be repaid iIi one kist ; two or three 
kists may be fixed but the member should on no.account be allowed to sell the 

.. bullocks which are the security for the loan until. he has paid back the money 
borrowed for their purchase. Loans fOf-unproductive purposes should be.cut 
down to the lowest figure possi51e with a view to protecting members from 
useless and extravagant expenditure'. Loans for marriages may be given, but 
the marriage expenses should be as small as they can possibly be made ; and 
societies should be taught to protect the economic interests 01 theitmembers 
in this respect. 

Next, you must always take care to point out the value of thrift deposits 
and dwell on the fact that it is far better to allow your money to earli interest 
for you than to allow it to lie idle in the ground. Members can keep. theirmYn -

. savings deposits with· their societies and thus employ them under their own 
supervision; or, if they prefer it, they can lodge their savings with the Central 
Bank. Societies, moreover, must be taught that it is the duty of all members 
to fix each other's credit in general meeting. Members can then be granted 
Joans within .their respective credits but it must always be un.dersto04 that 
the Sirpanch and Secretary may, for really good reason, stop a member:'s credit 
provided they at once call a general meeting and explain and justify their 
action to all the members.with ,whom the ultimate decision. rests. _ 

Lastly, you should, spare no pains to impress upon societies the higher 
aspects of the movement. You should show them how these societies will 
steadily grow in importance and resources.. You should show them that 
money put to productive purposes mu!!t result in the increase of the wealth 
and assets of members ; and increase of wealth means increase in comfort and 
better living. Members must'not only work for themselves but for each other 
and for the future welfare and prosperity of their child,ren. A society-once 
established is not intended to be a temporary institution but is supposed to 
last for ever and to grow steadily. I find from my inspections that there is 
still much to be done in the way of educating the members of societies on these 
very important points; and I trust that you will spare no pains to advance the 
cause of co-operationby patiently talking to members and explaining these 
important matters, very clearly to them. Unless we realise, and unless Centrat 
Banks realise, that the main object of the movement is to teach societies co
operative principles al\d to make them self-contained self-governing bodies, 
we are bound to fail. It is useless having hundreds of weak societies; and 
I shall be far more satisfied if, during my inspections, I find that societies are 
making real co-operative progress than if I find that expansion has merely 
resulted in the creation of a large. number of weak societies ignorant of the 
principles of co-operation and wholly unable to control their own affairs on 
safe and sound lines. 
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CIRCULAR No. I OF 19.13. 

(Subject :-Mortgage by memb!rs 01 Co-operatiVe Societies 01 their transferable 
interests.) 

It seems necessary to explain what the policy should be as regards the 
mortgage b~ members of Co-operative Societies of their transferable interests in 
houses and land and immovable property of all descriptions. It is dangerous 
for any Central Bank to rely on mortgage security, simply because in the event 
of realisation being necessary the position of the Central Bank will be an 
extremely difficult one. The full value of property is very seldom realised 
when the ~ale is a forced one; and it is very hard to value accurately the 
property which is to be mortgaged. Central Banks are, therefore, warned 
agaiJ)st placing too much reliance upon mortgage security. 

2. But! where members have transferable interests and these can be 
mortgaged to their own societies in order to reinforce and strengthen the joint 
unlimited liability which is the main security offered to Central Banks, then 
Central Banks would be well advised to encourage such mortgages, it being 
understood that mortgage security is collateral only to the security offered by 
joint unlimited liability and by sureties. 

3. 'Nhere members have transferable rights they, in fact, protect them
selves by making over such rights to their society; for they make it difficult 
for themselves to raise money on their immovable property except from their 
society. ¥oreover, should a member decide to raise money on the strength 
of· his land or houses from an outside moneylender, he would first have t() 
inform the society of his intention and obtain cancellation of the mortgage 
bond and this would certainly make for the protection of the society's 
interests. 

CIRCULAR No. 11 OF 1913. 

(Subject :-Inspection and taking copies 01 records 01 rights and papers (kePi by 
Palwaris) by Co-operative Societies and members 01 societies intereste4 
therein.) 

The following extracts from the Central Provinces Land Revenue Act 
(XVIII of 1881) and the Patwari Rules are -reproduced for general informa-
tion :-

• • • • • • 
Section 147-Patwaris shall produce at all reasonable times, for the 

I'atwaris to Jlroduce 
papers for inspection. and 
to allow copies to be 
made. 

inspection of all persons interested therein, all records 
and papers which they are so required to prepare or 
keep, and. shall allow such persons to make copies 
of such records and paperS. 
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Rule CIII.-The Patwari shall allow anyone interested to inspect his. 
records in his presence, and to take notes of the same, and he' 
shall, if required, give an extract. of any portion directly
affecting his rights to any applicant' whose nam~ is therei!l 
recorded on being provided by the applicant with paper for 
the pUrpose. 

NO'e.-By the Government of India's Notification No. 316, dated the 18th January 
1889, copies of extracts certified by Patwaris. to be true copies "f or true 
extracts from records or papers which they are required to prepare or keep by 
any rule made by the Chief Commissioner under Section 146 of the Central 
Provinces Land Revenue Act are exempt from stamp duty. . 

CIRCULAR No. III OF 1913 '(REVISED). 

(Subject :--Control 0/ Bank and Federation Staff.) 

Some confuSIon still appears to exist with regard to the Federation staff. 
Under the Fe~ration by-laws every salaried servant (excepting those on the 

-menial staff on less than Rs. 10 per mensem) . working under the control pf a 
Central Bank. is bound to obtain the Gove.nior's license to work. It follows, 
therefore, that all servants of Central Banks are Federation servants, nOo 
matter whether their salaries be paid by Central Banks or by the Societies under 
them. The Federation staff working under a Central Bank_.consists of (a) 
Bank staff proper, that is to sa'y, Manager, Inspector, Accountant,.etc., etc.~ 
and (b) Societies' staff, viz., Federation Auditors and Society Moharrirs. The 
Bank staff is paid from the income which a Cehtral Bank earns; and not from 
the Federation subscriptions which Societies pay. The Bank staff is appointed 
by and dismissed by the Directors of the Central Bank, subject, o~ course, to
the Governor's licensing powers, and is thus under the discipline and control 
of the Central Bank. Federation Auditors are, on the other hand, licensed 
by the Registrar and app()inted and dismissed by the Governor of the Federa
tion. They are paid out of the subscriptions contributed by Societies. 
Society Moharrirsare, however, in the same position as members of the 
Bank staff proper, except for the fact that their salaries are paid out of the 
subscriptions of Societies. 

2. Government is maintaining its responsibility for the control of audit. 
The Registrar's power to delegate authority to audit to any competent person 
is vested in him by law; and \ln1;il Federation Auditors have been properly
trained and taught, it will be impossible to delegate independent powers to.' 
them. Moreover, all Central Banks have not yet worked up to the minimum 
scale of one Federation Auditor and two Society Moharrirs for every circle of. 
IOO Societies. That, however, is the minimum scale in view, and Central 
Banks should keep it carefully in mind and see that it is worked up to without 
unnecessary delay. 

3. Directors of Central Banks are particularly requested to see that 
their touring servants maintain proper diaries showing'the work they do. 
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The diaries of Federation Auditors will go to the Government Circle Auditor • 
.Federation Auditors should work on definite tour programmes-arranged by 
the Government Auditor and the Honorary Secretary of the Central Bank in 
-consultation. All diaries kept by members of the staff under Central Banks 
will, in the fitst instance, go to the Honorary Secretary for orders and then to 
the G~vernment Circle Auditor for information. 

4. It is not to be understood that the maintenance of diaries does away 
"With the submission, when necessary, to Central Banks by their staff, of separate 
Teeorts dealing wi.th any matter of special interest. If any case of defalcation 
is detected, an urgent report should be immediately submitted to the officer 
-to whom the Federation servant submits his diary, that is to say, a Federation 
Auditor will report cases of defalcation to the Government Circle Auditor 
-direct, while other Federation servants will submit their reports to the Honorary 
.secretaries of Central Banks. 

5. Society Moharrirs should keep their diaries in the same form in which 
Patwaris keep theirs. The variouS entries under different dates should be 
.signed or initialled by the Sirpanch of the Society visited, or by the Director 
in charge of the Circle, or by the Federation or Circle Auditor, in -token of the 
-correctness of the entries made. When preparing monthly salary bills, 
-diaries should be carefully inspected in order to see that honest work has been 
·~one. 

- 6. Federation Auditors should maintain their diaries in the same form 
.as that Used by Revenue Inspectors, and these diaries should be carefully 
;scrutinized when monthly salary bills are prepared. It is requested that if 
these orders are incomplete in any way, a reference may at once be made to 
"the Registrar. 

REGISTRAR'S MEMORANDUM No. 2 OF I913. 

I mportanu 9/ prop~ accounts. 

The grant of an Audit Certificate is not to be easily made.. It is the clear 
.duty of the Central Bank to see that all the accounts of its constituent societies 
.are properly kept ; and I insist on this duty being efficiently carried out. 
-Central Banks must clearly understand that I place safety and effective control 
.and supervision of societies above all other considerations. Unless a Central 
Bank's control is really efficient tJlere is no excuse for the existence of the 
-central Bank. If, then, I find that audit certificates cannot be granted· by 
Auditors because Central Banks have failed in their duty I have to deal with 
the Central Banks and see that they mend their ways. We must have a reason
.ably high standard of work in this vital matter of accounts. To be slipshod 
.and careless must be, in the end, ruinous to all concerned. 

There appears to be some misapprehension regarding the duties of Govern
ment in this matter of account keeping. I will, therefore, try and make the 
position clear. It is not for Government to provide men to go round and 
~\Tite up the accounts of societies. I know that Auditors have had to write 
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up accounts in the past. But this can now no longer be done; at ocst, such a. 
procedure is a mockery of .. Self-help." Societies cannot, as a rule, keep
their accounts properly. Therefore men must be provided fo~, the service ~r 
societies, and societies must pay for this service. Hence our Society Moharrirs~ 
A sufficient and well-trained staff of Federation men is indispensable .. These
men want supervision. They get it (i) from the Central Bank, (ii) from the
Registrar and his staff. For supervision Central Banks must, no less tha~ 
Government, maintain a good staff of men. But tho': Government staff is there 
to exercise guidance and general control and not to execute every. detaiL 
The Central Bank staff is there to see that the wants of societies are promptly 
attended to, and to do all the necessary routine business involved. in the
working of a Central Bank. The Cent~l Bank makes profits for its shareholders
and is a paying concern. But Government pays for the Registrar and his. 
staff out of the public pmse, the sole justification for the charge on the tax~ 
payer being the benefits which the country as (I whol.e is reaping from the
co-operative movement. Now these benefits have their 9rigin in one thing .. 
and one thing only. If that thing be absent then co-operative credit is merely· 
so much poison to the manhood and strength of the people obtaining it. This. 
vitally necessary thing is .. self-help," the desire to make an nonest effort t<>_ 
pay full value for benefits obtained, to work for results. It is the strengthening
of moral fibre and the development of character and capacity which are the· 
main aims of the co-operative movement. Some obstinate and ignorant people
wiII, I fear, never understand the movement simply l:!ecause they are to<> 
stupid to be able to see beyond the narrow horizon of" cheap money.'~ 
.. Cheap money" is obtainab]e only if self-help be exhibited; the greater the
personal effort, the strolloaer the self-help, the more earnest the united effort,. 
the cheaper will ~oney become for co-operators. 

REGISTRAR'S MEMORANDUM NO.3 OF 1913. 

Policy when crops Jail. 

The early withdrawal of the rains will, it now seems certain, cause crop
failures of ','arying degrees of severity in areas in which Ceniral Banks and 
co-operative credit societies are situated. It will, therefore, be of assistance
to the Directors of Centr"" Banks if I lay down the general lines of policy which 
should be adopted by co-operative banks and societies in times such as the
present. 

The principle underlying co-operative finance is that the borrower must 
be given time to realise the purpose of the loan which he has taken and pay
back the loan and interest out of the profits he makes, leaving ];lis estate the 
better off for the transaction .. Now it is obvious that when crops are bad. 
pOstponements will have to be granted to borrowers. But I cannot too suffi- . 
ciently impress upon Central Banks that postponements should bear a direct 
relation to the degree of crop failure experienced by the parti~uIarsociety and. 
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the particular member concerned. It is bad policy to grant wholesale post
ponements when conditions vary from village to village and from holding to 
holdi~. In the matter of agricultural prospects certain districts are this year 
much better oft than others. Again certain parts of districts, and even of 
1ahsils, are badly affected by this season while other parts have, owing to the 
local nature of the rainfall, ~en more favoured. It will therefore be necessary 
for Central Banks to use great discretion in the coming year, and to make full 
use of the staft at their disposal in order to acquaint themselves thoroughly 
with the circumstances of each credit society. Enquiries of this nature cannot 
be conducted merely from headquarters, nor can any accurate opinion be 
<lbtained by merely listening to the vague rumours and reports of people who 
have no direct interest in the welfare of co-operative societies. Each bank 
must face the task before it in a methodical manner and must accumulate its 
-own evidence in order to enable it to deal justly with its constituent societies. 

It is in times of uncertainty, and even of distress,'such as the present that 
-Central Banks should make it their business to put good heart and confidence 
into the societies the affairs of which they are responsible for. The people 
must not be allowed to suppose that co-operative institutions are merely in
tended for good seasons and are not likely to be of service to borrowers in bad 
years. Loans should, therefore, be granted for every reasonable and legitimate 
purpose provided that credit is sufficient. It would be unreasonable for 
borrowers to expect, in times like the present, large loans on easy terms for 
-ceremonial expenditure or for unproductive purposes. Economy must be the 
watch-work of an concerned, and expenditure must be reduced, if unproductive, 
to the lowest limits. I trust that it will be understood by all Central Banks 
that the present season furnishes them with an opportunity of showing how 
valuable they can be as friends to the people and how wisely their Directors 
-can administer their affairs during periods bf distress and difficulty. It would 
be fatal, I need scarcely point out, to restrict credit unreasonably and thereby 
to drive the members of co-operative credit societies back into the clutches of 
private money-lenders. The Sahuka, is no doubt on the watch and will not 
fail to take full advantage of the slighest weakness whis;h may now be exhibited 
by the Directors of our Central Banks. . . 

Most of our banks are now in the position of having to expand their 
business in order to find the funds with which to pay the staff which is indis
-pensable for the work of a bank and its societies. This expansion of business 
may either tak~ the form of increasing the membership of the existing societies 
<lr the organization of fresh societies. As a general principle I would lay down 
that a Central Bank should first make certain of satisfying all the reasonable 
.requirements of its existing societies and their present members before seeking 
.for expansion. Thus, it must be borne in mind that a bad khan/ harvest 
followed by a poor ,aU crop will probably lead to short collections and to smatl 
turnovers. About June or July, 1914. when the rains break there -will be a 
-demand for money'for khari/ operations. and this will be followed again by a 
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demand for the needs of rabi cultivation later in the year. It will not be 
1lI}til May, 1915, that money will begin to come back to the banks from the 
societies in normal fashion. I am, however, of opinion. after most careful 
deliberation, that it will be the best and soundest policy to allow all our Central 
Banks to expand, at any rate up to their budget requirements; and I would 
go further than this and say that the universal rule should be that all good 
and sound business well tested and well enquired into should be accepted an4 
that all doubtful busine$s involving unusual risk of any kind should be stead
fastly rejected. I think that we are in a: position, thanks to the steps that we 
have taken in the past year or so to strengthen our resources and organization. 
to meet the present difficulties of the situation calmly and to continue the 
even flow of our busines~ just as though prospects were favourable and harvests. 
likely to be excellent. 

I cannot close this letter of instructions' without once again impressing 
upon the Directors of Central Banks !!le absolute necessity for good; sufficient 
and capable paid Federation staff. ,Where I ~ that banks are failing to carry 
out the accepted policy of the Federation I shall absolutely refuse to help, 
expansion. Nor, of course, shall I permit expansion on unsound lines. 

The time has now passed for experimental measures; and it is only by 
~ffective organization and constant care and attention to business that we can 
hope to make of our co-operative banks and societies that tremendous machine 
for good which we all hope they will prove to be. 

CIRCULAR No. V OF 1913. 

(Subject :-Custody and renewal 0/ pro-notes.) 

. I. It has been the practice for Central Banks to forward the pro-notes 
executed by Credit Societies to the Provincial Bank, and for the Provincial 
Bank to forward these pro-notes to the Allahabad Bank. - This procedure has 
been necessary in order to introduce Central Banks and Societies to, and 
educate them in, the pro-note system. With experience, however/we are now 
able to take another step forward. 

2. The present practice produces unavoidable difficulties. Central Banks 
~nnot obtain ready access, to the pr<?-notes of their Societies; and it thus 
.comes about that the pro-notes held by the Allahabad Bank and the Provincial 
Bank are not infrequently out of date in respect of tlie transactions they relate 
to. The Registrar. therefore, directs that, in future, the simple rules given 
below shall be strictly 'Observed. 

3. (i) No Central Bank shall lend money. borrowed from the Provincial 
Bank except to Co-operative Societies registered with unlimited 
liability. . 

(ii) Such loans must invariably be secured by a pro-note or pro-notes 
in the form prescribed' by the Registrar. 

(iii) Pro-notes executed by Societies mus~ be kept in safe custody in the 
offices of Central Banks. 
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(iv) 'When a Central Bank borrows money from. the Provincial Bank it 
shall execute a pro-note or pro-notes in favour of the Provincial 
Bank; a~d the Manager .of the Provincial Bank shall see that a1l 
pro-notes forwarded to him are duly signed by the person or 
persons authorised by by-laws, or by resolutions passed in accor4-
ance with by-laws,to sign on behalf of ea,cb Central Bimk. 

(v) Pro-notes executed by Central J3anks shall be forwarded, whe"n 
necessary, to the Allahabad Bank after proper endorsement by 

, the Provincial Bank. 

- 4. The Assistant Registrar, the Chief Auditor, and all Government 
Auditors are' ordered to see that the above rules are scrupulously observed. 
Auditors are, at the time of passing and testing the monihlyreturns from Central 
Banks which have been prescribed by the Registrar, to chec~ and examine the
pr~~otes of Societies he1~ in safe custody. It must, in particular, _be seen 
that the loans granted to Credit Societies are fully secured by pro-notes held 
by the Central Bank; and all'pro-notes must be very carefully examined and 
checked with reference to the cash-book and ledger of loans. Care must be
taken to see that pro-notes are up -to date with respect to the transactions they 
cover, and that they are not time barred. The regular annual overhaul of all 
pro-notes as already laid down by the Registrar must be insisted on. It may 
also be mentioned, in this connection, 'that the Registrar expects his Auditors. 
at their monthly inspections of Central Banks, to see that all work is up to date, 
that applications for registration are promptly disposed of, applications for 
loans promptly attended to, etc., etc. These orders do not in any way affect 
the standing orders of the Pepartment on the subject of audit which is an 
annual affair and distinct from regular and systematic inspection. 

CIRCULAR No. I OF 1914. 

(S14bject :-Necessity 01 scrutinzz;ng the composition 01 e,eait Societies from 
time to time with a view -to weeding out bad and doubtful members.) 

Experience of the working of young co-operative credit societies shows that 
cases are not infrequent in which, by some means or other, insolvent persoll!> 
succeed in obtaining enrolment in membership. Cases have also occurred in 
which men of doubtful character have been elected as members owing-to thEt 
ignorance of the people of the fundamental principles of co-operation. Centra) 
Banks must not omit that important part of their duty which consists of 
scrutinizing the composition of credit societies from time to time, with a view to. 
weeding out bad and doubtful members and making the financial position as 
strong as possible. The Registrar would point out that the enrolment of heavily 
indebted men in co-operative credit societies is a source of very real danger to. 
the movement; and it is for Central Banks to carefully consider whether the 
position of a member is such as to warrant the expectation that he will even
tually be relieved from the load of old debt which he carries, or whether his 
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position is beyond hope and irretrievable by means of co-operative credit. In 
the latter class of case the proper course is to remove the hopelessly involved 
member from the society, while in the former c'lass of case the Central Bank 
must see that steps are taken to grapplel with the member's old debts; either, 
the member must gradually pay them off himself, or the debts may be con
solidated (and, if possible, conciliated) and taken over by the Society. On no 
account must old debts be neglected and allowed to accumulate until they 
threaten ruin. It must be borne in mind that co-operativecredit is not a cure 
for every kind of evil; and it must be the aim of CeJitral Banks to deal' with 
solvent and honest men, in the reasonable expectation of maintaining them 
in solvency and honesty. To attempt the hopeless task of rescuing bankrupt 
people wholesale is to allow the movement to run mad. If the composition of 
societies is carefully scrutinized from time to time when annual credit limits 
are fixed, and if the members of societies are taught to fix each other's credit 
limits with due care and consideration, the soundness of co-operative banking 
business will be established on a finn basis. If, on the other hand, people 
are allowed to continue incurring outside debts and to let old debts 
accumulate, heavy losses must follow.' It is, moreover, certain that unlimited 
liability and joint responsibility, strong security as they offer, will not stand 
the strain of careless or imprudent finance. The Registrar trusts that these 
words of warning will receive the attention of all workers in the field of 
co-operation, and especially of the Directors of Central BaJiks and of the 
non-official and official staff employed to safeguard the interests oi the 
public. 

CIRCULAR No. II OF 1914. 

(Subject :-Audit to be local audit and to include inspection.) 

All Auditors, Government and Federation, are expressly prohibited, on 
pain of most severe penalty, from summoning the members of Co-operative 
Societies away from their villages for the work of inspection and audit. Under 
section 1-7 (2) of the Co-operative Societies Act, the Registrar's audit (which 
is carried out on his behalf by a Government or Federation Auditor) must 
include an examination of overdue debts, if any, and a valuation of the assets 
and liabilities of the society. Moreover, in the audit of Co-operative Societies 
education and the inspection of detail play a most important part land 
satisfactory answers cannot possibly be given to the questions put by the 
Registrar in his form of audit note unless the work is patiently and thoroughly 
done within the village and amidst the actual surroundings of the members. 
The Registrar must point out tnat the certificate of audit required is so worded 
as to solerunly declare that audit has been local audit; and no audit is local 
which renders it necessary for either the books or the members of a society to 
leave the village which is the society's registered head-quarters. To grant 
a certificate for work which has not been done on the spot is a very serious 
matter .. 

CS 32 
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2. The Registrar finds it necessary to warn Central Banks that they must 
.not allow the process of statutory audit to blind them to their own duties and 
responsibilities. The'opinions and judgments. of the Government and Federa
tion Auditors must, at best, provide a most unsatisfactory substitute for the 
independent decisions of Central Banks: Experience. in all countries has 
proved that the inspection and audit of Government Co-operative Auditors 
are apt to become lifeless and mechanical; and though the Registrar is flilly 
alive to this danger and will. with the active co-operation of Central Banks, 
do his best to guard against it, it must be clearly 'understood by all concerned 
that Central Banks must form their own opinions of credit capacity for them
~lves, and. therefore, must inspect for themselves. In carrying out the work 
'of statutory audit, Government accepts no financial responsibility whatever, 
and it is not intended that the stail engaged in The work of statutory audit 
should be used as part of the necessary executive machinery which every 
Central Bank must possess for its own work. Every decision to grant -or to 
refuse credit must be made in the first place, as far as individual members are 
-(;oncerned, by the societies to which they belong. and. in the second place. as 
far as societies corporate are concerned, by the Central Banks which finance 
'them. Societies must be live working bodies. and not mere puppet shows the 
strings of which are pulled by outside agency to make an imitation of life; 
and the same remark applies to Central Banks. To disregard these fundamental 
principles of co-operation is to stifle the movement at its birth. 

CIRCULAR No. n' OF 1914. 

(Subject :-Pe,iodical-scrutiny 01 Societies by Central Banks.) 

The Directors of Central Banks are reminded of the responsibility which 
devolves upon them of carefully scrutinizing the affairs of each society from 
time to time. Great-care has to be taken to see that security remains good 
and does not decay j and no society' should be permitted to continue in exis
tence unless its ledger account with the Central Bank is a healthy one. 

CIRCULAR No. V OF 1914. 

(Subjec.t :-Annual payment 01 inte,est-a condition to govern aU loans by 
Cent,al Banks to societies and by societies to thei, membe,s.) 

The Registrar begs to point out that Central Bank'"S cannot, for their 
own sakes, allow the interest on loans to societies to run from year to year. 
Central Banks have their own annual charges to meet. and in order to meet 
them they must realise their income from invested capital or, in other words, 
the interest on loans made to societies. It must. therefore. be made an 
inflexible condition (to .govern all loans by Central B,anks and by societies to 
their members) that interest shall fall due and shall be settled once a year on 
such date as may be agreed upon. 
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CIRCULAR No. VI OF. ']:914. 

(Subject :-Metlwd to be followed i1l arriving at the annual 'income to be shown 
in column 12 0/ the Statement o/Assets and Liabilities 01 the applicants 
for registration 01 4 Co-operative Society, ana in the Haisiyat Register 01 
the Members.. 01 Societies.) 

The attention of Central Banks is invited tq the different methods now 
followed in arriving at the figures entered in column 12 of the Statement of 
Assets and Liabilities appended to applications for registration, and in column 
z6 of the Haisiyat Register. Sometimes gross income is shown. and some
times net income; the net income being arrived at in all sorts of different ways. 
This want of uniformity of method renders it almost impossible to make any 
intelligent use of the' information which the figures are intended to convey. 
-The Registrar thinks that, on the whole, it will be best if the figures in the 
columns mentioned above show what amount a member may be expected 
to be able to pay in an average year towards the liquidation of his debt with the 
society; and it is requested that this procedure may be followed in future. 

Registrar's Memorandum No. :r of 1915. 

On Weak Societies. 

I am now coming across cases :of societies the members. of which have been
driven back into the hands of the moneylenders owing to the refusal of Central 
Banks to finance them even for seed. The particular societies I have in·mind 
required money for the last khari/ sowings, and in some caseS they failed to 
obtain money either from the moneylenders or from their Central Bank. In 
these cases the members could get no secd and their lands remained unsoWl'i.. 
The assets of these societies have steadily deteriorated, and they are rapidly 
drifting into a position-in which loss of money is almost certain to occUr. I 
would suggest that when a Central Bank finds that it cannot even trust a 
society with further advances for the purchase of seed, tbe_ Central Bank 
should at once take steps to recover its outstandings and not allow the society 
to drift into a position of increasing insolvency. When a 'Central Bank refuSes 
to grant loans to enable the ~embers to get their lands sown, the Directors, 
I take it, have come to the conclusion that the. Bank cannot have further 
dealings with the society. The decision is a serious o~e both for the society 
and for the Central Bank. At this audit the societies indicated in this 
letter have been placed correctly in the .. D " class; and I now ask that your 
Directors will give the position of these societies detailed consideration in order 
that the movement may be freed from the stain of their existence, or that sleps 
may be taken to revive or to instil the co-operative spirit amongst the members, 
I find that in almost every case societies which have worked badly have not 
received careful instruction in their duties. If societies do not fully under
stand their by-laws they cannot be expected to carry out .the duties which are 
required of them. Central Banks, too, are prone in some instances to pass 
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over flagrant breaches of the by-laws, thus, in a measure, contributing to the 
deadening of the" co-operativeconscience" which it is the object of our 
system to create. I take this opportunity of repeating o.nce more that too 
great pains canno.t be expended upo.n the training and instructio.n o.f so.cieties 
in their duties. Trouble taken in this direction is sure to be rewarded by goo.d 
results. 

Registrar's Memorandum No.2 of 1915 

Punishment 0/ Dishonesty. 

Attentio.n is invited,to sections 35 to. 38 o.f the Co-operative So.cieties Act. 
We have here a useful weapon with which to punish intentionally disho.nest 
members of societies I ana use should be made of these sec.tions to. visit dis
honesty with pro.mpt and immediate punishment. 

CIRCULAR No. II Of 1915~ 

(Subject :-The Pass Books kept by Treasurers 01 Central Banks.} 

The Pass Boo.k kept by-the Treasurer of a Central Bank must be an 
accurate record of cash transactions between the Treasurer and the Central 
Bank. Unless an actual disbursement of money has been made by the Trea
surer to., or on behalf o.f, the Central Bank, or by the Central Bank to the 
Treasurer, no entry is to be made in the Treasurer's Pass Book. Auditors must 
not alter the Treasurer's Pass Book so as to make the bo.ok tally with the Cash 
Book of the Central Bank; for the Cash Book may contain entries which refer to. 
mere paper transactions or book adjustments (such entries are, it is directed 
once more, to be made in red ink) ~ and once the Treasurer has signed the 
entries in his Pass Book nobody except the Treasurer himself, under his own 
signature, has any right to correct the entries. A Treasurer's Pass Book is not 
one of the Central Bank's books of account, but is the Treasurer's own state
ment of his dealings with the Bank and of his lill-bilities to tb..e Bank, and is a 
copy not of any book of the Bank; but of the ledger:account oPened by the 
Treasurer himself in his own books in the Bank's name. 

CIRCULAR No. III OF 1915. 

(Subject t-Scrutiny 01 the financial condition 0/ societies by the Directors 01 
Central Banks.) 

The attention of all Central Banks is invited to the provision in their by
laws which lays upon the Board of Directors, or upon the Working Committee 
of the Directors, the duty of scrutinizing the financial condition of societies 
with a view to safeguarding the shareholders of Central Banks against loss. 
The Registrar considers it necessary to point out that the duty imposed is 
a personal one and cardes personal responsibility with it. 
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CIRCULAR No. IV OF 1915. 

(Sub/eel :-Enrolment in membership 01 all the members 01 a ~ joint family of 
which the managing co-parcener is a member 01 a society, and their 
exemption Irom the entra~ce lee and Federation subscription.) 

In order to protect societies against loss and to avoid troubles,ome diSputes, 
all the members of a joint family of which the managing co-parce~er is. a 
member of a society should be formally enrolled in membership. In cases of 
this kind it is fair to collect the entrance fee and Federation subscription from 
the Inanaging co-parcener' only, it being understood, of course, that the' 
other members of the joint family cannot take loans from the society in their 
individual capacities. 

Registrar's Memorandum NO.3 of 1915. 

Reserve Funds 01 Cancelled Societies. 

The reserve funds of cancelled societies may, in all cases, and without 
further reference to the Registrar, be transferred to the Reserve Fund of the· 
Central Bank. Shares purchased by cancelled societies stand on a somewhat 
different footing, (~) in cases in which shares have been purchased out of 
profits which would hav~ otherwise been transferred to reserve, the most suit
able course is to transfer the shares to the Governor of the Federation, and this 
practice should be followed: (il) in cases in which shares have been purchased 
out of SUbscriptions or savings deposits, they must stand in the name of the 
societies cancelled, until transfer to the Bank or to some other person can be 
arranged for by purchase. Dividends, of course,· cannot be distributed to 
cancelled societies as they are no longer members of the Bank and lose all rights 
under the Act. Shares held by cancelled societies will not rank for dividend, 
so long as they are so held. 

Registrar's Memorandum No. '4 of 1915 . 
• 1 

Supervision 01 Society Moharrirs. 

Your attention is invited to the necessity for a closer co-operation between 
the Government Auditors and the Federation Audit Staff on the one side and 
the Central Bank and the Society Moharrirs on the other.. In the first place, 
I beg to point out that the Society Moha~rirs must be sufficiently well trained 
and educated to impart elementary co-operative teaching and instruction in the 
by-laws to the members of the societies. SecondlY, I would point outthat the 
Managers of Central Banks are directly responsible for the co-operative quality 
and efficiency of the societies affiliated to the Central Banks. Thirdly, I must 
insist on the necessity for the strict supervision of the work of Society Mohar
rirs by the Directors and executive staff of th.e Central Banks. Unless the 
accounts of the societies are regularly written up and proper instruction and 
teaching are given to the members of the societies far too great a strain is 
placed on the audit Inachine. 
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As far as possible care should be taken to visit societies during their slack 
seasons; and in this connection I mention that the slack season for a kha,il 
village is not that which is slack for a. ,abi village. In most villages either 
the rabi or the kha,il crop is predominant. 

In conclusion, I have to state that in considering the question of licenses 
(which, of course, are always subject to cancellation) the quality of societies 
under Central Banks will be given full consideration. Good teachers will. 
as experience has proved, succeed in turning out a very large proportion of 
really good sound c<roperative societies. There i!t far too great a tendency 
on the part of the paid sta1l to look upon themselves as masters and not as 
servants of the societies; and I am afraid the paid staff fail to perceive that 
this attitude is particularly foolish, for the continuance of their salaries depends 
upon the co-operative health of the societies of which they are the servants. 
These observations may be translated into Hindi by all Central Banks and 
circulated to each member of the Bank and Federation Staff. 

Registrar's Memorandum No. I of 1916. 

Applications 10,. Awa,ds. 

It seems that some instructions are necessary as regards applications for 
awards or for orders under section 35, Act II of I9I2, bY,societies and Central' 
Banks. 

(I) Recently a number of societies have applied fo( awards against 
defaulting members. It should not be necessary for any properly constituted 
societY,to apply for assistance in recovering its loans. All members are sup
posed to know the character and financial position of other members; and 
living, as they do, in the same village they do have such knowledge except 
in very rare cases. It is open to them to refuse to allow a dishonest, lazy, or 
insolvent person .to join the society. It is also open to them to expet' any 
member whom they considex: dishonest, lazy, or insolvent. If they do not 
do so tl~ey cannot comp1ain if they have to make good any losses incurred by 
the default of any such member, as they are all jointly and severally responsible 
for the debts of each member. . If societies are able, without trouble or financial 
loss, to recover by an award or an order of the Registrar, the loans due from 
defaulters, they will never. realise th~ir duties and responsibilities in regard t() 
the admission and expulsion of members. Awards should therefore only be 
recommended in favour of societies against their members in very rare cases. 

(2) The conditions are quite different as regards the application fot 
awards by the Central Bank against societies. A society may be quit~ solvent 
owing to its joint and unlimited liability althoUgh it contains one or two dis· 
honest defaulters. It is quite unreasonable for a Central Bank to wait until 
the society has recovered by award or otherwise the loans due from such default
ing members. When the loan to the society becomes overdue the Central 
Bank should (unless there are good reasons to the contrary, such as failures 
of crops, etc.), apply to the Registrar for an award against the. society. 
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Registrar's Memorandum No. 2 of 1916. 

Collection 0/ Reserve Funds. 
·It is noticed that some Central Banks, in order to reduce their outstanding 

arrears, take all the payments made by the societies to'loiln accounts'and do 
not pass the necessary cfedits to the Reserve Fund accounts. 

It should be understood that the Reserve Funds of the societies constitute 
a first charge on the interest collected. 

Registrar's Memorandum NO.3 of 1916. 

The main purpose of insisting on the purchase of shares by members of 
primary societies is to enable Central Banks which, of course, include in their 
organization primary societies working under them, to accumulate a large 
capital of their own as rapidly as possible. Experience' in other countries 
emphasises the great necessity for this policy, -for in times of strain money 
borrowed, no matter from what source, is apt to be called in. Shortly after 
the South African War, and again in 19<>7, 1912, and 1914 the German 
societies which depended to a very unsafe. extent on borrowed money' 
were put in the direst straits by the general scarcity . of loanable money . 
which prevailed. Accordingly, it has now been accepted by all co-operative 
bankers that a policy whi(.h aims at as large a permanent owned capital 
as possible is indispensable to stability of organization. 

In the next place, it is very necessary to teach the villager that ·co-9pera'" 
tion does not begin and end inside his own village society. What is required. .. 
is education of every kind, and practical measures as well, to instil into the 
villagers a sense of association. In Japan, where every village has its own, 
Agricultural Association and 7S per cent. of the total number of towns, villages, 
and hamlets. their own co-operative credit societies, a sense of association has 
. been instilled into the people in a most remarkable'degree. But it is not to be 
expected that the villagers will understand the steps which are being taken 
on their behalf and strictly in their own interests, unless instruction is given
them. 
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ACT NO. II OF 1912. 

PASSED BY THE GoVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA IN CoUNCIL. 

(Received th. assent 01 the Govefno,·Genefal on the IS' MafCh, 1912.) 

An Act to amend the Law relating to Co-operative Societies. 
WHEREAS it is expedient further to facilitate the formation of Co-operative 

Societies for the promotion of thrift and self-help among agriculturists. artisans, 
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and persons of limited means, and for that purpose to amend the law relating 
to Co-opelative Societies; It is her~by enacted as follows:-:-

P,elimina,y. 

Short title and extent. I. {Il Thi~ Act may be called "The Co-operative 
Societies Act," 1913; and 

(2) It extend!l to the whole of British India. 
. 2. In this Act unless the~e is anything repugnant Definitions. 
in the. subjec.t or context-

(a) "by-laws" means the registered by-laws for the time being in force 
and includes a registered amendment of the by-laws: 

(b) "committee" means the governing body of a registered society to 
whom the management of its affairs is entrusted: 

(c) "member" includes a person joining in the application for the 
_ registration of a society and a person admitted to membership 

after registration in accordance with the by-laws and any rules: 
(d) "officer" includes a chairma~, secretary, treasurer, member of 

committee, or other person em_powered under the rules or the 
by-laws to give directions in regard to the business of the society. 

(e) "registered society" means a society registered or deemed to be 
registered under this Act: 

(f) "Registrar" means a person appointed to perform the duties of a 
Registrar of 'Co-operative Societies under this Act: and. 

(g) "rules" means rules made under this Act. 

Registration. 

3. The Local Government may appoint a person to be Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies fQr the Province or any portion The Registrar., 
of it, and may appoint persons to assist such Registrar. 

and may, by general or special order, confer on any such persons all or any 
of the powers of a Registrar under this Act. 

4. . Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, a society which has 
as its object the promotion of the ecynomic interests of 

: Societies ~hich may be its members in accordance with co-operative principles, regIStered. _ 
or a society established with the object of facilitating 

the operations of such a society, may be registered under this Act with or 
without limited liability: 

Provided that unless the Local Government by general or special order 
otherwise directs-

(I) the liability of a society of which a member is 'a registered society 
shall be limited; . 

. (2) the liability of a society of which the object is the creation. of funds 
to be lent to its members, and of which the majority of the 
members are agriculturists, and of which no member is a regis
tered society. shall be unlimited. 
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Restrictions OD interest 5.' Where th~ liability-of the members of a society 
of member of society with • .-. . -
limited liability and a IS limite" by shares, no member other than a 
share capital. - registered society shal:l--

(a) hold more than such port;ioIt of the share capital of the society, 
subject to a maximum of one-fifth as may be prescribed by the 
rules; or . 

(b) have or claim. any interest in the shares of the society exceeding one 
thousand rupees. 

6. (I} No society, other than a society of which a member is a registered 
society, shall be registered under this Act which does. 

Conditio~o~~ registra. not consist of at least ten persons above the age of 
eighteen years and, where the object of tlie society 

is the creation of funds to be lent to its melll-bers, unless such persons--
(a) reside in the same town or village or in the same group of villages ~ or ,. 

J.b) save where the Registrar otherwise directs, are members of the 
same tribe, class, caste, or occupation. 

(2) The word" limited" shall be the last word in the name of every society 
with liInited liability registered under this Act. 

7. When any question arises whether, for the purposes of this Act a 
person is an agriculturist or a. no~-agriculturist. or 

Power of Registrar to . - . ilia' 
decide certain questions. whether any person is a resident in a town or v ge-

or group of villages, or whether two or' more villages 
shall be considered to form a group, or whether any person belongs to' any 
particular tribe, class, caste, or occupation, the question shall be decided by the 
Registrar. whose decision shall be final. 
Application fo; registra. 8. (1) For purposes of registration an application, 

tion. to register shall be made to the Registrar. 
(2) The application. shall be signed-

(a) in the case of a society of which no member. is a registered society. 
by at. least ten persons qualified in accordantewith the require
ments of section 6,. sub-section Jll j and 

(b) in the case of a society of which a member is a. registered society .. 
by a duly authorised person on behalf of every such registered 
society. and where. all the members of the. society are not 

·registered societies, by ten 'other -members or, when there are 
less than ten other members, by all of them. 

(3) The application shall be accompanied by a ,copy of the proposed 
by-laws of the society. and the personsbywho~ or on whose behaIt such. 
application is mad~ shall furnish such ·information in regard to the. society· 
as the Registrar may require. 

9. If the Registrar is satisfied that a society has complied with the 

Registration. ,provisions of this Act and the rules and' that it~ 
. proposed by-laws are not contrary to the Act or to 

the rules. he may, if he thinks fit, register the society and its by-laws. 
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10. A certificate of registration signed by the Registrar shall be 

Evidence of registration. conclusive evidence that the society therein 
, mentioned is duly registered unless it is proved that 

the registration of the .:society has been cancelled. ' 
II. (I) No amendment of the by-laws of a registered society shall be 

Am d t f th b valid until the same has been re'""tered under this en men 0 e y. 0-

laws of a registered socie- Act, for which purpose a copy of the amendment 
tY·shall be forwarded to the Registrar 

(2) If the Registrar is satisfied that any amendment of the by-laws is 
not contrary to this Act or to the rules, he may, if he thinks fit, register the 
amendment. 

(J)When the Registrar registers an amendment of the by-laws of 
a registered society, he shall issue' to the society a copy of the 
amendment certified by him, which shall be conclusive evidence that the 
same is duly registered. 

Rights and liabilities 0/ members. -
12. No member of a registered society shall exercise the rights of a 

member unless or until he has made such payment 
Member not to exercise to the society in respect of membership or acquired 

rights till due payment 
made. such interest in the society, as may be prescribed by 

the rules or by-laws. 

13. (I) Where the liability of the members of a registered society is not 
I limited by shares, each member shall, notwithstanding 

Vote of members. 
the amount of his interest in the capital, have one 

vote only as a member in the affairs of the society. 
(2) Where the liability of the members of a registered society is limited 

by shares, each member shall have as many votes as may be prescribed by the 
by-Jaws. 

(3) A registered society which has invested any part of its funds in the 
shares of any other registered society may appoint as its proxy, for the purpose 
of voting in the affairs. of such other registered society, anyone of its 
members. 

:1:4. (I) The transfer or charge of the share or interest 9f a member in 
the capital of a registered society, shall be subject 

Restrictions on transfer to such conditions as to maximum holdmg as may' 
of share or interest. 

be prescribed by this Act or by the rules. 
(2) In case of a society registered with unlimited liability a member shall 

not transfer any share held by him or his interest in the capital of ~he society 
or any patt thereof unless-

(a) he has held such shart or interest for not less than one 
year: and 

'(b) the transfer or charge is made to the society or to a member of 
,the society. 
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, Duties 01 registered so~ieties. 
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15· Every registered society shall have an address, registered in accord

Address of societies. 
ance with the rules, to which all notices and communi
cations may be sent, and shall ~end to the Registrar 

notice of every change thereof. 

16. Every registered society shall keel? a copy of this Act and of the 
Copy of. Act. rule! and - rules governing such society, and of its bY-laws, 

by-Ia!l's to be open to in- open to inspection free of charge at all reasonable 
specbon. . ' . 

tunes at the regIStered address of the society. 
17. (x) The Registrar shall audit or cause to.be audited by ~ome perj;on 

Audit. authorized by him by general or special order in 
writing in this behalf the accounts of every registered 

society once at .least in ~very year_ 
(2) The audit under sub-section (x) shall include an examination of over

due debts, if any, and a valuatil?n of the assets and liabilities of the society. 
(3) The Registrar,' the Collector, or any person authorized by general or 

special order in writing in this behalf by the Registrar shall at all times ,have 
access to all the books, accounts, papers, and securities of a society, and every 
officer of the society shall furnish such information in regard ~o the transactions 
and working of the society as the person making such inspection may require. 

Privileges 01 registererl societie~." 

18. The registration of a society shall render it a bodycorpor!lote by the 

Societies to be bodies 
corporate. 

name under which it is registered, with perpetual 
succession and a common seal, and with power to 
hold property, to enter info contracts, to institute 

and defend suits and other legal proceedings and to do all things necessary for 
the purposes of its copstitution. 

19. SUbject to any prior claim of the Government in respect of)and-, 
revenue or any money recoverable as land-revenue 

,Prior claim of society. or of a landlord in respect of rent or' any mC?ney 
recoverable as rent, a registered society shall be entitled in priority to other 
creditors to enforce any outstanding demand due to the society from a member 
or past member-

(a) in respect of the supply of seed or manure or of the loan of money 
for the purchase of seed or manUle-upon the crops or 'other 
agricultural produce of such member or person at any time within 
eighteen months from the date of such supply or 'loan I 

lb) in respect of the supply of cattle, fodder for cattle, agricultural or" 
industrial implements or machinery, or raw materials for manu
facture, or of the loan of money for the 'purchase of any of the' 
foregoing things-upon any such things so supplied, or purchased 
in whole' or in part from any such loan, or on any articles manu
factured from raw':"materials so supplied or purchased. 
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,20. A regist(lred society shall have a charge upon the share or interest 
in the capital and on the deposits of a member or 

Charge and set..ofi i~ past member and upon aI?-Y dividend, bonus, or profits 
TflSPect of shares or inter. 
est of member. payable to a member or past member in respect of 

any debt due from such member or past member to 
the society, and may set off any sum credited or payable toa member or 
past :member in or towards payment of any such debt. 

2t. SUbject to tlle provisions of section 20, the share or interest of a 
, member in the capital of a registered society shall not 

s:::~~: t~r ::~~:!~~t be liable _to attachment or sale under any decree or 
order of a Court of '1 ustice in respect of any debt or 

liability incurred by such member, and neither the -Official Assignee under 
the Presidency-towns Insolvency Act,. 1909, nor a Receiver under the 
Provincial Insolvency Act. 1907, shall be entitled to or have any claim on 
such share or interest. ' , 

22. (I) O!J, the death of a member a registered society may transfer the 
share or interest of the deceased member to the person 

Transfer of interest' on nominated in accordance with the rules made in this 
death of member. 

behalf, or. if there is no person so nominated. to such 
-person as may appear to the committee to be the heir or legal representative 
·of the deceased member. or pay to such nominee. heir, or legal representative, 
as the case may be, a sum representing the value of such member's share or 
interest, as ascertained in accordance with the rules or by-Ia~s: 

Provided that-
(i) in the case of asociety with unlimited liability, such nominee, heir, 

or legall'llpresentative, as the case may be, may require payment 
by the society of the value of the share or interest of the deceased 
member ascertained as aforesaid; 

(ii) in the case of a society with limited liability, the society shall 
transfer the share or interest of the deceased member to such 
nominee, heir, or legal representative, as the case may be, being 
qualified in accordance with the rules and by-laws for :membership 
of the society. or on his application within one month of the 
death of the deceased member to any person specified in the 
application who is so qualified. 

(:z) A registered society may pay all other moneys due to the deceased 
member from the society to such nominee. heir, or legal representative, as the 
case may be. 

(3) All transfers and payments made by a registered society in accordance 
with the provisions of this section shall be valid and effectual against any 
-demand made upon the society by any other person. 

23 •. The liability of a past member for the debts of a registered society 
.' .. as they existed at the time when he ceased to be a 

Liability of past mem~er. member shall continue for a period of two years from 

the date of his ceasing to be a membe.r. 
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24. The estate of a deceased member shall be liable for a period of one 
year from the time of his decease for the debts of a 

Liability of the estates reai .. tered society as they existed at the time of his 
of deceased members. "'-

decease. 

25. Any register or ..,list of members or shares kept by any registered 

Register of members. society shall be P,im4 facie evidence of any of the 
following particulars :entered therein:-

(a) the date at which the name of any person was entered in such 
register or list as a member ; 

(b) the date at which any such person ceased to be a member. 
26. A copy of any entry in a book of a registered society regularly kept 

Proof of entries in 
societies' books. 

in the course of business, shall, if ·certified in SUch 
maimer as may be prescribed by the rules, be received, 
in any suit or legal proceeding, as p,im4lacie evidence 

of the existence of such entry, and shall be admitted as evidence of the matters, 
transactions, and accounts therein recorded in every case where, and· to the 
same extent as, the original entry itself is .admissible. 

. ulsEll:emption. fr~ com
f
- 27. Nothing in . section 17, sub-section (I), clauses 

p ory regIStration 0 .- " 
mstruments relating to (b) and (e), of the Indian .ReglstratlOn Act, 1908, 
sha!es and dc:bentures of . shall apply to--
regIStered SOCiety. 

ll) any instrument relating to shares in a reg~tered society, notwith
standing that the assets 'of such society consist in whole or in 
part of immoveable property; or 

(2) any debenture issued by any such socie~31 and not creating, declaring, 
assignmg, limIting, or extinguishing any right, title, or interest 
to or in immoveable property except in so far as it entitles the 
holder to the security afforded by a registered instrument whereby 
the society has mortgaged, conveyed, or otherwise transferred 
the whole or part of its immoveable property or any interest 
therein to trustees upon trust for the benefit of the holders of 
such debentures i or 

(3) any endorsement upon or transfer of any debentw:e jssued by any 
such .society. 

P t t f 
28. The Governor-General in Council,. by notifica-ower 0 exemp rom 

income-tax, stamp-duty. tion in the Gazette 01 India, may, in the case of any 
and registration-fees. registered society or class of registered society, remit"";" 

(a) the income-tax payable in respect of the profits of the society, or 
of the dividends or other payments received by the members of 
the society on account of profits ; 

(b) the stamp-duty" with which, under any law for the time being in 
force, instruments executed by or on behalf of a registered society 
or by an officer or member andlelating to the business C?f such 
society, or. any class of such insjruments, are,respectively 
chargeable I 
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(e) any fee ,payable under the law of registration for the time being in, 
force. 

P,ope,ty and funds of ,egiste,ed $oeieties. 

Restrictions on loans. 
29. (I) A registered soCiety shall not make a ioan 

to any person other than a member: 
Provided that, with the general or special sanction of the Registrar, a 

registered society may make loans to another registered' society. 
(2), Save with the sanction of the Registrar, a 'Society with unlimited 

iability shall not lend money on the security of moveable property. 
(3) The Local Government may, by general or special order, prohibit or 

'Testrict the lending of money on mortgage of immoveable property by any 
registered society or class of registered societies. 

30. A registered sodety shall receive deposits and loans from persons • who are not members only to such extent and under 
Restrict~ons on borrow- such conditions as may be prescribed by the rules 

mg. 
or by-laws. 

31. Save as provided in sections 29 and 30, the transactions of a registered 
Restrictions on other society with ~rsons other than members shall be 

transactions with non- subject to such prohibitions and restrictions, if any, 
members. as the Local Government may, by rules, prescribe. 

Investment of funds. 
, 

32. (I) A registered society may invest or deposit 
its funds-

(a) in the Government Savings Bank; or 
(b) in any of the securities specified in section 20 of the Indian Trusts 

Act, 1882; or 
(e) in the shares or on the security of any other registered society i or 
(d) with any bank or person carrying on t~e business of bariking. 

approved for this purpose by the Registrar; or 
(e) in any other mode permitted by the rules. 

(2) Any 'investments or deposits made before the commencement of this 
Act which would have been valid if'this Act had been in force are .hereby 
ratified and confirmed • 

. , 33. No part of the funds of a registered society 
Funds not to be dlVld- h II b d' 'd d b f b d"d d I ed by way of profit. s a e IVl e y way 0 onus or IVI en or 

otherwise among its members: 
Provided that after at least one-fourth of the net profits in any year have 

been carried to a reserve fund, payments from the remainder of such profits 
and from any profits of past years available for distribution' may be made 
among the members to such extent and under such conditions as may be 
prescribed by the rules or by-Ia:-vs: 

Provided also that in the case of a society with unlimited liability no 
distribution of profits shall be made without the general or special order of the 
Local Government in this behalf. 
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34. Any registered society may, with 'the ~nction of the Regis~rar. 
after one-fourth of the net profits in any year has been 

Contribution to chari- carried to a reserve fu~d, contribute an amount not 
. table purpose. , . 

exceeding ten per cent. of the remaining net profi~s 
to any charitable purpose, as defined in section 2 of the Charitable Endow
ments Act, x890. 

Inspection 0/ afJai,s. 

35. (x) The Rfgistrar may of his own motion, and shall on the request 
of the Collector, or on the application of a majority 

Inquiry by Registrar_ of the committee. or of not less than one-third of the 
members, hold an mquiry or direct some person authoi~d ,by him by order 
in writing in this behalf to hold an inquiry into the constitution, working, and 
financial cQndition of a registered society. 

(2) All officers and members of4the society shall furnish such information 
in regard to the affairs of the society as the Registrar or the person authorized 
by the Registrar may require. 

. 36. {x} The Registrar shall, on the application of a creditor of a 'registered 
society, inspect or direct some person authorized by 

Inspection of books of him bv order in writmg' in t.his behalf to ins. peet the 
. indebted society. J 

books of the society : 
Provided that-

(a). the applicant satisfies the Registrar that the debt is a sum then 
due. and that he has demanded paymen~ thereof and has not 
received satisfaction within, a reasonable time ; and 

(b) the applicant deposits. witl:!. the Registral! s1J.$:h sum as security for 
the costs of the proposed inspectio~ as the RegistraJ; may require; 

(2) The Registrar shall communicate the results of.any such inspection 
to the creditor. 

37. Where an inquiry is held under section 35. or an inspection is made 
under section 36, the Registrar may apportion the 
costs, or such part of the cost~ as he' may think right, 

between the society, the members or cred.itor demanding an inquiry or 

Costs of inquiry. 

inspection, and the officers or fonp,er offiCers of t~ so~iety.· . 
38. Any sum awarded by way of costs under section 37 may be recovered,. 

Recovery of costs. 
on application to a Magistrate having jurisdiction 
in the place where the person trom whom the money 

is claiInable actually and voluntarily resides or carnes on business, by the 
distress and sale of any moveable property within the linlits of. the jurisdic-
tion of such Magistrate belonging to such Person. ' 

'Dissolution 01 society. 

39, (x) If the Registrar, afte.; an inquiry hash«!en belcl un4er. ~ct;ion 35 

Dissof ution, 

CS 

or after an inspection has been made Uilder ~ctio~ 36 . 
or on receipt of an applica.tion made by thi-qe-fourt~ 

33 
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of the members of a registered society. is of opinion that the society ought to 
be dissolved, he may cancel the registration of the society. 

(2) Any member of a society may, within two months from the date of an 
order made under sub-section (I), appeal from such order. 

(3), Where no appefLlis presented within two months from the making 
of an order cancelling the registration of a society, the order shall take effect 
on the expiry of that period. 

(4) Where an appeal is presented within two months, the order shall not 
take effect until it is confirmed by the appellate authority. 

(5) The authority to which appeals undei this section shall lie shall be the 
Local Government: 

Provided that the Local Government may, by notification in the local 
official Gazette, direct that appeals shall lie to such Revenue-authority as may 
be specified in the notification. 

40. Where it is a condition of the registration of a society that it should 
consist of at least ten members, the Registrar may, 

canc~Uation C?f regis- by order in writing cancel the registration of the 
trabon of society. ' 

society if at any time it is proved to his satisfaction 
that the number of. the members has been reduced to less than ten. 

Effect of cancellation 41. Where the registration of a society is cancelled 
o! registration. the society shall cease to exist as a corporate body"': 

(a) in the case of cancellation in accordance with the provisions of 
section 39, from the date the order of cancellation takes effect i 

(b) in th~ case of cancellation in accordance with the provisions of 
section 40, from the date of the order. 

'. 42. (I) Where the registration of a society is cancelled under section 39 

, Winding up .. 
or section 40, the Registrar may appoint a competent 
person to be liquidator of the society. 

(2) A liquidator appointed under 'sub-section (I) shall have power-
(a) to institute and defend suits and other legal proceedings on behalf 

of the society by his name of office; 
lb) to detenniile the contribution to be made by the members and past 

members of the society respectively to the assets of the society i 

(e) to investigate all claims against the society and, subject to the 
provisions of this Act, to decide questions of priority arising 
between claimants; 

(d) to determine by what persons' and in what proportions the costs of 
the liquidation are to be borne; and 

(e) to give such directions in regard to the collection and distribution 
of the assets of the society, as may appear to him to be necessary 
for winding up the affairs of the society. 

(3) Subject to any rules, a liquidator appointed under this section shall. 
in so far as such powers are neces1lary for carrying out the purposes of this 
section. have power to summon and enforce the attendance of witnesses and 
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to compel the production of documents by the same means and (so far as may 
be) in the same maMer as is provided in the case of a Civil Court urider the 
Code of Civil Procedure. 1908. . 

(4) Where an appeal from any order made by a liquidator under this 
section is provided for by the rules. it shall lie to the Court of the District 
Judge. 

(5) Orders macle under this section shall. on application.· be enforced as 
follows :-

(a) When made by a liquidator, by any Civil Court having local 
jurisdiction in the same manner as a.decree of such Court. 

(b) When made by the Court of the District Judge on appeal. in the 
same manner as a decree of such COUl t made in any suit pending 
therein. 

(6) Save in so far as is hereinbefore expressly pro~ded. no Civil Court 
shall have any jurisdiction in respect of any matter connected with the 
dissolution of a registered society under this Act. 

43· 

this Act. 

Rules. 

(x) The Local Government, may, for the whole or any part of the 
Province and for any registered society or class of such 
societies. make rules to carry out the purposes of 

(2) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing 
power, such rules may-

(a) subject to the provisions of section 5 •. prescribe the maximum 
number of shares or portion of the capital of a society which 

. may be held by a member: 

(h) prescribe the forms to be used and the conditions to be compli.ed 
with in the making of applications for the registration of a 
society and the procedure in the matter of such applications; 

(e) prescribe the matters in respect of which a society mayor shall 
make by-laws and for the procedure to be followed in making. 
altering, and abrogating by-laws. and the conditions'to be satisfied 
prior to such making. alteration, or abrogation i 

(d) prescribe the conditions to be complied with by persons applying 
for admission or admitted as members~ arid provide for the elec
tion and admission of members, and the payment to be made 
and the interests to.be acquired before the exercise of the right 
of membershlp ; 

(e) regulate the manner in which funds may be raised by means of 
shares or debentures or otherwise: 

(f) provide for general meetings of the members and for the procedure 
at such meetings and the powers to be exercised by such 

meetings J 
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~l providtl for the appointment. suspension, and removal 'of the 
members of the committee and' other officers, and for the 
procedure at meetings of the committee; and for the powers to 
be exercised. and the duties to be performed by the committee 
and other offis;ers; . 

(h) prescribe the accounts and books to be kept by a society and provide 
for the audit 01 such accounts and tj:J.e charges, if any, to be made 
for such audit, and for the periodical publication of a balance 
sheet showing the a:;sets and liabilities of.a society; 

(i) prescribe the r{lturns to be submitted by a society to the Registrar 
and provide for the persons by whom and the form in which such 
returns shall be submitted; 

(1) provide for the persons by whom and the form in which copies of 
entries in books of societies may be certified; 

(k) provide £or~the formation and maintenance of a reg!ster of members 
and, where the. liability of the members is limited by shares, ·of 
a register of shares; 

(l) provide that any dispute touching the 'business of a ~ociety between 
members or past mettlbers of the society or persons claiming 
through a member or past member or between a member or past 
triember or persons SO claiming and the committee or any officer
shall be referred to the Registrar for decision or, if he so directs, 
to arbitration, and prescribe the mode of appointing an arbitrator 
or arbitrators and the procedure to be followed in proceedings 
before the Registrar or such arbitrator or arbitrators, and the 
enforcement of the decisions of the Registrar or the awards of 
arbitrators ; 

(m) provide for the withgrawal and expUlsion of members and for the 
payments. if any, to be made to members who withdraw or are 
expeDed and for the liabilities of past members; 

(n) provide for the mode in which the value of a deceased member's 
interest shall be ascertained, and for the nomination of a person 
to whom such interest may be paid or transferrea ; 

(o) . prescribe the payments to be made and the conditions to be com
plied with by members applying for loans, the period for which 
loans may be made, and the amount which may be lent, to an 
individual member ; 

(P), provide for the formation and maintenance of reserve funds, and 
the objects to which such funds may be applied, and for the 
investment of any funds under the control of the society; 

(1) prescribe the extent to which a society "may limit the number of 
its members; 

(1) prescribe the conditions under which profits· may be distributed 
to the members of a society with unlin).ited liability and the 
maximum rate of dividend which may be paid by societies 
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(s) subject to the provisions of section -39, determine in what ciLses an 
appeal shall lie hom the orders of the Registrar and prescribe 

. the procedure to be followed in presenting and disposing of such 
appeals; and . 

(t) prescribe the procedure to be followed by a liquidator appointed 
under section 42, and the cases in which an appeal shall lie from 
the order of such liquidator. • 

(3) The Local Gove~ent may delegate. subject to such conditions, 
if any, as it thinks fit, all or any of its powers. to make rules under this section 
to any authority specified in the order of delegation.· 

(4) The power to make rules. conferred bY' this section is subject to t1.l,e 
condition of the rules being made. after previous publication. 

(5) All rules made under this section shaH be published in the local official 
Gazette and on such publication shall have effect as if enacted in this Act. 

1.1 isceUaneous. 

44. (r) AIl s~ms due from a registered society or from an officer or 
member or past member of a registered society as 

R~':~~~!::t~ue such to the Government. including any costs awarded 
to the Government under Section 37. may be recovered 

in the same manner as arrears of land-revenue. 
(2LSums due from a registered society to Government and recoverable 

under sub-section (r) may be recovered. firstly. from the property of the 
society; secondly, in the case of a society of which the liability of the members 
is limited, from the members subject to the limit of their liability; and, thirdly, 
in the case of other societies, from the members. , 

45. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, the Local Govern
ment may, by special order in each case and subject 

tic!: fra!.° con~~:~ to such conditions, if any, as it may impose, exempt 
.as to registration. any society from any of the requirements of this Act 

as to registration. 
46. The Local Government may, by general or speCial order, exempt any 

r Power to exempt 
registered societies from 
provisions of the Act. 

registered society from any of the provisions 9£ this 
Act or m.ay direct that such provisions shall apply 
to such society with such modifications as may be 
specified in the order. 

41. (r) No person other than a registered society shall trade or carry 
on business under any name or title of which the word 

Prohibition of the nse of.. t'" - rt 'th t th ct· f th the word ,. co-operative." co-opera lve JS pa WI ou e san Ion 0 e 
Local Government: 

Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to the use by any 
person or his successor in interest of any name or title under which he 
traded or carried on business at the date on which this Act comes into 
operation. 
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(2) Whoever contravenes the provisions of this section shall be punishable 
with fine which may extend to fifty rupees and in the case of a continuing 
offence with further nne of five rupees for each day Oil which the offence is. 
continued after conviction therefor. 

Indian Companies Act, 48. The provisions of the Indian Companies Ad. 
1882, not to apply~ ISB!!. shalI not apply to registered societies. 

49. Every society now existing which has been registered under the 

Saving of existing 
societies. 

Co~perative Credit Societies Act, 1904, shalI be 
deemed to be registered under this Act. and its by
laws shall, so far as the same are not inconsistent' 

with the express provisions of this Act. continue in force until altered or 
rescinded. 

Repeal. 50. The Co~perative Credit Societies Act, 1904. 
is hereby repealed. 
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EXEMPTIONS AND CONCESSIONS. 

SEPARATE REVENUE DEPARTMENT. 

Income Tax. 

No. 68I-F .• dated Delhi. the 28th December 1912. 

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 28. clause (a) of the C0-
operative Societies Act (II of 1912). the Governor-General in Council is pleased 
to remit the income tax payable in respect of the profits of any~Co~perative 
Credit Society for the time being registered under that Act. or of the .div~dends 
and other payments received'by the members of any such sOCiety on account 
of profits. 

2. The Notification of the Finance and Commerce Department No. 6zx6-
S.R •• dated the 30th September 1904, is hereby cancelled. 

Separate Revenue. 

Stamps. 

No. 683-F .• dated Delhi. the 28th December 1912. 

In' exercise of the powers conferred by section 28, clause (b), of the Co· 
operative Credit Societies Act, 1912 (II of 1912). the Governor-Genera! in 
Council is pleased to remit the stamp duty with which, unde,t' any law for the 
time being in force, instrumenfs executed by or on bElhalf of any Co-operative 
Credit Society for'the time being registered under that Act. or instruments 
executed by any officer or member of any such Society. and relating to the 
business of the society. are respectively chargeable. 

2. The Notification of the Finance and Commerce Department No. 6220-
S.R., dated the 30th September '1904. is hereby cancelled. 

NOTIFICATION. 

No. 376. Home Department Uudicial). dated Simla, Ike 24th 4P,j, 1914. 

In supersession of the Home Department. Notification No. 2025~ dated 
the 20th June 1910, and in exerc'ise of the powers conferred by section 28, 

, (519) 
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clause (C). of the Co-operative Societies Act. 1912 (II of 1912). the Governor
General in Council is pleased to remit the following fees payable under the 
law of registration for 'the time being inforce. namely :-

(a) All fees payable by or on behalf of any Co-operative Society for the 
time being registered under that Act ; and 

(b) . All fees payable in resp~ct of any instrument executed by any officer 
or member of such a society and relating to the business thereof. 

NOTIFICATION. 

No. 363. dated Nagpul'. the 13th August 1:912. 

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 46 of the Co-operative 
Socie,ties Act II of x912. the Chief Commissioner is pleased to exempt the 
Central Provinces and Berar Provincial Co-operative Bank. Limit~. from the 
following provisions of the said Act .... namely:- ' 

Section 5. clause (b).-
~. 14 (x), 

23, 

.. 24· 

.. 33· 

C9NCESSION FOR THE ISSUE OF REMITTANCE TRANSFER 
RECEIPTS AT PAR. 

Article x43B (9) 01 the Civil Account Code:- -
.. Co-opel'ative Societies (credil and non~l'edit).-For remittances between 

societies provided that the amount to be remitted is not less than Rs, 150 ," 

ISSUE OF CASH ORDERS ON SUB-TREASURIES, 

Note to Arlicle 390 01 the Civil Account Code:-- -
.. Nole.-Remittance transfer receipts are not payable at sub-treasuries 

save as expressly provided in Appendix D. But if the money payable Oli a 
remittance transfet receipt is required at a sub-treasury there is no objection 
to the issue of a cash order to the payee for presentation at the sub-treasury. 
In such case the payee should receipt the remittance transfer receipt as 
'Received payment by a cash order on Sub-treasury.' and 
the Treasury Officer at the district treasury should finally deal with the 
remittance transfer receipt, and should take the same precautions regarding 
the delivery of the cash order as are prescribed in the case of payment in 
cash." 
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Note.-In cases of slight clerical irregularities the Central Banks may 
encash Remittance Transfer Receipts under Article 39I of the Civil Account 
Code, which runs as follows :-

II The points in order are .. that the bill has been advised; that it corre
sponds in all particulars with the-advice; that it bears the genuine signature 
of the drawer; that it bears the signature purporting to be that of the Treasurer 
unless issued by a Presidency Bank or one of its branches ; . that it has not been 
tampered with; and, of courSe, that it is not a cancelled or a lapsed bill or one 
of which a duplicate has been paid. Yet a bill may be paid-':' 

Without advice, if there is no reason whatsoever to doubt its genuineness, 
and if sufficient security is offered. In the case of well knowna:ndreliable 
holders, this security may be dispensed with. The Treasury Officer should .in 
all such cases apply for the necessary advice without delay. 

Even though differing from the advice, at the discretion andJisk of the drawee, 
provided there is no suspicion of fraudulent alteration, nor any possible doubt 
of the genuineness of the bill. But great caution should be exer<;ised before 
paying on a bill an amount larger than that named in the advice. 

Note.-lf the Remittance Transfer Receipt bears no signature pni'por~ing 
to be that of the Accountant the fact should be immediately brought to 'the 
notice of the Treasury Officer who issued the bill, in order that -he may ascertain_ 
whether the amount was _ correctlybrou~ht to book." 

INVESTMENTS AND DEPOSITS BY GOVERNMENT SERVANTS IN 
CO;"()PERATIVE BANKS. 

The Local Administration has permitted Government servants of every 
class to make investments- or place deposits in the -ProVincial Co:.operative 

.Bank, Limited, Jubbulpore, and in all Co-oper~tive Central BankS situated in 
the Central Provinces and Berar. 
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The following rules have been framed by the Central Prov
incis Administration under Section 43 of the Co-operative 
Societies Act II of 19I2. They have been made applicable to 
the Central Provinces, by Notification No. 355 of the 26th oj Sept
ember, 1916, and to Berar by Notification No. 356 oj the same 
date. 

RULES. 

I. In these rules-
The" Act" means the (,:o-operative Societies Act. 1912' 

(II of 1912), and" Rules" mean Rules made under the Act 
and for the time being in force. ' 

2. Subject to the provisions of Section 5 of the Act. 
where the liability of a member is limited by shares, no member 
other than a registered society shall hold more than one-fifth of 
the share capital of the society. 

3. Every application for the registration of a society 
shall state-

(I) the name and address of the society proposed for 
registration ; 

(2) whetheJ;' it is intended to be limited or unlimited ; 
(3) the area of operations; 
(4) the objects of the society; 
(5) the amount of initial capital it is proposed to raise ; 
(6) the manner in which the capital is to be raised. i.e .• 

by the issue of shares, 
by receiving deposits, 
by borrowing, 
by donations, 

and the amount of capital already subscribed or 
promised; 

(7) the qualifications for membership of the society ; 
(8) the names and residences of the applicants; and 

( 522 ) 
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(9) whether each applicant is an agriculturi.st or non-
agriculturist. . _ 

4. Every such application shall be attested by the signa
ture (or the thumb impression) -of each applicant, .and· shall 
be forwarded to the Registrar through the Deputy Commis
sioner of the District in which the place of business of the 

• society is situated. 
5. In forwarding the. application the -Deputy Commis

sioner shall recommend (a) registration, or (b) refusal of regis
tration. If the recommendation be that registration should 
be refused, the Deputy Commissioner shall state the reasons 
for it clearly. 

6. Tpe Registrar shall consider the application and may ~ 
if necessary, order further enquiry or refuse registration. Should 
he decide to allow registration he shall register the society in a 
register to be kept for that purpose. 

7. Every such entry shall be attested by the seal and 
signature of the Registrar, and shall be open to inspection 
by the public without fee. 

S. The Registrar sha~l communicate to the society his 
decision to allow or refuse registration by an order under his 
own signature. He shall also forward to the society a certified 
copy of the by-laws, as finally approved by him, as soon as 
they have been finally passed. 

9. If the Registrar refuses to register a society, an appeal 
shall lie to the Financial Commissioner, within two months 
from the- communication of such refusal to the applicants, 
who may direct'the Registrar to register the society. 

10 •. No society with unlimited liability shall be registered 
unless it agrees to purchase at least 'One share in· the Central 
Bank to which it proposes to become affiliated. 

II. Every application for registration shall be accom
panied by by4aws dealing with the following matters:-

(Ir the election and admission of members and the pay
ment to be made or interests to be acquired before 
exercising rights of membership ; 

(2) the withdrawal and expulsion of members and. the 
payments to be made to members who withdraw 
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or are expelled and for the liabilities of past 
members; 

(3) the mode1.n which the value of a deceased member's 
_ interest shall be asct:.rtained; 

(4) the liabiljty of the members of the society; :. 
(5) the conditions on which loans to members may be 

granted, the period for which loans may be made,· 
and the amount which may be lent to an individual 
member; 

(6) the formation of a reserve fund, and in the case 
of societies with limited liability the proportion 
to the total liabilities to which it should attain 
and the ~ate to which interest on loaps to members 
sh6uld be reduced before profits may ~e distri
buted to the members; 

(7) the man~er in which the capital of the society 
may be r<!lised ; 

(8) the procedure at general meetings of members. 
the powers to be exercised by such meetings, and 
the intervals at which they must be-held; 

.(9) the appointment of a committee and other officers 
of ,the society, the procedure at meetings of the' 
committee, the powers and duties of the committee 
and other officers and the suspension and removal 
of officers of the society ; and 

(10) the rate of interest on deposits, the objects "to which 
reserve funds may be applied and the investment or 
utilization of "such funds' _ or of any other funds 
under the control of the society. 

12. All by-laws must be passed at a general meeting 
by a majority of not less than two-thirds of the votes of members 
present. -

13. No by-laws shall be made, altered. or abrogated 
without the sanction of the Registrar. 

14. (I) Every applicant for admissiQn as a member must 
agree to pay such' admission fee as may be prescribed in the 
by-laws.· In the case of borrowing societies with unlimited 
liability no member shall be granted a loan 'unless he agrees 
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to purchase at least one share of Rs. 5 in the Central Bank 
to which his society is affiliated; and his, debt to his society 
shall not be allowed to exceed a sum greater than ten time~, 
the value of the share or shares in, the Central Bank which 
he has agreed to pUl:chase. The Registrar may apply thi!t 
rule to any society or class of societies with limited li~Qility. 

(2) No person shall be granted aloan from'the funds of .~ 
registered society unless he produces from amongst his fellow 
members two sureties whoshal1 in the first instance be personal~y' 
responsible for his borrowings up to the amount of the credit 
duly sanctioned by the'society in his favour. 

(3) No person shall be admitted to membership of a 
registered society who does not satisfy the requirements of the
Act or who is lega~ly or mentally disabled or who is a. bankrupt or 
against whom a conviction stands of a cognizable an4,non
bailable offence or, in the case of a society with unlimH:~d 
liability, who is already a m~mber of ailOthersoci~ty of unlimited 
liability. 

(4) Any member who may at any time be fOUI;l<i to be- ' 
disqualified ~or any of the reasons mentioned in clause {3} 
above shall be removed from the society. 

(5) In case of doubt, the dec~sion of the Registrar as, to 
whether a person is. or is not, eligible for membership of a. 
registered society, or is, or is not, liable to removal from memb~r
ship of a registered society shall be final. 

IS. (I) Subject to sucJl limit as the Regi~tra.r may im
pose from time to time on its maximum borrowing ·powers. 
and the maximum rates of interest to be paid on its !?orrowings,. 
a registered society may borr~w funds to be used in its· bu~ines~ 
from members and non-members. -. -

(2) Subject to the limit imposed by the Regist~ar a regist
ered societ~ shall determine' annually at a general meeting: 
the maximum limit of indebtedness in respect M existing
and new borrowings which may be incurred. in the comingy~ar;: 
such iimit may be modified at a subsequent generai meeting .. 

16. The issue of bonds or deb~ntu.res bya registered 
society shall be subject. to such conditions. as tI"e Regi~trar 
may pre~ibe. 
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17. With the previous sanction of the Registrar, any 
society may invest its funds or a portion thereof in the purchase 
o()r leasing of land or in the construction of buildings or in such 
o()ther manner as may be necessary for the conduct of its 
business and the welfare of the co-operative movement. 

18. If a registered society requires financial assistance 
from Government, it shall forward an application through 
the Deputy Commissioner to the Registrar setting forth in 
full the reasons which lead the society to ask for such assistance. 

19. Notwithstanding anything contained in these rules 
-or in the by-laws of a registered society as to the mode of sum
moning a general meeting and the object, time, and place of 
such meeting, the Registrar or any person authorized by the 
Registrar may summon at any time a special general meeting ~ 

of the society in such manner and at such time and· place as 
he may direct and may specify what matters shall be 
discussed by the meeting. Such meeting shall have all the powers 
-of, and be subject to the same rules as, a general meeting 
-called according to these rules or the by-laws of the society. 

20. Every society shall maintain such accounts and regis
ters as the Registrar may from time to time prescribe, and shall 
publish a balance sheet annually in such manner as the Regis
trar may, by general or special order, prescribe. 

21. Every registered society shall be liable to pay such 
audit fees as the Registrar may prescribe. 

22. Every society shall from time to ~time furnish the 
Registrar with such information and with such returns as may 
be called for by him. 

23. Copies of such entries in the books of societies as may 
be required for the purposes of Section 26 of the Act shall be 
made by the Secretary of the Society and, shall be certified 
by him and by another officer of the society or member of the 
-committee to be true copies. 

24., Every society shall maintain a register of members, 
and where there is share capital a register of shares. 

25. Any dispute touching the business of a Co-operative 
Society between members or past members of the society or 
persons claiming through a member or past member, or between 
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a member or past member or persons so claimimg and the 
committee or any officer, shall be referred to the Regis1;!'ar. 

26. The Registrar, on receiving notice of such dispute, 
shall, at his discretion, either decide the dispute himself. or 
shall appoint an arbitrator or shall refer it to three arbitrators, 
of whom one shall be nominated by each of the p~rties to the 
dispute and, the third shall be nominated by the Registrar 
and act as chairman. If any party to a dispute fails to nomi
nate an arbitrator within 15 days, the Registrar may himself 
make the nomination. 

27. The Registrar or the arbitrator or arbitrators shall 
have power to administer oaths, to require the ,attendance 
of all parties_ concerned and witnesses, and to require the pro.; 
duction of all books and documents relating to the matter of 
the dispute, by a summons sent by registered post to the 
party's last known address. 

28. The arbitrator appointed by the Registrar, or the 
arbitrators to whom the Registrar has 'referred a" dispute, 
shall" record a brief note in English or the vernacular of the 
evidence of the parties and witnesses who attend and, upon 
the evidence so recorded and after consideration of any docu
mentary evidence produced by either side, a decision or award, 
as the case may be, sh_all be given in accordance with justice, 
equity, and good conscience and shall be reduce~ to writing. 
In the absence of any party duly summoned to attend, the 
dispute may be decided against him in default., In cases where 
three arbitrators are appointed, the opinion of the majority 
shall prevail. -

29. Any person duly summoned by the Registrar or 
arbitrator or arbitrators to appear before him or them, or to 
produce any document~ and failing to do ,so shall be liable to 
the penalties prescribed in Rule 7 (2) of the Second Schedule 
of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (V of 1908). ' 
"30. Any party aggrieved by an award of an arbitrator 
or arbitrators may appeal to the Registrar' within one month 
of the date of the award. 

31. An award of the arbitrators, if not appealed against 
within one month, and any decision or order of the Registrar 
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shall, as betwee~ the parties to the dispute,_not be liable to be 
:alled. in question in any Civil or Revenue Court and shall be 
in all respects final and conclusive. , 

32. . Decisions and awards mentioned in Rule 31 shall. 
:m application to any Civil Court having local jurisdiction. 
be enforced !n the same manner as a decree of such Court. 

33. In proceedings held under Rules 25 to 30 no party 
;hall be represented by any legal practitioner, except with the 
permission of the Registrar or arbitrator or arbitrators. 

34. (I) A~y me~ber of a registered society may, in writing 
:>r by a declaration duly made, nominate any person_ or persons 
to whom hi.s share or interest, or the value of such share or 
lnterest and all other monies- specifie4 in Section 22 of the Act 
that may be due to him, may on the death of such member be 
paid or transferred under the· provisions of the said- section .. 
and may in similar manner from tim~ to time revoke or vary 
such nominat:on: 

Provided that the value of the member's share or interest 
shall be represented by the sum actually paid by the member 
to acquire such share or interest, unless the by-laws provide 
for calculation thereof otherwise. . 

(2) Every registered society shall keep a register of all 
persons so nominated. 

35. Every registered ~ociety shall !orm. and maintain, a 
reserve fWld to which at least one-fourth of the net profits 
must be carried. 

36. The·. reserve fund of a registered society shall be 
indivisible and no member shall be entitled to claim any 
specified share in it. 

37. On the dissolution of a registered society. the reserve 
fund shall-be applied-

('1 to discharging. such liabilities. of the society as, may 
remain undischarged aftel the enforcement in full 
of the lfability of the individual. mempers of the 
society; 

(ii) to the repayment of share capital paid, up, if any; -
(iii)- to. the payment of dividend upo~ such sPare capital 

at a rate not exceeding la, per cent. pez: annum 
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- for any period or periods for which n? dividend 
has been paid. . 

38. Any balance of the reserve fund which may remain 
after making the payments specified in Rule 37 shall be applied 
to such local object or objects of public utility as may be selected 
by a majority of the votes of the memb~s of the society (as 
they existed on the date of dissolution) assembled in a special 
meeting. ·and approved of by the Registrar. If. Within· three 
months of the dissolution of the soCiety the members fail to 
make a selection which is approved of by the Registrar, the 
latter shall credit the above. ~entioned balance of the reserve 
fund to the reserve fund ofthe Co-operative Society, if any, 
to which the society was affiliated. or. if the society was not 
affiliated to any other society, shall place the said balance 
on deposit in some co-operative or other bank until a new 
Co-operative Society with asimi1ar area of operations is 
registered. in which event it shall be credited to the reserve fund 
of such society. 

39. In no registered society shall the rate of dividend 
paid on shares exceed .12. per c,ent. per annum without the 
sanction of the Registrar. -

40. Except for the appeal a~owed under Section 39 
of the Act and under Rule 9 of these rules. no appeal shall lie 
against any order of the Registrar pass~d in any matter dealt 
with in the Act or in the rules framed under the Act. 

41. The following procedure shall be adopted by a liqui
dator appointed under SeCtion 42 of the Act :-

cs 

(a) The liquidator shall take into his custody or under 
his control all the books, :registers. and accounts 
belonging to the society ~nd all the property. 
effects and a~tionable claims to which the society 
is entitled. _.-

(b) The liquidator shall ascertain what the dues and 
other assets of. the society and its debts and 
liabilities are, and shall investigate all claims 

. against the society. The liquidator may publish 
. in such manner as he thinks proper a notice 

requiring all claims against the dissolved society to 
34' 
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~e submitted to him within ·two ,months from the 
date of pUblication thereof. 

I 

(c) -The. liquidator. shall decide questions of priority 
arising between claimants and shall draw up a 
scheme for the payment of their dues. 

(d) The liqUidator sha,ll recover all sums and 
other properties to which the· society is entitled 
and. may institute such suits for that purpose or 
such suits incidentai to the liquidation proceedings· 
as he may think prop~r. 

(e) The liquidator may empower any person to make 
co.lections and to grant valid receipts on his 
behalf. . 

J 

U) If the assets of the society (including the amounts 
recovered by the liquidator) are not sufficIent to 
cover the.costs.of1iquidation and to payoff the 
liabilities of the society, the liquidator shall-

(i) determine the contribution to be made by the 
members and past members, respectively, to 
the assets of the society, and 

(ii) determine by what persons and in what pro-: 
portion the costs of liquidation are to be 
borne. 

(g) The liquidator may apply to the Civil Court, having. 
local jurisdiction, for the enforcement of his 
orders in respect of the payment of contribution 
and the costs of liquidation. Every such appli
cation shallbe made in the same manner and (so 
far as may be) shall .contain such particulars as is 
provided in the case of a pplications for the 
execution of decrees under the Code· of Civil 
Procedure, I908. 

(h) The liquidator may from. time to time revise his 
orders determining the amounts of contrilSution 
and the costs of liquidation, and may apply to 
the Civil Court for the enforcement of such revised 
orders or for the modification of any application 
already made. 
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(J) The liquidator may send to the Deputy COIl}missioner 
for service or execution all processes for the 
enforcement of the attendance of witnesses and.. 
of the p~oduction of documents, including aU 
orders for the attachment of property and orders 
for the levy of fine -made by the liquidator in 
exercise of the powers vested in him by Section 42, 
Sub-section (3) of the Act : 

. . -
Provided that all costs for serving or executing such 

processes shall be payable in Court-fees in .accordance with the 
scale fixed for, and in the same manner as is provided in the 
case of process issued by Revenue Courts, under the Court-fees 
Act, 1870. 

0) The liquidator shall keep such books and. accounts 
as may from time to time be prescribed by the 
Registrar, who may at any time cause such books 
and accouIits to be audited. 

(~) The liquidator shall deposit the funds and other assets 
of the dissolved society which are collected by 
him or which may come into. his 'possession as 
liquidator, in such manner' and in such place as 
may from time to time be determined by the 
Registrar. 

(l) The liquidator shall every three months submit to 
the Registrar a report stating the progress made 
·in winding up the affairs of the society, and shall 
on completi6n of the liquidation proceedings 
submit a final report and make over to theRegis~ 

,trar all books, registers, and accounts belonging 
to the society and allrbooks and accounts relating -
to such' proceediilgs kept by him. . • 

(m) The liquidator shall also submit such information 
and particulars with regard to the liquidation 

. proceedings as may from time to time be required 
by the ... Registrar. . 

42. No appeal shall lie from any order of the liquidator. 
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